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PART I - INTRODUCTION 

1. Bosco NTAGANDA, alias “The Terminator”, depicted by Human Rights organizations 

as a brutal commander, surrendered voluntarily to the ICC in March 2013, unaware that 

a second warrant of arrest had been issued against him
1
 in addition to allegations that he 

was involved with the FPLC in recruiting and using kadogos aged below 15. 

2. Mr NTAGANDA joined the military at the age of 16, as a member of the RPA. During 

his close to twenty-year military career, Mr NTAGANDA: participated in the 

restoration of good governance in Rwanda; was involved in putting an end to the 

horrendous genocide in Rwanda; participated in overthrowing the dictatorial MOBUTU 

regime as a member of the AFDL; joined  the APC/RCD-K/ML whose goal was to 

replace the KABILA regime, which he deserted when he realized that the RCD-K/ML 

moved away from its sound principles, by taking side in the raging ethnic conflict in 

Ituri; participated in the creation of the FPLC, as a law abiding and disciplined military 

force, armed branch of the UPC-RP, whose goal was reconciliation amongst all ethnic 

groups and the protection of civilians without discrimination; joined the CNDP in its 

opposition to the second KABILA regime, which fuelled the ethnic conflict and was 

promoted General by KABILA in the FARDC. 

3. Mr NTAGANDA whose family was amongst the victims of the Rwanda genocide, 

candidly claimed being a révolutionnaire but not a criminal.  

4. For more than five years, Mr NTAGANDA has been involved in the fight of his life, 

against all odds, to establish who he really is and demonstrate that he is not the brutal 

commander depicted on the internet but rather a trained soldier, instructor and leader, 

who believes that the raison d’être of the military is to protect both the physical 

security and the rights of all Congolese without distinction.  

5. Mr NTAGANDA believed in the UPC-RP’s goals and ideology, which corresponded in 

every respect to his own objectives as a révolutionnaire and the military ethos which 

has been guiding him since becoming a soldier.  

                                                           
1
 ICC-01/04-02/06-44-Conf-Exp,p.6. 
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6. From the moment he was made aware of the arrest warrant issued against LUBANGA, 

UPC-RP President and himself, Mr NTAGANDA has been claiming his innocence.  

7. Despite the very important position he held in the FPLC as Chef-d’État-major-adjoint – 

opérations et organisation, Mr NTAGANDA is well aware that he was a pawn in the 

horrible ethnic conflict in the DRC, fuelled by international politics and power hungry 

politicians to the detriment of the civilian population.  

8. The case for the Defence is that the Prosecution picked the wrong organisation and the 

wrong accused.  

9. The UPC-RP, initially created as a minor political movement, which became an 

organisation and de facto government, neither had a policy to attack civilians nor a plan 

to oust non-Hema civilians, for the purpose of taking political control of Ituri. 

10. As for the FPLC, whose origin goes back to a group of APC/RCD-K/ML mutineers 

loyal to Lubanga, aiming to organise and to protect all members of the civilian 

population, from all ethnic groups without distinction, from the RCD-K/ML’s evil 

plans to eradicate part of Ituri’s population.  

11. Neither the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu nor the operation on the Mongbwalu-Kilo-

Nyangarai-Bunia axis, constituted, individually or collectively, widespread or 

systematic attack directed against the civilian population of Ituri. 

12. Despite LUBANGA’s conviction Mr NTAGANDA continues to claim that the FPLC 

did not have a policy to recruit or use kadogos under the age of 15 in the conduct of its 

operations.  

13. From the beginning of Mr NTAGANDA’s trial, the Prosecution and the Defence have 

adopted and presented diametrically opposed theories. This remains the case as the 

Parties are submitting their Final Closing Briefs.  

14. What is new, however, is the evidence presented by the Prosecution and the Defence in 

support of their theories.  
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15. This Brief reviews the evidence adduced shedding light on the unreliable testimony 

offered by Prosecution witnesses, in particular insider witnesses, which underscores the 

deficiencies and the weakness of the Prosecution’s case.  

16. Mr NTAGANDA opted to take the stand in his own defence. He testified for 127 hours 

over 33 days from 14 June to 13 September 2017.  

17. Mr NTAGANDA was cross-examined during no less than 63 hours divided in two 

periods from 14 June to 21 July and from 28 August to 13 September 2017. Not only 

did the Prosecution benefit from years of investigation to prepare for this ultimate 

moment, it had a unique opportunity to adjust, enhance and tailor its cross-examination 

during a five-week period after the completion of Mr NTAGANDA’s examination-in-

chief. 

18. Mr NTAGANDA responded to each and every question put to him by his Counsel, the 

Prosecution, one LRV and the Judges, in a phlegmatic manner, providing coherent and 

detailed answers, drawing at all times on his personal experience, observations and 

actions. 

19. Mr NTAGANDA aimed and succeeded in providing the Chamber with a complete 

overview of his career from the moment he joined the military in 1991
2
 until he was 

appointed Chef-d’État-major-général par interim in December 2003. Mr NTAGANDA 

voluntarily and openly provided evidence on every event raised in the questions put to 

him. He did not hesitate to address sensitive potentially incriminating events such as 

when he fired a weapon on a man who wanted to assassinate him in 2000.  

20. In sum, Mr NTAGANDA transparently provided the Chamber with all necessary 

information to assess his conduct during the time period covered by the charges.  

21. Comparing the evidence adduced by the Prosecution with the testimony of Mr 

NTAGANDA and the evidence which corroborates his testimony, the case for the 

Defence as presented herein is that Mr NTAGANDA must be acquitted on all counts.  

                                                           
2
 D-0300:T-209,47:7-9. 
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PART II - CHARGES AND PROOF OF CHARGES 

  The scope of the charges A.

22. The judgment on the charges, pursuant to Article 74, “shall not exceed the facts and 

circumstances described in the charges and any amendments to the charges.” The 

charges are contained in the UDCC which must include “the time and place of the 

alleged crimes, which provides a sufficient legal and factual basis to bring the person or 

persons to trial.”
3
 

23. The charges encompass the allegation that there was: (i) a widespread and systematic 

attack against a civilian population, fulfilling the “chapeau” requirement of Article 7; 

(ii) “individual crimes” committed during a “First Attack” between 20 November and 6 

December 2003, which include acts of murder and rape; (iii) “individual crimes” 

committed during a “Second Attack” between 12 and 17 February 2003; and (iv) 

recruitment and use of child soldiers. A conviction can be entered for “individual 

crimes” only to the extent specified in the UDCC.
4
 

 Proof B.

24. A conviction on a criminal charge, with all the grave consequences that entails, requires 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
5
 Proof to that standard is required of each fact 

corresponding to the elements of the crime and mode of liability for each charge.
6
 

Where circumstantial evidence is relied upon, the Judge must be convinced not merely 

that the facts established the accused’s guilt are not only the most reasonable inference, 

but that it is the only reasonable inference.
7
 The inference must correspond squarely 

with the requirements of the crime. 

25. The “requirement”
8
 of putting one’s case is a highly context-specific principle

9
 which, 

incidentally, finds no place in this Court’s statutory instruments. Whether the principle 

                                                           
3
 RoC,Reg.52(b). 

4
 Art.74(2),Bemba AJ,para.115. 

5
 Art.66(3). 

6
 Lubanga AJ,para.22;Bemba et al. AJ,para.868;Bemba AJ,para.42. 

7
 Bemba et al. AJ,para.868. 

8
 PCB,para.30. 

9
 See e.g.Stanisić & Župljanin,para.18(adopting a “flexible approach, including in light of the “complexity or 

scope of the indictment”). 
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applies directly to the Prosecution’s cross-examination
10

 of NTAGANDA is irrelevant: 

what is relevant is how the Trial Chamber should assess key aspects of NTAGANDA’s 

testimony movements and knowledge when it was not challenged by the Prosecution, 

especially in respect of issues on which the Prosecution adduced little or no 

contradictory evidence or otherwise give clear notice of its case.
11

 This concerns, in 

particular, NTAGANDA’s testimony about his whereabouts during the alleged Second 

Attack. 

26. Corroboration arises when facts of sufficient similarity are described by sufficiently 

independent sources to allow the trier of fact to evaluate any similarities or 

contradictions as an indicator of reliability. Descriptions of different facts,
12

 or of the 

same facts but from “essentially the same source,”
13

 provide no, or lesser, 

corroboration. 

27. Reports,
14

  notes,
15

 and “databases”
16

 from various UN and NGO sources have been 

admitted as evidence. The sources of the salient information in those reports are, in 

almost all cases, not provided. The information is, accordingly, not only hearsay, but 

also anonymous hearsay. 

28. The Chamber has no reliable way of knowing how this information was elicited or who 

provided which information. The circumstances are even less transparent than judicial 

procès-verbaux d’audition whose unreliability even for the limited purpose of 

establishing general facts was recently highlighted in Bemba.
17

 Records underlying 

these reports were lost,
18

 destroyed,
19

 “cleaned,”
20

 not provided,
21

 not requested by the 

                                                           
10

 PCB,para.31. 
11

 Cf. Popovic TJ,para.21. 
12

 See Bagosora TJ,para.1978(rejecting claim of corroboration, inter alia, because the testimony in question 

referred to “separate incidents at different times”). 
13

 Bemba AJ,Separate Opinion,para.10. 
14

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797(“Ituri Covered in Blood”);DRC-OTP-0074-0628(“Curse of Gold”);DRC-OTP-2003-

0497(“Seeking Justice”);DRC-OTP-0152-0286(SIT Report);DRC-OTP-0074-0422(Special Report in Ituri, 

2004). 
15

 DRC-OTP-0208-0284([REDACTED]);DRC-OTP-0138-0106. 
16

 DRC-OTP-0195-2366([REDACTED]). 
17

 Bemba AJ, Separate Opinion,para.9(relying on these sources to establish the “scale and magnitude of the 

attack”). 
18

 P-0046:T-100,72:18-21,T-101,73:19-25;T-101:13:11-19;P-0317:T-192,64:7. 
19

 P-0317:T-192,63:2-64:25(“I decided to destroy the questionnaires for security reasons”). 
20

 P-0046: P-0046:T-101,98:16-22;T-103,12:22-13:7. 
21

 P-0315:T-107,98:8-15,96:2-6,97:8-9;T-108,83:2-83:5; P-0046:T-103,36:13-23,37:6-12; P-0317:T-192,56:2-

4,T-193,12:7-15. 
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Prosecution
22

 or disclosed very late,
23

 including after relevant witnesses had already 

testified.
24

 The Lipri video illustrates the unsatisfactory
25

 circumstances in which 

information included in the UN reports and databases was collected,
 
and of the 

unreliability of the information itself.
26

 P-0317, the principal author of the UN’s human 

rights reports, admitted that she prepared her reports on the basis of consultations with 

every major group in Ituri other than the UPC.
27

 The scale of possible error in such 

reports is reflected in HRW’s claim in its 2003 report, subsequently repudiated, that the 

MLC had been involved in the Mongbwalu operation.
28

 

29. The anonymity element reduces reliability still further.
29

 This anonymity does not arise 

because the source’s name was forgotten or never known,
30

 but because it was with-

held by the UN and HRW intentionally. Reliance on such information, with 

information of such critical and exculpatory importance as source withheld, by parties 

working closely with the Prosecution, damages the integrity of these proceedings. Just 

as this Court would never allow the admission of an anonymous Rule 68(2)(b) 

statement; just as it would be a violation of fundamental rights to rely on information 

provided by a person who both absent and anonymous;
31

 so too should this court place 

no weight on anonymous statements incorporated and conveyed into evidence as 

reports. 

30. Reliability must also be assessed in relation to the specificity of the fact to be proven. 

Self-reports of age, observational assessments of age, and observation of specific 

crimes are all specific and incriminating facts for which anonymous hearsay evidence 

as presented in this case is inappropriate. 

                                                           
22

 P-0315:T-108,83:6-12. 
23

P-0046:T-100,2:22-4:8; P-0901:T-27,6:1-4; P-0055:T-41,6:3-9:9; P-0190:T-97,65:25-66:19; P-0800:T-

68,3:17-7:12; P-0963:T-78,7:20-8:5; P-0315:T-108,6:10-14.  
24

 P-0317:T-193,48:3-20(referring to DRC-OTP-0195-2366). 
25

 P-0317:T-193,17:20-22. 
26

 DRC-OTP-1033-0221,34:03-45:22. 
27

 P-0317:T-193,33:1-11. 
28

 P-0317:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.124-125;T-108,15:1-21:13. 
29

 T-107,58:10-11(“PRESIDING JUDGE FREMR: […]we will exercise really high caution in relation to this 

document because in fact its mainly based on anonymous sources.”) 
30

 Ndindabahizi AJ, para.115;Bagosora TJ, para.890;Gotovina TJ, para.241;Haradinaj TJ,para.317(placing no 

reliance on hearsay, inter alia, because source not made clear during testimony). 
31

 ECHR, Ellis & Simms v. UK,para.74. 
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31. The testimonial evidence brought into the controlled atmosphere of the courtroom 

cannot be evaluated without regard to the atmosphere of propaganda, collusion, 

improper influence, ethnic rivalry, vulnerability and poverty that continues to this day 

in Ituri. International witnesses acknowledged the danger of political and military 

leaders feeding them false information to vilify their enemies or rivals,
32

 (which did not 

stop them, however, from relying on it to draw incriminating conclusions against 

NTAGANDA).
33

 Robert GARRETON provided a chilling example of an investigation 

he conducted in 2001 in which the Lendu and Hema communities blamed one other 

vehemently and with apparent sincerity for exactly the same events, even providing the 

same photographs of purported victims of the other side.
34

 The splintering of the UPC 

into various factions
35

 provides yet further cause to witnesses to blame one another for 

conduct.  

32. Many of the witnesses, as will be discussed in more detail below, were closely 

associated by kinship or friendship; others were brought together by community leaders 

and P-0154. Several witnesses demonstrated that they were significantly motivated by 

the expectation of money or benefits from an international institution were matters of 

substantial concern to them. These factors and indications of improper influence, as 

inevitable as they may be in an international investigation in a post-conflict setting, 

require that testimonial evidence be treated with particular care. 

PART III - THE UPC-RP AND/OR FPLC NEITHER HAD A POLICY TO ATTACK 

CIVILIANS NOR DEVISED A COMMON PLAN TO EXPEL NON-HEMA - THERE 

WAS NO WIDESPREAD OR SYSTEMATIC ATTACK DIRECTED AT THE 

CIVILIAN POPULATION 

33. The Prosecution's case rests on the premise that the UPC-RP and FPLC are responsible 

for a widespread or systematic attack direct against the non-Hema civilian population 

of Ituri, pursuant to or in furtherance of an organisational policy to commit such attack. 

The Prosecution failed to prove its case. 

                                                           
32

 P-0317:T-193,19:9-12;P-0315:T-108,33:7-11,78:12-20(“It’s a mere survival strategy”). 
33

 P-0315:T-108,31:8-32:9,34:5-9,52:20-53:6. 
34

 DRC-OTP-2084-0408,paras.47-48. 
35

 [REDACTED] ; P-0901:T-32,21:5-11; D-0300:T-221,42:22-43:7;T-218,60:5-7; D-0013[REDACTED]; 

[REDACTED].  
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34. The UPC-RP and the FPLC were indeed organisations but they never adopted, 

individually or together, a policy to attack non-Hema civilians, nor actively promoted 

or encouraged such an attack at any time.  

35. They also did not launch any widespread or systematic attack directed at the non-Hema 

civilian population of Ituri pursuant to Article 7(1). 

36. In addition, there was no common plan involving UPC-RP and/or FPLC members to 

drive out members of the non-Hema population (Lendu and non-originaires), for the 

purpose of taking military and political control of Ituri. 

CHAPTER I – THE ABSENCE OF AN ORGANISATIONAL POLICY TO ATTACK 

NON-HEMA CIVILIANS 

37. From the creation of the UPC as political movement by LUBANGA and others, until it 

became an organisation pursuant to Article 7(1), the UPC-RP as an organisation neither 

adopted a policy to attack non Hema civilians nor encouraged such an attack at any 

time. 

38. From the moment forces commanded by KISEMBO assembled for self-defence 

purposes in Mandro in April 2002, through the period of their training and up until their 

first involvement in military operations in August 2002, the FPLC, as an organisation 

pursuant to Article 7(1), neither adopted a policy to attack non Hema civilians nor 

encouraged such an attack at any time. 

39. Through their intentions and actions, the UPC-RP and the FPLC considered 

individually or together neither adopted a policy to attack non Hema civilians nor 

encouraged such an attack at any time. 

Section I – The UPC-RP had no organisational policy to attack civilians 

A. Origin and objectives of the UPC-RP 

40. From 1999, an ethnic conflict erupted in Ituri from which all civilians suffered and in 

which Hema were particularly targeted.  

41. In this context, the RCD, a political movement created in Goma in response to 

KABILA’s alarming declaration that all Tutsis and those who look like them should be 
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eliminated,
36

 organized a rebellion with the aim of changing the political regime in the 

DRC
37

 for the benefit of all members of the population. The RCD soon split giving 

birth to the RCD Goma supported by Rwanda and the RCD-K supported by Uganda, 

which began fighting each other.  

42. Moving from Kisangani to Bunia,
38

 where it initially established a de facto government 

based on sound objectives including the protection of all civilians without 

discrimination, the RCD-KML was plagued by internal power-struggles involving 

MBUSA, TIBASIMA and WAMBA.
39

 As a result, the RCD-KML moved away from 

its ideology and objectives, siding with Lendu combatants in the ongoing ethnic 

conflict, giving rise to mistreatment of the population and regular massacres being 

committed against several ethnic groups, including the Hema.
40

 

43. All of this happened before the eyes of the UPDF present in Bunia which at times 

intervened to protect the population, other times siding with the RCD-KML de facto 

government and its discriminatory policy. 

44. In this context, LUBANGA and others created the UPC, a political movement whose 

objective was to restore good governance; promote reconciliation; establish peace; 

protect all civilians without discrimination. These objectives did not change even when 

the UPC-RP became de facto government in 2002.  

45. In parallel, RCD-KML’s military branch the APC started to attack civilians and 

discriminate against Hema and non-originaire officers such as Mr NTAGANDA,
41

 

                                                           
36

D-0300:T-211,31:12-20;50:18-20. 
37

 D-0300:T-211,33:12-15. 
38

 D-0300:T-211,47:17-48:18. 
39

 P-0014:DRC-OTP-2054-0429,0451:18-0452:6. 
40

 DRC-OTP-0197-0238; DRC-OTP-0214-0065; DRC-OTP-0214-0091; DRC-OTP-0037-0512; DRC-OTP-

0037-0521; DRC-OTP-0033-0038; DRC-OTP-0033-0041; DRC-OTP-0033-0044;DRC-OTP-0033-0058; DRC-

OTP-0126-0030; DRC-OTP-0037-0536;DRC-OTP-0037-0542; DRC-OTP-0033-0044,p.0049(“Parmi les 

victimes, il y a eu beaucoup d’alur suivis des autres tribus telles que Hema, lugbara, Logo, etc“); DRC-OTP-

0214-0116,p.0117(“In August 2001 : the war of the Lendu takes also as target other tribes notably the Bira with 

the attack on the Andisoma, Mobala, and since December 2001, the Alur […]”),p.0122(“The war has taken as 

target the peoples of the Nilotic origin, namely the Hema, Mambisa, Ndo-Okebo and Alur”); DRC-OTP-0037-

0489; DRC-OTP-0113-0135 (“La guerre qui, au départ, concernait les deux ethnies Hema-Lendu prendra une 

dimension jusque-là jamais vécue dans l’histoire de peuple iturien, avec des affrontements entre Lendu-Alur, 

Hema-Bira, Bira-Lendu, Lendu-Nyali, Ngiti-Bira, Lugbara-Lugbara,... Mais malheureusement 

jusqu’aujourd’hui la malhonneteté politique des dirigeants de ce mouvement ne fait parler que la guerre inter-

ethnique Hema-Lendu”). 
41

 D-0300:T-213,17:4-8(“However, this procedure was not subsequently applied by the APC because they went 

ahead to attack civilian populations. The Lendu combatants burnt down their houses and even killed some 
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contrary to the ideology previously in force in Kisangani.
42

 APC troops also supported 

Lendu combatants during the attacks.
43

 Officers disagreeing with this new policy, 

including Mr NTAGANDA, KISEMBO, BAGONZA mutinied, creating the Chui 

Mobile Force in order to defend all civilians and Hema officers.
44

 They went into the 

bush to protect themselves, where they received the support of the population.
45

 Their 

objective was to pressure WAMBA to put an end to his discriminatory policy,
46

 and be 

in a position to remain in the APC.
47

 

46. With the assistance of the “parents of the mutineers”, which included LUBANGA, the 

Chui met with a Ugandan delegation in Bunia who decided to train them in order to 

have an effective force ready to defend the population upon their departure from Ituri.
48

 

47. The commanders were sent for training to Jinja
49

 whereas the troops were sent to 

Tchankwanzi.
50

 Troops in Tchankwanzi may have sung songs related to Mr 

NTAGANDA based on their association as part of Chui.
51

 No evidence was heard that 

“the co-perpetrators used a house on Gaba Road, in Kampala, as a safe house where 

they were training”, or that any UPC statutes was discussed there.
52

 The [REDACTED] 

put to Mr NTAGANDA during his cross-examination is not evidence. 

48. Mr NTAGANDA was not aware at the time that recruits other than the Chui 

contingent,
53

 were sent to Tchankwanzi for training from Bunia.
54

 Accordingly, and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
people. […] that is why there was a separation, because were not willing to follow that ideology”),T-212,9:5-

10:2,11:1-19,18:7-15,21:2-13,22:1-23:2,23:3-13,24:18-25,32:2-9,34:22-24. 
42

 D-0300:T-212,23:14-21. 
43

 D-0300:T-212,23:9-13. 
44

 D-0300:T-212,36:14-37:17,T-225,34:3-12(“In going to Sota it wasn't my intention to protect the Hema 

civilian population; however, if those people or any people, irrespective of their ethnic origin, were attacked, 

then I would have defended them”). 
45

 D-0300:T-212,41:1-7,T-224,67:2-3,T-225,22:1-25:7, T-212,46:2-8. 
46

 D-0300:T-212,40:18-25,T-241,9:3-10(“When we left and went into the bush, it was because of his bad 

policies. He was attacking us and discriminated against us. I learned from a commander -- we agreed that we 

were not in agreement with this discriminatory policy. But our intent was to show that we were being targeted 

and we were not in agreement with that discrimination.  But as for driving out Wamba Dia Wamba, we were a 

very small group and we did not have enough members to drive him out. We couldn't have done that”). 
47

 D-0300:T-230,71:15-18(“[w]hen we were in the Chui mobile forces, we thought we were going to be entered 

into APC, RCD-K/ML, but we didn't have a plan with regard to the creation of FPLC. We didn't have this kind 

of idea”). 
48

 D-0300:T-231,64:11-13. 
49

 D-0300:T-212,85:20-86:4. 
50

 D-0300:T-212,85:20-24. 
51

 PCB,para.850. 
52

 PCB,para.851. 
53

 D-0300:T-212,84:10-13;T-231,50:18-25. 
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contrary to the Prosecution’s allegations,
55

 there was no recruitment wave launched by 

the Chui at that time. A newspaper article published in Beni in June 2003 about 

demobilisation does not prove that Mr Ntaganda knew about their presence three years 

earlier.
56

 No witness testified that they saw NTAGANDA other than at the beginning of 

their training in Tchakwanzi at night,
57

 which implies that NTAGANDA’s visit could 

have coincided with the arrival of only the first recruits, rather than the entire 

contingent. Mr NTAGANDA himself testified that he did not see anyone there other 

than those whom he recognised as having previously been with CHUI which is not 

incompatible with the presence of others whom he may not have noticed.
 58

 

49. While the initial plan was for the trained Chui to come back to Bunia, most of them 

were in fact sent to Equateur.
59

 

50. A series of events followed which, contributed to escalating the political tension 

leading to a confrontation in 2002 between APC and FPLC. First, MBUSA overthrew 

WAMBA. Second, LUBANGA, whose UPC was dormant, decided to commit to 

politics playing le Beau risque:  rather than overthrowing the RCD and APC leadership, 

LUBANGA chose to try to change the policy from the inside as minister of sports and 

then of Defence in the RCD-KML.
60

  

51. Yet, at the beginning of 2002, the APC finally switched sides in favour of the Lendu 

combattants. [REDACTED] confirmed he was sent with Claude KIZA to 

NYANGARAI, as trader’s vehicles had been stopped by Lendu combatants. The 

resistance was so intense that they had to retreat back to Mongbwalu and ask for 

reinforcement.
61

 While in Mongbwalu, KIZA received the order to go back to Bunia 

without the reinforcement being sent, to speak to NYAMWISI over the Iridium.
62

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
54

 D-0300:T-212,26:8-11,83:22-84:9,84:14-16,84:22-85:7;T-231,28:6-29:23. 
55

 PCB,para.845-847. 
56

 PCB,fn.2655. 
57

 [REDACTED]. 
58

 D-0300:T-213,5:1-20. 
59

 [REDACTED]. 
60

 DRC-OTP-0137-0034;D-0300:T-213,27:22-25. 
61

 [REDACTED]. 
62

 [REDACTED]. 
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Subsequently “he was very hard on [REDACTED]. There was no longer any 

understanding between [Claude KIZA] and some Hema officers.”
63

 

52. This occurred at the same time Hema were chased from Mongbwalu by the Lendu 

combattants, who instituted a tribal regime in Mongbwalu.
64

 

53. Lubanga proposed a new mise en place in April 2002 to redress the imbalance of ethnic 

representation amongst the officer corps in the APC.
65

 The objective was ethnic 

balance, not discrimination,
66

 and ensuring that former Chui members, such as Mr 

NTAGANDA, were given appropriate positions within the APC.
67

 Mr NTAGANDA 

explained that, more broadly, the goal was to restore discipline, stop the army from 

killing civilians and to enable peace to return in Ituri.
68

The new structure did not have 

ethnic grounds.  

54. MBUSA refused the mise en place
69

 and, more generally, prevented LUBANGA from 

performing his functions as Defence Minister.
70

 It also became apparent that people 

from Kivus were taking over the most important political positions in the Province,
71

 

and decided to arm Lendu combatants to reinforce their military power.
72

 

                                                           
63

 [REDACTED]. 
64

 P-0907:T-91,28:23-32:6; P-0887:T-94,46:7-49:18. 
65

D-0300:T-213,28:3-14,29:8-12,33:6-17,33:18-34:5; P-0041:DRC-OTP-2054-5199,p.5278:15-5279:14;  

P-0901:T-31,17:24-18:11. 
66

 PCB,fn.2673; CLAUDE was supposed to remain in the APC, as deputy of KISEMBO in MAMBASA. 

LOMPONDO was also supposed to remain in the APC, with Mr NTAGANDA as his deputy:D-0300:T-

213,34:16-22. 
67

 D-0300:T-213,27:4-14. 
68

 D-0300:T-232,41:7-14. 
69

 DRC-OTP-0066-0048,p.0048-0049(“La première balle sera dirigée contre celui-là même qui l’a ramené en 

ituri. Ainsi, il barrera littéralement le chemin à son ministre de Défense en torpillant sérieusement la gestion de 

l’armée. Les prérogatives du Commissaire à la Défense seront méconnues ; une partie de l’armée et quelques 

officiers seront dressés contre le Com.Déf ; des enjambements des ordres allant même du Président au 

Commandant compagnie; des commandants supposés de l’aubédience du Com.Déf seront si pas exécutés, 

arrêtés et transférés en prison à Beni; tantôt c’est la têt du Com.Déf lui-même qui est reclamée”); D-0300:T-

213,32:10-14. 
70

 DRC-OTP-0066-0039,p.0045(“Mais auparavant et par priorité il fallait écarter avant tout un homme qui lui 

fait peur et d’une très grande valeur politique. Cet homme, c’est Thomas Lubanga. Les autres ituriens sont 

gagnés à sa cause par leur maintien aux postes ministériels et présidentiel. Les mises en place publiées par 

Kisuki consacre l’hégémonie du Kivu sur l’Ituri : tous les postes de commandement, de gestion et de sécurité 

civile sont confiés aux gens du Kivu ou aux ressortissants des autres provinces, fidèles à leur politique.”); D-

0300:T-213,36:17-23. 
71

 DRC-OTP-0127-0110; DRC-OTP-0066-0048(“L’affectation des Nande ou des membres du Kivu-Holding 

dans tous les postes juteux et les services clés au détriment des Ituriens"). 
72

 DRC-OTP-0066-0048,p.0049(“L’armement des forces négatives qui n’épargnent aucune tribu [...] La 

mixation de l’APC et les combattants lendu pour des opérations de massacre") 
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55. On 17 April 2002, in reaction, the Iturian notables, issued a Political Declaration, 

calling for more Iturians amongst political leadership of Ituri.
73

 The goal was not to 

oust non-originaires from Ituri,
74

 but rather to denounce the RCD-KML’s political and 

administrative management of Ituri as being ethnically biased. This was a legitimate 

opinion, shared by signatories that included two Biras, one Alur, one Lubara and one 

Ngiti.
75

 “Affirmative action” does not mean ethnic discrimination. 

56. LOMPONDO gave Thomas LUBANGA, and the group who had gathered at his 

residence and nearby an ultimatum: report to LOMPONDO or the APC would use force 

against them.
76

 The group refused. The APC attacked LUBANGA’s residence on 18 

April 2002. CLAUDE, who was responsible for LOMPONDO’s forces controlling 

Bunia and the surroundings,
77

 was killed in the fighting.
78

 

57. The UPDF intervened with tanks, ending the fighting. They brokered negotiations in 

Kasese
79

 between LUBANGA’s faction
80

 – which contrary to [REDACTED]’s 

uncorroborated and contradictory statement
81

 was not identified as “FRP” – and 

representatives of the RCD-K/ML from Beni.
82

  

58. The outcome was that the northeast of the city was assigned to the mutineers, and the 

southeast to LOMPONDO’s APC. The two groups were asked not to attack each 

other.
83

 The goal of the meeting was not to oust the RCD out of power, let alone expel 

non-Hema from Ituri.
84

 

59. Even though Bunia was not ethnically divided, as suggested by the Prosecution based 

on P-0901’s testimony,
85

 the security situation did not improve for the population
86

 or 

                                                           
73

 DRC-OTP-0127-0110. 
74

 Contra PCB,para.196,896,927. 
75

 [REDACTED]. 
76

 D-0300:T-213,37:22-38:2. 
77

 D-0300:T-213,28:17-18. 
78

 D-0300:T-213,38:3-18;DRC-OTP-0064-0476,para.6; DRC-OTP-0064-0463,para.3; D-0300:T-213,45:1-

46:19;DRC-REG-0001-0058 ; DRC-OTP-0066-0050; DRC-OTP-0127-0148,p.0149. 
79

 D-0300:T-213,47:7-24 
80

 D-0300:T-213,48:3-8;DRC-OTP-0127-0115. 
81

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED] : il n’y avait pas vraiment de clivage entre les gens et tout le 

monde se connaissait. LUBANGA faisait d’ailleurs aussi partie du RCD/K-ML, où il occupait la fonction de 

Ministre de la Défense"). 
82

 D-0300:T-213,48:17-25. 
83

 D-0300:T-213,49:12-19. 
84

 D-0300:T-232,28:9-16;T-241,23:5-12. 
85

 PCB,para.859; See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I(E). 
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for the mutineers.
87

 They decided to get ready to defend themselves and set up a 

training camp in Mandro. 

60. On 16 May 2002, LUBANGA, [REDACTED] and representatives of various ethnic 

communities in Ituri
88

 created the FRP to oppose NYAMWISI and LOMPONDO’s 

management of the region,
89

 and to achieve reconciliation between Ituriens and 

dialogue with Kinshasa for the reunification of the country.
90

  

61. In June 2002, a second meeting was held as a follow-up to the Kasese meeting,
 91

 but it 

resulted in the arrest of Lubanga and other notables by Ugandan authorities, who then 

sent them to Kinshasa where they were detained by the central government. This was a 

step that damaged efforts at peaceful reconciliation in Ituri.  

62. After a period of particularly intense attacks against Hema civilians, culminating in the 

attack on Mudzipela, the UPDF chased LOPONDO and the APC from Bunia on 9 

August 2002.
92

 After his departure, the UPC and the FRP took advantage of the 

political vacuum
93

 to take over political leadership in Bunia.  

63. On 11 August 2002, LUBANGA and his delegation published a FRP political 

declaration from detention in Kinshasa, declaring that “nos éléments armés dissidants 

du RCD/ML alignés derrière l’Ex-Ministre de la Défense du RCD/ML, Monsieur 

Thomas LUBANGA ont pris le contrôle effectif de Bunia et ses environs”
94

 This 

statement taking credit for events in which they had no hand was an opportunistic 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
86

 D-0300:T-213,50:12-20 (“[...]There was insecurity within the population given that it had been divided in 

two. People were armed. There were several abductions carried out by Molondo’s people, who would abduct 

civilians who would never return. So the security situation was quite dangerous […]”). 
87

 D-0300:T-213,49:20-50:7 (“[...]Bagonza, for example, fled to Uganda. Tchaligonza also fled to Uganda. 

Those were two major commanders and so when they fled, that was clearly an indication that they had come to 

the conclusion that the security situation had gotten worse”). 
88

 [REDACTED]. 
89

 DRC-OTP-0194-0328,p.0329(“La nomination pour le compte d’une politique spécifique du RCD/KIS-ML 

d’un Gouverneur militaire jouant en même temps le rôle de Comandant des Opérations est une catastrophe 

pour l’Ituri, car on assiste à la recrudescence de la violence, des vols en mains armées et des assassinats 

partout en Ituri à l’instar de ce qui se passe au Nord Kivu bis géré par le même mouvement avec leur complicité 

flagrante.“);P-0005:T-187,29:2-13. 
90

 [REDACTED];DRC-OTP-0113-0135,p.0137(“Objectifs du FRP Parachever la réconciliation des ethnies 

actuellement en conflit en Ituri ; concrétiser le dialogue direct avec le Gouvernement de Kinshasa en vue 

d’impliquer l’Ituri dans le procéssus de l’unification du pays”). 
91

 [REDACTED]. At [REDACTED],(“[REDACTED]”). 
92

 DRC-OTP-0049-0465,para.9. 
93

 D-0300:T-214,75:19-25. 
94

 DRC-OTP-0113-0133. 
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exploitation of the situation, and a self-conferral of legitimacy, not a reflection of the 

events as they actually unfolded. Lubanga, obviously, was nowhere near Bunia at the 

time of these events, and was under arrest, yet he says that he has taken control of 

Bunia. 

64. On 13 August 2002, Thomas LUBANGA issued a press release from Kinshasa
95

 

disavowing any ethnic dimension of his movement: “Comme développé plus haut, le 

FRP est un front qui réunit toutes les ethnies de diverses tendances politiques de l’Ituri. 

Les Hema en sont membre au même titre que les Lendu, Lugbara, Ngiti, Bira, Lesse, 

Nyali, etc. et autre congolais déjà membres de l’UPC ”.
96

 He reiterated previous 

statements that “1. la fin du pouvoir du RCD/ML en Ituri 2. La gestion politique 

économique et militaire de l’Ituri par le FRP 3. La mise sur pied d’une structure pour 

la pacification et la reconstruction effective de l’Ituri.“
97

 

65. At the end of August, LUBANGA returned to Bunia, along with DRC Minister of 

Human Rights, NTUMBA LUABA. They addressed the population who welcomed 

them:  

Our second message is one of peace and reconciliation […] We think that 

all the world must understand that in Ituri there are no Alur, there are no 

Hema, there are no Bira, there are no Lendu, there are Congolese. They all 

have a right to life and together must come together to build this Ituri.
98

 

66. In order to pressure the central government into freeing the delegation still being held 

in Kinshasa, KAHWA took NTUMBA and LUBANGA hostage.
99

 Mr NTAGANDA 

was in charge of security.
100

 NTUMBA could move around freely in KAHWA’s 

compound and Mandro.
101

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] the group based in Mandro 

was helping the Lendus.
102

 A few days later, they went to the Bunia airport and the 

exchange took place between NTUMBA and the delegation that was in KINSHASA.
103

 

                                                           
95

 DRC-OTP-0113-0135. 
96

 DRC-OTP-0113-0135,p.0138. 
97

 DRC-OTP-0113-0133,p.0134. 
98

DRC-OTP-0124-0002,06:11-07:33(Transl.DRC-OTP-0176-0027,0033:101-112);D-0300:T-215,57:22-

58:21;60:20-61:2. See also DRC-OTP-0124-0002,01:15-04:00. 
99

 D-0300:T-215,14:1-7,13:22-25,12:23-13:2. 
100

 D-0300:T-215,15:3-10. 
101

 D-0300:T-215,20:8-20; P-0057:DRC-OTP-0150-0354,para.80. 
102

 [REDACTED]. 
103

 D-0300:T-215,20:21-21:15. 
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67. Mr NTAGANDA explained: “[w]hen I was appointed deputy to Molondo, in the 

structure, Mbusi and Molondo refused, then problems started. We were attacked and we 

were trying to find a solution to the problems. When the Ugandans drove out Molondo, 

we set up the FPLC and the UPC in order to fight against the movement which was 

carrying out killings in Ituri. That was why we were led to create the FPLC because of 

the appalling acts of APC, RCD-K/ML. If they had integrated us into the APC, or I 

should say, if we had been integrated into APC and RCD-K/ML, the UPC/FPLC would 

never have seen the light of day.”
104

 

B. The UPC-RP in power 

68. In September 2002, Mr LUBANGA and others created the UPC-RP, using as a basis 

the founding document from September 2000. The UPC, from the start, had no criminal 

objectives. Quite to the contrary, its objectives were to promote Congolese national 

unity and reconciliation.
105

 The UPC as a political movement was also based on 

equality for all Congolese, without distinction based on sex, opinion or ethnicity.
106

 

From September 2000, the UPC also stated their respect of Human Rights and 

international conventions related to them.
107

 The UPC’s objective from the beginning 

                                                           
104

 D-0300:T-230,17:22-72:4. 
105

 DRC-OTP-0014-0140,p.0141; DRC-OTP-0091-0039,p.0039(“Il est guide par les principes de l’unité 

nationale et de la démocratie [...] L’UPC se définit comme un mouvement démocratique de libération des 

peuples”);DRC-OTP-0106-0169,p.0169(“L’UPC considère que le pouvoir appartient au peuple d’où il émane 

et à travers lequel il se légitime [...] L’UPC s’insurge contre la partition du pays”); DRC-OTP-0113-

0052,p.0052(“Convaincus qu’il est temps pour les filles et les fils de la RDC de se mobiliser et de s’engager 

massivement dans la lutte pour la libération totale du pays afin de le doter des institutions crédibles et 

démocratiques susceptibles de promouvoir la prospérité et de procurer le bien-être à tous; [...] Animés par la 

ferme volonté de sauvegarder l’UNITE et l’intégrité nationales”). 
106

 DRC-OTP-0014-0140,p.0142(“Est membre de l’UPC tout congolais sans distinction de sexe, de race, 

d’ethnie, de religion ou d’opinion, en parfait accord avec le contenu de l’Article 5 et qui adhère au programme 

du Mouvement”); DRC-OTP-0091-0039,p.0040(“Assurer l’épanouissement de l’individu, l’équilibre et la 

cohésion sociale par une bonne justice fondée sur l’équité et l’égalité devant la loi.”); DRC-OTP-0106-

0169,p.0169(“l’UPC préconise la restitution du pouvoir au peuple par une démocratie participative fondée sur 

l’égalité sans discrimination de sexe, d’opinion, de tribu, de rang social et d’âge.“),p.0170(“l’UPC entend 

assurer la paix et la cohésion sociales par une bonne distribution de la justice fondée sur le principe d’équité et 

d’égalité des Citoyens devant la loi”),p.0174(“L’UPC lutte pour l’équité et l’instauration d’une justice sociale 

basée sur l’égalité devant la Loi et devant les droits”). 
107

 DRC-OTP-0106-0169,p.0169(“l’UPC prône le respect scrupuleux des Droits et Libertés Fondamentaux de 

l’Etre Humain tel que l’exige la Charte des Nations Unies en matière des Droits de l’homme.“),p.0171(“Au 

niveau international l’UPC affirme son respect de : la charte des Nations Unies, la charte de l’OUA ainsi que 

la Charte Africaine des Droits de l’Homme et des Peuples. Toutes les Conventions Internationales signées entre 

la République du Zaïre, la République Démocratique du Congo et les autres pays”); DRC-OTP-0113-

0052,p.0052(“Affirmant notre adhésion à la Déclaration Universelle des Droits de l’Homme et des Peuples”); 

DRC-OTP-0014-0140,p.0141(“Combattre la dictature, le népotisme, la cléptocratie, la corruption, 

l’intolérance et exclusion et réhabiliter le peuple dans ses droits inaliénables.“),p.0142(“Favoriser la 

coopération du Pays avec tous les Etats épris de paix, de justice et de libérté”). 
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was re-integration into the national armed forces: “l’UPC plaide pour la constitution 

d’une ARMEE NATIONALE […] L’UPC soutient l’idée d’une ARMEE NATIONALE 

apolitique.”
108

 

69. NTAGANDA never heard LUBANGA adopt any policy different from these publicly 

stated policies and principles.
109

 

70. On 3 September 2002, LUBANGA issued a decree designating his government,
110

 

consisting of 24 national secretaries and deputies.
111

 Six were Hema,
112

 four Lendu,
113

 

four non-originaires,
114

 three Bira,
115

 two Alur,
116

 two Lugbara,
117

 two Luba,
118

 and 

three are from other ethnicities.
119

 The multi ethnic composition of the UPC-RP, 

including Lendu national secretaries, is further indication that there was no common 

plan to oust Lendu and non originaire out of Ituri. 

71. On 11 September 2002, Thomas LUBANGA issued a speech on Radio CANDIP
120

: 

“nous garantissons à tous, en paroles et en actes, que notre lutte n’est pas dirigée 

contre une tribu quelconque ni contre un groupe de personnes donne. Nous combattons 

plutôt un système politique destructeur. [...] Notre programme prioritaire actuel n’est 

rien d’autre que la restauration d’une réconciliation véritable, condition sine qua non 

d’une paix durable détruite par des politiciens rusés qui ont injecté la gangrène de la 

division et de la haine dans la population de l’Ituri”. 

72. On 14 September 2002, Thomas LUBANGA issued an official UPC-RP statement, 

whereby it showed its will to cooperate with the central government in KINSHASA and 

with all political forces in Congo.
121

 

                                                           
108

 DRC-OTP-0106-0169,p.0171. 
109

 D-0300:T-215,59:6-9. 
110

 DRC-OTP-0113-0055. 
111

 DRC-OTP-0037-0294;DRC-OTP-0033-0086,p.0094-0095. 
112

 [REDACTED]. 
113

 [REDACTED]. 
114

 [REDACTED]. 
115

 [REDACTED]. 
116

 [REDACTED]. 
117

 [REDACTED]. 
118

 [REDACTED]. 
119

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]. 
120

 DRC-OTP-0147-0212. 
121

 DRC-OTP-0037-0266. 
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73. On 29 November 2002, Thomas LUBANGA wrote to the Chef de Groupement of 

Bedu/Ezekere, a predominantly Bbale and Ngiti Groupement,
122

 explaining that “[les 

tribus Bbale et Ngiti] ne sont, ni synonyme de ‘Combattants’ moins encore de l’APC, 

ADF, NALU Interahamwe ... qui ne sont autres que des forces dites ‘négatives’ dans le 

contexte international, et contre qui l’UPC-RP combat. Les FPLC, Armée de l’UPC-

RP, ne sont pas une machine pro-Hema. Sinon, les troupes dernièrement venues de 

MONT HAWA, presque exclusivement constituées des ressortissants des territoires 

d’ARU, MAHAGI et WATSA ne s’y rallieraient pas. Le mouvement en soi est pour toute 

la patrie Congolaise”. 

74. Two documents emanating from civil organisations dated December 2002 contain no 

allegations against the UPC-RP or the FPLC of mistreatment. Notably, one thanks the 

UPC-RP for its efforts to restore calm in the region, and [REDACTED].
123

 The other 

calls for peace in Ituri [REDACTED].
124

 A report from the UPC-RP states that the 

situation in Bunia is calm on 23 December 2002.
125

 

75. The Prosecution argues that Hema who tried to assist the Lendu and Ngiti were targeted 

for retribution.
126

 

76. Felix NTUMBA, a UN OCHA staff member, was pushed back from the territory under 

UPC-RP’s control and declared Persona Non Grata.
127

 The reasons behind this 

decision, taken on the basis of a security report [REDACTED],
128

 do not relate to the 

fact that he helped the Lendus.
129

 Rather, he had a negative effect on the UPC-RP’s 

                                                           
122

 DRC-OTP-0017-0026. 
123

 DRC-OTP-2080-0101. 
124

 DRC-OTP-0132-0018. 
125

 DRC-OTP-0127-0126. 
126

 PCB,para.928. 
127

 DRC-OTP-0159-0438;DRC-OTP-0159-0436. 
128

DRC-OTP-0159-0438,p.0438(“Me référant au rapport sécuritaire en votre charge et à la lettre N°UPC-

RP/CAB/SN/INTERAC/018/2002 du 22 novembre 2002 émanant su Secrétaire National à l’intérieur et aux 

affaire coutumières”); [REDACTED]. 
129

 DRC-OTP-0159-0436. 
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relation with humanitarian organisations,
130

 and LUBANGA’s objective was to replace 

him with a new coordinator, with a sense of responsibility and collaboration.
131

 

77. On 8 September 2003, Thomas LUBANGA revoked the decision to declare Felix 

NTUMBA Persona non grata:  

Dans cette logique et par ce geste, nous réitérons notre volonté légendaire 

de collaborer avec toute organisation qui lutte pour le bien-être de notre 

population. Cette levee est une gage de notre bonne foi de voir l’OCHA, et 

par ricochet tous les organismes humanitaires fonctionner sans entrave, 

jouissant de toute marge de manoeuvres dans leurs actions, dans la region 

où nos forces et notre idéologie sont présentes.
132

 

78. Prosecution witnesses such as [REDACTED] claimed that Father Deneckere was 

accused by the UPC-RP of being pro-Lendu.
133

 This evidence is contradicted by a 

video, which shows that prior to the expulsion of the Père Blanc, Thomas LUBANGA 

visited him and the Lendu he was allegedly protecting. Thomas LUBANGA explained 

that UPC-RP was in a position to ensure their security, and that it was a multi-ethnic 

party. He described this as a “forgery”, and said that the priest were using them as “lab 

rats”.
134

 

79. This is corroborated by the Procès Verbal de Refoulement, which states the reasons for 

the expulsion of Father Deneckere namely: “Hebergement clandestine des deplacés 

avec l’intention d’éclabousser le Mouvement en ce qui concerne la sécurité des 

personnes et la libre circulation dans le Territoire sous contrôle de l’U.P.C./R.P.” and 

“Etre en intelligence avec les forces négatives qui entravent le processus de Pacification 

et de Réconciliation”.
135

 

                                                           
130

 [REDACTED];DRC-OTP-0159-0438(“[...]les faits qui vous sont reprochés sont très graves pour la sécurité 

du territoire que contrôle l’UPC-RP. Aussi, ils sont susceptibles de nuire à l’harmonie de nos relations avec les 

organismes humanitaires implantés sur notre espace politique”). 
131

 [REDACTED]; DRC-OTP-0159-0438(“[...] je sollicite auprès de la coordination Humanitaire de la 

République Démocratique du Congo à Kinshasa de bien vouloir affecter un nouveau Coordonateur mû par les 

sens de responsabilité et de collaboration”). 
132

DRC-OTP-0165-0242. 
133

 [REDACTED]. 
134

 DRC-D18-0001-2488;DRC-D18-0001-2489(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-6710). 
135

 DRC-OTP-0113-0014. 
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C. UPC-RP pacification efforts 

80. The pacification efforts of the UPC-RP were genuine and never ceased, contrary to the 

Prosecution’s allegation that the UPC-RP used propaganda to conceal the existence of 

the common plan and of an organization policy to target civilians. 

81. On 3 September 2002, the UPC-RP founded the Commission of Truth, Peace and 

Reconciliation (“CTPR”).
136

 Its main objectives were to advance the pacification 

process; bring the communities in conflict back to a peaceful, lasting and sincere 

cohabitation;
137

 to make its army, the FPLC, a national army which is conscious of its 

role of protecting people and their goods; to convince, by dialogue, the warlords to 

abandon the logic of violence and to contribute in the pacification process and 

otherwise, force then to do so; and to institute a military court in order to sanction all 

the crimes committed by soldiers.
138

 

82. The CTPR was also created to follow-up on the LUANDA Agreement and on the CPI: 

“[t]his organ, representative of all the ethnic groups of Ituri, will have to incorporate 

others not native, of Ituri as well as some experts. Its role is to materialise the process 

of reconciliation and pacification”.
139

 To this end, it was composed of 122 members, 

representing all Iturian ethnicities as well as non originaires, all main religions, Lendus 

and FPLC fighters, women and NGOs.
140

 

83. Following the creation of the CTPR, the UPC-RP showed its willingness to participate 

in the Intercongolese dialogue, and the CPI.
141

 The UPC-RP also expressed its 

willingness to work with all ethnicities, including the Lendu.
142

 

84. Pacification missions were conducted following the creation of the CTPR, for instance 

in NYANKUNDE from 9 November 2002.
143

 

                                                           
136

 DRC-OTP-0092-0436,p.0441-0442;DRC-OTP-0164-0447. 
137

 DRC-OTP-0092-0436,p.0443. 
138

 DRC-OTP-0092-0436,p.439. 
139

 DRC-OTP-0092-0436,p.439. 
140

 DRC-OTP-0092-0436,p.0442-0443, Title II. 
141

 DRC-OTP-0164-0452; DRC-OTP-0093-0134;DRC-OTP-0037-0271; DRC-OTP-0033-0086; DRC-OTP-

0037-0281;DRC-OTP-0037-0280. 
142

 DRC-OTP-0033-0086,p.0091(“Il est à constater que tous les notables de l’Ituri sont rentrés à Bunia après la 

conférence de Kinshasa, sauf les notables lendu et bira. Ceci est regrettable, mais l’UPC-RP leur demanderait 

de rentrer chez eux, en vue de participer et contribuer au processus de réconciliation et de paix entre les 

ituriens. Il leur est demandé, en leur qualité de notables et pour le bien de l’Ituri et du Congo, de rejoindre le 

train de paix qui devrait embarquer tous les ituriens”). 
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85. From 10 to 16 December 2002, the UPC-RP Foreign Affairs National Secretary met 

with international community representatives during a diplomatic mission in 

Kampala.
144

 He also gave a media interview affirming UPC-RP’s willingness to be a 

party in the CPI;
145

 to participate in the Pretoria negotiations;
146

 to implement its 

pacification program;
147

 support of a withdrawal of UPDF, despite recent increase in 

troops;
148

 collaboration with humanitarian staff in Ituri; and respect for human rights.
149

 

86. At the end of 2002, the UPC-RP National Secretariat for Pacification issued its Activity 

report for November and December 2002.
150

 Several missions and meetings were 

conducted by members of the Secretariat,
151

 including meetings with FPLC 

representatives.
152

 The Secretariat also received complaints from the population, which 

were referred “soit au Secrétariat Général de l’UPC-RP, soit au Secrétariat National à 

la Justice, soit au parquet de grande Instance de l’Ituri pour solution à leurs 

problèmes”.
153

 

87. The Secretariat intervened in cases having an impact on its work: “Le Secrétaire 

National est intervenu personnellement auprès du Service des renseignements 

militaires (Bureau II) de FPLC en vue d’obtenir la libération des personnes détenues 

qui sont soit des criminels avérés dont on sollicite la libération au nom de la 

Pacification, ou des personnes arrêtées arbitrairement pour leur appartenance à telle 

ou telle ethnie ou contre lesquelles aucun grief solide n’a été porté.”
154

 The Secretariat 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
143

 DRC-OTP-0093-0260. 
144

 DRC-OTP-0014-0152. 
145

 DRC-OTP-0014-0152,p.0155(“Application par l’UPC-RP de l’Accord de Luanda : il faut amender cet 

accord en y incluant l’UPC. Nous avons présenté au monde entier notre alternative pour la CPI que nous 

voudrions vous demander de soutenir”). 
146

 DRC-OTP-0014-0152,p.0156(“transmettre à Paris que l’UPC lutte pour la paix en ituri et dans la région 

des Grand Lacs et demande à la communauté internationale d’être associé à toutes rencontres internationales 

concernant le Congo, dont les consultation le Pretoria”). 
147

 DRC-OTP-0014-0152,p.0153,0154 
148

 DRC-OTP-0014-0152,p.0153(“[…]l’UPDF n’a pas su assurer la sécurité des personnes en Ituri en tant que 

troupe d’occupation. Cette incapacité a créé une crise de compréhension cocnernant le comportement de 

l’UPDF sur le terrain”); p.0157 (“L’UPC a constaté le redéploiement massif de l’UPDF en Ituri [...] Il serait 

souhaitable de créer une Commission mixte UPC-UPDF-MONUC qui devrait gérer ce problème en vue de 

mieux préparer du retrait total de l’UPDF en cette période de transition”). 
149

 DRC-OTP-0014-0152,p.0157(“Nous (UPC) réaffirmons la collaboration avec les Humanitaires installés sur 

le territoire que nous contrôlons et le respect des droits de l’homme”). 
150

 DRC-OTP-0093-0004. See also DRC-OTP-0091-0665. 
151

 DRC-OTP-0093-0004,p.0006,“2)Missions de pacification”. 
152

 DRC-OTP-0093-0004,p.0006,“1)Des réunions avec les Chefs de collectivités”. 
153

 DRC-OTP-0093-0004,p.0006. 
154

 DRC-OTP-0093-0004,p.0006. 
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included several suggestions addressed to the FPLC, including the importance of 

collaborating, and pacification during the training of new recruits.
155

 It demonstrates the 

continued control the executive of the UPC-RP was having over the FPLC and its 

ideology. 

88. On 10 January 2003, TINANZABO issued a decree replacing the peace committees 

with local CTPR,
156

 naming its members on 13 January,
157

 and holding an official 

inauguration event that day with MONUC present expressing its support
158

 and 

representatives of other ethnic communities present.
159

 Mr NTAGANDA was also 

present.
160

 TINANZABO and LUBANGA addressed the public:
161

 

Le people Nyira du Nord-Kivu, [...] actuellement ce peuple vaque sans aucune 

inquiétude à ses occupations dans les territoires sous contrôle de l’UPC. Le 

peuple Lendu, le peuple Hema, les Alur, les Ndoo-okebo, les NYALI et 

consort ; hier se battaient avec le désir ou avec la volonté de s’exterminer 

mutuellement. Mais aujourd’hui, ils se tendent les uns les autres la main pour 

revenir à la raison.
162

  

89. The next day, on 14 January 2003, a pacification meeting took place in NGONGO.
163

 

The UPC-RP was represented by TINANZABO, a Bira, BEBETU, à Logo and 

Tschachu LILO, a Lendu.
164

 They met with the chief of LIPRI,
165

 representatives of the 

Lendu community [REDACTED],
166

 and Lendu combatants
167

 to negociate for peace
168

 

and the opening of the Lipri-Bunia road:  

Reopening this road helped us because we wanted the inhabitants of those 

places be able to come to Bunia to buy things at the market. These population 

movements were part of reconciliation, the people were together and that is a 
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 DRC-OTP-0093-0004,p.0009. 
156
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157
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166
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167
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way of promoting reconciliation, particularly in villages which are more 

remote.
169

 

90. The video of the event shows that the road was indeed reopened, allowing for civilians 

to travel from LIPRI to Bunia safely.
170

 

91. During the meeting, a Lendu representative referred to a recent address by SALONGO 

on Radio Candip. The UPC-RP’s delegation repudiated his words: 

Si vraiment il a dit cela … il va le convoquer ... et lui va se justifier ... et 

expliquer pourquoi il a dit cela, car de telles paroles ... ne vont pas de pair 

avec l’objectif que l’UPC s’est fi... fixé. [...] L’ennemi de l’UPC ... ce n’est pas 

le Lendu. L’ennemi de l’UPC ce n’est pas le Hema. L’ennemi de l’UPC ce 

n’est pas une ethnie quelconque. L’UPC ne s’est pas constituée ... pour 

défendre ... ou bien pour combattre une ethnie quelconque. Nous devons bien 

nous comprendre. Ces gens-là sont en train de faire de la confusion ... en 

pensant que ... l’UPC s’est mise en place ... en vue de combattre les Lendu par 

exemple.
171

 

92. Mr NTAGANDA explained that he knew nothing about this implausible
172

 statement 

from SALONGO, either from the radio, the G2 or from LUBANGA.
173

 

93. TINANZABO also explained that : 

Les gens sont en train ... de ... faire ... de ... confondre l’UPC avec ... un parti 

de Hema et ainsi que de suite. [...] vous continuerez à comprendre davantage 

... que notre parti ... n’est pas une affaire des Hema .. ni des Lendu ... ni des 

Bira ... ni des Ngiti ... ni d’une autre ethnie. C’est un parti ... qui a un bon 

objectif ... pour tous les Congolais ... et pour commencer ... ayons d’abord la 

paix en Ituri. Ceci est notre objectif.
174

 

94. Following this meeting, Mr NTAGANDA instructed the troops, via his G2, to cease 

fire in order to restore peace and launch the committee.
175

 The two incidents involving 

LINGANGA and ZERO ONE confirm that Mr NTAGANDA was enforcing the cease 
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 D-0300:T-219,13:5-9;DRC-OTP-0120-0294,01:24:10-01:25:11(Transl.DRC-OTP-0176-0187,0238: 
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170

 DRC-OTP-0127-0058,23:44-25:48(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3675,3696,490-3700,596). 
171
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172

 D-0300:T-237,68:14-17. 
173

 D-0300:T-237,66:11-69:3. 
174

 DRC-OTP-0127-0058,14:39-15:15(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3675,3688,274-281). 
175
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fire agreement.
176

A logbook message dated 1 February 2003 demonstrates that 

pacification was also enforced at the local level.
177

 

D. After the liberation of Mongbwalu, the UPC-RP’s political focus turned mainly to 

defending itself against attacks by the UPDF and other groups  

I. Arua meeting in December 2002 

95. In December 2002, a meeting was set up in ARUA, in order to conduct peace 

negotiations with notables from several ethnicities, including Bira, Nyali, Ngiti and 

Lendu.
178

 Lendu chiefs and combatants were to attend the meeting,
179

 as well as 

Ugandan representatives.
180

 LUBANGA explained the purpose of the meeting at the 

New Year’s celebration in January 2003: 

En dépit de fougues, l’UPC-RP a déployé des efforts considérables de 

mettre les Congolais de l’Ituri autour d’une table dans le partage des idées, 

la gestion de l’espace libéré en vue de la cohesion dans les agir. Nous avons 

en effet organisé plusieurs pourparlers dans ce sens, dont le plus récent est 

celui où notre équipe de pacification à pied d’œuvre à ARUA vient d’obtenir 

l’assurance et l’acceptation de nos frères lendu de Kpandroma 

d’abandonner leur ancien projet de destruction et à s’inscrire dans le 

programme de pacification.
181

 

96. [REDACTED] the UPC-RP delegation
182

 consisting of one Bira,
183

 one Lendu,
184

 one 

non-originaire,
185

 one Hema
186

 and one Alur.
187

 [REDACTED] for this kind of 

negotiations, national secretaries were chosen according the needs of the missions.
188

 

LUBANGA entrusted them to execute the mission well, and to express themselves on 

behalf of the UPC-RP.
189
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 See Part V,Chapt.III-IV. 
177

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0137(third)(DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3959)(“CE CMD IYANGO (-) CMD 
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178

 DRC-OTP-0164-0455. 
179

 D-0300:T-218,56:3-6. 
180

 [REDACTED]. 
181

 DRC-OTP-0037-0295,p.0296. 
182

 [REDACTED]. 
183

 TINANZABO ZEREMANI 
184

 SATCHU LILO. 
185

 CHUMA César. 
186

 Daniel LITSHA SINGOMA. 
187

 Ondini KIDIKPA, P-0365:T-147,77:24-25. 
188

 [REDACTED]. 
189

 [REDACTED]. 
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97. Nevertheless, this meeting was a failure: the delegation was very surprised as 

UGANDA had taken this opportunity to create the FNI, as a movement to go against 

the UPC,
190

  in order to divide and to rule in ITURI.
191

 It was a surprise for 

LUBANGA, and the UPC-RP’s delegation, and they could not agree with it,
192

 as the 

“the FNI had its own ideology which was different from that of the UPC.”
193

 

LUBANGA felt betrayed by the two-faced action of UGANDA.
194

 Moreover, “[i]t was 

difficult for us to sign such an agreement because we were not involved in the drafting 

of the agreement which was done by Uganda with a view to forcing the UPC to sign 

it”.
195

 

98. Moreover, the APC and Lendu combattants, with logistical assistance of Uganda, 

bombed FPLC positions in Ndrele.
196

 From this moment on, the relationship with the 

Ugandans deteriorated. 

99. After his 11 December 2002 eviction from the UPC-RP,
197

 KAHWA had also set up a 

new party: PUSIC, in order to attack the UPC-RP from Uganda.
198

 

II. The alliance with RCD-Goma 

100. The political, military and economic alliance between the UPC-RP and RCD-Goma, on 

6 January,
199

 further exacerbated the tension with the UPDF.
200

 An RCD-Goma 

delegation then visited Bunia from 6 to 8 February 2003. That visit was important, as it 

was a way for the UPC-RP to open a channel with the government in KINSHASA, as 

the RCD-GOMA had been involved in the negotiations in Sun City.
201
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193
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101. A public meeting was held in Bunia, and the people were cheering LUBANGA and 

ONUSUMBA, the representative of RCD-GOMA,
202

 They explained that the goal of 

the alliance was to restore peace in ITURI and unity in CONGO.
203

 ONUSUMBA 

refers to an army representing all Congolese, invoking the objective, still shared by the 

UPC-RP,
204

 of a national army, under the government of KINSHASA.
205

 

102. On 7 February, a peace agreement was signed in Bunia by all parties and 

communities.
206

 

III. 23 January meeting with the Ugandans 

103. Two meetings were held on 23 January 2003 with a Ugandan delegation: one at 

LUBANGA’s residence,
207

 and the other one at Ciné Azanga.  

104. [REDACTED] the first meeting, at which NTAGANDA was present,
208

 

[REDACTED]
209

 [REDACTED]
210

 [REDACTED].
211 

The politicians and notables 

voted for the departure of the UPDF from ITURI.
212

  

105. It was common knowledge that the UPDF was sabotaging the pacification programme, 

and the population was unhappy with their presence.
213

 

106. The second meeting, at which NTAGANDA was also present,
 214

 took place at Ciné 

Azanga.
215

 All communities were present.
216

 The objective was to hear the views of the 
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212
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214
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215
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population concerning the UPDF presence in ITURI.
217

 The population expressly 

approved the departure of the UPDF from ITURI.
218

 

107. After this meeting, the Ugandans wanted LUBANGA to travel back with them, but the 

population and LUBANGA refused as relations were tense.
219

 LUBANGA felt betrayed 

by the previous action from UGANDA against the UPC-RP,
220

 and MUSEVENI 

perceived this refusal as a humiliation.
221

 Mr NTAGANDA accompanied them to the 

airport, and he felt their anger.
222

 Following this meeting, the FPLC leadership knew 

the UPDF would attack them.
223

 

IV. Creation of FIPI 

108. At the end of December, the FNI, PUSIC and FPDC were created by the Ugandans.
224

 

PUSIC was then structured by KAHWA, [REDACTED] and others.
225

 Arms were 

delivered by UGANDA to PUSIC.
226

 

109. The FIPI brought together these three entities,
227

 in order for the Ugandans to 

counterbalance the UPC in ITURI.
228

 The discussion had started in January, and the 

agreement was signed on 9 February 2003.
229

 It was a danger for the FPLC, as their 

objective was to destroy what the UPC-RP had built, i.e. the pacification process.
230

 

110. In February, following the creation of FIPI, the leaders of the three movements met 

KABILA to discuss how to get rid of the UPC-RP, as “Kabila was getting weapons on 

every occasion to fight against the UPC in Ituri”.
231

 “Une équipe de quatre officiels de 

F.I.P.I. a été conduit par le Capitaine MAGURU de l’UPDF à Kinshasa où elle a été 
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 P-0005:T-189,15:2-5. 
228

 P-0005:T-189,15:9-23. 
229

 P-0012:DRC-OTP-2054-0274,0337:3-11. 
230

 D-0300:T-220,9:2-10. 
231

[REDACTED];T-220,62:5-18;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0163(fourth)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3985). 
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reçue par le Président Joseph KABILA le vendredi 14/02/2003 à 23 heures. Les 

promesses faites en armes, munitions et argent ont été réalisées par Kinshasa et cette 

équipe regagne Kampala, sauf imprévu aujourd’hui 19/02/2003”.
232

 [REDACTED] 

confirmed that money was given by KABILA to the three leaders of FIPI: UNENCAN, 

NDJABU and KAHWA.
233

 While he denied it [REDACTED],
234

 he also stated:  

[REDACTED].
235

 

 

111. A logbook message dated 21 February 2003 is another indicia that Kinshasa indeed 

provided support to FIPI: “L’EQUIPE DE FIPI EST RENTREE DE KINSHASA (-) 

KINSHASA A ACCEPTE DE LEUR DONNER 1000 ELEMENTS ET ILS 

ATTERIRONT A BENI EN PASSANT PAR KLM (-) POUR COMMENCER A 

FAIRE L’INFILTRATION ET APRES UNE SEMAINE ILS COMMENCENT A 

NOUS ATTAQUER (-)(-)”.
236

 

V. Delivery of weapons and LUBANGA’s plan to oust the UPDF 

112. While the pressure from the Uganda side intensified, Mr LUBANGA planned to deliver 

weapons to the Lendu combatants
237

 and Uganda rebels, in order to establish a plan to 

drive out the UPDF from ITURI.
238

 At the end of January,
239

 [REDACTED], a UPDF 

colonel, acting as an intermediary between KISEMBO
240

 and Ugandan rebels based in 

                                                           
232

 DRC-OTP-0193-0243,p.0245. [REDACTED]. 
233

 [REDACTED]. 
234

 [REDACTED]. 
235

 [REDACTED]. 
236

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0172(second)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3994); D-0300:T-221,9:22-

23:15(“FIPI was a party set up in Uganda the PUSIC, the FNI, the FPDC and also the APC. There was a 

coalition of parties.  You can see that together with the UPDF, the coalition of these parties was preparing to 

strike at us.  That's what happened thereafter when they came to Bunia on 6 March.  So this is the plan that I was 

talking about. Q.Mr Ntaganda, when we see in this message Kinshasa has accepted to give them a thousand 

elements, what did that mean to you at the time? A.Kinshasa wanted to give them reinforcements by giving 

them a thousand troops from the FARC, the armed -- from the Congolese Armed Forces”). 
237

 D-0300:T-220,69:1-13. 
238

D-0300:T-219,54:15-21;T-220,68:17-23(“Q.Well, why did he get you to come earlier? A.He entrusted me 

with a mission, a top secret mission, and I had to execute it as fast as possible. Q.What was this mission? A.We 

had to get the weapons which weren't taken to Kpandroma, I had to take -- provide them to the combatants and 

establish a plan with them because our plan was to drive out the UPDF”). 
239

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0120(second)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3942). 
240

 D-0300:T-219,52:8-11. 
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Kpandroma, working with combatants,
241

 sent [REDACTED] and the Cder of the 

combatants to negotiate with KISEMBO in Mongbwalu.
242

  

113. [REDACTED] was the one who had brought the Lendu combatants together to fight 

Uganda,
243

 “[b]ecause the objective was to knock down the Ugandan government, and 

the combatants, they were fighting us, and the rebels were supporting the combatants to 

attack us because they thought that we were with the UPDF. But when they negotiated, 

they want us to give them a path to go and fight Uganda, and they were going to help us 

to drive the UPDF from Ituri. And we stayed together to set up – to be able to build 

peace together in Bunia”.
244

 

114. Mr NTAGANDA explained that “giving weapons to the Lendu combatants was a way 

to facilitating our dialogue in order to achieve peace” and “As the Ugandan government 

was our enemy, the enemy of your enemy is also your enemy – the enemy of your 

enemy is your friend.”
245

 

115. A first attempt failed in January,
246

 and a second attempt succeeded in February 

2003.
247

 

116. Increased tension with UPDF led to the 6 March attack by UPDF against the UPC-

RP.
248

 

VI. Situation in Bunia following the departure of the UPC-RP and FPLC 

117. Following the defeat on 6 March, all FPLC leadership left Bunia. Mr NTAGANDA and 

LUBANGA went to Goma, while KISEMBO and his troops retreated to Mamedi.
249

 

118. The Lendu combatants, APC and UPDF occupied Bunia, and people sought refuge at 

the airport, which was secured by the Ugandans,
250

 or fled en masse to escape attacks 

                                                           
241

 D-0300:T-219,50:24-51:5,53:8-14. 
242

 D-0300:T-219,52:12-54:1. 
243

 D-0300:T-219,54:4-21. 
244

 D-0300:T-219,54:4-10. 
245

 D-0300:T-219,54:4-21. 
246

 See Part V,Chapt.III-IV. 
247

 See Part V,Chapt.III-IV 
248

 P-0005:T-189,17:24-18:6. 
249

 See Part V; D-0013:DRC-D18-0001-6475,6500:19-6502:22. 
250

 D-0300:T-221,41:21-25. 
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by Lendu combattants,
251

 including looting,
252

 despite some UPDF efforts to control 

them.
253

 On 3 April, Lendu combattants attacked Drodro, with the possible complicity 

of the UPDF.
254

 

119. In a letter to the UN representative in the DRC, Mr LUBANGA explained that: 

[REDACTED]
255

  

120. In another letter to the same UN representative, Mr LUBANGA explained that 

pacification would have to begin with the departure of UPDF from ITURI.
256

 On 10 

April, he also pointed out that Uganda was playing a game of ‘pyromane-pompier’ in 

order to encourage insecurity in Bunia and justify their prolonged stay in the region.
257

 

121. Indeed, the CPI took place between 4 and 14 April 2003,
258

 when the UPC-RP main 

leadership had been evicted from Bunia.
259

 Nevertheless, part of the UPC-RP executive 

attended the discussions, contributed to the work of the ICP and signed the final 

report.
260

 Signatories for the UPC-RP were TINANZABO, a Bira, ADUBANGO, an 

Alur, Eustache MATESO, a Hema, AKOBI a Lendu and Ondini KIDIKPA, an Alur.
261

 

The Prosecution’s allegation that LUBANGA revoked national secretary MATESO 

because he signed the Final report is contradicted by evidence that other signatories 

remained in the UPC-RP long after the signature.
262

 

                                                           
251

 P-0030:T-145,73:19-75:4;75:16-77:9. 
252

 DRC-OTP-2067-2003,para.10;DRC-OTP-2078-0434(“Last night, [the Lendu combatants] attacked 

Kolomani with the mission of stealing cattle, looting, destroying property and massacre of innocent civilians. 

[…] Today the 18
th

 of March03 the group of Lend combatants/Wangitis attacked Kokolombo to steal cattle and 

in the process massacred 10 people. 6 children 4 adults”); DRC-OTP-0041-0107; DRC-OTP-0037-0088,para.3; 

DRC-OTP-0107-0510; DRC-OTP-0014-0170,p.0173-0174; DRC-OTP-0080-0006,11:11-13:04(Transl.DRC-

OTP-1041-0442,0448:132-162). 
253

 DRC-OTP-0052-0199,para.13; DRC-OTP-2078-0434. 
254

 D-0300:T-211,50:1-5;T-221,46:21-47:11; DRC-OTP-0052-0049,para.11; DRC-OTP-0126-0073; DRC-OTP-

2078-0393,para.15;DRC-OTP-0037-0088,para.2-3;p.0089;DRC-OTP-0037-0092;DRC-OTP-2078-

0393,para.15. 
255

 [REDACTED]. 
256

 DRC-OTP-0029-0308. 
257

 DRC-OTP-0029-0302(“[REDACTED]“). 
258

 DRC-OTP-0107-0223. 
259

 DRC-OTP-0014-0170,p.0171; P-0365:T-147,86:3-9. 
260

 DRC-OTP-0107-0223,p.0316; P-0365:T-147,78:11-17. 
261

 DRC-OTP-0107-0223,p.0316; P-0365:T-147,77:18-78:5; P-0245:T-142:73:3-14. 
262

 DRC-OTP-0089-0093:On 3 June 2003, TINANZABO remained in the UPC-RP government as General 

Secretary and spokesperson. Denis AKOBIS remained in the UPC-RP as national secretary for Economy, 

Industry and Trade; [REDACTED]. 
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122. [REDACTED],
263

 explained that the Commission was chaired by Congolese, Angolans 

and Ugandans.
264

 “During the meeting the issue of insecurity was addressed by various 

speakers from throughout the Ituri, speaking one after the other, and they also spoke 

about issues pertaining to armed groups and insecurity. Discussions also focused on the 

fact that Ituri had no officials, no one was in charge of Ituri, and that it was MONUC at 

the time which tried to manage things”.
265

 

123. After deliberations, recommendations and resolutions were adopted on several subjects 

related to pacification, and a special interim administration was set up.
266

 

124. All political parties, countries and tribes were represented.
267

 

VII. UPDF leaving Bunia 

125. The UPDF handed over the security of Bunia to MONUC on 25 April 2003, following 

an agreement with the UN, and left Bunia effectively on 6 May 2003.
268

 

126. Immediately after UPDF withdrawal, Lendu combatants started crossing the city, 

looting and killing civilians.
269

  

127. Massacres were carried out in Bunia:
270

  “many members of the population had left 

with the UPDF for fear of being killed, and […] those who remained were hiding with 

the MONUC and […] were living in a very dangerous situation.”
271

 Indeed, from 6 

May 2003, IDPs gathered at the airport and next to the UNHQ, while civilians left the 

town along with UPDF soldiers, as they had “received threats from the Lendu 

combatants that they would be killed immediately the Ugandans left”.
272

 

                                                           
263

 [REDACTED]. 
264

 [REDACTED]. 
265

 [REDACTED];DRC-OTP-0107-0223. 
266

 [REDACTED]. 
267

 [REDACTED]. 
268

 DRC-OTP-2078-0582; DRC-OTP-2078-0687; DRC-OTP-2078-0709;DRC-OTP-0082-0013,12:36-13:33;P-

0002:T-170,78:19-79:23. 
269

 DRC-OTP-2078-0704,para.1-2; DRC-OTP-2078-0223,para.3(“[REDACTED]”); DRC-OTP-0155-

0004,40:52-43:02(Trans.DRC-OTP-1033-0139,0148:205-0149:249). 
270

 D-0300:T-221,52:14-19. 
271

D-0300:T-221,52:20-24;DRC-OTP-0082-0018,46:01-46:58(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3375,3384:241-

251)(“[REDACTED]”);55:59-57:02(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3375,3388:409-3389:433). 
272

DRC-OTP-2078-0704,para.4,7; DRC-OTP-0037-0086; DRC-OTP-2078-0727,para.7,p.0730-0731; DRC-

OTP-2078-0736; DRC-OTP-2078-0223,para.6-7; DRC-OTP-0014-0170,p.0174-0175. 
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128. As the Bunia population was once again facing attacks from Lendu combatants, 

KISEMBO decided to retake Bunia on 12 May 2003.
273

 The UPC-RP remained in 

Bunia until it complied with the international force Artémis’ order to leave the town.
274

 

129. Video DRC-OTP-0151-0665 was filmed on 13 May 2003 [REDACTED], the day after 

the FPLC had liberated Bunia.
275

 Large numbers of victims of the Lendu combatants, 

including women and babies, are shown on this video.
276

 They left cadavers in the 

street
277

 and the market.
278

 There is also a scene of looting at the Bunia market, with 

KISEMBO’s men trying to put an end to it.
279

  

130. In an address on Radio Candip dated 12 May 2003, TINANZABO stated:  

Nous saluons les efforts de la Commission de Pacification de l’Ituri et 

restons disposes à collaborer avec tous et spécialement avec la mission des 

Nations Unies en République Démocratique du Congo, la MONUC, et les 

humanitaires dont nous félicitons le courage pendant ce calvaire don’t ils 

n’ont pas été épargnés. Très chers compatriotes, nous lançons un appel aux 

humanitaires pour qu’ils se mobilisent en vue de venir en aide aux 

populations congolaises de l’Ituri sinistrée. L’Union des Patriotes 

Congolais pour Réconciliation et la Paix leur garanti la sécurité. A la 

population congolaise de l’Ituri nous lançons un appel au calme et leur 

demandons de pardonner à ceux-là qui les ont martyrisés. Nous ne 

tolèrerons pas, nous ne tolèrerons aucun acte de vengeance et de haine 

tribale pouvant nous replonger dans le cycle de la violence.
280

 

131. On 15 May 2003, TINANZABO left for a conference for peace in DAR-ES 

SALAAM.
281

 Calm was reportedly restored in Bunia, with sporadic fighting.
282

 

                                                           
273

 D-0038 :T-249,82 :24-83 :25 
274

 D-0300:T-221,52:25-53:3. 
275

 DRC-OTP-1050-0298,0321:530-0322:547. 
276

 DRC-OTP-0151-0665,24:23-37:59(Transl.DRC-OTP-1050-0298,0328:769-0341:1213). 
277

 DRC-OTP-0151-0665,11:12-11:57(Transl.DRC-OTP-1050-0298,0317:382-0318:390). 
278

DRC-OTP-0151-0665,11:57-14:21,16:38-22:33(Transl.DRC-OTP-1050-0298,0318 :391-0319:447, 

0321:524-0327:712). 
279

DRC-OTP-0151-0665,14:24-16:37(Transl.DRC-OTP-1050-0298,0319:451-0321:523);22:35-23:54 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-1050-0298,0327:715-742)(“le voilà le commandant Eric qui est en train de defender le 

pillage. Qu’il n’y ait pas de pillage, parce qu’on a déjà tout pillé […] les Lendu sont passés ici, ils ont tout pillé. 

Alors […] les militaires de l’UPC sont venus remettre de l’ordre [...] Nous sommes ici avec le commandant 

Eric, ici dans un lieu public [...] Des gens sont venus ici pour pillet. Oui [...] on demande à tout le monde de 

s’éloigner, d’arrêter le pillage. Le pillage c’est quelque chose de mauvais”); D-0038:T-249,84:1-5. 
280

 DRC-D18-0001-6588,17:50-25:48(Transl.DRC-OTP-1050-0298). 
281

 DRC-OTP-0024-0788. 
282

 DRC-OTP-2078-0328; DRC-OTP-2078-0367. 
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132. Following the meeting in DAR-ES-SALAAM, Mr LUBANGA repeated the 

willingness of the UPC-RP to work for pacification in cooperation with the UN.
283

 He 

nevertheless criticised the CPI, for having been set up while the UPC-RP was not in 

Bunia, and for not restoring calm and peace in Bunia.
284

 

133. On 20 May 2003, KISEMBO and NGUDJOLO met in Bunia at the UNHQ, and 

discussed the implementation of the 18 May agreement. They agreed inter alia to have 

their respective troops leave Bunia town.
285

 

134. On 27 May 2003, KISEMBO addressed the population on Radio Candip, and asked 

them to vacate IDP camps and MONUC HQ. He also stated: “UPC expressed its full 

commitment towards the implementation of IPC mechanism. All Congolese civilians 

whether Hema or Lendu except the Lendu combatants were free to move around in any 

part of the town. The present conflit was not against the two communities of Hema and 

Lendu.”
286

 

VIII. The return of Lubanga and meeting at the Bunia stadium June 2003 

135. On 3 June 2003, Thomas LUBANGA issued a new decree to designate a new 

government. Once again, this government consisted of 8 persons of various ethnicity.
287

 

136. LUBANGA, RAFIKI, LONEMA, MAFUTA and Mr NTAGANDA came back to 

ITURI at the beginning of June 2003.
288

  

137. After their arrival, Mr LUBANGA had a meeting with the population, who was pleased 

to see him, in the centre of Bunia.
289

 All ethnic groups were represented.
290

 LUBANGA 

called for the signature of decrees to put an end to massacres, and for the end of 

civilians spreading fake news concerning the security situation in Bunia.
291

 

                                                           
283

 DRC-OTP-0017-0288. 
284

 DRC-OTP-0037-0312(“[REDACTED]”). 
285

 DRC-OTP-0005-0012; DRC-OTP-0035-0076,19:40-20:04. 
286

 DRC-OTP-0005-0027,para.2. 
287

 DRC-OTP-0089-0090. 
288

 D-0300:T-221,53:4-13. 
289

 D-0300:T-221,54:4-7. 
290

 D-0300:T-221,58:6-59:12. 
291

 DRC-D18-0001-0431,01:48:20-01:50:30(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5609,5618:217-5619:251). 
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138. Upon his return to Bunia, Mr NTAGANDA met with KISEMBO, who appointed him 

major general.
292

 

IX. Meeting prior to Mongbwalu III 

139. Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony concerning a meeting prior to his departure to 

Mongbwalu do not affect his credibility.
293

 

140. NTAGANDA testified in chief that KISEMBO held a meeting in Bunia, approximately 

two weeks after Mr NTAGANDA had arrived in Bunia,
294

 with the general staff and 

officers that had helped to liberate Bunia.
295

 KISEMBO “thanked everybody who had 

stayed faithful to the UPC/FPLC ideology […] He asked our commander to check their 

forces and see if there were any soldiers aged under the aged of 18 years and he said if 

there were any such soldiers, they had to be demobilised and provided to the NGOs”.
296

 

The civil secretary also spoke about politics, and that the UPC-RP should follow its 

policies despite criticism.
297

 Mr LUBANGA also sent a message, saying that “there 

were foreigners to protect the civilian population and that we should no longer 

attack”.
298

 

141. When shown document DRC-D01-0003-5900 during direct examination, Mr 

NTAGANDA confirmed its content as consistent with the subjects discussed during the 

meeting he attended, but also pointed out that “[n]ot all the subjects were in the 

minutes”. First, there is no mention of a civilian secretary speaking at that meeting. The 

two persons who spoke were KISEMBO (CEMG) and RAFIKI (AGS).
299

 Second, there 

is no mention in the document of a message passed by LUBANGA.
300

 Third, there is no 

mention of Mr NTAGANDA’s promotion, while he testified in chief that the meeting 

he attended occurred immediately after he had been promoted by KISEMBO who then 

announced it during the meeting.
301

 Fourth, Mr NTAGANDA testified that his 

                                                           
292

 D-0300:T-221,60:4-12. 
293

 Contra PCB,paras.93-104. 
294

 D-0300:T-221,1-2. 
295

 D-0300:T-221,60:13-23. 
296

 D-0300:T-221,61:10-15. 
297

 D-0300:T-221,61:4-8. 
298

 D-0300:T-221,61:23-25. 
299

 DRC-D01-0003-5900. 
300

 DRC-D01-0003-5900; D-0300:T-221,61:23-25. 
301

 D-0300:T-221,66:19-67:3. See also T-229:38:15-21. 
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promotion was not related to the reintegration of soldiers into the national army.
302

 

Nevertheless, the subject of reintregration is mentioned in DRC-D01-0003-5900: 

“[l]ors de la reunification du Congo, les FPLC seront intégrés”. Fifth, the third 

operation in Mongbwalu is not mentioned in document DRC-D01-0003-5900 while it 

was discussed in the meeting Mr NTAGANDA attended.
303

 Crucially, NTAGANDA 

did not confirm the date of the meeting as being 16 June 2003.
304

  

142. When shown his agenda during cross-examination showing that on 11 June 2003 he 

was retaking Mongbwalu
305

 and that he did not come back to Bunia for several weeks, 

Mr NTAGANDA confirmed bona fide that the meeting he participated in was not the 

one recorded in DRC-D01-0003-5900 as being the 16 June 2003.
306

 This does not 

exclude, however, that there was a different meeting that occurred earlier which 

addressed some, but not all, of the same subjects.
307

 Incidentally, the Prosecution does 

not dispute that DRC-OTP-0091-0888 are authentic notes of a real meeting at which the 

demobilisation of children is discussed.
308

 It is therefore difficult to understand what 

motivation the Prosecution is imputing to Ntaganda for lying
309

 – still less why anyone 

would forge DRC-D01-0003-5900, whose creation and provenance has nothing to do 

with Mr Ntaganda or his Defence. 

143. Notes DRC-OTP-0091-0888 were seized during an operation at John TINANZABO’s 

home,
310

 who appears in the list of participants.
311

 

144. A 16 June meeting is also corroborated by video DRC-OTP-0127-0059 of 17 June, 

where TINANZABO says: 
                                                           
302

 D-0300:T-221,67:4-9. 
303

 D-0300:T-242,50:14-22(“it was on that occasion that I was entrusted with the mission to go to Mongbwalu. 

Kisembo explained to me that he had left troops in Dhego and I didn’t know that before and he entrusted me the 

mission to go and liberate Mongbwalu. So that was the subject that we discussed on the occasion of that 

meeting”). 
304

 D-0300:T-221,62:9-68:18. He maintained his position in cross-examination:T-229,37:1-6. 
305

 D-0300:T-229,28:9-17. 
306

 D-0300:T-229,53:18(“On the 16th I was not in Bunia”). 
307

 D-0300:T-229,54:6-17(“I have just confirmed that I did not take part in the meeting on the 16
th

, but I took 

part in another meeting before going to Mongbwalu. I repeat that. I cannot tell you the date on which this 

meeting took place, but it was before I left for Mongbwalu. And during this meeting I was promoted to the rank 

of major general”). 
308

 PCB,para.103-104.  
309

 D-0300:T-229,41:24-42:4(“According to my agenda, in relation to my trip to Mongbwalu, the date of the 

16th is not correct. But […] before going to Mongbwalu, I did attend a meeting. And the content is consistent, 

that is what I said”). 
310

 T-242,46:18-20. 
311

 DRC-OTP-0014-0177. 
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[REDACTED].  

X. Artemis 

145. Artémis started its deployment at the Bunia airport
312

 from 6 June 2003. Despite 

ongoing attacks by Lendu combatants, LUBANGA and the UPC-RP welcomed its 

arrival
313

 and agreed to cantonment of forces outside of Bunia,
314

 which was in fact 

implemented.
315

 The order was issued not to attack the APC of the FAPC: “We were 

told to remain in situ, and even if there were attacks to not to respond, because the 

international force had been deployed to ensure protection of the civilian population 

and that we shouldn’t interfere with that”.
316

 Nonetheless, attacks by Lendu combatants 

against the population continued,
317

 including at Tchomia,
318

 and civilians continued to 

flee Bunia fearing reprisals from Lendu combatants.
319

 NIZI, FATAKI, LARGU, 

DRODRO, KACHELE,
320

 and Zumbe
321

 were attacked. This demonstrates the feeling 

of security that UPC-RP military presence had provided to the population of Bunia.
322

  

146. Mr NTAGANDA explained: 

                                                           
312

 D-0300:T-222,9:4-7; DRC-OTP-0195-1382,para.2. 
313

DRC-OTP-0122-0037,p.0038; DRC-OTP-0014-0179; DRC-OTP-0014-0183; DRC-OTP-0127-0059,03:08-

06:54  (Transl.DRC-OTP-0176-0063,0067:42-47)(“The UPC … welcomes … the deployment of the 

multinational force and wishes to welcome the force … to our home in Ituri, to our home in… in … Bunia … 

and also wishes the force and efficient and productive mission in bringing security in Bunia town. The UPC-RP 

undertakes to ensure that it promotes an environment conducive to making the multinational force’s work and 

activities as efficient as possible”). 
314

DRC-OTP-0127-0059,08:02-10:25(Transl.DRC-OTP-0176-0063,0068:74-0069:);DRC-OTP-0127-

0059,01:12:55-01:14:00;01:25:12-01:27:38(Transcript DRC-OTP-2102-0512,0514:3-14;0517:142-0518:168). 
315

DRC-OTP-0184-0133; DRC-OTP-0005-0083; D-0300:T-221,73:15-25;T-222,5:18-23;DRC-D18-0001-5530. 
316

 D-0300:T-221,75:1-7. 
317

D-0300:T-221,75:8-14;77:13-18(“Q.So do I understand, Mr Ntaganda, that you left the civilians undefended? 

A.It wasn't us.  We were following an order issued by the United Nations.  We had been told that those forces 

had been deployed to protect the civilian population, and so we complied with the order which had been passed 

on to us by President Thomas Lubanga”). 
318

 D-0300:T-221,75:17. 
319

 DRC-OTP-1002-0014,22:57-24:52(Transl.DRC-REG-0200-0001,7:1-28)(“the local people are furious that 

the French have told the Hema militia to pull back from the bridge. They are saying that the Lendu can now 

attack them at any time because there is no permanent French presence on the bridge marking the front line”); 

36:46-39:35 (Transl.DRC-REG-0200-0001,15:12-18:9). 
320

DRC-OTP-0152-1609,para.1;DRC-OTP-0005-0271,para.3(i)(1);DRC-OTP-0214-0176;DRC-OTP-0214-

0177;D-0300:T-221,75:18-19;79:12-20. 
321

 DRC-OTP-0005-0267,para.3(i)(1);D-0300:T-221,77:9. 
322

 DRC-OTP-1002-0014,26:23-28:00(Transl.DRC-REG-0200-0001,9:7-10:12)(“So in the space of three hours 

the French intervention has only resulted in the evacuation of hundreds of people from an area in which they felt 

safe. The French thought that they were helping by getting the militia to withdraw from the front line, but 

actually what they have done, at least temporarily, is remove any sense of security that the people left in Bunia 

feel”). 
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 I think that the FPLC had been created and I, as a commander, had an objective 

and that was to protect the civilian population and their belongings, and that is 

why we were not happy about the massacres which had been perpetrated. We 

complied with the order which had been issued to us with respect to the 

international force, but the local people were not happy.  They demonstrated in 

the street, they took to the streets to express their feelings.  Some of them went 

to the offices of the United Nations to stand in front of the building and to 

complain.  It was most unfortunate.
323

 

 

147. Meanwhile, a diplomatic mission was conducted in Uganda by the UPC-RP, with a 

view to restoring the relationship with MUSEVENI, and avoid any future 

confrontation, following the withdrawal of the UPDF.
324

 

148. While KISEMBO thought he had good relations with Artémis, he was attacked by them 

at his headquarters in Miala in July 2003.
325

 All his weapons were destroyed or taken
326

 

and two of his bodyguards died.
327

 After this, he moved to a location between 

CENTRALE and KATOTO.
328

 The troops remained outside of Bunia.
329

 

149. From 16 to 20 August, a UPC-RP delegation attended the meeting of the Comité de 

Concertation des Groupes armés de l’Ituri, which had been set up in the framework of 

the IPC.
330

 The parties renewed their support to the Luanda Agreements, to the 18 

March 2003 Agreement, to the principle to cease hostilities, to put an end to the use of 

child soldiers, and attacks against the civilian population.
331

  

150. On 28 July 2003, the UN adopted Resolution 1493, whereby it asked the Secretary 

General to deploy a brigade in Bunia.
332

 On 1 September, DJOKABA welcomed the 

                                                           
323

 D-0300:T-221,81:11-21. 
324

 DRC-OTP-0094-0160. 
325

D-0300:T-222,14:11-17;DRC-OTP-0005-0191;DRC-OTP-0018-0158(“[REDACTED]”). 
326

D-0300:T-222,14:20-25;DRC-OTP-0018-0159(“Concerne: Restitution de nos armes pillées ce vendredi 11 

juillet dans notre camp de cantonnement de Miala”). 
327

D-0300:T-222,15:10-14; DRC-OTP-0014-0263,p.0264(“le même jour du vendredi 11.07.2003 après-midi il y 

a eu attaque du camp de cantonnement de F.P.L.C. de MIALA situé à (environs) 6 km de la ville de Bunia, par 

les éléments de la force multinationale. Dégat matériel : tout le camp incendié. Dégat corporel: 4 personnes 

tuées par balle dont une femme”). 
328

 D-0300:T-222,16:1-3. 
329

 DRC-OTP-0029-0288. 
330

 DRC-OTP-0107-0362. 
331

 DRC-OTP-0107-0362,0363-0364. 
332

 DRC-OTP-0131-0161. 
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arrival of Task Force II, to replace Artémis force and expressed its support to the newly 

deployed Ituri Brigade.
333

  

151. Subsequent to the fighting in Tchomia, Mr NTAGANDA met with KISEMBO in a bar. 

Some Pakistani Blue Berets tried to arrest him, in the bar as well as in his house. He 

escaped. ASIMWE, who was chief escort of KISEMBO at the time, explained to Mr 

NTAGANDA that his superiors were behind the attempt of arrest. He understood that 

KISEMBO had a change of heart.
334

 

152. On 21 November 2003, the UPC-RP, the FAPC and FNI signed a political agreement in 

Bunia to favour reconciliation, pacification and unity of the Ituri administration.
335

 

XI. Split of UPC-RP 

153. LUBANGA dismissed KISEMBO
336

  after the latter had openly attempted to usurp his 

position
337

 and had become “the favourite child of the director Madam Macadam”, who 

was a director of the MONUC ITURI.
338

 Mr NTAGANDA opposed this statement and 

remained faithful to Mr LUBANGA.
339

   Mr NTAGANDA was appointed acting chief 

of staff, and LINGANGA was designated as his deputy.
340

 On 24 and 25 December, the 

UPC-RP along with the FAPC and FNI adopted an “Acte d’engagement collectif des 

forces politiques et militaires de l’Ituri (à l’intention de tous les organisimes 

humanitaires implantés en Ituri)”, whereby they decided to ensure the protection and 

free movement of humanitarian actors and goods in Ituri, in order to humanitarian 

assistance to reach the population in need.
341

 On 19 May 2004, the UPC officially 

                                                           
333

 DRC-OTP-0029-0286; see also DRC-OTP-0029-0282. 
334

 D-0300:T-222,22:8-17. 
335

 DRC-OTP-0136-0171. 
336

 DRC-OTP-0165-0254; see also DRC-OTP-0113-0186. 
337

 D-0300:T-222,23:9-18. 
338

 D-0300:T-222,22:18-23. 
339

 D-0300:T-222,23:19-24;24:12-25;DRC-OTP-0165-0254(“All the statements made by Commander Kisembo 

and Mr Licha are null and have no effect within the UPC-RP. The FPLC, which is a well-organised army, which 

is well-structured, modernised, faithful and motivated by an idealistic and patriotic spirit, are today determined 

to stand behind a single man, his excellency Mr Thomas Lubanga, supreme commander fo the FPLC and 

president of the UPC-RP”). 
340

 D-0300:T-222,23:19-24; DRC-OTP-0016-0131; DRC-OTP-0132-0237.  
341

 DRC-OTP-0018-0108; DRC-OTP-0132-0324. 
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became a political party, via its new status, which were adopted on 12 November 

2003.
342

  The objectives adopted in 2000 remained the same.
343

 

Section II -  The FPLC had no organisational policy to attack civilians 

A. Origins of the FPLC 

154.  The origin of the FPLC finds its roots in April 2002, when the former mutineers loyal 

to LUBANGA decided to train recruits in Mandro and young people who were already 

part of peace committees.
344

 The training camp was set up in SAIKPA, next to 

Mandro,
345

 and included training about how to behave towards non-fighters in 

combat.
346

 The ideology taught the recruits was a revolutionary one. Songs were not 

sung denigrating any ethnicity,
347

 or women.
348

 Recruits were there voluntarily, sent by 

peace committees and from all ethnicities.
349

 They had only a few weapons, maximum 

five, that were used for protection of the centre.
350

 Lendus civilians were not identified 

as the enemy; on the contrary, Lendu civilians who who had fled from their villages 

after attacks by Lendu combattants were welcomed in Mandro concurrent with the 

period of training.
351

 

155. The training camp was attacked in early June 2002
352

 by the APC and combatants from 

Zumbe.
353

 They burnt down the training centre and some houses in Mandro, and killed 

civilians.
354

 Training was relocated to KATOTO temporarily and subsequently to 

KUDJA.
355

 

                                                           
342

 DRC-OTP-0089-0483. 
343

 DRC-OTP-0089-0483,p.0484. 
344

D-0300:T-213,51:1-10,51:17-24;60:19-24,52:19-53:4,59:6-15(“[...] put them into the movement to protect us 

and to protect members of the civilian population who were being attacked by Lendu combatants and by the 

APC at that time.”); D-0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163,para.34-36. 
345

 D-0300:T-213,61:12-18. 
346

 D-0300:T-213,65:5-10. 
347

 D-0300:T-213,66:20-23. 
348

 D-0300:T-213,67:4-18; D-0017:T-252,70:11-15. 
349

 D-0038:T-250,97:11-99:20; D-0300:T-213,74:23-75:18. 
350

 D-0300:T-214,11:22-25. 
351

D-0300:T-213,70:19-71:13;T-231,10:18-13:5; D-0054:T-243,76:23,78:3-10,80:21,89:5-7;T-244,8:19-

25,7:11-13,22:3-4,18:15-25,19:5-13; DRC-OTP-0126-0030. 
352

 PCB,para.867 referring to DRC-OTP-0055-0472; D-0300:T-214,12:8-13; DRC-OTP-0051-0184,para.9; 

DRC-OTP-0051-0210,para.3,“The MILOB team at Bunia”. 
353

 D-0300:T-214,2:8-25. 
354

 D-0300:T-214,12:14-13:4. 
355

 D-0300 T-214,20:1-8; D-0017:T-252,69:19-70:10. 
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156. The FPLC was formally created at the beginning of September 2002, after the departure 

of LOMPONDO, as the military branch of the UPC-RP, under the leadership of its 

President, LUBANGA. KISEMBO became Chef-d’État-major-général, and Mr 

NTAGANDA was one of his two Adjoint. Chef KAHWA explained: “Nous avons 

également constaté que ... toutes ces armées étaient ... que ce soient les FAC, que ce 

soit l’APC, c’étaient toutes des armées qui n’étaient là que pour harceler la population. 

C’est pour cette raison que nous avons pris la décision de faire une nouvelle 

révolution. Cette armée-ci sera une armée sans discrimination. Ce sera une armée pour 

tous les Congolais.“
356

 

B. FPLC ideology 

157. When governor LOMPONDO left Bunia on 9 August 2002, numerous members of the 

APC deserted and sought to join KISEMBO’s forces.
357

 Taking stock of the APC’s 

disgraceful conduct and lack of proper ideology at the time, Mr NTAGANDA 

participated in establishing an ideology training centre in Mandro.
358

 The purpose of 

this centre was to ensure that former APC members understood that APC’s practice and 

conduct towards the civilian population would not be tolerated in KISEMBO’s 

forces.
359

 

158. Mr NTAGANDA described the ideology on which recruits were trained in Mandro at 

the time and thereafter as follows:
360

 (i) the military is subordinated to the political 

leadership, “the armed wing follows the ideology of the political wing”;
361

 (ii) the role 

of the military is to protect the civilian population and its property without 

discrimination, “soldiers ensure the safety and security of the civilians and their 

property […] they must show discipline without discrimination towards civilians”;
362

 

(iii) the military directs its operations only against military objectives,
363

 “a soldier 

must fight against other soldiers”;
364

 (iv) the military must win the hearts and minds of 

the civilian population, “to be successful in a revolution you need to have the support of 

                                                           
356

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016 (Transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,0719:217-221). 
357

 D-0300:T-214,79:24-80:6. 
358

 D-0300:T-213,64:11-20;T-216,15:23-16:13.  
359

 D-0300:T-214,4:3-19. 
360

 D-0300:T-211,51:14-52:13;T-214,4:20-5:6; P-0017:T-60,80:4-12. 
361

 D-0300:T-211,51:17-18. 
362

 D-0300:T-214,4:24-5:5; D-0038:T-250,99:7-15. 
363

 GC AP.I, art.48.  
364

 D-0300:T-214,5:1; D-0017:T-252,59:4-62:16. 
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the civilians, the civilians actually needed to assist you in your actions”;
365

 and (v) 

“discipline and morale is the main weapon of all soldiers”.
366

 

159. The FPLC tried to bring all village-based forces under its control, and the Comité de 

Paix, as discussed above, were abolished on 10 January 2003.
367

 Some resisted, 

however.
368

 On 10 December 2002, LUBANGA instructed KISEMBO to inventory all 

weapons possessed by civilians. This policy shows the UPC-RP’s willingness to get rid 

of civilian armed groups to ensure the security of the population.
369

 

160. On 12 February 2003, Mr NTAGANDA, LUBANGA and TINANZABO visited 

recruits in Rwampara, a training camp which had replaced Mandro and new FPLC 

members who had just finished their training in NDROMO. LUBANGA and 

TINANZABO’s speeches to those assembled underscored the UPC-RP’s ideology as 

well as the overall objective to protect all civilians without discrimination and to bring 

back peace in ITURI.
370

  

161. Mr NTAGANDA testified at length concerning the FPLC ideology and raison d’être, 

and his own: to protect the population, and to bring peace in Ituri. The evidence of Mr 

NTAGANDA’s speeches admitted in this case demonstrate the same.
371

 

162. On 31 July 2004, during a graduation ceremony for the FPLC, Mr NTAGANDA stated: 

Premièrement, notre objectif en construisant notre propre armée était de 

mettre fin aux tueries. Je pense que vous pouvez constater que ... dans 

presque toutes les régions les tueries ont diminué. C’est ça qui était notre 

objectif ... à nous tous que vous ... que vous voyez porter ... l’uniforme. [...] 

Nous n’avons pas pris les armes ... pour porter les grades que nous portons. 

Nous n’avons pas pris les armes ... pour que nous puissions voler avec. 

Nous avons pris les armes pour mettre fin ... aux tueries qui étaient 

perpétrées dans le district de l’Ituri. [...] Notre objectif ... nous l’avons dit ... 

                                                           
365

 D-0300:T-211,49:21-23. 
366

 D-0300:T-214,5:2. 
367

 DRC-OTP-0092-0466. 
368

 See Part VI,Chap.III,Section II.  
369

 DRC-OTP-0093-0121. 
370

 DRC-D18-0001-0463. 
371

DRC-OTP-2058-0251; DRC-D18-0001-0463(Transl.DRC-OTP-2101-2810,DRC-D18-0001-6710); DRC-

OTP-0127-0064,44:32-57:28(Transl.DRC-OTP-0165-0349,0375:588-0378:684) DRC-OTP-0159-

0477,02:35:34-02:38:06(Transl.DRC-OTP-2085-0468,0506:1280-0507:1340). 
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c’est de protéger la population, de protéger ses biens ainsi que le pays. Le 

pays, la population du Congo et leurs biens.
372

 

C. FPLC uniforms 

163. Towards the end of September 2002, the recently officially created FPLC
373

 obtained 

uniforms for its members thereby making them easily recognisable.
374

 These tache-

tache uniforms, also easily distinguishable from APC and UPDF uniforms, were 

delivered by plane in Tchomia.
375

 Civilians volunteered to transport the uniforms to 

Mandro where they were distributed to all FPLC members.
376

 Addressing the FPLC 

forces assembled in Mandro, Chef KAHWA, secrétaire national adjoint à la défense, 

underscored the importance of their new uniforms:  

You have received all the material.  Don't think that we can fail.  If we fight 

for the rights of inhabitants and we follow our revolution, we will be able to 

help all the Congolese and one day we can perhaps help Africa completely 

within the framework of our philosophy.  And you the soldiers, may that 

uniform that you wear be like a flag of the country, it is the honour of the 

country.
377

 

 

164. When JEROME’s forces, former members of the APC, joined the FPLC, they were also 

distributed FPLC uniforms for the same reasons.
378

 

D. Training of FPLC’s heavy weapons gunners 

165. Amongst the first weapons received in Mandro, before KISEMBO’s forces became the 

FPLC, various heavy weapons were delivered, including some: Twelve 12.7mm; 

recoilless; B-10; and grenade-launcher/kangourou along with the fitting ammunition.
379

 

The use of heavy weapons requires special training in relation to tactics, safety, 

precision, and, inter alia, destructive potential.
380

 Witnesses identified the difference 
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between direct and indirect fire as well as the requirement for gunners operating these 

weapons to have completed higher education.
381

 

166. KISEMBO sought assistance from RCD-GOMA for FPLC recruits to undergo 

specialist heavy weapons training in Rwanda.
382

 A group of higher educated recruits, 

most of them civilians with no military background, were selected to attend this 

training.
383

 All recruits selected for this training: reported to Mandro; spent a few days 

there; made the trip to Tchomia escorted by FPLC members; and travelled to Rwanda 

by plane.
384

 Since travelling from Mandro to Tchomia required going through enemy 

territory, almost everyone making this dangerous trip was armed. Only the civilian 

recruits who did not have a military background made this trip unarmed for safety 

reasons,
385

 [REDACTED].
386

 Upon returning from heavy weapons training in Rwanda 

the trained heavy weapons gunners were dispatched to various FPLC units.
387

 Thus 

ensuring that the FPLC’s use of heavy weapons would be effective, precise and 

controlled by the commanders selecting the targets.
388

 

E. Exchange of troops between the FPLC in Bunia and Jérôme’s forces 

167. Following the return of Thomas LUBANGA to Bunia at the end of August 2002 and 

the subsequent official creation of the FPLC, Jérôme KAKWAVU – former APC 

commander in the WATSA region who had recently deserted along with the forces 

under his command – initiated contacts with UPC-RP/FPLC leaders expressing his 

desire to join the FPLC.
389

 

168. Mr NTAGANDA recalled his contacts with JEROME and discussing the situation with 

LUBANGA.
390

 Once an agreement was reached with JEROME – who expressed a need 

for weapons and requested the FPLC to supply him with the same - it was decided to 

exchange troops between the FPLC in Bunia and JEROME’s forces. Pursuant to this 

agreement, JEROME was to send approximately 300 members of his forces to Bunia, 
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including experienced commanders but without weapons; while the FPLC in Bunia 

would send some 300 members to JEROME with their weapons.
391

 The agreement also 

included sending FPLC uniforms “in order to harmonize our uniforms, since they were 

now on the side of the UPC, it was necessary for them to wear our uniforms.”
392

  

169. Witnesses confirmed that this exchange took place in October 2002.
393

 Mr 

NTAGANDA entrusted PETER, his personal secretary, to organize and oversee the 

exchange.
394

 

170. Notably, Mr NTAGANDA explained the rationale and the objective of the exchange as 

follows: ensuring that JEROME’s forces would conduct their operations in accordance 

with the FPLC ideology; receiving seasoned soldiers for the conduct of operations from 

Mandro, including experienced commanders; indirectly providing JEROME with 

weapons;
395

 and mixing troops from different geographic origins. 

171. The exchange of troops between FPLC in Bunia and JEROME’s force was unrelated to 

the Mongbwalu operation later to be staged. Indeed, while JEROME obtained weapons, 

he neither obtained more or better forces. Moreover, had the FPLC wanted to position 

additional forces in preparation for an operation in Mongbwalu on two fronts, sending 

them all the way to Aru was nonsensical. 

F. Discipline 

172. The Mandro video
396

 displays the FPLC forces in Mandro: trained; wearing the new 

FPLC uniforms; equipped with personal and heavy weapons. This video was recorded 

towards the end of October 2002 after the exchange of troops with JEROME, before Mr 

NTAGANDA’s departure to Aru as well as before the arrival of SALUMU in Bunia 

and his appointment as commander of these forces (brigade) in Mandro. 

                                                           
391
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173. On that day, the Mandro brigade assembled to welcome the UPC-RP President and 

FPLC Commander-in-Chief Thomas LUBANGA.
397

 Chef KAHWA, secrétaire 

national adjoint à la défense, replaced LUBANGA at the last minute.
398

 In the presence 

of the FPLC/Chef-d’État-major-général KISEMBO, Chef KAHWA addressed the 

Mandro brigade, delivering a powerful speech prepared earlier with the assistance of 

Mr NTGANDA.
399

 Chef KAWHA stated the strategic objectives of the UPC-RP in 

clear language, including its vision for the well-being and the protection of the entire 

population of Ituri,
400

 within the DRC political structure.
401

 Chef KAHWA also 

underscored the FPLC ideology including its primary raison d’être, i.e. to protect the 

civilian population. Chef KAHWA highlighted the difference between the unacceptable 

conduct of other military groups existing in the DRC and that expected of FPLC 

members. Chef KAHWA firmly stressed that breaches of discipline, in particular the 

commission of crimes such as: harassment of the civilian population, looting, rape and 

desertion would not be tolerated. Chef KAHWA went as far as stating that execution by 

firing squad would be the punishment for the commission of such crime.
402

 

174. This event is highly significant considering that the FPLC members assembled in 

Mandro on that day subsequently became SALUMU’s brigade which later participated 

in the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu.
403

 It shows the UPC-RP’s efforts to ensure that 

all soldiers in its ranks well-trained and disciplined. 

175. Moreover, all documents and speeches
404

 emanating from the FPLC leadership 

demonstrate that it was an organised and law abiding army, with an effective 

disciplinary system.
405

 Recruits received military discipline training.
406

 Fatigue or 
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supplementary exercises were imposed to undisciplined recruits.
407

 Soldiers breaking 

the military rules were put in jail.
408

 For instance, Mr NTAGANDA arrested PIGWA 

and KASANGAKI for having stolen cows;
409

 ABELANGA for looting after the 

liberation of Mongbwalu;
410

 LINGANGA for launching an attack in a period of 

pacification;
411

 BRANDON and SOPICK for attempted rapes;
412

 and [REDACTED].
413

 

For the most extreme case of indiscipline, firing squads were also authorised by 

KISEMBO.
414

 One took place at Camp Ndromo, when a soldier stole goods from 

Nande civilians.
415

 Another took place in Mongbwalu, when Cdre LIRIPA was 

executed in Mongbwalu after he killed a Lendu civilian.
416

 Mr NTAGANDA also 

ordered the burning of looted goods in Komanda.
417

 

G. Communication 

176. With the aim of being able to exercise command and control as quickly as possible and 

to ensure cohesion amongst FPLC units despite the dreadful conditions in which they 
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operated, FPLC leaders did their utmost to implement the most efficient 

communication means and procedures possible. This included: satellite telephone 

communications via a device called Thuraya; short wave radio communication via a 

device called phonie; and very high frequency (VHF) radio communications via 

portable-Motorola-radios and VHF-Motorola-base. 

I. Thuraya 

177. No cellular telephone network functioned in Ituri until at least May 2003. Accordingly, 

the Thuraya, which operates like a mobile phone while using satellite network rather 

than a cellular network, was used for communications between the most senior FPLC 

officers. Due to the high cost involved, the only officers who had a Thuraya included 

KISEMBO, Mr NTAGANDA, JEROME/Comd-NE-OpSec and SALONGO/ Comd-

SE-OpSec.
418

 Within the UPC-RP, LUBANGA and RAFIKI also had a Thuraya.
419

 

Each Thuraya had a telephone number allowing for secure communications. No 

evidence of Thuraya communication was adduced in this case. 

II. Phonie 

178. The phonie operating on short wave radio frequencies was used at the time both for 

military and civilian commercial communications.
420

 Hence, anyone who had a phonie 

could listen to messages being transmitted on a given frequency. Consequently, the 

FPLC implemented communication procedures including the use of codes to ensure 

that messages sent and received were confidential and could not be understood by the 

enemy.
421

 

179. The procedures implemented required qualified phonie radio operators, known within 

the FPLC as ‘signora’,
422

 who were trained for this purpose. [REDACTED].
423

 

180. Messages transmitted or received via phonie were transcribed in a logbook which was 

kept by the ‘signora’ operating the phonie in each unit which had a phonie according to 
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a set procedure.
424

 When a phonie was operational i.e. ‘ON’, in the unit’s command 

post/headquarters or ‘plugged-in’ in a temporary location, all communication could be 

heard and phonie operators were expected to transcribe all messages in their 

logbooks.
425

 Either in the ‘IN’ or ‘OUT’ section. 

181. Relying on this procedure, FPLC units and officers considered the phonie as a secure 

means of communication and thus did not hesitate to include confidential and sensitive 

information therein.
426

 

III. Motorola 

182. The portable-Motorola-radios used by the FPLC made it possible for FPLC units and 

members to communicate over short distances (5 km).
427

 VHF radio communications 

were not secured. Anyone in possession of a portable-Motorola-radio could hear all 

communication on a particular frequency.
428

 In fact, most FPLC VHF radio 

communication used the same frequency even though other frequencies, known only to 

certain FPLC members, were also used.
429

 

183. Although the quality of such communication depended on the presence of obstacles, the 

topographical situation and the weather, they were efficient for tactical purposes within 

a limited area.
430

 With the aim of increasing the range of possible communications 

between two portable-Motorola-radios, FPLC members attempted to use modified 

antennas. The use of these antennas did not increase in any significant way the effective 

range of portable-Motorola-radios.
431

 Indeed, it was not possible to communicate 

between Bunia and locations outside of Bunia using two portable-Motorola-radios.
432

 

184. To overcome this major hurdle,  a local civilian who had a Motorola base was called 

upon for assistance.
433

 Relying on the assistance of this person, who became known as 

PAPA THREE, it was possible to relay a message from Bunia to certain locations 
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outside of Bunia. It was not possible however, using this procedure to relay a message 

from Bunia to Mongbwalu, Kilo, Fataki or Mahagi.
434

 No other VHF-Motorola-base 

was available or used by the FPLC in 2002-2003. 

185. Consequently, neither the UPC-RP nor the FPLC had an organization policy to attack 

non-Hema civilians. 

CHAPTER II – THERE WAS NO WIDESPREAD OR SYSTEMATIC ATTACK 

DIRECTED AGAINST THE CIVILIAN POPULATION (ARTICLE 7) 

186. Pursuant to Article 7(3), an attack directed against a civilian population is understood to 

mean a course of conduct involving the multiple commission of acts referred to in 

Article 7(1) of the statute against any civilian population, pursuant to or in furtherance 

of a state or organisational policy to commit such attack. 

187. As demonstrated in Chapter 1, the UPC-RP and FPLC were organisations but never 

adopted an organisational policy to attack part of the civilian population belonging to 

ethnic groups other than the Hemas. Neither the UPC-RP nor the FPLC actively 

promoted or encouraged such an attack against a civilian population, let alone the non-

Hema civilian population. 

188. The Prosecution failed to prove that “between on or about 6 August 2002 and 27 may 

2003 the UPC committed crimes listed in Article 7(1) as part of a widespread or 

systematic directed against a civilian population, with knowledge of this attack”.  

189. Article 7(1) crimes the Prosecution claims were part of this attack are drawn from eight 

key “assaults”: the “attacks” defined in the UDCC as the First Attack and the Second 

Attack,
435

 and the six “contextual attacks”: assault on Bunia in August 2002
436

 assaults 

on Songolo,
437

 assault on Zumbe in October 2002,
438

 assault on Mambasa, Komanda 

and Eregenti in 2002;
439

 assault on Bunia in March 2003,
440

 and assault on Bunia in 

May 2003.
441
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190. The Prosecution’s arbitrary selection of six ‘contextual attacks’ does not provide a 

complete overview of all operations in which the FPLC were involved during the 

period from 6 August 2002 to 27 May 2003. Accordingly, the weight which can be 

attributed to these six ‘contextual attacks’ in determining whether there was a 

widespread or systematic attack directed at the non-Hema civilian population is very 

low. 

191. In any event, the issue to be determined in this case is whether the First and the Second 

Attack considered individually constituted widespread or systematic attacks directed at 

the non-Hema civilian population of Banyali-Kilo and Walendu-Djatsi collectivities. 

192. The case for the Defence is that neither the First Attack, nor the Second attack 

considered individually or together constituted widespread or systematic attacks against 

the civilian population. Taking into consideration all operations in which the FPLC 

were involved leads to the conclusion that the UPC-RP and FPLC did not launch a 

widespread and systematic against the non-Hema population of Ituri between 6 August 

2002 and 31 December 2003. 

Section I - FPLC operations from 6 August to November 2002 

193. In early August 2002, as result of attacks against the civilian population of Loga, 

KISEMBO’s forces assembled in Mandro launched a first operation against Lendu 

combatants which was a success and during which no crimes were committed. The 

evidence reveals that this attack was not directed against civilians.
442

 

194. The next involvement of the forces assembled in Mandro in a military operation was a 

result of Lendu combattants and APC troops attacking the civilian population in 

Mudzipela, on or about 6 and 7 August 2002.
443

 KISEMBO, who was in Bunia at the 

time leading the Etat-major in creation, did not have sufficient soldiers to protect the 

civilian population of Mudzipela. He thus ordered Mr NTAGANDA to intervene and 

the latter deployed two companies early on 9 August 2002.
444

 Whereas many Hema 

civilians were killed by Lendu combattants and members of APC before the Mandro 
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forces intervened–who were buried in a mass grave in Mudzipela
445

 - there is no 

reliable evidence that any non-Hema civilians were killed thereafter. The evidence 

reveals that this attack was not directed against civilians.
446

 Mr NTAGANDA 

succeeded in pushing back the APC and Lendu combattants all the way to Mwanga.
447

 

195. In parallel to this operation, the UPDF conducted an operation which did not last very 

long resulting in LOMPONDO, leaving Bunia with the APC forces he had assembled 

in the area.
448

 The forces in Mandro were not involved in the UPDF operation to oust 

LOMPONDO.
449

 

196. Upon being informed that the UPDF were taking on LOMPONDO, Mr NTAGANDA 

left one battalion behind to block the road to Mudzipela and returned to Bunia at the 

former APC Etat Major general occupied by KISEMBO.
450

 Mr NTAGANDA 

described the positive reaction of the population,
451

 as well as his encounter with a 

UPDF officer who explained to KISEMBO and him what happened.
452

 The Bn 

commanded by Mr NTAGANDA returned to Mandro using a road kilometres away 

from the Sous region.
453

 The evidence reveals that exactions might have been 

committed in Bunia by UPDF, APC, or Lendu combattants, but there is no reliable 

evidence that an attack was committed against the civilian population by the FPLC. 

197. Notably, as a consequence of LOMPONDO leaving Bunia, the APC deserted a number 

of positions it had been occupying in the region. Fully aware of the risk that 

LOMPONDO and the APC might launch a counter-attack on Bunia, KISEMBO 

ordered Mr NTAGANDA to deploy some of the forces assembled in Mandro to occupy 

these positions. Mr NTAGANDA illustrated where these positions were located, why it 
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was important to occupy these positions to prevent a counter attack and to thereby to 

protect the population of Bunia.
454

  

198. One such position was in Komanda, located approximately 80 kilometres away from 

Bunia, on the road leading to Beni, often referred to as the Bunia-Komanda axis. The 

forces sent to Komanda were approximately the size of a Company and were amongst 

the first to be the object of a counter attack.
455

 KISEMBO ordered Mr NTAGANDA to 

intervene, which he did with two companies.
456

 Combat was of short duration, as the 

APC which had re-occupied Komanda retreated soon after the operation started.
457

 

Notably, Komanda was deserted as the civilian population left before the clashes 

between APC and NTAGANDA’s group.
458

 There is neither evidence that crimes were 

committed by Mr NTAGANDA’s forces, nor that any attack was directed against the 

civilian population. This is where Mr NTAGANDA burnt the looted goods referred to 

at Chapter 1 took place. 

199. The plan following this operation was to position additional forces in Komanda. Mr 

NTAGANDA travelled back to Mandro to prepare these forces. As Mr NTAGANDA 

set out with the equivalent of a company to return to Komanda, he arrived in Bunia 

where he was ordered by KAHWA to remain in Mandro to ensure the security during 

the implementation of his secret plan to exchange NTUMBA LUABA with notables in 

Kinshasa.
459

 KISEMBO was ordered to take the forces to Komanda.
460

  

200. The next fighting involving the forces under KISEMBO’s command happened in 

Songolo, while Mr NTAGANDA was in Bunia.
461

 D-0017 described this operation 

during which houses and manyattas in the military camp close to Songolo were burnt, 

before the enemy drove KISEMBO’s troops out, but no civilians were attacked or 

killed, as they had already left.
462

 There is no reliable evidence that crimes were 

committed nor that this attack was committed against the civilian population. The 
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evidence provided by P-0888 addressed in a different section cannot be relied upon in 

this regard.
463

 

201. D-0017 testified as to what happened after the Songolo operation, namely that 

KISEMBO was attacked close to Nyankunde which was the object of a major attack on 

the civilian population by the APC and Ngiti combatants.
464

 The Nyankunde attack did 

not involve any of KISEMBO’s forces assembled in Mandro and is one of the three 

largest massacres of the civilian population committed during the period 2002/2003. 

Hundreds of houses were burnt, the hospital was destroyed and hundreds of people 

were killed.
465

  

202. Mr NTAGANDA had received orders via DIDIER who was in Songolo with 

KISEMBO, to occupy a position deserted by the APC in Mahagi.
466

  While travelling to 

MAHAGI, Mr NTAGANDA fell sick and was called back to return to Bunia due to 

KISEMBO’s injuries.
467

 There is no evidence of any fighting and crimes committed 

aginst the civilian population during Mr NTAGANDA’s travel in the Mahagi area. On 

his way back to Bunia, Mr NTAGANDA learned of the official creation of the FPLC 

and the appointment of KISEMBO, himself and DILANGU.
468

 

203. Pursuant to Kisembo’s orders, Mr NTAGANDA deployed various troops in Largu.
469

 

204. From this time until the end of October, there was an exchange of troops between the 

FPLC and JEROME’s forces organised by Peter, JEROME sent troops from Aru to 

Mahagi, the uniforms arrived, recruits were sent to Tchomia to received heavy weapons 

training in Rwanda.
470

 Fightings also took place between FPLC forces in 

Chai/Marabo,
471

 Kunda,
472

 Zumbe
473

 and Komanda.
474

 Mr NTAGANDA was not 

involved in Zumbe and Komanda but played an active role in respect of the operation in 
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Chai. D-0017 was involved in Zumbe and Komanda. He testified that no crimes were 

committed, and that civilians had fled the cities before the FPLC arrived.
475

 There is no 

reliable evidence that FPLC operation were directed against civilians or that crimes 

were committed. 

205. The evidence provided by [REDACTED] in this regard cannot be relied upon. 

Regarding Komanda, D-0017 testified [REDACTED].
476

 In that regard,  [REDACTED] 

account of these attacks is farfetched, implausible and unreliable in light of the 

evidence he fabricated in relation to the Mongbwalu operation.
477

 

206. In light of all the evidence on the record regarding the operation conducted by the 

FPLC during the period from 6 August to 20 November, it cannot be concluded that 

these operations, considered individually or together, were directed at civilians. 

207. This is the context in which the first attack must be assessed. Neither the UPC-RP nor 

the FPLC had a policy to attack civilians and engaged in a widespread or systematic 

attack against the civilian population. 

Section II - The first attack 

208. As addressed in detail in Part IV, the first attack, considered on its own or in 

conjunction with other preceding operation, was not a widespread or systematic attack 

and was not part of a wider attack against the civilian population. There is no reliable 

evidence that by then, the UPC-RP and the FPLC had adopted an organisation policy to 

attack non Hema civilians. 

Section III - FPLC operations between the first and second attack 

209. Notably, although the Prosecution does not rely on any operation conducted by the 

FPLC during this period, the FPLC were involved in many operations involving the use 

of force, which are relevant. The main operations conducted by the FPLC during this 

period were in the area of Mahagi, on the Mongbwalu-Kilo-Nyangaray-Bunia axis, and 

the Bunia-Komanda axis. The evidence, in particular the Ntaganda-logbook, shows 
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how the FPLC conducted its military operations on a quasi-daily basis, that no attacks 

were directed at civilians during this period.
478

  

210. What is more, the FPLC continued in its endeavour to create an operational and 

effective law abiding military force modelled on government forces, and many 

measures were taken in this regard. For example, a new mise en place was designed by 

KISEMBO to ensure that everyone was aware of their position. 

211. Regarding the civilian population, it is noteworthy that Mr NTAGANDA let the Lendu 

pass by Kpandroma to attend a negotiation meeting. At some point in January, 

LUBANGA had started negotiations with Lendu combatants to oust UPDF out from 

Ituri.  

212. Accordingly, there was no widespread and systematic attack against the civilian 

population between the first and the second attack. 

Section IV - Second attack 

213. As addressed in detail in Part V, the first attack neither considered on its own nor in 

conjunction with other preceding operational was not a widespread or systematic attack 

and was not part of a wider attack against the civilian population. There is no reliable 

evidence that by then, the UPC-RP and the FPLC had adopted an organisation policy to 

attack non-Hema civilians. 

 Section V - The period from March to May 2003 

214. The post-Second Attack operations likewise provide no retrospective indication of any 

policy to attack civilians during the First or Second Attacks. 

215. The 6 March attack was provoked by the UPDF who deployed in LUBANGA’s 

compound, and killed two FPLC soldiers in Bunia; by FIPI’s creation who allowed 

LUBANGA to understand that negative forces were allying against him; and by 

cooperation between Museveni and Kabila, who was behind FIPI.
479

 On 6 March the 

FPLC was the attacking force and Mr NTAGANDA explained why the only way out 

due to the size and strength of the UPDF, APC and FAC together was to launch an 
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attack to protect the civilian population.
480

 Accordingly, the FPLC did not direct its 

attack against civilians. Quite to the contrary, the Lendu combatants which intervened 

as the FPLC was about to successfully oust the UPDF from Bunia directed an attack 

against the civilians of Bunia, killing many, destroying houses and pillaging the 

town.
481

 In fact the 6 March events prove that the FPLC did not have a policy and were 

not involved in a commission of a widespread and systematic attack against the civilian 

population. 

216. From 6 March, LUBANGA left for Goma and KISEMBO for Mamedi. There is no 

evidence of any organisational policy, and of any widespread or systematic attack 

against civilians. A contrario, the Lendu combattants directed several attacks against 

the civilian population, not only in Bunia, but in many surrounding villages. The UPDF 

was unable to protect the civilians during this period, and FNI seized this opportunity to 

attack villages such as Drodro,
482

 one of the biggest massacres of committed against the 

civilian population in 2002-2003. 

217. The next operation referred to by the Prosecution as a contextual attack is when the 

Lendu combatants launched a major attack against civilians of Bunia, taking advantage 

of the UPDF departure. On 12 May, KISEMBO’s forces launched an operation and 

liberated Bunia, ousting the Lendu combatants. There is no reliable evidence that the 

FPLC committed crimes during this operation, let alone that it directed attacks against 

civilians.
483

 

218. More importantly, the FPLC operation led to the re establishement of basic living 

conditions for the population of Bunia, the majority of which supported the FPLC. 

What is more, the liberation of Bunia in May paved a way to LUBANGA’s return to 

Bunia. Soon thereafter, the FPLC launched a third operation in Mongbwalu under the 

command of Mr NTAGANDA.
484

 There is no reliable evidence that crimes were 

committed during this new attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, now under the oppression of 

JEROME’s forces.
485

 Considering that this attack is very similar to the first attack, both 
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in terms of the manner it was conducted on two fronts, from Mbidjo and from Dala,
486

 

and that no crimes were committed, it is revealing that the Prosecution is not relying on 

it in support of its allegation that a widespread and systematic attack was directed 

against the civilian population. 

Section VI - The period from June to December 

219. Whereas the APC and the FNI launched many attacks directed at civilians during this 

period, there is no reliable evidence that the FPLC did the same. In fact, the evidence 

reveals that the FPLC refrained from launching operations, even to defend. The sole 

attack in which the FPLC was involved, was in Tchomia, was directed at Lendu 

combattants who occupied the town, and not at civilians.
487

 

CONCLUSION 

220. Analysis of the evidence in this case reveals that neither the UPC nor FPLC adopted 

any policy to attack civilians or any civilian population, let alone to commit a 

widespread or systematic attack against any civilian population. 

CHAPTER III – THE ABSENCE OF A COMMON PLAN WITH AN ELEMENT OF 

CRIMINALITY 

221. The “critical element of criminality”
488

 of the common plan, as postulated in the 

charges, is to “expel the non-Hema civilian population” by means of the enumerated 

crimes.
489

 Assuming military and political control of territory is not an international 

crime under the ICC Statute and, accordingly, cannot fall within the “critical element of 

criminality” by which the Chamber must assess NTAGANDA’s mens rea, and for 

assessing the sufficiency of his alleged contribution.  

222. The Prosecution relies primarily on the events and actions during the “First Attack” and 

the “Second Attack” as proof of this common criminal plan. Those attacks, as discussed 

within the relevant sections, reveal no such common plan involving anyone, let alone 

such a plan involving NTAGANDA. NTAGANDA associated with other individuals 

within the FPLC and UPC, but not for the purpose of any international crime 
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whatsoever, including to “expel the non-Hema civilian population” or to commit any of 

the other alleged international crimes. 

223. The discussion of NTAGANDA’s actions and knowledge during the First and Second 

Attacks is sufficient to show the absence of his involvement in any common plan, and 

the perpetration of crimes by any individuals within an organization does not convert 

the organization into a common plan, let alone prove that everyone part of the 

organization is part of a common criminal plan.  

224. The period prior to and after the two Attacks, as previously discussed, is likewise not 

indicative of any common plan to drive out the non-Hema civilian population, or 

commit any other crimes, during the two Attacks.  

225. The UPC and FPLC, operating in an extremely difficult and ethnically polarised 

environment, worked to build a multi-ethnic political and military group, bring about 

pacification, and bring an end to the attacks of the APC and Lendu combatants on 

civilians. These were the UPC’s goals stated in public, for example during the 2003 

New Years celebration;
490

 and they were the goals, despite a difficult context, that it 

attempted to pursue. As stated by Lubanga during that meeting, which was attempted 

by the FPLC’s top leadership as well as MONUC officials: “l’espace sous contrôle de 

l’UPC-RP sert de terre d’asile et d’exil à la population du Nord-Kivu qui fuit 

l’insécurité, les hostilités instaurées par le regime de MBUSA NYAMWISI ainsi que le 

Gouvernement de Kinshasa”.
491

 LUBANGA consistently delivered the same message: 

the UPC-RP would work towards peace and reconciliation of all ethnic groups in 

Ituri.
492

 The Prosecution’s attempt to characterize every statement contrary to its 

hypothesis as propaganda, while accepting every statement it interprets as consistent 

with its hypothesis as the truth, is a circular and unsound methodology. 
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226. After the fighting was over, the FPLC’s objective was to achieve its lawful military 

objectives and also ensure that its forces were disciplined and did not target non-

fighters. 

227. When the conflict did occur, FPLC and UPC authorities called civilians back to areas 

where there had been fighting, made serious efforts to avoid conflict and population 

displacement through pacification, and worked towards reconciliation in Ituri.  

228. Lendu civilians may not have felt comfortable immediately returning to areas under the 

control of the group whom they were being taught by the Lendu leadership was a sly
493

 

enemy.
494

  Indeed, Lendu combatants even attacked other Lendus who refused to take 

part in attacking the non-Lendu civilian population.
495

 Their non-return to areas of 

conflict, accordingly, does not prove the existence of any plan to drive them out. 

229. On 26 February 2003, [REDACTED] stated again the objectives of the UPC-RP, in the 

name of Thomas LUBANGA: 

[REDACTED].
496

 

 

PART IV - MR NTAGANDA DOES NOT INCUR INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CRIMES ALLEGEDLY COMMITED DURING THE 

PROSECUTION’S FIRST ATTACK 

230. The Prosecution contends that between on or about 20 November and 6 December 

2002, the UPC launched an attack on the Banyali-Kilo collectivité during and after 

which Mr NTAGANDA and troops under his command committed numerous crimes. 

231. The Defence acknowledges that during this period, the UPC-RP called upon the FPLC 

to conduct a military operation in Mongbwalu.  

232. The case for the Defence however, is that: the First Attack did not constitute an attack 

directed against any civilian population pursuant to Art.7; and the FPLC did not, in the 

                                                           
493

 P-0300:T-166,38:22-25(“Q.And what about your reaction, Mr Witness? A.I lived with the Hema for a long 

time and I knew how their thought process was, I knew how smart they are. They’re sly.”) 
494

 P-0106:T-44,27:19-20;P-0031:T-175,30:4-7. 
495

 D-0054:T-244,7:11-17. 
496

 [REDACTED]. 
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course of the First Attack, direct attacks against the civilian population as such or 

against individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities. 

233. The case for the Defence rests on: (i) the measures taken by the UPC-RP to create the 

FPLC as a law abiding and disciplined military force; (ii) the UPC-RP’s objectives in 

launching the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu; (iii) the unreliability of the evidence on 

which the Prosecution relies; (iv) the high probative value of the evidence adduced by 

the Defence; and (v) the manner in which the operation was conducted. 

234. The case for the Defence is also that the Prosecution failed to prove the crimes alleged 

in the UDCC in relation to the First Attack. Accordingly, Mr NTAGANDA does not 

incur any criminal liability pursuant to any of the Art.25 modes of liability or as a 

commander pursuant to Art.28. 

CHAPTER I – MEASURES TAKEN BY UPC-RP/FPLC LEADERS TO CREATE A 

LAW ABIDING AND DISCIPLINED MILITARY FORCE  

235. The charges laid in relation to the First Attack must be adjudicated taking into account 

the measures taken by UPC-RP/FPLC leaders to create a law abiding and disciplined 

military force including: (i) adopting a proper military ideology and training its soldiers 

on the same; (ii) obtaining uniforms allowing its soldiers to be easily recognisable; (iii) 

ensuring that soldiers operating heavy weapons were properly trained; (iv) exchanging 

troops with forces recently joining the FPLC; (v) ensuring that FPLC soldiers were well 

aware that any breach of discipline or violation would be harshly punished; and (vi) 

organising radio communications and training radio operators.
497

 

236. The measures taken by the UPC-RP illustrate its intent to create a multi-ethnic military 

force mandated to protect all civilians without discrimination.
498

 

CHAPTER II - THE OBJECTIVES OF THE FPLC OPERATION IN MONGBWALU 

237. In November 2002, the UPC-RP decided to call upon the FPLC to launch an operation 

in Mongbwalu.
499

 The aim of this operation fits in the UPC-RP strategic objective i.e. 

                                                           
497

 Part III,Chap.I.  
498

 Part III, Chap.I. 
499

 DRC-OTP-0138-0724,p.0734 (“Devant cette situation macabre, assumant pleinement ses responsabilités, 

l’UPC, par sa branche armée les FPLC, est intervenu en Novembre 2002 à Mongbwalu pour sauver cette 

population en détresse et empêcher le retour des criminels à Bunia”). 
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“la restauration d’une réconciliation véritable, condition sine qua non d’une paix 

durable” including the restoration of “l’autorité de l’Etat; la bonne gouvernance; le 

respect des vies humaines; et le sens de la justice et de l’équité.”
500

 

238. Moreover, the UPC-RP’s goal in launching the operation in Mongbwalu, relying on the 

FPLC for this purpose, fit in its overarching aim of peace and reconciliation in Ituri.
501

 

239. The operational objectives of the Mongbwalu operation were: (i) to liberate 

Mongbwalu and put an end to the oppression of its population; (ii) to defeat the APC 

and Lendu combatants in Mongbwalu; and (iii) secure a strategic geographical location. 

The aim of the FPLC operation was not related to gold mining activities in Mongbwalu.  

Section I - Ending the oppression of the Mongbwalu population 

240. Many witnesses testified to the atrocious living conditions imposed on the population 

of Mongbwalu under the Lendu traditional tribal regime,
502

 including inter alia the 

shocking practice of cannibalism.
503

 Evidence has also been adduced regarding the 

arrival en masse in Mongbwalu of members of the Lendu community,
504

 more 

particularly Lendu combatants, who chased or forced numerous inhabitants to leave, 

most of whom belonging to the Hema ethnic group.
505

 What is more, members of the 

                                                           
500

 DRC-OTP-0147-0212,pp.0214-0215. 
501

 D-0300:T-216,10:10-11;11:1-4; DRC-OTP-2101-2791,2802:243-248; DRC-OTP-0113-0060,p.0060; DRC-

OTP-0164-0447,p.0448(“C'est pourquoi, l'UPC-RP […] de juguler une fois pour toutes le mal et a élaboré à cet 

effet de présent programme de pacification et de réconciliation en Ituri”); DRC-OTP-0093-0237,pp.0237-

0238(“Pour prouver de sa bonne foi et sa volonté de cohabitation pacifique avec tous les frères de l’Ituri, y 

compris les combattants lendu, l'UPC-RP avait  accepté de laisser ces dernier occuper une partie de la 

ville”)(underline added); DRC-OTP-0164-0447,pp.0448-0449; DRC-OTP-0107-0013; DRC-OTP-0092-0680; 

P-0901:T-31,67:19-20; P-0769:T-122,35:12-16,35:25-36:4; P-0030:T-144,54:9-13,56:15-25; D-0017:T-

252,59:4-11. 
502

 P-0907:T-91,24:11-15,30:12-33:8; P-0887:T-94,40:17-22,45:17-46:6,48:2-49:18; P-0800:T-69,22:19-

25,24:1-6;28:4-14 ; P-0041:DRC-OTP-2054-5030-R02,5107:2-7;DRC-OTP-2054-5199,5278:12-5279:14; P-

0768:T-33,20:16-22; P-0850:T-112,68:12-69:6. 
503

 P-0907:T-91,31:15-32:5; P-0887:T-94,46:7-47:18; P-0005:T-189,27:24-28:4; P-0894: DRC-OTP-2076-

0194, pp.0199-0200,paras.29-31; DRC-OTP-0214-0116,pp.0117-0118; DRC-OTP-0074-

0422,p.0436,para.36(“Lendu combatants engaged in inhumane acts such as mutilation and cannibalism, often 

under the effect of drugs prepared by their traditional healers”);DRC-OTP-0138-0724,para.3 (A l’issue de la 

prise de pouvoir de l’UPC le 09 Aout 2002 à Bunia, les éléments de l’APC et leurs alliés, tenus en échec, se sont 

repliés sur la cité de Mongbwalu ou ils asservissaient la population dans un régime terroristes caractérisé par des 

exécutions sommaires, des actes de cannibalisme, des viols, d’impositions immorales, des travaux forcés etc.) 
504

 P-0887:T-94,41:5-17. 
505

 P-0800:T-68,16:21-22,21:5-9;T-69,25:3-17(“In 2002 there was no longer any combat between them, 

between the APC and the combatants? There was none. But on the other hand, you know that during this period 

the Hema were driven out of Mongbwalu? Yes. You know that they started with the traders and afterwards it 

was extended to all Hema? Yes. And that the houses and the businesses that belonged to the Hema, they went – 

fell into Lendu hands? Yes”),27:25-28:1(“Q.And the Lendu combatants occupied Sayo and controlled Sayo? 
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Lendu ethnic group illegitimately occupied the houses belonging to inhabitants who 

left.
506

 

241. Mr NTAGANDA testified on the operational instructions he received from 

LUBANGA: “All he asked me to do was to liberate the oppressed population who were 

living in a deplorable situation. He told me that the people of that region were living 

through an inhumane situation.”
507

 

Section II - Defeating the APC and Lendu combatants 

242. As of January 2002 at the latest, the APC and Lendu combatants occupied Mongbwalu 

together.
508

 From Mongbwalu, the APC was attacking JEROME’s forces on the Baku-

Kandoyi-Aru axis.
509

 Controlling the Mongbwalu airport, the APC could receive 

weapons, ammunitions and other logistical support from Beni.
510

 From a geographical 

standpoint, the APC constituted a threat and could launch an attack on Bunia.
511

 It was 

thus important for the FPLC to defeat the APC and Lendu combatants. 

Section III - Securing Mongbwalu and its airport 

243. Although the Bunia airport was operational at the time of the FPLC operations in 

Mongbwalu, it was controlled by the UPDF, which made it very difficult for the UPC-

RP to receive weapons, ammunitions and other logistical supplies in Bunia. In July 

2002, weapons were airdropped in Mandro, a large quantity of which was damaged in 

the process. In September 2002, the UPC-RP received uniforms and other supplies 

using a makeshift airstrip in Tchomia. Securing the Mongbwalu airport made it possible 

for the FPLC to receive the necessary logistical support to sustain its operations in both 

the NE-OpSec and the SE-OpSec.
512

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
A.And Mongbwalu as well”)(emphasis added); P-0907:T-89,12:20-13:8,78:14-20;T-91,13:13-2,32:17-33:18 

(“[REDACTED]”)(emphasis added); P-0887:T-94,41:5-42:6. 
506

 P-0886:T-37,8:14-18; P-0850:T-112,72:19-73:4. 
507

 D-0300:T-216,47:1-3. 
508

 P-0901:T-31,20:4-11;DRC-OTP-0214-0116,p.0117. 
509

 D-0300:T-216,34:17-22;T-234,45:21-46:4. 
510

 P-0886:T-39,79:17-19; D-0300:T-234,57:24-58:25;DRC-OTP-2102-3766,p.3769:5-21(“L’avion que vous 

voyez a été capturé par des combattants de l’UPC, c’est-à-dire l’Union des Congolais. Il transportait des armes 

en provenance de BENI à destination de Mongbwalu”). 
511

 D-0300:T-234,57:24-58:25. 
512

 D-0300:T-241,55:2-7. 
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244. Mr NTAGANDA further testified regarding the instructions he received: “Then he told 

me that if we were able to take control of the airport in that area, people will no longer 

be in danger”.
513

 

Section IV - Gold mining in Mongbwalu was not an objective 

245. Many witnesses testified that the gold mining facilities, in particular the ‘Usine’ in 

Mongbwalu was destroyed during military clashes long before the FPLC operations.
514

 

Large scale mining activities had also been interrupted for a long period of time.
515

 

Gold mining activities in Mongbwalu at the time were limited to amateurish small scale 

individual gold prospectors.
516

 Even though resuming gold mining activities on a large 

scale in a secure environment was in the interest of the Mongbwalu region and its 

population,
517

 it was not one of the UPC-RP aims at that time.
518

 No reliable and/or 

probative evidence to the contrary had been adduced.  

CHAPTER III - THE UNRELIABILITY OF THE EVIDENCE ON WHICH THE 

PROSECUTION RELIES 

246. In support of its contention that numerous crimes were committed during the First 

Attack, the Prosecution depends on unreliable evidence including inter alia: the 

testimony of five insider witnesses who lied and fabricated evidence under oath; the 

testimony of other witnesses not worthy of belief or implausible; and human rights 

reports based on hearsay or anonymous evidence. 

247. The impact of the Prosecution’s dependence on such untrustworthy evidence is huge. 

Indeed, setting aside this evidence either in part or entirely depending on the situation, 

the Prosecution`s theory regarding the First Attack simply falls apart.  

                                                           
513

 D-0300:T-216,47:3-4. 
514

 DRC-OTP-2102-3766, [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”);P-0039:DRC-OTP-0104-0015-R03,para.15(“A 

l’époque de sa pleine activité, la société minière Kilo-moto de Mongbwalu et Bambu comptaient presque deux 

mille employés”). 
515

 P-0039:DRC-OTP-0104-0015-R03,para.15. 
516

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.120(“Mongbwalu a changé de main très souvent à cause de la 

possibilité d’extraire les revenus“).  
517

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,07:08 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766)(“MA:Et s’agissant des minerais d’or, est-ce que 

les habitants et les travailleurs, continuent à vaquer à leurs occupations habituelles ? BN:Oui, ils avaient pris 

la fuite puisque tous ceux qui se trouvaient dans les parages avaient été enlevés par les combattants […]. Et 

maintenant il y en a qui commencent à revenir, et ils nous disent qu’ils avaient été roulés, ils pensaient que 

c’était les troupes de… des miliciens hema…”) 
518

 D-0300:T-217,83:15-18(“Mr. Ntaganda, on the same subject, during 2002/2003, as far as you know, was 

gold or other natural resources a motive for the actions of the FPLC and the UPC?A.I have understood the 

question and, no, that is not so.”) 
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Section I – Insider witnesses 

 

248. The testimony of P-0768, P-0017, P-0963, P-0907 and P-0901 reveals that they lied 

under oath and to a large extent fabricated their narrative. Consequently, as set out 

below, all incriminating evidence they provided cannot be relied upon by the Chamber. 

A. P-0768 
 

249. No probative value whatsoever can attach to the evidence provided by P-0768, on its 

own or in corroboration of evidence provided by other Prosecution witnesses.  

250. P-0768 testified knowing full well that he was shielded from public scrutiny and 

negative repercussions. First, P-0768 benefitted from the full set of in-court protective 

measures.
519

 Second, P-0768 was given assurances pursuant to Rule 74 that his 

testimony would not be transmitted to any government, thereby protecting him from 

any prosecution or negative consequences in any State, as a result of his testimony.
520

 

Third, the Prosecution undertook not to prosecute P-0768 for his participation in any 

event covered in his testimony.
521

 Lastly, when P-0768 felt uneasy about the content of 

his testimony being public, the Chamber made a point of going into private session to 

ensure that he could testify at ease.
522

  

251. Although P-0768 denied having proprio motu approached the Prosecution to offer to 

testify,
523

 the contents of a Prosecution investigation report put to him in cross-

examination demonstrates that P-0768 established the first contact with the Prosecution 

and first volunteered to testify against Mr NTAGANDA.
524

  

252. P-0768’s motivation to testify is obvious. P-0768 holds a malignant grudge against Mr 

NTAGANDA [REDACTED];
525

 [REDACTED];
526

 [REDACTED];
527

 and 

                                                           
519

 P-0768:T-33,7:2-3. 
520

 P-0768:T-33,26:18-27:1. 
521

 P-0768:T-33,27:2-3. 
522

 P-0768:T-33,26:19-20. 
523

 P-0768:T-36,41:15-17. 
524

 P-0768:T-36,41:7-12. 
525

 [REDACTED]. 
526

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED].  
527

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
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[REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”).
528

 Although P-0768 denied the above,
529

 his 

incriminating testimony considered as a whole clearly reveals his motivation to provide 

incriminating evidence against Mr NTAGANDA.   

253. P-0768, inter alia: invented a false narrative concerning the placing of antipersonnel 

mines in Mongbwalu;
530

 fabricated personal knowledge of events that purportedly took 

place in Kobu;
531

 lied about [REDACTED];
532

 provided false evidence as demonstrated 

by [REDACTED] messages in the Ntaganda-Logbook
533

 concerning the murder of 

civilians in Mongbwalu;
534

 made up evidence concerning the involvement of Mr 

NTAGANDA in the transport of pillaged goods from Mongbwalu to Bunia;
535

 and 

provided false evidence regarding the age of soldiers in Mandro, [REDACTED].
536

 P-

0768 was obstructive, refused to recognize contemporaneous messages 

[REDACTED]
537

 and refused to recognize disciplinary measures instigated against 

members of the FPLC including, in particular, the execution by firing squad of a FPLC 

member in Mongbwalu [REDACTED].
538

 As a result of his testimony, and before the 

judgement is rendered in this case, P-0768 must be investigated for lying under oath.  

I. P-0768 invented a false narrative concerning the placing of antipersonnel mines in 

Mongbwalu 

254. P-0768 could not resist fabricating evidence about the planting of antipersonnel mines 

in Mongbwalu even though he had never mentioned this issue during his multiple 

dealings with the Prosecution.
539

 Despite testifying that “many people were wounded 

[…] as a result of the mines”;
540

 that “these mines led to a number of civilian 

deaths”;
541

 and that [REDACTED]
542

 [REDACTED],
543

 he attempted to justify his 

                                                           
528

 [REDACTED]. 
529

 [REDACTED]. 
530

 P-0768:T-33,59:15-18;66:2-67:10.  
531

 P-0768:T-34,60:5-61:13.  
532

 P-0768:T-33,33:6-15;51:17-52:13;55:22-24. 
533

[REDACTED]. 
534

 P-0768:T-33,44:16. 
535

 P-0768:T-33,59:13-60:4. 
536

 P-0768:T-34,48:22-25;54:2-6; T-36,47:19-24. 
537

 P-0768:T-36,28:19-40:7. 
538

 P-0768:T-34,16:13. 
539

 P-0768:T-36,5:22-24.  
540

 P-0768:T-35,73:19-20. 
541

 P-0768:T-33,65:14. 
542

 P-0768:T-33,66:15-21. 
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failure to even mention these events to the Prosecution earlier on the basis that “it’s 

been a long time since I left Ituri, and I wasn’t really prepared to testify and therefore 

certain events may have escaped me”.
544

    

255. P-0768’s evidence concerning the casualties and civilian deaths arising from the 

planting of mines in Mongbwalu illustrates a grave and alarming situation, which, if it 

had taken place, would be known and remembered by the vast majority of the 

population. Cross-examined on the veracity of his narrative, P-0768 urged Counsel to 

“[REDACTED]”.
545

 On this backdrop, it is simply astonishing that P-0768 is the only 

witness who testified about the planting of antipersonnel mines in Mongbwalu in 

November 2002.  

256. P-0768 testified that after Mr NTAGANDA left Mongbwalu, they “[REDACTED]”
546

 

and that [REDACTED].
547

 There is, however, [REDACTED].
548

  

257. P-0768 claims that he heard a radio conversation between Mr NTAGANDA and 

[REDACTED], during which “the various places and entry points at which those mines 

had been laid” was discussed.
549

 He claims to [REDACTED].
550

 Strikingly, in cross-

examination, he [REDACTED]
551

 [REDACTED]
552

 [REDACTED] was unable to 

provide the specific sectors in Mongbwalu where the antipersonnel mines would have 

been laid.
553

  

258. That the FPLC would have laid antipersonnel mines at all entry points which were not 

under the control of its soldiers
554

 - thereby endangering the lives of the civilian 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
543

 P-0768:T-33,59:18. 
544

 P-0017:T-63,5:20-21.  
545

 P-0768:T-35,73:18-20,71:19-21. 
546

 P-0768:T-34,7:20-21. 
547

 P-0768:T-36,34:2-3. 
548

 DRC-OTP-2102-3854; DRC-OTP-2102-3828. 
549

 P-0768:T-35,74:8-10. 
550

 P-0768:T-33,66:17-22. 
551

 P-0768:T-35,73:17. 
552

 P-0768:T-35,74:16-19. 
553

 P-0768:T-35,75:11-17. 
554

 P-0768:T-35,72:25. 
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population they invited and wanted to return to Mongbwalu
555

 is senseless. Mr 

NTAGANDA explained why antipersonnel land mines were not used in Mongbwalu.
556

  

II. P-0768 fabricated personal knowledge of events that purportedly took place in Kobu 

259. P-0768 asserted that certain messages in the Ntaganda-Logbook were untrue,
557

 

falsified,
558

 or that he did not remember the events depicted in contemporaneous 

messages therein.
559

 Moreover, at the time of the events in Kobu he testified about, P-

0768 was actually in [REDACTED], deprived of communication capabilities with 

FPLC Units.  

260. P-0768 confirmed that [REDACTED].
560

 [REDACTED].
561

 [REDACTED].
562

 

[REDACTED].
563

 [REDACTED].
564

 [REDACTED].
565

 [REDACTED].
566

 

[REDACTED].
567

 On [REDACTED].
568

 On [REDACTED].
569

 On [REDACTED].
570

 

[REDACTED].
571

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED];
572

 [REDACTED].  

261. It follows from the above that on [REDACTED] at the very latest, P-0768 was in 

[REDACTED] working in his capacity as [REDACTED] and that the only element of 

[REDACTED]. 

262. P-0768 testified that SALUMU remained in Mongbwalu after the FPLC operation, for 

almost a month and a half.
573

 As illustrated by messages in the Ntagandas-Logbook, 

                                                           
555

 P-0768:T-34,46:6-9. 
556

 D-0300:T-218,41:1-4.  
557

 P-0768:T-36,38:3-4; T-36,39:22-40:7. 
558

 P-0768:T-36,29:24.  
559

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784). 
560

 P-0768:T-33,22:22. 
561

 DRC-OTP-2102-3854. 
562

 [REDACTED]. 
563

 [REDACTED].  
564

 [REDACTED]. 
565

 [REDACTED]. 
566

 [REDACTED]. 
567

 [REDACTED].  
568

 [REDACTED]. 
569

 [REDACTED]. 
570

 [REDACTED]. 
571

 [REDACTED]. 
572

 [REDACTED].  
573

 P-0768:T-34,59:14-15. 
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this is incorrect. SALUMU became Commander of 409 Brigade (409Bde)
574

 and was in 

Kilo, as of 12 December 2002 at the very latest, along with his commander TIGER 

ONE (“SALONGO”), Commander of the South-East Operational Sector (Comd-SE-

OpSec).
575

 Even though P-0768 denied having knowledge of SALONGO being 

promoted to this position,
576

 the NTAGANDA-FPLC-Logbook proves him wrong. In 

many instances, [REDACTED].
577

 

263. P-0768 testified that SALUMU was sent on a mission by Mr NTAGANDA “who asked 

him to open the road from Mongbwalu to Bunia, going through Nyangarai”
578

 adding 

that they had requisitioned a company in his unit and that from then on, SALUMU 

“continued all the way to Bunia and he stayed in the operations there”.
579

 First, P-0768 

later contradicted himself, stating that Mr NTAGANDA opened the road through 

Nyangaray to Bunia.
580

 Second, while SALUMU in his capacity as Comd-409Bde was 

involved in the operations in and around Kilo,
581

 he was receiving his orders either by 

SALONGO/Comd-SE-OpSec or JEROME/Comd-NE-OpSec and not from Mr 

NTAGANDA. TIGER ONE/Comd-SE-OpSec’s immediate superior was KISEMBO in 

his capacity as Chef-EMG-FPLC, who was also present in Mongbwalu.
582

 Moreover, 

there is no evidence that one company, [REDACTED] was under the command of 

SALUMU for the purported operation to open the road. At the alleged time, only the 

7Bn remained in Mongbwalu while P-0768 was [REDACTED].
583

 Lastly, P-0768 

asserted knowing that SALUMU’s unit went to Kobu without providing any specific 

time frame for this deployment.
584

  

264. What is even more significant is P-0768’s description of the events which would have 

taken place in Kobu and the manner in which he would have learned about them. 

                                                           
574

 DRC-OTP-2102-3854. 
575

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0048(second)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3870).  
576

 P-0768:T-35,46:1-8. 
577

 [REDACTED]. 
578

 P-0768:T-34,59:17-19. 
579

 P-0768:T-34,59:16-20. 
580

 P-0768:T-36,15:20. 
581

 P-0768:T-33,33:22. 
582

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0053 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3875); P-0963:T-78,63:17-22. 
583

 [REDACTED].  
584

 P-0768:T-34,60:11-23. 
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265. Significantly, P-0768’s description of the events, which would have taken place in 

Kobu, matches neither the evidence in this case
585

 nor the Prosecution’s theory of the 

case.
586

 Notably, he is not the only witness who testified about rumours spread out in 

Ituri concerning events that purportedly took place in Kobu.
587

   

266. What is even more striking is the manner in which P-0768 would have learned about 

alleged killings in Kobu. P-0768’s evidence that he learned about the killings because 

commanders talked about it on radios
588

 and he could follow what everyone said about 

what had happened because everyone used the same frequency
589

 puts to bare his lies 

and constructed knowledge.  

267. P-0768 was in [REDACTED]
590

 and there was no way he could hear what the 

commanders were discussing on the radio.
591

 Even if he had been in Mongbwalu, he 

could not have heard.
592

 In addition, by the time these events allegedly took place, the 

FPLC was no longer transmitting messages via phonie noting messages in the 

Ntaganda-Logbook.
593

 P-0768 could not have learned about these events through these 

means. What is more, by the time these events allegedly took place, [REDACTED].
594

   

III. P-0768 lied about [REDACTED]  

268. Contrary to his testimony, the evidence establishes that P-0768 [REDACTED].
595

 First, 

P-0768 traveled from Bunia to [REDACTED]
596

 and lied about his observations 

regarding the age of soldiers in Mandro;
597

 second, P-0768 did not meet [REDACTED] 

in [REDACTED] and lied concerning [REDACTED];
598

 third, P-0768 was not able to 

                                                           
585

 [REDACTED].   
586

 [REDACTED].  
587

 P-0055:T-71,50:7-22. 
588

 P-0768:T-34,61:5-7. 
589

 P-0768:T-34,61:8-9. 
590

 [REDACTED].   
591

 D-0243:T-259,17:21-18:12.   
592

 D-0243:T-259,40:22-41:10.   
593

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0173 (last IN message) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3995); DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0174 (last OUT message) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3996). 
594

 [REDACTED]. 
595

 [REDACTED]. 
596

 [REDACTED]. 
597

 P-0768:T-34,51:1-3. 
598

 P-0768:T-33,28:9-28:22. 
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identify the road he took to get to Mongbwalu;
599

 fourth, P-0768 fabricated 

[REDACTED]
600

; fifth, [REDACTED]
601

; sixth, P-0768’s description of events 

preceding his arrival in Mongbwalu is contradicted by contemporaneous messages in 

the Ntaganda-Logbooks,
602

 which also establish that as of [REDACTED], P-0768 had 

not yet departed from [REDACTED].
603

 The latter is confirmed by [REDACTED].
604

 

Lastly, P-0768’s description of the fighting in Mongbwalu over a period of two days is 

unsupported by the evidence.
605

  

a. P-0768 traveled from Bunia to [REDACTED] with Mr Ntaganda and lied about his 

observations regarding the age of soldiers in Mandro 

269. P-0768 testified that he went to the Mandro training camp once, when returning from 

[REDACTED].
606

 In cross-examination, P-0768 placed this trip at a time when Mr 

NTAGANDA was in Aru before the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu.
607

 P-0768 testified 

– [REDACTED]
608

 –  that he traveled from [REDACTED] to Bunia on a plane, 

[REDACTED].
609

 While P-0768 attempted to justify his presence in [REDACTED] at 

the time by [REDACTED],
610

 this is implausible. Had P-0768 been in [REDACTED] 

to [REDACTED], there was no need for him to travel to Bunia [REDACTED]; he 

could simply drive back to [REDACTED].
611

 P-0768 testified that [REDACTED]: 

“[REDACTED]”.
612

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED],
613

 [REDACTED].
614

 As for the 

[REDACTED].
615

 

270. P-0768 confirmed that this was his first trip to Bunia. His testimony that he “was 

coming from [REDACTED] for [REDACTED]and I was called back to Bunia” – even 

                                                           
599

 P-0768:T-34,5:2-22;T-35,30:4-33:17. 
600

 P-0768:T-33,33:1-15;T-35,61:2-14,43:20-22.  
601

 [REDACTED]. 
602

 [REDACTED].   
603

 [REDACTED].  
604

 [REDACTED].  
605

 P-0768:T-33,33:19-37:20;39:25-40:4. 
606

 P-0768:T-34,50:17-18. 
607

 P-0768:T-36,27:19-25. 
608

 [REDACTED]. 
609

 P-0768:T-36,22:2-5.  
610

 P-0768:T-36,21:23-25. 
611

 [REDACTED]. 
612

 P-0768:T-36,21:25-22:3(underline added). 
613

 [REDACTED]. 
614

 [REDACTED]. 
615

 [REDACTED].   
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though he had never been there – “and I went to that training camp out of curiosity. I 

didn’t have any particular goal”
616

 without mentioning [REDACTED], with whom he 

was in Bunia or whom he met in Mandro, is not credible. This is confirmed by P-

0768’s testimony that the Commander of the Mandro training camp at the time was 

Mugisa MULEKE, who was actually assigned to Tchomia back in early August 

2002.
617

 Had P-0768 been in Mandro when Mr NTAGANDA was in Aru, he would 

have had to meet with the Commander of the camp and he would have met with 

SALUMU who travelled to Bunia as part of the exchange of troops with JEROME’s 

forces and who was appointed Commander of the Brigade up in Mandro by 

KISEMBO,
618

 which first attempted to liberate Mongbwalu.
619

  

271. Mr NTAGANDA [REDACTED] in Bunia and took him to [REDACTED] where he 

informed him that [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
620

 [REDACTED].
621

 The fact that 

[REDACTED]
622

 does not impact this conclusion. P-0055 had just arrived in Bunia
623

 

and he did not remember [REDACTED]. 
624

 

b. P-0768 did not meet with [REDACTED] in [REDACTED] and lied concerning the 

[REDACTED] 

 

272. P-0768 testified attending a meeting at [REDACTED] during which [REDACTED] and 

others were present.
625

 According to P-0768, [REDACTED] all spoke
626

 about 

[REDACTED].
627

 Importantly, [REDACTED].
628

 There is also no evidence that 

[REDACTED]travelled together to [REDACTED]. 

 

273. P-0768 testified that following this meeting, his first deployment was to the front to 

[REDACTED] and that before leaving [REDACTED], he was briefed [REDACTED] 

about the operational strategy as follows: “we were supposed to drive out the RCD 

                                                           
616

 P-0768:T-34,51:12-14(underline added). 
617

 P-0768:T-34,51:19. 
618

 [REDACTED].   
619

 P-0768:T-33,31:23-32:3; [REDACTED]; D-0017:T-253,30:2-31:10.  
620

 [REDACTED]. 
621

 [REDACTED]. 
622

 P-0055:T-73,92:12.  
623

 P-0055:T-73,65:24-66:7. 
624

 P-0055:T-73,81:5-9. 
625

 P-0768:T-33,24:22-24. 
626

 P-0768:T-33,28:5. 
627

 P-0768:T-33,24:15-25:2. 
628

 P-0055:T-70,48:14-19. 
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troops which had come back to attack us in order to capture [REDACTED], and we 

also had to drive them out in order to recapture Mongbwalu”.
629

 It is revealing that 

neither [REDACTED] were mentioned during this briefing.  

c. P-0768 was not able to identify the road he took to get to Mongbwalu 

 

274. When asked which route he took to get to Mongbwalu, P-0768 asserted “when we left 

[REDACTED], we came here to [REDACTED] and after [REDACTED] we continued 

along the same itinerary all the way to [REDACTED], but we didn’t go through 

[REDACTED] here, we took another road from [REDACTED] without going through 

[REDACTED] and we went directly to [REDACTED] here. From [REDACTED] we 

continued down to Mongbwalu”.
630

 In cross-examination, P-0768 contradicted himself 

stating “Yes. We went through [REDACTED]”
631

 and “Well, the truth is, perhaps I was 

mistaken”. Despite P-0768’s testimony that “this was the very first time that I had seen 

the map as it is here”, Counsel established that this very same map was shown to him 

during many days in [REDACTED].
632

 It is also significant that the location identified 

by P-0768 on the map used by the Prosecution as being [REDACTED], his alleged 

point of departure, is incorrect.
633

 Moreover, invited to confirm that [REDACTED], 

where he would have begun his journey, was not on the map before him and actually 

much further north, P-0768 refused,
634

 realizing he had been caught. 

d. P-0768 fabricated [REDACTED] 

275. First, P-0768 could not, as he testified, have [REDACTED] as these troops were not in 

[REDACTED] when they were ordered to go to Mongbwalu. 
635

 P-0768 confirmed that 

when Mr NTAGANDA was in [REDACTED] visited the troops [REDACTED].
636

 

                                                           
629

 P-0768:T-33,28:17-29. 
630

 P-0768:T-34,5:3-7(underline added). 
631

 P-0768:T-35,30:22.  
632

 P-0768:T-35,32:13-18. 
633

 DRC-REG-0001-0004; P-0768:T-36,8:4-12. 
634

 P-0768:T-36,8:13-15. 
635

 [REDACTED]. 
636

 [REDACTED]. 
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[REDACTED]. This is confirmed by [REDACTED].
637

 [REDACTED].
638

 

[REDACTED].
639

  

276. P-0768 lied about [REDACTED]. P-0768 confirmed that he did not have a Thuraya
640

 

and claimed that he was [REDACTED].
641

 However, [REDACTED].
642

  

e.  [REDACTED] 

277. Strikingly, apart from being mentioned in one message [REDACTED],
643

 there is no 

trace of any communication involving P-0768 or [REDACTED].
644

 In fact, from the 

moment Mr NTAGANDA was in phonie contact with the commanders involved in the 

FPLC Mongbwalu operation, he was communicating with [REDACTED].
645

 

[REDACTED],
646

 [REDACTED]. 

 

f. P-0768’s description of events preceding his arrival in Mongbwalu is contradicted by 

contemporaneous messages in the Ntaganda-FPLC-Logbooks 

278. P-0768 testified [REDACTED].
647

 During his examination-in-chief, he did not mention 

any fighting before entering Mongbwalu.
648

 Yet, during cross-examination, having had 

the opportunity to look at the short-Ntaganda-Logbook he suddenly remembered 

[REDACTED].
649

 Notwithstanding his sudden recollection of this combat – and despite 

his testimony that he accompanied the troops on foot all the way to Mongbwalu
650

 he 

confirmed having no knowledge of [REDACTED]. 
651

  

279. P-0768’s fabricated narrative concerning his arrival and participation in the Mongbwalu 

operation is also illustrated by his description of the fighting. His assertion that the 

                                                           
637

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED].  
638

 [REDACTED].  
639

 [REDACTED]. 
640

 P-0768:T-35,21:4-11. 
641

 P-0768:T-33,33:6-15. 
642

 [REDACTED].  
643

 [REDACTED].  
644

 P-0768:T-33,22:22. 
645

 [REDACTED].  
646

 P-0768:T-33,22:23-23:1. 
647

 P-0768:T-33,33:20-21. 
648

 P-0768:T-33,30:19-33:20. 
649

 P-0768:T-35,43:11-12.  
650

 P-0768:T-34,6:9. 
651

 [REDACTED].  
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fighting, including the liberation of Sayo, lasted two days, is not supported by the 

evidence, including that of inter alia P-0017 (three days),
652

 P-0886 (five-day war),
653

 

P-0800 (from Thursday to Sunday when Sayo was taken)
654

 and P-0898 (three-day 

war).
655

 His testimony that Mr NTAGANDA was present during the fighting in 

Mongbwalu before Sayo was taken is even contradicted by P-0017.
656

 P-0768’s 

evidence that on the day Sayo was liberated “[REDACTED]”
657

 is contradicted by 

evidence that from the moment SALUMU took the center of Mongbwalu, the APC and 

Lendu combatants left Mongbwalu, either towards Sayo or Kilo.
658

 From the moment 

Mr NTAGANDA arrived in Mongbwalu, the night before Sayo was liberated, the 

remaining enemy had retreated to Sayo where they were facing SEYI’s forces which 

were at the Usine.
659

 P-0768 even confirmed that SEYI was the battalion commander 

involved in the liberation of Sayo.
660

 There was no other [REDACTED] from which the 

FPLC forces were threatened and P-0768’s evidence in this regard was but an attempt 

to cover up his absence from the fighting in Sayo, knowing that this operation was 

video-recorded.
661

 

280. P-0768’s absence from the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu is confirmed in the 

[REDACTED]
662

 [REDACTED]
663

 [REDACTED]
664

 that P-0768 had not yet departed 

[REDACTED]. [REDACTED] is in turn strengthened by the words of [REDACTED] 

who stated that [REDACTED].
665

  

281. [REDACTED].
666

 [REDACTED].
667

 [REDACTED]
668

 – along with [REDACTED] –
669

 

[REDACTED].
670

 P-0768 was [REDACTED]
671

 and to remain at [REDACTED].
672

 P-

                                                           
652

 P-0017:T-59,75:3-5. 
653

 P-0768:T-36,70:18. 
654

 P-0800:T-68,21:18-21.  
655

 P-0898:T-154,14:5-10. 
656

 P-0017:T-58,62:9-64:2. 
657

 P-0768:T-33,35:22-23. 
658

 P-0017:T-61,49:11-51:13. 
659

 D-0300:T-234,75:6-13. 
660

 P-0768:T-35,44:19-25. 
661

 D-0300:T-217,55:14. 
662

 [REDACTED].  
663

 P-0290:T-66,6:19-22;7:24-8:1. 
664

 [REDACTED].  
665

 [REDACTED].  
666

 [REDACTED]. 
667

 [REDACTED]. 
668

 [REDACTED]. 
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0768 was present [REDACTED]
673

 and was not [REDACTED].
674

 When P-0768 was 

shown the [REDACTED]. P-0768 was only authorised [REDACTED], after Mr 

NTAGANDA’s departure by plane from Mongbwalu.
675

 

IV. P-0768 provided false evidence concerning the murder of civilians in Mongbwalu 

282. P-0768 testified that [REDACTED] was attacked in the wake of the liberation of 

Sayo,
676

 that civilians were killed during this attack
677

 and that [REDACTED] was the 

object of looting by the FPLC.
678

 Although some witnesses mentioned having travelled 

through or in the direction of [REDACTED] when leaving Sayo,
679

 there is no evidence 

that [REDACTED] was attacked in the manner described by P-0768.
680

 When 

KISEMBO - present at the Appartements along with KASANGAKI, SALUMU, Mr 

NTAGANDA and others, [REDACTED]
681

  -was briefed visually about the liberation 

of Sayo, not a word was said about [REDACTED].
682

 Moreover, there is no message in 

the Ntaganda-Logbooks concerning the occupation  of [REDACTED] by the FPLC.
683

 

P-0768 was not in Sayo on 25 November, the day following the liberation of this town. 

He attended [REDACTED]
684

 but was ordered to [REDACTED].
685

 His statement “I 

found that many civilians had been killed by the UPC members in the battle that took 

place in Sayo [REDACTED]” is uncorroborated.
686

 

283. [REDACTED].
687

 Following the liberation of Sayo on 24 November in the afternoon, 

Mr NTAGANDA made his way back to the Appartements and never returned to Sayo 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
669

 [REDACTED]. 
670

 [REDACTED]. 
671

 [REDACTED]. 
672

 [REDACTED]. 
673

 [REDACTED]. 
674

 [REDACTED]. 
675

 [REDACTED]. 
676

 P-0768:T-33,45:11-16. 
677

 P-0768:T-33,45:25-46:2. 
678

 P-0768:T-33,46:2-5.  
679

 DRC-OTP-2077-0210,p.0578,para.1; DRC-OTP-2081-0589,p.0661,para.1.  
680

 P-0768:T-33,45:11–46:5.  
681

 [REDACTED].  
682

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,34:58-37:39. 
683

 DRC-OTP-2102-3854; DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778). 
684

 [REDACTED]. 
685

 [REDACTED].  
686

 P-0768:T-33,45:15-18. 
687

 [REDACTED]. 
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before leaving Mongbwalu.
688

 Mr NTAGANDA never set foot in [REDACTED].
689

 

[REDACTED]. [REDACTED].
690

 Pressed for more in cross-examination, he provided 

wavering evidence regarding, inter alia, his own location in [REDACTED],
691

 the 

number and identity of persons present at the time, and the manner in which 

[REDACTED] were dressed.
692

 P-0768 erroneously identified KASANGAKI as the S2 

of SALUMU’s brigade
693

 and suddenly, brought up the presence of MUSEVINI, never 

mentioned before, purportedly the chief of Mr NTAGANDA’s security.
694

 MUSEVINI 

was never Mr NTAGANDA’s chief of security.
695

  

284. P-0768 also concocted a false narrative concerning [REDACTED]. P-0768 was not in 

[REDACTED]
696

 and could not have been contacted on the radio by Mr NTAGANDA 

on this occasion to go to the Appartements. In fact, P-0768 was not [REDACTED].
697

 

Moreover, his hearsay evidence that [REDACTED] the day before,
698

 when Sayo was 

liberated, because [REDACTED], is unsupported by any evidence. It is also 

contradicted by [REDACTED]
699

 as well as by the evidence related to 

[REDACTED].
700

 The Mongbwalu video showing KISEMBO and Mr NTAGANDA 

[REDACTED] the arrival of the FPLC delegation illustrates that this was Mr 

NTAGANDA’s first presence there.
701

 Moreover, P-0768 was unable to say when 

[REDACTED], the purported source of this hearsay evidence, would have provided this 

information to him.
702

  

285. The same conclusion, i.e. concocted false evidence, applies to P-0768’s testimony 

regarding: (i) [REDACTED];
703

 (ii) [REDACTED];
704

 (iii) and [REDACTED];
705

 and 

                                                           
688

 [REDACTED].  
689

 [REDACTED]. 
690

 P-0768:T-33,45:11-46:5. 
691

 P-0768:T-36,48:9-49:21. 
692

 P-0768:T-35,53:13-55:19.  
693

 P-0768:T-35,53:5-7. 
694

 P-0768:T-35,57:14-20. 
695

 D-0300:T-215,22:14-17. 
696

 [REDACTED]. 
697

 [REDACTED]. 
698

 [REDACTED]. 
699

 [REDACTED]. 
700

 [REDACTED].  
701

 [REDACTED]. 
702

 [REDACTED]. 
703

 [REDACTED]. 
704

 [REDACTED]. 
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(iv) the alleged [REDACTED].
706

 P-0768’s hearsay evidence
707

 on these events is 

unsupported by any evidence and implausible.
708

 

V. P-0768’s refusal to recognize [REDACTED] as well as disciplinary measures 

instigated against members of the FPLC 

286. P-0768 testified that Mr NTAGANDA provided weapons to Hema civilians who 

arrived with him in Mongbwalu and that these civilians killed Lendu people and 

committed crimes.
709

 First, P-0768 was not in Mongbwalu when Mr NTAGANDA 

arrived with civilians carrying ammunition.
710

 Second, that Mr NTAGANDA gave 

weapons to these civilians and that [REDACTED], is unsupported by any other 

evidence.
711

  

287. Although P-0768 further testified that during his stay in Mongbwalu “there were 

[Lendu] civilians who were assassinated by UPC members”
712

 and that he personally 

saw such crimes being committed,
713

 he did not provide any concrete details regarding 

the time, place, or manner in which these alleged crimes were committed. Nor did he 

provide information regarding the identity of the victims or the identity of the 

perpetrators involved.  

288. More importantly, P-0768’s evidence is contradicted by [REDACTED] he reports to 

his superiors inter alia that the situation is calm and that the population has resumed its 

regular activities.
714

  

289. What is more, [REDACTED]: “[REDACTED].”
715

  

290. Strikingly, when a Lendu civilian was killed [REDACTED]: 

[REDACTED].
716

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
705

 [REDACTED]. 
706

 [REDACTED]. 
707

 [REDACTED].  
708

 [REDACTED].  
709

 P-0768:T-33,41:24-42:10. 
710

 P-0768:T-35,43:14-19. 
711

 P-0768:T-33,42:10-12. 
712

 P-0768:T-33,44:16. 
713

 P-0768:T-33,44:18.  
714

 [REDACTED]. 
715

 [REDACTED]. 
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291. This [REDACTED] is highly significant considering [REDACTED] that “I never saw a 

soldier or an officer being sanctioned for having killed a Lendu”.
717

 Indeed, 

[REDACTED].718  

292. P-0768 went as far as saying that [REDACTED].
719

 This is not an event P-0768 could 

have forgotten.  

VI. P-0768 made up evidence concerning the involvement of Mr Ntaganda in the 

transport of pillaged goods from Mongbwalu to Bunia 

 

293. P-0768 testified that when Mr NTAGANDA “left for Bunia,’’ he loaded the things that 

he had pillaged from Mongbwalu, and among them there were medicine and other 

materials from the hospital”
720

 and that “[Mr NTAGANDA] had his jeep, four-by-four, 

which he had taken from Bunia and he loaded the items onto the jeep. And there was 

also a Land Cruiser jeep, a cream-coloured one which he had taken from the priest and 

he also loaded items on to that”
721

 and “it was Mr NTAGANDA who opened up the 

road from Mongbwalu-Nyangarai”.
722

 First, P-0768’s evidence is related to his 

fabricated narrative concerning the planting of mines in Mongbwalu, which is 

revealing.
723

 Second, Mr NTAGANDA left Mongbwalu by plane, a fact not contested 

by the Prosecution.
724

 Third, having testified that Mr NTAGANDA arrived in 

Mongbwalu by foot – which is true although P-0768 was not there to see it - he did not 

explain how Mr NTAGANDA’s 4x4 ended up in Mongbwalu. Fourth, when Mr 

NTAGANDA left, there were only two serviceable vehicles in Mongbwalu, 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] seen in the Mongbwalu video.
725

 Fifth, contrary to 

P-0768’s repeated assertions, the road Mongbwalu-Kilo-Nyangaray-Bunia was not 

opened when Mr NTAGANDA left Mongbwalu. Even the 12 December message P-

0768 attempted to rely upon in support of his claim that this road was open makes it 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
716

 [REDACTED]. 
717

 [REDACTED]. 
718

 [REDACTED].  
719

 P-0768:T-36,29:24. 
720

 P-0768:T-33,59:13-15. 
721

 P-0768:T-33,59:25-60:2. 
722

 P-0768:T-36,15:20. 
723

 P-0768:T-33,59:7-21.  
724

 P-0290:T-67,13:12-16; D-0017:T-253,43:4:14.  
725

 D-0300:T-218,57:20-22. 
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clear that the road through Nyangaray was not opened at that time.
726

 Lastly, P-0768’s 

claim based on unknown hearsay that a cream coloured Land Cruiser jeep was taken 

from the Abbé is unsupported by any reliable evidence. While vehicles can be seen at 

one of the congregation visited by KISEMBO and Mr NTAGANDA, they were non 

serviceable.
727

 

VII. P-0768 provided false evidence regarding the age of soldiers in Mandro, 

[REDACTED] 

294. P-0768 testified about the presence of young children, minors, under the age of 15, 

trained in Mandro or who were amongst the units of the FPLC, including amongst the 

bodyguards of UPC Commanders at the time.
728

 P-0768 asserted that to his knowledge 

“there was no age limit. There was no particular criterion for the recruitment of 

children. There were young people, old people”.
729

 Interestingly, he did advance his 

own assessment criteria as follows: “well I can distinguish a child, a minor, from an 

adult”,
730

 “well there were many small ones, and just looking at him you could see that 

they were minors. And even if you observe their behaviours, you could see that they 

were minors, they were under 15. Their sizes, their behaviours and those aspects made 

it clear that they were minors”.
731

  

295. P-0768 did not see any recruits being trained in Mandro
732

 and his observations when 

presented with video and photographic evidence is of no assistance to the issue at hand. 

First, when watching the Mongbwalu video, P-0768 purportedly identified a male 

soldier, bodyguard of Mr NTAGANDA, stating: “He was a minor. He was under 

15”.
733

 Significantly, P-0768 was not able to distinguish a female from a male and was 

not able to identify [REDACTED],
734

 a former member of the APC, member of Mr 

NTAGANDA’s escorts, much older than 15.
735

 Second, P-0768 provided false evidence 

                                                           
726

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0048 (first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3870).  
727

 D-0300:T-217,77:20-23; DRC-OTP-2058-0251,51:43-52:37. 
728

 P-0768:T-34,48:20-25. 
729

 P-0768:T-34,49:9-10. 
730

 P-0768:T-34,49:6. 
731

 P-0768:T-34,47:20-23. 
732

 P-0768:T-34,50:19-23. 
733

 P-0768:T-34,47:18. 
734

 P-0768:T-34,47:14.  
735

 D-0017:T-252,11:1-12:1;T-253,33:25-3,67:22-25;D-0251:T-260,19:19-25;D-0300:T-239,44:1-3. 
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regarding a photograph showing children evidently below 15.
736

 Whereas 

[REDACTED].
737

 The date on which the photograph is taken is unknown. Initially, P-

0768 stated: “[REDACTED]”
738

 adding that “These children who were recruited at the 

time, they came from Bunia. They were recruited for the UPC”
739

 and “when they left 

the UPC there were NGOs who came to claim these children [REDACTED] and they 

came to claim them […]”.
740

 In cross-examination, P-0768 testified that 

[REDACTED].
741

  

296. First, in light of P-0768 testimony, that “I know somebody called [REDACTED]. He 

went to the villages to recruit, the surroundings villages, and he recruited young people 

from there”;
742

 it is implausible that the FPLC would [REDACTED].
743

 Second, when 

the [REDACTED],
744

 [REDACTED]. More significantly, [REDACTED].
745

 In this 

context, that the FPLC would send any recruit [REDACTED]. P-0768’s testimony 

regarding this picture is yet again a fabrication on his part. 

297. In addition to all the above, the credibility of P-0768 is further impacted by 

[REDACTED].
746

 P-0768 also provided false evidence about weapons appearing on 

three pictures taken in 2004, which he claimed were the exact weapons used in the 

FPLC Mongbwalu operation.
747

 Comparing these pictures with the weapons in the 

possession of the FPLC shortly before the Mongbwalu operation,
748

 reveals that these 

are different weapons.  

298. P-0768’s grand finale in providing incriminating evidence against Mr NTAGANDA 

relates to [REDACTED], a [REDACTED]
749

 and who would have [REDACTED].
750

 

P-0768 is the only witness who mentioned the presence and involvement of 

                                                           
736

 DRC-OTP-2058-0667. 
737

 [REDACTED]. 
738

 P-0768:T-34,58:22-23. 
739

 P-0768:T-34,58:2-3. 
740

 P-0768:T-34,59:1-3. 
741

 P-0768:T-36,20:14-21:16. 
742

 P-0768:T-34,56:23-25. 
743

 P-0768:T-34,56:14-17. 
744

 [REDACTED]. 
745

 [REDACTED]. 
746

 P-0768:T-35,13:6-20. 
747

 P-0768:T-34,11:14; T-34,12:5-16; T-34,13:25. 
748

 D-0300:T-216,37:1-39:22,44:2-9; T-214,45:4-49:1.  
749

 P-0768:T-33,61:8-12. 
750

 P-0768:T-34,63:21-64:6. 
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[REDACTED] in this case. His allegations of [REDACTED].
751

 P-0768’s allegations 

of [REDACTED] – conveyed to the Prosecution before the beginning of the trial
752

 – 

and P-0768 mentioning [REDACTED] is part of P-0768’s plot to testify voluntarily and 

provide false incriminating evidence against Mr NTAGANDA. 

B. P-0017 

299. P-0017 is another Prosecution insider witness who testified fully shielded from public 

scrutiny and negative consequences possibly arising from his testimony. He benefited 

from the full set of protective measures.
753

 He was granted assurances pursuant to Rule 

74
754

 and the Prosecution undertook not to prosecute him in relation to the events 

mentioned in his testimony.
755

 The Chamber even reminded him of this full protection 

to ensure that he would not hesitate to provide incriminating evidence.
756

 It is 

significant that P-0017 [REDACTED] even before providing his first statement to the 

Prosecutor.
757

 It is also noteworthy that before his testimony, P-0017 benefited from 

multiple days to review what he had previously said under oath.
758

 

300. Although P-0017 appeared at times to provide evidence generally aligned with the 

sequence of events as they purportedly unfolded, he was not a truthful witness and no 

probative value can attach to his testimony unless it is corroborated by other reliable 

evidence. P-0017, inter alia: fabricated evidence concerning his presence at the 

[REDACTED] in the presence of Mr NTAGANDA during which crimes were 

allegedly committed;
759

 provided false evidence concerning the arrival of Mr 

NTAGANDA on the second day of the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu;
760

 provided 

inconsistent and implausible evidence that [REDACTED];
761

 lied about (i) Mr 

NTAGANDA giving orders to fire at fleeing civilians;
762

 (ii) the murder of an elderly 

                                                           
751

 First Restriction Decision,ICC-01/04-02/06-410.  
752

 First Restriction Request,ICC-01/04-02/06-349,paras. 22-23. 
753

 P-0017:T-58,9:15-10:17. 
754

 P-0017:T-58,7:11-8:1. 
755

 P-0017:T-58,11:14-17. 
756

 P-0017:T-59,73:3-6. 
757

 [REDACTED]. 
758

 P-0017:T-60,55:7–56:6. 
759

 P-0017:T-61,88:6-20. 
760

 P-0017:T-58,63:18-64:5. 
761

 P-0017:T-58,66:21–67:1;T-61,69:22-70:1. 
762

 P-0017:T-58,70:18-71:3. 
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man and a young girl by the FPLC;
763

 and (iii) the murder of persons who were 

allegedly in the church when Sayo was liberated;
764

 and provided false and implausible 

evidence concerning Motorola radio communications between SALUMU positioned in 

Kilo and KISEMBO located in Mongbwalu.
765

 

301. At various times during his testimony, P-0017 provided evidence about the presence of 

soldiers aged below 15 in the FPLC.
766

 In light of his propensity to fabricate evidence 

about crimes and in the absence of specific, concrete and/or visual details, P-0017’s 

evidence on this issue cannot be attributed any probative value. 

I. P-0017 was not at the [REDACTED]in the presence of Mr Ntaganda 

302. When P-0017 was shown the Mongbwalu video,
767

 he did not recognize the 

[REDACTED],
768

 KASANGAKI
769

 and SALUMU.
770

 Regarding the [REDACTED], 

this casts doubt as to whether he was ever present there. As for KASANGAKI and 

SALUMU, this seriously undermines his testimony about [REDACTED] these officers 

at the time and more importantly, about the information he purportedly obtained from 

them at various times.
771

 

303. P-0017 testified that following the liberation of Sayo, he remained in Mongbwalu 

staying in SALUMU’s camp from where he was ordered [REDACTED] to the 

[REDACTED].
772

 He further testified being present at the [REDACTED]
773

 and who 

committed crimes against prisoners [REDACTED], including one who would have 

been beaten to death
774

 and [REDACTED].
775

  While at the [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED].
776

 

                                                           
763

 P-0017:T-61,70:16-24. 
764

 P-0017:T-58,78:5-9. 
765

 P-0017:T-59,79:18-23. 
766

 P-0017:T-58,25:2-5;25:23-25;T-60,31:10-19. 
767

 P-0017:T-62,48:6-10. 
768

 P-0017:T-62,50:7-25. 
769

 P-0017:T-62,51:17-22. 
770

 P-0017:T-62,52:5-10. 
771

 P-0017:T-58,66:21-67:1,65:21-66:1;T-61,20:13-14(KASANGAKI);T-58,17:16-18;50:22-51:2,81:16-20;T-

59,60:12-17,79:6-17(SALUMU). 
772

 P-0017:T-59,16:5-8. 
773

 P-0017:T-59,21:5-21,22:5-23:8. 
774

 P-0017:T-59,23:18-24:8. 
775

 P-0017:T-59,24:6-8. 
776

 P-0017:T-58,82:8-17. 
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304. P-0017 fabricated all of the above. First, P-0017 did not [REDACTED] when Mr 

NTAGANDA was in Mongbwalu. Second, the evidence establishes that P-0017 did not 

[REDACTED] after the liberation of Sayo. 

305. P-0017 testified that SALUMU gave him the order to go to Mr NTAGANDA 

[REDACTED] because “Commander Salongo was to be appointed sector commander.  

And [REDACTED]”.
777

 SALONGO’s appointment as Commander of the South-East 

Operational Sector (“Comd-SE-OpSec”) occurred on or about 10 December 2002,
778

 

long after Mr NTAGANDA’s departure from Mongbwalu.
779

 SALONGO’s 

appointment which angered SALUMU,
780

 is related to Mr NTAGANDA’s message 

addressed to TIGER ONE “SUITE A LA MUTINERIE APPORTEE PAR LE COMDR 

SALUMU (–) TOI TU DOIS LE METTRE AU CACHOT MOI JE SAURAI CE 

QU’IL FAUT FAIRE DE TOUT URGENCE” on 15 December 2002.
781

 On 15 

December 2002 Mr NTAGANDA was in Bunia.
782

 Whereas P-0017 would have seen 

SALONGO at the [REDACTED], he did not remember seeing KISEMBO in 

Mongbwalu although KISEMBO [REDACTED]
783

 from the moment he arrived by 

plane in Mongbwalu following the liberation of Sayo on 26 November 2002. 

306. P-0017 testified that [REDACTED] after the operation in Sayo.
784

 P-0017 confirmed 

that he also went to Kilo
785

 and that “once we left Mongbwalu, yes, all [REDACTED] 

went to Kilo”.
786

 P-0017 implausibly claimed however - contrary to [REDACTED]
787

 - 

that he personally did not go to Kilo on this occasion
788

 and that only [REDACTED] 

                                                           
777

 [REDACTED]. 
778

 DRC-OTP-0091-0709; DRC-OTP-0092-0541; The first four messages addressed to SALONGO as Comd-

SE-OpSec were sent on 19 December 2002: DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0061 (second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.3883); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0062 (first and second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3884); DRC-

OTP-0017-0033,p.0063 (second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3885); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0204 (second) 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4026); further messages were addressed to SALONGO as Comd-SE-OpSec on 

inter alia: 20 december 2002 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0203 (first & second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.4025); and 15 January 2003 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0198 (second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.4020). 
779

 D-0300:T-226,93:21-94:4. 
780

 P-0017:T-59,16:15-17. 
781

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0205 (first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4027). 
782

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0205 (first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4027); D-0300:T-218,23:2-24:2. 
783

 P-0017:T-62,71:1-6. 
784

 P-0017:T-62,58:21-25. 
785

 P-0017:T-62,57:6-7. 
786

 P-0017:T-62,57:11-14. 
787

 P-0017:T-58,59:22-60:4;T-62,59:4-7. 
788

 P-0017:T-62,59:13-16. 
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were taken to Kilo, thereby leaving [REDACTED] in Mongbwalu
789

 where they were 

of no use on the Mongbwalu-Kilo-Nyangarai-Bunia axis.
790

 

307. Although P-0017 testified that [REDACTED] who stayed there alone
791

 with a few 

soldiers,
792

 he nonetheless accepted that [REDACTED], he remembered going 

[REDACTED] December 2002, “I was at [REDACTED] to open up that road”.
793

 

308. Significantly, P-0017 did not remember: the FPLC plane which arrived at the 

Mongbwalu airstrip close to SALUMU’s camp
794

 the day following the liberation of 

Sayo;
795

 seeing the officers attending the post Sayo meeting held by Mr NTAGANDA 

at SALUMU’s house, also the next day;
796

 and, more importantly, the arrival of 

KISEMBO and his delegation by plane on the second day following the liberation of 

Sayo.
797

 What is even more striking is that according to his testimony, P-0017 did not 

see KISEMBO until much later in Kilo.
798

 All of the above demonstrates that P-0017 

did not [REDACTED] in Mongbwalu. 

II. P-0017 provided false evidence concerning the arrival of Mr Ntaganda in 

Mongbwalu 

309. P-0017 testified that on the second day of the operation, he saw Mr NTAGANDA 

arrive by car in Mongbwalu.
799

 He further testified that Mr NTAGANDA went in the 

main camp “where SALUMU, the brigade commander, [REDACTED]”
800

 and that 

“[REDACTED]”.
801

 

310. P-0017 did not tell the truth as he did not see Mr NTAGANDA arrive in Mongbwalu. 

First, P-0017’s testimony corroborates that at the time no vehicle could travel between 

Lalu and the Mongbwalu airport. Second, when Mr NTAGANDA arrived in 
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Mongbwalu, P-0017 was at the [REDACTED] where he had been sent to support 

SEYI’s forces facing the enemy, which had retreated to Sayo. [REDACTED].
802

 

311. P-0017 testified that he travelled from Mabanga to Lalu and all the way to Mongbwalu 

on foot;
803

 that this road was difficult;
804

 that he had to cross a forest just before 

reaching the airport;
805

 and that at the time of the events, it was the rainy season.
806

 

Although P-0017 resisted the suggestion that there was no motorable road between 

Lalu to Mongbwalu at the time,
807

 he nonetheless stated “I did not travel by such road 

in a vehicle. I don’t know whether the – what the state of such a road would have been, 

no”.
808

 Mr NTAGANDA, who travelled from Mabanga to Dala by vehicle and from 

Dala to Mongbwalu on foot, explained - using a detailed military map
809

 - why it was 

not possible to travel all the way from Dala to Mongbwalu using a vehicle.
810

 

312. P-0017 agreed with the suggestion that 10 hours is a reasonable approximation of the 

time required to travel by foot from Lalu to Mongbwalu. Mr NTAGANDA left 

Mabanga in the afternoon and arrived in Mongbwalu at night, around 19h00.
811

 In the 

meantime, P-0017 was sent from SALUMU’s camp to the [REDACTED], in the 

afternoon,
812

 to provide [REDACTED]. In cross-examination, P-0017 twice modified 

his evidence regarding the time he went to the [REDACTED], stating: “I went there in 

the afternoon. It was almost dark already”
813

 and then “If I remember well, yes, it was 

in the evening”.
814

 Nevertheless, he was not in SALUMU’s camp when Mr 

NTAGANDA arrived. Indeed P-0017 remembered seeing civilians arrive in 

Mongbwalu on the second day - confirming that on that day “I did not see them with 

ammunition”
815

 - whereas when Mr NTAGANDA arrived at SALUMU’s camp, he was 
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accompanied by civilians carrying ammunition,
816

 which P-0017 missed entirely. That 

P-0017 unloaded the car in which Mr NTAGANDA arrived, is yet further fabrication 

on his part. 

313. Lastly, [REDACTED], [REDACTED]
817

 – which is corroborated by the Mongbwalu 

video
818

 – all of P-0017’s evidence regarding the use of cars to carry looted goods
819

 is 

also fabrication. 

III. P-0017 provided both false and implausible evidence regarding his participation in 

the FPLC operation in Sayo 

314. During his examination in chief, P-0017 testified that he was at the [REDACTED] 

when the operation in Sayo began. P-0017 claimed that he accompanied KASANGAKI 

and SEYI who went from the [REDACTED] to Sayo, taking along [REDACTED]. P-

0017 further testified that while in Sayo, his group was joined by Mr NTAGANDA 

who ordered him to fire [REDACTED] at fleeing civilians. P-0017 also claimed: (i) 

going to the Sayo church out of curiosity where he saw people sheltered therein; (ii) 

seeing the execution of a man who had come out of the church by one of Mr 

NTAGANDA’s bodyguard; and (iii) having learned later that the people sheltered in 

the church were killed using bladed weapons. 

315. P-0017 lied about these events. P-0017 did not accompany KASANGAKI and SEYI 

together in Sayo with [REDACTED]. Second, no civilians could have been fleeing 

from Sayo at the time as P-0017 claimed. Third, no people took shelter in the Sayo 

church at the time. 

316. Although P-0017 was possibly at the [REDACTED] when the Sayo operation began,
820

 

his evidence that he went to Sayo with KASANGAKI and SEYI together, taking along 

[REDACTED], is both implausible and contradicted by the evidence. Following the 

firing of the B-10 that caused the enemy to panic and flee
821

 - which P-0017 does not 

remember
822

 - Mr NTAGANDA authorised KASANGAKI to link up with SEYI’s 
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forces, and KASANGAKI then led the forces that first entered Sayo along with 

KAZUNGU and THEOPHILE.
823

 Meanwhile, SEYI was at the [REDACTED]where he 

had a grenade launcher.
824

 Mr NTAGANDA recalled that upon being informed by one 

of the commanders that SEYI was firing on them, he ordered him to stop on the 

Motorola.
825

 Mr NTAGANDA explained that neither SEYI nor himself as the senior 

commanders involved, could proceed to Sayo, as long as there was still an exchange of 

fire.
826

 

317. What is more, P-0017’s evidence [REDACTED] is wholly implausible. P-0017 

explained the difference between a heavy weapon and a support weapon, the latter 

category comprising in his view, weapons such as “machine guns, G2, rocket 

launchers, seven” which can be used in infantry units as opposed to heavy weapons.
827

 

[REDACTED] “to make sure that [REDACTED] don’t cause a friendly fire 

incident”.
828

 Reminded of what he said in his [REDACTED] interview “(…) when a 

company intervened [REDACTED] could not use those weapons for fear that the 

enemy would capture them”, P-0017 also agreed - addressing [REDACTED] - that 

“when the infantry advanced, the support weapons stayed back”; and “when the 

infantry forces met with resistance, they took cover and then called on the support 

weapons to intervene”.
829

 P-0017 also confirmed in relation to the first day of the 

operation, that “once the airport was captured the support weapons were installed at the 

end of the airport with a good view on the town of Mongbwalu”.
830

  

318. Mr NTAGANDA did not see any heavy weapons in Sayo and he explained why this 

was normal and expected. If KASANGAKI ever called upon P-0017 to fire with his 

[REDACTED] as he testified,
831

 this could only have taken place when P-0017 was at 

the [REDACTED] with SEYI. In this regard, P-0017’s evidence that he did not hear 
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what was being said on the Motorola radio because he was concentrating on his task
832

 

is a marked departure from his purported conduct while in Kobu.
833

 

319. Although P-0017 testified that there were still exchanges of fire in Sayo when he was 

there, he described the conduct of the Sayo operation as follows: “well, there was, first 

of all, the factory which was sort of a barrier which made it impossible for the group to 

advance. Finally, the infantry was able to dislodge them and – to dislodge it and then 

we went passed that barrier and there was no firing. It is when we passed that we were 

able to continue to advance or to march towards Sayo”.
834

 P-0017 also stated that Mr 

NTAGANDA “joined us in the square”
835

 – which corresponds to the clear area 

immediately beside the Sayo church
836

 - as “the operation was nearing its end” and “the 

last houses were being searched”
837

 and that “he had a camera, he was filming”,
838

 

which corroborate Mr NTAGANDA’s evidence that when he entered the area, Sayo 

was secured and calm had returned.
839

 

320. P-0017 lied about the order he would have received from Mr NTAGANDA to fire at 

civilians fleeing. First, P-0017 [REDACTED] when they entered in the center of 

Sayo.
840

 Second, when referring to the presence of Mr NTAGANDA in Sayo in his 

[REDACTED] statement,
841

 P-0017 did not mention any order of the sort issued by Mr 

NTAGANDA to him.
842

 Third, P-0017 testified that “after the firing [Mr 

NTAGANDA] commented that this should discourage them, that they would not have 

the strength to reorganise or to launch a counterattack”
843

 which makes it clear that if 

such an order to fire had been given, it was directed at the enemy and not at civilians. 

Fourth, P-0017’s description of the event “when he was with KASANGAKI they were 

talking, and KASANGAKI said that in the direction where [REDACTED] 

KASANGAKI said there was movement on the side, Mr NTAGANDA saw the 
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movement and at that point he ordered fire”
844

 is wholly inconsistent with the presence 

of a very numerous “group of people walking in single file approximately four to 500 

metres” from where they were,
845

 composed of “women or men […] wearing trousers 

or some form of pagne cloth”.
846

  

321. More importantly, the evidence establishes that the presence of such a group of people 

fleeing is firmly impossible. In cross-examination, P-0017 identified the zone/area 

where he was [REDACTED].
847

 The exhibit on which [REDACTED] and the area 

where the people fleeing were located
848

 reveals the people were walking on the route 

parallel to Sayo that leads to Nzebi
849

 and that the distance between the two was less 

than 200 meters.
850

 The evidence establishes that as soon as the fighting was 

approaching any location, the inhabitants therein immediately left. Testifying about 

Mongbwalu, P-0017 confirmed “well, those who knew that there was a conflict with 

the UPC preferred to withdraw”
851

 and “when we engaged in fighting, I did not in fact 

see any civilians at that time, no”.
852

 P-0017 also confirmed that on the first day of the 

Mongbwalu operation, the enemy, APC and Lendu combatants fell back to the factory, 

on the way to Sayo. P-0886, who was amongst the very last to leave from Sayo 

confirmed that when the FPLC soldiers entered Sayo, he had already left.
853

 Hence, P-

0017 concocted false evidence about M NTAGANDA’s alleged order to fire at fleeing 

civilians. Contrary to his testimony, had P-0017 fired at civilians [REDACTED], there 

would have been a carnage
854

 and the fleeing civilians would not have suddenly 

disappeared as he claimed.
855

 

322. P-0017 lied about seeing people sheltered in the Sayo church. P-0017 testified that 

when he arrived at the Sayo church, he did not see any civilians,
856

 which is markedly 

different from what he said in his first statement in [REDACTED]: “when we arrived at 
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church, there were women and children who were civilians. They were shot dead by 

Bosco’s troops, his bodyguards. He gave the order. Bosco gave the order and he 

stopped filming. The people were shot by Bosco’s men”.
857

 The best P-0017 could offer 

to explain the difference is that he provided this answer at his initial meeting with the 

Prosecution during which he gave less information than in his further statements.
858

 

323. P-0017 created his narrative about the presence of people sheltered in the Sayo church, 

which is not corroborated by other reliable evidence. P-0017 identified the Sayo church 

on exhibit DRC-REG-0001-0016.
859

 P-0017 stated that he initially did not know this 

was a church because this was the first time he was in Sayo.
860

 P-0017 did not 

remember on which side of the building/church the door from where he purportedly 

saw people sheltering inside was.
861

 He also testified “I was not in front of the crowd, I 

was behind. There were people in front of me and all of us were standing”.
862

 P-0017 

could not tell the number of people inside the church but said it was around seven.
863

 P-

0017 could not tell the ages because he did not see all the people inside.
864

 P-0017 was 

reminded about [REDACTED] where he said: “they were almost lying on the ground. 

They weren’t even sitting down. It was war. They were afraid. They had lied down on 

the ground to protect themselves.” Asked how he could reconcile [REDACTED] with 

his evidence that he saw the heads of the people,
865

 P-0017 stated “when we were 

talking about these things, well, I forgot those details because this was 12, 13 years 

ago”.
866

 Pressed further, he added “In any case, I no longer remember that particular 

moment given the two documents that you have read. I no longer remember which is 

which”.
867

 When P-0017 was reminded of [REDACTED] where he said “there were 

also members – avec un s – of the clergy from the church” he stated “in any case, I no 
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longer remember”.
868

 P-0017 provided further contradictory evidence concerning the 

presence of children and mothers.
869

  

324. P-0017 further testified that one man who was sheltered in the church was executed by 

one of Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards, following the order of Mr NTAGANDA. This 

alleged murder, unsupported by other reliable evidence, was yet again made up by P-

0017. P-0017’s evidence that he learned later – after he was supposedly transferred to 

Mr NTAGANDA’s camp
870

 - that the remaining people in the church were executed 

with bladed weapons
871

 is revealing. P-0017’s evidence that he obtained this 

information from [REDACTED], as well as his family, but does not remember the 

name
872

 and who was supposedly one of Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards even though 

there is no evidence of a NTAGANDA bodyguard having that name
873

 – further 

exposes his lie. 

325. The same conclusion applies to P-0017’s evidence regarding the shooting of an elderly 

man and a young girl, which P-0017 had not even mentioned during his examination in 

chief.
874

 It also applies to P-0017’s concocted narrative concerning the dead woman 

close to the dispensary whom P-0017 saw alone and was able to determine had just 

given birth; and seeing the same body, when leaving Sayo, this time with a dead baby 

beside her. In his [REDACTED] statement P-0017 testified that “apart from that, when 

we arrived close to the dispensary I also saw that there was a woman with a small baby 

on the ground”.
875

 

326. P-0017 testified that while he was close to the Sayo church, he did not see one of Mr 

NTAGANDA's bodyguards arrive with someone, dressed half civilian/half military in 

his detention
876 

and he did not see Mr NTAGANDA releasing this person after 

speaking with him
877

 for the purpose of sending a message to the enemy.
878

 P-0017 also 
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did not see his own commander, SALUMU
879 

who was present;
880

 he saw Mr 

NTAGANDA filming but did not see SALONGO/TIGER ONE who was present
881

 and 

whom he knows;
882 

and he did not see KAZUNGU who was present
883

 and whom he is 

familiar with.
884

 P-0017’s evidence seriously casts doubt as to whether he was even 

present in Sayo on that day. 

IV. P-0017 provided false and implausible evidence concerning Motorola radio 

conversations and the events in Kobu 

327. P-0017 testified that [REDACTED], SALUMU [REDACTED] had Motorola radio 

conversations with KISEMBO, who was in Mongbwalu.
885

 P-0017 claimed that 

[REDACTED].
886

 Not only is P-0017’s evidence, [REDACTED] Commander, 

implausible; it is also impossible as D-0243 confirmed that Motorola radio 

communications were not possible between Mongbwalu and Kobu.
887

 Even if 

KISEMBO had been in Kilo, such Motorola radio communications were not possible. 

P-0017’s evidence that [REDACTED] during one of these radio conversations does not 

affect this conclusion. Although P-0017 confirmed that in Kobu they did not have a 

phonie,
888

 he could have obtained this information – not mentioned before his 

testimony - from someone arriving at his location or simply made it up. 

328. As he did for the alleged radio conversations between KISEMBO and SALUMU, P-

0017 lied about hearing the audio intercepts he listened to in court.
889 

First, he 

acknowledged that for two of the excerpts, he was not listening live.
890

 Second, a close 

listening of the excerpt in which P-0017 claims he was [REDACTED] in Kobu,
891

 

reveals that the latter was actually involved in the operation in the field and 

[REDACTED].
892

 P-0017’s explanation regarding the instances when ECHO 
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CHARLIE was [REDACTED] is revealing in this regard.
893

 P-0017’s description of the 

events based on what he claimed he heard on the Motorola radio
894

 further illustrate 

that he adjusted his testimony to what he heard on the audio intercepts, which he had 

the opportunity to listen in full during his preparation sessions before his testimony. 

329. In light of P-0017’s propensity to fabricate evidence, all of his inconsistent, hearsay and 

implausible incriminating evidence related to the events in alleged second attack, 

cannot be attributed any probative value unless it is precisely corroborated by other 

reliable evidence. 

C. P-0963  

330. P-0963 is yet again a witness who testified knowing that he was fully shielded from 

public scrutiny and negative repercussions arising from his testimony. Although P-0963 

was granted the full set of in-court protective measures, the purpose of which is to 

ensure that no one is aware that he is a witness in this case, P-0963 [REDACTED].
895

 

P-0963 was also granted assurances pursuant to Rule 74
896

 and the Prosecution 

undertook not to prosecute him.
897

 What is more, [REDACTED], P-0963 even signed 

an agreement of limited responsibility strengthening the guarantee that he would not be 

prosecuted.
898

 P-0963 implausibly claimed that he did not understand this agreement 

and that it was not explained to him when he signed, a recurrent theme during his 

testimony.
899

  

331. P-0963’s [REDACTED] strongly suggest that he was coached and that he fabricated his 

evidence. P-0963, inter alia: lied about [REDACTED]; provided false evidence about 

his participation in the Mongbwalu operation; lied about his involvement in the Sayo 

operation; and made up evidence concerning the operation in KBL. 

332. Consequently, no probative value whatsoever can attach to the evidence provided by P-

0963, whether on its own or in corroboration of evidence provided by other Prosecution 

witnesses. 

                                                           
893

 [REDACTED]. 
894

 P-0017:T-60,39:9-43:22. 
895

 P-0963:T-82,83:3-19. 
896

 P-0963:T-78,33:6-22. 
897

 P-0963:T-78,33:22-24. 
898

 P-0963:T-80,70:21-71:1. 
899

 P-0963:T-80,71:2-20. 
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I. P-0963 was coached by [REDACTED] 

333. P-0963 admitted
900

 [REDACTED] before and after his initial and subsequent 

encounters with Prosecution investigators [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].
901

 

334. P-0963 was introduced to [REDACTED].
902

 [REDACTED], P-0963 met with 

[REDACTED] during which they talked about [REDACTED]
903

.
904

 P-0963 could not 

recall everything that was discussed.
905

 P-0963 [REDACTED] with [REDACTED]
906

 

[REDACTED].
907

 Cross-examined on the content of [REDACTED] following this 

meeting held on [REDACTED],
908

 P-0963 denied [REDACTED] the information 

found in paragraph 4.
909

 P-0963 also denied [REDACTED] the information in 

paragraph 5 stressing that he had no knowledge of this information.
910

 When paragraph 

6 was read to him, P-0963 responded “I don’t know. I have no idea”.
911

 P-0963 then 

contested the contents of paragraph 12, claiming that it was not really 

[REDACTED].
912

 What is more, P-0963 challenged the contents of paragraph 11 

affirming that “[REDACTED]”.
913

 P-0963 denied that the information contained in 

[REDACTED].
914

   

335. P-0963 then denied having told [REDACTED] that “he had personally written accounts 

of events that occurred […][REDACTED]”, which he would [REDACTED].
915

 P-0963 

confirmed that he would not have been able to [REDACTED] and that this was 

[REDACTED]’s interpretation.
916

 

                                                           
900

 P-0963:T-80,74:12-75:5;T-82,51:24-54:7. 
901

 [REDACTED]. 
902

 P-0963:T-82,55:13-56:4. 
903

 P-0963:T-82,62:19-23.
904

 P-0963:T-82,63:14-23. 
904

 P-0963:T-82,63:14-23. 
905

 P-0963:T-82,63:7-64:3. 
906

 P-0963:T-82,68:16-21.  
907

 P-0963:T-82,69:10-13; [REDACTED]. 
908

 P-0963:DRC-OTP-0147-0566;T-82,69:23-73:17;75:6-13. 
909

 P-0963:T-82,69:24-70:6. 
910

 P-0963:T-82,71:9-19. 
911

 P-0963:T-82,71:23-72:2.  
912

 P-0963:T-82,72:4-21.  
913

 P-0963:T-82,72:22-73:10. 
914

 P-0963:T-82,73:6-10.  
915

 P-0963:T-82,73:11-17. 
916

 P-0963:T-82,73:18-74:9.  
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336. The next meeting between [REDACTED] and P-0963 was on [REDACTED].
917

 P-

0963 confirmed that the meeting [REDACTED],
918

 during which [REDACTED].
919

 

This meeting took place [REDACTED]. The [REDACTED] meeting with 

[REDACTED], during which P-0963 [REDACTED].
920

 On [REDACTED], P-0963 

met with [REDACTED] – a meeting which was [REDACTED] and P-0963
921

 – during 

which he [REDACTED].
922

 This document, [REDACTED], contains information 

inconsistent with P-0963’s testimony that strongly suggests that he was coached by 

[REDACTED]. For example, not only is the information about TIGER ONE directing 

the fighting on the Mbidjo axis false,
923

 such information would be known to P-0963 if 

he had participated in the Mongbwalu operation.
924

  

337. P-0963 confirmed that during the period from [REDACTED] until [REDACTED]
925

 

[REDACTED], he had fresh meetings with [REDACTED]: “it would depend on the 

topic. It would depend on whether there was an event or something that [REDACTED] 

might have said to me”.
926

 On [REDACTED], P-0963 [REDACTED] document to 

[REDACTED].
927

 Contrary to information provided by the Prosecution, [REDACTED] 

claimed having [REDACTED].
928

 P-0963 confirmed that this document was drafted 

[REDACTED].
929

 Although P-0963 denied having discussed this document with 

[REDACTED], he nonetheless added “[REDACTED]”.
930

 The information contained 

in this second document also strongly suggests that P-0963 was coached by 

[REDACTED]. For example, the information concerning the execution of an Abbé and 

civilians massacred in Sayo by order of Mr NTAGANDA are revealing.
931

  

                                                           
917

 P-0963:T-82,75:14-16. 
918

 P-0963:T-82,75:14-16. 
919

 P-0963:T-82,76:2-5. 
920

 P-0963:T-82,75:17-18,77:6-17.  
921

 P-0963:T-82,78:1-3.  
922

 P-0963:T-82,77:18-25. 
923

 P-0963:T-82,78:19. 
924

 D-0017:T-253,32:22-25; D-0300:T-216,85:1-11. 
925

 P-0963:T-82,79:24-80:1.  
926

 P-0963:T-82,79:16-23.  
927

 P-0963:T-82,80:7-19. 
928

 P-0963:T-82,80:15-19.  
929

 P-0963:T-82,80:24-81:2.  
930

 P-0963:T-82,81:3-7. 
931

 DRC-OTP-0149-0049. 
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II. P-0963 did not attend training in Mandro 

338. P-0963 testified that [REDACTED] he trained with the UPC in [REDACTED] from 

where [REDACTED].
932

 He further testified: being trained in 

[REDACTED]/Mandro
933

 starting in [REDACTED] for a period of three weeks to one 

month; being employed as an [REDACTED] for a period of a month and a half from 

[REDACTED];
934

 and [REDACTED].
935

  

339. P-0963 lied about all of the above and the evidence he provided about his alleged 

training in Mandro, including in particular the execution he would have seen there,
936

 

was made up. First, P-0963 [REDACTED] and did not attend training in 

[REDACTED].
937

 Second, P-0963 did not train in [REDACTED]/Mandro 

[REDACTED]
938

 and his employment at [REDACTED],
939

 which [REDACTED],
940

 is 

a lie. 

a. P-0963 did not train in [REDACTED] 

340. P-0963 testified that he was [REDACTED].
941

 [REDACTED], P-0963 claimed that in 

[REDACTED], he went to [REDACTED].
942

 P-0963 recognized that this was not true 

and that he was [REDACTED].
943

 P-0963 nonetheless claimed [REDACTED].
944

 

Asked whether he had [REDACTED], P-0963 stated that he “[REDACTED]. That’s 

what [he] can say”.
945

 The [REDACTED]
946

 and the [REDACTED] for P-0963, 

[REDACTED]
947

 addressed in detail during cross-examination,
948

 demonstrate that P-

                                                           
932

 P-0963:T-80,64:23. [REDACTED].  
933

 P-0963:T-80,58:11-15. 
934

 P-0963:T-80,67:16-19. [REDACTED]. 
935

 P-0963:T-78,53:17-19. 
936

 P-0963:T-80,38:4-39:7. 
937

 P-0963:T-81,38 :16-24.  
938

 P-0963:T-80,58:11-15.  
939

 P-0963:T-78,53:22-54:1. 
940

 [REDACTED]. 
941

 P-0963:T-81,38:19-24. 
942

 P-0963:T-81,38:7-12. 
943

 P-0963:T-81,38:16-24.  
944

 P-0963:T-81,39:10-23. 
945

 P-0963:T-81,40:2-3.  
946

 [REDACTED]. 
947

 [REDACTED]. 
948

 P-0963:T-81,40:22-48:21.  
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0963 actually [REDACTED].
949

 Not only was P-0963 [REDACTED]
950

 

[REDACTED].
951

  

b. P-0963 did not train in Mandro 

341. P-0963 testified that his training took place in [REDACTED] Mandro 

[REDACTED].
952

 [REDACTED], P-0963 did not even mention [REDACTED].
953

 

[REDACTED],
954

 P-0963 confirmed that [REDACTED].
955

 Moreover, P-0963 

confirmed that, [REDACTED], he was not asked to provide information 

[REDACTED].
956

 

342. P-0963 could neither identify any of the instructors who dispensed the training,
957

 nor 

any of the people who left [REDACTED] with him to go to Mandro.
958

 While he 

wrongly identified [REDACTED],
959

 he had no idea that MUGISA MULEKE was the 

Commander of Mandro in July.
960

 MULEKE is one of the first officers deployed by Mr 

NTAGANDA after the departure of LOMPONDO from Bunia.
961

 Moreover, although 

P-0963 testified that he was [REDACTED] in August 2002 when Governor 

LOMPONDO left Bunia
962

 and that he was aware of the events that led up to the fall of 

LOMPONDO:
963

 [REDACTED];
964

 and he was not aware that [REDACTED]
965

 

[REDACTED].
966

 As for P-0963’s knowledge that both UPC and the Ugandans were 

involved, he confirmed “that is information that we also heard. That is what we heard 

even over the radio, the UPC events which we heard”.
967

 

                                                           
949

 P-0963:T-81,48:7-21.  
950

 [REDACTED]. 
951

 [REDACTED]. 
952

 [REDACTED]. 
953

 P-0963:T-80,84:18-85:3. 
954

 [REDACTED]. See PartVI,Chapt.I,Section III. 
955

 P-0963:T-78,46:24-47:7.  
956

 P-0963:T-81,5:24-6:6.  
957

 P-0963:T-78,38:4-7. 
958

 P-0963:T-78,31:5-20.  
959

 P-0963:T-78,38:4-7; D-0300:T-215,77:8-11. 
960

 P-0963:T-80,84:2-3.  
961

 D-0300:T-214,20:15-17.  
962

 P-0963:T-78,28:17-18.  
963

 P-0963:T-81,58:6-8. 
964

 P-0963:T-81,58:9-11. 
965

 P-0963:T-81,58:12-15. 
966

 P-0963:T-81,58:16-22. 
967

 P-0963:T-81,59:1-2. 
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343. P-0963 testified that he decided to join UPC as a result of [REDACTED].
968

 

[REDACTED] was attacked on or about [REDACTED], many people were killed and 

[REDACTED].
969

 Shortly after his arrival in [REDACTED], LUBANGA requested Mr 

NTAGANDA to send forces [REDACTED] as a result of the attack.
970

 Even though P-

0963 claimed that he decided to join UPC as a result of [REDACTED] – 

[REDACTED]
971

 – there is no evidence to support this. Contrary to P-0963’s evidence, 

Mr NTAGANDA was not present when [REDACTED].
972

  

344. P-0963 testified that “at the end of the training we received the weapon, yes”.
973

 

[REDACTED]: “[…] as soon as you finish your training, that is the day that you 

receive your weapon”
974

 adding that “and me, us, we went to receive the weapons 

[REDACTED]”.
975

 Had P-0963 completed recruit [REDACTED].
976

 [REDACTED]
977

 

[REDACTED].
978

 P-0963 [REDACTED]. Evidently, P-0963 was in [REDACTED] 

only for a few days before [REDACTED],
979

 although P-0963 testified that for him “a 

few days is months”.
980

 

345. Furthermore, P-0963’s evidence that he received a weapon only [REDACTED] renders 

impossible his testimony, [REDACTED]
981

 [REDACTED],
982

 that he was employed as 

an [REDACTED].   

III. P-0963 did not participate in the Mongbwalu operation 

346. P-0963 testified that he traveled from Bunia to Mongbwalu [REDACTED].
983

 P-0963 

further testified that [REDACTED], he was informed about the fighting 

                                                           
968

 P-0963:T-78,29:6-13.  
969

 [REDACTED].  
970

 [REDACTED].  
971

 P-0963:T-81,61:20-23. 
972

 [REDACTED].  
973

 P-0963:T-81,12:24. 
974

 P-0963:T-81,10:18-11:5.  
975

 P-0963:T-81,13:4-8.  
976

 [REDACTED]; P-0017:T-60,76:23-77:2. 
977

 P-0963:T-81,22:9-18.  
978

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED].  
979

 P-0963:T-81,63:14-15. 
980

 P-0963:T-81,63:18-20;63:24-25.  
981

 P-0963:T-81,61:23-63:23. 
982

 P-0963:T-78,53:22-24. 
983

 P-0963:T-78,69:16-70:6. 
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[REDACTED].
984

 P-0963 fabricated his narrative concerning his involvement in the 

Mongbwalu operation. 

347. Contrary to P-0963’s evidence, SALUMU and Mr NTAGANDA were not present 

together [REDACTED].
985

 The Short-Ntaganda-Logbook shows that from 19 to 21 

November 2002, SALUMU and Mr NTAGANDA were communicating via phonie.
986

 

As of 19h44 on 22 November 2002, Mr NTAGANDA was in Mabanga from where he 

received a message on his phonie, which was operational.
987

 By that time - two days 

before the liberation of Sayo
988

 - SALUMU’s brigade was already fighting in 

Mongbwalu.
989

 Mr NTAGANDA met SALUMU for the first time upon arriving in 

Mongbwalu on 23 November 2002.
990

 P-0017 confirmed that Mr NTAGANDA arrived 

in Mongbwalu late on the second day of the operation.
991

 

348. P-0963 testified travelling from [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
992

 P-

0963 testified that [REDACTED] did not have a commander, missing the fact that 

[REDACTED].
993

 P-0963 confirmed having no knowledge of an exchange of 

ammunition between SALUMU’s brigade and SEYI’s forces.
994

 Contrary to P-0963’s 

testimony, P-0017 confirmed that SALUMU’s brigade [REDACTED] reached 

Mongbwalu on foot.
995

 What is more, SALUMU’s brigade [REDACTED].
996

 

IV. P-0963 did not participate in the Sayo operation 

349. P-0963 fabricated his narrative concerning his participation in the operation in Sayo 

with [REDACTED].
997

 Significantly, P-0963 was not able to correctly identify Sayo on 

the exhibit attached to his statement.
998

 

                                                           
984

 P-0963:T-78,70:7-11. 
985

 D-0017:T-253,32:11-14;39:6-14. 
986

DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778); DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5756 

(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5786).  
987

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5758 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5788).  
988

 DRC-OTP-0091-0709. 
989

 D-0017:T-253,39:23-40:6; P-0017:T-58,63:15-23. 
990

 D-0300:T-234,75:2-5; D-0017:T-253,39:23-25. 
991

 P-0017:T-58,62:7-10. 
992

 P-0017:T-58,50:16-51:11. 
993

 P-0017:T-58,32:13-19. 
994

 [REDACTED],p.5748 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778); P-0017:T-61,24:20-22. 
995

 P-0017:T-61,32:25-33:1. 
996

 P-0017:T-58,59:15-60:7. 
997

 P-0963:T-78,79:6. 
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350. P-0963 testified “and then on the third day, we were able to recover all of Mongbwalu. 

You see, Mongbwalu is made up of several cities so we did not only stop at 

Mongbwalu, we had to move on towards Sayo, yes Sayo, and then we also recaptured 

Sayo after a few days, and then it was all over”.
999

 Contrary to his testimony, Sayo was 

liberated on the third day of the operation without interruption once Mongbwalu was 

secured.
1000

 Asked about the period between the end of the fighting in Mongbwalu and 

the Sayo operation, P-0963 attempted to explain, stating: “and we were waiting for 

munitions, because when we attacked, when we occupied Mongbwalu, we were short 

of munitions and we therefore had to wait for ammunition from Bunia. And 

ammunition came, and that is how, therefore, we had sufficient ammunition to 

attack”.
1001

 P-0963’s narrative regarding the shortage and arrival of ammunition is 

unsupported by other reliable evidence. In fact, P-0963 appears to confuse this event 

with the exchange of ammunition between SALUMU’s brigade and SEYI’s forces 

before Mongbwalu was liberated,
1002

 he testified having no knowledge of. Again, this 

suggests that he was coached by [REDACTED] with whom he was in contact but got 

the script wrong.  

351. P-0963 testified that SALUMU personally gave the order to attack and that he 

personally led the operation in Sayo.
1003

 Again, his narrative is unsupported by other 

reliable evidence. Mr NTAGANDA commanded the Sayo operation and the senior 

officer involved from the Aru forces located at the Usine was SEYI.
1004

 While 

SALUMU joined Mr NTAGANDA on his way to Sayo after it was secured, he was not 

involved in the operation.
1005

 

352. P-0963 testified that during the Sayo operation, [REDACTED].
1006

 However, 

SALUMU’s brigade had [REDACTED] in Mongbwalu
1007

 and Mr NTAGANDA did 

not travel from Bunia to Mongbwalu [REDACTED].
1008

 During the Sayo operation, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
998

 DRC-REG-0001-0023. 
999

 P-0963:T-78,75:18-21 (underline added). 
1000

 D-0300:T-217,51:15-52:7; D-0017:T-253,41:5-8.  
1001

 P-0963:T-82,32:24-33:3. 
1002

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778); D-0300:T-241,45:1-7.  
1003

 P-0963:T-79,11:18-21. 
1004

 D-0300:T-216,64:1-5; P-0017:T-58,66:21-10; D-0017:T-254,50:20-51:5. 
1005

 D-0300:T-216,63:6-9. 
1006

 P-0963:T-79,12:18-19.  
1007

 P-0017:T-58,59:15-21. 
1008

 D-0300:T-216,85:6-11. 
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[REDACTED].
1009

 Strikingly, when P-0963 was asked [REDACTED], P-0963 

responded: “(…) [REDACTED]. So we were advancing [REDACTED] from 

Mongbwalu to Sayo”.
1010

 [REDACTED] during the Sayo operation.
1011

Evidently, P-

0963 did noot participate in the Sayo operation. 

353. Moreover, P-0963 confirmed he was not aware of the post-Sayo officers’ meeting 

convened by Mr NTAGANDA, held the next day, in SALUMU’s camp.
1012

 Notably, P-

0963 testified that SALUMU’s camp, camp GOLI, was occupied by the Aru brigade
1013

 

which was not the case at that time.
1014

 What is more, P-0963’s evidence that all 

officers, including [REDACTED], moved to the Appartements following the 

Mongbwalu operation is not true and not corroborated by other reliable evidence.
1015

 

More significantly, P-0963 testified that he did not see KISEMBO arrive in Mongbwalu 

by plane, two days after the liberation of Sayo.
1016

 In contrast, P-0963 only recalled 

KISEMBO arriving in Mongbwalu from Kilo by car, three weeks later,
1017

 which 

demonstrates not only that he did not participate in the Sayo operation but also that he 

was not in Mongbwalu before, during or after the operation.  

V. P-0963 made up evidence concerning the operation in Kobu-Bambu-Lipri 

354. A significant portion of P-0963’s testimony about the events in KBL in February 2003 

rests on hearsay and/or unreliable evidence. Moreover, the differences between his 

evidence and that provided by P-0017 reveals that neither is telling the truth. 

355. More importantly, P-0963’s testimony that [REDACTED],
1018

 demonstrates that he 

fabricated his narrative. Indeed, the evidence reveals that [REDACTED], before the 

operation in Kobu.
1019

 It moreover appears, on the basis of the hand-written document 

provided by P-0963 to a Prosecution investigator after meeting with [REDACTED], 

that P-0963 was coached by the latter in relation to the allege events in Kobu.  

                                                           
1009

 D-0300:T-223,43:11-19. 
1010

 P-0963:T-82,37:17-19. 
1011

 P-0017:T-58,59:15-60:7; D-0017:T-253,40:7-21; D-0300:T-217,51:15-52:7. 
1012

 D-0300:T-217,68:17-70:16.  
1013

 P-0963:T-82,8:5-7. 
1014

 D-0300:T-217,37:12-38:3; P-0017:T-61,96:24-97:13. 
1015

 P-0963:T-78,88:2-8(“[REDACTED]”). 
1016

 P-0963:T-80,40:4-8. 
1017

 P-0963:T-78,89:7-8. 
1018

 P-0963:T-79,15:16-25. 
1019

 [REDACTED]. 
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D. P-0907 

356. P-0907’s testimony differs from that of other insider witnesses, at least in one respect. 

P-0907 [REDACTED]. At the [REDACTED] opted to testify as a Prosecution witness 

[REDACTED]. P-0907 also provided truthful evidence about the atrocious living 

conditions imposed under the Lendu traditional tribal regime in 2001-2002, 

[REDACTED]. 

357. The difference stop here. Indeed, like P-0768, P-0017 and P-0963, P-0907 is yet 

another insider who lied under oath and fabricated evidence. P-0907, inter alia: (i) lied 

about being trained in Mandro before travelling to Tchomia, from where he was 

supposed to leave for the heavy weapons training in Rwanda; (ii) fabricated evidence 

about deserting Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts to participate in the first FPLC attempt to 

liberate Mongbwalu; (iii) concocted a false narrative concerning his participation in the 

FPLC successful second attempt to liberate Mongbwalu; and (iv) made up evidence 

about civilian women forcibly taken to the Appartements by FPLC members. 

358. Consequently, other than for P-0907’s evidence about the situation in Mongbwalu 

where he lived in 2001-2002, no probative value whatsoever can attach to P-0907’s 

testimony. 

I. P-0907 testified as a Prosecution witness to [REDACTED] 

359. Before becoming a Prosecution witness, P-0907 [REDACTED].
1020

 P-0907 confirmed: 

meeting in Mongbwalu with [REDACTED] and a certain [REDACTED], an elderly 

wise person from the village, in [REDACTED];
1021

 meeting in Bunia with 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] on [REDACTED];
1022

 being asked and accepting to 

accompany [REDACTED] and [REDACTED];
1023

 meeting in Bunia with 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] in [REDACTED]; being asked and accepting to 

accompany the latter to [REDACTED]; and meeting with [REDACTED] and 

[REDACTED] who [REDACTED], also in [REDACTED].
1024

 P-0907 also confirmed 

                                                           
1020

 P-0907:T-91,5:14-12:15;T-92,65:15-74:6. 
1021

 P-0907:T-91,9:1-7. 
1022

 P-0907:T-91,9:21-24. 
1023

 P-0907:T-91,10:4-10. 
1024

 P-0907:T-91,5:14-17,11:18-12:15. 
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being asked in 2013 and 2014 [REDACTED] to which he responded yes on both 

occasions.
1025

 

360. Asked whether he recalled that [REDACTED], P-0907 responded “[REDACTED]”.
1026

 

Asked whether he knew that [REDACTED], P-0907 responded “[REDACTED]”.
1027

 

361. P-0907 acknowledged that his first meeting with the Prosecution took place in 

[REDACTED] in [REDACTED].
1028

 P-0907 confirmed that further to this interview, 

he became a [REDACTED] witness; he [REDACTED]; and he [REDACTED].
1029

 

362. Responding to the suggestion that the reason he decided to testify for the Prosecution is 

[REDACTED] “[REDACTED]”.
1030

 In his statement, P-0907 was asked to confirm 

being aware that [REDACTED], to which P-0907 responded “[REDACTED]”.
1031

 P-

0907 also testified “[REDACTED]”.
1032

 

363. P-0907 attempted to explain why [REDACTED], suggesting that he was somehow 

briefed and that it was difficult not to do so because [REDACTED] was present and he 

knew what rank he had in the past.
1033

 First, P-0907 recalled being told by 

[REDACTED]:“[REDACTED]”.
1034

 Second and more importantly, P-0907’s attempt to 

[REDACTED] “[REDACTED]”.
1035

 

II. P-0907 provided truthful testimony about the atrocious living conditions and the 

mistreatment of the population in Mongbwalu before November 2002 

364. [REDACTED],
1036

 P-0907 provided evidence – corroborated by P-0887
1037

 - that: 
1038

 

the Lendu population was organised and operated on the basis of tribal customs and 

practices; to protect themselves, the Lendus relied on people referred to as Lendu 

combatants; at the end of 2001-early 2002, the APC, the military arm of RCD-K/ML, 

                                                           
1025

 P-0907:T-92,65:15-22. 
1026

 P-0907:T-92,65:23-66:2. 
1027

 P-0907:T-92,66:8-10. 
1028

 P-0907:T-92,66:11-13. 
1029

 P-0907:T-92,66:10-67:10. 
1030

 P-0907:T-92,66:14-19. 
1031

 P-0907:T-92,34:10-16. 
1032

 P-0907:T-92,70:1-2. 
1033

 P-0907:T-92,10:14-21;73:24-25. 
1034

 P-0907:T-92,74:1-6. 
1035

 P-0907:T-92,67:17-21. 
1036

 P-0907:T-91,32:17-21. 
1037

 [REDACTED]. 
1038

 P-0907:T-91,28:23-32:6. 
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was present in Mongbwalu; at the beginning, the APC was fighting the Lendus to 

ensure that Mongbwalu would be peaceful; the Lendu combatants did not wear any 

uniforms; the Lendu combatants were wearing either civilian clothing or even 

traditional clothing, including gris-gris or animal skin and the like; the Lendu 

combatants did not hesitate to use women and children to fight with them; in early 

2002, the APC changed platform and started to fight with the Lendus on the same side; 

the living conditions imposed by the Lendus and the Lendu combatants were simply 

terrible; the Lendus imposed on women the obligation to go around topless and not to 

cross their arms on their chest; in Mongbwalu, pounding cassava was prohibited and no 

one was allowed to make locally brewed alcohol, kaikpo; in Mongbwalu the Lendus 

imposed a work obligation or salongo; anyone disobeying these rules would be beaten; 

and the Lendus would even cut off the ears of those who did not abide by these 

regulations. P-0907 confirmed cannibalism was practised by the Lendu combatants in 

Mongbwalu and that [REDACTED].
1039

 P-0907 confirmed that these intolerable living 

conditions as well as the threats to his life, as a Hema, [REDACTED].
1040

 

III. P-0907 lied about being trained in Mandro 

365. P-0907 testified that he left Mongbwalu [REDACTED] and fled to Bunia
1041

 where he 

met [REDACTED] who told him that as a young person he had to do the military 

training at the Mandro camp.
1042

 P-0907 affirmed that “[He] started as a recruit. That 

was in July. Then [he] was a recruit. [He] began in July and it went on until the middle 

of August. After that [he] was asked to go to [REDACTED]. That didn’t happen”.
1043

 

P-0907 specified that he was in training in Mandro for about a month and a half.
1044

 

366. Under oath, P-0907 provided a detailed description of the situation at the Mandro 

training centre which he claimed having personally observed, including on inter alia: 

the excessive training exercises; the harsh living conditions;
1045

 the presence of recruits 

below the age of 15;
1046

 the physical mistreatment of recruits;
1047

 and the fact that 

                                                           
1039

 P-0907:T-91,31:19-32:6. 
1040

 P-0907:T-91,33:3-12. 
1041

 P-0907:T-89,13:6. 
1042

 P-0907:T-89,13:10-11. 
1043

 P-0907:T-89,36:2-4. 
1044

 P-0907:T-91,14:7-8. 
1045

 P-0907:T-90,76:10-77:2. 
1046

 P-0907:T-89,25:7-13. 
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“anyone who deserted and fled from the training would be arrested and shot”.
1048

 P-

0907 even described the execution of a recruit by MUGISA MULEKE, which he 

allegedly observed personally.
1049

 

367. P-0907 lied about all of the above. P-0907 did not follow any training in Mandro. The 

Defence put its case to P-0907, [REDACTED].
1050

 

368. First, P-0907 confirmed that [REDACTED] who recruited him to go into the army is 

[REDACTED].
1051

 Mr NTAGANDA explained that MUGISA PAUL arrived in 

Mandro, coming from Uganda along with BAGONZA and TCHALIGONZA, when the 

last group of recruits going to Rwanda left for Tchomia.
1052

 P-0907 affirmed that “it 

was [REDACTED] who recruited [him]. He was the one who said to [him], ‘you’ll go 

to Mandro. You’ll be there for a few days. Then an airplane will come and take you to 

[REDACTED], where there is a military officers school’”.
1053

 D-0017 who trained and 

was in Mandro never saw P-0907 in training.
1054

 

369. Second, P-0907 confirmed that when going from Mandro to Tchomia, he did not have a 

weapon. He also acknowledged that upon arriving in Tchomia, he “[REDACTED]”.
1055

 

Had P-0907 followed any recruit training before leaving Mandro, he would have been 

issued a weapon prior to making this dangerous trip in enemy territory
1056

 and he 

certainly would not have [REDACTED]. Only the educated students selected to go to 

Rwanda who did not have prior military training made this trip unarmed.
1057

 P-0907 

[REDACTED], stated [REDACTED]”.
1058

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1047

 P-0907:T-90,77:13-78:19. 
1048

 P-0907:T-90,78:4. 
1049

 P-0907:T-91,45:19-47:6. 
1050

 P-0907:T-92,14:7-15:5. 
1051

 P-0907:T-91,40:11-41:4. 
1052

 D-0300:T-215,69:4-24. 
1053

 P-0907:T-89,32:11-13 (underline added). 
1054

 D-0017:T-253,12:20-22. 
1055

 P-0907:T-91,15:13-16; D-0017:T-253,14:23-15:2. 
1056

 D-0300:T-215,50:20-51:5; P-0017:T-60,76:23-77:2. 
1057

 D-0017:T-253,12:9-12. 
1058

 P-0907:T-92,13:16-19. 
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IV. P-0907 fabricated evidence concerning his participation in the first FPLC attempt to 

liberate Mongbwalu 

370. P-0907 fabricated his narrative about deserting [REDACTED] for the purpose of taking 

part in the FPLC first attempt to liberate Mongbwalu,
1059

 re-joining [REDACTED] 

thereafter.
1060

 By the time SALUMU’s brigade departed from Mandro to liberate 

Mongbwalu, P-0907 had become [REDACTED]
1061

 unlike [REDACTED].
1062

 P-0907 

confirmed that [REDACTED] and that this was one of the duties of the [REDACTED]. 

P-0907’s evidence that he deserted [REDACTED]; participated in the FPLC first 

attempt to liberate Mongbwalu; and re-joined [REDACTED] thereafter without telling 

anyone
1063

 and without anyone noticing or asking questions, is wholly implausible.
1064

 

What is more, P-0907’s evidence of a large gathering in Nizi -close to the Bambu 

bridge and a short distance away from Lendu controlled territory
1065

 - where this 

operation was planned during two days following which Mr NTAGANDA arrived
1066

 is 

unsupported by other reliable evidence as well as not credible.
1067

 Moreover, P-0907’s 

evidence that: he simply infiltrated the pack without reporting to anyone; he does not 

remember the name of the commander of the platoon which he joined; the platoon 

commanding officer did not ask him any question, including which unit he belonged to 

before; and when the platoon commander did ask him who he was, he responded that 

he was a soldier on his way to Mongbwalu,
1068

 is absurd. Furthermore, P-0907’s 

evidence as to how he returned from Mongbwalu to Bunia initially on foot for a 

distance of 60km
1069

 and then using a taxi
1070

 is even more incredible. 

V. P-0907 concocted a false narrative regarding his participation in the FPLC 

successful second attempt to liberate Mongbwalu 

371. P-0907 testified that after re-joining [REDACTED] at the headquarters in Bunia, he 

returned to Mongbwalu and took part in the second FPLC operation there, along with 

                                                           
1059

 P-0907:T-89,79:15-80:4. 
1060

 P-0907:T-92,37:9-12. 
1061

 P-0907:T-92,19:21-20:9; [REDACTED]. 
1062

 P-0907:T-92,20:1-4; [REDACTED].  
1063

 P-0907:T-92,40:15-19. 
1064

 P-0907:T-92,40:15-41:7. 
1065

 P-0907:T-92,31:22-32:3. 
1066

 P-0907:T-89,79:11-80:4. 
1067

 P-0907:T-92,41:2-7. 
1068

 P-0907:T-92,25:18-23. 
1069

 P-0907:T-92,38:14-16. 
1070

 P-0907:T-92,39:8-12. 
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[REDACTED], his colleague [REDACTED] - who first returned from Bunia to Nizi 

after P-0907 called [REDACTED] to invite him to join
1071

 - and others who tagged 

along the way, deserting their units to this end.
1072

 

372. P-0907 fabricated the totality of his evidence regarding the second FPLC operation in 

Mongbwalu and this period. 

373. Whereas P-0907 affirmed that after the First Attack, no one found out that he went to 

Mongbwalu and that nobody asked him where he had gone,
1073

 he shifted his evidence 

to: “[REDACTED] and the others wanted to find out where we had been”,
1074

 which 

prompted him to change tactic and seek cover and guarantees from a higher ranking 

officer.
1075

 P-0907 claimed that: he offered his services to [REDACTED] telling him 

that he knew where goods could be looted in Mongbwalu; [REDACTED] spoke to Mr 

NTAGANDA who provided him with a [REDACTED] for him and [REDACTED] was 

added to the [REDACTED] at his initiative;
1076

 [REDACTED] joined [REDACTED] 

and his group on the way to Mongbwalu; and [REDACTED] told them to remain in 

Mongbwalu with looted goods while he went to fight in Kilo, is not only not supported 

by any reliable evidence but wholly inconceivable. 

374. Strikingly, P-0907 testified that: “when we got to Mongbwalu [TIGER ONE] was 

already a sector commander because that had been announced. We were told, as soon 

as you get to Mongbwalu you should know that Tiger One is the sector 

commander”.
1077

 TIGER ONE was appointed Sector Commander on or about 10 

December 2002,
1078

 many days after the second FPLC operation in Mongbwalu, which 

clearly demonstrates that P-0907 concocted his narrative. P-0907’s evidence that inter 

                                                           
1071

 P-0907:T-92,44:21-23,45:6-9. 
1072

 P-0907:T-92,45:18-25. 
1073

 P-0907:T-92,41:2-7. 
1074

 P-0907:T-92,43:2-3. 
1075

 P-0907:T-92,42:21-25. 
1076

 P-0907:T-92,44:13-18. 
1077

 P-0907:T-92,48:11-24. 
1078

 DRC-OTP-0091-0709; DRC-OTP-0092-0541; The first four messages addressed to SALONGO as Comd-

SE-OpSec were sent on 19 December 2002: DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0061 (second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.3883); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0062 (first and second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3884); DRC-

OTP-0017-0033,p.0063 (second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3885); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0204 (second) 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854 

,p.4026). 
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alia, TIGER ONE came along with the troops from Aru
1079

 and that Sayo was already 

occupied when Mr NTAGANDA arrived in Mongbwalu,
1080

 confirms P-0907`s lies. 

VI. P-0907 made up evidence about civilian women forcibly taken to the Appartements 

by FPLC members 

375. P-0907 testified that “UPC soldiers had women in the [Appartements]. Most of them 

had one [REDACTED]. But no one married these women legally. They never went in 

front of their parents to ask for their hands in marriage”.
1081

 P-0907 added “At that time 

[women taken to the Appartements] had no choice” and “if she wasn’t in agreement 

you -- you would force her to go with you”.
1082

 [REDACTED]: “[REDACTED]”
1083

 

and “[REDACTED]”.
1084

 

376. First, in his statement provided to the Prosecution, P-0907 affirmed: 

“[REDACTED]”.
1085

 P-0907 attempted to explain this contradiction
1086

 but his 

evidence was clearly contradicted by [REDACTED], who stated unequivocally that: 

[REDACTED];
1087

 and [REDACTED].
1088

 Second, P-0907’s evidence that soldiers 

never requested permission from the parents before marrying a woman is contradicted 

by his own testimony,
1089

 corroborated by that of [REDACTED] who affirmed that: 

“[REDACTED]”.
1090

 No reliable evidence establishes that other FPLC members acted 

otherwise. Third, P-0907 confirmed the content of his statement, which demonstrates 

that there was a procedure in place for FPLC members [REDACTED] to obtain 

permission before being authorised to live with their wives [REDACTED]: 

“[REDACTED]".
1091
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 P-0907:T-92,50:7-16. 
1080

 P-0907:T-92,56:12-15. 
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 P-0907:T-90,79:10-12. 
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 P-0907:T-90,80:11-15. 
1083
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1084
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 P-0907:T-90,74:15-22. 
1088
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1089

 P-0907:T-90,79:23-24. 
1090
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1091

 P-0907:T-90,90:21-91:11. 
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377. Lastly, P-0907’s testimony is further irreparably undermined by the evidence he 

provided for the first time during his testimony that: [REDACTED].
1092

 Although 

[REDACTED], testimony is also critically impaired by credibility issues, 

[REDACTED] in relation to the events that allegedly took place in Mongbwalu. Yet, 

[REDACTED] never mentioned any of these events, unheard of previously. P-0907’s 

claim that he did not mention these events because he “thought it was 

[REDACTED]”
1093

 is preposterous in light of the evidence he provided about 

[REDACTED]. Evidently, P-0907 made up these events as an attempt to buttress his 

false narrative. 

E. P-0901 

 

378. P-0901 was contacted by the Prosecution at the suggestion of [REDACTED],
1094

 a 

witness who should be investigated for lying and fabricating evidence under oath.
1095

 P-

0901 knows [REDACTED] and the two have met in [REDACTED] since P-0901 

[REDACTED] in [REDACTED] in [REDACTED].
1096

 

379. [REDACTED], P-0901 met with [REDACTED], in [REDACTED].
1097

 In 

[REDACTED], P-0901 was interviewed and became a Prosecution witness.
1098

 Due to 

purported security concerns, [REDACTED],
1099

 .
1100

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1101

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED] in [REDACTED], 

P-0901 did not inform [REDACTED].
1102

 Informed by P-0901 that he was not 

interested in [REDACTED] dropped the issue altogether.
1103

 Notably, P-0901 displayed 

blatant disregard for the measures put in place to protect him by appearing publicly in 
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the company of [REDACTED].
1104

 The Defence was precluded from further exploring 

P-0901’s [REDACTED].
1105

  

380. P-0901 was granted the full set of in-court protective measures
1106

 as well as assurances 

pursuant to Rule 74.
1107

 P-0901 thus testified fully shielded from public scrutiny and 

negative consequences arising from his testimony.  

381. P-0901’s association with UPC-RP, FPLC and Mr NTAGANDA amongst others goes 

back to mid-2000. Further to his service in the [REDACTED],
1108

 P-0901 was 

[REDACTED] was killed as members of the APC moved to murder Mr 

NTAGANDA.
1109

 [REDACTED].
1110

 Already at that time, P-0901 was aware of Mr 

NTAGANDA’s reputation as a courageous commander widely acclaimed by his fellow 

trainees, which P-0901 confirmed.
1111

  

382. P-0901, inter alia: [REDACTED];
1112

 [REDACTED];
1113

 [REDACTED];
1114

 

[REDACTED];
1115

 [REDACTED];
1116

 was present in Bunia when the UPDF chased 

LOMPONDO;
1117

 became FPLC [REDACTED] when the FPLC was officially 

created;
1118

 was promoted to [REDACTED] and became [REDACTED] shortly before 

the liberation of Bunia in May 2003;
1119

 was assigned as FPLC [REDACTED] later in 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED];
1120

 and was reassigned as [REDACTED] when Mr 

NTAGANDA replaced KISEMBO as FPLC Chef-d’État-major-général par intérim.
1121
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1118
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383. P-0901’s evidence corroborates to a large extent Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony. 

However, P-0901 was an obstructive witness
1122

 who lied under oath. P-0901 provided 

false evidence concerning FPLC VHF radio communications;
1123

 P-0901 lied about 

having listened in real time to the events heard on the KBL-audio-recording;
1124

made 

up evidence concerning looting committed by members of SALUMU’s brigade during 

the FPLC operation in Kobu;
1125

 provided unreliable evidence, almost entirely based on 

hearsay, concerning the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu
1126

 - in particular concerning 

the involvement of P-0768
1127

 and the presence of SALUMU and Mr NTAGANDA 

together in Bunia in relation to the operation
1128

 - and fabricated evidence implicating 

Mr NTAGANDA in looting in Mongbwalu.
1129

   

384. Consequently, other than for the evidence provided by P-0901 which corroborates Mr 

NTAGANDA’s testimony, no probative value can attach to his testimony. 

 

I. P-0901 provided false evidence concerning FPLC VHF radio communications 

 

385. D-0243, a civilian who possessed many years of practical experience in the use of 

[REDACTED], including [REDACTED],
1130

 assisted the FPLC by facilitating 

[REDACTED]. At the request of KISEMBO,
1131

 D-0243 [REDACTED],
1132

 made 

available and operated [REDACTED] from [REDACTED] for the benefit of the 

FPLC.
1133

 Use of [REDACTED] – which was the only [REDACTED] to the FPLC in 

2002-2003
1134

 – allowed the FPLC to have [REDACTED] between Bunia and certain 

locations outside of Bunia.
1135

  

                                                           
1122

 P-0901:T-31,67:15-20,68:5-8;T-32,33:19,35:16-36:13. 
1123

 P-0901:T-28,15:1-16:11. 
1124

 P-0901:T-29,32:20-22. 
1125

 P-0901:T-29,18:13-19. 
1126

 P-0901:T-28,40:8-42:22,55:9-10;T-32,10:12-11:20,55:15-19. 
1127

 P-0901:T-28,40:14-42:4;T-32,10:12-11:20. 
1128

 P-0901:T-28,53:8-12. 
1129

 P-0901:T-28,58:8-23;T-32,30:6-32:4. 
1130

 D-0243:T-257,24:4-25:9. 
1131

 D-0243:T-257,28:6-29:20;T-259,10:21-11:16. 
1132

 D-0243:T-257,30:23-31:7. 
1133

 D-0243:T-257,31:8-17. 
1134

 D-0243:T-257,30:1-12,33:8-12. 
1135
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386. D-0243’s evidence establishes that: most FPLC radio communications took place on 

one frequency known at the time as “Boulevard”;
1136

 two other types of frequencies 

were used for VHF radio communications namely private frequencies attributed to 

certain officers and frequencies used during specific operations;
1137

 VHF radio 

communications were not encrypted although some code words were used to represent 

weapons or other material;
1138

 VHF radio communications were not transcribed in a 

logbook;
1139

 and the range of portable Motorola VHF radio communications was very 

short.
1140

  

387. In Bunia, it was not possible for someone using a portable-Motorola-VHF-radio to 

communicate with another person using the same type of portable-Motorola-VHF-radio 

located outside of Bunia.
1141

 In order to hold such a VHF radio communication, it was 

necessary to go through [REDACTED].
1142

 Even then, [REDACTED], it was not 

possible to communicate between Bunia and Mongbwalu,
1143

 Kilo,
1144

 Fataki,
1145

 

Mahagi.
1146

The only [REDACTED].
1147

  

388. As for VHF radio communications between two persons using portable-VHF-Motorola-

radios outside of Bunia, whether equipped with the original antenna or a modified 

antenna, D-0243’s evidence establishes that such communications were not possible 

between Kobu and Mongbwalu,
1148

 between Kobu and Kilo
1149

 and between Kobu and 

Nyangaray.
1150

  

389. P-0901’s evidence regarding FPLC VHF radio communications corroborates that of D-

0243 to a large extent.
1151

 However, P-0901 provided false evidence regarding the VHF 

                                                           
1136

 D-0243:T-257,44:9-15. 
1137

 D-0243:T-257,44:9-45:2. 
1138

 D-0243:T-257,57:19-58:15. 
1139

 D-0243:T-257,48:14-19;T-259,14:6-12. 
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 D-0243:T-257,33:6-7. 
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 D-0243:T-257,34:24-35:4. 
1142

 D-0243:T-257,35:5-13. 
1143

 D-0243:T-257,40:17-41:16. 
1144

 D-0243:T-257,41:17-24. 
1145

 D-0243:T-257,41:25-42:6. 
1146

 D-0243:T-257,41:25-42:6. 
1147

 D-0243:T-257,30:1-12,33:8-12. 
1148

 D-0243:T-257,56:7-13. 
1149

 D-0243:T-257,57:2-6. 
1150

 D-0243:T-257,56:21-57:1. 
1151

 P-0901:T-27,54:8-19;T-28,19:24-20:4,36:14-17. 
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radio equipment available to him and the distance over which he was able to hold VHF 

radio communications.  

390. P-0901 stated that [REDACTED].
1152

 P-0901 testified that one type of Motorola 

available could cover a range of 15 to 20 km
1153

 and that [REDACTED], he 

remembered that someone who was in Dhego was able to talk to someone in Bunia, 

over a distance of 40 km.
1154

 He further claimed that sometimes, someone in Komanda 

could speak to someone who was on a hill in Bunia, 75 km apart.
1155

 Either P-0901 

wilfully provided false evidence or was referring to VHF radio communications going 

through [REDACTED], entirely omitting however to mention [REDACTED] and his 

essential function.  

391. P-0901 described the Motorola base as a “Motorola that was not mobile. It stayed in a 

particular building with an outside antenna and it had a certain transmission power”
1156

 

and “a sort of mini phonie that didn’t have a great range. I would say the range was 

about 80 Kilometers approximately”.
1157

  

392. P-0901 lied when affirming that “[REDACTED]”.
1158

 P-0901’s omission to 

acknowledge that the only VHF-Motorola-base available to the FPLC in 2002-2003 

was that operated by [REDACTED] irreparably impeaches his credibility. Indeed, P-

0901’s evidence that he could hear the KBL audio recording [REDACTED]
1159

 was a 

blatant lie. Moreover, P-0901’s evidence that he could hold VHF radio communications 

on his own from Bunia to FPLC members located in Dhego,
1160

Komanda,
1161

 

Mongbwalu,
1162

 and Kobu
1163

 cannot be relied upon in any way.  

II. P-0901 lied about having listened in real time to the events heard on the KBL-audio-

recording  

 

                                                           
1152

 P-0901:T-28,18:14. 
1153

 P-0901:T-28,15:7-11. 
1154

 P-0901:T-28,15:12-15. 
1155

 P-0901:T-28,15:16-19. 
1156

 P-0901:T-28,36:25-37:2. 
1157

 P-0901:T-28,37:25-28:2. 
1158

 P-0901:T-28,37:2-3. 
1159

 P-0901:T-31,47:12-48 :15. 
1160

 P-0901:T-28,15:12-15. 
1161

 P-0901:T-28,15:16-19. 
1162

 P-0901:T-28,38:4-8. 
1163

 P-0901:T-31,47 :12-48 :15. 
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393. P-0901 explained where he was as the purported operation undertaken by SALUMU in 

Kobu unfolded. P-0901 specified that when the order for the February 2003 operation 

was given, [REDACTED]
1164

 along [REDACTED].
1165

 P-0901 added that he traveled 

back to Bunia in a vehicle,
1166

 arriving in Bunia [REDACTED] before 6 March when 

clashes occurred with the Ugandans.
1167

 In his [REDACTED] statement, P-0901 was 

even more precise: “We were in the month of March and I – we came back, if I haven’t 

forgotten, I hope, I went back to [REDACTED] on the [REDACTED]. The interviewer 

said: ‘The first of which month?’ Interviewee: ‘March’ Interviewer: ‘Okay’ 

Interviewee: ‘I spent the night in [REDACTED] on the [REDACTED] and then 

Salumu had already left.’”
1168

  

394. When providing his statement and testifying in this case, P-0901 was very familiar with 

the timing of (i) the FPLC’s battle with the UPDF when the UPC-RP/FPLC was chased 

from Bunia; and (ii) his activities during this period. P-0901 clearly remembered 6 

March 2003 as a very important date.
1169

 P-0901 also remembered that on 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED], he was ordered by KISEMBO to go to 

[REDACTED].
1170

 Significantly, as of 1 March 2003 at the very latest, all members of 

SALUMU’s brigade had returned to Bunia.
1171

 

395. It follows from P-0901’s testimony that by the time he returned to Bunia, on or about 

[REDACTED], having spent the night of [REDACTED] March in [REDACTED],
1172

 

the operation undertaken by SALUMU in Kobu was over and the participants therein 

had already returned. Evidently, P-0901 lied about having listened in real time, on his 

VHF radio, to the events heard on the KBL-audio-recording. 

396. Nonetheless, P-0901 appears to have been in Bunia during the period from 

[REDACTED] March 2003. P-0901 testified that he saw and was talking with the 

commanders involved in the operation, who told him everything that happened.
1173

 P-

                                                           
1164

 P-0901:T-29,12:8. 
1165

 P-0901:T-29,11:8-10. 
1166

 P-0901:T-29,11:11. 
1167

 P-0901:T-29,12:6-12. 
1168

 P-0901:T-31,50:9-15. 
1169

 P-0901:T-32,23:3-7. 
1170

 P-0901:T-32,21:19-22:23 
1171

 See Part V, Chapt.III. 
1172

 P-0901:T-29,12:6-12;T-31,49:12-19. 
1173

 P-0901:T-29,14:16-25. 
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0901 specified: “that was before 6 March. And they explained to me how the fighting 

had unfolded. Those were the sources of my information with regard to these 

operations”.
1174

 P-0901 also affirmed “what’s more, when the war ended, some people 

in Bunia had actually seen these events and they told me about these events”.
1175

  

397. When asked if he ever heard or got to know of any casualties during this operation, P-

0901 responded: “there were some. But I cannot tell you how many. I know that there 

were some fatalities and there were also some injured persons”.
1176

  

398. Strikingly, although P-0901 had access to FPLC commanders and others directly 

involved in these events at the time as well as later, he has no knowledge of a massacre 

committed by the FPLC in Kobu.  

III. P-0901 made up evidence concerning looting committed by members of SALUMU’s 

brigade during the FPLC operation in Kobu 

399. Asked if he knew what happened to the property that civilians left behind when they 

fled the area of Lipri, Kobu and Bambu, P-0901 responded “whether it be Salumu’s 

brigade who went to Kobu […], and even those going from Bunia to Lipri or those 

going to Nyangarai, all of those individuals upon returning to Bunia brought something 

with them”.
1177

 P-0901 testified having seen war booty such as bicycles, radios, 

motorbikes, and furniture.
1178

  

400. Considering that P-0901 was not in Bunia when the FPLC members involved in the 

operation returned to Bunia, he clearly made up this evidence, which is not probative of 

looting.   

401. Whereas P-0901 also testified about looting that allegedly took place on the Komanda 

axis,
1179

 the same conclusion applies considering his evidence that “[He] didn’t get to 

Komanda at the time […] if something happened there, [he] would not be in a position 

to be aware of it”.
1180

 What is more, P-0901’s denial of having any knowledge about 

                                                           
1174

 P-0901:T-29,15:4-6. 
1175

 P-0901:T-29,14:25-15:2. 
1176

 P-0901:T-29,16:7-9. 
1177

 P-0901:T-29,18:14-16.  
1178

 P-0901:T-29,18:3-6. 
1179

 P-0901:T-29,19:4. 
1180
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Mr NTAGANDA burning looted goods and publicly whipping FPLC members in 

Komanda
1181

 – an event widely known within the FPLC
1182

 – is implausible.   

402. What is probative however is P-0901’s evidence that “[REDACTED], [he] never took 

part in any operations during which [he] might have seen looting”.
1183

 

IV. P-0901 provided unreliable evidence, almost entirely based on hearsay, concerning 

the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu 

403. P-0901’s evidence concerning the FPLC operations in Mongbwalu is for the most part 

unreliable.  

404. First, P-0901’s testimony regarding the objectives of the operation reveals that it is no 

more than his opinion on the matter. Indeed, P-0901 testified that “officially there was 

no particular authority who informed [him] about the takeover of Mongbwalu” and 

“officially they didn’t tell [him] what the purpose of the takeover of Mongbwalu 

was”.
1184

 Notably, P-0901’s involvement in the operation is limited to a short presence 

at the Mongbwalu [REDACTED].
1185

 On this occasion, P-0901 did not go into town. 

He remained [REDACTED] where he met high-ranking commanders.
1186

  

405. His evidence that [REDACTED] is not reliable. When [REDACTED], he did not 

mention being present on this occasion.
1187

 Mr NTAGANDA also testified that 

[REDACTED] and explained why.
1188

 P-0901 referred to information obtained on this 

occasion from SALUMU and Mr NTAGANDA but not from [REDACTED].
1189

 The 

other commanders present were [REDACTED].
1190

  

406. P-0901’s evidence concerning the conduct of the first and second FPLC attempts to 

liberate Mongbwalu is but hearsay from unidentified sources. While [REDACTED], P-

0901 did not obtain any information concerning the civilian population.
1191

 His 

                                                           
1181

 P-0901:T-32,35:16-36:13. 
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 D-0017:T-254,83:5-8; P-0758:T-160,11:11-19; D-0300:T-215,7:18-8:1. 
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 P-0901:T-32,33:25-34:1. 
1184

 P-0901:T-28,54:17-22. 
1185

 P-0901:T-28,42:14-22. 
1186

 P-0901:T-28,55:21-23. 
1187

 [REDACTED]. 
1188

 [REDACTED]. 
1189

 P-0901:T-28,55:11-56:12. 
1190
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1191

 P-0901:T-28,56:4-7. 
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evidence that he later obtained information from unidentified commanders in Bunia that 

“apparently there were civilians who were killed”
1192

 is not probative considering the 

information P-0901 obtained that “the ones in Mongbwalu did not have military 

uniforms”.
1193

   

407. P-0901’s evidence that for the second operation “Commander Salumu and his brigade 

left from Dhego [REDACTED]”
1194

 is unreliable. First, SALUMU’s brigade did not 

leave from Dhego.
1195

 Dhego is where an exchange of ammunition took place from 

SALUMU’s brigade to SEYI’s forces,
1196

 which P-0901 has no knowledge of.
1197

 

Second, P-0901 testified that he learned that [REDACTED] was amongst those who 

[REDACTED], when he was [REDACTED].
1198

 Third, responding to the suggestion 

[REDACTED] the troops in Mongbwalu after Sayo was liberated, P-0901 responded: 

“I don’t know. What I know is that the brigade [REDACTED]”.
1199

 P-0901’s 

knowledge is based on [REDACTED] as [REDACTED]
1200

 and the fact that he stayed 

in [REDACTED], when he became [REDACTED].
1201

  

408. P-0901 testified that when he traveled to Mongbwalu, he had a [REDACTED] intended 

for [REDACTED].
1202

 Mr NTAGANDA testified that he took the [REDACTED] 

brought by P-0901, and he gave to [REDACTED].
1203

 P-0901’s evidence that 

SALUMU was not amongst the senior FPLC commanders who [REDACTED],
1204

 

corroborates Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony.  

409. P-0901 testified that on the day he went to [REDACTED] in Mongbwalu, SALUMU 

informed him that SALONGO was their Sector Commander.
1205

 P-0901 evidently 

confused the date on which he obtained this information. SALONGO became Sector 

Commander when assigned by KISEMBO around 10 December after the operation and 

                                                           
1192

 P-0901:T-28,56:17-18. 
1193

 P-0901: [REDACTED]. 
1194

 P-0901:T-28,40:17-18. 
1195

 D-0300:T-216,82:24-83:6. 
1196
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1197
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1198
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1199
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1200
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1201
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after Mr NTAGANDA’s departure from Mongbwalu.
1206

 Notably, P-0901 testified that 

this was the first time the word “sector” was used and that he was not in a position to 

know who decided that there should be sectors in the FPLC.
1207

 He also testified that it 

is only later in Bunia that he received confirmation that SALONGO was indeed the 

sector commander responsible for that area.
1208

 What is more, SALUMU’s negative 

reaction on or about 15 December 2002, upon being informed that SALONGO was 

assigned sector commander, demonstrates that SALUMU could not have provided this 

information to P-0901 at [REDACTED].
1209

   

410. P-0901’s testimony that SALUMU, SALONGO and Mr NTAGANDA came to see him 

together [REDACTED] for the FPLC Mongbwalu operation
1210

 is not reliable. First, P-

0901 does not remember when Mr NTAGANDA traveled to Aru.
1211

 Second, when 

SALUMU arrived in Bunia, Mr NTAGANDA had already departed for Aru.
1212

 Third, 

responding to the suggestion that Mr NTAGANDA was still in Aru and not in Bunia 

when [REDACTED] was given to SALUMU, P-0901 said he didn`t remember.
1213

 

Fourth, when SALUMU returned to Bunia [REDACTED] after the FPLC’s first 

attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, he returned to Mabanga along with [REDACTED] who 

confirmed that Mr NTAGANDA was not with them.
1214

 Fifth, P-0901 testified that 

“when Salumu left Bunia, [he] was there with his soldiers. And when Afande Bosco 

[REDACTED], [he] was there”,
1215

 which implies two different events. Sixth, Mr 

NTAGANDA testified that he did not meet with SALUMU before going to 

Mongbwalu on 21 November 2002.
1216

 Lastly, P-0901 testified that he saw Mr 

NTAGANDA [REDACTED] on a number of occasions.
1217
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V. P-0901 fabricated evidence implicating Mr Ntaganda in looting in Mongbwalu 

411. P-0901 testified that when going to Mr NTAGANDA’s residence for the first time 

following Mr NTAGANDA’s return from Mongbwalu to Bunia, he saw freezers and 

other things including televisions, radios, and other kinds of appliances and the like,
1218

 

which were not there when Mr NTAGANDA left for the operation in Mongbwalu.
1219

 

P-0901 stated that he did not know where those things came from,
1220

 implicitly 

claiming that Mr NTAGANDA looted these goods in Mongbwalu.  

412. Not only is P-0901’s evidence false, it irreparably undermines his credibility and 

reveals just how far he was willing to go in fabricating incriminating evidence against 

Mr NTAGANDA.   

413. P-0901 did not remember when was the last time he went to the home of Mr 

NTAGANDA before the Mongbwalu operation;
1221

 P-0901 did not know exactly when 

Mr NTAGANDA came back from Mongbwalu: “he left Mongbwalu after having 

organising the FPLC soldiers who were on site. I think he spent more than a week”;
1222

 

and P-0901 could not identify why he went to Mr NTAGANDA’s residence: “I believe 

I was asked to go there to tell him something”.
1223

 

414. Pressed to describe the items he claimed to have seen, P-0901 backtracked and was 

unable to do so: (i) about the freezers: “I don’t remember, but if my memory serves 

there was one and I took some milk out of it and drank some”;
1224

 (ii) about the several 

televisions: “In the living room. I saw one television set, just one”;
1225

 (iii) about the 

radios: “I saw a radio in the living room but don’t ask me what brand it was”;
1226

 and 

(iv) about the several items in the living room: “I can’t really describe them to you”
1227

 

and “I don’t remember”.
1228
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415. Regarding the manner in which Mr NTAGANDA would have taken these looted goods 

from Mongbwalu to Bunia, P-0901 confirmed that vehicles could not use the road 

between DALA and Mongbwalu at the time.
1229

 The road Bunia-Nyangaray-Kilo-

Mongbwalu was not reopened to the FPLC until late December 2002.
1230

 That P-0901 

did not remember when this road was reopened is implausible.
1231

 P-0901 also 

confirmed that the Ugandans were keeping an eye on equipment going in and out.
1232

 P-

0901 nonetheless did not agree with the suggestion that it was not possible to transport 

goods such as freezers and appliances of that size with a vehicle all the way to 

Bunia,
1233

 which further undermines his credibility.  

416. P-0901’s evidence that he did not know what measures were taken and did not 

remember anyone being arrested for looting
1234

 cannot be relied upon. Indeed, P-0901 

confirmed being aware of the FPLC member publicly executed in Ndromo as an 

official punishment approved by Thomas LUBANGA himself.
1235

 P-0901 testified that 

LUBANGA was strongly opposed to looting – as he was for other human rights related 

matters
1236

 – and that LUBANGA brought together all the officers whom he 

reprimanded.
1237

 

417. P-0901 also testified that “within the FPLC no one was respected more than Afande 

Bosco. […] He was the most respected person and the orders that he gave were 

followed and enforced by everyone”.
1238

  

Section II – Other witnesses 

418. The testimony of P-0887, V-2, P-0877, P-0894, P-0892 and P-0912 reveals that in 

various ways, they lied under oath, distorted the facts or fabricated incriminating 

                                                           
1229

 P-0901:T-31,63:1-3. 
1230

 D-0300:T-242,4:11-24;T-217,48:6-10;  P-0017:T-61,38:4-39:10. 
1231

 P-0901:T-31,60:12-18. 
1232

 P-0901:T-32,32:24-25. 
1233

 P-0901:T-32,32:16-19. 
1234

 P-0901:T-32,33:15-16. 
1235

 P-0901:T-32,36:14-23. 
1236

 P-0901:T-32,34:11-12. 
1237

 P-0901:T-32,34:16-19. 
1238

 P-0901:T-32,34:23-35:1. 
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evidence.
1239

 Consequently all incriminating evidence they provided cannot be relied 

upon. 

A. P-0887 

419. P-0887 [REDACTED], who fabricated most of his evidence, [REDACTED]. 

Moreover, as revealed by inter alia her VAF, P-0887 was not a truthful witness. 

Consequently, her evidence carries no weight.  

420. Before [REDACTED] a Prosecution witness in January [REDACTED], P-0907 met 

[REDACTED], including on [REDACTED] and [REDACTED].
1240

 P-0907 testified 

being aware that [REDACTED] and that [REDACTED], [REDACTED]. In these 

circumstances, P-0887’s evidence [REDACTED]
1241

 is not credible. Indeed, when it 

was suggested to P-0907 that [REDACTED], P-0907 responded “[REDACTED], 

[REDACTED]”.
1242

 P-0907 also confirmed the content of his statement 

“[REDACTED]”.
1243

   

421. P-0907 also confirmed under oath that since becoming a Prosecution witness, he 

obtained [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. P-0907 also admitted that he is not paying 

rent [REDACTED], which was the object of the [REDACTED] scheme.  

422. When completing her VAF on [REDACTED] with the assistance of a representative 

from [REDACTED],
1244

 P-0887 lied. First, P-0887 [REDACTED] who does not 

exist.
1245

 The name of [REDACTED] does not appear in her [REDACTED].
 1246

 

[REDACTED] appeared for the first time in her VAF. Questioned by the Prosecution in 

[REDACTED] concerning the origin of this name, P-0887 claimed it was a mistake, 

blaming the person who assisted her: “[…] the person who filled out this form in 

Mongbwalu added in certain things that I had not said”
1247

 adding that the form was not 

                                                           
1239

 Unreliable evidence provided by several additional witnesses including P-0002, P-0022 P-0055, P-0190, P-

0300, P-0800, P-0815, P-0850, P-0859, P-0850, P-0868,P-0886, P-0888, P-0895, P-0898 and V-3 is challenged 

when relevant to specific arguments.  
1240

 P-0907:T-91,5:14-12:15;T-92,65:15-74:6. 
1241

 P-0887:T-94,97:16-18. 
1242

 P-0907:T-92,66:18-19. 
1243

 [REDACTED]. 
1244

 Second OTP rebuttal request, ICC-01/04-02/02-2249-Conf-AnxB ; Defence Response, ICC-01/04-02/06-

2254-Conf-AnxB,p.5. 
1245

 P-0887:T-94,75:4-88:17. 
1246

 DRC-OTP-2090-0089,p.0091. 
1247

 P-0887:T-94,80:20-21.  
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read back to her.
1248

 Strikingly, this was a lie as three months after completing her VAF 

she obtained an attestation de naissance in Sayo in which she again provided the name 

[REDACTED].
 1249

    

423. In her VAF, P-0887 also claimed that [REDACTED] was her [REDACTED]
1250

 in all 

likelihood to strengthen her alleged prejudice. When giving her statement to the 

Prosecution, P-0887 again affirmed that this was incorrect, that [REDACTED] was 

actually her [REDACTED]
1251

 and again blaming the person who assisted her in filing 

in the form.
1252

 This was also a lie as three months after completing her VAF she 

obtained an attestation de naissance in Sayo in which she stated that [REDACTED].
1253

  

424. More importantly, when completing her VAF, P-0887 declared having been raped 

[REDACTED] by FPLC members while fleeing “dans notre fuite en route les mêmes 

éléments de l’UPC m’ont violé [REDACTED]”.
1254

 Although P-0887 admitted to the 

Prosecution that this was not true, blaming once again the person who assisted her, her 

lie was exposed in cross-examination.
1255

 Clearly, P-0887 intended to provide 

incriminating evidence when filing in her VAF against the FPLC and Mr 

NTAGANDA. No probative value can attach to any part of the testimony of a witness 

willing to make up such incriminating evidence and [REDACTED].  

B. V-2 

425. V-2 testified that she was living in Mongbwalu when the FPLC operations took place. 

She claimed to have seen with her own eyes the dead bodies of three civilian men killed 

by UPC soldiers;
1256

 to have been raped by UPC soldiers; to have seen a UPC member 

brandishing the head of a Lendu on a knife; and that her husband was killed by soldiers. 

V-2 was not a truthful witness. She lied about living in Mongbwalu at the time of the 

                                                           
1248

 Decision Establishing Principles on the Victims' Application Process, ICC-01/04-02/06-67; DRC-D18-

0001-6716; DRC-D18-0001-6736; DRC-D18-0001-6742; DRC-D18-0001-6749; DRC-D18-0001-6751; DRC-

D18-0001-5887.  
1249

 DRC-OTP-2090-0089,p.0093. 
1250

 DRC-OTP-2090-0089,p.0089,para.1. 
1251

 P-0887:T-93,52:9-11. 
1252

 P-0887:T-94,81:14-18. 
1253

 DRC-OTP-2090-0089,p.0093. 
1254

 DRC-OTP-2090-0089,p.0089,para.1. 
1255

 P-0887:T-94,76:20-79:19. 
1256

 V2:T-202,31:17.  
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FPLC operations, which irreparably impairs her credibility in respect of all evidence 

she provided.  

426. According to V-2, at the time of the events, she had been living in Mongbwalu 

[REDACTED];
1257

 she was a merchant
1258

 [REDACTED]
1259

 and doing business with 

Hemas.
1260

 Strikingly, V-2 testified: “at that moment in time there was no airport in 

Mongbwalu”;
1261

 knowing Sayo but being unable to locate Sayo in relation to her 

house;
1262

 not knowing that towards the end of 2001-2002, members of the Hema 

ethnic group were chased from Mongbwalu;
1263

 not knowing that the houses abandoned 

by Hemas were then occupied by Lendus;
1264

 not knowing that there were almost no 

more Hemas living in Mongbwalu at the time;
1265

 doing business with the Hemas who 

were buying things from her;
1266

 not having noted any measures put in place by the 

Lendus at the time in Mongbwalu,
1267

 including women having to walk topless because 

“that is no concern of mine”;
1268

 not being able to locate [REDACTED] where she 

would have stayed one week when leaving Mongbwalu with any degree of 

precision;
1269

 and not having seen Lendu combatants in Mongbwalu, since “at that time 

we had already gone”.
1270

  

427. On two occasions, the Presiding Judge intervened to remind V-2 of her obligation to 

tell the truth.
1271

 Evidently, she was not living in Mongbwalu at the time and she 

fabricated her narrative.  

428. What is more, V2’s evidence about: the age of her children;
1272

 the context in which 

[REDACTED];
1273

 not being able to provide any identifying documents for her 

                                                           
1257

 V2:T-202,66:12. 
1258

 V2:T-202,11:24-25. 
1259

 V2:T-202,74:9-11. 
1260

 V2:T-202,73:16-18. 
1261

 V2:T-202,71:9-21.  
1262

 V2:T-202,72:1-6.  
1263

 V2:T-202,72:24-73:2.  
1264

 V2:T-202,73:3-5.  
1265

 V2:T-202,73:6-9. 
1266

 V2:T-202,73:16-19,74:12-17. 
1267

 V2:T-202,74:18-75:22. 
1268

 V2:T-202,75:7. 
1269

 V2:T-202,75:23-76:23. 
1270

 V2:T-202,77:10-22. 
1271

 V2:T-202,73:10-14,75:1-15. 
1272

 V2:T-202,12:13-17,20:14-15. 
1273

 V2:T-202,37:4-24. 
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children;
1274

 modifying the time elapsed before seeking medical treatment for her 

alleged rape;
1275

 [REDACTED];
1276

 having discussed her narrative with three alleged 

victims of rape she mentioned the names for the first time, [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] one month prior to her testimony;
1277

 and not 

knowing where the source of information she obtained, her neighbour [REDACTED], 

lived
1278

 is implausible, mostly based on hearsay and totally unreliable.  

429. Clearly, V-2 testified to obtain financial assistance “to rebuild my house and help me 

resume my trade”.
1279

 

C. P-0877 

430. P-0877 lied concerning the manner and the purpose for which certain [REDACTED] 

were added to [REDACTED]. Moreover, P-0877 did not personally witness any crimes 

committed by FPLC members. His evidence was entirely based on hearsay or 

fabricated on the basis of information obtained when [REDACTED] and as such is 

unreliable. 

431. Between [REDACTED], P-0877 [REDACTED].
1280

 According to P-0877, during this 

period he [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]” [REDACTED] in Kilo and in its 

surrounding areas,
1281

 by inter alia, [REDACTED].
1282

  

432. P-0877 met the Prosecution for the first time in [REDACTED], on his own 

initiative,
1283

 while already [REDACTED].
1284

 P-0877 confirmed in his statement: “I 

did not witness the UPC commit any crimes when they were in Kilo […]. I drew this 

conclusion myself as the Lendu forces would not torch their own villages but it was 

also confirmed to me later from [REDACTED]”.
1285

 Cross-examined on the source 

allowing him to draw this conclusion, P-0877 testified that the conclusion he had drawn 

                                                           
1274

 V2:T-202,89:16-25,91:13-14. 
1275

 V2:T-202,27:18-20,65:2-8. 
1276

 V2:T-202,58:13-23,63:13-64:1. 
1277

 V2:T-202,85:3-86:7. 
1278

 V2:T-202,83:5-7. 
1279

 V2:T-202,41:18. 
1280

 P-0877:T-109,68:15-17. 
1281

 P-0877:T-109,69:8-10. [REDACTED] (T-109,68:24-69:2). 
1282

 P-0877:T-109,70:9-25. 
1283

 P-0877:T-109,75:1-3.  
1284

 P-0877:T-109,74:1-9.  
1285

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2077-0118,p.0123,para.25.  
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was “[…] perhaps reinforced by the [REDACTED].”
1286

 This was a recurring theme 

during his testimony. 

433. When P-0877 provided his first statement,
1287

 he neither brought nor used 

[REDACTED].
1288

 It is only when providing his second statement
1289

 that he referred to 

[REDACTED] and gave additional explanations on the basis of certain [REDACTED] 

he deemed relevant. The [REDACTED] drawn from P-0877’s [REDACTED] adduced 

by the Prosecution
1290

 are of special interest in this regard. Although P-0877’s entire 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED]. It is also significant that these 

[REDACTED]. P-0877 evidently fabricated and added [REDACTED] for the purpose 

of using them as justification for the information he provided to the Prosecution. 

434. Additional anomalies regarding P-0877’s [REDACTED] were exposed during his 

testimony,
1291

 which impact his reliability and by the same token the weight that can be 

attributed to his evidence. In particular, P-0877’s evidence regarding Mr 

NTAGANDA’s presence in Kilo,
1292

 his basis for recognizing Mr NTAGANDA,
1293

 

the date on which he purportedly returned to Mongbwalu
1294

 and his observations then, 

the killing of a disabled Lendu in Kilo,
1295

 and seeing two or three Lendu prisoners tied 

up in Kilo.
1296

 

D. P-0894 

435. P-0894 fabricated the incriminating evidence he provided concerning [REDACTED] 

murders allegedly committed by Mr NTAGANDA in Sayo. 

436. First, in his VAF completed in [REDACTED] with the assistance of a [REDACTED], 

P-0894 provided information which he later modified in relation to inter alia: 

                                                           
1286

 P-0877:T-109,77:8:13.  
1287

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2069-2086-R03. 
1288

 DRC-OTP-2077-0140. 
1289

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2077-0118-R03. 
1290

 P-0877:T-110,26:9-14. 
1291

 P-0877:T-109,96:18-19;97:15-21(“several people had access to [his] notebook”), namely children who 

(“might play with documents”); T-109,92:10-11: P-0877 testified that these entries had been entered to help him 

“jog [his] memory”.   
1292

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2077-0118,p.0125,para.39-41; T-110,19:4-7;21:8-16.  
1293

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2077-0118,p.0125,para.41.  
1294

 DRC-OTP-2069-2086,para.11. 
1295

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2069-2086-R03,p.2091,para.31 
1296

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2069-2086-R03,pp.2088-2089,paras.11-15. 
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[REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED] having been killed [REDACTED]; and 

[REDACTED] having been killed “[REDACTED]”.
1297

 P-0894 implausibly tried to 

blame [REDACTED] for these errors, stating that “things have been reversed here”.
1298

 

437. Second, P-0894’s evidence that [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED]; [REDACTED], is simply 

incredible.
1299

 

438. Third, P-0894’s evidence related to the murder of LUSALA, for which Mr 

NTAGANDA is not even charged with,
1300

 is the primary example of his fabricated 

evidence. In his VAF, P-0894 stated that [REDACTED] whereas in his statement P-

0894 affirmed [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1301

 [REDACTED],
1302

 [REDACTED]. 

[REDACTED]. Moreover, P-0894 [REDACTED].
1303

 [REDACTED].
1304

 The timing of 

LUSALA’s murder according to P-0894: “on the fourth day the war was over and the 

city had been taken over” and “on the fifth day (Mr NTAGANDA) came to SAIO to 

see his soldiers”
1305

 is contradicted by inter alia, P-0886 who testified that LUSALA 

would have been killed many days later.
1306

 

439. Fourth, P-0894 testified that the first time he saw Mr NTAGANDA was at a meeting 

which would have taken place on the day following the takeover of Sayo by the 

FPLC.
1307

 However, P-0894 also stated that there were no civilians in Sayo when the 

attack took place
1308

 and P-0886 confirmed that it took several days for them to return, 

thereby making it impossible for Mr NTAGANDA to address the civilians in Sayo at 

that time.
1309

 

                                                           
1297

 DRC-OTP-2090-0099. 
1298

 P-0894:T-104,40:7. 
1299

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.44-45. 
1300

 Confirmation Decision (The name “LUSALA” does not appear on the Decision confirming the charges). 
1301

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.45. 
1302

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.46-47. 
1303

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.45. 
1304

 SAI2-F1-BI P-0945:T-125,3:6-6:3,6:17-7:15;DRC-OTP-2084-0002,pp.0009-00010;DRC-OTP-2070-0062.  
1305

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.41. 
1306

 P-0886:T-37,47:20-48:23. 
1307

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.41. 
1308

 P-0894:T-104,37:1-2(“Well, during that attack when there was firing, only the soldiers were there. Civilians 

had fled. Now, what I saw after the attack is that some people who had fled”). 
1309

 P-0886:T-38,30:6-10; P-0017:T-59,10:14-18;11 :13-15. 
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440. Fifth, despite stating in his VAF that [REDACTED], P-0894 subsequently modified his 

narrative, stating that [REDACTED] but that Mr NTAGANDA had given the order.
1310

 

Well aware that he could not establish how he learned of Mr NTAGANDA’s purported 

order, P-0894 concocted a preposterous story that [REDACTED],
1311

 [REDACTED]. 

Indeed, KAHWA was arrested on the same day [REDACTED] was killed. 

441. Lastly, the fact that P-0894’s recollection of the alleged killing [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED], is not even mentioned in his VAF is also revealing.  

442. Considered together, P-0894’s VAF, statement, testimony and additional frivolous 

allegations of [REDACTED] related to him, [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] lead to 

the conclusion that all of his evidence must be disregarded.  

E. P-0892 and P-0912 

443. P-0892 and P-0912, [REDACTED], testified regarding the situation in Mongbwalu 

during and shortly after the FPLC operations in November 2002. Together, P-0892 and 

P-0912 concocted a false narrative concerning the alleged rape of the latter, which 

renders all evidence they provided unreliable. 

444. Although P-0892 and P-0912 testified months apart, P-0892 was well aware of 

[REDACTED].
1312

 In her VAF,
1313

 P-0892 affirmed that [REDACTED] in the house 

she was in;
1314

 [REDACTED]. Yet, when speaking to the investigator, P-0892 modified 

her narrative, stating: “[t]hey took her from the house where we were in and they took 

her to another location to rape her,” which mirrors the testimony of [REDACTED].
1315

 

445. Regarding the timing of her alleged rape, P-0892 and P-0912 provided the following 

information: P-0912 was born in [REDACTED];
1316

 P-0912 was [REDACTED] when 

she started going to school;
1317

 P-0912 completed [REDACTED] of schooling in 

[REDACTED] before moving to Mongbwalu;
1318

 in Mongbwalu, P-0912 completed 

                                                           
1310

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.64 and 68. 
1311

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.66. 
1312

 P-0912:T-148,93:23-25. 
1313

 P-0892:T-86,9:8-12. 
1314

 P-0892:T-86,15:13-22. 
1315

 P-0892:T-86,15:13-22; P-0912:T-148,59:21-60:19,62:18-24. 
1316

 P-0912:DRC-OTP-2092-0053;T-148,32:10-11; P-0892:T-85,5:12. 
1317

 P-0912:T-148,33:11-12,95:25-96:2; P-0892:T-85,38:16-17. 
1318

 P-0912:T-148,96:12-15. 
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her [REDACTED] and had to stop because of the war;
1319

 P-0912 was raped during the 

time she had to stop going to school because of the war;
1320

 P-0912 stopped going to 

school at the age of [REDACTED];
1321

 P-0912 remembers still being a child at the 

time;
1322

 P-0912 was out of school for [REDACTED]
1323

 during which her 

[REDACTED] died;
1324

 P-0912’s [REDACTED] was in fact the one paying for her 

schooling;
1325

 when [REDACTED], she completed her [REDACTED] year and stopped 

going to school altogether.
1326

 

446. In light of the testimony of P-0892 and P-0912, it is simply impossible that P-0912 was 

raped in 2002, at the age of [REDACTED].
1327

 P-0892 and P-0912 clearly fabricated 

their narrative. 

447. Regarding the existing situation in Mongbwalu at the time of the purported FPLC 

operations, the evidence provided by P-0892 regarding the situation of [REDACTED] 

including, inter alia, [REDACTED];
1328

  whether they were with her or not;
1329

 whether 

she lost some during the war;
1330

 whether she found some during the war
1331

 and even 

[REDACTED]
1332

  is confused, inconsistent and entirely implausible. 

448. P-0892 and P-0912 also testified about certain events which could not have taken place 

and are not worthy of belief. For example, P-0892 and P-0912 both testify 

[REDACTED] after the FPLC’s first attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, the latter saying 

they went there to get a number of items including [REDACTED]
1333

 and the former 

saying they did not take anything from [REDACTED].
1334

 P-0892’s testimony that 

immediately following the beginning of the FPLC’s operation, she saw FPLC members 

                                                           
1319

 P-0912:T-148,96:12-23. 
1320

 P-0912:T-148,97:10-12. 
1321

 P-0912:T-148,96:24-97:1. 
1322

 P-0912:T-148,100:19-20. 
1323

 P-0892:T-85,39:2-3. 
1324

 P-0912:T-148,33:8-11. 
1325

 P-0912:T-148,84:18-21.  
1326

 P-0912:T-148,97:2-4,33:2-4. 
1327

 P-0892:T-85,5:9-10; P-0912:T-148,33:22-25. 
1328

 P-0892:T-83,12:5-7([REDACTED]),28:11([REDACTED] with her at the house in Mongbwalu),T-85,22:2-

3([REDACTED]). 
1329

 P-0892:T-83,21:10-13,28:7-11. 
1330

 P-0912:T-148,45:8-12; P-0892:T-83,24:14-25. 
1331

 P-0892:T-85,21:23-25([REDACTED]),22:2-3([REDACTED]);T-83,28:11([REDACTED]). 
1332

 P-0892:T-83,21:10-13,28:7-11.  
1333

 P-0912:T-148,48:22-49:3. 
1334

 P-0892:T-86,7:16,8:1-25. 
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looting in Mongbwalu with vehicles
1335

 is not credible given that there was no vehicle 

in Mongbwalu at the time.
1336

 P-0912’s evidence that the soldiers she saw during the 

first FPLC operation were wearing ranks on their shoulders is also not possible,
1337

 

since FPLC members did not have ranks on their uniforms before 2004.
1338

 

449. Strikingly, P-0892 could not remember the day [REDACTED] during this period
1339

 

but could clearly state the date of the FPLC operation, November 9
th

, which was 

underscored by the Presiding Judge.
1340

 

Section III – Unreliable documentary evidence 

450. Analysis of the evidence adduced in the form of HRW, MONUC
1341

 and UN
1342

 reports 

- along with the testimony of witnesses involved in their creation and/or admission
1343

- 

reveals that it cannot be relied upon by the Chamber due mainly to its bias nature, 

anonymous sources on which it rests and hearsay information it offers. The fact that 

these reports often rely on rumours appearing first in one report and then repeated in 

various forms in other reports, also impacts the reliability of the information contained 

therein.   

451. P-0315’s testimony concerning Mongbwalu, and the HRW Reports, Ituri Covered in 

Blood and Curse of Gold,
1344

 is based almost entirely on anonymous hearsay.
1345

 The 

anonymity arises from HRW refusing to provide the information.
1346

 P-0315 claimed 

that her information was reliable because of the sheer volume of her sources and 

accuracy of interview-techniques. Despite these purported guarantees of reliability, the 

2003 Report alleges, erroneously,
1347

 that Jean-Pierre Bemba’s MLC forces had 

participated in the First Attack.
1348

 This was no minor error based on a 

                                                           
1335

 P-0892:T-83,36:7-9;T-86,17:20-23. 
1336

 D-0300:T-217,77:20-23; DRC-OTP-2058-0251,51:43-52:37. 
1337

 P-0912:T-148,39:3-4,40:5-10,103:22-104:1. 
1338

 P-0912:T-148,104:9-12. 
1339

 P-0892:T-85,39:8-11. 
1340

 P-0892:T-83,17:22-23,18:13-18. 
1341

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286. 
1342

 DRC-OTP-0074-0422. 
1343

 Such as P-0046, P-0315, P-0317. 
1344

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797 (“2003 Report”),DRC-OTP-0074-0628. 
1345

 P-0315:T-107,58:10-11. 
1346

 P-0315:T-108,36:17-20,46:7-9. 
1347

 P-0315:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.124-125;T-108,15:1-21:13. 
1348

 P-0315:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.124-125;T-108,15:1-21:13;DRC-OTP-0074-0797,p.0829. 
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misinterpretation of the word “effaceurs,”
1349

 but was based on multiple sources 

purportedly claiming that “the troops of the MLC were led by the UPC” and that 

“[t]hey all spoke Lingala.”
1350

 One of the sources who gave this information, which is 

quoted in the 2003 Report, also claims that “Commander Bosco had been at the head of 

the attack.”
1351

 The publication of such a substantial error demonstrates that P-0315’s 

sources, and her methodology, is seriously flawed in respect of specific events at 

Mongbwalu.  

452. P-0315 had far fewer sources about NTAGANDA’s role at Mongbwalu than her 

statement indicates.
1352

 Most provided general information, placed his arrival at 

Mongbwalu after the start of the attack, or based their own information on information 

provided by others or just rumours.
1353

 P-0315 even relied on FNI military leaders, 

apparently considering that their information required no more caution than “a pinch of 

salt.”
1354

 

453. P-0315 explained that she “didn’t have all that information available to us when we did 

that first investigation.”
1355

 While the Ituri Covered in Blood report emanates from her 

first field mission of P-0315,
1356

 she repeatedly denied that some mistakes might have 

been included therein and preferring to indicate systematically that further 

investigations were required.
1357

  

454. P-0315’s evaluation, and notes, of her discussion with NTAGANDA in 2010 reflects 

either bias or misunderstanding. It is implausible, even if he had wanted to lie or be 

evasive, that NTAGANDA would have stated, as her notes indicate, that he was 

commanding the Mongbwalu operation from Aru.
1358

 P-0315’s alacrity to conclude that 

NTAGANDA was “‘lying’” based on misunderstandings being clarified,
1359

 and her 

                                                           
1349

 P-0315:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.125. 
1350

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797,p.0830. 
1351

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797,p.0830. 
1352

 P-0315:T-108,60:22-61:14; cf. P-0315:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.127. 
1353

 P-0315:T-108,25:2-60:21 
1354

 P-0315:T-108,33:11. 
1355

 P-0315:T-108,17:3-4,16:20-22(“I think we clearly outlined what people had said, what information we had 

gathered. But it was clear that there remained some confusion. And so we stated in the report that further 

investigation would be required” (underline added). 
1356

 DRC-OTP-2058-0990,p.0998,para.42; P-0315:T-108,11:1-2. 
1357

 P-0315:T-108,20:18-22. 
1358

 DRC-OTP-2062-0363;P-0315:T-108,63:3-21. 
1359

 P-0315;T-108,62:20-63:2. 
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easy claim that there were “no language difficulties during the meeting,”
 1360

 raises 

questions about P-0315’s over-confidence and refusal to admit error – underscored by 

her refusal to acknowledge that the 2003 Report states repeatedly
1361

 that the MLC had 

participated in Mongbwalu.
1362

 

CHAPTER IV - THE HIGH PROBATIVE VALUE OF THE EVIDENCE ADDUCED 

BY THE DEFENCE 

455. Contrary to the unreliable evidence put forward by the Prosecution, the Defence 

advanced compelling and credible evidence offering high probative value. The main 

two sources of Defence evidence in relation to the First Attack are: (i) the testimony of 

Mr NTAGANDA as corroborated by witnesses who were with him at the time; and (ii) 

the Ntaganda-Logbook(s), which are actually Prosecution exhibits. 

Section I – BN testimony 

456. The testimony of Defence witnesses who were with Mr NTAGANDA at relevant times 

also solidly corroborates Mr NTAGANDA’s evidence.  

457. Even though Mr NTAGANDA was in Aru when the FPLC first attempted to liberate 

Mongbwalu, he returned to Bunia at the earliest possibility following his conversation 

with LUBANGA and was personally involved both in the preparations and the conduct 

of the FPLC’s second attempt.  

458. Mr NTAGANDA testified at length regarding his activities and whereabouts from the 

moment he landed in Bunia and was entrusted with the overall command of the 

operation until he handed over the command bâton to KISEMBO when the latter 

arrived in Mongbwalu and returned to Bunia on 28 November 2002. 

459. The fact that Mr NTAGANDA – accused of having committed the worst possible 

crimes in the Banyali-Kilo collectivité during this period – candidly and openly 

acknowledged that he was in command of the FPLC forces from Aru and Mandro 

involved in this operation, is highly relevant in evaluating his testimony.   

                                                           
1360

 P-0315:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.95. 
1361

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797,p.24-26. 
1362

 P-0315:T-108,16:18-17:4,20:18-21:13. 
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460. Mr NTAGANDA provided detailed evidence regarding: the circumstances in which he 

was appointed to command the operation;
1363

 the forces involved and who commanded 

them;
1364

 the orders he issued;
1365

 his communications with the commanders 

involved;
1366

 the information he received from his commanders regarding the conduct 

of the operation before he arrived in Monbgbwalu;
1367

 how, when, and with whom he 

deployed to Mongbwalu;
1368

 his actions upon arriving in Mongbwalu when there was 

no more fighting in the town;
1369

 how he planned, organized and personally 

commanded the FPLC operation leading to the liberation of Sayo;
1370

 the setting up of 

the FPLC operational État-major at the Appartements;
1371

 the deployment of FPLC 

forces following the liberation of Sayo;
1372

 the evacuation of wounded FPLC 

members;
1373

 how and where he met with FPLC officers involved in the operations;
1374

 

the arrival of the Chef-EMG-FPLC and his delegation;
1375

 the content of his report to 

KISEMBO;
1376

 his touring the town of Mongbwalu with KISEMBO and his departure 

from Mongbwalu, returning to Bunia by plane.
1377

 

461. Mr NTAGANDA also testified openly, not holding back any information regarding 

events such as [REDACTED] and the measures he took in this regard;
1378

 information 

received concerning violations committed by a senior commander and how he 

reacted;
1379

 information he learned on the radio network concerning the capture of a 

                                                           
1363

 D-0300:T-216,44:11-45:1-5. 
1364

 D-0300:T-216-ENG,48:14-25(Annex E). 
1365

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0213 (second); Translation DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4035; D-0300:T-216 76:20-25. 
1366

 
1366

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (first) (Translation DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778) to DRC-D18-0001-

5748,p.5756 (second) (Translation DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5786); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0213 (first) 

Translation DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4035. 
1367

 D-0300:T-217,37:13-38:3. 
1368

 D-0300:T-217,37:22-38:21. 
1369

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0212 (second and third) (Translation DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4034); D-0300:T-

217,39:3-11. 
1370

 D-0300:T-235,58:6-7; T-217,48:12-52:2; T-223,43:14. 
1371

 D-0300:T-217,39:3-11;  
1372

 D-0300:T-217,48:5-55:3. 
1373

 D-0300:T-217,39:23-15-18, 67:19-68:12. 
1374

 D-0300:T-217,68:18-70:23. 
1375

 D-0300:T-217,76:21-77:4. 
1376

 D-0300:T-217,79:16-19, 85:25-86:12, 87:12-22. 
1377

 D-0300:T-218,4:23-5:10.  
1378

 [REDACTED]. 
1379

 D-0300:T-217,57:24-58:5. 
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priest by KASANGAKI and how he reacted;
1380

 and the messages he received and 

transmitted via his signora and phonie during this period.
1381

 

462. Significantly, Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony is corroborated by the Ntaganda-Logbooks 

which provide contemporaneous evidence on the actions of the FPLC both in 

Mongbwalu and elsewhere. Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony is also corroborated by inter 

alia the testimony of D-0017, [REDACTED].  

463. Conspicuously, the vast majority of the evidence provided by Mr NTAGANDA was 

not challenged by the Prosecution despite the unique opportunity and considerable time 

allotted for this purpose. This is undoubtedly a critical factor to be considered in 

evaluating Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony. 

464. In this regard, as addressed earlier, the evidence provided by insider witnesses 

including but not limited to P-0768, P-0017, P-0963, P-0907 and P-0901 cannot be 

relied upon to undermine Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony. In fact, after comparing the 

unreliable testimony of the Prosecution’s star insider witnesses with Mr 

NTAGANDA’s extensive, credible and plausible evidence, it is incontestable that the 

latter must be accorded full probative value. 

Section II - Logbooks 

465. Two logbooks comprising messages transmitted over the phonie network during the 

period from 19 November 2002 to 22 February 2003 inclusive were admitted in 

evidence. The Defence concurs with the Prosecution’s submission that the two FPLC 

logbooks
1382

 are key pieces of evidence, which contain contemporaneous information 

on the FPLC activities on a near daily basis.
1383

 

466. According to P-0245,
1384

 both Ntaganda-logbooks were seized from Mr 

NTAGANDA’s residence. Mr NTAGANDA recognized both logbooks as constituting 

his records of phonie communications transcribed by his radio operators at the time.
1385

 

                                                           
1380

 D-0300:T-217,70:24-73:18; T-237,2:22-3:24. 
1381

 D-0300: T-216,60:20-T-217,60:8, T-217,66:6-T-218,8:18. 
1382

 Herein after referred to as: ‘Ntaganda-Logbook’ (DRC-OTP-0017-0033), ‘Short-Ntaganda-Logbook’ (DRC-

D18-0001-5748) and together ‘Ntaganda-Logbooks’. 
1383

 D-0300:T-216,71:19-72:3; [REDACTED]. 
1384

 Metadata of DRC-OTP-0017-0033: “[REDACTED]”. 
1385

 D-0300:T-216,58:1-15;T-216,67:17-69:8. 
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Whereas the Prosecution underscores that 80% of the outgoing messages in the 

Ntaganda-Logbook are sent by Mr NTAGANDA,
1386

 this is not surprising considering 

that this logbook was maintained by Mr NTAGANDA’s signoras. In fact, it is logical 

and normal that most of the outgoing messages were sent by Mr NTAGANDA. 

Notably, the Ntaganda-Logbook is associated with the phonie in use most of the time at 

the residence of Mr NTAGANDA but also at other temporary static locations, when Mr 

NTAGANDA was travelling in the company of his signora(s). This was the case, for 

example, when Mr NTAGANDA travelled from Bunia to Mongbwalu [REDACTED] 

from 21-23 November and remained in Mongbwalu [REDACTED] during the period 

from 23-28 November 2002. 

467. The Prosecution erroneously refers to the short-Ntaganda-Logbook as “separate loose 

pages of Mr NTAGANDA’s radio communications”. Indeed, although the pages 

constituting the short-Ntaganda-Logbook were recorded in evidence in a non-

chronological order,
1387

 an examination of all pages recorded together – focusing on 

inter alia: (i) the presence of recto and verso pages, (ii) handwriting differences, (iii) 

ink colour differences, (iv) dates of events covered, (v) symbols such as arrows used to 

indicate a follow up page, (vi) empty spaces at the bottom of certain pages; and (vii) the 

manner in which the left side of the pages were ripped together – reveals that these 

pages constitute one ensemble with a first page comprising a message dated 19 

November 2002 and a last page comprising a last message dated 30 November 

2002.
1388

  

468. As for the order in which the pages of the Short-Ntaganda-Logbook were recorded in 

evidence,
1389

 Mr NTAGANDA testified that when examining the Short-Ntaganda-

Logbook, he realized that the pages were neither in a chronological order nor 

represented the sequence of events as they unfolded at the time.
1390

 Mr NTAGANDA 

thus rearranged the pages on the basis of the above criteria and, more importantly, his 

recollection of the events as they unfolded. The result is exhibit DRC-D18-0001-5748, 

                                                           
1386

 PCB,para.62.  
1387

 DRC-OTP-0017-0003. 
1388

 DRC-D18-0001-5748. 
1389

 D-0300:T-216,60:14-61:22. 
1390

 D-0300:T-216,60:14-67:16;T-235,20:2-8. 
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admitted in evidence on 22 May 2018.
1391

 Mr NTAGANDA explained how he arrived 

at this result.
1392

 The Prosecution affirmed that other than for one page, which it would 

have placed in a different order, it agreed on Mr NTAGANDA’s reordering of the 

pages.
1393

 Any attempt by the Prosecution to plead a different page order at this stage 

must be disregarded. In any event, an independent observer examining the pages of the 

Short-Ntaganda-Logbook - even without considering the content of the messages 

therein - would reach the same result as Mr NTAGANDA. What is more, if the content 

of the messages is taken into consideration, including the logical sequence of events 

based on inter alia the location of FPLC officers involved at the time, there can be no 

doubt that Mr NTAGANDA got it right. 

469. The Ntaganda-Logbooks were initially translated in French by the Prosecution. Since 

many discrepancies were identified, an inter partes accuracy verification procedure was 

triggered by the Chamber leading to the production of corrected translations which 

were admitted in evidence.
1394

  

 Probative value A.

470. The Ntaganda-Logbooks record the words used at the time by FPLC officers who 

transmitted messages, including Mr NTAGANDA. The Prosecution did not challenge 

the authenticity of any of the messages. Using the messages he transmitted and 

received, Mr NTAGANDA was able to explain and provide more detailed information 

regarding events mentioned therein, thereby enhancing the probative value of both the 

messages and Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony. That said, where the Prosecution did not 

examine a witness on a particular message relevant to its case, little if any probative 

value can be attached to arguments made on the basis of such messages. This was the 

case for example when the Prosecution examined [REDACTED]
1395

 without even 

bringing to his attention the [REDACTED],
1396

 [REDACTED]. 

                                                           
1391

 Decision on the admission of three items, ICC-01/04-02/06-2288.  
1392

 D-0300:T-216,60:14-67:16; T-235,20:2-8. 
1393

 D-0300:T-216,60:14-61:15. 
1394

 DRC-OTP-2102-3854; DRC-OTP-2102-3828. 
1395

 [REDACTED]; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0176 (fourth) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3998/DRC-OTP-

0171-0926,p.1070). 
1396

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0171 (first) (Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3993). 
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471. The fact that FPLC officers considered the phonie as a secure means of communication, 

through the use of codes, also enhances significantly the probative value of the 

information contained in the Ntaganda-Logbooks.
1397

 No FPLC officer could ever 

imagine at the time that the Ntaganda-Logbooks would later be used as evidence in a 

criminal trial.
1398

 

 Construction of the messages B.

472. The construction of the messages in the Ntaganda-Logbooks also bears particular 

importance regarding the weight that can be attributed to this evidence. Most messages 

contain: the person and/or unit sending the message; the person(s) and/or unit(s) to 

whom the message is addressed for action purposes; the person(s) and/or unit(s) to 

whom the message is sent for information purposes; a heading for archiving purposes, 

most of the time including a reference number illustrating the sequence of messages 

sent by a specific person or unit; and a military date-time group composed of six digits 

(the first two being the date and the next four being the time) along with a letter 

illustrating the time zone, followed by the month and a year. 

473. Testifying on numerous messages, Mr NTAGANDA explained the difference between 

an action addressee “TO” and an information addressee “INFO”.
1399

 He also explained 

certain conclusions that can be drawn from the information provided in addition to the 

content of the message. Indeed, when an outgoing message is addressed to an action 

addressee “TO”, this demonstrates that the sender and the receiver are not together in 

the same area.
1400

 Although there are some exceptions, the same conclusion applies to 

“INFO” addressees who are usually not in the same location as the sender. 

474. In this regard, the Prosecution’s submission that the absence of messages in the 

Ntaganda-Logbooks on a given day supports the inference that Mr NTAGANDA was 

close enough to his troops to use the Motorola or to address them in person, is without 

merit. Indeed, the absence of messages in the Ntaganda-Logbooks merely establishes 

that during this period, Mr NTAGANDA neither sent nor received any message. This 

                                                           
1397

 D-0300:T-213,17:25-18:7. 
1398

 D-0300:T-222,73:21-24. 
1399

 D-0300:T-216,70:15-72:3. 
1400

 See for example DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0213 (second); Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4035; DRC-OTP-

0017-0033,p.0212 (second); Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4034; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0209 (first); 

Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4031. 
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was the case for example when Mr NTAGANDA’s phonie was switched off. During 

the Mongbwalu operation, this happened when Mr NTAGANDA travelled from Bunia 

to Mongbwalu [REDACTED]. On these occasions, Mr NTAGANDA was not in VHF 

radio contact with either SALUMU or SEYI’s brigades.
1401

 Moreover, when Mr 

NTAGANDA was with SALUMU and his brigade in Mongbwalu, [REDACTED], 

which defeats the Prosecution’s argument.
1402

 

475. The construction of the Ntaganda-Logbooks is also relevant. While Mr NTAGANDA 

was able to provide insight on the content of many messages and confirmed having 

general knowledge of the procedure used to transcribe messages, he explained the 

difference between his knowledge and use of the logbooks in his capacity as a senior 

officer and the duties and responsibilities of his signora(s) for the technical aspects of 

the logbooks.
1403

 

476. Whereas the Short-Ntaganda-Logbook comprises messages received and transmitted 

during the period from 19-30 November 2002 in a single section, the messages 

transmitted and received in the Ntaganda-Logbook are found in two sections, “IN” and 

“OUT”.
1404

 Regarding the latter, Mr NTAGANDA [REDACTED] explained that the 

messages in the “IN” section were transcribed from left to right and top to bottom,
1405

 

starting on the first page.
1406

 As for the messages transmitted, they begin on the last 

page, are transcribed from right to left and top to bottom. Although it was expected that 

the messages would be transcribed in a chronological order, this was not always the 

case.
1407

 

                                                           
1401

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754(first) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784); DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5756 

(first) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5786); DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5758 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-

5778,p.5788); DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5760 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5790); DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0035 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3857). 
1402

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5762(first) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5792) to DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5774 

(third) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5804); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0211 (second,third); Transl.DRC-OTP-

2102-3854,p.4033; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0212 (second,third); Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4034. 
1403

 D-0300:T-216,80:9-23. 
1404

 D-0300:T-216,74:9-17;78:4-11,80:2-8; [REDACTED]. 
1405

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0034 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3856). 
1406

 [REDACTED]; D-0300:T-216,75:17-25. 
1407

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0211(third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854, p.4033); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0210 

(third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4032) DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0080 (third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.3902).  
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477. As for the simultaneous use of two logbooks in which messages transmitted and 

received by Mr NTAGANDA on the same dates were transcribed in one, the other or 

both, [REDACTED] Mr NTAGANDA provided an explanation.
1408

 

 The applicable procedure for transcribing messages  C.

478. Mr NTAGANDA explained his knowledge and understanding of the applicable 

procedure for the recording of phonie messages. 

479. Messages transmitted were communicated orally or in writing by the relevant officer to 

his signora; rewritten in coded language on a piece of paper; transmitted orally over the 

phonie; and subsequently transcribed in the logbook. To confirm that a particular 

message was sent, the relevant signora wrote ‘passed’ over the message. Messages 

received were heard over the phonie by a signora; transcribed in original coded 

language on a piece of paper; rewritten in clear language and transcribed in the 

logbook.
1409

 

480. Mr NTAGANDA also explained that he consulted the Ntaganda-Logbooks which were 

brought to him by a signora when he was present at his residence. Mr NTAGANDA 

consulted the Ntaganda-Logbooks whenever his busy schedule allowed him to do 

so.
1410

 Mr NTAGANDA focused his attention on the messages received; he seldom 

read the outgoing messages, which he only did out of curiosity, time permitting, 

because he was already aware of their content.
1411

  

481. Mr NTAGANDA testified that when consulting the logbooks, he found errors both in 

form and content
1412

 and acknowledged that he had not noticed these errors at the time. 

Considering the stressful times during which the messages where transcribed in the 

Ntaganda-Logbooks, Mr NTAGANDA stated that these errors did not surprise him.
1413

 

482. [REDACTED]. Notably, [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].  

                                                           
1408

 D-0300:T-216,81:6-12. 
1409

 D-0300:T-216,80:9-23;D-0300:T-216,71:19-72:3; [REDACTED]. 
1410

 D-0300:T-222,44:3-8;T-227,5:18-6:2. 
1411

 D-0300:T-216,80:24-81:5. 
1412

 D-0300:T-220,78:25-81:14; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0176(fourth) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3998); 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0171(fourth) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3993); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0175 

(third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3997). 
1413

 D-0300:T-226,91:10-19;T-220;19-21. 
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 [REDACTED] D.

483. The Prosecution’s submission that the Defence is precluded from challenging 

[REDACTED] evidence because the latter was not cross-examined is without merit. 

Leaving aside the reasons why [REDACTED] was not cross-examined; not recalled 

before the presentation of the case for the Defence and not recalled by the Chamber 

after the presentation of the case of the Defence; the Chamber must not assess 

[REDACTED] evidence on the basis of the totality of the evidence admitted. Thus, it is 

open to the parties to make submissions on the weight to be attributed to [REDACTED] 

testimony. In any event, other than for [REDACTED] evidence concerning the age of 

the [REDACTED], the Defence takes issue with limited parts of his evidence. 

Regarding the age issue, the Defence made it clear when raising objections during 

[REDACTED]examination-in-chief that his evidence was both unreliable as well as 

wholly implausible considering the degree of difficulty associated with [REDACTED]. 

484. The most important issue related to [REDACTED], [REDACTED] at the time, is not 

related to the evidence he provided. Rather, [REDACTED]. 

485. Indeed, the messages [REDACTED] in the Short-Ntaganda-Logbook confirmed that he 

was present with Mr NTAGANDA in Mongbwalu. To provide but one example on 25 

November 2002, [REDACTED]. Mr NTAGANDA testified that he personally wrote 

this message, [REDACTED] nor challenged by the Prosecution. Mr NTAGANDA’s 

handwriting is found on other pages of the Short-Ntaganda-Logbook where 

[REDACTED].
1414

  

486. Whereas [REDACTED] testified travelling with Mr NTAGANDA to Mongbwalu at a 

time when the airport was already controlled by the FPLC, he was evidently referring to 

his return to Bunia.
1415

 

487. Furthermore, the messages [REDACTED] in the Short-Ntaganda-Logbook during the 

period from 19 to 23 November
1416

 corroborate Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony that he 

                                                           
1414

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5753 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5783) ; DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5750 (Transl. 

DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5780) ; DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5773 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5803). 
1415

[REDACTED]; D-0300:T-218,4:23-5:10. 
1416

 DRC-D18-0001-5748, p.5748 (19 November 07h30-IN, 09h35-IN), p.5750 (19 November 07h39-IN, 

09h23-IN, 14h30-IN, 16h06-IN); DRC-OTP-0017-0033, p.0213 (19 November 13h05-IN), p.0213 (19 

November 13h10-OUT), p.0212 (19 November 13h14-OUT); DRC-D18-0001-5748, p.5752 (20 November 
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departed from Bunia on 21 November; spent the night of 21 November in Iga-Barriere; 

travelled to Mabanga on 22 November where he remained for the night and travelled to 

Mongbwalu on 23 November arriving late in the evening at all times in the company 

of[REDACTED].
1417

 

488. Strikingly, the messages in the Ntaganda-Logbooks corroborate his testimony as to his 

activities and whereabouts during this period. 

CHAPTER V – OVERVIEW OF THE SECOND FPLC ATTEMPT TO LIBERATE 

MONGBWALU  

489. This Chapter provides an overview of: (i) the manner in which Mr NTAGANDA was 

appointed to command the second FPLC attempt to liberate Mongbwalu; and Mr 

NTAGANDA’s activities and whereabouts while in command of the FPLC’s second 

attempt to liberate Mongbwalu. 

Section I – Mr Ntaganda’s appointment to command the forces involved in the FPLC’s 

second attempt to liberate Mongbwalu 

 

490. Further to the exchange of troops leading to the integration of JEROME’s forces in the 

FPLC, LUBANGA requested KISEMBO to travel to Aru in order to finalize the 

arrangements.
1418

 KISEMBO ordered Mr NTAGANDA to make this in his place.
1419

 

491. Mr NTAGANDA travelled to Aru by plane at the end of October/beginning of 

November
1420

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1421

 PETER was Mr 

NTAGANDA’s personal secretary who supervised the exchange of troops.
1422

 

[REDACTED] arrived in Bunia by plane, [REDACTED], [REDACTED], shortly 

before Mr NTAGANDA’s departure.
1423

 KISEMBO decided that [REDACTED] would 

best be employed if he returned with JEROME in Aru.
1424

 Mr NTAGANDA gave 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
07h30-IN, 08h35-IN), p.5754-5756 (21 November 19h38-IN), p.5758 (22 November no specific time-IN), 

p.5760 (23 November 07h14-IN, 07h40-IN). 
1417

 See infra Part IV,Chapt.V. 
1418

 D-0300:T-216,21:18-20. 
1419

 D-0300:T-216,21:12-15. 
1420

 [REDACTED].  
1421

 [REDACTED]. 
1422

 D-0300:T-215,71:21-72:2. 
1423

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1424

 [REDACTED]. 
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[REDACTED] to LUBANGA’s escorts and informed him that he had to return to 

[REDACTED].
1425

 SALUMU arrived in Bunia on the day Mr NTAGANDA 

departed.
1426

 Dressed in civilian clothes, he changed plane and accompanied Mr 

NTAGANDA to Aru.
1427

 When Mr NTAGANDA departed to Aru, SALUMU had not 

arrived in Bunia and was not yet in command of the Mandro Bde.
1428

 Mr NTAGANDA 

and SALUMU did not meet in Bunia. Mr NTAGANDA had no information about the 

military situation in Mongbwalu at that time.
1429

 

492. [REDACTED], Mr NTAGANDA testified that no weapons were taken on the flight on 

that day.
1430

 

493. Mr NTAGANDA did not deny that weapons were given to forces in Aru. He explained 

however how weapons were given to JEROME during the exchange of forces whereby: 

Mandro recruits travelled to Aru with their personal weapons; while JEROME soldiers 

travelled to Bunia without weapons.
1431

 In addition, a recoilless and a grenade launcher 

were also sent to Aru along with the Mandro recruits who went there.
1432

 During his 

stay in Aru and during his visit in Kandoyi, Mr NTAGANDA tried these weapons 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED]. Mr NTAGANDA confirmed however that uniforms 

were sent to all of JEROME’s forces to ensure that they would clearly be identified as 

FPLC forces. 

494. When travelling to Aru, Mr NTAGANDA did not know that SALUMU would be 

appointed Commander of the Brigade in Mandro.
1433

 Mr NTAGANDA also did not 

know that in his absence, an operation would be launched in Mongbwalu under the 

command of SALUMU.
1434

 [REDACTED]’s evidence that Mr NTAGANDA travelled 

to Aru to make arrangements for the operation in Mongbwalu based on information 

[REDACTED],
1435

 is wholly implausible. Notably, [REDACTED]’s evidence 

                                                           
1425

 [REDACTED]. 
1426

 D-0300:T-216,42:2-3. 
1427

 D-0300:T-216 23:21-24:4. 
1428

 D-0300:T-216,42:2-3; D-0300:T-216,7:20-24. 
1429

 D-0300 T-216,41:19-42:6. 
1430

 D-0300:T-234,47:19-22. 
1431

 D-0300: T-215,71:3-73:24;P-0901:T-31,66:25-67:2. 
1432

 D-0300:T-234,47:15-48:6. 
1433

 D-0300: T-216,42:2-3. 
1434

 D-0300:T-216-FRA,42:3-8(D-0300:T-216-ENG 43:15-19)(Annex E). 
1435

 [REDACTED].  
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concerning [REDACTED]
1436

 and the fact that [REDACTED] was not even aware that 

there was a first attempt to take Mongbwalu under the command of SALUMU
1437

 

renders his evidence unreliable. 

495. The Prosecution’s reference to a statement obtained by [REDACTED] – which was not 

admitted in evidence – that Mr NTAGANDA came to Aru to give the ‘GO’ for the 

Mongbwalu operation – must also be disregarded.
1438

 Mr NTAGANDA explained the 

context at the time, whereby APC forces from Mongbwalu were launching attacks 

against JEROME’s forces on the Mongbwalu-Aru axis up to Kandoyi and that it was 

necessary for JEROME’s forces to attack the APC with a view to forcing them to 

retreat in Mongbwalu.
1439

 Moreover, had Mr NTAGANDA been involved in the 

planning and/or conduct of the FPLC’s first attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, the 

evidence regarding Mr NTAGANDA’s capabilities as a high level commander leads to 

the conclusion that neither a shortage of ammunition
1440

 nor coordination problems as 

other witnesses have testified, would have plagued this attempt. 

496. Mr NTAGANDA provided evidence on his activities during his mission in Aru which 

lasted about two weeks.
1441

 

497. During Mr NTAGANDA’s absence from Bunia, KISEMBO organized, in his capacity 

as Chef-d’État-major-général, the forces assembled in Mandro
1442

 as a Bde and 

appointed SALUMU as its commander.
1443

 KISEMBO ordered SALUMU to launch an 

operation in Mongbwalu, which failed for various reasons, including a shortage of 

ammunition.
1444

 

                                                           
1436

 [REDACTED]. 
1437

 [REDACTED]. 
1438

 D-0300:T-234,60:4-61:19. 
1439

 D-0300:T-242,13:14-14:25. 
1440

 D-0300:T-216,44:4-9. 
1441

 D-0300:T-216,25:2-42:9;DRC-REG-0001-0393;D-0300:T-242,32:3-15:Kandoyi to Mongbwalu is 

approximately 160-170 kilometres; DRC-REG-0001-0393. 
1442

 These are the forces which were addressed by Chef KAHWA in Mandro. DRC-OTP-0082-0016,11:25-

29:37 (Transl. DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.193-440). 
1443

 D-0300:T-216,7:10-24. 
1444

 D-0300:T-216,44:4-9. 
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498. Until Mr NTAGANDA was informed of SALUMU’s failure to liberate Mongbwalu, 

when LUBANGA reached him on JEROME’s telephone,
1445

 he was not aware of the 

measures taken by KISEMBO in this regard. 

499. Mr NTAGANDA travelled back to Bunia at the earliest possibility and reported to 

KISEMBO and LUBANGA who entrusted him with the ‘command and control’ of the 

second attempt to liberate Mongbwalu. [REDACTED], [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED].
1446

 [REDACTED] SEYI was sent with the Aru Bde to participate in the 

Mongbwalu operation when Mr NTAGANDA ordered JEROME to provide a Bde for 

this purpose. 

500. Upon leaving Aru, Mr NTAGANDA received a video camera from JEROME as a 

gift.
1447

 This is the video camera that was used to record various events during the 

second FPLC attempt to liberate Mongbwalu. 

501. Upon landing in Bunia,
1448

 Mr NTAGANDA immediately reported to KISEMBO
1449

  

[REDACTED]. [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1450

 

502. KISEMBO provided information to Mr NTAGANDA regarding SALUMU’s attempt to 

liberate Mongbwalu. He told him that in his absence, he had appointed SALUMU 

Commander of the forces assembled in Mandro
1451

 and ordered him to launch an 

operation to liberate Mongbwalu.
1452

 He said SALUMU executed the plan but 

unfortunately failed due inter alia, to a shortage of ammunition.
1453

 

503. KISEMBO ordered Mr NTAGANDA to prepare in order to launch a new operation to 

free Mongbwalu
1454

 adding that SALUMU had returned to Mabanga with ammunition 

where he was preparing.
1455

 Mr NTAGANDA suggested that it was necessary to use 

                                                           
1445

 D-0300:T-234,61:9-10; D-0300:T-242,9:5-6; D-0300:T-216-ENG,41:12-15(Annex E); D-0300:T-

216,45:20-21. 
1446

 [REDACTED]. 
1447

 D-0300:T-216,41:3-8. 
1448

 D-0300:T-216,47:14. 
1449

 [REDACTED]. 
1450

 [REDACTED]. 
1451

 D-0300:T-216,43:10-11. 
1452

 D-0300:T-216,44:11-12. 
1453

 D-0300:T-216,43:10-11. 
1454

 D-0300:T-216,44:11-12. 
1455

 [REDACTED]. 
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some of JEROME’s forces in order to launch an operation on Mongbwalu on two 

fronts, which KISEMBO approved.
1456

 KISEMBO entrusted Mr NTAGANDA to lead 

the operation thereby placing the forces from Aru and Mandro under his command.
1457

  

504. During their encounter, Mr NTAGANDA reported to KISEMBO on his activities 

during his mission in Aru while KISEMBO informed him of his actions and other 

measures taken as Chef-d’État-major-général during his absence, including inter alia 

the creation and deployment of forces and the appointment of TCHALIGONZA as 

Commander of the Bunia bde.
1458

 KISEMBO thereafter instructed Mr NTAGANDA to 

go and see the President.
1459

 

505. LUBANGA confirmed KISEMBO’s order. LUBANGA explained the disastrous 

situation in Mongbwalu and the deplorable conditions in which its inhabitants were 

living.
1460

 LUBANGA added that it was necessary to “free the people from the 

oppression”.
1461

 LUBANGA did not issue any operational instructions to Mr 

NTAGANDA but provided him with a Thuraya.
1462

 

Section II - Mr Ntaganda’s activities and whereabouts while in command of the FPLC’s 

second attempt to liberate Mongbwalu  

 

506. Following his meeting with the President, Mr NTAGANDA called JEROME to inquire 

about the location of his forces.
1463

 JEROME informed Mr NTAGANDA that 

according to his latest information, his forces which had been fighting in Kandoyi were 

in a location called Damas.
1464

 Mr NTAGANDA ordered JEROME to make these 

forces available to participate in the operation to liberate Mongbwalu he was now in 

command of.
1465

 

                                                           
1456

 D-0300:T-216,44:13-17; D-0300:T-216,45:9-16. 
1457

 D-0300:T-216,45:1-5. 
1458

 D-0300:T-216,43:10-11 43:20-44:1 
1459

 D-0300:T-216,44:17-18. 
1460

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:43:59-01:44:14 (Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3766 ll.1664-1672); DRC-OTP-2058-

0251,01:49:24-01:50:21 (Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3766 ll.1830-1854); P-0907:T-91,30:7-32:6; P-0887:T-

94,45:8-49:18; D-0300:T-216 45:20-21. 
1461

 D-0300:T-216,45:21-46:15-23. 
1462

 D-0300:T-216,45:20-21. 
1463

 D-0300:T-216,45:21-22. 
1464

 D-0300:T-216-FRA,46:21-47(D-0300:T-216-ENG,48:14-21)(Annex E). 
1465

 D-0300:T-216,48:24-25 ; See also DRC-REG-0001-5526. 
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507. Mr NTAGANDA then [REDACTED]
1466

 [REDACTED]
1467

 [REDACTED].
1468

 Mr 

NTAGANDA then [REDACTED]
1469

 but did not [REDACTED].
1470

 LUBANGA 

confirmed [REDACTED]
1471

 and [REDACTED].
1472

 

508. [REDACTED] Mr NTAGANDA spent the night at Mr NTAGANDA’s home in 

Bunia.
1473

  

509. [REDACTED], [REDACTED],
1474

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1475

 

510. [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1476

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1477

 [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1478

 

511. [REDACTED]
1479

 [REDACTED].
1480

 [REDACTED].
1481

 [REDACTED].
1482

 

512. [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED],
1483

 [REDACTED]. 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1484

 [REDACTED].
1485

 

513. As demonstrated by the ten messages [REDACTED] in the Ntaganda-Logbooks,
1486

 Mr 

NTAGANDA’s phonie became operational on 19 November 2002. 

514. Through these messages, Mr NTAGANDA learned and understood in the morning of 

19 November 2002 that: (i) SALUMU (Mandro Bde) had sent 79 soldiers to Damas;
1487

 

                                                           
1466

 [REDACTED]. 
1467

 [REDACTED]. 
1468

 [REDACTED]. 
1469

 [REDACTED]. 
1470

 [REDACTED]. 
1471

 [REDACTED]. 
1472

 [REDACTED]. 
1473

 [REDACTED]. 
1474

 [REDACTED]. 
1475

 [REDACTED]. 
1476

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED], [REDACTED] , [REDACTED] . 
1477

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]. 
1478

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1479

 [REDACTED]. 
1480

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1481

 [REDACTED]. 
1482

 [REDACTED]; 
1483

 [REDACTED]. 
1484

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1485

 [REDACTED]. 
1486

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (first,second,third,fourth) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778); DRC-D18-

0001-5748,p.5750 (first,second,third) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5780); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0213 

(first,second) Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4035; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0212 (first) Transl. DRC-OTP-

2102-3854,p.4034. 
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SALUMU had sent SMG ammunition to SEYI, quantity 10;
1488

 SALUMU wanted Mr 

NTAGANDA to replace this ammunition by sending him SMG, quantity 20; SALUMU 

was taking steps for SEYI’s forces to reach Pili Pili, 10 kilometres from the 

objective;
1489

 SEYI had two small vehicles with him which had arrived during the 

night; and SEYI was waiting for the larger TATA vehicle which had broken down.
1490

   

515. Mr NTAGANDA recalled that on that day he met KISEMBO who gave him his own 

vehicle and requested the FEC President to find another vehicle in good order from 

him. Mr NTAGANDA sent this vehicle to the mechanics and it was ready the next 

day.
1491

 [REDACTED].
1492

 

516. Mr NTAGANDA returned to his residence
1493

 and, on the basis of the information in 

his possession, at 13h10, the order to Commander SEYI and to Commander SALUMU 

was transmitted to launch the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu: “avancez tous jusqu’a 

l’objectif”.
1494

 In the same message, Mr NTAGANDA informed the two commanders 

that his vehicles were being repaired and informed SALUMU that he would bring him 

the SMG ammunition he gave to SEYI. 
1495

 

517. At 14h30, a phonie message was received from Damas
1496

 indicating that the 79 

soldiers SALUMU had sent to that location
1497

 were already on their way back where 

SALUMU was. 

518. On 20 November 2002, Mr NTAGANDA received three messages including a request 

for material [REDACTED] in the Ntaganda-Logbooks.
1498

 From the message received 

at 08h35 from SALUMU, Mr NTAGANDA learned and understood that the soldiers 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1487

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778); D-0300:T-216 62:10-25. 
1488

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778). 
1489

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778). 
1490

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (second) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778); D-0300:T-216 62:10-25. 
1491

 D-0300:T-216-FRA 74:11-15(D-0300:T-216-ENG 77:4-7) (Annex E); D-0300:T-216,77:4-7. 
1492

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1493

 D-0300:T-216-ENG 54:14-16(D-0300:T-216-FRA 52:9-12) (Annex E). 
1494

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0213 (second); Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4035; D-0300:T-216 76:20-25. 
1495

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0213 (second); Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4035. 
1496

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5750 (second) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5780)(Annex E); D-0300:T-

216,65:3-11. 
1497

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5748 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778). 
1498

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5752 (first,second,third) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5782); DRC-D18-0001-

5748,p.5754 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784). 
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sent to Damas had returned to his location;
1499

 Commander SEYI could not be reached 

because he was on the move towards Pili Pili;
1500

 and further information would be 

available once SEYI would arrive at that location.
1501

 Questioned on the état de besoins 

at the bottom of the first page for that day,
1502

 Mr NTAGANDA did not recall this 

information and could not confirm that it was connected to the information received 

from SALUMU. Mr NTAGANDA expressed the view based on the type of equipment 

requested, in particular pont avant, traction 4x4 and carburant, which can only be used 

with vehicles, that these items were not requested by SALUMU because he did not 

have vehicles.
1503

 Mr NTAGANDA also confirmed that he did not bring this kind of 

material when deploying to Mongbwalu.
1504

 

519. On 21 November 2002, Mr NTAGANDA departed from Bunia
1505

 [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1506

 Mr NTAGANDA 

left Bunia before darkness on that day
1507

 with two vehicles
1508

 on which 

ammunition
1509

 and a B-10 were loaded.
1510

 During the period before leaving Bunia, Mr 

NTAGANDA and his bodyguards conducted preparations for the Mongbwalu 

operation, including obtaining ammunition [REDACTED].
1511

 During this period, it 

was not possible for Mr NTAGANDA to communicate with his two commanders, 

SALUMU and SEYI, who did not have Thuraya, by means other than phonie.
1512

 

Regarding the latter, Mr NTAGANDA [REDACTED] to learn from the messages that 

SEYI was leading the Aru brigade [REDACTED].
1513

 Mr NTAGANDA called 

JEROME before leaving Bunia to inquire about this situation.
1514

 

                                                           
1499

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5750 (second) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5780)(Annex E). 
1500

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784). 
1501

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784). 
1502

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5752 (bottom of the page) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5782). 
1503

 D-0300:T-235,10:2-11:22; DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5752 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784). 
1504

 D-0300:T-235,10:19-11:7. 
1505

 DRC-REG-0001-0066;Bunia-Mongbwalu; D-0300:T-217,21:23-24:3. 
1506

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1507

 D-0300:T-216,85:1-5; [REDACTED] 
1508

 D-0300 :T-216-CONF-FRA,74:13-15(D-0300:T-216,77:4-7)(Annex E). 
1509

 D-0300 :T-216,85:12-19. 
1510

 D-0300:T-216,85:14-15. 
1511

 [REDACTED]. 
1512

 D-0300:T-216,86:1-6. 
1513

 [REDACTED]. 
1514

 D-0300:T-216,45:17-22. 
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520. Mr NTAGANDA and his group reached Iga-Barrière in the early evening, stopping for 

the night.
1515

 [REDACTED] four messages including two requests for material.
1516

 Two 

of these messages where from Commander SEYI and Commander SALUMU from 

which Mr NTAGANDA learned and understood that: the Aru brigade under the 

command of SEYI was now in Pluto, 7 kilometers from the objective;
1517

 SEYI’s forces 

were engaged by the enemy which attacked his three vehicles that could no longer be 

moved;
1518

 Commander SEYI lost three soldiers and fifteen more where injured;
1519

 

SEYI was surrounded by the enemy and was requesting assistance;
1520

 SALUMU’s Bde 

was on the move and therefore not reachable by phonie until 22h30.
1521

 From a 

message received from Aru, [REDACTED], Mr NTAGANDA also learned that 

[REDACTED]
1522

 [REDACTED].
1523

 In Iga-Barriere, Mr NTAGANDA addressed the 

population; he explained the objective of the attack on Mongbwalu was to ensure their 

security.
1524

  

521. On 22 November 2002, Mr NTAGANDA left Iga-Barrière in the morning,
1525

 going 

through Nizi, reaching Mabanga in the evening.
1526

 Mr NTAGANDA recalls that it was 

raining and that the travelling conditions were very difficult.
1527

 On that day, 

[REDACTED] two messages in the short-Ntaganda-Logbook,
1528

 one in the morning 

and one in the evening. Mr NTAGANDA testified that the first message was received 

in Iga-Barrière before setting out for Mabanga
1529

 while the second one was received in 

Mabanga [REDACTED].
1530

 Since Mr NTAGANDA did not receive any message from 

                                                           
1515

 D-0300:T-216,85:1-5;T-216,85:18-19; D-0300:T-217,22:13; DRC-REG-0001-0066; D-0017:T-253,39:16. 
1516

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (second,third) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784); DRC-D18-0001-

5748,p.5756 (first,second) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5786). 
1517

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (third) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784). 
1518

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (third) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784). 
1519

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (third) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5784)(Annex E); See also DRC-D18-

0001-5748 (second) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5778). 
1520

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5754 (third) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-57788,p.5784). 
1521

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5756 (second) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5786). 
1522

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED].  
1523

 [REDACTED]. 
1524

 D-0300:T-217,62:12-27:18. 
1525

 D-0300:T-217,29:7-9. 
1526

 D-0300:T-221,73:1-7; See also D-0300:T-217 23:5-9; DRC-REG-0001-0066. 
1527

 D-0300:T-217,29:20-21; T-217,33:1-2. 
1528

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5758 (first,second,third,fourth) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5788). 
1529

 D-0300:T-217,28:17-29:9. 
1530

 [REDACTED]. 
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SEYI and SALUMU on that day, he understood that the operation was ongoing and that 

the fighting had probably begun in Mongbwalu. 

522. In the morning of 23 November 2002, while in Mabanga, [REDACTED] two messages 

in the short-Ntaganda-Logbook,
1531

 one from Mahagi and the other from Aru.
1532

 That 

morning, Mr NTAGANDA addressed civilians gathered in Mabanga before setting out 

for Mongbwalu.
1533

 TIGER ONE filmed the event on Mr NTAGANDA’s camera.
1534

 

Some civilians expressed the wish to follow Mr NTAGANDA and his group but Mr 

NTAGANDA refused saying that he had to make sure that Mongbwalu was liberated 

first.
1535

 Mr NTAGANDA was given a megaphone and had to stand on a table so that 

everyone could hear his message.
1536

 

523. The road from Mabanga to Mongbwalu was difficult and even so more from Dala to 

Mongbwalu.
1537

 In Mabanga, the chef de localité informed Mr NTAGANDA that the 

road though Lalu was not practicable and provided him with a group of civilians, 

approximately 20-25, to assist with the transport of ammunition.
 1538

 Mr 

NTAGANDA’s group nonetheless travelled from Mabanga to Lalu to Dala by vehicle, 

where they met the civilians selected by the chef de localité in Mabanga, who unloaded 

the ammunition from the vehicles. These civilians were more than happy to assist Mr 

NTAGANDA in this task.
1539

 They did not have weapons.
1540

  

524. Leaving Dala on foot,
1541

 the civilians carried the ammunition. Going through the forest 

was very difficult as the trail was very slippery due to the heavy rain and mud.
1542

 This 

was also filmed by SALONGO.
1543

   

                                                           
1531

 [REDACTED]. 
1532

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5760 (first,second) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5790). 
1533

D-0300:T-223,45:21-46 :9; T-217,31:9-31 :7. 
1534

 D-0300:T-216,86:25-87:3; See also D-0300:T-217,23:11-25; T-217,32:21-33:2; DRC-REG-0001-0066. 
1535

 D-0300:T-217,31:9-18. 
1536

 D-0300:T-217,32 :3-7. 
1537

 D-0300:T-217,29:20-21; T-217,33:1-2. 
1538

 D-0300:T-217,32:21-23. 
1539

 D-0300:T-217,34:10-14. 
1540

 D-0300:T-217,34:7-9. 
1541

 D-0300:T-216,86:22-87:3; T-217,24:11-25:25; DRC-REG-0001-0067. D-0300:T-216,86:22-87:3; T-

217,24:11-25:25; DRC-REG-0001-0067. 
1542

 D-0300:T-217,34:24,35:19-20. 
1543

 D-0300:T-216,86:24-87:3. 
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525. Mr NTAGANDA’s group and the civilians carrying the ammunition reached 

Mongbwalu airport
1544

 in the evening when it was already dark, where they were 

welcomed by members of SALUMU’s brigade.
1545

 The airport had been secured and 

there was no fighting there.
1546

 Mr NTAGANDA and his group were escorted from the 

airport to SALUMU’s État-major, a house located in Camp Goli.
1547

   

526. D-0017’s evidence corroborates Mr NTAGANDA’s travel from Bunia to Mongbwalu 

over a period of three days.
1548

 

527. In the presence of SALONGO and KASANGAKI, Mr NTAGANDA was briefed by 

SALUMU, whom he met for the first time
1549

 since the latter, coming from Aru, was 

appointed commander of the MANDRO Bde. SALUMU informed Mr NTAGANDA 

that, inter alia: when his Bde arrived and the fighting was going on at the airport, there 

were no inhabitants in the centre of Mongbwalu; there was no more fighting in 

Mongbwalu but he had approximately ten wounded soldiers in his brigade; and SEYI’s 

Bde which had arrived from Pluto also had some wounded soldiers.
1550

 SALUMU also 

informed Mr NTAGANDA where his and SEYI’s forces were deployed and he talked 

about people of god being in the Catholic Church.
1551

 Mr NTAGANDA asked 

SALUMU whether he had assigned any troops to provide security for them, which 

SALUMU confirmed.
1552

 

528. SALUMU went on to say that some enemy remained in Sayo facing SEYI’s forces at 

the factory.
1553

 SALUMU also said that from the Appartements, Mr NTAGANDA 

would be able to see Sayo.
1554

 [REDACTED].
1555

 

529. The following day, [REDACTED], [REDACTED] six messages in the Ntaganda-

Logbooks, two outgoing messages
1556

 and four incoming messages.
1557

 

                                                           
1544

 DRC-REG-0001-0068,(1)Mongbwalu airport. 
1545

 D-0300:T-217,35:24-36:6. 
1546

 D-0300:T-217,36:16-23. 
1547

 D-0300:T-216 79:17-19 (Annex E); DRC-REG-0001-0068,(2)Camp GOLI. 
1548

 D-0017:T-253-FRA 39:13-17(D-0017:T-253-ENG 39:17-19)(Annex E); See also D-0300:T-217 23:5-9; 

DRC-REG-0001-0066. 
1549

 D-0300:T-216,7:8-9; See also D-0300:T-216,6:20-7:7. 
1550

 D-0300:T-217,37:13-24. 
1551

 D-0300:T-217,37:13-24; T-217,38:2-3; DRC-REG-0001-0068,(6)Church in Sayo. 
1552

 D-0300:T-217,37:18-19. 
1553

 D-0300:T-217,38 :2-3. 
1554

 D-0300:T-217,37:22-24. 
1555

 [REDACTED]. 
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530. The first three messages received by Mr NTAGANDA at 07h15 were not related to the 

situation in Mongbwalu.
1558

 At 10h07 and 10h10, Mr NTAGANDA transmitted two 

messages, the first to JEROME Comd-NE-OpSec and the second to all stations 

requesting all units to ensure that the enemy would not close in on them.
1559

 

531. In the morning, Mr NTAGANDA visited the wounded soldiers and asked SALUMU to 

make troops available to launch an operation to take care of the situation in Sayo.
1560

 

Along with SALONGO, MUREFU and KASANGAKI, Mr NTAGANDA deployed to 

the Appartements.
1561

 Mr NTAGANDA found a suitable location from where he could 

fire the 12.7mm operated by MUREFU, the B-10 operated by GEGE and NDURU and 

the 60mm mortar manned by one of the bodyguards.
1562

 Mr NTAGANDA was in 

contact with SEYI at the Usine.
1563

 SEYI had a grenade launcher which belonged to 

SALUMU’s Bde. 

532. Mr NTAGANDA personally commanded this operation.
1564

 Notably, there were no 

civilians remaining in Sayo; only the enemy could be observed.
1565

 Having assessed the 

strength of the enemy and identified where they were, Mr NTAGANDA first ordered 

the firing of a 60 mm mortar, which fell short of the target.
1566

 Mr NTAGANDA then 

ordered the B-10 to be fired at the enemy he observed in Sayo.
1567

 The enemy`s 

reaction was instantaneous; they immediately started to flee.
1568

 

533. KASANGAKI who was with Mr NTAGANDA requested and was authorised to move 

up to Sayo to secure the town. Along with some of Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards 

KASANGAKI went up to SEYI’s position at the Usine where he teamed up with 

additional forces and two commanders, THEOPHILE and KAZUNGU.
1569

 Remaining 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1556

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0212 (second,third); Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4034. 
1557

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5762(first,second,third)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5792); DRC-D18-0001-

5748,p.5764(first)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5794). 
1558

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5760 (first) (Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5792). 
1559

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0212 (second and third) (Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4034). 
1560

 D-0300:T-217,39:3-11. 
1561

 D-0300:T-217,39:3-11; DRC-REG-0001-0068,(3)Appartements. 
1562

 D-0300:T-217,48:12-20. 
1563

 D-0300:T-223,43:14;T-217,51:18-52:2; DRC-REG-0001-0068,(4)Usine. 
1564

 D-0300:T-235,58:6-7. 
1565

 D-0300:T-217,56:1-2; P-0800:T-68,31:10. 
1566

 D-0300:T-217,49:18-23. 
1567

 D-0300:T-217,51:7-24. 
1568

 D-0300:T-217,49:20-51:9.  
1569

 D-0300:T-217,54:14-55:3. 
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in radio contact with Mr NTAGANDA, KASANGAKI’s forces continued on their way 

to Sayo.
1570

 At some point, KASANGAKI having reached Sayo, a grenade was fired 

from SEYI`s position prompting KASANGAKI to request and Mr NTAGANDA to 

order that no more grenades be fired, to avoid fratricide.
1571

 

534. Sometime later, KASANGAKI whose group had ensured that no enemy were present in 

Sayo and secured the town, contacted Mr NTAGANGA to inform him that this was the 

case.
1572

 Mr NTAGANDA as the senior commander present went up to Sayo along 

with SALONGO who was recording the  scene on Mr NTAGANDA’s video camera, 

D-0017 who was with Mr NTAGANDA at the Appartements on that day did not go up 

to Sayo.
1573

 In Sayo, Mr NTAGANDA met up with SEYI who also went up to Sayo 

when the town was secured and also met with SALUMU at some point.
1574

 Mr 

NTAGANDA did observe however the impact where the B-10 round fell close to the 

square. 

535. Close to the church, Mr NTAGANDA saw one dead enemy body.
1575

 Mr NTAGANDA 

congratulated the troops who were already setting up their defence perimeter close to 

the church and their commanders, for a job well done.
1576

 Mr NTAGANDA testified 

that the church was neither affected nor hit during the fighting, you could come in and 

see everything that was in the church, the doors were open, there was no one in the 

church.
1577

 At one point, one of Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards showed up having 

captured an enemy.
1578

 Mr NTAGANDA ordered the release of the prisoner telling him 

to convey the message to the enemy not to come back to Sayo.
1579

 On this, Mr 

NTAGANDA returned to the Appartements, leaving the forces there to organise.
1580

 

                                                           
1570

 D-0300:T-217,48:5-20. 
1571

 D-0300:T-217,49:20-51:9.  
1572

 D-0300:T-217,54:14-55:3. 
1573

 D-0300:T-217,51:18-53:18  
1574

 D-0300:T-217,54:2-13;T-217,54:14-55:3; DRC-REG-0001-0068,(5)Sayo. 
1575

 D-0300:T-217,50:22-51:2. 
1576

 D-0300:T-235,217,54:8-12. 
1577

 D-0300:T-217 55:18-56:2. 
1578

 D-0300:T-217,54:8-11. 
1579

 D-0300:T-235,84:17-85:1.  
1580

 D-0300:T-235,217,54:15-17. 
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536. [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1581

 Mr NTAGANDA testified “[REDACTED]”.
1582

 He 

ordered [REDACTED].
1583

 Mr NTAGANDA told [REDACTED].
1584

 Mr 

NTAGANDA also took [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1585

 

537. Mr NTAGANDA set up the FPLC operational État-major at the Appartements. In the 

evening, Mr NTAGANDA was contacted on his motorola by SALUMU who informed 

him that ABELANGA was harassing and searching civilians in Mongbwalu.
1586

 Mr 

NTAGANDA immediately ordered that ABELANGA, despite his senior position as Bn 

Commander, be arrested and placed in detention forthwith. Mr NTAGANDA also 

contacted ABELANGA by Motorola to inform him personally of the measures he had 

just ordered.
1587

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED]. 

538. The last message [REDACTED], received at 13h45 on that day, informed Mr 

NTAGANDA that the President had arrived in Aru for the funerals of the Governor 

who died in an ambush in Mahagi.
1588

 Mr NTAGANDA confirmed when this message 

was received, he was involved in the Sayo operation.
1589

 

539. On 25 November, [REDACTED] four messages in the short-Ntaganda-Logbook.
1590

 

The second one being a message transmitted by Mr NTAGANDA to JEROME, Comd-

NE-OpSec at 09h15.
1591

 In this message, Mr NTAGANDA informed JEROME that he 

was in Mongbwalu and told him that he wanted his forces based in Mahagi to attack the 

enemy in Ndrele.
1592

 Mr NTAGANDA also requested JEROME to inform KISEMBO, 

if he was still there, that Mongbwalu had now been liberated.  

                                                           
1581

 D-0300: [REDACTED]. 
1582

 D-0300: [REDACTED]. 
1583

 D-0300: [REDACTED] 
1584

 D-0300: [REDACTED] 
1585

 D-0300: [REDACTED]. 
1586

 D-0300:T-217,57:24-58:2. 
1587

 D-0300: T-217,58:3-5. 
1588

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5764 (first) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5794).  
1589

 D-0300:T-217,40:24-41:10. 
1590

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5766(first,second)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5796); DRC-D18-0001-

5748,p.5768 (first,second) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5798). 
1591

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5766 (second) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5796). 
1592

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5762 first)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5792).  
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540. Mr NTAGANDA then called KISEMBO on his Thuraya asking him to send an airplane 

to come and fetch the wounded.
1593

 During this conversation, KISEMBO informed Mr 

NTAGANDA that he would arrive in Mongbwalu the next day.
1594

 

541. [REDACTED]. Mr NTAGANDA was present at the airport along with SALONGO, 

SALUMU, SEYI and KASANGAKI when the airplane landed.
 1595

 [REDACTED].
1596

 

The airplane took off shortly thereafter. [REDACTED]a Thuraya intended for 

SALUMU
1597

  [REDACTED] Mr NTAGANDA gave it to SALONGO.
1598

 

542. On 25 November, Mr NTAGANDA also convened a meeting for all officers involved 

in the operation, which took place after the plane departed with the wounded.
1599

 This 

meeting took place at SALUMU’s État-major in camp Goli. [REDACTED]. 

[REDACTED],
1600

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].
1601

  

543. Following the officers’ meeting, as Mr NTAGANDA was returning to the 

Appartements, he heard a motorola radio communication between SALUMU and 

KASANGAKI.
1602

 KASANGAKI informed SALUMU that he had arrested a priest in 

the bush along with three nuns and brought them back to the Appartements.
 1603

 Mr 

NTAGANDA did not like what he heard and was mad at SALUMU.
1604

 He 

immediately intervened on the radio network, informing KASANGAKI that he was on 

his way to the Appartements and to wait for him there. Once at the Appartements, 

KASANGAKI informed Mr NTAGANDA that he wanted to interrogate the priest due 

to information he received that the latter had collaborated with the combatants and the 

APC to mistreat the population.
1605

 On this basis, Mr NTAGANDA authorised 

KASANGAKI to interrogate the priest. Mr NTAGANDA had no reason to believe that 

                                                           
1593

 D-0300:T-217,39:23-15-18. 
1594

 D-0300:T-237,40:10-18. 
1595

 [REDACTED]. 
1596

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED].  
1597

 [REDACTED]. 
1598

 [REDACTED] 
1599

 D-0300:T-217,68:18-70:23.  
1600

 [REDACTED]. 
1601

 [REDACTED]. 
1602

 D-0300:T-217,70:17-71:4. 
1603

 D-0300:T-217,70:24-73:18; T-237,2:22-3:24. 
1604

 D-0300:T-217,70:24-71:4. 
1605

 D-0300:T-237,3:20-24. 
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KASANGAKI would hurt the priest.
1606

 KASANGAKI informed Mr NTAGANDA 

that the three nuns had insisted on accompanying the priest to the Appartements but that 

they were not detained.
1607

 Mr NTAGANDA spoke to the three nuns. He reassured 

them and told them they would be taken home once the priest’s interrogation was 

over.
1608

 Mr NTAGANDA also spoke with the priest. Neither the priest, nor Mr 

NTAGANDA identified themselves during this encounter.
1609

 Mr NTAGANDA did not 

request information regarding the ethnic group to which the priest belonged.
1610

 Mr 

NTAGANDA never asked this kind of information.
1611

 Mr NTAGANDA returned to 

the place he was living further up at the Appartements.
1612

  

544. The next day, 26 November, [REDACTED] three messages in the Ntaganda-Logbooks: 

two incoming messages not related to the situation in Mongbwalu
1613

 and one message 

transmitted by Mr NTAGANDA at 07h35 to JEROME, Comd-NE-OpSec.
1614

 

545. On that day, KISEMBO arrived in Mongbwalu by plane along with a group of people, 

[REDACTED]: [REDACTED], [REDACTED]; [REDACTED], [REDACTED]; 

[REDACTED].
1615

 Mr NTAGANDA was present at the airport to welcome the Chef-

d’État-major-général, [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1616

 Mr NTAGANDA explained 

[REDACTED].
1617

 

546. Mr NTAGANDA was interviewed by the journalist who arrived with the delegation.
1618

 

Mr NTAGANDA provided information intended both for the public at large as well as 

to send a message to the enemy. Mr NTAGANDA explained that including information 

which would cause the enemy to have concerns was not common practice.
1619

 

                                                           
1606

 D-0300:T-217,73:8-13; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0087 (third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3909). 
1607

 D-0300:T-217,72:13-21;T-237,5:6-17. 
1608

 D-0300:T-217,72:18-21. 
1609

 D-0300:T-237,5:18-7:7. 
1610

 D-0300:T-237,6:4-8. 
1611

 D-0300:T-237,7:5-7. 
1612

 D-0300:T-217,73:14-18. 
1613

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5769(first)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5799); DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5770 

(first) (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5780). 
1614

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0211(third)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4033). 
1615

 [REDACTED]. 
1616

 [REDACTED]. 
1617

 [REDACTED]. 
1618

 D-0300:T-217,78:11-15. 
1619

 D-0300:T-235,85:2-87:4; D-0300:T-241,55:15-56:12.  
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547. Only one vehicle was available at the airport, [REDACTED] .
1620

 [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1621

 

548. KISEMBO’s delegation first stop was at the destroyed Usine.
1622

 No inference can be 

drawn from KISEMBO’s delegation visit to the Usine. Moreover, no inference can be 

drawn from the commentary of the journalist concerning the possibility that the usine 

could resume its activities if the FPLC was successful in bringing back peace in 

Mongbwalu. 

549. KISEMBO’s delegation then made its way to the Appartements.
1623

 [REDACTED]. 

[REDACTED].  

550. At the Appartements, Mr NTAGANDA met with KISEMBO to brief him on the 

conduct of the Mongbwalu operation.
1624

 Mr NTAGANDA briefed KISEMBO on, 

inter alia: the manner in which the operation was conducted; [REDACTED]; the 

presence at the Appartements of the priest and the three nuns; KASANGAKI’s request 

to interrogate the priest.
1625

 KISEMBO also informed Mr NTAGANDA of his actions 

as Chef-d’État-major-général since Mr NTAGANDA was entrusted with the command 

of the Mongbwalu operation, including inter alia the appointment of Alex 

MUNYALIZI as Bde Commander on the road going towards Beni.
1626

 

551. Mr NTAGANDA’s briefing to KISEMBO in Mongbwalu marked the end of the period 

during which Mr NTAGANDA exercised ‘effective command and control’ over the 

Aru and Mandro Bde, which took part in the FPLC operations in Mongbwalu. 

552. On the same day, KISEMBO is seen on the Mongbwalu video, being briefed by his 

officers, including inter alia: KASANGAKI, SALUMU and Mr NTAGANDA.
1627

 

[REDACTED]. Having a clear view on the terrain and Sayo, KISEMBO is briefed on 

the manner in which the operation was conducted and how the Lendu combatants were 

                                                           
1620

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1621

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,12:59-13:08. 
1622

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,16:36-43:07 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.269-581). 
1623

DRC-OTP-2058-0251,45:52-46:16 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.664-672). 
1624

 D-0300:T-217,80:17-82:8. 
1625

 [REDACTED]. 
1626

 D-0300:T-217,87:12-22. 
1627

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,46:16-48:19 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766, ll.672-698). 
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fleeing.
1628

 Only one car is seen at the Appartements at this moment, which further 

confirms that no other vehicles were available at the Appartements at the time.
1629

 

Notably, no mention is made of Nzebi or of any operations conducted by the FPLC in 

Nzebi. That night, [REDACTED], KISEMBO and his officers watched Mr 

NTAGANDA’s video.
1630

 Although Mr NTAGANDA’s video was neither found, nor 

admitted into evidence, it remains significant considering the scenes recorded and the 

observations provided by witnesses on the same.
1631

  

553. On the next day, 27 November, [REDACTED] five messages in the Ntaganda-

Logbooks, including three incoming messages not related to the presence of the FPLC 

in Mongbwalu
1632

 and two messages transmitted by Mr NTAGANDA.
1633

 

Significantly, the two messages transmitted by Mr NTAGANDA are actually one and 

the same message. This message was first written personally by Mr NTAGANDA in 

the short-Ntaganda-Logbook
1634

 [REDACTED].
1635

 The simultaneous presence of these 

two messages was not explained, [REDACTED]. 

554. On the same day, KISEMBO and Mr NTAGANDA toured Mongbwalu together. What 

can be seen on the Mongbwalu video regarding this visit is highly significant as it 

demonstrates KISEMBO, Mr NTAGANDA and the FPLC’s intent for all Mongbwalu 

inhabitants to return.
1636

 It also depicts measures taken and intended to restore peace in 

Mongbwalu.
1637

 It further demonstrates that KISEMBO, Mr NTAGANDA and the 

FPLC did not act with a discriminatory intent against non-Hema civilians. 

555. The Mongbwalu video also illustrates that the situation in Mongbwalu is calm;
1638

 that 

inhabitants are returning;
1639

 there are no vehicles moving around in the streets; that no 

property was destroyed;
1640

 and that houses with iron sheet roofs are still intact.
1641

 

                                                           
1628

 D-0300:T-235,77:16-79:1. 
1629

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,45:52-49:53. 
1630

 [REDACTED]. 
1631

 P-0017:T-58,70:12-17; D-0017:T-252,9:9-11; P-0002:T-172,3:15-4:19; D-0300:T-222,74:7-76:20. 
1632

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5772(first,second,third)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5802). 
1633

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5773(first)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5803); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0211 

(second); Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4033. 
1634

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5773 (first)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5803). 
1635

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0211(second)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4033). 
1636

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:35:58-01:37:22. 
1637

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:34:49-01:37:46;01:43:18-01:46:58;01:47:08-01:57:14.  
1638

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:35:58-01:37:22.  
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556. KISEMBO and Mr NTAGANDA are also seen on the video visiting two religious 

congregations; KISEMBO reassuring the nuns while Mr NTAGANDA is taking 

measures to ensure the security of the perimeter on the outside.
 1642

 

557. On the next day, Mr NTAGANDA departed from Mongbwalu by plane [REDACTED]: 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED]; [REDACTED], [REDACTED]; [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED].
1643

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
1644

 

558. On that day, 28 November, [REDACTED] three messages in the short-Ntaganda-

Logbooks before leaving Mongbwalu.
1645

 The absence of messages between 11h45 on 

28 November 2002
1646

 and 30 November 2002
1647

 coupled with the outgoing message 

in the Ntaganda-Logbook transmitted on 29 November at 08h55
1648

 corroborates Mr 

NTAGANDA’s testimony that he departed for Mongbwalu on 28 November mid-day 

and that he was operational again at his residence in Bunia on 29 November 2002 at 

08h55.
1649

 

559. During the period from 29 November 2002 at 08h55 until 10 December at 10h45, the 

multiple messages [REDACTED] in the Ntaganda-Logbooks demonstrate that Mr 

NTAGANDA was neither in Mongbwalu nor in Kilo during this period.
1650

 In fact, it 

can be concluded on the basis of these messages that Mr NTAGANDA was indeed in 

Bunia during this period. 

CHAPTER VI – NEITHER MR NTAGANDA NOR THE FPLC COMMITTED THE 

CRIMES CHARGED IN RELATION TO THE FIRST ATTACK 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1639

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:35:58-01:37:22. 
1640

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:35:58-01:37:22. 
1641

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:35:58-01:37:22.  
1642

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:50:58-01:25:49. 
1643

 [REDACTED]. 
1644

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1645

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5774(first,second,third)(Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5804). 
1646

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5774(third)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5804). 
1647

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5776(third)(Transl. DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5806). 
1648

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0211(first)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4033). 
1649

 D-0300:T-218,4:19-5:1. 
1650

 Short-NTAGANDA-Logbook from DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5774(third)(Transl. DRC-D18-0001-

5778,p.5804) to DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5776(fourth)(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5806); NTAGANDA-

Logbook from DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0211(first)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4033) to DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0208(fourth)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4030). 
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560. This Chapter addresses the evidence adduced in relation to the crimes charged for the 

First Attack.  

561. Notably, Mr NTAGANDA is not charged for direct co-perpetration for any of these 

crimes and the Prosecution’s submissions in this regard should be disregarded. 

562. Moreover, the Prosecution’s submission at para. 1032 regarding the purported 

“repetition of the same pattern of crimes in the years following the events charged in 

this case” to prove Mr NTAGANDA’s intent in relation to the First Attack and the 

Second Attack, is misplaced, misguided and should be disregarded altogether. 

Section I – Contextual elements  

 

563. Contrary to the PTC’s finding, the events leading to the charges laid in this case took 

place in the context of an international armed conflict. Nonetheless, the Defence makes 

no specific submissions on the character of the conflict at this time. 

564.  The Defence also makes no submission at this time regarding the PTC’s finding on the 

contextual elements for war crime pursuant to Art.8. 

565. The Defence submits that the contextual elements for crimes against humanity pursuant 

to Art.7 have not been proved.  

566. Neither the UPC-RP nor the FPLC as organizations, either individually or collectively, 

adopted a policy to attack civilians.
1651

 Moreover, the UPC-RP and the FPLC, 

individually or collectively, did not launch a widespread or systematic attack directed 

against the non-Hema civilian population of Ituri. Accordingly, Mr NTAGANDA does 

not incur any individual criminal responsibility for the crimes against humanity charged 

in Counts 1, 4, 10 and 12. 

567. Lastly, the Defence submits that the UPC-RP and FPLC did not have a common plan to 

oust non-Hema civilians in order to take political and military control of Ituri. 

                                                           
1651
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Section II – No Hema civilian supporters were integrated in or under the command of 

the FPLC  

 

568. There were no ‘Hema civilian supporters or combatants’ within FPLC ranks. From the 

moment APC mutineers loyal to LUBANGA and others, having trained in 

TCHAKWANZI in 2001 or not, began to assemble in Mandro with the aim of 

protecting the population of Ituri against the RCD-KML and LOMPONDO’s evil 

intentions, the aim was to create one organization.
1652

 Mr NTAGANDA, as 

KISEMBO’s 2I/C, oversaw the training at the Mandro camp, which was commanded 

by Mugisa MULEKE.
1653

 Meanwhile, Chef KAHWA and others spread the message 

and invited young people, Hema for the majority but also from various other ethnic 

groups, to join the training.
1654

  

569. KISEMBO and Mr NTAGANDA knew on the basis of their experience that it was 

necessary to organize all those able and willing to contribute to the defence of the 

civilian population.
1655

  

570. The result was the FPLC officially created in September 2002.
1656

 Even before this 

date, members of the FPLC were organized in a military structure with a defined chain 

of command, modelled on organizations its senior leaders previously belonged to, 

despite the absence of formal political guidance, the very limited experience of its 

members and a critical shortage of resources.
1657

 Every possible measure was taken 

thereafter to turn the FPLC into a law-abiding and disciplined military force whose 

primary raison d’être was the protection of all civilians without discrimination.
1658

  

571. Notably, the FPLC obtained uniforms to ensure that FPLC members could be identified 

and distinguished from the civilian population.
1659
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572. Although Mr NTAGANDA could not confirm that all members of former Comités de 

paix were integrated in the FPLC, he affirmed with conviction that everywhere the 

FPLC was present, those able and willing to contribute to the defence of the civilian 

population were integrated.
1660

 In this regard, the FPLC must be distinguished from 

Lendu combatants who did not have a clear organizational structure, who did not wear 

uniforms and who expected women, children and the elderly to participate in 

combat.
1661

 

573. The paucity of evidence adduced by the Prosecution regarding so-called ‘Hema civilian 

supporters’,
1662

 illustrates that no Hema civilians were integrated into the FPLC, let 

alone under the command of the FPLC at the times relevant to the UDCC.   

574. P-0055’s bias and unreliable evidence must be assessed on the basis of his admission 

that he personally saw so-called ‘Hema civilian combatants’ once.
1663

 P-0907, an 

unreliable witness who testified being present during this event, made no reference to 

the presence of Hema civilian supporters.
1664

 Mr NTAGANDA also contradicted P-

0055.
1665

   

575. P-0017’s evidence that ‘Hema civilian combatants’ suddenly arrived in Sayo pillaging 

houses after the liberation of the town,
1666

 must be assessed in light of his unreliable 

testimony concerning the situation in Sayo he clearly fabricated.
1667

 As for P-0017’s 

inconsistent and confusing evidence regarding the presence of armed civilians in 

Mongbwalu before the Sayo operation,
1668

 it cannot be attributed any probative value.  

576. P-0768’s evidence that Mr NTAGANDA armed Hema civilians who committed crimes 

in Mongbwalu must be entirely disregarded.
1669
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577. As for the observations made by P-0963,
1670

 P-0315,
1671

 P-0317
1672

 and P-0002
1673

 

regarding the presence and conduct of Hema civilians, it carries little weight and does 

not establish any type of formal relationship, whether de jure or de facto between the 

FPLC and Hema civilians, let alone that Hema civilians were under the command of 

FPLC.  

578. Mr NTAGANDA testified regarding the assistance he sought and obtained from the 

Mabanga chef de localité who provided him with civilian volunteers to carry 

ammunitions between Dala and Mongbwalu.
1674

 The civilians who assisted Mr 

NTAGANDA were eager to do so and were not armed. This is the extent of the 

relationship between the FPLC and Hema civilians who voluntarily provided 

assistance.  

579. Measures purportedly taken by KISEMBO to put an end to looting being committed by 

civilians in Mongbwalu illustrate the over-arching aim of the FPLC operations in 

Mongbwalu, i.e. to liberate the oppressed population living in deplorable conditions 

and ensure the return of peace and security.
1675

 In so doing, KISEMBO went beyond 

the call of duty and his formal legal obligations.  

 Section III - Count 3 : Attacks directed against the civilian population 
 

580. Pursuant to the UDCC,
1676

 Mr NTAGANDA is charged in relation to the First Attack 

for: “Count 3: Attacks against a civilian population […] in or around Mongbwalu and 

Sayo”.
1677

 Mr NTAGANDA is solely charged pursuant to Count 3 for Mongbwalu and 

Sayo.
1678

 

581. Significantly, the Prosecution relies almost exclusively on the testimony of five insider 

witnesses – P-0017, P-0055, P-0768, P-0901 and P-0963
1679

 – whose unreliable, 
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  See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I. 
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different and incriminating evidence cannot be relied upon in any way concerning the 

FPLC operations in Mongbwalu. 

A. Applicable law 
 

582. Regarding the second and third essential elements of ‘attacking civilians’ as a war 

crime, which concerns the object of the attack and the intent of the perpetrator,
1680

 it 

must be established that “the primary object of the attack was the civilian population or 

individual civilians [not taking direct part in hostilities]. Thus, situations in which an 

attack is directed against a military objective and civilians are incidentally affected, fall 

outwith article 8(2)(e)(i).”
1681

 

583. As for the term ‘civilian population’ or civilians not taking an active part in hostilities, 

it refers to ‘civilians as a group’. Accordingly, factors such as the number and the 

conduct of combatants and/or civilians taking part in hostilities is highly relevant.
1682

 In 

this regard, indiscriminate attacks or the use of weaponry that has indiscriminate 

effects, may qualify as attacks against civilians depending on the consequences 

thereof.
1683

 

584. Moreover, as held by the PTC II, in order to be held criminally responsible for the war 

crime of attacking civilians: “the perpetrator must direct one or more acts of violence 

(an “attack”) against civilians not taking direct part in the hostilities, before the 

civilians have fallen into the hands of the attacking party […].”
1684

 This requires that 

the perpetrator resorted to this conduct as a method of warfare and that there exists a 

sufficiently close link to the conduct of hostilities.
1685

 

585. Hence, evidence related to acts committed after the liberation of Mongbwalu on 23 

November 2002 and/or the liberation of Sayo on 24 November 2002 is not relevant to 

proving the crime of attacking civilians. 

                                                           
1680

 Elements of crimes,Art.8(2)(e)(i). 
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 Katanga TJ,para.802. 
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B. Objective of the FPLC operations in Mongbwalu 

586. The UPC-RP operational objectives when calling upon the FPLC to mount an operation 

in Mongbwalu were: (i) to liberate Mongbwalu and put an end to the oppression of its 

population;
1686

 (ii) to defeat the APC and Lendu combatants in Mongbwalu;
1687

 and (iii) 

secure a strategic geographical location.
1688

 The aim of the FPLC operation was not 

related to gold mining activities in Mongbwalu.
1689

 No reliable evidence illustrates any 

other objective, let alone that the non-Hema civilian population was the primary object 

of the attack. 

587. Very few witnesses who were in a position to know the FPLC’s objectives testified. 

Nonetheless, P-0190, despite all the incriminating evidence he fabricated, stated that 

“[t]here was no plan to deal with the civilians, only to attack the armed forces on 

site.”
1690

 P-0017 who was involved in the second FPLC attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, 

testified that the objective of the operation in Mongbwalu was to “dislodge the APC 

and the combatants who were there”
1691

 as “Mongbwalu and Sayo were controlled by 

the FNI”.
1692

 P-0894, a civilian who provided unreliable evidence,
1693

 said: “[t]he APC 

of MBUSA NYAMWISI was in command of Mongbwalu at this time”.
1694

 P-0300, 

also a civilian, testified that “the Lendu combatants were attacked in Mongbwalu”.
1695

 

Many witnesses confirmed the presence of Lendu combatants in Mongbwalu as well as 

the intolerable living conditions imposed on the population living in Mongbwalu.
1696

 

Mr NTAGANDA testified that the FPLC “went in Mongbwalu to help the population 

who were suffering”.
1697

 Mr NTAGANDA also explained that the APC controlled the 

Mongbwalu airport making it possible to receive weapons, ammunitions or other 

support; and that from Mongbwalu, the APC was attacking JEROME’s forces.
1698

 As 
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such, the APC constituted a threat as it could launch an attack on Bunia.
1699

 Although 

P-0963 was not present in Mongbwalu, he nonetheless stated: “that was our objective, 

to regain the airport”.
1700

 As for P-0768, a witness who should be investigated for lying 

under oath, he affirmed that “the object of the attack was to get Mongbwalu back, 

because the UPC considered Mongbwalu as a strategic place for them”.
1701

  

C. Conduct of the FPLC operations 

588. The FPLC conducted two operations in Mongbwalu. The first attempt was conducted 

by FPLC troops coming from Mandro, under the command of SALUMU. Mr 

NTAGANDA was neither physically present nor in command of this first attempt,
1702

 

which rapidly failed due to: (i) the strength of the resistance encountered; (ii) lack of 

coordination; and (iii) shortage of ammunition.
1703

 Had Mr NTAGANDA been present 

or involved, lack of coordination and/or absence of ammunition would certainly not 

have been an issue. 

589. Following the failure of SALUMU’s first attempt, Mr NTAGANDA was given the 

mission to liberate Mongbwalu directly by LUBANGA and KISEMBO.
1704

 The second 

attempt was conducted under the overall command of Mr NTAGANDA 10 days to two 

weeks later.
1705

 

590. The FPLC second attempt involved two brigades, the first coming from Mandro 

commanded by SALUMU and the second coming from Aru commanded by SEYI.
1706

 

Mr NTAGANDA was in contact with his commanders via phonie when SALUMU 

and/or SEYI were in a static location allowing them to turn their phonie online.
1707

 On 

19 November, Mr NTAGANDA issued the order for both brigades to launch the 

operation.
1708

 The two brigades reached Mongbwalu on 21 November while Mr 
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NTAGANDA was travelling from Bunia to Mongbwalu.
1709

 Mr NTAGANDA arrived 

in Mongbwalu in the evening of 22 November when the fighting had stopped and the 

enemy, comprising elements from APC and Lendus combatants, had retreated to 

Sayo.
1710

 The next day, Mr NTAGANDA personally commanded the operation in Sayo 

which was liberated some time in the afternoon.
1711

 

I. Orders and instructions given 

591. Before leaving for Mongbwalu, FPLC troops in Mandro were assembled for a parade 

during which Chef KAHWA delivered a powerful speech on behalf of LUBANGA 

regarding the ideology of UPC-RP, the raisons d’être of FPLC and the conduct that 

was expected of FPLC members.
1712

 The aim to protect all civilians without 

discrimination and the prohibition on the commission of crimes such as looting, rape 

and desertion were forcefully underscored. 

592. When Mr NTAGANDA travelled to Aru before both attempts to liberate Mongbwalu, 

his primary mission was to communicate the FPLC ideology to JEROME and his 

forces.
1713

 This trip followed the exchange of troops between FPLC in Bunia and 

JEROME’s forces, the objective of which was to ensure that the Aru forces would, 

dressed in the new FPLC uniform, abide with the FPLC ideology.
1714

 Thus, when the 

Aru troops departed from Mongbwalu sometime later,
1715

 they were well aware of the 

conduct that was expected of them. 

593. [REDACTED]’s evidence of a speech delivered by Mr NTAGANDA in Mabanga
1716

 is 

false. Mr NTAGANDA did not address SALUMU’s brigade in Mabanga. 

[REDACTED] fabricated this event for which he is the unique source. P-0017 who 

testified being in Mabanga on his way to Lalu,
1717

 confirmed that Mr NTAGANDA 

was neither in Mabanga nor in Lalu.
1718

 P-0017 also testified that when SALUMU 
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purportedly addressed the brigade in Lalu,
1719

 he did not say that civilians were the 

object of the attack.
1720

 

594. Evidence provided by witnesses concerning orders and instructions issued by Mr 

NTAGANDA on various occasions clearly demonstrates what Mr NTAGANDA 

expected from FPLC members involved in operations. In particular, this evidence 

illustrates Mr NTAGANDA’s leitmotiv based on his military ethos to protect the 

civilian population without discrimination and to attack only the enemy,
1721

 i.e. the 

person firing.
1722

 No reliable evidence illustrates any other type of instructions issued to 

FPLC members by Mr NTAGANDA. 

II. Modus operandi 

595. The objectives of the FPLC operations in Mongbwalu and Sayo as well as the orders 

and instructions issued to FPLC members involved, demonstrate that the primary aim 

of these operations was certainly not to attack the non-Hema civilian population. 

Evidence related to the conduct of the operations, including firing orders issued firmly 

support this conclusion. 

596. Only one FPLC member testified about the first FPLC attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, 

P-0907, who fabricated his narrative on these events.
1723

 As for witnesses who would 

have been present in Mongbwalu when SALUMU launched the initial operation, they 

confirmed that the civilian population left upon hearing the first gunshots before the 

fighting reached Mongbwalu.
1724

  

597. Regarding the second attempt, four insider witnesses provided evidence regarding the 

manner in which the fighting unfolded in Mongbwalu, namely P-0017, P-0768, P-0907 

and P-0963. The evidence provided by these witnesses must be disregarded entirely on 

this issue.
1725

 As for P-0017, he confirmed that “[w]hen we engaged in fighting I did 
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not in fact see any civilians at that time”
1726

 adding that “[o]nly military targets were 

there. The town was deserted.”
1727

  

598. As for other witnesses who provided evidence on the FPLC’s second attempt, they 

explained the reaction of the civilian population upon hearing the first gunshots, leaving 

before the fighting reached Mongbwalu.
1728

 Thus, no civilians were in Mongbwalu 

when the fighting began: “[d]uring that attack when there was firing, only the soldiers 

were there. Civilians had fled”.
1729

 

599. At a minimum, women, children and elderly left,
1730

 thereby casting a doubt on the 

status of anyone present in Mongbwalu when the fighting began. In this regard, it is 

also significant that “[a]mong the Lendu combatants there were also women 

combatants”
1731

 and “Lendu combattants did not have any military clothing”
1732

 as the 

vast majority of Lendus were in civilian clothes.
1733

  

600. By the time Mr NTAGANDA arrived in Mongbwalu, in the evening of the second day, 

there was no more fighting in Mongbwalu.
1734

 The enemy, comprising Lendu 

combatants and elements of the APC, had retreated in Sayo facing SEYI’s forces 

positioned at the usine.
1735

 The enemy’s presence in Sayo prevented SEYI’s forces 

from advancing, thereby allowing any civilians remaining in Sayo to leave via Nzebi. 

601. In Mongbwalu, briefed on the situation by SALUMU, Mr NTAGANDA organised the 

following day’s operation in Sayo.
1736

 P-0768 was not present at that time.
1737

  

602. Mr NTAGANDA explained in detail how the operation in Sayo was conducted the next 

day,
1738

 including how the enemy retreated when the B-10 was fired and how Sayo was 

                                                           
1726

 P-0017:T-61,51:8-13. 
1727

 P-0017:T-61,54:3-5; P-0017:T-63,16:17-22. 
1728

 P-0859:T-51,20:17-21,23:20-23; P-0887:T-93,14:22-15:1; P-0892:T-83,27:19-25; P-0800:T-69,32:16-21; 

P-0850:T-112,73:18-24 ; P-0850:T-112,73:20-74:3. 
1729

 P-0894:T-104,37:1-2.  
1730

 P-0805:T-26,16:22-23. 
1731

 P-0800:T-69,48:11-19. 
1732

 P-0800:T-68,17:18-23.  
1733

 P-0105:T-135,10:22-25; P-0863: T-180,19:8-12; P-0113:T-119,54:2; P-0815 :T-76,15:14-17. 
1734

 D-0300:T-217,46:13-22. 
1735

 D-0300:T-217,48:5-11. 
1736

 D-0300:T-217,37:12-24,T-235,58:3-11. 
1737

 PCB,para.304. 
1738

 D-0300:T-217,51:15-52:7. 
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secured by forces led by KASANGAKI, and others.
1739

 Mr NTAGANDA also provided 

evidence on the situation in Sayo based on his personal observations.
1740

 Mr 

NTAGANDA confirmed that no heavy weapons were taken to Sayo during the 

advance.
1741

  

603. Witnesses, who testified being present in Sayo at some point before it was liberated by 

the FPLC, confirmed that by the time FPLC troops entered Sayo, the civilian 

population had left the town.
1742

 

D. Consequences of the FPLC operations 

604. Over and above the manner in which a military operation is conducted, the 

consequences thereof are a potential indicator as to whether it constituted an ‘attack on 

civilians’. In this case, as revealed inter alia by the alleged murders addressed in the 

section related to Counts 1 and 2 – for which there exists a sufficiently close link to the 

conduct of hostilities
1743

 – it cannot be concluded that civilians were the primary object 

of the FPLC operations in Mongbwalu.  

605. Indeed, whether in relation to Mongbwalu or Sayo, the evidence related to the number 

of persons who allegedly died as a result of the FPLC operations is inconclusive. 

Notably, the number of dead bodies observed is unknown and in any case very low. 

Neither the status of the persons who died nor the manner in which they were killed is 

known. Evidently, the evidence in this case is entirely different from the facts on the 

basis of which the Katanga Chamber was able to determine that an attack was directed 

on the predominantly Hema population of Bogoro.
1744

 

E. Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Count 3 

606. The Prosecution failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA or the FPLC directed attacks 

against the civilian population of Mongbwalu or Sayo during the First Attack.
1745

 

                                                           
1739

 D-0300:T-217,54:14-18. 
1740

 D-0300:T-217,48:5-11. 
1741

 D-0300:T-217,53:14-18. 
1742

 P-0800:T-68,31:7-13; P-0886:T-36,70:17-71:7. 
1743

 Confirmation Decision,para.46. 
1744

 Katanga TJ,para.879. 
1745

 Confirmation Decision,para.139; UDCC,p.61; PCB,paras.795-798. 
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607. The Prosecution has also failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA possessed the required 

Art.30 mens rea. As demonstrated, Mr NTAGANDA did not intend “to direct attacks 

against the civilian population as such or against individual civilians not taking part in 

hostilities”.
1746

 Mr NTAGANDA did not issue instructions regarding acts of murder,
1747

 

rape
1748

 or displacement of civilians.
1749

 Quite to the contrary, Mr NTAGANDA always 

insisted on engaging the enemy, which did not include civilians.
1750

 Mr NTAGANDA 

also stressed the importance of protecting all civilians without discrimination
1751

 in 

accordance with FPLC ideology.
1752

  

608. Mr NTAGANDA developed the FPLC ideology, which was an integral part of UPC-

RP’s ideology.
1753

 

609. P-0017’s evidence regarding Mr NTAGANDA’s purported order to fire at fleeing 

civilians from Sayo
1754

 and his fabricated evidence concerning fleeing civilians hiding 

in the Sayo church
1755

 – for which he is the sole witness – must be disregarded. 

610. Moreover, Mr NTAGANDA did not arm Hema civilians
1756

 and it cannot be inferred 

on this basis that Mr NTAGANDA possessed the required mens rea for Count 3. 

611. Consequently, Mr NTAGANDA does not incur individual criminal responsibility under 

Count 3 pursuant to any Art.25 mode of liability. 

Section IV – Counts 1 and 2 

612. Pursuant to the UDCC, during the First Attack the UPC/FPLC would have killed “at 

least 28 non-Hema civilians” in various locations.
1757

  

                                                           
1746

 Confirmation Decision,para.128. 
1747

 D-0300:T-233,52:5-15. 
1748

 D-0300: T-233,52:5-15. 
1749

 D-0300:T-237,60:4-9. 
1750

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,23:15-24:51 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.363-373); D-0300:T-216,31:12-23;T-

213,7:23-25(“You identify the enemy that they are going to attack and you ask them not to steal from the 

civilian population, not to rape civilians, not to steal property from civilians”); DRC-OTP-0082-0016,15:38-

15:56 (Transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.233-237); D-0017:T-252,59:14-16; D-0251:T-260,32:9-10. 
1751

 D-0300:T-229,63:18-21. 
1752

 See Part IV,Chap.I,Section II(B). 
1753

  DRC-OTP-2101-2791,pp.2800-2803,ll.266-276.  
1754

 PCB,fn.2493,paras.795-796. 
1755

 PCB,paras.797-798. 
1756

 Confirmation Decision,para.147; PCB,para.797. 
1757

 UDCC,para.63. 
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613. For such killings to constitute murder, the Prosecution must prove, leaving aside the 

contextual elements of crimes against humanity and war crimes, that the perpetrator 

intended to unlawfully kill the victim and in respect of murder as a war crime that the 

persons killed were either “hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel, or 

religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities". In addition, the Prosecution 

must prove that Mr NTAGANDA harboured the Art.30 required mental element.
1758

 

614. The Prosecution failed to prove the crime of murder during the First Attack.  

615. In particular, the Prosecution’s submission,
1759

 on the basis of the Ituri Covered in 

Blood report, that P-0315 “documented at least 200 cases of civilians killed as a result 

of the assault on Banyali-Kilo”
1760

 must be disregarded. Considering in particular the 

anonymous sources and the dragged-out hearsay character of the information provided 

in this report, its reliability is at best extremely low.
1761

 What is more, in respect of the 

the First Attack, the Ituri Covered in Blood Report addresses a time period much longer 

than that covered by the First Attack;
1762

 deals with alleged killings by many entities 

including RCD-KML, Lendu militia, UPC, APC, MLC, Ugandans soldiers, Rwandans 

soldiers, RCD-N, Hema militia;
1763

 and does not allow to establish the status of the 

persons at the time of death.  

616. Lastly, witness evidence establishing that upon hearing gunfire, before the fighting 

reached a particular location, the civilian population left, is a highly relevant 

consideration regarding alleged killings. At a minimum women, children and elderly 

left, thereby casting a doubt on the status of anyone remaining behind.
1764

 

A. Pluto 

617. The Prosecution contends that in the course of the First Attack civilians were killed in 

PLUTO by members of the UPC.
1765
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618. First, pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is not charged with any specific murder 

committed in PLUTO.
1766

 

619. Second, as for the Ituri Covered in Blood report,
1767

 no probative value can attach to the 

Curse of Gold report
1768

 which provides the same type of unreliable information.
1769

 

620. Significantly, the reference to the Curse of Gold report is preceded by the following 

information: “[t]he Hema of the UPC. Ugandans and the ‘Effacer le Tableau’ (MLC) 

came at 11:00 on Friday. They all worked together and attacked Pluto just outside of 

Mongbwalu”,
1770

 which indicates that if refers to an entirely different context and/or is 

inaccurate. 

621. Third, the Prosecution relies on the evidence provided by P-0887 which is neither 

reliable nor credible
1771

 as well as not on point. The evidence provided by P-0300, P-

0886 and P-0894 is also not on point.
1772

 As for V-2’s testimony addressed earlier,
1773

 it 

must also be disregarded as V-2 was neither a truthful nor a credible witness. 

B. Mongbwalu 

622. In respect of Mongbwalu, the alleged murders Mr NTAGANDA is charged with 

pursuant to the UDCC can be divided in four categories: murders committed during the 

fighting until the “taking over [of] Mongbwalu and Sayo”,
1774

 prisoners killed at the 

Appartements “[a]fter taking over Mongbwalu and Sayo”,
1775

 the murder of 

BWANALONGA
1776

 and murders “[a]fter taking over Mongbwalu and Sayo”.
1777

  

I. Fighting until the “taking over [of] Mongbwalu and Sayo” 

623. First, witnesses who testified regarding the FPLC first attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, 

made it clear that they left Mongbwalu upon hearing gunshots, before FPLC entered the 
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town.
1778

 P-0895, not referred to by the Prosecution, stated that when “[w]e heard 

bullets being fired […] [w]e took the children, we took stuff to eat and we fled.”
1779

As 

for the FPLC second attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, P-0017 confirmed that there were 

no civilians in Mongbwalu and that Mongbwalu had been evacuated when the FPLC 

entered the town.
1780

  

624. P-0017 affirmed, both in his [REDACTED] statement and in his [REDACTED] 

testimony, that “[i]n Mongbwalu where we opened fire, I even received orders to fire. 

There were only military targets”,
1781

 “[i]f the combatants -- if the Lendu combatants 

were up in trees, those were our targets”, “often our targets were the combatants 

firing”
1782

 thus defeating the Prosecution’s submission that no distinction was made 

between civilians and soldiers in Mongbwalu during the First Attack. Evidence 

provided by P-0010, P-0768, P-0907 and P-0963 must be disregarded on this issue. 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED] evidence regarding instructions issued in Mabanga that 

“the purpose was to drive out the Lendu or eliminate all of them”
1783

 must be 

disregarded. Mr NTAGANDA did not address the brigade coming from Mandro in 

Mabanga and no such instructions were given in the presence of [REDACTED]. What 

is more, [REDACTED] evidence is incompatible with the powerful speech from 

KAHWA to the brigade coming from Mandro that the raison d’être of the FPLC was to 

protect the civilian population without discrimination.
1784

  

625. The Prosecution’s submission that UPC troops killed civilians as they advanced 

towards Mongbwalu,
1785

 is not supported by the evidence. First, the evidence provided 

by P-0963 and V-2 cannot be relied upon as they were not present.
1786

 The same 

conclusion applies to the evidence of P-0888 whose evidence
1787

 is but a web of lies on 

various issues including in particular, his alleged abduction by the UPC, his age at the 

                                                           
1778
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 See Part VI,Chapt.I,Section II. 
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time, his participation in the SONGOLO operation and, more importantly, his 

participation in the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu.  

626. As for P-0886, he was in Sayo at the time of the FPLC’s first and second attempt to 

liberate Mongbwalu.
1788

 By his own admission, P-0886 did not personally witness any 

murders in Mongbwalu.
1789

 P-0886 heard about alleged murders from persons who 

themselves fled from Mongbwalu upon hearing gunfire.
1790

  

627. Against this backdrop, the evidence relied upon by the Prosecution concerning the 

presence of dead bodies in Mongbwalu
1791

 is not supported by reliable evidence. 

Setting aside the evidence provided by P-0963 as well as that provided by P-0768 who 

was also not present, the testimony of [REDACTED]
1792

 – allegedly 

[REDACTED]“[REDACTED]”,
1793

 whose [REDACTED]
1794

 and who witnessed from 

close eight brutal murders allegedly committed by Mr NTAGANDA
1795

 but was able to 

escape
1796

 – is far-fetched, implausible, untrue and unreliable. P-0892’s testimony is 

also unreliable and any bodies she would have seen were killed after “taking over 

Mongbwalu and Sayo”.
1797

 

628. P-0887’s testimony
1798

 that she saw naked dead bodies cut in two pieces, which she 

could not identify on the road from Sayo to Mongbwalu when returning home
1799

 

following  the FPLC’s first attempt to liberate Mongbwalu
1800

 is neither reliable nor of 

assistance in establishing murders committed by FPLC members. First, P-0887 testified 

that upon starting to hear shooting at around 6h00 or 7h30 in the morning, the entire 

population of Mongbwalu and the combatants fled to Sayo.
1801

 Second, the fighting 

during the FPLC’s first attempt to liberate Mongbwalu lasted only a couple of hours, 
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was over by noon and did not reach the centre of Mongbwalu.
1802

 Thus, if ever P-0887 

saw bodies on her way back to Mongbwalu from Sayo, they were not related to these 

events. P-0887 left Mongbwalu before the beginning of the FPLC second attempt to 

liberate Mongbwalu.
1803

 

629. While the Prosecution claims that [REDACTED] civilians who would have been 

injured during the fighting,
1804

 the civilian status of the three wounded he testified on is 

not clear. Indeed, considering that: (i) civilians left Mongbwalu before the fighting 

reached their location;
1805

 (ii) Lendu combatants did not wear uniforms;
1806

 (iii) at least 

one of the three persons [REDACTED] must have been a soldier;
1807

 (iv) the nature of 

the injuries [REDACTED] is such that the three wounded [REDACTED] were not 

targeted;
1808

 (v) and, more importantly, the source of the evidence provided by 

[REDACTED] is limited to that which he obtained from the wounded people 

[REDACTED], the evidence he provided is not probative that civilians were either 

present or targeted by members of the FPLC in Mongbwalu. 

630. Although[REDACTED],
1809

[REDACTED].Significantly,[REDACTED], 

[REDACTED].
1810

 

631. The Prosecution’s submission that “UPC troops advanced through Mongbwalu, they 

conducted house-by-house searches. Anyone attempting to flee was shot”
1811

 is also not 

supported by reliable evidence. Indeed, P-0907 and P-0963 were not present. Moreover, 

not only was the evidence provided by P-0898 and P-0888 not truthful, it also 

establishes that they were not present. As for P-0017, even if he saw bodies, which is 

doubtful in light of the considerable evidence he fabricated,
1812

 his evidence is limited 

to the fact that they were dressed in civilian clothing,
1813

 and therefore not probative. 
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II. Prisoners killed at the Appartements “[a]fter taking over Mongbwalu and Sayo” 

632. The Prosecution contends that many Lendu civilians were held, interrogated and often 

executed at the Appartements.
1814

 The evidence relied upon is not reliable.
1815

 

[REDACTED] testimony clearly demonstrates that he was not present at the 

Appartements after the liberation of Sayo and before  leaving for Kilo, and even less so 

when Mr NTAGANDA was there. P-0963’s evidence, who was not present in or 

around Mongbwalu before or after the liberation of Sayo,
1816

 like that of P-0768,
1817

 is 

not worthy of belief and must be disregarded. 

633. Although [REDACTED] was present at the Appartements at some point in December 

2002, [REDACTED], his propensity to fabricate evidence – [REDACTED]– is such 

that it cannot be relied upon in any way regarding the holding and execution of 

prisoners at the Appartements.
1818

  

634. The same conclusion applies to the testimony of [REDACTED] who attempted to 

partly corroborate [REDACTED] on this point.
1819

 In fact, [REDACTED] stated 

[REDACTED] “didn’t bother to go and see, to look in the trench to see if there were 

prisoners or not”
1820

 and if they were civilians or combatant.
1821

 

635. The evidence provided by P-0898, is also not worthy of belief as he was not present in 

Mongbwalu.
1822

 

636. It is noteworthy that Mr NTAGANDA testified no prisoners were held at the 

Appartements
1823

 – other than BWANALONGA who was an exception – and that if 

enemy prisoners had been detained, it would have been at the brigade or battalion 

level.
1824

 It was a normal procedure for brigades and battalions involved in operations 

to have dug-in detention facilities for their own soldiers to address potential 
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disciplinary problems related to their own soldiers.
1825

 In addition, whenever a more 

serious incident happened, the alleged perpetrators were transferred back to Bunia, 

circumstances permitting of course.
1826

 For example, when Mr NTAGANDA was 

informed of wrongdoings by ABELANGA, he personally escorted ABELANGA to 

Bunia where he was detained.
1827

 When TIGER ONE captured a prisoner of war, he 

reported to Mr NTAGANDA who instructed him what to do.
1828

 When members of the 

FPLC were suspected of rapes, Mr NTAGANDA instructed JEROME to send them to 

Bunia.
1829

 

III. Murder of BWANALONGA 

637. Although evidence has been adduced that the body of BWANALONGA was exhumed 

at the Appartements in 2013,
1830

 the Prosecution failed to prove that he was killed by 

the FPLC, let alone by Mr NTAGANDA.
1831

 As previously mentioned, 

[REDACTED]’s evidence on this event must be entirely disregarded.
1832

 

638. Mr NTAGANDA testified that BWANALONGA was taken to the Appartements along 

with the nuns by KASANGAKI who said he had found them in the bush.
1833

 Even 

though Mr NTAGANDA was angry about BWANALONGA being taken to the 

Appartements,
1834

 he nonetheless authorised KASANGAKI to interrogate him
1835

 on 

the basis of information indicating that he was collaborating with the enemy. Mr 

NTAGANDA briefly met with BWANALONGA at the Appartements and also spoke 

to the three nuns reassuring them that they would be taken home following 

BWANALONGA’s interrogation.
1836

 Mr NTAGANDA had no reason to believe that 

KASANGAKI would harm BWANALONGA.
1837

 The next day, Mr NTAGANDA 

briefed KISEMBO in Mongbwalu about the presence of BWANALONGA and the 

                                                           
1825

 D-0300:T-213,84:24-86:10 
1826

 D-0300:T-218,42:16-43:13. 
1827

 D-0300:T-218,5:4-10;T-217,81:13-14. 
1828

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0041(first)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3863);
 

DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0209(first)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4031). 
1829

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0210(third) (Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4032). 
1830

 PCB,para.348. 
1831

 PCB,paras.346-360. 
1832

 [REDACTED].  
1833

 D-0300:T-237,5:15-19. 
1834

 D-0300:T-217,72:9-11. 
1835

 D-0300:T-237,3:23-24. 
1836

 D-0300:T-217,72:18-21. 
1837

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0087 (third) (Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3909). 
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nuns at the Appartements and having authorised KASANGAKI to interrogate 

BWANALONGA.
1838

 Mr NTAGANDA left Mongbwalu two days later
1839

 and did not 

see BWANALONGA or the nuns again before his departure.
1840

 

639. To this day, what happened to BWANALONGA remains unknown. P-0901, a bias 

witness, testified “[t]o this day I never learned the truth”.
1841

 

640. Notably, despite evidence indicating that the body exhumed at the Appartements is that 

of BWANALONGA, there is no proof of identity, DNA or on the record. In fact, 

BWANALONGA appears to have been identified on the sole basis of a cross found 

close to the body.
1842

  

641. The Prosecution’s challenge regarding the place where BWANALONGA was 

arrested,
1843

 is little more than speculation based on unreliable evidence. Indeed, as 

noted by the Prosecution,
1844

 Mr NTAGANDA’s evidence is corroborated by 

KISEMBO addressing the Servantes de Dieu in a contemporaneous video.
1845

 

KISEMBO informed them that three nuns were “sous la garde des militaires, puisqu’il 

y a des maisons là-bas à Kilo-Moto” inviting them to contact the FPLC in case of 

problems.
1846

 Although KISEMBO knew BWANALONGA was at the Appartements, 

he opted not to provide this information, which is linked to operations. 

642. The Prosecution’s reliance on [REDACTED] that “we went there because some of the 

nuns were missing and the priest had been killed”
1847

 carries no weight. There is no 

evidence that BWANALONGA was not alive when this visit took place and 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED] was certainly not informed of the purpose of 

KISEMBO’s visit to the nuns. While the name of one priest, Jean VIANNEY, is 

mentioned in the video,
1848

 the name BWANALONGA is not, which suggests that 

[REDACTED] did not know this name at the time; a name which was not even known 

                                                           
1838

 D-0300:T-217,81:6-21. 
1839

 D-0300:T-237,11:3-9. 
1840

 D-0300:T-218,6:8-10. 
1841

 P-0901:T-28,57:17. 
1842

 P-0894:DRC-OTP-2076-0194-R02,para.49. 
1843

 PCB,paras.346,350. 
1844

 PCB,para.351. 
1845

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:59:48-01:00:51 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.918-938). 
1846

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:00:53-01:01:12 (Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.941-945). 
1847

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1848

 DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.1120-1121; [REDACTED]. 
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to KISEMBO or Mr NTAGANDA. In fact, [REDACTED] mentioned the name 

‘BWANA LUNGWA’ for the first time in his [REDACTED].
1849

 What is more, 

[REDACTED] contradicted himself stating: “BWANA LUNGWA was the name of the 

priest who had been missing. He was found dead later. KISEMBO and RAFIKI went as 

a delegation to check and see if the sisters were safe.”
1850

  

643. [REDACTED] also stated “I do not know if [BWANA LUNGWA] was captured by the 

APC, RCD/ML or FAC”; “There were many groups involved in the conflict in 

Mongbwalu so it is difficult to know which group killed the priest”
1851 

and “[t]he body 

of the priest was found down the road”
1852

 and [REDACTED] was “not sure if he was 

killed there or just found there”
1853

 all of which raise further doubt as to the fate of 

BWANALONGA.  

644. Although document DRC-OTP-0127-0118 suggests that BWANALONGA was 

arrested at the parish, no weight can be attributed to this unsigned document adduced 

through P-0041, a deceased witness who was not cross-examined
1854

 who received it 

from an Abbé unknown in this case. As mentioned therein this document is but a non-

exhaustive “récit collecté à partir de certains témoignages recueillis par l’Abbé 

[REDACTED]”,
1855

 which are themselves anonymous. Notably, this document 

establishes that as of 18 January 2003, the fate of BWANALONGA remained 

unknown. The bias tone of the document as well as the alleged source, “[REDACTED] 

percé de couteau qui a pu parler avant sa mort”
1856

 and the information that before 

leaving the parish “ils passeront aussi prendre les deux soeurs de la Charité Maternelle 

que l’Abbé voulait juste avertir”
1857

 also contribute to the unreliability of this 

document. 

645. In his statement, P-0041 confirmed that he did not know about BWANALONGA’s 

disappearance when he received this unreliable document, by mail in January 2003.
1858

 

                                                           
1849

 [REDACTED]. 
1850

 [REDACTED]. 
1851

 [REDACTED]. 
1852

 [REDACTED]. 
1853

 [REDACTED]. 
1854

 P-0041:DRC-OTP-0147-0002;para.27. 
1855

 DRC-OTP-0127-0118,p.0119(bottom). 
1856

 DRC-OTP-0127-0118,p.0119,para.9. 
1857

 DRC-OTP-0127-0118,p.0119,para.8. 
1858

 P-0041:DRC-OTP-0147-0002;para.80. 
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P-0041 denounced the events related therein to MONUC,
1859

 which were then referred 

to in various reports produced by MONUC, HRW and various NGOs.
1860

 

646. P-0859’s evidence regarding the capture of BWANALONGA,
1861

 which refers to a 

four-by-four white Hilux belonging to the priest at a time when there was no such 

vehicle in Mongbwalu is unreliable.
1862

  

647. Lastly, the Prosecution’s claim that Mr NTAGANDA implausibly denied learning 

about BWANALONGA’s death until arriving at the ICC
1863

 misunderstands Mr 

NTAGANDA’s testimony and depends on unreliable evidence. More importantly, it 

does not cast doubt on the fact that he had no involvement in the death of 

BWANALONGA.  

648. First, contrary to the Prosecution’s submission, P-0901 did not learn about 

BWANALONGA’s death from [REDACTED]. P-0901 rather testified learning about 

this event because “[t]he diocese of Bunia was in contact with the UPC as to the death 

of this priest. And after a few days, the priest’s body was removed and buried by the 

parishioners, so everyone knew”.
1864

  Notably, the priest’s body was not removed and 

buried by the parishioners in 2002. In fact, it is only in 2013 when the Catholic Church 

removed the corpse from the Appartements and buried it officially that everybody 

became aware of it.
1865

 

649. Second, Mr NTAGANDA testified that: (i) towards the end of 2003 he obtained 

information about a priest who was killed in Mongbwalu in November 2002;
1866

 and 

(ii) he did consider the possibility of a link between this information and his own 

experience in Mongbwalu in November 2002 but did not have exact information about 

                                                           
1859

 P-0041:DRC-OTP-0147-0002;para.80. 
1860

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797,p.0829; DRC-OTP-0074-0628,p.0669-0670; DRC-OTP-0074-0422,p.0457,para.124. 
1861

 PCB,fn.964,991. 
1862

 P-0859:T-51,35:15-3;DRC-OTP-2058-0251,12:32:18. 
1863

 PCB,para.349. 
1864

 P-0901:T-28,56:22-25 
1865

 P-0901:T-28,57:11-14.  
1866

 D-0300:T-223,3:9-19. 
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that.
1867

 However, Mr NTAGANDA did not follow up on this information due mainly 

to the severity of the situation at the time created by KISEMBO’s departure.
1868

  

650. By the time Mr NTAGANDA was informally interviewed by P-0315 in 2010, he 

neither knew the name BWANALONGA nor had any specific information regarding 

his death.
1869

 P-0315’s bad character evidence
1870

 related to this interview,
1871

 cannot be 

attributed any weight. Document DRC-OTP-2062-0363 is no more than a four-page 

summary of a three-hour interview conducted in French which Mr NTAGANDA – who 

spoke little French – did not have the opportunity to read.
1872

 By the time P-0315 

conducted the interview, she had already concluded that Mr NTAGANDA was 

responsible for the death of BWANALONGA.
1873

 P-0315 confirmed that Mr 

NTAGANDA volunteered for this interview, “was forthcoming with his time”
1874

 and 

that the atmosphere was convivial.
1875

 Mr NTAGANDA’s recollection of the questions 

put to him and his answers differs from that of P-0315.
1876

 

651. As Mr NTAGANDA testified, he later obtained more details and was told that the 

priest for whom he had authorised an interrogation in November 2002 had died.
1877

 Mr 

NTAGANDA only learned his name precisely when he saw the documents in The 

Hague.
1878

 

IV. Murders “[a]fter taking over Mongbwalu and Sayo” 

652. In addition to the above three categories, the Prosecution makes submissions regarding 

the fate of persons who were killed or disappeared in Mongbwalu at other times “[a]fter 

taking over Mongbwalu and Sayo”. 

653. First, pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA has not been charged with these 

specific murders. Second, the evidence relied upon by the Prosecution in support of 

                                                           
1867

 D-0300:T-223,T-223,3:20-25 
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 D-0300:T-223,3:18-19;T-223,6:7-8. 
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 D-0300:T-223,11:1-3;DRC-OTP-2062-0363,p.0363. 
1870

 P-0315:T-108,62:20-63:2.  
1871

 DRC-OTP-2058-0990; DRC-OTP-2062-0363; P-0315:T-107,T-108. 
1872

 D-0300:T-239,22:24. 
1873

 DRC-OTP-2058-0990,paras.134-135. 
1874

 P-0315:T-108,73:18-19. 
1875

 P-0315:T-108,74:11-14. 
1876

 D-0300:T-223,11:1-3; DRC-OTP-2062-0363,p.0363 
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 D-0300:T-223,6:14-17. 
1878

 D-0300:T-223,6:23-24. 
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these alleged murders is neither credible nor reliable. This includes the evidence 

provided by P-0768, P-0877, P-0887, P-0892, P-0912 and P-0017. 

654. More particularly, the Defence underscores that the evidence provided by P-0768 

regarding the placing of personnel mines ordered of Mr NTAGANDA in and around 

Mongbwalu after the liberation of Sayo
1879

 is pure fabrication on his part.
1880

 As for P-

0017, his evidence that he “heard soldiers of the UPC’s Bureau 2 (military intelligence) 

being ordered to execute Lendu prisoners at the ‘FOREN’”
1881

 falls in the same 

category as the narrative he concocted about prisoners killed at the Appartements when 

Mr NTAGANDA would have been present there. It cannot be relied upon in any way. 

C. Sayo 

655. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is charged with the following murders when 

the UPC took Sayo: (i) “killed many civilians”;
1882

 and (ii) "[c]ivilians sought refuge in 

Sayo church and were killed”.
1883

 Mr NTAGANDA is also charged with the following 

murders after taking over Sayo: (i) “killed one civilian as he returned to Sayo”;
1884

 (ii) 

“killed workers of the Kilo-Moto company in Mongbwalu”;
1885

 (iii) targeted civilians 

and injured Lendu fighters who were not taking part in hostilities […] in a health clinic 

in Sayo.”
1886

 Lastly, Mr NTAGANDA is charged with murder for firing with a heavy 

weapons unit on “those fleeing the attack, killing civilians”.
1887

 

656. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is not charged with the following murders: (i) 

the [REDACTED] family killed after the UPC took over Sayo;
1888

 (ii) a Lulu man, his 

father and his two young nephews killed some days after the UPC took over Sayo;
1889

 

and (iii) LUSALA killed some time later.
1890

 

                                                           
1879

 PCB,para.342. 
1880

 See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I,(A). 
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 PCB,para.343. 
1882

 UDCC,para.69. 
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 UDCC,para.69. 
1884

 UDCC,para.71. 
1885

 UDCC,para.71. 
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 UDCC,para.71. 
1887

 UDCC,para.68. 
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 PCB,para.364 
1889

 PCB,para.373. 
1890

 PCB,para.37; [REDACTED]. 
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657. Mr NTAGANDA testified “[s]ince I arrived here, I've always said to my counsel that I 

freed Sayo. I never denied being in Sayo, but when I was in Sayo nobody died, apart 

from the enemy that I spoke about who died and I filmed. But in my presence, no 

member of the civilian population was killed or thrown into a pit.”  

V. During the combats in Sayo 

658. Relying on the evidence of P-0017, P-0768, P-0898 and P-0963,
1891

 the Prosecution 

submits that “[m]any civilians from Sayo were killed as a result of the systematic 

shelling of the village undertaken by NTAGANDA, when he deployed his heavy 

weapons in Mongbwalu”.
1892

 No probative value can attached to this evidence. Mr 

NTAGANDA explained how the heavy weapons were lawfully used resulting in the 

enemy fleeing Sayo.
1893

  

659. P-0768 did not visit Sayo on the day following Sayo’s liberation
1894

 and his evidence 

regarding dead bodies of civilians must be disregarded.
1895

  

660. The Prosecution’s claim that “UPC troops continued to kill civilians as they advanced 

towards Sayo”
1896

 must be disregarded. P-0886 confirmed that when UPC attacked 

Sayo he was already gone.
1897

 The Prosecution’s claim that: “FPLC conducted house-

by- house searches, seeking out Lendu. Anyone attempting to flee was killed” is also 

based on the unreliable evidence provided by P-0017 and P-0963. 

661. The Prosecution further contends that “[i]n Sayo, NTAGANDA and his bodyguards 

found women, children, elderly people and priests hiding in a church” one of whom 

was shot by a bodyguard and all the other killed later with bladed weapons.
1898

 P-0017 

blatantly lied about this event and his evidence must be disregarded. As for the two 

reports relied upon by the Prosecution,
1899

 the Special Report on Ituri relies on 
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 See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I,(A),(B),(C) and See Part VI,Chapt.I,Section III. 
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 PCB,para.363. 
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 PCB, fn.1044; See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section III. 
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information obtained by HRW
1900

 from anonymous sources, which itself is based on 

‘Justice Plus interviews’ for which no information whatsoever is available. 

662. The same conclusion applies to the frivolous allegation regarding the killing of a 

woman and her baby who would have died when thrown against the wall of the 

dispensary in Sayo.
1901

 Notably, P-0017 even modified his version of this event from 

his statement to his testimony.
1902

 Although P-0800 testified that when fleeing Sayo he 

left behind a woman and a two year old child,
1903

 he could not explain why he would 

leave behind a woman who could walk and her baby,
1904

 at a time when according to 

him, the enemy was approaching [REDACTED].
1905

 As for P-0886’s evidence 

regarding the burial of a woman and her child outside the Sayo health centre, many 

days after the liberation of Sayo, is wholly implausible.
1906

 The evidence of P-0800, 

later finding out Charlotte’s body, because her arm was sticking out of the ground,
1907

 

is even more far-fetched. 

663. Moving on to the allegation that in Sayo Mr NTAGANDA himself ordered P-0017 to 

fire [REDACTED] at fleeing civilians,
1908

 it is not used in support of the charge of 

murder.
1909

 The Prosecution thus concedes that no murder resulted from this event 

which, in and of itself, is revealing if in fact civilians had been fired at with 

[REDACTED] at a distance of approximately 200 meters.
1910

 P-0017, the sole witness 

on this event, fabricated his narrative. 

664. Regarding: (i) the four bodies, allegedly members of the [REDACTED] family and a 

child of their neighbours; (ii) [REDACTED] bodies in [REDACTED]; and (iii) 

[REDACTED] bodies in the [REDACTED] used in support of the charge of murder, 

[REDACTED].  

                                                           
1900
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665. First, whereas [REDACTED] initially testified having seen civilians killed in Sayo as 

the FPLC advanced,
1911

 in cross-examination he admitted that when the FPLC entered 

Sayo he had already left.
1912

 Moreover, the location were these bodies were found,
1913

 

[REDACTED],
1914

 and more particularly the time at which [REDACTED], many days 

after the liberation of Sayo
1915

 and the securing of the town by the FPLC
1916

 render 

[REDACTED] wholly implausible. Notably, neither the [REDACTED] bodies in 

[REDACTED]
1917

 nor the [REDACTED] bodies in [REDACTED] were ever found or 

exhumed. As for the bodies of the [REDACTED]family, exhumations performed by the 

Prosecution in Sayo
1918

 based on information obtained by [REDACTED]
1919

 who 

himself was informed by [REDACTED]
1920

 reveal a single DNA family match.
1921

 

Considering that [REDACTED] knew the [REDACTED] family when he found them 

and buried them
1922

 this irreparably impairs its evidence. 

666. Regarding the alleged killing of a Lulu man, his father and his two young nephews and 

LUSALA,
1923

 the sole evidence relied upon by the Prosecution is [REDACTED] who 

was not a truthful witness and whose evidence cannot be relied upon.
1924

 Notably, these 

events would have taken place some days after the UPC took over Sayo whereas the 

evidence reveals that Mr NTAGANDA did not return to Sayo after the town had been 

secured by the FPLC
1925

 and left Mongbwalu three days later.
1926

 Moreover, 

[REDACTED]’s evidence regarding the manner in which he was informed that 

                                                           
1911

 [REDACTED]. 
1912

 [REDACTED]. 
1913

 [REDACTED]. 
1914

 [REDACTED]. 
1915

 [REDACTED]. 
1916

 D-0300:T-217,54:14-18. 
1917

 PCB,para.371. 
1918

 PCB,paras.366,367. 
1919

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]: [REDACTED]. 
1920

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1921

 The bodies exhumed proved not to have a similar DNA profile with LUSALA’s family tree. P-0945:T-

125,3:6-6:3,6:17-7:15. P-0945 stated that SAI1-F1-B3 “show a familiar match with the [REDACTED] 

family”,“more likely” to be related to [REDACTED] P-0945:DRC-OTP-2084-0002,p.0010,para.1. It could have 

been [REDACTED]P-0945:T-124,77:24-78:4,10:21-11:2 
1922

 [REDACTED]. 
1923

 In opposition, P-0877 mentioned having seen commander AMERICAN kill ROBOT, a disabled Lendu 

civilian, for singing anti-Hema song: DRC-OTP-2069-2086-R03,para.31; PCB,para.378; [REDACTED]: 

[REDACTED]; [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1924

 [REDACTED]. 
1925

 See Logbook messages dated 25,26,27,28,29,30 November 2002. 
1926

 D-0300:T-241,68:2-25. 
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LUSALA had been killed,
1927

 the location where [REDACTED]
1928

 and the place and 

manner in which [REDACTED]
1929

 is entirely implausible and unreliable. 

667. [REDACTED]’s narrative, concerning these events including in particular that 

[REDACTED] when these persons were killed;
1930

 that he believed he was himself a 

target;
1931

 but that he managed to avoid any personal injury
1932

 render his evidence not 

worthy of belief. His evidence must be assessed taking into consideration the false 

information he provided regarding the killing of [REDACTED],
1933

 the evidence he 

provided about [REDACTED]
1934

 and his likely motive false incriminating evidence 

i.e. that [REDACTED] was killed by Mr NTAGANDA.
1935

 

D. Nzebi 

 

668. The Prosecution’s claim that the FPLC committed murders in Nzebi rely solely on the 

testimony of [REDACTED].
1936

 [REDACTED]’s evidence cannot be relied upon. First, 

the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu did not reach Nzebi.
1937

 Second, [REDACTED] was 

not in Sayo or Nzebi the day following the liberation of Sayo;
1938

 [REDACTED].
1939

 

[REDACTED] fabricated his narrative regarding Nzebi. 

E. Kilo 

 

669. According to Prosecution’s witness P-0868, [REDACTED] – a Lendu man – was 

arrested in Kilo “because [the UPC] thought he was a militia, however they released 

him when they realised he was a student.”
1940

 

                                                           
1927

 [REDACTED]. 
1928

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]. 
1929

 [REDACTED]: [REDACTED] [REDACTED]. 
1930

 [REDACTED]: [REDACTED]. 
1931

 [REDACTED]: [REDACTED]. 
1932

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED]. 
1933

 P-0894:DRC-OTP-2076-0194,paras.65-66;T-104,41:2-46:5. 
1934

 See Part IV,Chap.III,Section II. 
1935

 P-0894:DRC-OTP-2090-0099,para.1. 
1936

 [REDACTED]. 
1937

 [REDACTED]: [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1938

 [REDACTED]. 
1939

 [REDACTED]: [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
1940

 P-0868:T-178,4:1-5:22. 
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670. Pursuant to the UDCC, “[o]n or about 6 December 2002, […] [t]he UPC/FPLC 

detained, killed and beat prisoners”
1941

 in Kilo, which delineates the murders for which 

Mr NTAGANDA is charged. Thus, Mr NTAGANDA is neither charged with the 

murder of V-3’s [REDACTED], or that of a disabled Lendu civilian.
1942

 It must be 

recalled that when FPLC entered Kilo, the majority of Kilo inhabitants were from the 

Nyali ethnic group, closely associated to KISEMBO.
1943

 Moreover, when the FPLC 

entered Kilo, it was not an attack, not a single shot was fired
1944

 and the population was 

immediately invited to return to their houses.
1945

  

671. In support of its allegation, the Prosecution relies mainly on the evidence provided by 

P-0877, P-0022 and V-3.
1946

 As argued earlier, the testimony of P-0877 who fabricated 

his narrative, including a chronology of events, on the basis of information obtained 

from [REDACTED], is unreliable.
1947

 

672. P-0022’s evidence admitted pursuant to 68(3)(c) without the Defence having the 

possibility to cross-examine her is not reliable. First, P-0022’s evidence regarding her 

alleged capture, treatment and observations while detained is not corroborated by 

reliable evidence. Second, P-0022 was first met by [REDACTED] P-0154 to whom she 

provided her initial version of events.
1948

  

673. In a first decision related to P-0154, the Chamber ordered disclosure of his identity in 

order to facilitate the Defence exploring his role as[REDACTED].
1949

 In a subsequent 

decision, the Chamber considered the prima facie materiality of information relating to 

the role of P-0154 and his interaction with certain individuals to have been 

established.
1950

 The Chamber noted the significant number of witnesses, and potential 

                                                           
1941

 UDCC,para.74. 
1942

 PCB,para.378. 
1943

 P-0017:T-59,40:2-4; P-0963:T-80,7:6-9; V-3:T-203,15:7-8. 
1944

 V-3:T-203,97:13-18. 
1945

 P-0850:T-112,54:1-11. 
1946

 PCB,paras.376-379. 
1947

 See Part IV,Chap.III,Section II; DRC-OTP-2069-2086,para.38; P-0877:T-109,69:8-20,70:7-16. 
1948

 P-0022:DRC-OTP-0077-0012. 
1949

 P-0022 admission decision, ICC-01/04-02/06-1029,para.5. 
1950

 P-0154 disclosure decision, ICC-01/04-02/06-1539-Conf,para.6; See Part V,Chap.II,Section I. 
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witnesses, with whom P-0154 had contact and the important role which P-0154 

appeared to have played at the early stage of investigations.
1951

 

674. Third, approximately one month later P-0022 provided a statement to the Prosecution 

significantly altering her narrative and adding new allegations.
1952

 Fourth, P-0022 is a 

“[REDACTED]”,
1953

 a well-known Lendu combatant.
1954

 In this capacity, P-0022 was 

provided with an opportunity to gain knowledge on various events she was not privy to. 

It also provided P-0022 with a reason to provide incriminating evidence.  

675. Notably, P-0022’s chronology of events leads to the conclusion that she was referring 

to an earlier period. P-0022’s timing in relation to her account of event also points to an 

earlier period, namely the end of 2001, rather than November 2002.
1955

 

676. Lastly, whereas P-0022 appears to have been seriously injured, the information she 

provides in her statement is not probative that her injuries were suffered at the relevant 

time in Kilo. In particular, no RCD/N-UPC alliance ever existed
1956

 and the UPC did 

not advance “aux 4 axes – Dala – Nizi – Lipri – Nyangaray”.
1957

 

677. V-3 testified that in 2002 [REDACTED] was abducted in Kilo,
1958

 he heard that 

[REDACTED] was killed;
1959

 and he never saw him again.
1960

 V-3’s incriminating 

evidence is obviously driven by emotions arising from [REDACTED] disappearance. 

678. Nonetheless, V-3’s evidence which focuses on the fate of [REDACTED] is not reliable. 

679. First, Mr NTAGANDA was not in Kilo when the events V-3 described happened on 

[REDACTED] December 2002.
1961

 In particular, messages from the Ntaganda-

Logbook establish that Mr NTAGANDA was not in Kilo.
1962

 Second, V-3’s evidence 

                                                           
1951

 ICC-01/04-02/06-1539-Conf,para.6; See Part V,Chapt.II,Section I,(D). 
1952

 ICC-01/04-02/06-1029,para.6; P-0022:DRC-OTP-0077-0012,ll.49-51,24,45,43; DRC-OTP-0104-

0026,para.47,31,45,35-36. 
1953

 P-0022: DRC-OTP-0077-0012,ll.10-11. 
1954

 P-0859:T-52,16:1-2; P-0800:T-69,15:18-22; P-0895:T-52,16:1-5. 
1955

 P-0022:DRC-OTP-0104-0026,para.17-22. 
1956

P-0022: DRC-OTP-0077-0012,ll.11-12. 
1957

 P-0022:DRC-OTP-0077-0012,ll.12-14; D:0300:T-242,4:18-24. 
1958

 V-3:T-203,41:21-43:22. 
1959

 V-3:T-203,44:15-21. 
1960

 V-3:T-203,46:6-15. 
1961

 V-3:T-203,41:5-24. 
1962

 D-0300:T-237,47:24; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0035 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3857);
 

DRC-OTP-

0017-0033,p.0210 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4032);
 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0200 (Transl. DRC-OTP-
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that Mr NTAGANDA and KISEMBO
1963

 were present together in Kilo for a period of 

more than two weeks, during which no less than five meetings took place
1964

 – firmly 

confirmed during cross-examination by the Defence
1965

 – is entirely implausible and 

not credible.
 
Third, V-3 who was an obstructive and defensive witness during cross-

examination,
1966

 provided evidence both inconsistent
1967

 and contradictory to other 

witnesses. In particular V-3 affirmed: (i) not knowing about other trouble, fighting or 

looting in his village before 2002;
1968

 (ii) not being aware of combats between the APC 

and Lendu combatants in his village in 2001;
1969

 (iii) not being aware of any looting by 

Lendu combatants following the departure of FPLC from Kilo;
1970

 and (iv) that FPLC 

left when ARTEMIS arrived.
1971

 V-3 also testified learning about a purported top secret 

list containing names of Kilo leaders targeted by the UPC from FPLC soldiers less than 

18 years old.
1972

 As a result, V-3’s evidence is neither reliable nor probative of murders 

committed in Kilo. 

680. As for P-0877’s evidence concerning the killing of a disabled Lendu civilian,
1973

 it is no 

more than hearsay.
1974

 Moreover, what P-0850 heard is different from P-0877’s 

narrative
1975

 – who in all likelihood heard the story from one of the [REDACTED]
1976

 – 

to which no probative value can attach.
1977

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2102-3854,p.4022); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0079-0080 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3901-3902); See Part 

IV,Chapt.IV,Section II. 
1963

 V-3:T-203,21:23-36:7-9. Messages sent by Mr NTAGANDA from Bunia, DRC-OTP-0017-0033: p.0209 (6 

December,13h32); p.0208 (7 December,13h45); p.0208 (8 December 09h20); p.0208 (10 December,10h45); 

p.0207 (12 December,07h32); p.0206 (12 December,07h35); p.0206 (1December,08h15); p.0205 (15 

December,12h35); p.0205 2 messages (17 December,10h45); p.0204 (19 December,08h45); p.0204 (19 

December,13h35). 
1964

 V-3:T-203,84:18-24. 
1965

 V-3:T-203,84:18-24,81:7-10,83:8-10,84:2-6,84:14-17. 
1966

 V-3 :T-203,62:20-66:13,75:6-77:14,79:11-80:13. 
1967

 V-3:T-203,25:13-17,36:10-14.  
1968

 V-3:T-203,96:22-23. 
1969

 V-3:T-203,97:2-6. 
1970

 V-3:T-203,98:8-15. 
1971

 V-3:T-203,97:25. 
1972

 V-3:T-203,22:10-21. 
1973

 PCB,para.378. 
1974

 DRC-OTP-2069-2086,para.31. 
1975

 See Part IV,Chap.III,Section II. 
1976

 DRC-OTP-2069-2086,para.38; P-0877:T-109,68:15-20. 
1977

 See Part IV,Chap.III,Section II. 
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681. As for P-0850 evidence about four tied up Lendu civilians being led away by UPC 

soldiers,
1978

 it is not corroborated by other reliable evidence and its probative value is 

too low to prove murder.
1979

 

682. Lastly, P-0850 and P-0877’s evidence – [REDACTED] – regarding the finding of a 

mass grave in Kilo
1980

 long after the events
1981

 is not probative of murders committed 

by FPLC. 

F. Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Counts 1-2 

683. The Prosecution failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA killed BWANALONGA at the 

Appartements and/or that the FPLC committed the crime of murder of civilians 

pursuant to Counts 1-2 during the First Attack. The Prosecution also failed to prove that 

Mr NTAGANDA possessed the required Art.30 mens rea. 

684. Mr NTAGANDA did not intend to kill civilians and even less so, 

BWANALONGA.
1982

 

685. Mr NTAGANDA neither ordered nor instructed FPLC members to carry out acts of 

murder during the First Attack.
1983

 Although Mr NTAGANDA cannot be held 

responsible for acts of murder committed by young Hema civilians during the First 

Attack, he neither ordered, nor encouraged or provided weapons to Hema civilians to 

commit such acts during the First Attack.
1984

 Quite to the contrary, Mr NTAGANDA 

always emphasised that protection of all civilians without discrimination was the 

FPLC’s raison d’être.
1985

 Mr NTAGANDA did not hesitate to punish any FPLC 

members, regardless of their position, for any crimes or acts of indiscipline brought to 

his attention.
1986

 Although Mr NTAGANDA was not present in Mongbwalu when a 

Lendu civilian was killed by LIRIPA, a drunken Hema FPLC member, he agreed and 

welcomed the public execution by firing squad of the perpetrator as ordered by 

                                                           
1978

 PCB,para.378. 
1979

 DRC-OTP-2067-1825,para.46. 
1980

 PCB,para.379. 
1981

 P-0850:DRC-OTP-2067-1825,para.48; P-0877:DRC-OTP-2069-2086,para.34. 
1982

 PCB,paras.799-801. 
1983

 Confirmation Decision,para.123; See Part IV,Chap.VI,Section II. 
1984

 D-0300:T-217,34:7-9. 
1985

 D-0300:T-223,24:15-25:7. 
1986

 PCB,para.1033,fn.3217. 
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KISEMBO.
1987

 It cannot be inferred from Mr NTAGANDA`s acts and conduct prior to 

and during the First Attack,
1988

 that he possessed the mens rea for murder.  

686. Consequently, Mr NTAGANDA does not incur individual criminal responsibility under 

Counts 1-2 pursuant to any mode of liability charged in accordance with Art.25. 

Section V - Counts 4 and 5 – Rape of civilians 

687. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is charged for the following rapes, as part of 

the First Attack: “[a]fter the takeover of Mongbwalu and Sayo” women captured during 

daily patrols and women held captive at Mr NTAGANDA’s camp in Mongbwalu;
1989

 

and “[o]n or about 6 December 2002” in Kilo the rape of P-0022.
1990

 Thus Mr 

NTAGANDA is not charged with the rape of V-2 which took place in Beba.
1991

 In any 

event, the Prosecution failed to prove any of these rapes. 

688. In support of Counts 4-5, the Prosecution depends on evidence provided by P-0010, P-

0017, P-0190, P-0768, P-0887, P-0888, P-0907 and P-0963,
1992

 to which no probative 

value can attach. 

689. Significantly, the Prosecution`s reference to a purported briefing by Mr NTAGANDA  

in Mabanga during which the term “Piga Na Kuchaji” was used as the genesis of the 

rapes committed during the First Attack, is baseless.
1993

 First, Mr NTAGANDA did not 

brief the troops in Mabanga prior to the FPLC operation in Mongbwalu.
1994

 Second, 

evidence firmly demonstrates that Mr NTAGANDA did not tolerate rape and did not 

hesitate to punish or to take measures to repress rape.
1995

 Third, although the term 

Kupiga na Kuchaji might have been used by SALUMU in Lalu, P-0017 provided his 

                                                           
1987

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0097 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3919);
 

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0098 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3920); D-0300:T-222,62:19-64:21. 
1988

 PCB,paras.976,1033. 
1989

 UDCC,para.72. 
1990

 UDCC,para.74; Confirmation Decision,para.50. 
1991

 Even if Mr NTAGANDA was charged with this rape, for the reasons stated earlier, V-2’s evidence in 

unreliable and this rape was not proved; See Part IV,Chap.III,Section II. 
1992

 PCB,paras 416-431. 
1993

 PCB,para.416. 
1994

 D-0300:T-235,56:23-58:2. 
1995

 D-0017:T-255,53:7-21; D-0251:T-260,70:6-15; D-0300:T-233,53:25-54:14; DRC-OTP-0082-0016,25 :58-

26 :04 (Transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.384-386); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0066 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.3888); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0203 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4025). 
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understanding of the meaning of this term, which is unrelated to the commission of 

rape.
1996

  

690. What is more, members of SALUMU’s brigade who took part in the FPLC operation in 

Mongbwalu were briefed and strongly warned in Mandro that rape would not be 

tolerated in the FPLC. 

 Mongbwalu A.

691. Although the Prosecution refers to rapes allegedly committed in Mongbwalu and 

Sayo,
1997

 there is no evidence of any rapes having been committed in Sayo. 

692. Regarding the alleged rape of tree nuns at the Appartements,
1998

 this is no more than 

part of [REDACTED]’s fabricated narrative unsupported by any reliable evidence. 

Even the document obtained by P-0041, which purportedly tells what happened to 

BWANALONGA and others, does not mention that the three nuns were raped, let alone 

pursuant to an order from Mr NTAGANDA.
1999

 As for the other allegations related to 

the presence of women at the Appartements under coercive circumstances and the 

manner in which they were treated,
2000

 the evidence put forward does not establish the 

commission of rape. P-0017 was not present at the Appartements.
2001

 [REDACTED] 

concocted their evidence [REDACTED].
2002

 Neither of them witnessed a rape at the 

Appartements.
2003

[REDACTED] did not [REDACTED] at the Appartements.
2004

 

Although [REDACTED] might have seen some women going in and out of the 

Appartements, she did not see what they did;
2005

 did not speak to any of them;
2006

 did 

                                                           
1996

 P-0017:T-58,55:15-19;T-61,32:9-13;T-63,61:7-22 (“So when he talked about women, my understanding 

was that he meant that our – the social life or the condition of the soldiers was going to change and that they 

would be able to meet women when they – or, contact women so to speak.”) 
1997

 PCB,paras.419-427. 
1998

 PCB,para.424. 
1999

 DRC-OTP-0127-0118. 
2000

 PCB,para.424. 
2001

 See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I(B); PCB,para.426. 
2002

 [REDACTED]. 
2003

 [REDACTED]. 
2004

 [REDACTED]. 
2005

 [REDACTED]. 
2006

 [REDACTED]. 
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not speak to TIGER ONE or other commanders;
2007

 and provided but her own opinion, 

which is notably contrary to her own situation. 

693. As for the alleged rape of women captured in relation to patrols, P-0887’s far-fetched 

and implausible evidence at least in respect to what she could have observed and heard 

does not establish that her neighbour was raped.
2008

 She did not even address the issue 

with her neighbour.
2009

[REDACTED] did not even provide evidence on this 

incident.
2010

 

694. No probative value can attach to [REDACTED]’s evidence regarding the rape allegedly 

committed by BASARA.
2011

 According to [REDACTED], this rape happened when he 

arrived in Mongbwalu along with [REDACTED] and other deserters during the second 

FPLC attempt to liberate Mongbwalu, an event he entirely made up. 

695. P-0017’s evidence that upon hearing a women’s screams coming from a soldier’s hut at 

MULENDA’s camp and verifying what was happening,
2012

 does not establish the 

commission of a rape. 

696. The Mongbwalu video referred to by the Prosecution does not depict the presence of 

“undisciplined soldiers wandering around Mongbwalu, harassing women”.
2013

 

697. As for the alleged rape of P-0912, P-0892 [REDACTED] and P-0912 [REDACTED]  

were not truthful witnesses and concocted their evidence [REDACTED].
2014

 P-0912’s 

rape – if it ever happened – did not take place in Mongbwalu in relation to the First 

Attack. 

698. Lastly, [REDACTED]’s evidence that he obtained information in local dispensaries in 

Mongbwalu about rapes,
2015

 must be disregarded altogether. [REDACTED] lied and 

fabricated incriminating evidence under oath. Amongst many, two examples clearly 

illustrate this. First, it is evident that [REDACTED], both on the basis of his 

                                                           
2007

 [REDACTED]. 
2008

 PCB,paras.419. 
2009

 [REDACTED]. 
2010

 [REDACTED]. 
2011

 [REDACTED]. 
2012

 PCB,para.420. 
2013

 PCB,para.427. 
2014

 See Part IV,Chap.III,Section II(E). 
2015

 PCB,para.420. 
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observations there
2016

 and [REDACTED].
2017

 Second, [REDACTED] could not have 

reasonably affirmed that the FAC were present in Mongbwalu in light of his position in 

the FPLC.
2018

 Third, [REDACTED] fabricated the murder of a [REDACTED] 

personally committed by Mr NTAGANDA in his presence [REDACTED],
2019

 whereas 

the identity of [REDACTED],
2020

 the manner in which he was killed
2021

 and the date on 

which he was killed
2022

 clearly establish that neither [REDACTED] nor Mr 

NTAGANDA were involved in this crime. The Defence [REDACTED].
2023

 

 Kilo B.

699. P-0022’s [REDACTED]cannot be relied upon. In respect of P-0022’s evidence about 

her alleged rape, it is highly significant that it was mentioned in her statement to the 

Prosecution but entirely omitted in her initial version of events to [REDACTED] P-

0154.
2024

 Approximately one month separates these statements and P-0022’s failure to 

inform P-0154 impacts the reliability of her statement. 

700. P-0017’s evidence concerning commanders MULENDA, ERIC and AMERICAIN who 

would have sexually abused the same women in the UPC camp in Kilo must also be 

disregarded.
2025

 The unreliability of the incriminating evidence provided by P-0017 has 

been previously addressed.
2026

 Notably, in this case, his evidence is yet again not 

corroborated by reliable evidence. Moreover, the Prosecution omits to mention P-

0017’s evidence concerning a rape complaint addressed to commander AMERICAIN, 

which was rapidly investigated within his unit;
2027

 leading to the identification of the 

perpetrator.
2028

 P-0017’s testimony that the local population had no choice but to 

endure sexual exploitation by the UPC is not more than his opinion. AMERICAIN’s 

investigation of a rape complaint and the immediate measures taken thereafter however, 

                                                           
2016

 [REDACTED] 
2017

 [REDACTED]. 
2018

 [REDACTED]. 
2019

 [REDACTED]. 
2020

 [REDACTED]. 
2021

 [REDACTED]. 
2022

 [REDACTED]. 
2023

 [REDACTED]. 
2024

 P-0022:DRC-OTP-0077-0012;DRC-OTP-0104-0026,para.35.  
2025

 PCB,para.429. 
2026

 See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I,(B). 
2027

 P-0017:T-59,34:2-10. 
2028

 P-0017:T-59,4:9-12. 
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must be attributed full probative value. As for P-0017’s evidence concerning antibiotics 

brought to Kilo,
2029

 it is not probative that rapes were committed by FPLC in Kilo. 

 Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Counts 4-5 C.

701. Mr NTAGANDA is not charged for direct perpetration (Art.25(3)(a)), ordering 

(Art.25(3)(b)) or inducing (Art.25(3)(b)) under Counts 4-5.
2030

 The Prosecution failed 

to prove that the FPLC committed rape of civilians in Mongbwalu or Kilo pursuant to 

Counts 4-5 during the First Attack.
2031

  

702. The Prosecution also failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA possessed the required 

Art.30 mens rea. 

703. Mr NTAGANDA did not intend for FPLC troops to rape civilians as evidenced by, 

inter alia, Chef KAHWA’s address to FPLC troops in Mandro
2032

 and the FPLC 

ideology developed by Mr NTAGANDA
2033

 as understood by P-0911: 

[o]n the subject of discipline, I learnt certain things.  Firstly, a soldier shouldn't 

steal. A soldier shouldn't rape. A soldier shouldn't harm the population. A 

soldier should just work with complete discipline.
2034

 

 

704. D-0251, one of Mr NTAGANDA’s [REDACTED] testified: 

We considered Bosco Ntaganda as our father.
2035

 

A. We were very well treated.  He helped us a lot.  When someone was ill or 

when  one of our families had problems, he helped us a lot.  He was a very 

good commander.
2036

 

705. Although D-0251 was not yet one of Mr NTAGANDA’s [REDACTED] during the 

FPLC operations in Mongbwalu, there is no evidence indicating that Mr NTAGANDA 

previously treated his [REDACTED] any differently. 

                                                           
2029

 P-0017:T-59,38:20-39:10. 
2030

 Confirmation Decision,para.144;p.38-48. 
2031

 See Part IV,Chapt.VI,Section V(A),(B),(C). 
2032

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,13:19-14:27 (Transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.212-222). 
2033

 See Part IV,Chap.I,Section I; Part III, Chap.I,Section II (B). 
2034

 P-0911:T-157,17:2-6. 
2035

 D-0251:T-260,66:24. 
2036

 D-0251:T-260,40:8-10. 
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706. D-0017 also testified: “Q.To your knowledge, has Bosco Ntaganda ever raped any of 

his escorts? A.I never saw that.”
2037

 

707. The Prosecution’s argument that “in the UPC rape was not considered a crime”
2038

 is 

inaccurate and not supported by reliable evidence. Indeed, measures were indeed taken 

when information related to sexual violence crimes became available.
2039

 When Mr 

NTAGANDA was informed that SOPICK had sexually harassed one of his female 

bodyguards, he immediately punished him.
2040

  

708.  Through his acts and conducts, at all times relevant to the UDCC, it cannot be inferred 

that Mr NTAGANDA had the required mens rea for the crime of rape.  

709. Mr NTAGANDA testified that kupiga na kuchaji “means that you take all the 

equipment that the enemy had when fleeing.”
2041

 He also testified that it was forbidden 

to take the goods that belonged to the civilians since “our objective was to protect the 

population and you can’t rape a woman or young girls.”
2042

  

Section VI - Count 12-13 : Forcible transfer of population and displacement of civilians 

710. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is charged in relation to the First Attack for: 

“Count 12: Forcible transfer of population, a crime against humanity […] in or around 

Mongbwalu and Nzebi”
2043

 and “Count 13: Displacement of civilians, a war crime […] 

in or around Mongbwalu and Nzebi”.
2044

 Mr NTAGANDA is thus not charged with 

forcible transfer of population or displacement of civilians in Pluto, Sayo and Kilo. 

711. Although the Prosecution addresses both counts together, the “forcible transfer of 

population” and the “displacement of civilians” relate to different situations altogether.  

712. Article 7(1)(d) prohibits the forcible transfer of persons lawfully present in an area 

without grounds permitted under international law. Although the term “forcible” may 

                                                           
2037

 D-0017:T-253,61:5-6;T-254,39:3-14. 
2038

 PCB,para.984. 
2039

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0066(third)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3888); DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0203(third)(Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4025). 
2040

 D-0300:T-214,10:8-12. 
2041

 D-0300:T-213,9:5-11. 
2042

 D-0300:T-213,9:18-25. 
2043

 UDCC,p.63-64,para.69. 
2044

 UDCC,p.64,para.69. 
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include “threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence”,
2045

 the 

mere fact that a civilian flees out of fear does not mean, that this civilian was deported 

or forcibly transferred. Cryer explains in respect of forcible transfer as a crime against 

humanity that “if a group flees of its own genuine volition, for example, to escape a 

conflict zone, that would not be forced displacement.”
2046 

For example, civilians who 

fled Fallujah in large numbers in 2004 and 2007 in advance of an attack by United 

States were not victims of a crime against humanity committed by United States’ 

forces. Indeed, as held by the Prlic TC that “[c]’est l’absence de ce choix véritable qui 

conditionne le caractère illicite du déplacement. Afin de déterminer si les victimes d’un 

déplacement forcé avaient un choix véritable, il convient d’analyser les circonstances 

entourant leur déplacement”.
2047

 The possibility for the population `forcibly 

transferred` to return is one such circumstance. 

713. Article 8(2)(e)(viii) on the other hand prohibits ‘ordering the displacement of civilians’, 

which makes clear that “only acts which are directly aimed at removing the respective 

civilian population from a given area are prohibited.”
2048 

The drafting history of the 

provision reinforces this meaning.
2049

 Accordingly, other acts not directly aimed at 

removing the respective civilian population but which might lead to the same result, 

such as a lawful attack, is not covered by this article. 

 Mongbwalu   D.

714. The Prosecution’s claims at paragraph 313 are not supported by reliable evidence. The 

evidence analysed in Part IV, Chapter VI, Section III demonstrates that the FPLC 

operations in Mongbwalu had a legitimate aim and were not directed at civilians. 

715. Witness evidence reveals that civilians left Mongbwalu of their own genuine volition 

“immédiatement quand nous avons entendu les coups de feu“;
2050

 after having “entendu 

les premiers éclatements”;
2051

 “whenever there was a gunshot, everyone fled to 

                                                           
2045

 Elements of Crimes,fn.12. 
2046

 Cryer et al., 2
nd

ed.,p.249. See Akhavan, Reconciling Crimes,p.35(“if this conception of forcible transfer 

does not rest on the laws of war, it could result in the effective criminalization of combat”). 
2047

 Prlić,para.50. 
2048

 Triffterer, 3
rd

ed.,p.566. 
2049

 Triffterer, 3
rd

ed.,p.566. 
2050

 P-0039:DRC-OTP-0104-0015-R03,paras.21-22. 
2051

 DRC-OTP-0104-0170-R02,paras.16-17. 
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Sayo”;
2052

 “those who heard these shots, including me, fled”.
2053

 Thus, civilians left 

voluntarily before the fighting reached Mongbwalu. 

716. Although P-0039 [REDACTED]
2054

 and P-0894 [REDACTED]
2055

 testified “if you 

stayed behind and the Hema found you, you would be killed”,
2056

 the evidence depicts a 

different situation as civilians from all ethnic groups returned to Mongbwalu after the 

FPLC operations.
2057

 P-0907 and P-0963 stated that “all the ethnic groups began to 

come back one by one except the Lendu”.
2058

 The latter part of their evidence is 

contradicted however by P-0800 who affirmed “after the war everyone came back to 

Mongbwalu from all different tribes”.
2059

 Indeed, P-0859 a Lendu civilian
2060

 and 

others returned to Mongbwalu and settled in [REDACTED] where they used to live.
2061

 

P-0887 [REDACTED]
2062

 and P-0886 [REDACTED]
2063

 also returned to Mongbwalu 

after the FPLC operations.  

717. The Mongbwalu video
2064

 demonstrates the FPLC’s intention to “mettre en oeuvre une 

politique qui vise à faire revenir les habitants“.
2065

  In particular, the video shows non-

Hema civilians who have either stayed or returned to Mongbwalu, including 

YVONNE.
2066

 

718. Mr NTAGANDA who appears in the Mongbwalu video told the journalist ”les 

habitants commencent même à revenir, surtout celles qui avaient pris la fuite. Certains 

avaient été spoliés de leurs biens par les troupes des combattants et ... ”.
2067

 

719. The FPLC intended all civilians to return to their homes when the hostilities ceased. 

The FPLC troops told the population to return to their homes.
2068

 Indeed, P-0887 and P-

                                                           
2052

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.35. 
2053

 P-0850:T-112,71-21-72:2. 
2054

 P:0039:DRC-OTP-2062-0244,p.0244. 
2055

 P-0894:DRC-OTP-2076-0194,p.0194. 
2056

 P-0859:T-51,42:5-43:21; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0097 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3919). 
2057

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:23:30-01:23:51 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.1298-1301). 
2058

 P-0907:T-90,51:11-12; P-0963:T-79,18:6-18. 
2059

 P-0800:T-69,32:24-25;T-69,10:13-14. 
2060

 P-0859:T-51,7:25. 
2061

 P-0859:T-51,25:19-26:6. 
2062

 P-0887:T-93,13:3-4. 
2063

 P-0886:T-37,5:20-24 
2064

 PCB,paras.322,324. 
2065

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:53:39-00:54:06 (transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.779-783). 
2066

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:43:10-00:44:38; P-0002:T-172,34:8-10. 
2067

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:07:53-00:08:15 (transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.127-132). 
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0859 testified to the effect that the UPC soldiers “told us that we could go back to 

Mongbwalu”
2069

 while P-0886 heard that the soldiers were saying to everyone that they 

should return home.
2070

 Other inhabitants acted as liaison between the FPLC and the 

population, transmitting the FPLC’s invitation for “the civilian population to return to 

the village.”
2071

 Mr NTAGANDA testified that the FPLC “wanted [the APC and the 

combatants] to leave the area so that the population could return”.
2072

 

720. In these circumstances, it cannot be concluded that the civilian population of 

Mongbwalu was forcibly transferred or that civilians were displaced from Mongbwalu 

as a result of acts directly aimed at this purpose. 

721. What is more, even if the Chamber were to find that the civilian population was 

forcibly transferred or that civilians from Mongbwalu were displaced, it is evident that 

the FPLC, let alone Mr NTAGANDA, did not harbour the required intent for these 

crimes.  

722. In this regard, the Prosecution’s submission based on words attributed to 

KASANGAKI in the Mongbwalu video that the FPLC shot at the civilian population as 

it fled to Mongbwalu and Sayo is unfounded.
2073

 Indeed, KASANGAKI’s words 

referred to by the Prosecution are immediately followed by a reference to combatants as 

“ils envoyaient des renforts de ce côté-là, et lorsqu’on est arrivés en ville, il y avait un 

camp à l’endroit où celui-là il s’était enfui”.
2074

 

723. As for SALONGO’s documents referred to by the Prosecution, they are not probative 

of any forcible transfer or displacement of civilians having taken place. However, these 

documents confirm the FPLC intended the return of all civilians without discrimination 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2068

 P-0859,T-51,38:19-39:1. 
2069

 P-0887:T-93,19:10-14; P-0859:T-51,38:19-24. 
2070

 P-0886:T-37,14:5-8;T-40,20:9-13,17:6-9:“They said that to the people, ‘Don't be afraid. Don't be afraid.’ 

And we lived together. They took their alcohol there and we lived in harmony. There weren't troubles. When 

one of their soldiers committed abuses, that person was punished. That's how we lived together.“ 
2071

 P-0850:T-112,76:25-77:3. 
2072

 D-0300:T-234,43:7-15. 
2073

 PCB,paras.322,324. 
2074

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:46:43-00:46:48 (transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.675-676). 
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and aimed at protecting civilians and their property: ”entendu qu’il est de son devoir de 

veiller également à l’ordre public et à la sécurité des personnes et de leurs biens”.
2075

 

 Nzebi  E.

724. The evidence relied upon by the Prosecution does not establish the forcible transfer of 

the population or the displacement of civilians from Nzebi. First, the evidence drawn 

from P-0877’s [REDACTED] is not reliable.
2076

 Second, no probative value can 

attached to the evidence of civilians who left Kilo.
2077

 Third, as demonstrated earlier, 

[REDACTED]’s evidence concerning Nzebi is altogether non-reliable.
2078

 

 Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Counts 12-F.

13 

725. Mr NTAGANDA is not charged for direct perpetration (Art.25(3)(a)) under Counts 12-

13.
2079

 

726.  The Prosecution failed to prove that the FPLC committed the crime of forcible transfer 

of the population or displacement of civilians in Mongbwalu or Nzebi during the First 

Attack.
2080

 The Prosecution also failed to prove, that Mr NTAGANDA possessed the 

required Art.30 mens rea.  

727. As demonstrated, the FPLC neither intended to forcibly transfer the population – who 

subsequently returned to their home – nor ordered the displacement of civilians. 

728. The Mongbwalu video showing KISEMBO in the company of Mr NTAGANDA 

addressing Hema civilians who had returned to Mongbwalu
2081

 is clear evidence that 

the FPLC, its senior leadership and Mr NTAGANDA did not intend to transfer or 

displace the population/civilians, let alone to forcibly do so.
2082

 

                                                           
2075

 PCB,para.321; DRC-OTP-0092-0541; DRC-OTP-0091-0709; DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:23:30-01:23:51 

(transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.1298-1301). 
2076

 PCB,para.325; See Part IV, Chap.III, Section II. 
2077

 PCB,para.326. 
2078

 PCB,para.327,329. 
2079

 Confirmation Decision,para.144;p.38-48. 
2080

 Confirmation Decision,para.123; PCB,para.1039. 
2081

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:53:42-01:55:12 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.1970-2009). 
2082

 See Part IV,Chap.VI,Section VI. 
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729. When Mr NTAGANDA returned to Mongbwalu on 14 February 2003, he addressed a 

group of civilians who recognized him. He was glad to see them and expressed his 

satisfaction concerning the return of normal living conditions, which illustrates that he 

always intended for all civilians to return.
2083

 

730. Mr NTAGANDA’s lack of intent to transfer or displace the population/civilians is also 

corroborated by his earlier actions in Mandro when he welcomed a group of Lendu 

civilians oppressed by Lendus combatants, in the area.
2084

 

Section VII - Count 18 : Destroying the enemy’s property  

731. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is charged in relation to the First Attack for 

“Count 18: Destruction of property, a war crime […] in or around Mongbwalu and 

Sayo”. More particularly, Mr NTAGANDA is charged for destroying civilian houses in 

Mongbwalu and Sayo by deliberately targeting them with heavy weapons.”
2085

 Thus, 

Mr NTAGANDA is only charged for destruction of civilian houses during the FPLC 

operations and before the takeover of Mongbwalu and Sayo. 

732. Heavy weapons used in Mongbwalu and Sayo included: (i) one 12.7mm, one grenade 

launcher and one recoilless in SALUMU’s brigade;
2086

 and (ii) one B-10 brought to 

Mongbwalu by Mr NTAGANDA.
2087

 [REDACTED].
2088

 In Mongbwalu, only 

SALUMU’s heavy weapons were used.
2089

 As for the Sayo operation, Mr 

NTAGANDA’s B-10, SALUMU’s 12.7 and a 60mm mortar were used with Mr 

NTAGANDA at the Appartements
2090

 while SALUMU’s grenade launcher was located 

with SEYI at the Usine.
2091

 

                                                           
2083

 D-0300:T-220,49:19-50:18 (“I went to the head of the centre and I said I couldn’t proceed without speaking 

to the population and the chief said that they had indeed come to see me, so I spoke to them at the marketplace. 

There were very many people gathered there” “I greeted them, I asked how they were. I said that I was pleased 

to see them going about their daily business with no problem […] and that they were living in peace. I said that 

our work was to ensure their security”); See also D-0054:T-244,18:16-25,19:5-13. 
2084

 D-0054:T-243,76:23,89:5-7;T-244,8:19-25,7:11-13 (“Q. Why was it that Lendu people were attacking 

people from their own ethnic group? A.They didn’t want us to be able to live together with the Hema, but we 

said that we would live with them”; DRC-OTP-0126-0030); D-0300:T-213,70:19-71:13;T-231,10:18-13:5. 
2085

 UDCC,p.64-65,paras.73(underline added). 
2086

 P-0017:T-58,59:19-60:10. 
2087

 D-0300:T-216,85:6-11. 
2088

 [REDACTED]. 
2089

 D-0300:T-217,49:20-23. 
2090

 D-0300:T-217,48:12-20. 
2091

 D-0300:T-217,51:15-24;T-223,43:13-16. 
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A. Mongbwalu 

 

733. [REDACTED] the orders issued and the procedure related to the firing of heavy 

weapons when SALUMU’s brigade advanced towards Mongbwalu, [REDACTED]:  (i) 

[REDACTED] MUREFU who had a radio and communicated with the brigade 

commander who gave the order to fire; (ii) “Salumu designated the target”;
2092

 (iii) in 

Mongbwalu the target were the houses in the main camp;
2093

 (iv) the heavy weapons 

“were only used to intervene where there was strong resistance”;
 2094

 (v) “[w]hen the 

infantry advanced, the support weapons stayed back”;
2095

 and (vi) “in Mongbwalu 

where we fired, [REDACTED].  Only military targets were there.  The town was 

deserted.”
2096

  

734. Although the Prosecution refers to the evidence [REDACTED] in support of its claim 

that “[REDACTED]”,
2097

 [REDACTED] evidence, stating: “[REDACTED], the 

infantry might run into some resistance.[REDACTED]”[REDACTED], [REDACTED].  

[REDACTED]”
2098

 “[REDACTED].”
2099

 

735. The Prosecution’s submission based on P-0859`s evidence that “UPC heavy weapons 

completely destroyed Lendu civilian dwellings in the town”
2100

 is inapposite. First, the 

evidence suggests that P-0859 was a Lendu combatant.
2101

 Second, it is implausible that 

P-0859 would flee from the family house
2102

 leaving [REDACTED].
2103

 Third, it stems 

from P-0859’s evidence that he neither saw the shell nor the manner in which his house 

was used when the shell landed.
2104

 More importantly, [REDACTED],
2105

 it cannot be 

concluded that the shelling of the family house was intentional. Had SALUMU’s 

                                                           
2092

 [REDACTED]. 
2093

 [REDACTED]. 
2094

 [REDACTED]. 
2095

 [REDACTED]. 
2096

 [REDACTED]. 
2097

 [REDACTED]. 
2098

 [REDACTED]. 
2099

 [REDACTED]. 
2100

 PCB,para.403,fn.1170. 
2101

 P-0859:T-51,19:14-18;T-52,15:22-16:5,17:8-10,17:24-25. 
2102

 P-0859:T-52,12:6-9. 
2103

 P-0859:T-51,8:7-9;T-51,16:14-17:24. 
2104

 P-0859:T-51,16:15-19. 
2105

 [REDACTED]. 
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brigade intended to destroy houses in Mongbwalu, many houses could and would have 

been flattened using the recoilless, the grenade launcher and the mortar. 

736. The Prosecution’s additional submission that ”[f]ollowing the attack, UPC soldiers and 

Hema civilians spread in Mongbwalu, looting and destroying houses and shops in the 

process” is not relevant as Mr NTAGANDA is not charged with this type of 

destruction.
2106

  Second, the evidence provided by P-0039 refers to a different time 

period, namely June 2003.
2107

 P-0859’s evidence is also contradicted by P-0887 who 

stated that there were no damage to buildings and houses in Mongbwalu after the 

second attempt to liberate Mongbwalu.
2108

 Lastly, the Mongbwalu video
2109

 illustrates 

that there was no destruction in Mongbwalu following the FPLC operations, let alone 

‘extensive destruction’.
2110

 

B. Sayo 

737. It cannot be concluded on the basis of the unreliable evidence provided by P-0768, P-

0963 and P-0017 that the FPLC deliberately and systematically targeted civilian houses 

in Sayo with heavy weapons.
2111

 As for the evidence provided by P-0800, it is also not 

reliable. First, during his testimony, P-0800 referred to shelling taking place in Sayo 

over a period of two days for the very first time. He had not done so before.
2112

 Second, 

P-0800 left Sayo shortly after 13h00 on Sunday,
2113

 which implies that he left before 

the FPLC secured Sayo. Third, P-0800’s description of the fighting during two days, 

not being able to see the soldiers five Kilometres away from Sayo but being able to 

hear them sing, is entirely implausible.
2114

 Fourth, P-0800 testified that on the day he 

left Sayo “there were shells which were fired, but one of these landed on the house 

[REDACTED]” thereby suggesting, if such a shell was ever fired, that lack of precision 

was the reason.
2115

 Lastly, P-0800’s evidence is contradicted by Mr NTAGANDA’s 

evidence who explained how heavy weapons were used during the Sayo operation; the 

                                                           
2106

 UDCC,para.73. 
2107

 PCB,fn.1172; DRC-OTP-0104-0015-R03,paras.32-34; DRC-OTP-2062-0244-R02,paras.59-60. 
2108

 P-0887:T-93,28:15-17 
2109

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251. 
2110

 PCB,fn.1168. 
2111

 UDCC,para.73, PCB,para.407. 
2112

 P-0800:T-69,51:17-52:2. 
2113

 P-0800:T-69,49:13. 
2114

 P-0800:T-69,53:7-55:2. 
2115

 P-0800:T-69,51:17-19. 
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firing of the B-10 which resulted in the enemy fleeing; and the impact where the B-10 

round impacted.
2116

 

738. As for the evidence provided by P-0815 and P-0886 concerning the burning of houses 

and damage caused to houses,
2117

 they were not in Sayo and did not personally observe 

such damage being done to houses.
2118

 Their evidence is also not corroborated by other 

reliable evidence. What is more, Mr NTAGANDA is not charged with this type of 

destruction. 

C. Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Count 18 

739. Mr NTAGANDA is not charged for direct perpetration (Art.25(3)(a)), ordering 

(Art.25(3)(b)) or inducing (Art.25(3)(b)) the commission of the crime of destroying the 

enemy’s property in Mongbwalu or Sayo under Count 18.
2119

 

740. The Prosecution failed to prove that the FPLC destroyed enemy’s property pursuant to 

Count 18 during the First Attack.
2120

 The Prosecution also failed to prove that Mr 

NTAGANDA possess the required Art.30 mens rea. 

741. Mr NTAGANDA’s commander SALUMU followed targeted procedure as to avoid 

destruction personally.
2121

 

742. The manner in which Mr NTAGANDA used heavy weapons in Sayo shows no intent 

on his part to commit such crimes. Quite to the contrary, the firing was only targeting 

military target
2122

 and stopped as soon as the enemy fled.
2123

 

743. It cannot be inferred from Mr NTAGANDA’s conduct and/or orders he gave that he 

intended the destruction of property or that he knew that implementation of his orders 

would result in the destruction of property through the use of heavy weapons.
2124

 

                                                           
2116

 D-0300:T-217,49:20-51:9. 
2117

 PCB,paras.405-406. 
2118

 P-0815:T-76,56:5-8; P-0886:T-37,16:16-20. 
2119

 Confirmation Decision,p.38-58. 
2120

 See Part IV, Chapter VI, Section VII, (A),(B). 
2121

 P-0963:T-82,16-20. 
2122

 D-0300:T-217,50:22-51:9. 
2123

 D-0300:T-217,51:15-52:7; D-0017:T-253,39:23-41:8. 
2124

 D-0300:T-215,49:20-50:11; D-0300:T-215,79:22-81:22. 
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744. SALUMU’s instructions/orders to his heavy weapons section
2125

 and his selection of 

target confined to military objectives demonstrate the absence of intent to destroy 

civilian property. 

745. Moreover, the manner in which Mr NTAGANDA directed the use of heavy weapons 

during the Sayo operation, halting heavy weapons fire as soon as the enemy left,
 2126

 

demonstrates that he did not intend to destroy enemy`s property. 

746. Consequently, Mr NTAGANDA does not incur individual criminal responsibility under 

Count 18 pursuant to any mode of liability charged in accordance with Art.25. 

Section VIII - Count 17 : Attacking protected objects 

747. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is charged in relation to the First Attack for 

“Count 17: Attack against protected objects, a war crime […] in or around Mongbwalu 

and Sayo.”
2127

 More particularly, Mr NTAGANDA is charged for attacks directed 

against the: (i) Sayo health centre;
2128

 (ii) hospital in Mongbwalu “[a]fter the takeover 

of Mongbwalu and Sayo;
2129

 and (iii) Sayo church“[a]fter the takeover of Mongbwalu 

and Sayo”.
2130

  

748. The Prosecution’s incorporation for this count of the “evidence of the pillaging and 

destruction of ‘protected’ property” is misguided.
2131

 The PTC’s holdings that: “by 

pillaging property that they found in” “the hospital and the church in Mongbwalu” and 

by “pillaging goods” in the Sayo church, Mr NTAGANDA is responsible for attacking 

protected objects is legally unfounded.
2132

 

749. Attacking protected property as a war crime requires that the perpetrator directed one or 

more acts of violence against a protected object and intending the protected object to be 

the aim of the attack;
2133

 during the conduct of hostilities.
2134

 

                                                           
2125

 [REDACTED]. 
2126

 D-0300:T-217,51:15-52:7; D-0017:T-253,39:23-41:8. 
2127

 UDCC,p.65. 
2128

 UDCC,para.71. 
2129

 UDCC,para.79; Confirmation Decision,para.69; The PTC’s holding that Mr NTAGANDA directed an attack 

against the church in Mongbwalu is inaccurate. 
2130

 UDCC,para.79; Confirmation Decision,para.69. 
2131

 PCB,para.408. 
2132

 Confirmation Decision,para.69. 
2133

 Elements of crimes, Art.8(2)(b)(ix). 
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A. Mongbwalu 

750. The alleged pillage at the Mongbwalu hospital ‘after the takeover of Mongbwalu’ does 

not constitute an attack against a protected object.
 2135

 

B. Sayo 

751. Regarding the church, the UDCC solely refers to pillaging and not to any damage cause 

to the church.
2136

 The Decision confirming the charges incorrectly does.
2137

 In any 

event, P-0768 was not in Sayo at the time of the FPLC operation and his evidence is 

unreliable.
2138

 Moreover, P-0768’s evidence refers to the ‘aftermath’ of the FPLC 

operation, which is not comprised in the crime of attacking protected objects. As for the 

evidence provided by P-0898 who “saw […] a church that had been entirely burnt 

down”
2139

 is not only not reliable,
2140

 it is also implausible and not corroborated by any 

reliable evidence. Lastly, the unreliability of P-0017 fabricated evidence regarding the 

church must also be dismissed.  

752. As for Sayo health centre, there is no evidence that it was either targeted deliberately or 

hit by a heavy weapon’s fire.
2141

 Mr NTAGANDA explained how heavy weapons were 

used during the Sayo operation.
2142

 As for P-0800’s evidence about the presence of 

FPLC members is Sayo, less than 500 meters from him,
2143

 it is implausible, not 

corroborated by other reliable evidence and should be disregarded as that related to P-

0800 being the last one to depart from Sayo
2144

 and leaving behind Charlotte who was 

in good health and could walk and her child.
2145

 P-0800’s evidence that the FPLC 

moved from the church towards the health centre
2146

 while he left towards Nzebi,
2147

 is 

implausible and not corroborated by other reliable evidence. P-0800’s inconsistent and 

confusing evidence regarding the presence of FPLC members whom he could hear but 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2134

 Katanga CD,paras.266-267. 
2135

 Katanga CD,paras.266-267. 
2136

 UDCC,para.72. 
2137

 Confirmation Decision,para.69. 
2138

 PCB,fn1188; See Part IV, Chapter III, Section I, A. 
2139

 PCB,fn1194; P-0898:T-154,26:16-17.  
2140

 See Part VI,Chap.I,Section III(P-0898). 
2141

 See Part IV,Chap.VI,Section VII.. 
2142

 D-0300:T-217,49:20-51:9. 
2143

 P-0800:T-68,31:18 
2144

 P-0800:T-68,35:19-22. 
2145

 P-0800:T-68,30:1-33:17. 
2146

 P-0800:T-68,34:5-9;T-69,58:2-16. 
2147

 P-0800:T-68,36:22-24. 
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could not see five Kilometres away in Mongbwalu and the timing of the FPLC’s 

occupation of the Usine on the way to Sayo leads to the conclusion that P-0800 had left 

Sayo when the FPLC secured the town following the enemy’s retreat.
2148

  

753. As for P-0800’s evidence related to his observations some four months later,
2149

 it is 

both implausible as well as irrelevant to proving the crime of attacking protected 

property. 

C. Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Count 17 

754. The Prosecution failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA or the FPLC committed the 

crime of attacking protected objects in Mongbwalu or Sayo during the First Attack.
2150

 

The Prosecution has also failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA possessed the required 

Art.30 mens rea.  

755. The Prosecution’s contention that witnesses saw looted goods in Mr NTAGANDA’s 

possession
2151

 does not prove the crime of ‘attacking protected objects’.
2152

  

756. Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony regarding the briefing he received from SALUMU when 

arriving in Mongbwalu
2153

 and his visit to the congrégations with KISEMBO depicted 

in the Mongbwalu video,
2154

 demonstrate that Mr NTAGANDA cared for religious 

people and places and did not intend the destruction of protected objects. 

Section IX - Count 11 : Pillaging 
 

757. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is charged in relation to the First Attack with 

“Count 11: Pillaging […] in or around Mongbwalu and Sayo”.
2155

 Mr NTAGANDA is 

thus not charged for pillaging in Pluto, Nzebi and Kilo.  

758. Pillaging refers to appropriation of certain property, without the consent of the owner, 

with the intent to use it for private or personal use. Military necessity is a Defence for 

                                                           
2148

 See Part IV,Chap.VI,Section VII. 
2149

 P-0800:T-68,52:8-16,56:7-21,81:5-11;T-69,67:19-21,68:6-19. 
2150

 Confirmation Decision,para.141; PCB,paras.802-805,1040-1043. 
2151

 PCB,para.804. 
2152

 See Part IV,Chap.VI,Section VIII. 
2153

 D-0300:T-217,36:16-37:24. 
2154

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:54:46-00:55:42 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.792-823); DRC-OTP-2058-

0251,00:55:49-01:25:36 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.844-1359). 
2155

 UDCC,p.63. 
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the crime of pillaging.
2156

 The appropriation of items such as weapons, ammunitions, 

medical supplies, vehicles, motorcycles, communications’ equipment and food is prima 

facie justified by military necessity.
2157

 D-0251 testified “as a soldier, we weren't 

allowed to go and pillage, but as for food, you could take food and eat because you can 

only live if you've eaten.”
2158

 

A. Mongbwalu 

759. The FPLC policy on looting was clear: “nous ne voulons pas de cette armee qui ira 

voler les biens des habitants.”
2159

 It was communicated to FPLC members by UPC-RP 

authorities
2160

 and senior FPLC commanders alike
2161

 and the soldiers were well aware 

of the potential consesquences. Indeed, “YKP: […] tout militaire qui ira voler muni 

d'une arme … il n'y aura pas de procès. II sera fusille. II mourra. N'est-ce pas? 

Soldats: Oui.”
 2162

 Even before the FPLC was created, when Mr NTAGANDA was 

informed that soldiers had started to loot in civilian houses, he immediately assembled 

the troops, punished them in public and had the looted goods burned.
2163

 Later, when a 

member of the FPLC looted in the house of a Nande civilian, the most severe 

punishment was authorized by the President and the perpetrator was executed by firing 

squad, in front of the FPLC members assembled for this occasion in Camp Ndromo as 

well as before the victims of the looting.
2164

 

760. Mr NTAGANDA and other senior commanders did not promise looting to the 

troops.
2165

 [REDACTED] made up the Mabanga meeting.
2166

 P-0907 fabricated his 

interaction with [REDACTED].
2167

 P-0010 was not present during the First Attack.
2168

 

                                                           
2156

 Elements of Crimes,fn.62. 
2157

 Nils Melzer, International Humanitarian Law, A Comprehensive Introduction,p.95; Katanga Confirmation 

of Charges,para.317; Gotovina et al.,para. 1779.  
2158

 D-0251:T-260,32:18-20. 
2159

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,18:17-25:15 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.266,375). 
2160

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,09:53-29:37 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.179-440). 
2161

 D-0017:T-252,78:6-12; D-0251:T-260,27:12-20. 
2162

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,25:45-25:57 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,l.382). 
2163

 D-0017:T-252,76:15-78:12; D-0300:T-215,7:18-8:1. 
2164

 D-0300:T-227,83:7-22;T-242,84:17-86:16. 
2165

 PCB,paras.382. 
2166

[REDACTED]. 
2167

 PCB,fn.1093;  See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I,(D). 
2168

 PCB,fn.1095; See Part VI,Chapt.I,Section IV.  
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761. Neither Mr NTAGANDA nor FPLC commanders ordered troops to commit pillage.
2169

 

Mr NTAGANDA explained in detail the meaning of the term ‘kupiga na kuchaji’ 

which means ‘Attack’ and ‘Charge’, the two phases of a military operation.
2170

 The 

second leg of this term refers to actions taken by the attacking force when the enemy 

flees, “[t]hat means that you take all the equipment that the enemy had when 

fleeing”,
2171

 “it means getting all the weapons that the enemy had because you had 

beaten the enemy.”
2172

 The taking of goods other than the enemy’s property, such as 

items belonging to civilians was forbidden and the soldiers were reminded of this 

during briefings preceding attacks.
2173

 P-0055, with whom D-0038 agreed,
2174

 

confirmed Mr NTAGANDA’s interpretation that: 

it means attack the army and after or as soon as you attack the enemy, you 

should dispossess the enemy of his weapon and his property. So it's a military 

expression. I don't know how to explain it, but it means attack and then – 

attack the enemy and then pillage by taking away his weapon and all his 

whatever he has, uniform, military attire, bayonets, whatever they possess, in 

fact meaning that the enemy should be disarmed. It’s a military expression. 
2175

 

762. P-0017 and P-0963, who provided incriminating evidence which cannot be relied 

upon,
2176

 referred to “kupiga na kuchaji’ as implying looting. In cross-examination 

however, P-0017 said “Q. I put it to you that the word "kupiga" means to strike or to 

attack; is that correct? A. Yes. Q. And would you agree that "na kuchaji" can mean to 

charge; is that correct? A. Yes, indeed” and P-0963 said “that was when you prepare for 

war.  And it's about your morale.  The chief could say "kupiga na kuchaji".  That was a 

type of movement.”
2177

  

763. Although D-0251 might have understood the term of ‘kupiga na kuchaji’ to be related 

in some way to looting, she clearly affirmed: “our leaders didn’t want us to loot”.
2178

 

Q. What instructions did you receive from Bosco Ntaganda on this subject?  

                                                           
2169

 PCB,paras.382-383. 
2170

 D-0300:T-213,8:11-12:22. 
2171

 D-0300:T-213,9:10-11. 
2172

 D-0300:T-213,9:13-14. 
2173

 D-0300:T-213,9:18-10:1. 
2174

 D-0038:T-249,18:22-20:9. 
2175

 P-0055:T-72,10:7-13; See D-0038:T-249,18:23-19:4. 
2176

 See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I,(B),(C).  
2177

 P-0963:T-81,89:1-2. 
2178

 D-0251:T-260,99:21-23. 
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A. Mr Bosco was extremely strict. He didn't like people who disobeyed his 

orders, and he told us that he didn't want to hear of anybody looting the 

population property, nor setting alight to the houses of the civilian population.  

Q. Were these instructions from Bosco Ntaganda only for this operation or did 

you hear them also on other occasions?  

A. He mentioned them frequently. He wanted his troops to be disciplined and 

he wanted them to respect the civilian population and their property.
2179

 

764. The Prosecution’s reference to the fact that FPLC members were not paid
2180

 to 

demonstrate looting is misguided. For members of non-state armed groups, this is the 

norm and is not in and of itself an incentive to loot. FPLC members joined for other 

reasons. Mr NTAGANDA testified that the FPLC was their family.
2181

 When 

addressing the FPLC troops, Chef KAHWA promised that they would soon get a 

salary.
2182

 

765. Mr NTAGANDA did not pillage himself;
2183

 did not have others commit pillage on his 

behalf;
2184

 and did not organise the transport of looted goods from Mongbwalu to 

Bunia.
2185

 P-0768, P-0963, P-0907, P-0901 and P-0888’s evidence in this regard, 

previously addressed,
2186

 cannot be attributed any probative value.  

766. The evidence relied upon by the Prosecution to demonstrate that FPLC members looted 

in Mongbwalu is either not reliable or not probative that the crime of pillage was 

committed by the FPLC.
2187

 P-0859 discovered that his house has been looted when 

returning at a time unknown following the FPLC second attempt to liberate 

Mongbwalu.
2188

 P-0859 saw his neighbours wearing his clothes indicating that civilians 

were responsible for looting.
2189

 P-0039’s evidence, admitted pursuant through Rule 

68(2)(b) without cross-examination is based on anonymous hearsay. Notably, P-0039 is 

one of the witnesses who were in contact with [REDACTED] P-0154 who appears to 

                                                           
2179

 D-0251:T-260,27:12-27(underline added). 
2180

 PCB,fn.1094. 
2181

 D-0300:T-217,38:3-10. 
2182

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,17:44-18:02 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll. 255-258). 
2183

 PCB,para.397; D-0300:T-234,6:5-8. 
2184

  D-0300:T-221,72:23-25. 
2185

  PCB,para.805; D-0300:T-221,72:21-25. 
2186

 See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I, (A),(C),(D),(E).  
2187

 PCB,paras.390-391. 
2188

 P-0859:T-51,26:4-16. 
2189

 P-0859:T-51,32:20-33:2. 
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have coached many Prosecution’s witnesses.
2190

 The evidence provided by P-0877, P-

0887, P-0892 and [REDACTED] P-0912, P-0894 and V-2 addressed earlier
2191

 is 

unreliable. 

767. The Mongbwalu video does not support the Prosecution’s claim of “Hema civilian 

supporters under the command of NTAGANDA, [going] house-to-house searching for 

items to loot.”
2192

 First, as addressed earlier, Hema civilians were neither integrated in 

the FPLC, nor under the command of Mr NTAGANDA, who cannot be held 

responsible for their actions. Second, the Mongbwalu video actually depicts a town 

which had not been the object of any destruction where normal life is resuming and 

civilians are returning peacefully with their own items.
2193

 

768. Although Mongbwalu is a gold mining town, gold was not an issue during the FPLC 

operations in Mongbwalu. In any event, no gold could have been extracted at the time, 

as shown by the contemporaneous Mongbwalu video.
2194

 

B. Sayo 

769. The evidence relied upon by the Prosecution to demonstrate that FPLC members looted 

in Sayo is either not reliable or not probative that the crime of pillage was committed 

by the FPLC.
2195

 P-0815 left Sayo at the beginning of the FPLC operation and did not 

return for months.
2196

 His evidence on looting is based on P-0886, who provided 

unreliable evidence. More importantly, asked who was responsible for the looting, P-

0815 testified “I do not know.  It is not possible for me to identify them.  It was the 

looters who took away that property.”
2197

 P-0886 who provided entirely implausible 

evidence regarding [REDACTED] and the location of the [REDACTED] family 

bodies, which turned out to be erroneous, was not a truthful witness.
2198

 In cross-

examination, P-0886 admitted leaving Sayo before the FPLC left the town.
2199

 The 

                                                           
2190

 See Part V,Chapt.II,Section C. 
2191

 PCB,para.390; See Part IV,Chap.III,Section II. 
2192

 PCB,para.384. 
2193

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:15:07-00:16:06. 
2194

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:30:15-00:37:02 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.452-522). 
2195

 PCB,paras.393-397. 
2196

 P-0815:T-76,15:25-16-1. 
2197

 P-0815:T-76,58:11-12. 
2198

 See Part IV,Chap.III,Section IV,(I). 
2199

 P-0886:T-36,70:17-23. 
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exact number of days P-0886 was away from Sayo before returning is unknown.
2200

 P-

0886 did not see anyone take anything from his house.
2201

 As concerns houses, P-0886 

testified that he saw they were empty “from far away”.
 2202

  He also testified that he did 

not see any soldiers take the iron sheets allegedly looted off the roofs.
2203

 Significantly, 

the Mongbwalu video shows many houses with roofs made of corrugated iron sheets 

that have not been looted.
2204

 Whereas P-0886 was asked to assist in transporting goods 

on a vehicle, he did not see these items being looted and his evidence suggests these 

items were used for military purposes at the Church where they set up, at Camp Mount 

Adidi and at camp Goli where their HQ was.
2205

 As for P-0800 who left Sayo as the 

FPLC was entering the town
2206

 and who returned much later in March 2003,
2207

 his 

evidence regarding [REDACTED] is both implausible and not probative. 

770. The FPLC policy regarding civilian property, is confirmed by KISEMBO who is seen 

on the Mongbwalu video addressing non-Hema civilians who have returned:  

“vous qui êtes revenus avant les autres, vous ne devez pas entrer dans les 

maisons d'autrui. Si vous avez laisse votre maison, c'est à cette même maison 

que vous devez revenir.“
2208

 

“CFK: …même à Bunia il y a des maisons appartenant à des Lendu, et nous 

avons interdit aux gens de les occuper. Hein? INI: Oui. CFK: A Bunia, est-ce 

que vous avez vu des Hema occuper des maisons appartenant à des Lendu? 

INI : Non.“
2209

 

771. Following the liberation of Sayo, when Mr NTAGANDA was informed that 

ABELANGA, a senior officer and battalion commander in SALUMU’s brigade, was 

harassing the civilian population and involved in taking their property, Mr 

NTAGANDA immediately reacted; had ABELANGA arrested despite the important 

position he held; and brought him back to Bunia where he was imprisoned.
2210

 As 

revealed by various messages in the NTAGANDA Logbook, Mr NTAGANDA did not 

                                                           
2200

 P-0886:T-37,12:4-10;T-40,8:7-9:23,11:3-19,13:3-15:10.  
2201

 P-0886:T-40,17:23-25. 
2202

 P-0886:T-40,18:6-8. 
2203

 P-0886:T-40,19:12-18,21:23-22:1.  
2204

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:15:07-00:16:06. 
2205

 P-0886:T-37,18:15-17,19:5-6,19:19-20. 
2206

 P-0800:T-68,35:19-22. 
2207

 P-0800:T-68,51:17-20. 
2208

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:44:14-01:44:21 (transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.1673-1674). 
2209

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:45:30-01:45:38 (transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.1705-1709). 
2210

 D-0300:T-235,57:21-58:2. 
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hesitate to take disciplinary measures leading to imprisonment of FPLC members.
2211

 

Mr NTAGANDA’s attitude towards theft was clear: “[REDACTED] ”.
2212

 JEROME 

applied FPLC’s policy.
2213

   

772. Measures were taken to protect inhabitants’ houses from looting.
2214

 Messages 

[REDACTED] in Mongbwalu illustrate that daily patrols monitored living conditions in 

Mongbwalu and that the situation was under control.
2215

 SALONGO, [REDACTED]  

Comd-SE-OpSec considered that it was his duty to protect “veiller également à l’ordre 

public et à la sécurité des personnes et de leurs biens”.
2216

 

C. Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Count 11 

773. The Prosecution failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA or the FPLC committed the 

crime of pillaging in Mongbwalu or Sayo during the First Attack.
2217

 The Prosecution 

also failed to prove, that Mr NTAGANDA possessed the required Art.30 mens rea. 

774. The evidence does not show that Mr NTAGANDA “sought his own profit” and is not 

in and of itself “corroborating his intent”.
2218

 Mr NTAGANDA’s personal view and the 

FPLC ideology he developed regarding looting was clear: it was a zero tolerance 

policy, as illustrated by inter alia: the burning of looted goods in Komanda;
2219

 the 

public execution by firing squad of a member of FPLC who pillaged the house of a 

civilian in Bunia;
2220

 Chef KAHWA address to the troops in Mandro;
2221

 and Mr 

                                                           
2211

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0041(third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3890); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0180 

(first)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4002); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0079(second)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.3901); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0189(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4011);  DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0098 (first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3920); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0194(second) (Transl. 

DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4016); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0098(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3920); 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0191(first)  (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4013). 
2212

 [REDACTED]. 
2213

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0044(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3866). 
2214

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0036(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3858). 
2215

 14 December: DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0053(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3875); 15 December: 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0054(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3876); 16 December:DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0057(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3879); 17 December:DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0058 (first) 

(Transl. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3880).  
2216

 PCB,para.321; DRC-OTP-0092-0541; DRC-OTP-0091-0709. 
2217

 Confirmation Decision,para.140; PCB,paras.802-805. 
2218

 PCB,para.1042. 
2219

 D-0300:T-215,7:18-8:1. 
2220

 D-0300:T-215,42:9-43 :10 
2221

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,25:46-25:58 (Transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.382-383). 
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NTAGANDA’s messages in the Ntaganda-Logbook.
2222

 Mr NTAGANDA explained 

that ‘kupiga na kuchaji’ did not authorise the looting of civilian property.
2223

 

775. Measures taken by Mr NTAGANDA to repress looting incidents brought to his 

attention, including in particular the arrest of ABELANGA,
2224

 a senior battalion 

commander, in Mongbwalu, demonstrate clearly that Mr NTAGANDA did not intend 

to loot personally or for FPLC members to loot. Mr NTAGANDA did not know that 

FPLC members would pillage as a result of his orders. 

Section  X - Count 10 : Persecution 

776. Pursuant to the UDCC, Mr NTAGANDA is charged in relation to the First Attack with 

“Count 10: Persecution on ethnic grounds […] in or around Mongbwalu, Pluto, Nzebi, 

Sayo and Kilo”.
2225

  

777. The case for the Defence is that neither the FPLC nor Mr NTAGANDA committed the 

crimes charged in counts 1-5, 7-8, 11-13 and 17-18
2226

 and accordingly that the crime 

of persecution has not been proved. More importantly, neither the FPLC nor Mr 

NTAGANDA acted at any time during the First Attack with the required discriminatory 

‘specific intent’ against non-Hema civilians for persecution.
2227

 

A. Specific intent requirement 

778. The FPLC was a multi-ethnic armed group composed of members from various ethnic 

groups. Many amongst the most senior officers were not from the Hema ethnic group, 

including inter alia: Mr NTAGANDA, DILANGO, JEROME, SALONGO, 

[REDACTED][REDACTED],[REDACTED],[REDACTED],[REDACTED], 

[REDACTED]. 

779. Addressing the FPLC troops assembled in Mandro before their departure to 

Mongbwalu, Chef KAHWA, secrétaire national adjoint à la Défense, expressed with 

                                                           
2222

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0212 (first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4034; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0178 

(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4000; See also DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0036 (second) (Transl.DRC-

OTP-2102-3854,p.3858. 
2223

 D-0300:T-213,9:5-10:1. 
2224

 D-0300:T-233,54:7-8. 
2225

 UDCC,p.63. 
2226

 Confirmation Decision,5.8.2. Areas where article 7 is narrower than customary international law,para.58. 
2227

 Cassese, International Criminal Law, p.107. 
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conviction the UPC-RP’s non-discrimination ideology and its application to the FPLC 

and its raison d’être
2228

 : 

”YKP: II n'y a pas de tribalisme dans l'armée. Je ne sais pas quelle ethnie, je 

ne sais quoi, lorsque vous êtes arrivés ici, que ce soit les lendu ou n'importe 

quelle autre ethnie. que sont ils tous ? Ce sont des Congolais ... n' est-ce pas 

la vérité? Soldats: Oui.”
2229

  

”YKP: […] Dans toute chose que nous faisons, nous regardons d'abord 

l'intérêt des habitants, la sécurité des habitants ... ainsi que leurs biens. Nous 

ne voulons pas non plus que cette armée soit une armée ethnique. Nous 

n'avons pas besoin d'une armée ethnique, c'est le tribalisme qui a tout 

endommage et a même provoque des tueries. Nous voulons que vous soyez une 

armée qui veille sur toutes les ethnies, une armée qui protège les habitants et 

leurs biens.”
2230

 

780. Chef KAHWA clearly identified who the FPLC’s enemy was:  

”YKP: L'ennemi, cependant, c'est celui qui se dressera pour combattre, pour 

tuer les habitants. Celui-là sera notre ennemi, n'est-ce pas la vérité? Soldats: 

Oui. YKP: Et nous le combattrons. Nous invitons donc tout le monde à se 

joindre a nous.”
2231

 

781. Mr NTAGANDA, who assisted with the preparation of Chef KAHWA’s address to the 

FPLC
2232

, confirmed the FPLC ideology which was adopted and included in the 

training of FPLC members, including that of former members of the APC:  

”Well, briefly it was about getting them to understand military ideology […] 

that soldiers ensure the safety and security of civilian and their property. 

Thirdly, a soldier must fight against other soldiers. […] discipline and morale 

is the main weapon of all soldiers […] they must show discrimination -- they 

must show discipline without discrimination towards civilians […].”
2233

 

782. The operational objectives as well as the manner, in which the FPLC operations in 

Mongbwalu were conducted, make it clear that discrimination against non-Hema was 

not even a consideration. Strikingly, the brigade commanders who ordered to 

                                                           
2228

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,19:45-20:01 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.288-290). 
2229

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,23:02-23:11 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.336-339). 
2230

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,15:38-16:17 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.235-240). 
2231

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016,23:12-23:18 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.340-342); See also DRC-OTP-0082-

0016,12:13-14:27 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.205-222). 
2232

 DRC-OTP-0082-0016 (Transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,0723:375-387). 
2233

 D-0300:T-214,4:12-5:6; See also DRC-OTP-0082-0016,20:27-20:45 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.297-

300). 
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implement the FPLC operations in Mongbwalu, i.e. SALUMU and SEYI, are not from 

the Hema ethnic group. [REDACTED].  

783. Significantly, as highlighted by the Prosecution, the Mongbwalu population at the time 

of the FPLC operations was predominantly non-Hema.
2234

 Yet, the primary aim of the 

FPLC operations was to put an end to the oppression of the Mongbwalu population.
2235

  

784. The FPLC operations were not directed at civilians, and even less so at non-Hema 

civilians. FPLC commanders including Mr NTAGANDA did not issue orders targeting 

Lendu or non-Hemas.
2236

  

785. Although most of the civilian population left Mongbwalu upon hearing gunshots before 

the FPLC entered the town,
2237

 they did so voluntarily as is often the case during an 

armed conflict. 

786. The crux of the matter however is that the FPLC intended all members of the civilian 

population, without exception, to return to Mongbwalu.
2238

 As soon as Sayo was 

liberated, civilians who left were invited to return and in fact did return.
2239

 Even 

civilians from the Lendu ethnic group could and did return.
2240

 

787. The FPLC did not commit the crime of murder. Notably, the evidence does not 

establish that any of the alleged murder was committed on a discriminatory ground. 

Any ratissage conducted in Mongbwalu and Sayo were conducted in accordance with 

military practice.
2241

 The aim of rattisage was not to identify `Lendus`.
2242

 In this 

                                                           
2234

 PCB,para.435. 
2235

 D-0300:T-216,46:14-47:5;T-242,24:13-18;DRC-OTP-2058-0251,00:09:18-00:09:39(transl.DRC-OTP-

2102-3766,ll.155-157). 
2236

 PCB.para.434. 
2237

 DRC-OTP-2076-0194,para.35. 
2238

 P-0894:T-104,7:22-25(“Apart from people that I know, after Mongbwalu was taken, there was a civilian 

population in Sayo. And Bosco came. He had a meeting. He reassured the population saying that they should 

return to the village”). 
2239

 P-0887:T-93,19:10-14. 
2240

DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:07:07-01:07:33 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.1018-1022); P-0907:T-90,51:11-

12; P-0800:T-69,32:24-25;T-69,10:13-14; P-0859:T-51,7:25. 
2241

 P-0898:T-154,26:10-13. 
2242

 See Part IV,Chapt.III,Section I,(A),(C),(D); See Part IV,Chapt.III,SectionII,(E); See Part VI,Chap.I,Section 

II,III; See Part IV,Chap.V,Section VI.  
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regard, the unreliable character of the evidence upon which the Prosecution relies 

demonstrates the weakness of its case.
2243

  

788. Addressing nuns at the Charité Maternelle congrégation when touring Mongbwalu 

with Mr NTAGANDA, KISEMBO also clearly identified the FPLC’s enemy, stressing 

that members of the Lendu ethnic group were welcome back but not Lendus 

combatants:  

”[…] Nous n'avons aucun problème avec les Lendu. Un Lendu n'est Lendu que 

parce que c'est son ethnie. II peut revenir, ii peut vivre ici, et il va y vivre sans 

le moindre souci. Mais les combattants, nous ne voulons pas d'eux, car ce sont 

eux qui agacent les habitants.”
2244

 

789. In the same video, KISEMBO expressed with conviction the absence of discrimination 

both within the UPC-RP
2245

 and within the FPLC.
2246

 

790. When a Lendu civilian, [REDACTED], was killed by a FPLC member, [REDACTED]  

SALONGO immediately reacted and reported the incident leading to the most severe 

punishment being authorised by the President.
2247

 LIRIPA was publicly executed in 

Mongbwalu by firing squad.
2248

 

B. Mr Ntaganda bears no individual criminal responsibility pursuant to Count 10 

791. The Prosecution failed to prove the commission of any crimes during the First Attack 

which could constitute persecutory acts.
2249

 

792. The Prosecution also failed to prove that Mr NTAGANDA harboured the required 

‘specific intent’, i.e. a discriminatory intent against non-Hema civilians.  

793. The UPC-RP did not adopt a policy to attack non-Hema civilians. The UPC-RP`s 

strategic goal was rather to protect all members of the civilian population without 

discrimination. Mr NTAGANDA fully adhered to the UPC-RP strategic goal.
2250

 The 

                                                           
2243

 PCB,paras.434,436,439. 
2244

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:07:11-01:07:33 (transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.1018-1022).  
2245

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:01:05-01:01:11 (transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,ll.944); DRC-OTP-2058-

0251,01:02:30-01:03:42 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.960-971). 
2246

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:55:58-01:56:04 (transl.DRC-OTP-0164-0710,ll.2027-2028). 
2247

 [REDACTED]. 
2248

 [REDACTED]. 
2249

 Confirmation Decision,para.140; PCB,paras.806-818. 
2250

 D-0300:T-229,63:18-21. 
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UPR-RP’s potential enemy was clearly defined; it was the ‘enemy of peace’. This was 

disseminated top-down to all members of the FPLC: 

TL: ... you go and do it. ... Our enemy is ... the one who is the enemy of peace 

.... Do we agree on that?  ALL: Yes. TL: You should not have any of those 

tribal thoughts or "I am somebody from a certain tribe, I am from a certain 

tribe and so on." No. It means we … we come here. This person here is not 

from my tribe. That other person is not from my tribe. I do not know the tribe 

of that other one. I do not even know the tribe of ... the escorts I am 

accompanied by. . . . But we are working for the peace and unity of the 

Congolese people.
2251

 

794. Mr NTAGANDA developed the FPLC ideology in conformity with the UPC-RP`s 

strategic goal.
2252

 From the moment Mr NTAGANDA first set foot in Bunia in 2000, 

the protection of the civilian population without discrimination was for him a driving 

force.
2253

 Through his actions and orders, Mr NTAGANDA always referred to the 

enemy as those attacking or firing at FPLC members.
2254

 This was recognized by his 

subordinates.
2255

 

795. P-0769, a biased witness, stated: 

[w]e were told that the UPC was not a tribal militia”;
2256

 “there were classes 

on ideology.  They told us 'We are -- we are not training you to go kill people 

that you're in conflict with in your country, but we are training you as real 

soldiers with a humanitarian mission, to protect therefore.  We are not sending 

you to or we're not encouraging you to go and kill a tribe or an ethnic group“ 

[…] “there was an expression that was often repeated as far back as I 

remember, which was the role of a soldier is to protect a civilian and that's 

good.  Those were words that they always repeated.
2257

  

796. When a non-Hema civilian was victim of looting in Bunia, Mr NTAGANDA 

reacted
2258

 and the FPLC perpetrator was punished.
2259

 When a Lendu civilian was 

killed by a drunken FPLC member in Mongbwalu, Mr NTAGANDA fully agreed with 

                                                           
2251

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293,19:50-20:51 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2101-2791,pp.2800-2803,ll.266-276). 
2252

 See Part III,Chapt.I,Section II(B). 
2253

 D-0300:T-214,4:24-5:5. 
2254

 D-0300:T-211,8:2-15;T-212,11:7-19;T-213,7:20-8:2,10:4-12,15:5-25;T-214,61:20-25;T-219,17:8-11;T-

220,25:25-26:5;T-221,42:14-19;T-230,56:12-16;T-232,38:1-7,82:5-9. 
2255

 D-0251:T-260,27:12-20. 
2256

 P-0769:T-120,31:7-11(underline added). 
2257

 P-0769:T-122,35:9-36:4 
2258

 D-0300:T-242,84:17-86:16. 
2259

 D-0300:T-227,83:7-22. 
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the punishment authorised.
2260

 When Mr NTAGANDA authorised KASANGAKI to 

interrogate BWANALONGA, he did so on the basis that he cooperated with the enemy 

against the civilian population,
2261

 not because he was a Lendu. When LUBANGA 

adopted a plan to provide weapons and work with Lendu combatants to fight the UPDF, 

which had become the enemy, LUBANGA did not hesitate to entrust Mr NTAGANDA 

with the mission to deliver weapons and negotiate with them.
2262

 When Lendu civilians 

who did not agree with attacks directed by Lendu combatants, sought protection in 

Mandro, Mr NTAGANDA welcomed them.
2263

 At all times, Mr NTAGANDA 

demonstrated the attitude of a high level military commander whose intention was to 

rely on a law abiding and disciplined military force to support the UPC-RP legitimate 

and non-discriminatory objectives. 

CONCLUSION 

797. Mr NTAGANDA must be acquitted for all charges laid against him for the First Attack 

pursuant to any Art.25 mode of liability. 

CHAPTER VII - MR NTAGANDA DOES NOT INCUR INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL 

LIABILITY PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 28 

798. The Prosecution failed to prove that the FPLC committed any of the crimes charged in 

relation to the First Attack. Accordingly, Mr NTAGANDA does not incur individual 

criminal responsibility as a commander for any of these crimes. 

Section I – Applicable law 

799. Regarding the elements that must be proved pursuant to Art.28(a) the Defence agrees 

with the third element identified by PTCII “(c) the crimes committed by the forces 

(subordinates) resulted from the suspect’s failure to exercise control properly over 

them”.
2264

 Thus, the Prosecution must prove a causation element between the crimes 

committed and the failure of the commander to exercise proper control. 

800. The Defence takes issue however with the fourth element identified by PTCII “(d) the 

suspect either knew or, owing to the circumstances at the time, should have known that 

                                                           
2260

 D-0300:T-222,62:19-63:2; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0098(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3920). 
2261

 D-0300:T-237,2:22-3:24. 
2262

 D-0300:T-220,68:10-70:10. 
2263

 D-0300:T-213,70:19-71:13;T-231,10:18-13:5; D-0300:T-213,70:19-71:13;T-231,10:18-13:5. 
2264

 Confirmation Decision,para.164. 
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the forces (subordinates) were committing or about to commit one or more of the 

crimes [...]”. The Appeals Chamber has yet to pronounce on this element of Art.28(a), 

which the Defence submits does not represent the state of customary international law. 

The ‘should have known’ standard has been rejected several times in the case law ad-

hoc tribunals.
2265

 

801. As for the fifth and sixth elements identified by PTCII, the Defence defers to and 

agrees with the pronouncement of the Appeals Chamber on this issue in BEMBA.
2266

 

Section II – Effective command and control requirement 

802. Mr NTAGANDA in his capacity as Chef-État-major-général-adjoint – operations et 

organisation, a staff officer position, did not have `effective command and control` 

over the FPLC. Mr NTAGANDA exerted considerable influence over FPLC members, 

but did not exercise `command and control` over them. Although Mr NTAGANDA 

issued orders to FPLC members, he did so on behalf of LUBANGA, Commander-in-

chief-FPLC, or KISEMBO, FPLC Chef-État-major-général.  

803. It follows that Mr NTAGANDA is thus not liable pursuant to Art.28(a) unless he was 

entrusted with command authority over specific forces for a specific operation. This 

was the case regarding the second FPLC attempt to liberate Mongbwalu. From the 

moment he was given command of the FPLC operation by LUBANGA
2267

 to the 

moment he handed over his command responsibility to KISEMBO, when briefing him 

upon his arrival in Mongbwalu,
2268

 Mr NTAGANDA exercised `command and control` 

over the FPLC forces. The period during which Mr NTAGANDA exercised `command 

and control` over the FPLC for the Mongbwalu operations, does not include the period 

preceding his meeting with LUBANGA upon returning from Aru. 

804. Mr NTAGANDA did not exercise de facto effective `command and control` over the 

FPLC forces. The evidence clearly establishes that KISEMBO exercised both de jure 

                                                           
2265

 Celebici AJ,para.241; Hadzihasanovic TJ,para.31,96; Delalic TJ,para.313; Blaškić AJ,para.406; Oric 

TJ,para.324; see also Bemba AJ, Separate Opinion,para.38. 
2266

 Bemba AJ,paras.166-194. 
2267

 D-0300:T-216,46:14-23. 
2268

 D-0300:T-217,76:21-77:10,80:15-82:8.    
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and de facto `command and control` over the FPLC as a whole, at all times relevant to 

the UDCC. Mr NTAGANDA was not the `real Army Chief of the FPLC`.
2269

  

805. Lastly, concerning the so-called `Hema civilian supporters`, as demonstrated earlier, 

they were neither integrated nor under the command of the FPLC.
2270

 Thus, Mr 

NTAGANDA neither exercised de jure nor de facto `effective command and control` 

over Hemas civilian supporters who would have committed crimes. 

Section III – Knowledge requirement 

806. If required, Mr NTAGANDA’s knowledge must be determined taking into account that 

the First Attack unfolded over several days,
2271

 over an extensive geographical area
2272

 

and involved numerous troops belonging to units not normally under the command and 

control of Mr NTAGANDA.
2273

 Even though numerous measures were taken with a 

view to allowing FPLC units and commanders to communicate, the lack of effective 

means of communications is also a significant factor.
2274

  

807. Evidence of Mr NTAGANDA`s knowledge is thus limited to instances where he was 

present, to information reported to him directly and to information transmitted to him 

by message via the phonie. Beyond Mr NTAGANDA`s knowledge obtained by these 

means, it cannot be inferred that he learned additional information in particular with 

respect to crimes.  

808. Mr NTAGANDA testified that he received reports from the field.
2275

 He explained how 

messages were received via the phonie and transcribed in the Ntaganda-Logbook.
2276

 

The Prosecution`s submission however that Mr NTAGANDA conceded that he “was 

really aware of everything that was going on at all times”
2277

 misunderstands his 

testimony. Mr NTAGANDA explained why all measures taken to punish were not in 

the Logbook but that when such measures were in the Logbook, it worked “because the 

                                                           
2269

 D-0243:T-257,30:13-18;D-0251:T-260,82:19-23;P-0041:DRC-OTP-2054-5199,5223:19-5225:9;P-0963:T-

78,63:17-22;D-0038:T-249,60:25-61:3. 
2270

 See Part IV,Chapt.VI,Section II. 
2271

 See Part IV,Chapt.V. 
2272

 See Part IV,Chapt.V. 
2273

 See Part IV,Chapt.V. 
2274

 D-0300:T-218,36:22-37:8; D-0243:T-257,34:20-35:4,41,42,56:7-57:6. 
2275

 D-0300:T-227,3:17-24. 
2276

 See Part IV, Chapt.IV,Section II. 
2277

 PCB,para.998. 
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troops realised that I was aware of what was happening”
2278

 in their units. Mr 

NTAGANDA`s testimony must also be understood bearing in mind that very few 

people had access to the Logbook.
2279

  

809. Moreover, the possibility for Mr NTAGANDA to acquire knowledge that a crime was 

committed considerably depended on whether his subordinate commanders were aware. 

For example, P-0963, a bias witness, testified not knowing whether UPC commanders 

“knew anything about”
2280

 rapes allegedly committed. 

Section IV –Taking of measure to prevent or repress requirement 
 

810. Contrary to the Prosecution`s submissions, Mr NTAGANDA and his commanders took 

multiple measures to prevent and repress not only misdemeanours but any and all 

breaches of discipline and violations/crimes brought to their attention. Measures 

appearing in the Ntaganda-Logbook messages are revealing in this regard.
2281

 Mr 

NTAGANDA testified that many more measures were taken, in particular punishments 

imposed and other actions taken by him personally, which do not appear in the 

Ntaganda-Logbook.
2282

 Notably, units had their own disciplinary board.
2283

  

                                                           
2278

 D-0300:T-222,67:18-68:3. 
2279

 Access to the Logbook was limited to the Senior officers of the units which had the phonie and their 

Signora, see DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0178(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4000).  
2280

 P-0963:T-79,34:16-19. 
2281

 See for example KAZUNGU: DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0098(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3920), 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0109(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3931), DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0190(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4012); RICKY:DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0079(second) 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3901), DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0200(second)  (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.4022) ; BYANKYA DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0121(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3943), 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0193-0195  (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4015-4017); FREDDY DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0132(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3954), DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0191 (first) (Transl. DRC-

OTP-2102-3854,p.4013); LIRIPA DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0097-0098 (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3919-

3920); NEMBE DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0154(third)-p.0155(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3976-3977), 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0178(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4000); MATESO DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0098(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3920); KATANAZI DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0164-0166 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3986-3988); See, inter alia, measures taken by Mr NTAGANDA DRC-OTP-

0017-0033,p.0177(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3999);  DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0180(first) 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4002); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0194(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,p.4016); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0203(third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4025); DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0205(first,second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4027); DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0210(third) 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4032). 
2282

 D-0300:T-222,67:15-68:3;T-217,57:23-58:5;T-215,7:18-8:1;T-237,10:3-15. 
2283

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0101(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3923). 
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811. Preventive measures comprise general measures aimed at insuring discipline at all 

levels and preventing breaches of discipline and violations before they take place; and 

specific preventive measures aimed at preventing a crime about to happen or putting an 

end to a crime in motion but not yet been committed. General preventive measures 

include ideology training, pre-operation briefings, senior leadership speeches to the 

troops, issuing clear orders, measures aimed at enforcing discipline and measures to 

repress breaches of discipline and violations alike.  

812. All preventive measures taken must be considered to determine whether: (i) a 

commander failed to take preventive measures to prevent a crime (fifth essential 

element); or (ii) whether crimes committed result from the failure of the commander to 

take measures (third essential element).  

813. Significant repressive measures taken by Mr NTAGANDA and the FPLC also 

constitute preventive measures, including: public execution by firing squad in two 

cases,
2284

 the burning of looted goods
2285

 and detention/imprisonment of many FPLC 

members, including senior commanders.
2286

 

814. On 21 December 2002, Mr NTAGANDA ordered the arrest of members suspected of 

rape which reveals that he did not hesitate to order the arrest of FPLC members even 

before the crimes allegedly committed was proved or established.
2287

 Whereas one of 

the FPLC members mentioned in this message appears to have been promoted a couple 

of months later, Mr NTAGANDA recalled that the person promoted was not the person 

arrested.
2288

 It stands from the evidence that whenever Mr NTAGANDA was made 

aware of a breach of discipline or a violation/crime, he took the necessary and 

                                                           
2284

 D-0300:T-215,42:9-43:4;  P-0901:T-32,36:14-23; D-0300:T-222,62:19-63:2; DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,p.0098(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3920). 
2285

 D-0300:T-215,7:18-8:1; D-0017:T-252,80:9-12. 
2286

 D-0300:KASANGAKI, PIGWA, LINGANGA, ABELANGA T-213,86:1-10;T-222,68:4-25; DILANGU T-

215,42:9-43:4; KILONGOZI, AUTON, MANU, BOSS SABAYEYE, NEMBE T-222,69:14-70:25; ROY T-

226,67:22-68:15; IDRIS BOBALE T-215,40:13-41:5; BEBWA, DJANGO T-233,58:4-13; JOHN, SOPHIE, 

SAMSON T-218,18:3-11; SALUMU T-218,53:2-12. 
2287

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0203(third) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4025). 
2288

 D-0300:T-228,78:1-79:11; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0066(second) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3888).  

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0185(first) (Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4007). 
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reasonable measures commensurate with his power and authority as Chef-État-major-

général.
2289

 

Section V – Causal link requirement 

815. The Prosecution failed to prove that any crimes found to have been committed during 

the First Attack resulted from Mr NTAGANDA`s failure to properly control the FPLC 

forces involved. Indeed, Mr NTAGANDA took multiple general preventive measures 

before the Second FPLC attempt to liberate Mongbwalu as well as numerous 

preventive measures as commander of this operation. Mr NTAGANDA did not fail in 

the exercise of command. 

CONCLUSION 

816. Mr NTAGANDA must be acquitted for all charges laid against him for the First Attack 

pursuant to Art.28. 

 

PART V - KBL  

INTRODUCTION 

817. The military operation in the area of Kobu, Bambu and Lipri in February 2003 was just 

that: a military operation. The primary and lawful object of this operation was to take 

control of the vital main road connecting Bunia and Mongbwalu (“Main Road”) and 

dislodge enemy fighters from their positions. Even assuming that any individual crimes 

were committed, they were not on such a scale as to transform the lawful nature of the 

operation. The massive and spontaneous participation of Lendu civilians in hostilities 

made distinction more difficult, and by the time the FPLC arrived in certain villages the 

only people who remained were fighters, not civilians taking no part in hostilities. 

818. Testimony about the purported Kobu massacre and other violent crimes displayed 

substantial indications of collusion or coaching. Many witnesses were evasive or lied 

outright about their contacts with one another and with Intermediary P-0154. The 

forensic evidence raises further doubts about the veracity of witnesses who claimed 

                                                           
2289

 D-0300:T-222,67:5-14;T-237,10:13-15.See Part IV,Chapt.VII,Section IV. 
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there was a massacre at Kobu; that there was a mass grave behind the Paradiso Hotel; 

and that their relatives are buried there.  

819. Villages were not destroyed and pillaged. Video and satellite imagery shows strikingly 

little damage to an area where there was significant fighting that included Lendu 

fighters using the villages as cover.  

820. The Ntaganda-Logbook provides compelling and objective evidence of his lack of 

involvement in the execution of the operation to take the Main Road, whereas 

KISEMBO was present on the ground. Furthermore, even biased witness P-0055 denied 

that Mr NTAGANDA had any role in planning the operation.  

821. Mr NTAGANDA also was not informed of any crimes committed during the short 

period of time after they were allegedly perpetrated and the FPLC’s defeat and 

dispersal by the UPDF on 6 March 2003. P-0055’s testimony that he first learned of the 

Kobu massacre from MONUC officials, and then told Mr NTAGANDA, is 

contradicted by P-0317’s testimony that MONUC had no information about any such 

massacre or crimes until the end of March. Other FPLC witnesses confirmed that they 

also did not hear about allegations of a massacre, and any participants in the event had 

obvious reasons to conceal it. SALUMU and many of the other interested officers never 

returned to the FPLC after the 6 March defeat and, therefore, could not have been 

disciplined by Mr NTAGANDA by the time he first heard rumours of this event in 

2004.  

CHAPTER I - THE KBL OPERATION AS A WHOLE WAS NOT AN ATTACK ON 

A CIVILIAN POPULATION  

Section I - The nature of the charge 

822. The UDCC alleges that the Main Road operation from 12 to 27 February 2003 was an 

“attack” against a civilian population.
2290

 In order to so qualify, the civilian population 

must be the primary, and not merely incidental, object of the attack.
2291

 Relevant factors 

include: “the means and method used in the course of the attack, the status of the 

victims, their number, the discriminatory nature of the attack, the nature of the crimes 

committed in its course, the resistance to the assailants at the time and the extent to 

                                                           
2290

 UDCC,para.77. See also UDCC paras.5,39,41,49,76. 
2291

 Bemba TJ,para.154;Katanga TJ, paras.802,1104. 
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which the attacking force may be said to have complied or attempted to comply with 

the precautionary requirements of the laws of war”.
2292

 

Section II - Lendu fighters, the road, and recovering lost weapons are all legitimate 

objects of the Main Road operation 

823. Objects of lawful attack in armed conflict include: “all persons taking a direct part in 

hostilities, whether military or civilian”;
2293

 locations, buildings or facilities where such 

persons are located;
2294

 and roads, if control thereof would confer a definite military 

advantage.
2295

 The presence of civilians or civilian objects in proximity to such objects 

does not preclude a military operation, but the principles of distinction and 

proportionality apply to the way in which such operations are carried out. 

824. The purpose of the Main Road operation, even according to biased witness P-0017, was 

three-fold: (i) “opening up the road going through Kilo to Mongbwalu”;
2296

 (ii) 

destroying “the headquarters of the Lendu […] the headquarters of Kilo, Lendu were 

setting up their headquarters in Bambu, and then they went to Kobu, where we were 

told that Kiza had taken refuge, and that after Mongbwalu he went to live in Kobu and 

he went to organise himself with his troops in Kobu”;
2297

 and (iii) to “go and seek 

heavy weaponry. The grenade launcher that had gone astray.”
2298

 Securing roads was 

more generally an important military objective of the FPLC,
2299

 and there can be no 

serious dispute that holding this principal route between Mongbwalu and Bunia
2300

 

conferred a definite military advantage to whichever side held it.  

825. The Prosecution concedes that seizing the Main Road was a legitimate object of 

attack,
2301

 but ignores almost entirely the presence of Lendu fighters. These fighters 

were not hiding or inactive: they had set up a front-line at Shari bridge;
2302

 prevented 

                                                           
2292

 Katanga TJ,para.1104. 
2293

 Australia:Australia’s LOAC Manual,s.5.31. See Burundi:Burundi’s Regulations on International 

Humanitarian Law,p.53;Canada:LOAC Manual,s.410(1)(a);Sweden:IHL Manual,s.3.2.1.5,p.40. 
2294

 Canada:LOAC Manual,§407(2);Netherlands:Military Manual,§510. 
2295

 Katanga Confirmation Decision; Netherlands:Military Manual,p.V-3; Rogers, Law on the 

Battlefield(1996),p.37. 
2296

 P-0963:T-79,40:21-24. 
2297

 P-0963:T-79,40:19-41:19. 
2298

 P-0963:T-79,41:13-23. 
2299

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,p.0139,0141. 
2300

 P-0901:T-31,53:23,55:5;DRC-REG-0001-0003; P-0863:T-180,13:25; D-0300:T-220,79:12-13. 
2301

 PCB,paras.444-445. 
2302

 P-0863:T-181,56:23-57:4. 
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the FPLC from using the road;
2303

 harassed civilians traveling the road;
2304

 and 

launched periodic attacks on adjacent areas.
2305

 

826. This legitimate
2306

 object is reflected in P-0017’s description of the objective as being 

to “destroy that triangle which was a pocket of resistance to the UPC”
2307

 and “destroy 

their enemy force which occupied these three places.”
2308

 “Lipri, Kobu and Bambu” 

were “the strongholds of the Lendu commanders.”
2309

 P-0016 perceived the purpose of 

the operation as being to “sécuriser ces villages Lendu sur la route pour pouvoir passer 

librement”
2310

 – which would legitimately encompass securing areas adjacent to the 

road from which concentrations of Lendu forces could launch attacks on the road. 

827. The strength of Lendu forces around the road is hard to assess with certainty. “3000 

Lendu qui montait la garde,”
2311

  including APC soldiers,
2312

 were perceived to be at 

Kobu. Lendu [REDACTED] P-0805 confirmed that these forces were located in Kobu 

itself.
2313

  In Bambu “most of the young boys were combatants.”
2314

 At least some of 

them were very well-armed
2315

 and managed to not only hold the front-line at Shari 

bridge, but also launch counter-attacks.
2316

 Lipri hosted a unit called “21e bataillon”
2317

 

under the command of “Kabuli-KIZA”
2318

 that included at least 40 fighters armed with 

guns,
2319

 who may have been APC soldiers,
2320

 who were strong enough to repel the 

FPLC attack on 17 February. 

                                                           
2303

P-0863:T-181,56:23-57:8; P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.139; P-0901:T-31,58:20-22; D-0300:T-

242,4:22. 
2304

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.139. 
2305

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.116; P-0017:T-59,46:21-25; P-0768:T-34,60:12-15. 
2306

 Contra PCB,para.448. 
2307

 P-0017:T-59,46:10-12. 
2308

 P-0017:T-59,61:21-22. 
2309

 P-0901:T-29,17:4-6. 
2310

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.139. 
2311

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.141. 
2312

 P-0017:T-59,46:6-7. 
2313

 P-0805:T-25bis,34:20-23. 
2314
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2315

 D-0038:T-249,73:11-14. 
2316

 P-0863:T-181,57:16-57:20. 
2317

DRC-OTP-2055-1346,p.1347;P-0300:T-166,35:22; P-0127:T-139,31:11-12; P-0105:T-135,11:1-4; P-

0017:T-59,78:12,T-60,30:3. 
2318

P-0105:T-135,10:23-25; P-0017:T-60,30:2-3; P-0300:T-166,35:22-24; P-0127:T-139,31:11-12; P-0127:T-

140,4:22-23. 
2319

 P-0127:T-139,4:10-11,81:21-22;T-140,11:17-18; P-105:T-135,8:20-22. 
2320

 P-0017:T-59,46:7; P-0105:T-134,60:18-20. 
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828. Concentrations of Lendu fighters also assembled around Buli, where there was a 

“headquarters” and “many combatants”
2321

 including DYIKPANU commanding fifty 

former APC soldiers.
2322

 Gutsi, under a commander MBULO/MBONGI,
2323

 was well-

enough defended to successfully repel three FPLC attacks.
2324

  

Section III - Large numbers of Lendu civilians participated directly in hostilities, 

making distinction difficult 

829. The Prosecution asserts that “[n]o distinction was made between Lendu civilians and 

combatants.”
2325

 This misstates the true issue, which is whether fighters were 

distinguished from non-fighters. 

830. Framing the issue properly is important in light of the massive scale of participation of 

Lendu civilians in hostilities. A Lendu [REDACTED] testified that when there was 

fighting “everybody went, the civilians went there. But there was no way to distinguish 

between combatants and civilians who went to war. You couldn’t distinguish the 

combatants. All those who were fighting were called combatants.”
2326

 All strong and 

courageous men “participated spontaneously” in fighting whenever there was an 

attack.
2327

 In Bambu, “most of the young boys were combatants, most of them; there 

was nothing to do” and P-0863 did not contradict a statement by a person in civilian 

clothing claiming to be a battalion commander from Bambu with 3000 men at his 

“disposition.”
2328

 P-0016 commented that “[s]i ces villages sont attaqués par les FPLC, 

toute la population se battait; il n'y a pas de distinction entre militaires et civils.”
2329

 A 

Bira person described the shocking extent to which Lendu civilians participated in at 

least one attack: 

[REDACTED]. […][REDACTED].
2330

 

                                                           
2321

 P-0105:T-135,15:21-24,16:12-14. See P-0018:T-111,63:19-25. 
2322

 P-0027:DRC-OTP-0096-0052,para.25; P-0300:T-167,70:2-6; P-0790:T-54,8:18(“Dyikpanu played a role in 

Buli where we were.”) 
2323

 P-0121:T-173,5:11,34:12;T-172,65:20-21. 
2324

 P-0301:T-150,7:15-9:16. 
2325

 PCB,para.448. 
2326

 P-0857:T-193,89:13-19. See P-0301:T-149,28 :23-29 :2. 
2327

 P-0027:DRC-OTP-0096-0052,para.44. 
2328

 P-0127:T-140,12:21-24;DRC-OTP-1033-0222,06:34-06:50. 
2329

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.140. 
2330

 DRC-OTP-0195-2366,entries 918-922. 
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831. Almost no one on the Lendu side wore military uniforms.
2331 

Even from the Lendu 

perspective, “C’est seulement par après, donc, que il y a eu une différentiation claire 

entre ceux qui étaient des ‘combattants’ et le reste de la population civile Lendu.”
2332

  

832. The Prosecution cites sources at footnote 1296 in purported support of the claim that 

the FPLC followed a policy, or that there were even direct orders, to target non-

fighters.
2333

 The testimony does not support this claim. 

833. P-0901 did respond to a leading question that he was unaware of any specific order “to 

distinguish between the civilians and the combatants”;
2334

 but P-0901 also testified that 

“the clashes against the Lendu caused a great deal of confusion because the Lendus and 

the civilians were all clad in civilian clothing. So it’s very difficult to tell them apart, to 

tell who were Lendu and who were civilians.”
2335

 Neither the confusion nor the 

difficulty would have arisen if P-0901 understood that he could target anyone 

indiscriminately.  

834. P-0901 uses the word “Lendus” in the quotation above in contradistinction to 

“civilians” – implying that he used the term “Lendu” as short-hand for “Lendu 

combatants.” Lendu witnesses, such as P-0805, used the same short-hand:  

When I was in the red village I went home, and that is when war broke out. 

The Lendus were overcome and they fled. Q. And when you are referring to 

the Lendus you are referring to the members of the combatant community who 

were tasked with defending the village, are you not? A. They were combatants, 

yes.
2336

 

835. P-0017 likewise referred to just “Lendu” in a context where it was clear that he meant 

Lendu fighters: “Lendu or whatever they were, and the APC on the other side [….] So 

we were firing at them.”
2337

  

836. P-0017 understands that the objective was to destroy the “enemy force”
2338

 in the KBL 

triangle.
2339

  

                                                           
2331

 P-0105:T-135,10:22-25; P-0863:T-180,19:8-12; P-0113:T-119,54:2; P-0790:T-53,42:23; P-805:T-26,40:11-

20. 
2332

 P-0027:DRC-OTP-0096-0052,para.44. 
2333

 PCB,fn1296,paras.448,466,499. 
2334

 P-0901:T-29,17:10-12. 
2335

 P-0901:T-29,16:12-14. 
2336

 P-805:T-26,42:9-16. 
2337

 P-0017:T-59,67:8-10. 
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837. The Prosecution is egregiously wrong that P-0017’s testimony was that “[t]he orders 

were also that all Lendu were the enemy.”
2340

 P-0017 neither testified that he had 

received such an order, nor that this was meant as an instruction as to how to target. P-

0017 did say that he considered any Lendu person to be “an enemy of the UPC,”
2341

 but 

prefaced this comment with “For me”: “For me, all the Lendu, whether man or 

woman.”
2342

 P-0017 did not say, however, that this meant that he understood that he 

could, or had been given any instructions, to indiscriminately target Lendus during a 

military operation. In fact, he later clarified that “It is true that the UPC was an army. 

And when we engaged in battle, the main targets were military camps or people who 

were shooting at us.”
2343

 

838. P-0017 does describe an incident in which SALUMU ordered [REDACTED] to target a 

group of ostensibly unarmed individuals 800 metres away who were making noise in 

apparent support of a group of Lendu fighters firing [REDACTED] from only 300 

metres away.
2344

 SALUMU allegedly told [REDACTED] to target the group making 

noise, instead of the group firing from just 300 metres away.
2345

 This is, in itself, highly 

implausible.  Even assuming it to be the case, however, targeting a group that was 

“there to support”
2346

 that attack is not necessarily unlawful targeting. Furthermore, it 

cannot be excluded that SALUMU – who purportedly gave the order – believed that he 

saw something different than what [REDACTED] saw. 

839. Furthermore, P-0017’s testimony that detainees were released on the basis of whether 

they had the “marks indicating that they had carried weapons, for example, on their 

shoulders”
2347

 makes no sense if FPLC policy was not to distinguish between fighters 

and non-fighters.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2338

 P-0017:T-59,61:21-22(underline added);T-63,16:20-22(“When [REDACTED]  told you that it was 

necessary to destroy the targets he was talking about the enemy forces in those areas? A.Yes.”) 
2339

 PCB,para.498. 
2340

 PCB,para.499. 
2341

 P-0017:T-59,62:24-25.  
2342

 P-0017:T-59,62:24. 
2343

 P-0017:T-63,47:18-19. 
2344

 P-0017:T-59,68:14-22;T-59,69:22-71:17. 
2345

 P-0017:T-59,72:16-17. 
2346

 P-0017:T-59,70:3. 
2347

 P-0017:T-60,14:13-15. 
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840. P-0017’s terminology about civilians and “enemy” is made even more ambiguous by 

his reference to “inhabitants of Kobu” who were moving from “one hill to another” 

launching a “counter-offensive.”
2348

 “Inhabitants” launching a “counter-offensive”
2349

 

implies that P-0017 sometimes used words normally associated with protected status 

(i.e. “inhabitants”) while actually referring to individuals without protected status (i.e. 

those launching a “counter-offensive”). This ambiguity was never clarified or 

explained. 

841. P-0017’s statement that he was never given specific instructions about how to treat 

Lendu
2350

 does not imply that he was supposed to engage in indiscriminate targeting, 

especially given that he had received professional training on how to target 

[REDACTED], which included the necessity of observing the principle of 

distinction.
2351

 

842. P-0963’s use of the word “civilian” in saying that they “were to drive them all out”
2352

 

is also ambiguous in light of his subsequent description of “Kiza” and “the Lendu 

chiefs” as being amongst the civilians who had purportedly been driven out.
2353

 Yet 

Kiza was a fighter, as P-0963 implied that he knew.
2354

 P-0963’s “summary” of a 30 to 

45 minute discourse by SALUMU down to this single fact suggest a degree of 

unreliability and bias that P-0963 is testifying accurately about what SALUMU actually 

said. In any event, the instructions that P-0963 purportedly received were never 

implemented since the only Lendu he encountered when [REDACTED]
2355

 and 

Kobu
2356

 were fighters, which was typical of other villages as well.
2357

 Further, the 

suggestion that SALUMU gave instructions to target everyone indiscriminately is 

contrary to P-0963’s own testimony that prisoners were taken at Buli (rather than 

killed)
2358

 and P-0017’s testimony that the non-combatants were released.
2359

   

                                                           
2348

 P-0017:T-59,67:23-68:2. 
2349

 P-0017:T-59,67:25. See P-0017:T-63,53:11-13(“do you agree that people who counterattack are people who 

are involved in the conflict? A.Yes”). 
2350

 P-0017:T-59,63:1-3. 
2351

 P-0017:T-58,21:21-22; P-0907:T-89,32:4-10. 
2352

 P-0963:T-79,43:2-5. 
2353

 P-0963:T-79,52:5-8. 
2354

 P-0963:T-79,51:16-52:10 
2355

 [REDACTED].  
2356

 P-0017:T-59,67:5(Kobu). 
2357

 P-0018:T-111,74:1-7(Jitchu); D-0038:T-249,74:1-2(Bambu);P-0105:T-135,21:11-13(Lipri). 
2358

 D-0963:T-79 ,89 :11-12. 
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843. The remaining sources cited by the Prosecution in footnote 1296 for the proposition 

that no distinction between fighters and non-fighters was drawn during the KBL 

operation either have no credibility (P-0010, P-0758) or do not support the proposition 

cited (P-0016).
2360

 

844. The Prosecution argument that the operation in the Lipri area “reveals a greater plan,” 

because it is off the Main Road
2361

 is speculative and fallacious. Lipri hosted a Lendu 

military presence that was a legitimate object of attack in its own right,
2362

 and had a 

demonstrated capacity to launch attacks on adjacent areas (such as one on 

Nyangaray
2363

  that was attributed to the FPLC during the Ngongo pacification 

meeting)
2364

 which would have obviously included the Main Road.  

Section IV - “Ratissage,” “Kupiga na Kuchaji,” and “Shika na Mukono” do not indicate 

that the object or method of attack as a whole was unlawful 

845. The Prosecution suggests that “ratissage” implies misconduct or targeting of 

civilians.
2365

 This is incorrect. “Ratissage” means “rechercher méthodiquement sur un 

secteur ou dans une zone spécifique, toutes forces ennemies qui s’y trouvent ou tous 

équipements, documentations, caches ou moyens de subsistance adverse”.
2366

 This 

definition is consistent with P-0963’s testimony that after “take cover there was check 

area as usual. We had to check all the houses in Kobu to make sure that no one was 

hiding. [REDACTED].”
2367

 Other FPLC witnesses confirmed that it meant “search 

operation”
2368

 or “sweeping up”.
2369

  

846. P-0907 did say, in respect of an attack on Zumbe, that this meant “spare nothing […] 

because only the enemy was to be found there.”
2370

 This is not improper targeting, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2359

 P-0017:T-60,14:13-15:2. 
2360

 See PCB,para.448,fn.1296; P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.140. 
2361

 PCB,para.447. 
2362

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.116. 
2363

 DRC-OTP-0017-0023(“[REDACTED]”); PCB,para.1085(relying on DRC-OTP-0017-0023). 
2364

 DRC-OTP-0164-0750,p.0758:137-138; DRC-OTP-0176-0428,p.0453:592-593; D-0300:T-237,51:18-24.  
2365

 PCB,paras.466,500,503,506,520,535,544. 
2366

 Lafaye, Exemple de contre-insurrection, para.13. 
2367

 P-0963:T-79,52:1-3. 
2368

 P-0911:T-160,40:22-24. 
2369

 P-0907:T-89,74:4-6. 
2370

 P-0907:T-89,74:4-6. 
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however, if a prior assessment has been made that no non-fighters are in a particular 

area – which was often the case in practice.
2371

 

847. The phrase “kupiga na kuchaji” provoked differing interpretations amongst Defence 

and Prosecution witnesses alike.
2372

 P-0055 describes conduct that is lawful, 

notwithstanding the misuse of the term “pillage”: 

It means attack the army and after or as soon as you attack the enemy, you 

should dispossess the enemy of his weapon and his property. So it's a military 

expression. I don't know how to explain it, but it means attack and then – attack 

the enemy and then pillage by taking away his weapon and all his whatever he 

has, uniform, military attire, bayonets, whatever they possess, in fact meaning 

that the enemy should be disarmed. It’s a military expression.
2373

  

848. P-0017 testified at first that it meant looting, but later acknowledged that a literal 

translation of the term was “to strike” and “to charge.”
2374

 P-0963 – who did not 

corroborate P-0017’s testimony that this phrase was used at the start of the KBL 

operation – appeared to confirm the literal meaning of the phrase as “a type of 

movement.”
2375

  

849. “Shika na mukono” means “catch with your hands.”
2376

 Mr NTAGANDA explained 

that the name was meant to frighten the enemy.
2377

 Nothing can be inferred from a fear-

inducing name for a military operation. Amongst the names of military operations 

involving the participation of NATO members are “Rathunt”, “Urgent Fury”, 

“Carthage”, “Atilla” and “Scorched Earth.”  

CHAPTER II – SPECIFIC CRIMES WERE NOT COMMITTED DURING THE KBL 

OPERATION 

Section I - The nature of the Prosecution’s investigation 

A. Introduction 

850. A criminal investigation in an insecure environment of ethnic polarisation is a 

challenge, particularly in light of the serious dangers of manipulation involved. P-0931 

                                                           
2371

 P-0018:T-111,74:1-7(Jitchu); D-0038:T-249,74:1-2(Bambu); P-0017:T-59,67:5(Kobu). 
2372

 Contra PCB,para.382. 
2373

 P-0055:T-72,10:7-13. See D-0038:T-249,18:22-20:9; D-0300:T-249,18:23-19:4. 
2374

 P-0017:T-61,30:13-16. 
2375

 P-0963:T-81,89:1-2. 
2376

 D-0300:T-213,18:17-22. 
2377

 D-0300:T-213,18:19. 
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provides a compelling example from one of his own investigations in 2001 in which 

Hema and Lendu community representatives offered directly contradictory accounts of 

a particular attack, each side blaming the other for certain killings. Dr Garreton was 

even given photographs of mutilated bodies by each side, and each side claimed that 

they depicted victims from their own community. When Dr Garreton compared the 

photographs, he discovered that they were identical.
2378

 

851. Four Lendu [REDACTED] – P-0300 [REDACTED], P-0790 [REDACTED], P-0792 

[REDACTED] and P-0127 [REDACTED] – have had a substantial influence on the 

investigation that has brought many witnesses to The Hague to give testimony for the 

first time. They exercised this influence from the genesis of the investigation.  

852. The testimony of the witnesses heard, in this case, meanwhile, betrays undeniable signs 

of collusion, including: (i) false denials of contacts or association with P-0154 or other 

witnesses; (ii) the demonstrably concocted story about the SALUMU invitations; (iii) 

the lies about the provenance of the massacre photos; (iv) the unrealistic recollection of 

details such as days of the week or exact number of prisoners; and (v) and the repetition 

of erroneous information. Some witnesses have even blurted out statements 

acknowledging that they have worked together to embellish events or enhance the 

reliability of their stories. 

B. Crimes committed shortly before the alleged crimes required the greatest care to 

minimise collusion and contamination amongst witnesses 

853. The danger that collusion could have a major impact on this case is enhanced by 

evidence that very similar crimes were allegedly committed in the same area in 2001-

2002.  

854. P-0792 testified that UPDF forces killed 10 people at Kobu market some time in 

2001.
2379

 He claimed that the “Hema militia, the UPC” were also involved in this 

earlier event,
2380

 but both pre-dates the existence of UPC forces, and is irreconcilable 

with the witness’s description of the involvement of the UPDF and Peter KARIM.
2381

 

P-0790 described a very similar attack on the market square in Kobu by Ugandan and 

                                                           
2378

 DRC-OTP-2084-0408,para.47-48. 
2379

 P-0792:T-150,85:17-25. 
2380

 P-0792:T-150,85:19-20. 
2381

 P-0792:T-150,85:17-25,87:1-7 
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UPC forces attacking in “one sole group.”
2382

 He dated this event at the beginning of 

2002, when LOMPONDO was still in Bunia.
2383

 P-0300 also described an attack by 

Ugandan forces alone on the Kobu market in 2002.
2384

 

855. P-0790 and P-0792 both testified that this happened on a market day.
2385

 All three 

testified that after this incident [REDACTED].
2386

 P-0790 and P-0300 both testified 

that they fled to [REDACTED],
2387

 the same place they claim to have gone in 

[REDACTED].
2388

 As with February 2003, P-0790 claimed that civilians fled to both 

Gutsi and Buli; as with February 2003, that UPC forces attacked around Gutsi and Buli; 

as with February 2003, that UPC forces would direct fire at any fires that they saw; and 

as with February 2003 that all the houses had been pillaged and the corrugated iron 

roofing of houses had been taken.
2389

 D-0211 described stopping briefly in Kobu 

market square during the period of “inter-ethnic conflict” in late 2001 or early 2002, 

where the Ugandans and APC appeared to be in control,
2390

 and seeing “some crows 

coming out of the bush […] eating something”;
2391

 it was “a spectacle which drew 

attention and curiosity.”
2392

 SALUMU was in the area in 2001, according to 

[REDACTED], “with the Ugandans,” “before the war between the Hema and the 

Lendu.”
2393

 Another witness indicated that SALUMU had previously been with the 

APC.
2394

 

856. The UN mapping report refers to an attack similar to that described by P-0790 and P-

0792, but with a higher number of victims: “35 civils lendu auraient été tués.”
2395

  

                                                           
2382

 P-0790:T-53,31:20,32:10-12,33:13. 
2383

 P-0790:T-53,31:10,37:11. 
2384

 P-0300:T-166,22:9-16. 
2385

 P-0792:T-150,87:5; P-0790:T-53,36:17-18. 
2386

 P-0792:T-150,87:5-6; P-0790:T-53,34:2-5; P-0300:T-166,22:16. 
2387

 P-0300:T-166,22:21; P-0790:T-53,34:1-2. 
2388

 P-0300:T-166,34:14; P-0790:T-53,34:1-2. 
2389

 P-0790:T-54,32:19-22;34:18-35:8;35:15-20;36:19-20. 
2390

 D-0211:T-247,53:18. 
2391

 D-0211:T-247,52:10-24. 
2392

 D-0211:T-247,52:22. 
2393

 [REDACTED]. 
2394

 P-0963:T-79,61:10-11(“Gombili was a former soldier in the APC with Salumu”). 
2395

 DRC-OTP-1061-0212,p.0588. 
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C. The role of P-0154,P-0792,P-0790,P-0300 and P-0127 in the investigation 

857. P-0300 was “[REDACTED]”, [REDACTED].
2396

 As [REDACTED]  in 2002-2003,
2397

 

he [REDACTED],
2398

 and remained [REDACTED]  through at least [REDACTED].
2399

 

P-0790 has been the [REDACTED].
2400

 P-0792 was [REDACTED]
2401

 and 

“[REDACTED].”
2402

 P-0127 was a member of the so-called “[REDACTED]”
2403 

[REDACTED] at the time of events and was perceived by MONUC as having some 

[REDACTED] at the time.
2404

 He continues to hold positions of authority in 

[REDACTED].
2405

  

858. These four individuals were intimately associated from the earliest stages in the 

investigation that produced most of the witnesses who testified about the KBL 

operation before this Chamber. P-0317, who came to Bunia to investigate the massacre 

of Hema civilian perpetrated by FNI/FRPI forces at Bogoro,
2406

 was “begged” by a 

“Lendu man [REDACTED],”
2407 

who was probably [REDACTED],
2408

 “to go off and 

see the Kobu, Bambu Lipri axis,”
2409

 and complained that MONUC was only 

investigating killings of Hema.
2410

 This meeting, which she believed was around 28 

March 2003, was the first she had heard of an alleged massacre in Kobu.
2411

 

859. MONUC made a first visit to Lipri on 28 March 2003.
2412

 [REDACTED].
2413

 

860. Four days later,
2414

 P-0317 arrived in Kobu accompanied by [REDACTED] and 

[REDACTED],
2415

 who had given advance notice of their arrival.
2416

 Her near-

                                                           
2396

 [REDACTED]. 
2397

 P-0300:T-166,25:23. 
2398

 P-0857:T-193,91:25; P-0792:T-150,39:11; P-0300:T-166,25:11-12. 
2399

 [REDACTED].  
2400

 P-0790:T-53,11:2. 
2401

 [REDACTED]. 
2402

 [REDACTED]. 
2403

 P-0127:T-138,108:8-19; [REDACTED]. 
2404

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286;P-0127:T-140,14:24-17:14. 
2405

 P-0127:T-138,108:6-7. 
2406

 P-0317:T-192,44:3-12. 
2407

 P-0317:T-192,45:4-6. 
2408

 [REDACTED];P-0317:T-192,49:17-18. 
2409

 P-0317:T-191,19:19. 
2410

 P-0317:T-192,49:1-3. 
2411

 DRC-OTP-0195-2366,entries 1009-1011(Mandro visit on 28 March);P-0317:T-192,46:4. 
2412

 DRC-OTP-0195-2366,entries 949-1004(Geoffrey Mbato in Lipri on 28 March 2003);P-0317:T-193,6:1-4. 
2413

 [REDACTED]. 
2414

 See DRC-OTP-0195-2366,entries 54-61 (P-0046 in Kobu, 2 April). 
2415

 [REDACTED]. 
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contemporaneous report states that “[REDACTED] and Colonel Ngudjolo, the Chief of 

Staff of the Lendu armed groups were among the persons who gave the security 

clearance to proceed to Lendu villages.”
2417

 A public discussion was held about the 

alleged Kobu massacre, and no private interviews were conducted in Kobu that day.
2418

  

861. Prosecution intermediary P-0154 involved P-0300, P-0792, and P-0790 in finding, 

choosing and maintaining contact with many Kobu massacre witnesses heard by this 

Chamber. P-0300 invited P-0105 to be interviewed by the OTP, which he did after 

having “spent the whole day” [REDACTED] alone.
2419

 The Prosecution says that P-

0300 introduced himself as P-0154’s assistant,
2420

 and confirms that he was paid money 

to reimburse him for [REDACTED] P-0105.
2421

 The Prosecution says that, knowing 

that P-0300 was a [REDACTED], it ceased direct co-operation with him “out of an 

abundance of caution;”
2422

 conspicuously, no indication has been provided that P-0154 

was instructed to stop using[REDACTED][REDACTED]. 

862. P-0300 indignantly denied as “unbelievable”
2423

 that he had ever presented himself as 

P-0154’s assistant, that he had [REDACTED] with the OTP, that he had ever received 

money from the OTP, or that P-0105 [REDACTED] prior to the interview.
2424

 P-0300 

did acknowledge that he “[REDACTED]”
2425

 and that “[REDACTED].”
2426

 When 

pressed for details, P-0300 became obstructionist and hostile.
2427

 He gave evasive 

answers about his name on P-0154’s [REDACTED].
2428

 P-0300 was specifically 

involved in [REDACTED]  with P-0100.
2429

  

863. P-0790 was also involved in P-0154’s work, as the Prosecution knew no later than its 

receipt of a 2006 “[REDACTED]” which indicated that the “[REDACTED]” for six 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2416

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2417

 [REDACTED]. 
2418

 P-0317:T-191,46:3-4;T-192,53:8-15; [REDACTED]. 
2419

 [REDACTED]. 
2420

 [REDACTED]. 
2421

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2422

 DRC-OTP-2090-0406. 
2423

 P-0300:T-167,44:22. 
2424

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2425

 P-0300:T-167,46:16-17. 
2426

 [REDACTED]. 
2427

 P-0300:T-167,50:12-13(“PRESIDING JUDGE FREMR: Mr Witness, what I don't like is that you are very 

often evasive”). 
2428

 P-0300:T-167,52:7-57:9. 
2429

 P-0100:T-132,49:7-10. 
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witnesses – [REDACTED]  – was none other than P-0790.
2430 

In other words, P-0790 

knew that these six individuals were ICC witnesses, [REDACTED] [REDACTED] . 

864. P-0790 worked closely with P-0792 in preparation for [REDACTED]. P-0790 prepared 

some notes for a “workshop” that they held together in [REDACTED], which includes 

a list of individuals “[REDACTED].”
2431

 [REDACTED] and four other unidentified 

individuals are listed. P-0792 responded “Yes, of course” when asked whether he had 

“discussed the sequence of events that had occurred in February 2003 with [these 

witnesses] before introducing them to [P-0154]”;
2432

 “[t]hey explained their 

circumstances to me, there were some that I was familiar with, and then we would 

cross-check.”
2433

 P-0100 admitted that P-0154 interviewed him [REDACTED], with P-

0792 present.
2434

  

865. Most KBL witnesses downplayed, lied or became evasive when asked about P-0154. P-

0018 – with whom P-0154’s name could not be used because the Prosecution resisted 

disclosure until ordered by the Chamber
2435

 – falsely denied that anyone had facilitated 

her initial contact with the Prosecution,
2436

 and became chronically forgetful when 

asked about whether she ever signed “[REDACTED]”: “I think I’ve forgotten. I have 

forgotten”;
2437

 “I don't remember”;
2438

 “All this information you’re speaking about I 

don't remember”;
2439

 “No, I don't remember what happened in [REDACTED].”
2440

 P-

0018 signed at least three of these “[REDACTED]”.
2441

 P-0018 was also one of the five 

witnesses mentioned in an OTP memo when P-0154 purportedly tried to receive an 

illegitimate reimbursement based on a false claim that the witnesses preferred to 

                                                           
2430

 DRC-OTP-2092-0325. 
2431

 [REDACTED]. 
2432

 [REDACTED].  
2433

 P-0792:T-151,17:8-9. 
2434

  P-0100:T-132,48:5-12. 
2435

 See Application seeking disclosure of the identity of P-0154, ICC-01/04-02/06-1435;T-115,41:24-43:22(oral 

decision); P-0019:T-116,56:9-12. 
2436

 P-0018:T-111,49:23-50:8(“Q.I'm merely asking if there was someone other than the investigator, someone 

outside of the Office of the Prosecutor, who facilitated your contacts with the investigators? A.[…] THE 

INTERPRETER: […] the answer was ‘No.’”);T-112,12:14(Q.Did someone alert you to the fact that they were 

coming? A.No, nobody informed me that they were coming. Nobody told me anybody was coming”). 
2437

 P-0018:T-112,20:19. 
2438

 P-0018:T-112,23:15-25. 
2439

 P-0018:T-112,24:18-25:1. 
2440

 P-0018:T-112,25:2-4. 
2441

 DRC-OTP-2092-0319(February 2007); DRC-OTP-2092-0321(June 2007); DRC-OTP-2092-

0323(November 2007). 
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[REDACTED].
2442

 Although P-0018 implied at the end of her testimony that she would 

not have been able to know the difference between [REDACTED] ([REDACTED]) and 

an OTP investigator,
2443

 other witnesses had no such difficulty.
2444

  

866. P-0019 denied meeting any other witnesses in P-0154’s presence,
2445

 while a note from 

P-0154 to the Prosecution refers to “nos entretiens avec les victimes durant cette visite 

qui a réuni les victims suivantes: [P-0019], [REDACTED], [P-0100], [REDACTED], 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED], [P-0027], [P-0108], [REDACTED].”
2446

 P-0113 denied 

a note suggesting that one of these meetings had even been held at [REDACTED]: 

“The meeting with the clients took place at [REDACTED] with eight individuals: 

[REDACTED]  [P-0027], [REDACTED], [REDACTED] [P-0106], [REDACTED]  [P-

0113], [REDACTED]  [P-0100], [C REDACTION], et [REDACTED].”
2447

 P-0019 was 

present for at least three such meetings, as reflected in the [REDACTED] dated 

[REDACTED],
2448

 [REDACTED]
2449

 and undated.
2450

 P-0019 also falsely denied 

knowing P-0113, whereas P-0113 confirmed that she knew P-0019 and 

[REDACTED].
2451

  

867. P-0113 was apparently [REDACTED] around [REDACTED] because he suspected her 

of [REDACTED] that he believed had been provided by P-0154.
2452 

Even though this 

must have been a memorable event, P-0113 denied any knowledge of it, or of any 

meetings with P-0100, P-0113, P-0019, P-0106 and other potential witnesses.
2453

 P-

0113 also denied having been [REDACTED] by P-0154
2454

 around the time of her first 

interview with the OTP.
2455

 P-0113 signed [REDACTED];
2456

 but denied any 

knowledge of these meetings with other witnesses.
2457

 

                                                           
2442

 P-0018:T-112,14:21; DRC-OTP-2090-0407(the Prosecution note does not disclose which three were willing 

to participate in P-0154’s scheme). 
2443

 P-0018:T-112,36:8-17. 
2444

 E.g. P-0019:T-116,56:15-25. 
2445

 P-0019:T-117,5:1-6. 
2446

 DRC-OTP-2092-0229(referring to a note of [REDACTED]) (underline added). 
2447

 [REDACTED]. 
2448

 DRC-OTP-2092-0229. 
2449

 DRC-OTP-2092-0325;DRC-OTP-0198-0072. 
2450

 DRC-OTP-2092-0207;P-0019:T-117,18:5-7,20-25. 
2451

 P-0113:T-119,38:4-13. 
2452

 DRC-OTP-2092-0319;P-0113:T-119,35:1-36:8. 
2453

 DRC-OTP-0198-0072;P-0113:T-119,32:15-34:5. 
2454

 P-0113:T-119,24:2-3. 
2455

 P-0113:T-119,22:2-9;23:19-20,26:20-22.  
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868. P-0301 flatly denied even knowing P-0154,
2458

 even though P-0301’s name appears on 

several [REDACTED] 
2459

 and the Prosecution indicates that he was introduced to the 

Prosecution by P-0154.
2460

 Furthermore, P-0301 confirmed that he received information 

from at least one other person on the [REDACTED]  about information allegedly in the 

Prosecution’s possession about him
2461

 -- an acknowledgement that reveals that these 

individuals were discussing matters related to their contacts with the ICC.  

869. P-0027 [REDACTED]  by P-0154 one day before his OTP interview, [REDACTED]  

to his OTP statement.
2462

  

870. P-0154, as a Prosecution note acknowledges, created a story about witnesses preferring 

[REDACTED]  “[REDACTED]”
2463

 [REDACTED]. The dishonest practice motivated 

by greed may not, as such, be of great concern; [REDACTED]. It is a short step from 

there to suggesting what needs to be said in order to remain attractive as a witness.  

871. The Prosecution continued to use P-0154 for years, and the Prosecution refused 

disclosure of his name until so ordered by the Trial Chamber. The Defence still has 

none of the communications as he wrote them to the Prosecution, instead receiving only 

summaries. His pervasive influence on the KBL investigation is reflected in the 

witnesses whom he introduced to the OTP, or with whom he was otherwise involved: 

P-0018, P-0019, P-0027, P-0039, P-0100, P-0103, P-0104, P-0105, P-0106, P-0107, P-

0108, P-0113, P-0120, P-0300, P-0301, and P-0792.
2464

 

872. Many of these witnesses are also closely connected by kinship. [REDACTED]  appears 

to be [REDACTED];
2465

 [REDACTED];
2466

and [REDACTED].
2467

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2456

 DRC-OTP-0198-0072; DRC-OTP-2092-0319;P-0113:T-119,32:15-39:2. 
2457

 P-0113:T-119,23:11-38:15. 
2458

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2459

 DRC-OTP-2092-0213. 
2460

 DRC-D18-0001-0414. 
2461

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED] ”). 
2462

 [REDACTED] “[REDACTED] ”). 
2463

[REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2464

 DRC-D18-0001-0414. 
2465

 [REDACTED].  
2466

 [REDACTED]. 
2467

 [REDACTED] 
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D. Specific indications that contamination or coaching impacted testimony 

I. The falsehoods surrounding the purported Salumu invitations 

873. [REDACTED]  acknowledged that the source [REDACTED]  the SALUMU invitation 

letters was a [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
2468

 Just one page after the purported 

Salumu correspondence appears, [REDACTED], what purports to be a UPC 

“manifesto” that purportedly instructs: “Il faut détruire toutes leurs maisons ou les 

bruler. Il faut tuer tous les intellectuels […] Il faut aussi tuer les chefs de groupement, 

les chefs de localités […] Il faut aussi tuer tous les militaires Lendu et leurs 

combattants pour qu’ils ne protègent pas leurs populations.”
2469

 The passage may have 

some link with [REDACTED] claim that he found two documents in [REDACTED]  

lost by UPC soldiers: a “PROCEDURE DE LA GUERRE DE CONQUETE DES TUTSI 

“BAHEMA” AU ZAIRE/CONGO,” described grandiosely by [REDACTED] as “une 

décalogue d’actions criminelles à mener pour assurer la domination de l’ethnie 

Hema”; and an attack plan purportedly signed by SALUMU, but which [REDACTED]  

inexplicably left behind.
2470

  

874. The Salumu correspondence is no less a product of propaganda than the absurd 

manifesto. They fall into a typical pattern of propaganda: the original documents are 

always lost,
2471

 yet the UPC is always exposed as brutal and devious. P-0317 claims 

that someone showed her the SALUMU invitation letter,
2472

 but this demonstrates no 

more than that [REDACTED] of the purported invitation letter
2473

 and viewed her as a 

target of manipulation.  

875. There is abundant other evidence that the Salumu ambush story is a fabrication. 

[REDACTED] flatly denied
2474

 in his early statements [REDACTED];
2475

 prevaricated 

throughout his testimony as to whether he really did [REDACTED];
2476

 offered 

contradictory explanations for not acknowledging [REDACTED],
2477

 which culminated 

                                                           
2468

 [REDACTED]. 
2469

 DRC-OTP-2055-1346,p.1354. 
2470

 [REDACTED]. 
2471

 [REDACTED]. 
2472

 P-0317:T-191,47:13-16. 
2473

 DRC-OTP-0065-0003. 
2474

 [REDACTED] (“‘[REDACTED]’”);T-167,14:3-18:9. 
2475

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED] ”). 
2476

 [REDACTED]. 
2477

 [REDACTED]. 
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in the belated explanation that the [REDACTED] was afraid to do so
2478

 (but apparently 

not afraid to [REDACTED]). 

876. [REDACTED]  indicating place names on these concocted transcriptions, showing that 

SALUMU’s invitation of the 27
th

 and [REDACTED] response of the 28
th

 were both 

written in Ngabulo.
2479

 [REDACTED] tried to explain this on the basis that “the village 

is extended” and [REDACTED].
2480

 [REDACTED] contradicted this far-fetched claim, 

stating that SALUMU was in Kobu at the time, not Ngabulo.
2481

 

877. The Prosecution’s FPLC witnesses uniformly contradict that SALUMU laid a trap for 

the Lendu leadership, suggesting that it was instead the Lendu fighters who either 

deliberately or unintentionally gave the impression that they were going to attack.
2482

 

The uniform willingness of Lendu witnesses to go along with this fabrication reflects 

negatively on their credibility.  

II. The falsehoods surrounding the photographs 

878. Several photos purporting to depict the Kobu massacre have been admitted as 

evidence.
2483

 No purported photographer offered testimony; on the contrary, numerous 

lies were heard concerning the provenance of the photos. 

879. [REDACTED].
2484

 [REDACTED], which accounted for the appearance of overlapping 

imagery on the photos.
2485

 [REDACTED] the film had been developed before its 

second use and needed to be “developed a second time,” and that before this second 

development, [REDACTED] exposed it to “sunlight” and “held it up to see what was in 

it.”
2486

 [REDACTED] in developing four or five of these “negatives”, and had multiple 

prints made, some taken by [REDACTED].
2487

 

                                                           
2478

 [REDACTED]. 
2479

 DRC-OTP-0065-0003. 
2480

 [REDACTED]. 
2481

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2482

 P-0017:T-63,55:3-5;P-0017:T-59,47:4-9;P-0963:T-79,60:20-61:3. 
2483

 DRC-OTP-0072-0473-R01;DRC-OTP-0077-0292;DRC-OTP-0077-0293;DRC-OTP-0077-0294;DRC-OTP-

0077-0295;DRC-OTP-0152-0239;DRC-OTP-0152-0240;DRC-OTP-2058-1106;DRC-OTP-2058-1107;DRC-

OTP-2058-1108;DRC-OTP-2058-1109;DRC-OTP-2058-1110;DRC-OTP-2058-1111;DRC-OTP-2058-

1112;DRC-OTP-2058-1113;DRC-OTP-2069-0012-R01(“Massacre Photos”). 
2484

 [REDACTED]. 
2485

 [REDACTED]. 
2486

 [REDACTED]. 
2487

 [REDACTED]. 
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880. [REDACTED]  showed some of the Massacre Photos (DRC-OTP-2058-1110 and 

DRC-OTP-2058-1111) during a [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
2488

  

881. [REDACTED]  certain notables [REDACTED]  “pressurized” him to obtain evidence 

of crimes committed by the UPC in Kobu.
2489

 [REDACTED]  asked [REDACTED]  – 

whom [REDACTED]  named as the photographer
2490

 – to [REDACTED]  to 

[REDACTED],
2491

 who then ostensibly handed them over to the [REDACTED]  

notables, to [REDACTED], and to [REDACTED].
2492

 

882. [REDACTED] was then confronted with two investigation notes – one of an 

[REDACTED] denying having taken the Massacre Photos,
2493

 and another with 

[REDACTED] indicating that [REDACTED]  was the photographer
2494

 – that 

unleashed a series of extraordinary statements, including: “[REDACTED].”
2495

 The 

witness then denied that he had any [REDACTED], whereas he did, and at a 

[REDACTED].
2496

 The Prosecution, which put this very contradiction to 

[REDACTED], recorded his reaction as follows: “‘The witness looks at the document 

and asks what he should say.’”
2497

 

883. P-0790 testified that he saw “[REDACTED]” at the gravesite but only heard later that 

he had taken pictures.
2498

 P-0792 likewise heard about the photographs only later from 

“[REDACTED].”
2499

 P-0301 implausibly claimed that there were multiple 

photographers on site, including [REDACTED] 
2500

 – [REDACTED]  of having taken 

any photos. 

884. The indications that these photographs of a massacre are not actually a reflection of any 

scene in Kobu is reinforced by P-0976’s testimony – conspicuously similar to the 

                                                           
2488

 DRC-OTP-1002-0006-R01,11:10-13:08; [REDACTED]. 
2489

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2490

 [REDACTED]. 
2491

 [REDACTED]. 
2492

 [REDACTED]. 
2493

 [REDACTED]. 
2494

 [REDACTED]. 
2495

 [REDACTED]. 
2496

 [REDACTED]. 
2497

 [REDACTED]. 
2498

 P-0790:T-54,19:19-20. 
2499

 P-0792:T-150,73:12-74:12. 
2500

 P-0301:T-149,63:6-17. 
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modus operandi described by Dr Garreton – that [REDACTED]  “took pictures of 

massacres, but not of the Kobu” massacre, and [REDACTED]  “other negatives.”
2501

 

885. Numerous implausible identifications were made on the photographs, raising further 

suspicions of collusion and contamination. P-0301 claimed to identify [REDACTED]  

on one of the photos,
2502

 whereas P-0790 identified the same figure as someone else.
2503

 

P-0301 also failed to recognise the Massacre Photos as being what he saw in Wadza 

during his [REDACTED]  OTP interview.
2504

 He tried to explain that this was because 

of the poor quality of the photos he was shown,
2505

 whereas it is much more likely that 

[REDACTED]  told him what the photos were when he informed P-0301 that the OTP 

had a photograph of [REDACTED].
2506

  

886. P-0805 likewise did not recognise the Massacre Photos when they were first shown to 

him, but did so during his testimony.
2507

 P-0792 at first said that he had seen these 

photos “[REDACTED]” [REDACTED],
2508

 but later stated that “it is through 

[REDACTED]  that I saw those images for the first time, the images that had been 

developed […] [REDACTED].”
2509

 Assuming that P-0792 is [REDACTED]  with a 

person from MONUC, the likely inference is that P-0792 learned that these photos were 

purportedly of a massacre at Kobu based on viewing that video. P-0792 testified that 

the image “captures what had happened.”
2510

  

887. P-0805,
2511

 P-0301,
2512

 and P-790
2513

 said they could identify DYIKPANU on various 

photos, even though his face is not visible in any of them. The implausibility of a 

recalled identification based only on underwear,
2514

 is increased by P-0121’s testimony 

                                                           
2501

 P-0976:T-152,62:6-8. 
2502

 P-0301: [REDACTED].  
2503

 P-0790: [REDACTED]. 
2504

 P-0301:T-150,23:9-24:10. 
2505

 P-0301:T-150,23:3-8. 
2506

 P-0301:T-150,19:8-22. 
2507

 P-0805:T-26,55:4-20.  
2508

 P-0792:T-150,74:1-4,12. 
2509

 P-0792:T-151,11:14-22. 
2510

 P-0792:T-150,74:1-4. 
2511

 P-0805:T-26,15:19-24. 
2512

 P-0301:T-149,66:5(“the person who is wearing red underwear, that’s Dyikpanu”). 
2513

 DRC-OTP-0152-0240;P-0790:T-54,22:15(“Here I see Dyikpanu. I recognize – I recognize him by his 

underwear”). 
2514

 P-0301:T-149,66:5;P-0790:T-54,23;16-24:2. 
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that DYIKPANU was buried the night
2515

 before
2516

 the photograph was taken.
2517

 By 

the time the photo was taken, “Dyikpanu had already been buried.”
2518

  

888. These are not just discrepancies, but trends. They provide serious grounds to believe 

that witnesses have extensively discussed these photographs, shared them amongst 

themselves, and co-ordinated their testimony to falsely claim that these are photos 

depicting the aftermath of the purported Kobu massacre. 

III. Identifications without being able to see faces 

889. Several witnesses purported to identify individuals on the Massacre Photos by name 

despite their faces being visible. Any correspondence of identification might therefore 

be taken as corroboration that individuals were able to make an identification while 

present at the banana field, and then able to identify on the photos based on their 

recollection of the event. If there was no evidence of contamination or collusion, this 

would be a valid analysis.  

890. This analysis is incorrect, however, because of [REDACTED].
2519

 In that interview, he 

gives three key pieces of information: (i) 59 people had been killed; (ii) they were “bien 

ligotés.”;
2520

 and (iii) identifies of Dyikpanu, Lonema and Lombu. In fact, 

[REDACTED]  and identifies the person in red underpants as “Dyikpanu”;
2521

 he then 

points and [REDACTED]  and identifies two different individuals as “Lonema”
2522

 and 

another as “Lombu”.
2523

 The journalist does not ask how he could make such an 

identification without seeing the faces. 

891. In this context, the identifications of Dykipanu by P-0301 and P-0790 on the basis of 

the “red underwear”
2524

 are indicative of contamination. 

                                                           
2515

 P-0121:T-173,8:7-10;10:1. 
2516

 P-0121:T-173,33:11-12:20. 
2517

 P-0121:T-173,8:7-10;33:9-21;34:19-24;34:24. 
2518

 P-0121:T-173,34:25. 
2519

 P-0792:T-151,11:13-24(indicating that he saw the photos for the first time during a video). 
2520

 [REDACTED] (“bien ligotés). 
2521

 [REDACTED] (“Dyikpanu … un commercant”). 
2522

 [REDACTED],18:40-19:00. 
2523

 [REDACTED],19:27. 
2524

 P-0301:T-149,66:5;P-0790:T-54,18:5-18:15. 
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IV. The ability to remember days of the week and dates 

892. Many witnesses constructed their narrative around days of the week or dates in a 

manner that is suggestive of contamination and coaching. 

893. P-0792 offered “That's the chain of events that I know; Tuesday, rendezvous in Sangi, a 

meeting, Wednesday, searching the bush. And we were in Kobu and found the bodies. 

That must have been on Friday. If there are mistakes that's because it happened a long 

time ago, but that's the chain of events when I review what happened.”
2525

 This 

sequence corresponds with [REDACTED], which appears to have brought together a 

number of witnesses.
2526

 As during his testimony, there is the “appel de Salumu” on 

“25/02/2003” (a Tuesday); the “chasse de l’UPC” on “26/02/2003” (a Wednesday); 

“[REDACTED]” on “27/02/2003” (a Thursday); and “burial” on “28/02/2003”.
2527

 The 

dates do not correspond exactly, but close enough to demonstrate that the witness was 

attempting to tell a story not from memory, but from a script. P-0127 [REDACTED] 

sets out a similar sequence, referring to the pacification meeting and “attaque sur Buli” 

as occurring “le mardi le 25/2/2003” and a wider attack occurring on “le mercredi 

26/2/2013.”
2528

 P-0105 stayed more or less on script as well, recalling with precision 

that “[REDACTED] Sangi on 25 February.”
2529

 

894. P-0018 insisted that the meeting in SANGI occurred on a Wednesday, with no plausible 

explanation for this precision.
2530

 P-0019, who could not say how many days she had 

spent in the bush after the flight from her home, asserted that she could say that the 

SALUMU invitation was received on a Monday.
2531

 P-0113 likewise asserted that “it 

was a Monday on which they came to [REDACTED]. We went to [REDACTED]  and 

we were there till Tuesday. Then on Wednesday we were dispersed and it is on that day 

that [REDACTED].”
2532

  

                                                           
2525

 P-0792:T-151,5:16-20. 
2526

 DRC-OTP-2058-0164,p.0187. 
2527

 DRC-OTP-2058-0164,p.0187. 
2528

 DRC-OTP-2055-1346,p.1352. 
2529

 P-0105:T-135,31:11. 
2530

 P-0018:T-110,63:7-10. 
2531

 P-0019:T-116,35:15-25. 
2532

 P-0113:T-118,21:7-10. 
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V. The repetition of erroneous information 

895. Numerous witnesses erroneously
2533

 claimed that the Main Road operation was part of, 

or followed, an operation called “effacer le tableau.” Though insignificant in itself, the 

transmission of the same incorrect information to P-0300,
2534

 P-0121,
2535

 P-0792,
2536

 P-

0018,
2537

 and P-0103
2538

 suggests the extent to which these witnesses share information, 

even when it is false, rather than relying on independent knowledge.
2539

  

896. Many witnesses were at pains to describe the Motorola device in Gutsi, with P-0301 

going out of his way to assert that [REDACTED] 
2540

 – as if he had heard of the 

existence of the KBL audio and wished to account for its existence. 

VI. Adoption of numbers of victims from other sources 

897. P-0113 claimed, after being purportedly [REDACTED], that she took the time while 

cooking a meal to count that there were 47 detainees because “they were civilians in the 

middle of soldiers. That’s what made me count them.”
2541

 P-0121 testified that the 

number of casualties at his house was “49 bodies to be specific.”
2542

  

898. P-0863 asserted that [REDACTED] had been murdered at Kobu, but subsequently 

clarified that he learned this information from [REDACTED], P-0300 in some time 

after April 2003.
2543

 

Section II – Murder 

A. Lipri 

899. The UDCC alleges that Mr NTAGANDA, through co-perpetrators or subordinates, 

murdered at least 30 civilians in Lipri on or about 18 February 2003.
2544

  

                                                           
2533

 P-0315:T-108,16:7-15;P-0046:T-101,72:10-13. 
2534

 P-0300:T-166,29:12-13. 
2535

 P-0121:T-172,66:24;68:14-15;69:7. 
2536

 P-0792:T-150,44:10-13. 
2537

 P-0018:T-111,72:25-73;T-110,63:9-13;T-110,71:6-10. 
2538

 P-0103:DRC-OTP-0104-0170-R02,para.17. 
2539

 P-0315:T-108,17:23-25(hypothesizing that that the error might have come from the experience of refugees 

in Beni who might have been exposed to that operation). 
2540

 P-0301:T-149,35:13-17. 
2541

 P-0113:T-119,19:15-20:4. 
2542

 P-0121:T-173,12:12-13,16:8(“49 behind the house”). 
2543

 P-0863:T-181,37:2-39:5. 
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900. P-0105 and P-0127 both confirm that there was substantial fighting in Lipri on 17 and 

18 February 2003, which caused at least one death on the FPLC side,
2545

 and may have 

led to other non-criminal intentional killings of Lendu fighters or unintentional killings 

of Lendu non-fighters. 

901. P-0127 mentions two deaths at Lipri during the fighting,
2546

 without providing any 

details as to who told him about these deaths, the circumstances of death, or how and 

where the victims are buried.
2547

 P-0105 also says that two died: (i) a combatant; and 

(ii) a “woman of Bira ethnicity who had died.”
2548

 No information was provided 

concerning the circumstances of Bira woman’s death, her name, or the source of this 

information, which appears to have been hearsay. P-0105 also refers to a 

“[REDACTED]” who was “burnt to death in his house,” but then the same or different 

“[REDACTED]” is mentioned as being killed when he “went to fetch some crops in his 

farm and ran into UPC troops and was killed.”
2549

 No source is provided for the alleged 

death of either one, or two, “[REDACTED],” the name is not even mentioned in P-

0317’s database. P-0105 also refers to an unidentified “mentally ill individual” who 

was killed “during that period”
2550

 with no specificity as to source, identity, or place. 

Alleged killings of three girls in Mastaki
2551

 is discussed in the section on rape. 

902. A reference in a MONUC report to “a UPC-RP attack against Lendus in Lipri”
2552

 

indicates nothing other than that there was fighting in the area of Lipri “but no direct 

information.”
2553

 Other MONUC reports use the short-hand “Lendus” to refer to 

combatants.
2554

  

903. P-0317’s [REDACTED] report are not a reliable basis on which to find that anyone was 

unlawfully killed. The sources are all anonymous, having been deliberately withheld by 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2544

 UDCC,para.79. 
2545

Part V,Chap.I,Section II;P-0105:T-135,10:12-11:18(“[t]here were a lot of combatants”),T-135,21:11(“these 

were combatants [….] There were a lot of them. As civilians, we just fled.”);P-0127:T-140,11:17-24. 
2546

 P-0127:T-139,16:8-13. 
2547

 P-0127:T-139,16:14(implying that the information was hearsay). 
2548

 P-0105:T-133,54:20. 
2549

 P-0105:T-133,55:6-7. 
2550

 P-0105:T-133,55:8. 
2551

 P-0105:T-133,54:22-23. 
2552

 PCB,para.589,fn.1753;DRC-OTP-2067-1945. 
2553

 P-0317:T-192,45:21-22. 
2554

DRC-OTP-0005-0027,para.1;DRC-OTP-0005-0030,para.7;DRC-OTP-0005-0095,para.9; P-0127:T-

140,15:5-6. 
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the UN; the information provided is often vague and unspecific about circumstances; 

no corroboration is provided; and the shambolic scene visible on the Lipri video,
2555

 

which is the basis for the information in the [REDACTED],
2556

 demonstrates its 

unreliability.  

B. Bambu  

904. The UDCC charges Mr NTAGANDA with the murder of “at least” 12 civilians in 

Bambu “on or about 19 February 2003,”
2557

 which the Prosecution now says is 15: six 

by artillery shell, and nine massacred at the Bambu hospital.
2558

 

905. The testimony concerning the shell, even taken at its highest, does not substantiate 

murder. P-0863 and V-1 testified only that a single shell fired from some distance
2559

 

landed on a house two kilometres from Bambu,
2560

 killing five
2561

 or six
2562

 

inhabitants.
2563

 P-0863 implies that this shell was fired as part of combat.
2564

 No 

evidence has been adduced that this single shell – not a barrage of shelling – was part of 

pattern of indiscriminate shelling, or even direct targeting of civilians. The 

photographic evidence discussed elsewhere shows that Bambu was not the object of 

indiscriminate targeting, and even P-0863’s misleading testimony referred to only two 

shells having been fired on Bambu.
2565

 

906. P-0863’s testimony about a gruesome massacre at Bambu hospital, which is 

uncorroborated,
2566

 was not even mentioned in his [REDACTED] statement to the 

Prosecution.
2567

 The witness’s attempted explanations for this omission were 

unconvincing,
2568 

and his description was inconsistent.
2569

 Finally, the Prosecution 

produced no forensic evidence, despite the witness’s precise claim about 

                                                           
2555

DRC-OTP-1033-0221,40:06-44:40. 
2556

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286;DRC-OTP-0195-2366. 
2557

 UDCC,para.81. 
2558

 PCB,paras.590-591. 
2559

 V-1:T-201,23:17-18. 
2560

 V-1:T-201,71:1;P-0863:T-180,27:25. 
2561

 P-0863:T-180,27:24-25. 
2562

 V-1:T-201,20:15. 
2563

 P-0863:T-180,28:23;29:2;V-1:T-201,68:10;68:17. 
2564

 P-0863:T-180,29:14-16; UDCC,para.81. 
2565

 DRC-D18-0001-2928 vs.P-0863:T-180,26:13(“[REDACTED]”). 
2566

 The other sources cited by the Prosecution are irrelevant:PCB,fn.1760. 
2567

 P-0863:T-181,24:4-26:14. 
2568

 P-0863:T-180,22:16-17;T-181,24:4-16. 
2569

 P-0863:T-181,27:20-30:21. 
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[REDACTED] nine murder victims in the Bambu hospital courtyard.
2570

 P-0863 is 

[REDACTED].
2571

  

C. Kobu and Sangi 

907. Sangi. The UDCC alleges that NTAGANDA is responsible for an unspecified number 

of murders in Sangi on or about 25 February.
2572

 There is little to no evidence of 

unlawful killings at Sangi. No corroboration has been provided for P-0018’s testimony 

that [REDACTED].
2573

 P-0019 made no mention of an execution similar to that 

described by P-0018.
2574

 Substantial doubts about P-0018’s and P-0019’s reliability 

must be entertained, as discussed elsewhere, in light of their testimony about rape.
2575

 

908. Kobu. The UDCC alleges approximately fifty murders in Kobu on or about 26 

February.
2576

 P-0790’s testimony about the purported death of [REDACTED]
2577

 

during the initial attack on Kobu is not charged. 

909. Ten witnesses, insider and Lendu, testified that the Kobu massacre victims were killed 

by bladed weapons, including “bladed weapons only”;
2578

 “a machete and a knife of 

some 30 to 40 centimetres which was also covered in blood”;
2579

 “machetes and 

knives”;
2580

 “all the four people had been killed with knives, while two others were 

killed with a bayonet”;
2581

 “machetes”;
2582

 “using batons, knives, machetes”;
2583

 “cut up 

with machetes”;
2584

 and “knifed with a bayonet”.
2585

  

910. These descriptions are irreconcilable with the forensic evidence. Twelve out of the 

fourteen bodies at the Paradiso gravesite had blunt force trauma, two had ballistic 

                                                           
2570

 P-0863:T-181,18:10-11,22:2-6. 
2571

 P-0863:T-181,30:7-15. 
2572

 UDCC,paras.83-84. 
2573

 P-0018:T-111,10:11;30:20. 
2574

 P-0019:T-115,30:17-18. 
2575

 Part V,Chap.II,Section III. 
2576

 UDCC,para.89. 
2577

 PCB,para.592. 
2578

 [REDACTED]. 
2579

 [REDACTED]. 
2580

 [REDACTED]. 
2581

 P-0100:T-131,51:1-2. 
2582

 P-0105:T-134:20:24;P-0108:T-185,57:6;P-0301:T-149,77:10-13,78:17-20. 
2583

 P-0113:T-118,49:13-14. 
2584

 P-0300:T-166,52:13. 
2585

 P-0106:T-44,47:20-21. 
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trauma and zero had sharp force trauma.
2586

 Dr Martrille found no sharp force trauma 

on any of the bodies from the Kobu burial site.
2587

 Dr Martrille further elaboration is 

worthy of full quotation: 

We know that cutting trauma can leave no trace on the bones. So as the cause 

of death you can say it’s by cutting, slicing, stabbing instrument without any 

trace. That is compatible. But after that, indeed, if I am told that there were 

multiple stabs with a bayonet on the whole body, in the skull for example, well, 

that would be very surprising indeed [to find no sharp force trauma] because a 

bayonet is sufficiently heavy that which often leaves significant injuries. And if 

the witness says there were numerous injuries with such a bayonet, indeed, you 

should – find traces of it on the bones. But if it’s a knife cut or several cuts, that 

that’s totally possible.
2588

 

911.  When asked about “the strike of a machete on a limb,” Dr Matrille stated that: 

Normally there, too, we would look at the impact where you’d see a quite a 

clear sharp force trauma impact, even if there are fractures which are added due 

to the force trauma very likely you will have seen specific traces of the cutting 

object in the bones.
2589

 

912. The extent of injuries described by witnesses included: “some bodies where their heads 

had been cut off”;
2590

 “the head was cut off from the rest of the body”;
2591

 “her head 

was pierced with a bayonet”;
2592

 and “stabbed with a bayonet in her head”.
2593

 One 

witness said that [REDACTED] was “decapitated” but then clarified that he meant that 

her “throat was slit” but then he reverted to the word “decapitated” again, leaving some 

ambiguity as to what he meant.
2594

 This ambiguity did not arise with the other 

witnesses. 

                                                           
2586

DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.708,DRC-OTP-2075-0312,p.316;KOB-F1-B1:DRC-OTP-2072-0253,p.0256;DRC-

OTP-2081-0674,p.0682;KOB1-F1-B2:DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0686;KOB1-F1-B3:DRC-OTP-2081-

0674,p.0690;KOB1-F2-B1:DRC-OTP-2075-0140,p.0145;KOB1-F2-B2:DRC-OTP-2075-0173,p.0177;KOB1-

F2-B3:DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0693;KOB1-F2-B4:DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0698;KOB1-F3-B1:DRC-OTP-

2081-0674,p.0703;KOB1-F3-B2:DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0714;KOB1-F4-B1:DRC-OTP-2075-

0205,p.0209;KOB1-F4-B2:DRC-OTP-2075-0235,p.0239;KOB1-F4-B3:DRC-OTP-2075-

0265,p.0269(undetermined); P-0935:T-133,22:25-23:4.  
2587

 P-0935:T-133,22:25-23:4,24:23-24(“On none of the bodies were we able to find sharp force trauma 

traces”). 
2588

 P-0935:T-133,243:8-17. 
2589

 P-0935:T-133,24:10-13. 
2590

 P-0805:T-26,7:10-11. 
2591

 P-0301:T-149:62:17. 
2592

 P-0106:T-44,47:20-21. 
2593

 P-0106:T-44,48:11-14. 
2594

 P-0106:T-44,47:24-25:7. 
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913. Dr Martrille testified that there was “no trace at all” of decapitation on any of the 

bodies he examined. The [REDACTED] whose remains are [REDACTED] testified at 

first that her throat had been “been slit,” but then said “there was only a little bit of her 

neck left to make it possible for her body to be identified”.
2595

 He also went on to say 

that a “bayonet had been used to hack her body.”
2596

 Dr. Matrille testified that he would 

have seen signs of such an injury if it had been inflicted.
2597

 

914. This is just the most objective of a number of deficiencies in the evidence regarding an 

alleged massacre at Kobu, starting with the circumstances of the pacification meeting. 

The FPLC witnesses, including P-0963, asserted that an initial pacification meeting 

between SALUMU and the Lendu side took place in Sangi;
2598

 that after their return to 

Kobu, [REDACTED], which transpired;
2599

 that KISEMBO ordered [REDACTED]  a 

counter-attack
2600

 that took place the following day, which involved serious combat, 

during which 
2601

 “46 to 47 persons were taken prisoner”
2602

 in Buli. 

915. P-0017 agrees that the initiative for negotiations came from an emissary sent by the 

Lendu side,
2603

 but that SALUMU sent a battalion commander with the call sign 

[REDACTED]
2604

 [REDACTED]
2605

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]” 

[REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
2606

 [REDACTED],
2607

 [REDACTED].
2608

 

[REDACTED],
2609

 [REDACTED].”
2610

 [REDACTED],
2611

 [REDACTED].”
2612

 

916. The “KBL audio” gives the most direct, albeit limited, window on events. A voice is 

heard saying “Lorsqu’ils sont arrivés, nous étions des amis […] ensuite ils ont vu la 

                                                           
2595

 [REDACTED]. 
2596

 [REDACTED]. 
2597

 P-0935:T-133,26:19-24. 
2598

 P-0963:T-79,52:5-6,11-53:8. 
2599

 P-0963:T-79,60:20-64:3. 
2600

 P-0963:T-79,64:16-64:25. 
2601

 P-0963:T-79,65:1-66:17. 
2602

 P-0963:T-79,68:5. 
2603

 P-0017:T-59,77:15-16,78:1-3. 
2604

 P-0017:T-59,81:12-14. 
2605

 P-0017:T-59,81:20. 
2606

 P-0017:T-60,9:15-17. 
2607

 P-0017:T-60,10:7-11:4. 
2608

 P-0017:T-60,11:10. 
2609

 P-0017:T-60,12:17,13:10. 
2610

 P-0017:T-60,12:24(“The troops who were taken and made prisoner were not armed”). 
2611

 P-0017:T-60,19:11. 
2612

 P-0017:T-60,19:6-24. 
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personne changer en deux secondes,”
2613

 which may imply some perceived change of 

attitude by the Lendu interlocutors. 

917. Voices are also heard saying “INI1: Papa Oscar va venir vous chercher. INI2: Euh. Il 

s’est dirigé vers cet endroit, et il va vous secourir. INI1: Ensuite nous allons poursuivre 

avec des frappes sérieuses.”
2614

 References are made to “Kaburi,”
2615

 and the statement 

“Nous voulons toutes les armes […] aussi les armes kagourou euh … ils ont trouvé là-

bas, y compris les G2, et d’autres … s’ils ne sont pas encore retrouvés, moi je vais 

continuer avec les frappes.”
2616

 A reference is made to “quarante.”
2617

 

918. Someone says “je ramenerai ces personnes-ci là-bas”; “ils avaient voulu enlever un et 

je les comprends très bien.” Shortly after there is the following exchange: 

INI: Ligote-les avec une corde. INI5: Qu’ils comprennent, ils comprendront. 

INI2: Il faut bien les ligoter. INI5: Ils vont voir … ce sont des prisonniers de 

guerre. INI2: Oui … des prisonniers de guerre.
2618

 

919. The prisoners are referred to as “prisonniers de guerre” three times in the audio.
2619

 

The speakers distinctly express their belief that the group are combatants: “ils sont 

allées ranger leurs armes”
2620

 – to which the response is given “désarmez-les.”
2621

 

Lendu witnesses referred to those who were captured as “young people”
2622

 (an 

expression frequently used by Lendu witnesses as a euphemism for combatants)
2623

 

including DYIKPANU
2624

 (a well-known Lendu commander).
2625

 

920. These passages suggest that about 40 prisoners were detained; that they were believed 

to be combatants; that they were “prisonniers de guerre” who should be properly 

                                                           
2613

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,l.18. 
2614

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.11-12. 
2615

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.10,36-37,42. 
2616

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.31-33. 
2617

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,l.30. 
2618

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.67,68,201. 
2619

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.201. 
2620

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,l.229. 
2621

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,l.233. 
2622

 P-0106:T-44,34:6-7. 
2623

P-0790:T-54,8:5-16;P-0121:T-173,5:10-13;P-0792:T-150,40:3-8;P-0857:T-194,55:17-21;P-0300:T-

167,70:10-11(“Combatants, those are young people in the village who are organized”);P-0301:T-149,28:19-

20(“young people would organise themselves into self-defence groups to repel the enemy”). 
2624

 P-0106:T-44,37:11;P-0790:T-54,11:3. 
2625

 P-0300:T-167,69:24-70:6;P-0790:T-54,7:25-8:2. 
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restrained (which is an appropriate measure for prisoners of war);
2626

 and that they 

should be brought to some location. These exchanges are direct and compelling 

evidence that there was no pre-meditated intention or standing order,
2627

 to kill 

combatants hors de combat during the KBL operation.  

921. Most of the rest of the fragmentary discussion amongst multiple interlocutors is about 

combat, interspersed with references to the prisoners. As the passage above shows, the 

pre-occupation of the speakers is getting back the “kangourou” and “G2”.
2628

  

Operations are being pursued against targets perceived to be combatants: 

INI: Les combattants sont la? […] INI8: Les combattants sont la. INI: Euh … 

encerclez tous ces buissons-la, encerclez toutes ces maisons et qu’ils y lancent 

une bombe s ices gens s’imaginent qu’il s’agit d’une plaisanterie.
2629

  

… 

INI: Nous t’avons dit d’etendre les troupes … et qu’elles soient sur une file 

unique. L’ennemi est en train de prendre la fuite.
2630

 

… 

INI6: De l’endroit ou ils se trouvaient, ils sont allees de l’autre cote. Mainteant 

il faut que nous allions de l’autre cote, ensuite nous allons continuer a fouiller 

l’endroit ou ils se trouvaient. […] INI: chasse-les a l’aide d’une bombe […] 

Fouillez aussi la foret dans laquelle vous vous trouviez.
2631

 

… 

INI: Des gens sont en train de te prendre des choses et ils … s’ils fuient avec 

ces armes dans la foret, suivez-les.
2632

 

… 

INI: Commence à avancer et combattez tres bien.
2633

 

922. A “INI” (who may not be the same INI as recorded previously in the transcript) states 

in the context of this discussion about combat: “Ils sont tous morts” and “Tuez les 

gens.”
2634

 This cannot be a reference to the prisoners, since there are subsequent 

references to “ligotez et ensuite amenez-les chez moi” and “ligotez-les.”
2635

 Nothing in 

these references, which are fragmentary and without the context of the interlocutor’s 

                                                           
2626

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.64,66,158,200,201,313,320,485. 
2627

 Contra PCB,para.597. 
2628

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.32-33. 
2629

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.167,170. 
2630

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.254-255. 
2631

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll. 268-269. 
2632

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.342-343. 
2633

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,l.482. 
2634

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.444,447. 
2635

 DRC-OTP-2101-2958,ll.485,491. 
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responses, suggests that the killings being referred to are of civilians rather than 

combatants engaged in fighting. 

923. [REDACTED] the prisoners arrive in Kobu around “4 or 5 pm”.
2636

 They were then 

interrogated to determine which of them were soldiers, which involved checking their 

bodies for marks to see whether they had been carrying weapons, and that seven were 

then released.
2637

  

924. [REDACTED]
2638

 [REDACTED],
2639

 [REDACTED].
2640

 [REDACTED]
2641

 

[REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
2642

 [REDACTED].
2643

 

925. [REDACTED],
2644

 is manifestly unreliable for reasons set out in the discussion of her 

testimony [REDACTED]. Her recollection of having [REDACTED] prisoners while 

[REDACTED] is very difficult to believe,
2645

 and her account differed from that of 

others, including that the prisoners were [REDACTED] either when they came to 

Kobu, or when executed.
2646

  

926. The estimates of the number of cadavers encountered at the banana field vary: 47 

according to what P-0317 reported she was told;
2647

 49 for P-0121
2648

 and P-0805,
2649

 

which P-0792 [REDACTED];
2650

 53 for P-0857;
2651

 54 for P-0105,
2652

 which is the 

same number given in [REDACTED]  then the five bodies mentioned has having been 

found by the road and in the market are included;
2653

 57 for P-0790, who appears to 

                                                           
2636

 [REDACTED]. 
2637

 [REDACTED]. 
2638

 [REDACTED]. 
2639

 [REDACTED]. 
2640

 [REDACTED]. 
2641

 [REDACTED]. 
2642

 [REDACTED]. 
2643

 [REDACTED]. 
2644

 PCB,para.601. 
2645

 [REDACTED] 
2646

 [REDACTED]. 
2647

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286,p.0300. 
2648

 P-0121:T-173,16:8;19:18. 
2649

 P-0805:T-26,7:13. 
2650

 P0792:T-151,16:2;DRC-OTP-2058-0164,p.0184. 
2651

 P-0857:T-193,78:25-79:1. 
2652

 P-0105:T-134,21:8. 
2653

 DRC-OTP-2058-0164,p.0184. 
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have been referring to other nearby locations as well;
2654

 59 for [REDACTED];
2655

 and 

P-0100 was ostensibly told by others that 70 or 75 had been counted.
2656

 

927. Only fourteen sets of human remains are buried in the Paradiso mass grave site. Two, 

each in their own grave, were likely killed by ballistic force.
2657

 This means that there 

are twelve sets of remains at the Paradiso site for which the cause of death was 

determined to be blunt force trauma.
2658

 Despite extensive searching, no other mass 

graves were located. 

928. The discrepancy may be explained by the witnesses who said that some bodies were 

taken away by relatives and buried elsewhere. This possibility is not incompatible, 

however, with P-0317’s unequivocal contemporaneous report that “she was shown two 

mass graves, one of them reportedly containing 47 bodies of civilians killed by the 

UPC.”
2659

 53 additional bodies, which may have been those that were taken away, were 

said to have been buried elsewhere.
2660

 P-0103 testified that he counted 45 bodies even 

after some bodies had been taken away.
2661

 P-0121 explained that his count was 

because “[REDACTED]”
2662

 – implying that the  [REDACTED]  were simultaneous. 

P-0792 [REDACTED] also give the impression that 49 bodies [REDACTED], not 

merely that they had been killed there. Locals were telling P-0420 right up to the 

moment of excavation that there were two more mass graves in the vicinity with 27-29 

more bodies.
2663

 None of this turned out to be the case. 

929. Even assuming that a large number of bodies were removed from the site and buried 

elsewhere, the [REDACTED] is inconsistent with the forensic evidence. 

                                                           
2654

 P-0790:T-54,18:2-5. 
2655

 DRC-OTP-1002-0006,10:15-12:05;P-0976:T-152,70:14-71:6. 
2656

 P-0100:T-132,53:23-54:2. 
2657

P-0935:T-133,27:21-25;DRC-OTP-2072-0211,p.0225;DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0708;DRC-OTP-2075-

0312,p.0316. 
2658

 KOB-F1-B1:DRC-OTP-2072-0253,p.0256;DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0682; KOB1-F1-B2:DRC-OTP-2081-

0674,p.0686; KOB1-F1-B3:DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0690; KOB1-F2-B1:DRC-OTP-2075-0140,p.0145; KOB1-

F2-B2:DRC-OTP-2075-0173,p.0177;KOB1-F2-B3:DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0693;KOB1-F2-B4:DRC-OTP-

2081-0674,p.0698;KOB1-F3-B1:DRC-OTP-2081-0674,p.0703;KOB1-F3-B2:DRC-OTP-2081-

0674,p.0714;KOB1-F4-B1:DRC-OTP-2075-0205,p.0209;KOB1-F4-B2:DRC-OTP-2075-0235,p.0239;KOB1-

F4-B3:DRC-OTP-2075-0265,p.0269(undetermined); P-0935:T-133,22:25-23:4. 
2659

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286,para.51. 
2660

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286. 
2661

 P-0103:DRC-OTP-0104-0170-R02,para.47. 
2662

 P-0121:T-173,19:12-14. 
2663

 DRC-OTP-2072-0211,p.0227; P-0420:T-123,106:15-107:15;DRC-OTP-2072-0211,p.0215. 
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Witness [REDACTED]  

Buried 

[REDACTED] [REDACTED] Forensic Results 

[REDACTED] [REDACTED]   [REDACTED] [REDACTED]  

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTED] 
2664

 

[REDACTED] 

P-0792 [REDACTED]   [REDACTED] [REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

P-0018 [REDACTED]   [REDACTED] 
2665

 

[REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

P-0019 [REDACTED]   [REDACTED] 
2666

 

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTED] 
2667

 

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTED] [REDACTED]   [REDACTED] 
2668

 

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTE

D] 
2669

 

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTED] [REDACTED]   [REDACTED] 
2670

 

[REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

Total 12  [REDACTED] 

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTED] 

[REDACTE

D] 

[REDACTED]  

Adult Males 

[REDACTED]  

Adult Female 

[REDACTED]  

Adolescent Males 

[REDACTED]  

Adolescent 

Undetermined 

Sex
2671

 

 

930. The forensic evidence shows that every one of the bodies with blunt force trauma is 

accounted for just by the six witnesses who testified – which is implausible. P-0019 and 

P-0100 must have lied[REDACTED], and that some other lie must have been told to 

                                                           
2664

 [REDACTED]. 
2665

 P-0018:T-111,22:13. 
2666

 P-0019:T-115,54:11;21-23,13:25,15:6-8. 
2667

 P-0019 claimed, however, that [REDACTED], implying that they were unfindable. P-0019:T-116,31:1-4. P-

0420 did not testify that anyone told him that a house had been built on any mass grave. 
2668

 P-0100:T-131,52:3-9(“[REDACTED]”). 
2669

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED].”) 
2670

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED].”) 
2671

KOB1-F1-B1: [REDACTED],p.0254;KOB1-F1-B2: [REDACTED],p.0683;KOB1-F1-B3: 

[REDACTED],p.0688;KOB1-F2-B1: [REDACTED],p.0162;KOB1-F2-B2: [REDACTED],p.0192-

0193;KOB1-F2-B3: [REDACTED],p.0691;KOB1-F2-B4: [REDACTED],p.0696;KOB1-F3-B1: 

[REDACTED],p.0701;KOB1-F3-B2: [REDACTED],p.0712;KOB1-F4-B1: [REDACTED],p.0226;KOB1-F4-

B2: [REDACTED],p.0255;KOB1-F4-B3: [REDACTED],p.0268;KOB1-F5-B1: [REDACTED],p.0705;KOB-

F6-B1: [REDACTED],p.0315. 
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exceed the total in the Adult Female category. P-0857 also lied or gave incorrect 

testimony when he said that [REDACTED] was buried at Paradiso with “4 other 

women”
2672

 – which in itself exceeds the total number of all Adult Females found in all 

graves, let alone a single grave. 

931. The possibility that these bodies may relate to an entirely different event than the 

alleged Kobu massacre is not excluded by forensic evidence of burial date, which was 

not inconsistent with burial going back to as early as 1994
2673

 – well before the 

previous violence in Kobu that had reportedly killed dozens. P-0810 – who did “a lot of 

analysis on the Wadza church area”
2674

 on the basis of Prosecution instructions
2675

 that 

were later dropped
2676

 – was unable to see any mass grave consistent with the digging 

of five multiple-body graves on the available satellite images.
2677

 

932. There is no “match”
2678

 of blue trousers between the photos and the artefacts exhumed 

from the banana field. The most that can be said is that this one item looks similar to 

what was exhumed; yet there is no “match” between any of the numerous other 

exhumed items and the phots.
2679

 Contrary to P-0937’s testimony, the articles of 

clothing are not so generic that any other match or pattern of matches would be 

overlooked.  

933. The possibility that numerous witnesses have exaggerated the scale of the Kobu 

massacre is made more plausible given the willingness of witnesses to lie on issues 

large and small. [REDACTED] 
2680

 – a claim unsupported by any witness or even the 

Prosecution. P-0018, P-0019 and P-0113 lied extensively, as discussed in the section on 

rape. P-0857 lied that [REDACTED]  in the banana field and that he managed to 

                                                           
2672

 P-0857:T-194,32:8-33:2. 
2673

 DRC-OTP-2072-0211,p.0232p.0233; P-0420:T-123,71:18-25.  
2674

 P-0810:T-176,28:20-31:8(“Yes.  I mean, the only location that we ended up analysing was the Kobu-Wadza 

or around the Wadza church.  At the time, so far as I understood, there was a field mission going to the 

Wadza church area, and that was the only area we did, I did a lot of analysis on indicating the areas of bare 

soil, so it was to support that field mission.  That was the only location we ended up doing it.  I can't quite 

recall why. But I did do an awful lot of location--or an awful lot of analysis on the Wadza church area.  

Whatever happened with the field mission, I never really, really learned”)(underline added). 
2675

 DRC-OTP-2099-0216,p.0218; DRC-OTP-2062-0329,p.0331,fn.4;  
2676

 DRC-OTP-2084-0443,p.0445;  
2677

 P-0810:T-176,31:3-11. 
2678

 PCB,para.610. 
2679

 P-0937:T-127,65:4-9,DRC-OTP-2075-0235.  
2680

 [REDACTED]. 
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[REDACTED]  – a claim so manifestly untruthful that the Prosecution properly did not 

elicit it on direct examination.
2681

  

934. P-0790,
2682

 P-0301
2683

 and [REDACTED]
2684

 all tried to conceal that DYIKPANU was 

a combatant.
2685

 Other contradictions include (i) whether the prisoners were brought 

from Sangi to Kobu on the day that they were detained,
2686

 or whether they were 

detained overnight in Sangi;
2687

 (ii) the identity of GOMBILI as a part of the UPC 

forces
2688

 or a neutral party;
2689

 (iii) whether DYIKPANU’s body was identifiable on 

pictures
2690

 that had been taken after his body had already been taken away;
2691

 and (iv) 

the interval of time between the pacification meeting and the massacre.
2692

 Minor in 

themselves, viewed cumulatively and in the context of the extent of witness 

contamination described previously, they are indicative of a made-up or exaggerated 

story. 

935. Precious insight into the origin of this exaggeration can be seen on the Lipri video, just 

one month after the alleged Kobu massacre. [REDACTED] that he has already 

contacted families of victims and has, on the basis of information provided by them, 

come up with a figure of about 62 “capturées et massacres. A BOLI [BULI], tout 

comme dans la forêt de Jichu. Puisque l’attaque a continué.”
2693

 No mention is made of 

Kobu as the killing site or of a mass grave in Kobu.
2694

 When the MONUC investigator 

asks if it is possible to have a list of the names of the victims, [REDACTED] a 

discussion with the man to his left about obtaining such a list from the [REDACTED]  

in Kobu.
2695

 This man bears a striking resemblance to [REDACTED] that he was 

actually present at the banana field, yet there is still no mention of a massacre in Kobu 

or of a mass grave in Kobu. 

                                                           
2681

 P-0857:T-194,19:3-21:25. 
2682

 P-0790:T-54,8:8(“[REDACTED]”). 
2683

 P-0301:T-150,11:5-8(“[REDACTED]”). 
2684

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2685

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2686

 P-0113:T-118,14:4-5(“[REDACTED]”);P-0019:T-115,29:13-15(“[REDACTED]”). 
2687

 P-0018:T-111,16:17-18(“[REDACTED]”). 
2688

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2689

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
2690

 [REDACTED]. 
2691

 [REDACTED]. 
2692

 [REDACTED].  
2693

 [REDACTED]. 
2694

 [REDACTED]. 
2695

 [REDACTED]. 
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936. Four days later, P-0317 and P-0046 arrive in Kobu and are told about 100 dead bodies 

in the area, of which 47 are said to be buried behind Paradiso. However, they are 

provided with only 14 names of victims,
2696 

not 62 [REDACTED]  indicated had 

already been collected.
2697

 These 14 include DYIKPANU, BUROMBI and KABULI; 

but they also include two girls ages 2 and 4, and a boy aged 5 – none of whose names 

have ever been mentioned in this case.
2698

  

937. The extent of contradictory information, manifest lies, indications of coaching, 

indications of a broad scheme of collusion to present a particular version of events, and 

testimony that is simply incompatible with forensic evidence raises reasonable doubt 

that any massacre occurred in Kobu or, if so, on what scale. Even assuming that some 

event is at the foundation of the testimony of the variety of witnesses heard by the 

Chamber, reasonable doubt remains as to the number of victims and their identity. 

Section III – Rape and Sexual Slavery 

INTRODUCTION 

938. The evidence adduced by the Prosecution of rape and sexual enslavement during the 

Main Road operation is deficient. P-0019 and P-0113’s testimony, in particular, bear all 

the hallmarks of coaching or contamination. P-0018’s testimony is also deficient in 

certain core elements that raise reasonable doubt about her veracity.  

A. Lipri 

939. The UDCC contains no specific allegation of rape in Lipri,
2699

 and no direct evidence 

was adduced of rape  there, or at Nyangaray. The only evidence heard concerned a rape 

and execution of three individuals in a [REDACTED] field close to Nyangaray 

purportedly witnessed at a distance by someone named [REDACTED];
2700

 and a rape 

of which he was informed by an unidentified village chief
2701

 of two pregnant women, 

who purportedly subsequently [REDACTED].
2702

 

                                                           
2696

 DRC-OTP-0195-2366,entries 54-66. 
2697

 [REDACTED]. 
2698

 DRC-OTP-0195-2366,ll.86,87,97. 
2699

 UDCC,para.79. 
2700

 P-0105:T-134,24:9-11. 
2701

 P-0105:T-134,24:24. 
2702

 P-0105:T-134,24:13-22. 
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940. The evidence is hearsay and anonymous hearsay. No testimony was heard from the 

victims or witnesses to these events. P-0317’s 20 June 2003 report makes no reference 

to rape at all, let alone at Lipri.
2703

 P-0127, a person who was purportedly 

[REDACTED], made no suggestion of rape having been committed at Lipri. 

B. Bambu 

941. The UDCC contains no specific allegation of rape at Bambu. Three sources are now 

cited in support of the allegation of rape in Bambu: P-0863; the UN Mapping Report; 

and P-0317’s 20 June 2003 report.
2704

 The LRV2, notably, makes no submissions on 

rape in Bambu.
2705

 

942. P-0317’s report makes no reference to rape or sexual violence anywhere. The UN 

Mapping Report uses the conditional tense – “auraient tué et violé un nombre 

indéterminé de civils lors d’attaques”
2706

 – and provides no information about the 

source of the information. The Report does not even indicate in general terms whether 

the alleged source is an eyewitness or merely reporting tenth-hand hearsay – i.e. blind 

rumour.  

943. P-0863 provided little to no information about the acts perpetrated against the two 

women whose corpses he encountered, [REDACTED]. His claim that he could identify 

“dried semen” suggests an over-eagerness to incriminate,
2707

 reinforced by the 

subsequent contradiction that “her thighs were covered with a pagne,”
2708

 and his 

concoction of details that he could not have known (“she wasn’t able to run and she 

was caught”).
2709

 [REDACTED], raising the possibility, as he at one point seemed to 

suggest,
2710

 that they were covering up their own crime. This possibility is enhanced by 

P-0863’s failure to recall [REDACTED] name, which also suggests that he was 

shielding his story from further inquiry or investigation.
2711

 Notably, in this regard, no 

                                                           
2703

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286,para.53. See PCB,para.571. 
2704

 PCB,para.572. 
2705

10
th

 Victims’ Report,ICC-01/04-02/06-2296-Corr,fn.5.  
2706

See DRC-OTP-1061-0212,para.756. 
2707

 P-0863:T-180,30:7(“[REDACTED] also saw – observed some dried semen on her thighs.”) 
2708

 P-0863:T-180,56:25-57:1. 
2709

 P-0863:T-180,59:1-14. 
2710

 P-0863:T-180,56:23-25(“they hit me”);60:10-12. 
2711

 P-0863:T-181,70:3-7. 
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[REDACTED] evidence was adduced despite the witness’s precise recollection of 

[REDACTED].
2712

 

C. Kobu, Buli, Sangi and Jitchu 

944. The UDCC alleges that women held captive at SANGI and KOBU were raped. The 

principal evidence is the testimony of P-0018, P-0019 and P-0113, who claim to have 

been raped and to have seen rapes.  

945. P-0018. P-0018 testified at first that she “deduced” that other women being taken 

“[REDACTED]”
2713

 were being raped because they were screaming,
2714

 then later 

testified that she could “see” “the penis” “penetrat[ing] the woman.”
2715

 The 

descriptions are contradictory, and P-0018 gave similarly inconsistent answers in 

relation to [REDACTED], whom she at first said she saw being raped,
2716

 then later 

clarified she could not see being raped.
2717

  

946. P-0018, like P-0019 and P-0113, did not mention having been raped in her 

[REDACTED] Statement to the Prosecution, but did so in her [REDACTED]  

Statement.
2718

 P-0018 explained that this was because of “the way in which the 

questions were put” during the second interview, that “made me reveal my secret. It 

was no longer possible to keep that secret.”
2719

 P-0018 later acknowledged that she 

became more forthcoming not during her interview with the Prosecution investigators, 

but rather during [REDACTED].
2720

 The coincidence of P-0018, P-0019 and P-0113 all 

making no allegation in [REDACTED]  of having been raped, but then doing so in 

[REDACTED], raises serious doubts about whether they were all influenced in the 

same way by someone such as P-0154 or some other community leader intent on 

ensuring the conviction of Mr NTAGANDA.
2721

   

                                                           
2712

 P-0863:T-180,56:10. 
2713

 P-0018:T-111,10:6. 
2714

 P-0018:T-111,11:13-24;15:10-17. 
2715

 P-0018:T-111,12:13-17. 
2716

 P-0018:T-111,30:17-20. 
2717

 P-0018:T-111,30:25-31:6. 
2718

 P-0018:T-111,31:11-32:20. 
2719

 P-0018:T-111,32:6-8. 
2720

 DRC-OTP-2093-0052,p.0054; P-0018:T-112,28:4-30:10. 
2721

DRC-OTP-2090-0407;DRC-OTP-2092-0319;DRC-OTP-2092-0321;DRC-OTP-2092-0323;DRC-OTP-

2092-0207;DRC-OTP-2092-0213;DRC-OTP-2092-0215;DRC-OTP-2092-0319;DRC-OTP-2090-0407;P-

0019:T-117,6:7-22; [REDACTED]. 
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947. P-0018 testified at first that her attacker raped and shot her [REDACTED]  

(“[REDACTED]”);
2722

 then that there “were [REDACTED]”.
2723

 This contradiction has 

added significance in light of the claim in earlier statements that it was one of the other 

attackers [REDACTED], whereas during her testimony she insisted that it was 

[REDACTED].
2724

 On the one occasion when P-0018 made a statement without being 

able to consult her prior statements, she stated she had been shot by a 

[REDACTED].
2725

  

948. The prospect of proper medical care
2726

 – [REDACTED] – would have been a powerful 

inducement to lie, and keep lying.
2727

 P-0939 was unable to say [REDACTED] in 2003 

or significantly earlier.
2728

 

949. P-0018’s honesty is called into question by her categorical denial of PTSD symptoms to 

the [REDACTED],
2729

 while stating the contrary to P-0938.
2730

  

950. P-0019. P-0019 testified that UPC troops raped women [REDACTED] Sangi,
2731

 on the 

basis that the women taken “were shouting, screaming”.
2732

 Few to no details were 

provided, including the identity of a single alleged victim, whether the required acts for 

rape occurred, or the identity of a single perpetrator.
2733

  

951. P-0019 testified that she was herself raped in Kobu by LINGANGA, saw his face, and 

saw him coming and going.
2734

 P-0019 was, however, unable to identify his face on a 

photo-board shown in court.
2735 

She testified that LINGANGA raped her 

[REDACTED],
2736

 whereas in her [REDACTED] statement he had done so 

[REDACTED].
2737

 P-0019 did not say that she had been raped at all when interviewed 

                                                           
2722

 P-0018:T-112,4:18. 
2723

 P-0018:T-112,6:3. 
2724

 P-0018:T-111,81:4-9;T-112,6:4-9. 
2725

 DRC-OTP-2059-0231,p.5; P-0939:T-143,39:8-16. 
2726

 P-0018:T-111,23:14-23. 
2727

 P-0018:T-112,16:12-17:8. 
2728

 P-0939:T-143,38:17-20. 
2729

 DRC-OTP-2093-0052,p.0054(“[REDACTED] ”). 
2730

 P-0938:T-114,6:20-22. 
2731

 P-0019:T-115,30:7-15. 
2732

 P-0019:T-115,30:17. 
2733

 P-0019:T-115,30:7-31:18. 
2734

 P-0019:T-116,6:23-7:11. 
2735

 P-0019:DRC-D18-0001-1753;P-0019:T-116,62:5-11. 
2736

 P-0019:T-115,38:18-22. 
2737

 P-0019:T-116,44:6-45:2. 
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by two women in [REDACTED], but did so in front of four individuals, including two 

men, during her [REDACTED]  interview.
2738

 The tardy revelation of P-0019’s rape 

allegation coincides with similar revelations by P-0018 and P-0113.
2739

  

952. P-0019 contradicted herself concerning the setting in which she was raped, testifying 

that it was in a [REDACTED] house, while previously affirming that it had been a 

[REDACTED] house in which other rapes were also happening.
2740

 She testified in 

court that soldiers had used sticks to rape women – a previously unheard allegation.
2741

 

In her statement, she had seen three men being raped,
 2742

 whereas during her testimony 

many were raped.
2743

 This tendency to inflate allegations is also reflected in her 

unprecedented and uncorroborated detail that “[s]ome [men] had their genitals cut off 

[REDACTED].”
2744

  

953. P-0019 told [REDACTED] she wants to “receive a house upon her return to her 

village,”
2745

 then falsely denied having made this statement.
2746

  

954. Her strategies of deception were also on full display when, after having committed to 

the claim that [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]” [REDACTED],
2747

 

[REDACTED],
2748

 [REDACTED].
2749

  

955. P-0113. P-0113 testified that she was raped on several occasions: at the time she was 

kept as prisoner in [REDACTED], while she had gone to [REDACTED]  cook;
2750

 on 

their way from [REDACTED], when they were forced to carry goods;
2751

 and, when 

being held prisoner by UPC troops in [REDACTED] where she was raped by 

[REDACTED],
2752

 [REDACTED].
2753

 

                                                           
2738

 P-0019:T-116,23:3-12. 
2739

 DRC-OTP-2092-0207;DRC-OTP-2092-0213;DRC-OTP-2092-0215;DRC-D18-0001-0414. 
2740

 P-0019:T-116,45:21-46:12. 
2741

 P-0019:T-116,46:13-47:7. 
2742

 P-0019:T-116,48:11-20. 
2743

 P-0019:T-115,45:10-46:3. 
2744

 P-0019:T-116,5:2-12;T-117,26:8-14. 
2745

 P-0019:T-117,25:12-24;DRC-OTP-2094-0289. 
2746

 P-0019:T-117,26:13-14. 
2747

 P-0019:T-115,54:18-23(“All these bodies are buried in one place”). 
2748

 P-0019:T-116,30:22-35:4. 
2749

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0207. 
2750

 P-0113:T-118,36:1-10. 
2751

 P-0113:T-118,46:4-8. 
2752

 PCB,para.578; P-0113:T-118,50:23-51:7. 
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956. P-0113 testified that [REDACTED],
2754

 died “during the events” that she narrated 

during her testimony;
2755

 yet her [REDACTED]  statement says: “[REDACTED].”
2756

 

P-0113 affirmed again that had been [REDACTED], explaining she had not reported 

having been raped in her first statements because she was “[REDACTED]."
2757

 She 

affirmed [REDACTED]  when she reported that [REDACTED] for not having passed 

on money ostensibly received from [REDACTED].
2758

  

957. This trend was repeated for [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].
2759

 In a [REDACTED]  

request for assistance from the Prosecution, P-0113 mentioned the names of a number 

of [REDACTED]  who were allegedly in the house at the time which, again, happened 

to coincide with the names of [REDACTED].
2760

 This resulted in the witnesses 

acknowledging that over the course of the last 15 years, [REDACTED]  “two people 

named [REDACTED], two people named [REDACTED], two people named 

[REDACTED]  and two people named [REDACTED].”
2761

  

958. P-0113’s description of her relationship with [REDACTED], moreover, does not 

appear to have been forthright. She claims that he raped her, but he also [REDACTED]  

“[REDACTED]”
2762

 [REDACTED].
2763

 [REDACTED],
2764

 whereas in her previous 

statements to the Prosecution she said that she [REDACTED],
2765

 which is consistent 

with her [REDACTED].
2766

 She gave directly contradictory answers one after the other 

concerning whether she could see [REDACTED],
2767

 and unrealistically claimed that 

she had ever received any money from anyone with the ICC.
2768

  

959. P-0019’s, P-0113’s and P-0963’s descriptions of the scene in Kobu while rapes were 

purportedly committed there are irreconcilable. P-0019 described horrifying scenes of 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2753

 P-0113:T-119,64:3-7. 
2754

 P-0113:T-118,10:11-12;T-119,7:21-23. 
2755

 P-0113:T-119,61:16-21. 
2756

 P-0113:T-119,8:2-10,9:22-10:6. 
2757

 P-0113:T-119,10:14-18. 
2758

 P-0113:T-119,35:11-15;DRC-OTP-2092-0319. 
2759

 P-0113:T-119,14:3-15:4. 
2760

 P-0113:T-119,15:7-16:5. 
2761

 P-0113:T-119,16:1-5. 
2762

 P-0113:T-118,56:12-14. 
2763

 P-0113:T-118,56:23-25. 
2764

 P-0113:T-118,37:12-14. 
2765

 P-0113:T-119,43:12-44:10. 
2766

 P-0113:T-118,37:15(“[REDACTED]”);T-119,42:7-43:12. 
2767

 P-0113:T-119,51:12-17. 
2768

 P-0113:T-119,18:10-25. 
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mass rape, cannibalism, and mutilation carried out “[REDACTED];
2769

 P-0963, who 

was at that precise location, and testified that he saw where the prisoners were being 

held, described no such scenes.
2770

 P-0113, who said that [REDACTED]  who had 

previously been arrested,
2771

 “in the centre of Kobu,”
2772

 also described no such 

scenes.
2773

 In fact, P-0113, unlike P-0963 and P-0019, [REDACTED].
2774

 

D. Hearsay and circumstantial evidence of rape 

960. P-0453’s claim that 28% of households attributed rape to the UPC within the time-

frame of 2000-2005
2775

 is as unreliable as her assertion that 8% of the population of 

Ituri is “Hemba,”
2776

 and that 41% of perpetrators of rape were female.
2777

  

961. P-0863’s and P-0790’s hearsay testimony of rape
2778

 should be accorded no or very low 

probative value. The alleged sources of these allegations, with one exception, are 

anonymous.
2779

 The hearsay descriptions provide no basis to know whether they are 

credible or not. The one hearsay source who is identified, “[REDACTED],” was not 

called as a witness. 

962. Hearsay allegations of rape of Lendu women recounted by Lendu men should be 

treated with particular caution. P-0938 observed that “in my experience, it is often 

easier to report a stranger rape because that fits more closely into the stereotype of how 

rapes happen rather than the truth of how rapes happen.”
2780

. P-0790 acknowledged that 

women “would not talk about these things openly because they were ashamed of doing 

                                                           
2769

 P-0019:T-116,45:3-20;47:15. 
2770

 P-0963:T-79,73:11. 
2771

 P-0113:T-118,48:7-25. 
2772

 P-0113:T-118,50:12. 
2773

 P-0113:T-119,51:18-52:12. 
2774

 P-0113:T-118,48:4-49:14. 
2775

 DRC-OTP-2084-0523,p.0570. 
2776

 P-0453:T-179,32:18-35:25(claiming that 8.1% of all households in Ituri were “Hemba” – a result arising 

from the suggestive inclusion of this unknown ethnic group on her questionnaire for respondents);P-0863:T-

181,72:1. 
2777

 DRC-OTP-2084-0523,p.0537(reporting that 40% of female victims of rape reported that their attacker was 

female);P-0453:T-179,37:23-40:9(testifying that this figure was “reliable”). 
2778

 PCB, para.581;P-0863:T-180,55:2-56:3;P-0790:T-54,32:2-24. 
2779

 P-0790:T-54,32:10(“Three women whose names I do not know”);P-0863:T-180,55:21(“I don't know their 

names.”) 
2780

 P-0938:T-114,75:9-10. See P-0453:T-179,30:8-23. 
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so,”
2781

 and yet “chanced upon” a “woman talking to other people about it.”
2782

 The 

“other people” are not identified, but is suggestive of the meetings held by P-0154, 

which included P-0018, P-0019 and P-0113.
2783

    

963. P-0017’s testimony
2784

 concerning SIMBA’s alleged sexual enslavement of an 11-year 

old is infected by his profound unreliability.
2785

 The incident is uncorroborated, even by 

hearsay and no information was provided about the name or identity of the victim.
2786

 

964. P-0121’s lies about the massacre site generally render his specific testimony about the 

condition of the sexual organs of the purported victims unreliable.
2787

  

Section IV - Destruction and Pillage 

INTRODUCTION 

965. Pillage under Article 8(2)(e)(v) of the Statute requires a “somewhat large-scale 

appropriation of all types of property, such as public or private, movable or immovable 

property, which goes beyond mere sporadic acts of violation of property rights.”
2788

 

The appropriation must be “for private or personal use.”
2789

  

966. Destruction or seizure is not unlawful under Article 8(2)(e)(xii) where the object, by its 

“nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action and 

whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralisation, in the circumstances ruling 

at the time, offers a definite military advantage.”
2790

  

A. Lipri 

967. P-0317’s 2004 Report says that the UPC attacked, amongst other villages, Lipri and 

“burn[ed] all the houses.”
2791

 She contradicted this claim during her testimony, stating 

                                                           
2781

P-0790:T-54,34:2-3. See P-0113:T-118,63:12-19;P-0018:T-111,31:18-21;32:9-18;P-0019:T-116,54:1-4;P-

0938:T-113,49:10-13;T-114,3:6-12;P-0365:T-147,34:11-35:1;P-0912:T-148,77:9-14(referring to the reasons 

why they would not discuss rape publicly). 
2782

 P-0790:T-54,34:12-17. 
2783

 P-0790:T-54,32:10-21. 
2784

 PCB,para.582. 
2785

 Part IV,Chap.3,Section I(B). 
2786

 P-0017:T-60,28:13-14;28:19-29:6. 
2787

 PCB,para.583. 
2788

 Bemba CD,para.317. 
2789

 Elements of Crimes, 8(2)(e)(v); Bemba TJ, para.120. 
2790

 Katanga TJ, para.893. 
2791

 DRC-OTP-0074-0422,para.69. 
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that she “did not see massive destruction.”
2792

 She implausibly claimed at first that she 

had only spoken to individuals on the outskirts of Lipri,
2793

 then later admitted that she 

had gone to “Lipri market and spent a few hours there,”
2794

 which P-0127 identified as 

“the centre of Lipri.”
2795

 P-0317’s contradictory recollections and opinions, especially 

in light of the condition of Lipri apparent on video and photographic images, 

undermines her reliability in respect of pillage in general.  

968. P-0127 testified that the UPC was “burning all the houses”
2796

 and “burnt down all the 

huts with thatched roofs,”
2797

 and that “99.9% of the houses, of the huts, were – had 

thatched roofs. We’re talking about huts.”
2798

 He testified that his own house, which 

apparently had a thatched roof, was also burnt down. P-0105 testified that when he 

returned to Lipri “there was nothing left in the village”; that the “straw houses had been 

burnt down”; that “roofs of houses had been removed”; and that farms had been “looted 

and destroyed.”
2799

 P-0055 also testified that Hema civilian “combatants” “burnt down 

houses” in Lipri and “took the roofs off houses.”
2800

  

969. The panoramic views of Lipri visible on the video shot on 28 March 2003 show no 

visible signs of physical damage, fire or pillage of any house in Lipri.
2801

 This includes 

thatched roof buildings on the Lipri video, and there are no visible signs of arson 

anywhere.
2802

 More generally, if UPC forces were intent on causing destruction to 

prevent the return of the civilian population, they would not have concentrated on 

burning isolated thatched-roof huts instead of the large number of wood-frame houses 

in the town – all of which appear intact.
2803

  

970. The video also depicts sheeting on the rooftops of many houses,
2804

 contradicting P-

0055’s, P-0105’s and P-0127’s claim that this roofing had been looted by the FPLC. 

                                                           
2792

 P-0317:T-192,90:18-19. 
2793

 P-0317:T-192,91:5-6. 
2794

 P-0317:T-192,91:2-12. 
2795

 P-0127:T-139,68:16(“this video only shows the centre of Lipri”). 
2796

 P-0127:T-139,7:24. 
2797

 P-1027:T-139,5:5-7;61:10-13;63:16-17. 
2798

 P-0127:T-139,64:20-22. 
2799

 P-0105:T-133,50:2-22;T-133,51:12. 
2800

 P-0055:T-71,46:17-20. 
2801

DRC-OTP-1033-0221,07:35-07:39,14:10-14:15,14:54-14:59,21:48-21:54,22:00-22:13,24:53-25:00. 
2802

 DRC-OTP-1033-0221,07:34-07:38,14:06-14:15,21:43-21:51,22:05-22:13,24:52-25:00. 
2803

 DRC-OTP-1033-0221,07:35-07:42. 
2804

 DRC-OTP-1033-0221,07:38-07:40,14:10-14:16,16:46-16:56,21:50-21:53,22:12,24:16-25:23. 
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The sight of  plastic sheets on a few houses does not imply pillage, and is inconsistent 

with theft on the scale necessary for pillage. Satellite imagery from 22 May 2003 

likewise shows no indication of burned houses – whether with metal or thatched roofs – 

and no indication of removed roofing.
2805

 On the contrary, Lipri appears to be a village 

that has suffered no significant damage at all.
 2806

       

971. 15 possible clearings with no structures and four areas of likely structural remains, do 

not change that overall impression.
2807

 The assumption clearings or remains reflect 

houses recently destroyed is highly speculative in the absence of “before” and “after” 

photographs,
2808

 especially given substantial physical destruction from previous periods 

of fighting.
2809

 But even assuming that each and every clearing reflects a destroyed 

structure, the damage is not so manifestly disproportionate given the scale of fighting 

described by P-0127 and P-0317.
 2810

 

972. Any damage as did occur, moreover, has not been shown to have been the result of 

unlawful targeting, which cannot be merely assumed in light of evidence that Lendu 

combatants had fought from positions inside the town itself.  

973. P-0105’s claims of looting of farms around Lipri were unspecific, uncorroborated, and 

unreliable in light of his false claims about the destruction of Lipri itself. P-0127 could 

not describe any pillaging,
2811

 and conceded in respect of his own belongings that 

“[t]here wasn't much of value that would be worthy of mention.”
2812

 

 

                                                           
2805

 DRC-OTP-2059-0225(satellite image) in DRC-OTP-2059-0207(CD admitted into evidence). The satellite 

image file number, geographical coordinates and screenshot are in Annex G Lipri. 
2806

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0199, Figure 12. 
2807

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0199,0182 (“Multiple areas adjacent to the LoI and further away with possible 

indications of destroyed structures”).  
2808

 P-0810:T-175,95:10-12;T-175,94:8-95:18;T-176,40:22-44:1,T-176,43:22-44:1. 
2809

 P-0317:T-192,96:8; DRC-OTP-0185-0879,para.25. 
2810

 P-0317:T-192,98:5-8. 
2811

 P-0127:T-139,10:1-2. 
2812

 P-0127:T-139,10:12. 
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B. Kobu 

974. Most witnesses confirmed that most if not all houses in Kobu remained intact,
2813

 but 

also claimed that thatched roof houses had been burned, and that metal roofing had 

been stolen.
2814

  

975. No damage to any structure can be seen on satellite imagery of Kobu centre taken on 22 

May 2003. Only one location is identified by P-0810 as possible structural remains,
2815

 

which could have been destroyed at any time, and no removed or damaged roofing can 

be seen on any houses, whether with metal or thatched roofs.
2816

 An image of fields 

outside Kobu shows four cleared areas and three sets of possible structural remains, a 

small fraction of all houses visible in the area as a whole.
2817

 These images undermine 

P-0963 and other witnesses’ claims that metal roofing was removed from buildings in 

these localities.
2818

 

976. Claims of lost building supplies, houses or gold by individuals who are also claiming 

compensation for those losses must be assessed with particular caution,
2819

 particularly 

in light of the extensive contamination and co-ordination of witnesses previously 

discussed.
2820

 P-0857’s role as a former [REDACTED], with all the contamination that 

implies, raises particular concerns.
2821

 The claim that luxuriously large houses had been 

destroyed
2822

 is contrary to the prevailing evidence, and that 300 grams of gold had 

been left behind
2823

 is inconsistent with evidence that it took FPLC forces “a few 

hours” to take Kobu,
2824

 and that the civilian population had taken everything of value 

                                                           
2813

 P-0963:T-79,78:10-13(“Kobu was intact”);P-0113:T-118,53:4-5(“In the city centre the houses were not 

burnt”);P-0121:T-173,80:25-81:2(“Q. I understand your explanation for houses on this map not having been 

destroyed, the fact that according to you the UPC found them to be useful. Do I understand your explanation 

correctly? A,Yes, thank you, that’s what I said”). 
2814

 P-0805:T-26,14:20-21(“A.Yes. There were some houses the roof had been taken off, and others were 

undamaged. These were -- there were straw huts that had been burned”). 
2815

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0207,0183. 
2816

 Annex G Kobu, DRC-OTP-2059-0329(satellite image) in DRC-OTP-2084-0146(CD admitted). 
2817

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.1297,0166 (“Possible indications of destruction within 200m of the LoI though 

uncertainty is high”) 
2818

 P-0963:T-79,77:14-6. 
2819

 P-0805,P-0857,P-0863,P-0100 and P-0790 are dual status witnesses.  
2820

 See Part V,Chap.II,Section I.  
2821

 P-0857:T-194,10:7-14. 
2822

 P-0121:T-173,11:25-12:19. 
2823

 P-0790:T-54,38:8; P-0113:T-118,53:4. 
2824

 P-0963:T-79,50:18-23. 
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with them.
2825

 P-0113 did not confirm that metal roofing was pillaged from Kobu, 

saying only that she carried a foam mattress on the orders of [REDACTED].
2826

 

977. P-0113 saw Hema civilians pillaging, but without indicating what they took, or whether 

they were acting in collusion with the FPLC.
2827

 P-0790 testified, however, that Hema 

civilians had no role in Kobu during the February 2003 operation, but that they had 

been involved in attacks in earlier years.
2828

 This highlights the potential conflation  of 

the KBL operation with earlier events. 

C. Bambu 

978. The UDCC alleges that the Bambu Hospital was “pillaged and destroyed.”
2829

 P-0317 

started by saying that when she visited the Bambu hospital it was “desolation, 

destruction, pillaging,”
2830

 but later acknowledged, along with P-0863, that neither the 

structure nor the roof of the Bambu Hospital had been damaged or taken away.
2831

 

“Sterilising equipment”, “a small stock of medication”, “equipment for the dentistry” 

and “chemicals from the laboratory” had been stolen.
2832

 Neither the value nor the 

ultimate use of the products was established. Furthermore, [REDACTED]  assumption 

is just that: an assumption. He ignores his own evidence that Lendu combatants had 

previously [REDACTED], have a motivation to steal items, whether to treat their 

wounded or for self-enrichment.
2833

  

979. P-0863’s primary example of purportedly indiscriminate use of “bombs” against 

Bambu was the fact that the “roof of the stadium in Bambu was destroyed by a 

bomb.”
2834

 P-0863 denied that this was an exaggeration when shown a photograph of 

the largely intact roof because “[w]hat matters basically is to demonstrate that a bomb 

was launched in that direction.”
2835

 The only other “demonstration” offered by P-0863 

                                                           
2825

 P-0963:T-79,77:13-14. 
2826

 P-0113:T-118,54:6. 
2827

 P-0113:T-118,53:6-8;P-0113:T-118,53:20-22. 
2828

 P-0790:T-53,35:19-25,39:22-25. 
2829

 UDCC,para.81. 
2830

 P-0317:T-191,42:21. 
2831

 P-0317:T-192,90:2-5. 
2832

 [REDACTED]. 
2833

 [REDACTED]. 
2834

 P-0863:T-180,26:13;T-181,7:10-8:1. 
2835

 P-0863:T-181,10:20-22,11:17-18,DRC-D18-0001-2928. 
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was an unspecified amount of damage to the courthouse roof.
2836

 The scale of damage 

to Bambu does not appear, accordingly, to have been extensive and no evidence was 

adduced that it was the result of deliberate or intentional targeting of protective objects. 

P-0038, possibly describing an earlier operation, testified that the Lendu forces in 

Bambu were “very well armed” including being able to “launch some rockets and 

shells,” and possessing AK-47, G2 and other weapons.”
2837

 

980. P-0317’s testimony concerning Kilo Moto, based on hearsay and a hand-written note is 

unreliable and, in any event, does not establish exactly what was stolen or its value.
2838

  

981. P-0810’s showcase analysis of buildings destroyed in an image with a large title 

“Bambu (Main Thoroughfare)”
2839

 is not Bambu at all, but, as indicated by the small 

print caption under the photo, “650 metres southwest of the ICC LoI.”
2840

 A map 

elsewhere in the report
2841

 shows that the photo is actually to the west of Bambu, 

towards the Shari bridge, where P-0863 said there was the long-established front-

line.
2842

 The circumstances in which these buildings were destroyed has not been 

established, and it cannot be assumed that they were unlawfully targeted.  

982. P-0317 claimed that all the houses in Bambu had had their metal roofs removed.
2843

 

Satellite imagery of Bambu itself
2844

 suggests the contrary. Two images comparing two 

locations in Bambu before
2845

 and after
2846

 the KBL events provide strong evidence that 

the village was not indiscriminately targeted and that roofing was not pillaged. 

983. The amount of “foam” that P-0963 said had been looted
2847

 was never specified. P-

0863’s testimony about looted pots, plates and mugs manifestly does not meet the 

                                                           
2836

 P-0863:T-180,26:16-17. 
2837

 D-0038:T-249,73:11-14. 
2838

 P-0317:T-191,53:20-54:17;DRC-OTP-0065-0006;T-191,59:16-21(“as to the content extent, we will be very 

much reserved”). 
2839

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0190. Also pictured at p.0178. 
2840

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0190. 
2841

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0185. 
2842

 P-0863:T-180,62:1-12,T-181,56:24-57:21;DRC-REG-0001-0050. 
2843

 P-0317:T-191,56:2-10. 
2844

Annex G Bambu,DRC-OTP-2059-0225(satellite image) in DRC-OTP-2059-0206(CD admitted). 
2845

Annex G Bambu,DRC-OTP-2059-0225(satellite image) in DRC-OTP-2059-0206(CD admitted),26 January 

2003. 
2846

Annex G Bambu,DRC-OTP-2059-0224(satellite image) in DRC-OTP-2059-0207(CD admitted),22 May 

2003. 
2847

 P-0963:T-79,80:5-19. 
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minimum threshold for pillage.
2848

 No direct evidence was heard about who stole the 

chalice and other religious items,
2849

 and the assumption that it was the FPLC is unsafe 

especially in light of P-0863’s testimony of misconduct by the Lendu militia in 

Bambu,
2850

 or even the possibility that a Lendu civilian stole these items in the chaos. 

The circumstantial evidence is not definitive enough to conclude beyond a reasonable 

doubt that the theft of those items is attributable to the FPLC. 

D. Buli, Ngabulo, Jitchu, Sangi, Gola 

984. P-0317 and P-0046 did not travel to these locations, meaning that the SIT report is 

based on anonymous hearsay only.
2851

  

985. Sangi. The testimonial evidence of a scorched earth policy in Sangi is contradicted by 

satellite imagery. P-0790 testified unequivocally, supported to varying degrees by P-

0018, P-0019, P-0105 and P-0113,
2852

 that “[a]ll the houses had been burnt down. There 

was nothing.”
2853

  

986. Yet P-0810’s analysis of “after-only” photographs around Sangi shows only seven 

“cleared areas”
2854

 compared to a large number of undamaged structures.
2855

 Widening 

the perspective on Sangi using P-0810’s imagery shows even more undamaged 

buildings, including large numbers of thatched roof houses.
2856

 The overall impression 

is of a place remarkably undamaged by conflict at all.  

987. The testimony of witnesses who lied about the destruction of Sangi is also unreliable in 

respect of pillage.
2857

  

988. Buli. P-0963 testified that “[REDACTED]  Buli, we torched the entire village.”
2858

 P-

0790 testified that “there were only a few spots in Buli where there were a few houses 

                                                           
2848

 P-0863:T-180,48:1-19. 
2849

 P-0863:T-180,48:1-19. 
2850

 P-0863:T-181,66:3-18. 
2851

 P-0317:T-192,48:8-11,52:17-53:1;DRC-OTP-0152-0286,0303,paras.51-52. 
2852

 P-0018:T-110,80:15-16;P-0019:T-115,32:19-24;P-0105:T-134,18:17-18(“The villages were set alight”);P-

113:T-118,43:19-20;P-0018:T-110,80:7-16. 
2853

 P-0790:T-54,15:19-20. 
2854

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0204. 
2855

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0204. 
2856

See DRC-OTP-2059-0208 in DRC-OTP-2084-0146(CD admitted), Annex G Sangi, in particular, image 

03MAY22081418_S2AS_053210945010_01_P001.TIF, 188651.63:199971.61 (E/N). 
2857

 P-0105:T-134,18:17.(“Buli, Sangi […]were pillaged”);P-0019:T-115,34:24-25. 
2858

 P-0963:T-79,78:17. 
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here and there.”
2859

  P-0018 and P-0105 testified that “a lot of houses were set on fire” 

there.
2860

 P-0027 testified that part of the Catholic church was destroyed by a bomb.
2861

  

989. Satellite imagery shows a substantial number of apparently undamaged buildings with 

thatched and metal roofs alike.
2862

 P-0810 managed to identify only four clearings and 

two examples of “apparent structural remains,”
2863

 which do not even necessarily 

indicate recent destruction. The only reasonable inference, given the sharp difference 

between the testimony and photographic images, is that these witnesses lied 

deliberately about destruction in Buli. 

990. P-0113 claims a double-mattress, two bags of beans, corrugated iron, and part of a sofa 

were taken by FPLC soldiers from Buli.
2864

 Her account is undermined by general 

indications of unreliability discussed previously
2865

 and her description, in any event, 

does not appear to meet the threshold of pillage. 

991. Ngabulo/Ngabuli. P-0790 testified that “the houses had all been burnt down, Sangi, 

Ngabulo.”
2866

 P-0113 testified that the houses in Ngabuli were burnt.
2867

  

992. P-0810’s satellite image speaks for itself.
2868

 There are virtually no indications of even 

possible damage to the village, let alone its complete destruction. The image used by P-

0810 only indicated two possible destroyed structures/clear areas and one area of 

structural remains, a tiny fraction of all visible structures.
2869

   

993. Jitchu and Gola. P-0790, P-0018 and P-0100’s testimony that the houses in Jitchu 

were “set alight”,
2870

 P-0027’s claims that the Catholic church in Jitchu was burned
2871

 

                                                           
2859

 P-0790:T-54,15:25. There is some doubt as to the date of the photograph which is entitled “26 JANUARY 

2003”. DRC-OTP-2099-0166,p.0192. 
2860

 P-0018:T-110,79:19; P-0105:T-134,18:17-18. 
2861

 P-0027:DRC-OTP-0096-0052-R04,p.0063,para.52. 
2862

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,0192(Figure 5). 
2863

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,0192(Figure 5). 
2864

 P-0113:T-118,42:12-13,23-25. 
2865

 Part V,Chap.II,Section III(D). 
2866

 P-0790:T-54,17-16-2(“the houses had all been burnt down, Sangi, Ngabulo”). 
2867

 P-0113:T-118,43:14-15. 
2868

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,0201. 
2869

 DRC-OTP-2099-0166,0201. 
2870

 P-0790:T-54,13:8-19; P-0018:T-110,77:16(“When they arrived Jitchu, I saw houses had been set on fire, 

gunfire”); P-0100:T-131,33:5-6. 
2871

 P-0027:DRC-OTP-0096-0052-R04,p.0063,para.52. 
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and     P-0106’s claim that the houses in Gola “had been burnt down”
2872

 and “all the 

houses in the village had been burned down”
2873

 is also untrue. 

994. Although P-0810 provided no images of Jitchu or Gola as such in his reports,
2874

 he and 

his team thoroughly reviewed the area in which these villages appear at least twice
2875

 

and found no signs of destruction. The area of Jitchu and Gola are close walking 

distance to Buli, Ngabulo and Sangi.
2876

 

995. P-0018’s claim that she had to carry mattresses and cases of clothing that were pillaged 

in Jitchu
2877

 is further unreliable in light of her willingness to lie about Jitchu being 

burned. 

996. Ngongo. P-0127’s uncorroborated testimony cannot be accepted in light of the 

unreliability of his testimony concerning Lipri.
2878

 P-0810’s analysis of the after-only 

photograph is speculative and appears to have focused in only one part of Ngongo, 

rather than providing an overview of all structures in the village. No conclusion can be 

drawn beyond a reasonable doubt that any structures were damaged. 

Section V – Protected Objects 

997. All aspects of pillage in Bambu, to which the UDCC is limited,
2879

 have been 

previously addressed, including of protected objects. The Prosecution, in addition, 

incorrectly asserts that P-0317’s report indicates that “electronic devices, archives and 

medical equipment” were damaged “in the hospital” at Kilo Moto.
2880

 On the contrary, 

the report refers to “destroyed electronic devices, archives and medical equipment” 

immediately following a reference to “a tour of the offices” of the Kilo Moto 

company,
2881

 which is not a protected object. 

                                                           
2872

 P-0106:T-44,32:12. 
2873

 P-0106:T-44,43:21-44-5. 
2874

 Gola DRC-OTP-2099-0216,0234; Jitchu DRC-OTP-2099-0166,0172(Map 1). 
2875

 P-0810:T-176,27:13-21; P-0810:T-176,39:1-5,20-21. 
2876

 P-0106:DRC-REG-0001-0007;P-0018:DRC-OTP-0096-0128,DRC-OTP-0096-0128;P-0113:T-119,24-

25;T-118,23:9;P-0019:T-115,21:7-15;P-0106:T-45,10:21-11:14. 
2877

 P-0018:T-110,78:12-19. 
2878

 Contra PCB, para.619. 
2879

 Count 17. 
2880

 PCB, para.562. 
2881

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286,para.64. 
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Section VI - Forcible Transfer and Persecution 

INTRODUCTION 

998. Article 8(2)(e)(viii) prohibits “ordering the displacement of the civilian population for 

reasons related to the conflict.”
2882

 The phrase “ordering the displacement” makes plain 

that “only acts which are directly aimed at removing the respective civilian population 

from a given area are prohibited.”
2883

 The plain meaning is reinforced by the drafting 

history of the provision.
2884

 

999. Article 7(1)(d) prohibits “[d]eportation or forcible transfer of population.” The term 

“forcible” may include “threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of 

violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power against such 

person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive 

environment.”
2885

 

1000. The flight of a civilian in advance of combat does not mean, however, that they have 

been deported or forcibly transferred. Cryer explains that “if a group flees of its own 

genuine volition, for example, to escape a conflict zone, that would not be forced 

displacement.”
2886

 Civilians who fled Fallujah in large numbers in 2004 and 2007 in 

advance of an attack by United States were not victims of a crime against humanity 

committed by United States’ forces, even though they undoubtedly fled out of fear of 

violence. The violence, however, must be directed against them unlawfully, which is 

regulated by the law of armed conflict. The Elements of Crimes also specifies that the 

conduct in question must have been “committed as part of a widespread or systematic 

attack directed against a civilian population,”
2887

 which could arise from combat only in 

the case of systematic unlawful targeting. A pre-condition of liability, accordingly, is 

that the Main Road operation be part of such an attack. 

1001. Persecution requires severe deprivation of a person’s fundamental rights, carried out 

with a discriminatory motive. The same deprivation that the Prosecution asserts were 

the means of expulsion likewise appear to be the basis for persecution.  

                                                           
2882

 Article 8(2)(e)(viii). 
2883

 Triffterer, 3
rd

 ed.,p.566. 
2884

 Triffterer, 3
rd

 ed.,p.566. 
2885

 Elements of Crimes, fn.12. 
2886

 Cryer et al., 2
nd

 ed.,p.249. See Akhavan, Reconciling Crimes,p.35; Pictet Commentary, 1958,p.279. 
2887

 Underline added. 
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A. Kisembo did not order forcible transfer 

1002. P-0963’s summary of KISEMBO’s instruction: “Drive out of Lendu. Drive the Lendu 

out of that place, push them out of there” is preceded by the words: “You’re going to 

Kobu to fight and destroy the headquarters in Kiza, take weapons […] get the grenade 

launcher that Kiza has and open the road because we can’t do anything, Kabakaba is far 

away. We need that road. We need to go that way.”
2888

 The implication in this context 

is that “Lendu” is meant in this context as a reference to fighters. 

1003. This interpretation is fortified by KISEMBO’s own public pronouncements calling 

Lendu civilians back to areas of conflict, while making clear that combatants were not 

welcome.
2889

 More generally, the UPC made frequent calls for displaced civilians, 

including Lendu, to return to their homes.
2890

  

 Other operational measures were not designed to expel B.

1004. The Prosecution relies on SALUMU’s order [REDACTED]  to target cooking fires in 

the hills surrounding Kobu as a means of unlawfully expulsion.
2891

 But P-0017 refers to 

these same individuals moving “from one hill to another” as the ones who started a 

“counter-offensive”
2892

  – reflecting his understanding that these were fighters.
2893

  

1005. P-0017’s assertion that he did “not believe that any Lendu civilian could have returned 

to these areas”
2894

 is ambiguous. He was not asked to explain why, which is highly 

relevant to assessing whether forcible transfer is performed or intended. 

                                                           
2888

 PCB,para.516; P-0963:T-79,46:21-25.  
2889

DRC-OTP-2058-0251,01:07:20(Trans. DRC-OTP-2062-1333,p.1363:1018-1021)(“CFK:Nous n'avons aucun 

problème avec les Lendu. Un Lendu n'est Lendu que parce que c'est son ethnie. Il peut revenir, il peut vivre ici, 

et il va y vivre sans le moindre souci. Mais les combattants, nous ne voulons pas d'eux, car ce sont eux qui 

agacent les habitants”). 
2890

 P-0887:T-93,19:11-14(“When we were in the bush, we moved towards the road and we saw some soldiers. 

They were the ones who told us that we could go back to Mongbwalu [….] They were UPC soldiers”); P-

0886:T-37,12:23-13:8(“‘Go get your parents and tell them to come home.  Go tell all the civilians to come 

home’”);P-0850:T-112,76:25-77:3(“he asked the civilian population to return to the village”);DRC-OTP-2058-

0251,01:22:43(Trans. DRC-OTP-2062-1333,p.1370:1281-1283) (“CFK: Alors, il est un plutôt difficile de savoir 

le sort des gens qui ont pris la fuite. Mais ce que nous voulons, c'est que les gens sortent de là, qu'ils ne restent 

pas dans la brousse, et qu'ils regagnent leurs maisons”);DRC-OTP-2058-0251,49:54(Trans. DRC-OTP-2062-

1333,p.1355:728-733) (“[REDACTED] ”). 
2891

 PCB,para.517. 
2892

 P-0017:T-59,67:25;T-63,53:11-13. 
2893

 P-0017:T-59,67:23-68:2. 
2894

 P-0017:T-63,46:7. 
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1006. The civilian population of Kobu, the Lipri area, and Bambu all appeared to have fled in 

advance of fighting. This was the testimony of Lendu and FPLC witnesses alike in 

respect of Kobu
2895

 and Bambu.
2896

 The population of Lipri and Tsili, according to P-

0105 and P-0127, appears to have fled the area somewhat in advance of the fighting on 

18 February 2003, when the FPLC successfully seized control of Lipri.
2897

  

 Persecution C.

1007. The deprivations that the Prosecution alleges caused forcible transfer, including of 

property rights, are unsubstantiated for the same reasons as in respect of forcible 

transfer. The evidence also fails to show that these acts were performed with the 

necessary  discriminatory intent. 

Section VII - Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population 

1008. The war crime of intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such, 

or against individual civilians not taking a direct part in hostilities, can be committed 

even when there is a concurrent lawful justification for a military operation.
2898

 

However, individual crimes in the conduct of a military operation,
2899

 or even a military 

attack that is carried out disproportionately,
2900

 does not amount to an attack on a 

civilian population. Proof is required beyond a reasonable doubt, as held in Katanga, 

“that the primary object of the attack was the civilian population or individual 

civilians.”
2901

  

1009. The Katanga Chamber was able to find that the “predominantly Hema civilian 

population of Bogoro” had been attacked in the course of an operation lasting a single 

                                                           
2895

 P-0017:T-59,67:5(“By that time there was nobody there”); P-0790:T-57,40:12-13(“All the members of the 

population had fled already.”) 
2896

 D-0038:T-249,74:1-2(“at that time the civilians had left, they had abandoned that area.”); P-0863:T-

180,15:5-6. 
2897

 P-0105:T-135,21:12-13; P-0127:T-139,11:1-2. 
2898

 Katanga TJ, para. 802;Mbarushimana CD,para.142. 
2899

 Mbarushimana CD, para.265(“Further, as found in the War Crimes Section, the 5 occasions on which war 

crimes were found to have been committed are scattered over a 6 month period [….] the 4 attacks against the 

civilian population that the Chamber found to have been committed […] were mostly carried out in retaliation 

for attacks carried out by the FARDC/Mai Mai on the FDLR and/or Rwandese civilians, and were all launched 

with the aim of targeting both military objectives (FARDC positions in those villages and surroundings) and the 

civilian population or individual civilians not taking direct part in the hostilities, who were perceived as 

supporting the FARDC. Accordingly, such attacks cannot be considered to be part of any larger organised 

campaign specifically designed to be directed against the civilian population”). 
2900

 Mbarushimana CD,para.142. 
2901

 Katanga TJ,para.802. 
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day at a single village on the basis of a series of striking findings and circumstances, 

which included the complete encirclement of the village and the killing of large 

numbers of individuals knowing that they were civilians not taking direct part in 

hostilities.
2902

 The presence of a UPC military base in Bogoro, though a legitimate 

military target of the operation, did not outweigh the overwhelming indications that the 

primary target of the attack was civilians. Hence, the crime was found to have been 

committed in Katanga in respect of an operation conducted on a single day, against a 

single village where a UPC military camp was located, but in the course of which many 

civilians were killed without any attempt to distinguish them from combatants. 

1010. The Main Road operation, as much as the Prosecution wishes to characterise it as an 

encirclement,
2903

 involved an operation against an extended geographic object (the 

Main Road); over an extended  period; involving a large number of Lendu combatants 

who were spread out and quite capable of launching counter-attacks and resisting 

effectively. The operation bears no resemblance to the situation of Bogoro and the 

manner in which the operation was carried out does not transform it into an attack on 

the civilian population. 

CHAPTER III – MR NTAGANDA’S KNOWLEDGE AND INVOLVMENT IN FPLC 

OPERATIONS DURING THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY UNTIL HIS RETURN 

FROM RWANDA TO BUNIA ON 17 FEBRUARY 2003 

1011. KISEMBO’s relocation to Mongbwalu in November 2002 changed neither his position 

as FPLC Chef-d’État-major-général, nor his command of the FPLC. NTAGANDA, 

meanwhile, continued as Chef-d’État-major-général-adjoint based in Bunia where his 

main assignment, as directed by KISEMBO, was to oversee FPLC operations in the 

Mahagi region and the Komanda axis. 

 Section I – Mr Ntaganda’s activities and whereabouts during this period 

1012. KISEMBO returned to Mongbwalu
2904

 upon LUBANGA’s return from Goma on 11 

January 2003,
2905

 and was still there when the Ugandan delegation visited Bunia on 23 

January 2003.
2906

 KISEMBO ordered Mr NTAGANDA to remain in Bunia with 

                                                           
2902

 Katanga TJ, paras.859,862,866,869,878. 
2903

 PCB,para.503. 
2904

 D-0300:T-219,33:2-6. 
2905

 See Part III. 
2906

 D-0300:T-219,33:7-9. 
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responsibility for overseeing the security situation in the areas connecting Bunia with 

Komanda and Mahagi.
2907

  

1013. This was, to say the least, an all-consuming responsibility.
2908

 The APC was threatening 

to attack the Komanda axis from BENI;
2909

 the UPDF was a potential threat from 

Kasenyi and BOGA;
2910

 and KAHWA’s newly-formed military forces in UGANDA 

were preparing to attack and threatening Kasenyi and Tchomia.
2911

 

1014. From January 2003, the UPDF was openly preparing for battle, digging trenches to 

consolidate their positions and deploying forces in positions
2912

 suggestive of a 

potential attack on the FPLC.
2913

 The FPLC also learned during this period that 

Ugandan forces were in the midst of creating an alliance with Lendu combatants, and 

about to launch a joint operation with the APC and FAC in Mahagi.
2914

 

1015. On 18 January 2003, Mr NTAGANDA sent a message asking JEROME to continue 

operations against Kpandroma to prevent it from being used as a base of enemy 

operations, and to seize the initiative. The security situation in Aru, Mahagi and 

Komanda was a matter of great attention and concern for Mr NTAGANDA at this 

time.
2915

  

1016. On 24 January 2003, JEROME halted attacks on Kpandroma because “THE CHIEF 

EMG IS WITH THE COMMANDER OF KPANDROMA.”
2916

 This meeting was the 

beginning of negotiations between the FPLC, Ugandan rebels and the Lendu 

combatants.
2917

 KISEMBO’s presence there as principal negotiator of the FPLC did not 

detract from Mr NTAGANDA’s continuing responsibility for security along the 

MAHAGI-Bunia axis. An agreement was reached to provide the Lendu combatants 

with weapons from Mongbwalu.
2918

 However, insecurity along that road interrupted the 

                                                           
2907

 D-0300:T-219:32:21-33:1. 
2908

 D-0300:T-219,16:20-17:2. 
2909

 D-0300:T-219,17:3-7. 
2910

 D-0300:T-219,17:8-11. 
2911

 D-0300:T-219,17:12-23; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0127(second) (Trans. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3949). 
2912

 D-0300:T-219,18:22-19:4. 
2913

 D-0300:T-219,18:25-19:4. 
2914

 D-0300:T-219,45:12-48:4; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0144(second) (Trans. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3966). 
2915

 D-0300:T-227,8:17-9:13; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0198(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,4020). 
2916

 D-0300:T-219,52:12-53:7; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0120(second)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3942). 
2917

 See Part III. 
2918

 D-0300:T-220,68:20-23. 
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delivery of weapons
2919

 that Mr NTAGANDA was later charged with delivering.
2920

 It 

was a secret operation, shared only with a few FPLC officers.
2921

 

Arrest of LINGANGA 

1017. While the Uganda delegation was in Bunia, Mr NTAGANDA heard of an exchange of 

fire between a patrol under Bn Comd LINGANGA’s command in Mwanga,
2922

 and 

APC forces in Ngongo.
2923

 LUBANGA ordered Mr NTAGANDA to stop or arrest 

LINGANGA immediately, as it was an unauthorised operation in a period of 

pacification.
2924

 Mr Ntaganda, when cross-examined on the basis of an uncross-

examined statement of LINGANGA that is not in evidence, explained that 

LINGANGA’s account is not credible because he would not have ordered LINGANGA 

to launch an operation in Lipri and then arrested him for having doing so.
2925

 

1018. Mr NTAGANDA had LINGANGA arrested by the [REDACTED]
2926

 and detained in 

Mandro, where he was not free to move around.
2927

 [REDACTED].
2928

 LINGANGA 

was released only when the clashes with the Ugandans occurred in March.
2929

 

1019. Mr NTAGANDA, with KISEMBO’s approval,
2930

 appointed BOSCO (“ZERO ONE”) 

as interim Comd-Bn in Mwanga. He had recently joined the FPLC from RCD-

Goma.
2931

 

Mr NTAGANDA’s trip to Kasenyi at the end of January 2003 

1020. The only occasion Mr NTAGANDA travelled away from the Bunia area, between his 

14 February trip to Rwanda and the 23 January Ugandan visit,
2932

 was when he went to 

                                                           
2919

 D-0300:T-219,53:17-22. MANU was supposed to transport the weapons to Mongbwalu in order to join his 

new post. He went with SALOMON but he wasn’t able to get the weapons to destination. D-0300:T-219,55:10-

15. 
2920

 See Part V,Chap.IV, Section I. 
2921

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0142(second), 0140(first), 0189(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3964,3962,4011). 
2922

 D-0300:T-219,31 :12-15. 
2923

 D-0300:T-219,31:3-11. 
2924

 D-0300:T-219,31:16-25. 
2925

 D-0300:T-238,4:7-5:17. 
2926

 D-0300:T-219,32:1-3. 
2927

 D-0300:T-238,7:6-13. 
2928

 [REDACTED]. 
2929

 D-0300:T-238,9:16-17. 
2930

 D-0300:T-219,32:16-20. 
2931

 D-0300:T-219,32:9-15. 
2932

 See Part III. 
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Kasenyi. During this trip, he met with MUGISA MULEKE, whose Bn was deployed in 

Kasenyi and Tchomia. He spent two nights at his HQ.
 2933

 

1021. On his way back to Bunia, he was stopped in Bogoro by a FPLC commander there. Mr 

NTAGANDA was informed by civilians coming from Bunia that enemy troops were 

coming from Zumbe. Mr NTAGANDA deployed his advance party to verify the 

situation and there was indeed an ambush.
2934

 CLAUDE, the company commander 

responsible for Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards who led the advance party,
2935

  reported 

to Mr NTAGANDA by Motorola, saying that they fought and the enemy had fled 

towards a closeby hill.
2936

 Mr NTAGANDA was about 200 meters behind the advance 

party.
2937

 

1022. When arriving where the ambush had taken place, Mr NTAGANDA fired a 60 mortar 

shell at the fleeing enemy before continuing his road.
2938

 None of his men were injured 

during that ambush and he does not know if there was casualty among the enemy.
2939

 

Since Mr NTAGANDA had passed some UPDF troops on his way, he assumed that it 

was the UPDF who had leaked the information of his presence on that road.
2940

  

The death of ZERO ONE and subsequent meeting 

1023. Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards informed him on his return to Bunia
2941

 that ZERO 

ONE had been killed and about the loss of a saba saba.
2942

 Mr NTAGANDA sought 

TCHALIGONZA, brigade commander of ZERO ONE, for additional information.
2943

  

1024. [REDACTED]. Mr NTAGANDA was very angry, as it was a great loss for the 

FPLC.
2944

 TCHALIGONZA explained that he had not given the order to attack Lipri; 

that ZERO ONE had been drinking alcohol; and that he had himself launched an 

engagement between his Bn and Lendu combatants close to Lipri that led to his 

                                                           
2933

 D-0300:T-219,33:24-25,34:9-15. 
2934

 D-0300:T-219,34:19-35:1,35:22-36:3,39:18-23. 
2935

 D-0300:T-219,36:16-17. 
2936

 D-0300:T-219,36:23-37:3,37:10-12. 
2937

 D-0300:T-219,37:7-9. 
2938

 D-0300:T-219,37:13-17,38:1-13,38:10-14. 
2939

 D-0300:T-219,37:18-21. 
2940

 D-0300:T-219,39:24-40:4. 
2941

 D-0300:T-219,39:7-14. 
2942

 D-0300:T-219,38:18-23,42:10-19;43:4-6,43:14-44:10. 
2943

 D-0300:T-219,42:13-14,20-22. 
2944

 D-0300:T-219,42:23-43:6. 
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death.
2945

 KAREKA, the S4, and some of his bodyguards, also died in the ambush.
2946

 

[REDACTED].
2947

 After this incident, TCHALIGONZA nominated BEBWA 

CHADRAK to replace ZERO ONE.
2948

 

1025. When cross-examined on his recollection of events during the period from January until 

[REDACTED], P-0055 repeatedly testified not being in a position to date these 

events.
2949

 However, P-0055 suddenly remembered significant events for the first time 

– which he did not mention during his examination-in-chief – such as [REDACTED] 

2950
 and [REDACTED]  Mr NTAGANDA who was in Fataki, two or three days before 

the clashes between UPDF and FPLC, in March 2003.
2951

  

1026. In cross-examination P-0055 also recalled that following the arrest of LINGANGA:(i) a 

battalion commander was appointed to replace LINGANGA along with another 

officer;
2952

  (ii) both commanders were involved in an ambush in Lipri during which 

they actually died;
2953

 and (iii) a type 12 weapon was captured by the enemy during this 

ambush,
2954

 which was launched by both officers who were drunk at the time.
2955

  

1027. The only difference between the testimony of Mr NTAGANDA and P-0055 on this 

event relates [REDACTED], which is not material.
2956

  

1028. This event sheds light on P-0055’s testimony concerning [REDACTED].
2957

 

[REDACTED] 
2958

 [REDACTED]. 

1029. Asked about the timing between the “Lipri and Bambu operation” and the 6 March 

clashes, P-0055 affirmed that the clashes happened “one month or one and a half month 

after”.
2959

 

                                                           
2945

 D-0300:T-219,43:7-10. 
2946

 D-0300:T-219,43:11-13. 
2947

 [REDACTED]. 
2948

 D-0300:T-219,45:1-4. 
2949

 P-0055:T-74,48:9-18. 
2950

 P-0055:T-74,47:10 et ss. 
2951

 P-0055:T-74,73:2 et ss. 
2952

 P-0055:T-74,48:1-4. 
2953

 P-0055:T-74,44 :24-45:1(“[REDACTED]”). 
2954

 P-0055:T-74,47:2-9. 
2955

 P-0055:T-74,46 :20-23. 
2956

 P-0055:T-71,40 :23;T-74,44:24-45:1. 
2957

 P-0055:T-71,42:20-43:1. 
2958

 P-0055:T-74,45:17-21. 
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1030. P-0055’s response suggests that he is confusing the January Lipri ambush he recalled 

with the FPLC main road operation which took place in February. [REDACTED],
2960

 

this meeting is unrelated to the main road operation, which took place in February. 

1031. In addition, P-0055 testified that “when the attack on Lipri was planned and the attack 

on Bambu and Kobu, Ntaganda was not in Bunia. I don’t know where he was, whether 

he was somewhere else. I do remember that Ntaganda was not in Bunia. Those 

operations were planned by Kisembo”
2961

 and that “[he] was not there when the 

operation was planned [he] do[es] nos know which direction they used.”
2962

 This 

conclusion is corroborated by P-0901’s evidence, who said that he was not present 

when the orders were given for the operation to reopen the road [REDACTED].
2963

 

[REDACTED].  

1032. As Mr NTAGANDA’s logbook messages show, his main preoccupations from early-

February to March 2003 was increasing pressure and potential threats from the UPDF, 

FAC and FIPI.
2964

  

The visit of RCD-Goma between 6 and 8 February 2003 

1033. Between 6 and 8 February, an RCD-Goma delegation came to Bunia to formalise their 

alliance with the UPC-RP signed in January. KISEMBO came to Bunia from 

Mongbwalu for the event, and Mr NTAGANDA was also present.
2965

 Following the 

RCD-Goma’s departure, LUBANGA gathered all UPC-RP and FPLC personnel 

involved at his residence, [REDACTED]  to express his appreciation.
2966

 No operations 

were discussed on that occasion, following which LUBANGA travelled to Dar es 

Salaam and KISEMBO returned to Mongbwalu.
2967

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2959

 P-0055:T-71,60:14-22. He also did not deny the suggestion that the events occurred in January, T-74,48 :6-

8. 
2960

 P-0055:T-74,40:25-42:5;T-71:35:11-16,40:21-22. 
2961

 P-0055:T-71:21-24. 
2962

 P-0055:T-74,58:6-8. 
2963

 P-0901:T-29,11:8-10;T-32,21:5-11. 
2964

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0144,0146(first), 0148(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3966);D-0300:T-

243,51:22-52:5. 
2965

 See Part III. 
2966

 [REDACTED]. 
2967

 D-0300:T-220,8:20-9:1,12:17-18. 
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1034. On 11 February 2003, Mr NTAGANDA informed JEROME about several 

promotions.
2968

 At the time, Mr NTAGANDA was on standby, getting ready to visit his 

son in RWANDA.
2969

 

1035. On 12 February 2003, Mr NTAGANDA accompanied LUBANGA to visit the 

Rwampara training centre
2970

 and the new FPLC members who had recently completed 

their training
2971

 which is reflected in the Rwampara Video.
2972

 

1036. On the same day, Mr NTAGANDA communicated the new mise en place prepared by 

KISEMBO via phonie “to all stations”. The aim of the new mise en place was to ensure 

that everyone knew their titles and place in the chain of command, thereby taking the 

FPLC one step further on the road to becoming an organised and effective military 

force. KISEMBO appointed the commanders, and Mr NTAGANDA sent the directives 

to the people responsible for the administration.
2973

 The Prosecution’s assertion that 

NTAGANDA’s distribution of this document demonstrates his responsibility for 

appointments, including that of SALONGO
2974

 is misleading. NTAGANDA’s role in 

promulgating the new “mise en place” on 12 February 2003 does not mean that he 

appointed SALONGO to any position, let alone that he conferred upon him any tasks in 

relation to the Main Road operation.  

1037. Restructuring and appointing commanders was KISEMBO’s prerogative, not 

NTAGANDA’s.
2975

 NTAGANDA could appoint a company commander, but could 

only nominate battalion or brigade commanders for KISEMBO’s approval.
2976

 

1038. The mise en place organization, reflected in DRC-D18-0001-5528, was not fully 

implemented before the FPLC’s defeat on 6 March, but the creation of the NE-OpSec 

                                                           
2968

 D-0300:T-228,71:16-73:14; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0198 (first) (Trans. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,4020). 
2969

 D-0300:T-220,31:23-32:3(“I was on standby at the time because I was getting ready to go and see my son. 

So I went in order that he be received by – in a proper military fashion, and he was received in that way”). 
2970

 D-0300:T-220,24:20-24; DRC-D18-0001-0463. 
2971

 D-0300:T-220,43:8-13. 
2972

 DRC-D18-0001-0463. 
2973

D-0300:T-220,13:12-15:9;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0183-0184(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,4006);T-228,67:2-

69:22. 
2974

 PCB,para.450,fn.1300. 
2975

 D-0300:T-228,48:6-14. 
2976

 D-0300:T-228,49:3-17;50:6-16. 
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and SE-OpSec were officialised. [REDACTED]; [REDACTED].
2977

 Messages were 

sent to follow-up on certain aspects of the mise en place.
2978

  

1039. To avoid flying directly to RWANDA from the UPDF-controlled Bunia airport, Mr 

NTAGANDA travelled to Mongbwalu with RAFIKI and his bodyguards with 

RAFIKI’s red vehicle via the Nyangaray road,
2979

 on 14 February 2003.
2980

 Upon 

arrival, he met with KISEMBO, Dr SALOMON and RAFIKI
2981

 and discussed where 

Mr NTAGANDA was going, and finding a solution for getting the weapons to the 

Lendu rebels in Kpandroma.
2982

 Mr NTAGANDA had no discussion with KISEMBO 

at this time about FPLC operations,
2983

 and there is no evidence that he did. This was 

Mr NTAGANDA’s last meeting and conversation with KISEMBO until they spoke by 

Thuraya [REDACTED].
2984

 After this meeting, on his way to the airport, Mr 

NTAGANDA addressed members of the population who had recognised him, at the 

marketplace in the centre of Mongbwalu:
2985

  

I greeted them, I asked how they were. I said that I was pleased to see them 

going about their daily business with no problem. I said that the problems of 

discrimination which had existed between the Hema and the other ethnic 

groups seems to have dispersed and that they were living in peace. I said that 

our work was to ensure their security […].
2986

 

1040. Mr NTAGANDA, who was in Mongbwalu for only a couple of hours,
2987

 then 

immediately departed for KIGALI by plane.
2988

  

1041. Mr NTAGANDA spent his first night at a friend’s house,
2989

 then stayed at a hotel with 

his son for two nights,
2990

 from 14 to 17 February 2003. Mr NTAGANDA left KIGALI 

                                                           
2977

 [REDACTED]. 
2978

 D-0300:T-220,21:1-7; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0182-0181 (second) (Trans. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,4004-

4003). 
2979

 D-0300:T-220,46:6-9;47:22-48:3,T-239,86:22-88:12; D-0017:T-253,45:13-46:17. 
2980

 Mr NTAGANDA left Bunia after sending a message at 11.40:D-0300:T-220,58:17-59:3,DRC-OTP-0017-

0033,0179(second). 
2981

 D-0300:T-220,48:11-15;D-0017:T-253,46:23-47:1. 
2982

 D-0300:T-220,48:16-49:10. 
2983

 D-0300:T-220,49:11-13. 
2984

 [REDACTED].  
2985

 D-0300:T-220,49:19-50:10. 
2986

 D-0300:T-220,50:13-17. 
2987

 D-0300:T-220,48:11-50:18. 
2988

 D-0300:T-220,50:11-18. 
2989

 D-0300:T-220,51:23-9;T-238,27:20-21(“I got to Kigali on the 14th. I spent the night with a friend’s place, 

Dr Michel’s place”). 
2990

 D-0300:T-220,52:9-13,53 :5-7. 
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at dawn on 17 February,
2991

 switched planes in Mongbwalu,
2992

 then continued 

immediately to Bunia.
2993

 In Mongbwalu, Mr NTAGANDA was informed that 

KISEMBO had gone to Kilo with TIGER ONE.
2994

 Transiting through Mongbwalu 

concealed from the UPDF that he was coming from Rwanda.
2995

 

1042. No “out” messages are recorded in Mr NTAGANDA’s Logbook during his visit to 

Kigali, as he did not have his phonie and signora with him. A document headed 

“Bunia, le 16 Février 2003” with NTAGANDA’s name under the signature block is 

signed by his secretary “P/O.”
2996

  

1043. The Prosecution appears to dispute that Mr NTAGANDA was in KIGALI during these 

dates, but offers no alternative account or evidence of his whereabouts during those 

three days,
2997

 and equivocated during NTAGANDA’s cross-examination as to whether 

it disputed his presence in Kigali, or only his stated reasons for having been there.
2998

 

No Prosecution witness contradicted this account, and the Prosecution’s reliance on 

[REDACTED]. Mr NTAGANDA’s evidence concerning this trip is also corroborated 

by [REDACTED].
2999

 

1044. The Prosecution argues
3000

 that two logbook messages dated 17 and 18 February 

suggest that NTAGANDA was not in RWANDA between 14 and 17 February.
3001

 

First, the content of those messages is in no way inconsistent with his trip to KIGALI. 

Mr NTAGANDA explained both the use of the past tense in the 17 February 

message
3002

 as well as the relationship between this message and the situation on the 

ground: this message must be read in conjunction with other messages on the same 

                                                           
2991

 D-0300:T-220,54:4-7. 
2992

 D-0300:T-220,53:8-12,54 :12-16. 
2993

 D-0300:T-220,59:8-11. 
2994

 D-0300:T-220,55:4-10. 
2995

 D-0300:T-220,46:10-13;54:12-55:3. 
2996

 DRC-D01-0003-5896;D-0300:T-223,47:5-12;T-238,25:7-11. 
2997

 PCB, paras.487-490. 
2998

 D-0300:T-238,38:11-15. 
2999

 [REDACTED]. 
3000

 PCB,para.490. 
3001

PCB,para.490;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0177(third)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3999),0166(third) 

(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3988)  
3002

 D-0300:T-228,61:1-63:25. 
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topic and considered in the context described by Mr NTAGANDA that he had already 

assigned a battalion to LIEVIN.
3003

  

1045. As for the 18 February message, it is of no assistance and Mr NTAGANDA was not 

even asked to comment on it. 

1046. The hotel receipts, whose admission was sought by neither party for any purpose, do 

not undermine NTAGANDA’s credibility.
3004

 The Prosecution’s assumptions
3005

 about 

the reasons for the non-reliance on those receipts are unfounded, speculative and 

misguided.   

1047. Mr NTAGANDA left KIGALI at down,
3006

 switched planes in Mongbwalu
3007

 and 

arrived in Bunia very early on 17 February.
3008

 In Mongbwalu, Mr NTAGANDA 

recalled meeting with BANGA SAFARAI who informed him that KISEMBO had gone 

to Kilo with TIGER ONE.
3009

 Landing on a flight from Mongbwalu allowed Mr 

NTAGANDA to avoid drawing the UPDF’s attention.
3010

 

Section II – Mr Ntaganda’s knowledge of the location and operations conducted by 

FPLC units under the direct command of Kisembo during this period 

1048. From the liberation of Mongbwalu and his arrival at the appartements until the 6 March 

debacle, KISEMBO made only two trips to Bunia: for the New Year’s celebrations, and 

for the RCD-Goma’s visit.
3011

 Mr NTAGANDA also met KISEMBO in Mongbwalu on 

14 February 2003 on his way to Rwanda.
3012

 On these occasions, they did not discuss 

FPLC operations on the Mongbwalu-Kilo-Nyangaray-Bunia axis, nor did they discuss 

the long-standing objective to re-open either the small Kilo-Nyangaray-Bunia road or 

the main Kilo-Kobu-Bambu-Nizi road. 

                                                           
3003

 D-0300:T-228,61:1-63:25;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0183 (“COMD BN 2
nd 

: LIEVIN”). 
3004

 See Decision on Prosecution request for presentation of evidence in rebuttal, ICC-01/04-02/06-2197-Conf 

and related filings, 26 February 2018, ICC-01/04-02/06-2249,para.32. 
3005

 PCB,para.487,489. 
3006

 D-0300:T-220,54:4-7. 
3007

 D-0300:T-220,53:8-12,54:12-16. 
3008

 D-0300:T-220,59:8-11. 
3009

 D-0300:T-220,55:4-10. 
3010

 D-0300:T-220,46:10-13;54:12-55:3. 
3011

 See Part III. 
3012

 See Part V,Chap.III,Section I. 
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1049. Mr NTAGANDA was aware, however, that opening these roads was a long-standing 

objective for KISEMBO and the FPLC.
3013

 For instance KISEMBO said, when 

addressing civilians in the Mongbwalu video: “Même au cas où les choses ne marchent 

pas à Bunia ou ailleurs, au moins nous nous sommes installés ici. [...] Nous nous 

sommes installés, nous allons ouvrir les routes, de gré ou de force.“
3014

 

1050. In his capacity as Chef d’état major general, KISEMBO commanded all FPLC units 

and personnel. Moreover, the forces present on the Mongbwalu-Kilo- Nyangaray-Bunia 

axis, immediately beside inaccessible territories under the control of Lendu combatants 

around LIPRI and the Main Road going through Kobu and Bambu were under his 

command and control. He also exercised command and control over the FPLC from 

Mongbwalu.  

1051. In his capacity as Chef-d’État-major-général, Mr NTAGANDA was aware that 

KISEMBO commanded the FPLC from Mongbwalu and that he directly supervised the 

FPLC operations on the Kilo-Nyangaray-Bunia axis. 

1052. In February 2003, Mr NTAGANDA knew that SALUMU 409 Bgde was in Kilo. As for 

TIGER ONE, Mr NTAGANDA knew he was was either in Kilo or in Mongbwalu. 

Both of them reported to KISEMBO who was based in Mongbwalu.
3015

 Accordingly 

Mr NTAGANDA had only limited communications with these units:  out of 138 

messages received by Mr NTAGANDA between 15 January and 16 February 2003, 

only 1 concerned the situation on the road Mongbwalu-Kobu-Bambu-Bunia.
3016

 

Similarly, out of 47 messages sent by Mr NTAGANDA between 15 January and 14 

February, no message concerned the situation on the main road area.
3017

 

                                                           
3013

 D-0300:T-220,79:5-18. 
3014

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251, (Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3766,3819:1859-1864) See also 01:09:15-01:09:50 (Trans. 

DRC-OTP-2102-3766,3796:1041-1045) (“Les habitants réclamaient souvent que la route d’ici soit rouverte, que 

la route de Bunia soit rouverte pour que les gens puissent circuler. Mais les ennemis de la paix ne veulent pas 

accepter que cette route soit libre, et c’est ça qui justifie la  guerre dans laquelle nous sommes engagés. Voilà 

mes sœurs, la signification de cette guerre”). 
3015

 D-0300:T-220,79:15-25. 
3016

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0160(second). 
3017

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0176(third and fourth). Including the 19 February 2003 message which is discussed 

in details below. 
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1053. The only information Mr NTAGANDA received was on 13 February and concerned 

clashes at Kilo-Mission, and that APC soldiers had taken the Kobu road in the direction 

of SALUMU. Three soldiers were killed during the attack and persons were injured.
3018

  

1054. Mr NTAGANDA received 137 messages and sent 46 on other subjects, principally in 

relation to the main areas of operation that had been assigned to him by KISEMBO.
3019

  

CHAPTER IV – MR NTAGANDA’S LACK OF KNOWLEDGE OF CRIMES 

ALLEGEDLY COMMITTED DURING THE MAIN ROAD OPERATION IN 

FEBRUARY 2003 

Section I – Mr Ntaganda’s activities and whereabouts following his return from 

Rwanda to Bunia on 17 February until his departure to Goma with Lubanga 

1055. The Prosecution’s characterization of NTAGANDA’s departure from Bunia at the start 

of the main road operation as “implausible” ignores the overwhelming evidence — 

objectively confirmed by the Logbook messaging just described — that 

NTAGANDA’s responsibilities lay elsewhere. It also imports a retrospective simplicity 

to the situation that is unrealistic. The operation, though important, was hardly the only 

matter of concern to the FPLC at the time, which also included securing the vital 

Komanda-Bunia axis thereby preventing an APC advance from Beni, and maintaining 

the FPLC positions in Mahagi area close to the Uganda-DRC borders.
3020

  

1056. The Prosecution’s plausibility argument also disregards KISEMBO’s physical presence 

in Mongbwalu and command over the Main Road  operation. He possessed, as Chef-

d’État-major-général, direct command authority over these units,
3021

 and was on the 

spot to exercise that command. Given these circumstances, it is not implausible that 

NTAGANDA would undertake missions, as necessary and as directed by LUBANGA, 

to discharge his responsibilities as Chef-d’État-major-général-adjoint, including 

overseeing the Komanda axis and Mahagi territory.
3022

  

1057. Upon arriving in Bunia very early on 17 February, Mr NTAGANDA met with 

LUBANGA at the first available opportunity.
3023

 LUBANGA, who requested Mr 

NTAGANDA to shorten his trip to Kigali to undertake a highly sensitive mission, 

                                                           
3018

 T-223,13:3-4,14-14:4;T-238,17:6-18:5;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0160(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3982). 
3019

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0105 et ss. 
3020

 See Part V,Chap.III,Section I;See also DRC-OTP-0109-0136,p.0138. 
3021

 D-0300:T-238,14:2-8.  
3022

 D-0300:T-238,12:3-5. 
3023

 D-0300:T-220,58:1-2. 
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entrusted Mr NTAGANDA with the mission to deliver the weapons that had been 

promised by the FPLC to the Ugandan rebels and Lendu combatants located in 

Kpandroma.
3024

 The need for secrecy and discretion – and therefore giving the task to 

no less an authority than Mr NTAGANDA – arose from the potentially disastrous 

consequences that would ensue if the UPDF were to learn that the FPLC was providing 

assistance to rebels seeking to overthrow MUSEVENI.
3025

   

1058. The logbook shows exactly where NTAGANDA was, and what he was doing, and what 

he was informed of, from 17 to 22 February. Starting from 08:31
3026

 on 17 February Mr 

NTAGANDA sent five messages from his compound
3027

  to JEROME concerning 

officers to be appointed in various positions.
3028

 None are addressed or copied to Main 

Road operation commanders KISEMBO, TIGER ONE or SALUMU;
3029

 and none 

concern the operation
3030

 to reopen the main road between Mongbwalu and Bunia.  

1059. Mr NTAGANDA received 6 messages from JEROME on 17 February related to the 

situation and movement in his sector.
3031

 He was also copied in a message from the 9
th

 

Bn commander to the 201
st
 Bgde commander, MUNYALIZI. The 9

th
 Bn had its HQ on 

the BENI road, and BENI was the enemy’s bastion.
 3032

  It is the only message Mr 

NTAGANDA received on 17 February 2003 from the South East Sector. No messages 

are recorded concerning the KBL operation on 17 February and he did not receive any 

indication of an operation about to be launched on Kobu.
3033

 

1060. On 18 February 2003, while in Bunia preparing for the delivery of weapons to LIBI,
3034

 

Mr NTAGANDA received 8 messages. Seven were sent by JEROME, reporting on the 

situation in his sector.
3035

  

                                                           
3024

 D-0300:T-220,68:10-19. 
3025

 D-0300:T-219,58:22-25. 
3026

 D-0300:T-220,59:4-11;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0178(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,4000). 
3027

 D-0300:T-220,61:9-16. 
3028

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0177,0176(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,4000,3999);D-0300:T-220,60:1-61:4. 
3029

 D-0300:T-228,50:17-19. 
3030

 Contra PCB,para.459. 
3031

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0163-0165(First)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3985-3987);D-0300:T-220,61:17-

64:7;66:7-14. 
3032

 D-0300:T-220,66:14-23;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0165(second)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3987). 
3033

 D-0300:T-238,11:18-20. 
3034

 D-0300:T-220,72:22-24. 
3035

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0165(last),0166-0168(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3987-3989);D-0300:T-

220,70:11-72:10;72:25-73:4(“I had the task of supervising this region, since that I was – since the time I was in 
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1061. The eighth message is from TIGER ONE
3036

 to SALUMU as Comd-409-Bde
3037

 with 

NTAGANDA as INFO addressee. This message concerned AMERICAIN’s refusal to 

advance because of his fear that a weapon previously seized by Lendu forces would be 

used against them.
3038

 AMERICAIN’s refusal to advance was a disciplinary matter of 

institutional importance for the FPLC that attracted Mr NTAGANDA’s attention, 

prompting him to send a message to SALUMU, the immediate commander involved, 

copied to TIGER ONE: “TU ES INFORME SUITE AU MESSAGE SELON LEQUEL 

IL Y A UN COMD QUI A REFUSE DE ADVANCE (-) AVANCER (-) CELA N’EST 

PAS ENCORE ARRIVE DANS L’ARMEE (-) IL N’Y A AUCUN COMD QUI A LE 

POUVOIR DE REFUSER UN ORDRE VENANT D’EN HAUT”.
3039

  

1062. Mr NTAGANDA explained that he intervened: 

Because this was a disciplinary matter, indiscipline. I said to you earlier, when 

I was made aware of a case of indiscipline, I did not hesitate. And this is my 

reply. Any commander receiving such a message must realise that it’s 

shameful. We’re talking about a commander’s refusal to follow an order. I 

have never heard of a subaltern junior commander refusing to carry out an 

order from his hierarchical superior. I did not want that, that to happen.
3040

 

1063. The message does not show that NTAGANDA had operational control over the main 

road operation;
3041

 on the contrary, it is the exceptionality of this message that stands 

out. Moreover, it is consistent with Mr NTAGANDA duties and practice concerning 

discipline.
3042

 

Messages of 19 February 2003 

1064. On 19 February 2003, before leaving for LIBI, Mr NTAGANDA received 5 

messages.
3043

 The last of these messages is followed by a 20 February message, at page 

0170 of the logbook. Yet, at page 0171 appears another 19 February 2003 message: 

“LE TRAVAIL DE OPS DE RESTER A LIPRI (-) BAMBU ET KOBU (-) LES 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Mongbwalu, I was responsible for the sector in the – where there was the Komanda road. This is why I received 

all the messages on that subject”). 
3036

 D-0300:T-220,73:16-18;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0168(second)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3990). 
3037

 D-0300:T-220,73:13-15. 
3038

 D-0300:T-220,73:5-23. 
3039

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0176(third) (Trans. DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3998);D-0300:T-220,73:24-74:11. 
3040

 D-0300:T-220,74:13-18. 
3041

 Contra PCB,para.460. 
3042

 See Part III and IV. 
3043

 D-0300:T-220,74:1-75:25; DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0168 (third),0169,0170 (second) (Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-

3854,3990-3992).  
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TROUPES SONT DEJA ARRIVEES DANS CHAQUE ZONE (-) VOUS SEREZ 

INFORMES DE LA SUITE (-)(-)".
3044

 

1065. Mr NTAGANDA explained that this message is an error: “[y]ou can’t have the 19
th

 in 

between two messages sent on the 20
th

”.
3045

 Moreover, it is indicated that this message 

was sent by Mr NTAGANDA: “CHEF EMG OPS AND ORG”. Accordingly, it should 

not appear in the “in” section of the log.
3046

 The same message also appears in the “out” 

section of the logbook,
3047

 a further indication of error.
3048

  

1066. Moreover, on 19 February 2003, Mr NTAGANDA and LUBANGA were both in 

Bunia. Accordingly, had Mr NTAGANDA sent this message, he would not have sent 

this message to LUBANGA as an info addressee,
3049

 whereas this was logical for 

KISEMBO, who was in Kilo. Furthermore, LUBANGA met with Mr NTAGANDA on 

17 February, during which Mr NTAGANDA was given the sensitive mission to deliver 

the weapons to Ugandan rebels and Lendu combatants. LUBANGA and Mr 

NTAGANDA knew that the latter would be absent from Bunia. It was thus not possible 

and there would have been no reason for Mr NTAGANDA to inform the President that: 

“VOUS SEREZ INFORME DE LA SUITE”. 

1067. [REDACTED]  the message on page 0176,
3050

 he was not shown the identical message 

at page 0171 (“in” section) during his testimony.
3051

 [REDACTED]  does not support 

the claim that Mr NTAGANDA sent the message.
3052

  

1068. [REDACTED]. 

1069. Actually, considering that the message on page 0171 (“in” section) was transcribed in 

the Logbook after a 20 February message suggests that the message on page 0176 is 

actually the “error” which was corrected when the message on page 0171 was written 

on 20 February 2003. Mr NTAGANDA would not have noticed this, as he rarely 

                                                           
3044

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0171(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3993). 
3045

 D-0300:T-220,77:1-8. 
3046

 D-0300:T-220,77:9-17. 
3047

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0176(fourth)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3998). 
3048

 D-0300:T-220,78:19-79:4;T-238,48:22-49:14(“It’s the operator who committed an error that can be seen 

relating to other messages. My message can’t be seen as an out message and an in message at the same time”). 
3049

 See Part III and IV. 
3050

 [REDACTED]. 
3051

 Cf [REDACTED]. 
3052

 Contra PCB,para.485 referring to [REDACTED]. 
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reviewed the “out” section of his log.
3053

 This would also explain why the numbering 

on the massage on page 0176 is in the right sequence, since it was mistakenly 

considered as an “out” message by the signora. 

1070. Mistakes in the logbook are not uncommon.
3054

 For instance, messages appear in the 

“out” section of Mr NTAGANDA’s logbook whereas he is copied as INFO addressee 

in the message.
3055

 Another example can be found at page 175, where a message from 

“CHEF EMG” appears in the “out” section of the log
3056

 and also in the “in” section of 

the log.
3057

 

1071. Mr NTAGANDA did not send the 19 February message. The area concerned, namely 

Lipri, Bambu and Kobu was not under his supervision.
3058

 Yet, the content of the 

message was no surprise to Mr NTAGANDA, as the FPLC had the intention of opening 

the main road.
3059

 SALUMU commanded the 409 Bde in Kilo.
3060

 His superior was 

Comd-SE-OpSec TIGER ONE, who both reported to KISEMBO.
3061

 

Delivery of weapons, second attempt 

1072. From 19 to 20 February 2003, Mr NTAGANDA was away from Bunia delivering 

weapons in LIBI. Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony on this point was not challenged. 

1073. Mr NTAGANDA left Bunia on 19 February at night, charged with responsibility
3062

 for 

delivering the promised, but as yet undelivered,
3063

 weapons to the Lendu combattants 

and Ugandan rebels in LIBI.
3064

 The weapons had been brought from Mongbwalu to 

Bunia by SALOMON,
3065

 and Mr NTAGANDA took the Fataki-BARRIERE road to 

                                                           
3053

 D-300:T-216,80:24-81:5. 
3054

 D-0300:T-220,80:6-10(“when we were talking about signaller, I realised that there was an error, that there 

are others too. I’ve also seen other errors”). 
3055

 D-0300:T-220,59:12-21;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0178(second)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,4000). See also 

DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0193 (first). 
3056

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0175 (third) (Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3997);D-0300:T-220,80:14-24(“When the 

chief of general staff send a message, you will see it as a message in. You won’t see it without messages”). 
3057

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0171 (third) (Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3993);D-0300:T-220,81:2-14. 
3058

 D-0300:T-220,77:18-78:1. 
3059

 D-0300:T-220,79:5-13. 
3060

 D-0300:T-220,79:14-18. 
3061

 D-0300:T-220,79:19-25. 
3062

 D-0300:T-220,68:10-19;T-223,13:6-8. 
3063

 D-0300:T-220,68:24-25. 
3064

 D-0300:T-220,69:1-13;T-219,54:2-10,58:14-25 
3065

 D-0300:T-220,69:14-19. 
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LIBI,
3066

 arriving “in Libi towards midnight, 1 o’clock in the morning.”
3067

 

NTAGANDA then met the Lendu Chief, who “said that for him this was an 

unforgettable date. (…) That’s to say that the pacification became reality.”
3068

  D-0017 

corroborated the trip.
3069

   

1074. After the weapons were unloaded, Mr NTAGANDA went to Fataki to rest with the 

missionaries.
3070

 He also called LUBANGA to tell him that the mission had been 

accomplished.
3071

 Mr NTAGANDA stayed in Fataki on 20 February,
3072

 intending to 

meet again with the Lendu combatants to put in place a plan to fight the UPDF.
3073

 In 

the evening, however, LUBANGA called Mr NTAGANDA to tell him that there was 

an emergency and that he should covertly return to Bunia as soon as possible.
3074

 

NTAGANDA did so, remaining in his compound that night and the next day, 21 

February.
3075

 

1075. LUBANGA ordered Mr NTAGANDA to escort Colonel MUZORA, who had just 

deserted from the UPDF to join those who were fighting against MUSEVENI.
3076

 It 

was a dangerous mission, as MUZORA was well known in the UPDF, and the FPLC 

would have been attacked if they knew LUBANGA was protecting him.
3077

 

1076. On 21 February 2003, Mr NTAGANDA received 3 messages from JEROME, reporting 

that the UPDF was likely to attack in Bunia;
3078

 concerning FIPI;
3079

 and concerning the 

assignment of ranks in the UPC.
3080

 The last message was addressed to KISEMBO, 

who had responsibility for assigning ranks to officers.
3081

 

                                                           
3066

 D-0300:T-220,69:1-8. 
3067

 D-0300:T-220,69:20-70:2;81:15-19. 
3068

 D-0300:T-220,70:6-9. 
3069

 D-0300:T-220,81:15-82:10; D-0017:T-253,47:21-48:24. 
3070

 D-0300:T-221,4:4-6. 
3071

 D-0300:T-221,4:21-24. 
3072

 D-0300:T-221,5:2-5. 
3073

 D-0300:T-221,4:10-15. 
3074

 D-0300:T-221,5:6-9. 
3075

 D-0300:T-221,7:5-13,8:8-12. 
3076

 D-0300:T-221,5:19-25. 
3077

 D-0300:T-221,6:23-7:4;7:14-17. 
3078

 D-0300:T-221,8 :15-21;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0172(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3994). 
3079

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0172(second)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3994). 
3080

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0172(third)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3994);D-0300:T-221,10:16-11:4. 
3081

 D-0300:T-221,11:5-8. 
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1077. Mr NTAGANDA replied on the same day. He tried to reassure JEROME that they were 

taking care of the UPDF threat.
3082

 He also explained that ranks would be assigned by 

the high commanders in due course.
3083

 From his return to Bunia until leaving again 

with MUZORA, Mr NTAGANDA did not obtain information on the whereabouts of 

KISEMBO. For Mr NTAGANDA, this was normal as the Chef-d’État-major-général 

did not report to him.
3084

 

Mr NTAGANDA’s second mission to Libi and Mahagi area 

1078. On 21 February, Mr NTAGANDA left Bunia again for Libi, charged with 

responsibility for escorting MUZORA. NTAGANDA did not return to Bunia until 3 

March. The Prosecution did not challenge Mr NTAGANDA’s evidence regarding his 

absence from Bunia during this period. 

1079. Mr NTAGANDA arrived in Libi around midnight or 1,
3085

 where they met with 

colleagues of MUZORA and Lendu combatants.
3086

 Following the meeting, Mr 

NTAGANDA travelled again to Fataki were he planned to stay at missionaries
3087

 and 

waited for a meeting to be convened with the Lendus combatants to establish a strategy 

to drive the UPDF out.
3088

 At some point, he visited Thomas SAVO in Bule close to 

Fataki.
3089

 

1080. Mr NTAGANDA recalled that following this visit he travelled to Drodro where he 

stopped at some missionaries friends’ place. He met with LIEVIN, whose Bn HQ was 

in Drodro.
3090

  

1081. In the meantime, certain Lendu combatants betrayed the other group and leaked the 

information to the Ugandans concerning the presence of rebels and the FPLC-Lendu 

combatants association in the making.
 3091

  

                                                           
3082

 D-0300:T-221,11 :9-12 :4;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0174(first)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3996). 
3083

 D-0300:T-221,12 :5-22;DRC-OTP-0017-0033,0174(second)(Trans.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,3996). 
3084

 D-0300:T-221,12 :23-13 :5. 
3085

 D-0300:T-221,13:6-11. 
3086

 D-0300:T-221,13:12-21. 
3087

 D-0300 :T-221,13:22-24. 
3088

 D-0300:T-221,14:15-20. 
3089

 D-0300:T-221,14:11-14. 
3090

 D-0300:T-221,16:3-10. 
3091

 D-0300:T-221,15:19-16:2 
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1082.  This prompted the UPDF to bomb the Uganda rebels and Lendu combatants’ position 

in Kpandroma towards the end of February 2003, thereby defeating the FPLC’s plan to 

work with the Lendu combatants against the UPDF.
3092

 

1083. As a result, the follow-up planning meeting Mr NTAGANDA expected to have with 

the Lendu combatants did not materialise. Mr NTAGANDA learned about the bombing 

when returning to SAVO’s place.
3093

 

[REDACTED] 

1084. On or about [REDACTED]. It is only during [REDACTED].
3094

 [REDACTED].
3095

 

[REDACTED]. 

1085. [REDACTED],
3096

 [REDACTED].
3097

 [REDACTED].
3098

 

1086. Mr NTAGANDA recalled his conversation with KISEMBO: “Il m’a parlé de la 

situation qui était très mauvaise. Il m’a dit qu’il ne voulait pas ce que … chercher 

l’UPDF, que l’UPDF avait tué deux de nos militaires, parmi ceux qui avaient reçu 

l’instruction d’utiliser les armes d’appui. Et il y avait une  compagnie qui était 

déployée tout près du président Toms, et on pensait que ce détachement avait une 

mauvaise intention. Il a dit qu’il n’allait rien faire de mal à Kale Kayihura mais qu’il 

fallait enlever ce détachement sur place”.
3099

  

1087. KISEMBO also ordered Mr NTAGANDA to put together a Bn and bring it quickly to 

Bunia, as fighting was going to take place anytime.
3100

 

1088. The information received from KISEMBO during this conversation is corroborated by 

MONUC document DRC-OTP-2067-1976.
3101

 

                                                           
3092

 D-0300:T-221,14:21-24;DRC-OTP-0081-0006(Trans.DRC-OTP-0180-0434,0437:76-81). 
3093

 D-0300:T-221,15:12-18. 
3094

 [REDACTED]. 
3095

 [REDACTED]. 
3096

DRC-OTP-2078-0202,p.0203(“[REDACTED]”). 
3097

 [REDACTED]. 
3098

 [REDACTED]. 
3099

 D-0300:T-221-ENG,17:16-22;T-221-FRA,17:15-21. 
3100

 D-0300:T-221,18:4-8,22:7-13. 
3101

 DRC-OTP-2067-1976,para.1-2;D-0300:T-221,18:9-13,19:8-21:7. 
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1089. Complying with KISEMBO’s order, Mr NTAGANDA contacted 505-Bde and spoke to 

ODONGO, MUGISA PAUL’s 2I/C
3102

 requesting that a Bn be made ready. COBRA 

was assigned to command this Bn
3103

 which was transported to Fataki on two lorries, 

where he met Mr NTAGANDA.
3104

 They travelled to Bunia the following day, arriving 

in MUDZIPELA at night.
3105

 Mr NTAGANDA informed KISEMBO that the Bn had 

arrived and KISEMBO sent a liaison officer to integrate COBRA’s men into 

KISEMBO’s available forces.
3106

 Mr NTAGANDA returned to his compound.
3107

 

4 March attack on Mandro 

1090. On 4 March 2003, Mr NTAGANDA participated in combat in Mandro following which 

he met with KISEMBO and LUBANGA. The Prosecution did not challenge Mr 

NTAGANDA’s account of his activities on that day. 

1091. A few hours later, around 5 a.m. on 4 March 2003,
3108

 Mr NTAGANDA heard RPG 

shells and mortars falling over Mandro.
3109

 He immediately assembled his bodyguards 

and set out for Mandro.
3110

 He arrived on a hill looking down on Mandro, where he 

received information from the local commander, BRAVO HOTEL, that Mandro was 

now occupied by the enemy. They started firing with the 12.7 mm.
3111

 Another 

company, led by MUREFU was sent in support and Mr NTAGANDA mounted a 

counter-attack.
3112

 Mr NTAGANDA saw the enemy: “I saw combatants, they were 

there. I also saw soldiers that looked like UPDF soldiers. And I saw APC in military 

uniforms which looked like UPDF uniforms. That was the coalition that had attacked 

Mandro.”
3113

 

                                                           
3102

 D-0300:T-221,22:19-25. 
3103

 D-0300:T-221,23:1-14. 
3104

 D-0300:T-221,22:18,23:9-14. 
3105

 D-0300:T-221,22:14-18. 
3106

 D-0300:T-221,23 :13-16. 
3107

 D-0300:T-221,23:13-16. 
3108

 D-0300:T-221,25:1-9. 
3109

 D-0300:T-221,23:17-24. 
3110

 D-0300:T-221,24:1-4. 
3111

 D-0300:T-221,24:5-19. 
3112

 D-0300:T-221,25:10-14. 
3113

 D-0300:T-221,25:25-26:5. 
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1092. The fighting lasted all day. The FPLC lost one soldier. No wounded or dead were 

observed on the enemy’s side.
3114

 Mandro inhabitants had fled to KATOTO, houses 

were set on fire and some civilians died or were wounded.
3115

 

1093. Mr NTAGANDA returned to Bunia that night.
3116

 He first reported to KISEMBO about 

the combat in Mandro, stressing the participation of UPDF, APC and Lendu 

combatants.
3117

 KISEMBO informed Mr NTAGANDA that a meeting would take place 

the next day to discuss the situation.
3118

 KISEMBO then requested Mr NTAGANDA to 

report and describe his observations to LUBANGA, which he did.
3119

 The operation to 

reopen the main road, having ended some days ago when SALUMU’s Bde returned to 

Bunia,
3120

 was not discussed during this meeting. 

5 March meeting 

1094. The next day, on 5 March,
3121

 the meeting took place at LUBANGA’s residence.
3122

 

[REDACTED].
3123

 

1095. The meeting’s objective was to set up a plan to attack the UPDF, to defend the 

FPLC:
3124

 “If the UPDF were to attack us, the troops would have harmed us because 

they had equipment which we didn’t have. We wanted to get ahead of this, because if 

they had attacked, it would have been a true catastrophe for us and we would have been 

blocked in the town.”
3125

 Everyone was assigned a specific responsibility and went to 

their position to spend the night.  

1096. [REDACTED]  the operation to reopen the main road was not discussed
3126

 during the 

meeting [REDACTED],
3127

 [REDACTED].
3128

 [REDACTED].
3129

 [REDACTED] 
3130

 

                                                           
3114

 D-0300:T-221,25:15-24. 
3115

 D-0300:T-221,26:11-16. 
3116

 D-0300:T-221,27:9-10. 
3117

 D-0300:T-221,27:10-13. 
3118

 D-0300:T-221,27:9-22. 
3119

 D-0300:T-221,27:17-22. 
3120

 [REDACTED]. 
3121

 D-0300:T-221,36:22-24. 
3122

 D-0300:T-221,28:15-18. 
3123

 [REDACTED]. 
3124

 D-0300:T-221,27:23-28:8,28:19-22. 
3125

 D-0300:T-221,30:23-31:1. 
3126

 [REDACTED].; D-0300:T-221,29:15-22. 
3127

 D-0300:T-221,28:24-29:2. 
3128

 D-0300:T-221,31:2-6. 
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[REDACTED]  the next day, the attack took place and the FPLC was chased from 

Bunia by the UPDF. 

1097. [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].
3131

 

1098. [REDACTED].
3132

 

1099. The plan was to attack in two steps as the UPDF had two positions: one in DELE and 

one at the airport.
3133

 First, TIGER ONE, TCHALIGONZA and SALUMU were 

deployed in DELE, to attack the UPDF position.
3134

 Meanwhile, Mr NTAGANDA near 

MUDZIPELA and KASANGAKI at camp NDROMO were to ensure that the UPDF 

would not attack from the airport and reinforce their troops in DELE or into the town. 

KISEMBO was coordinating the attack.
3135

 

6 March operation 

1100. On 6 March 2003,
3136

 around 5 a.m. the FPLC launched the operation against the UPDF 

in their camp at DELE. The operation was initially successful. 

1101. However, everything changed when the Lendu combatants suddenly arrived in Bunia 

from Zumbe to reinforce the UPDF.
3137

 In reaction, Mr NTAGANDA communicated 

with TIGER ONE to tell him which direction he should take towards Mandro.
3138

 

KASANGAKI fought for a short while but then made contact with the UDPF and 

deserted. THE UPDF then attacked KISEMBO who left.
3139

 TIGER ONE withdrew to 

Mandro with SALUMU and some forces
3140

 while Mr NTAGANDA went to 

CENTRALE,
3141

 upon instructions from KISEMBO.
3142

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3129

 [REDACTED]. 
3130

 [REDACTED]. 
3131

 [REDACTED]. 
3132

 [REDACTED]. 
3133

 D-0300:T-221,30:1-2. 
3134

 D-0300:T-221,30:2-6. 
3135

 D-0300:T-221,30:7-13. 
3136

 D-0300:T-221,36:25-37:2. 
3137

 D-0300:T-221,35:14-16;DRC-OTP-2067-1989,para.1(“[REDACTED]”). 
3138

 D-0300:T-221,32:15-17. 
3139

 D-0300:T-221,32:7-9. 
3140

 D-0300:T-221,33:12-14. 
3141

 D-0300:T-221,32:5-13. 
3142

 D-0300:T-221,33:4-11. 
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1102. Mr NTAGANDA’s description of the attack is corroborated by MONUC document 

DRC-OTP-2067-1989.
3143

 The document also reports that Lendu combatants were 

looting into town, including NGO offices.
3144

 It further demonstrates that the pillage 

and damage to buildings and houses during the 6 March combat cannot be attributed to 

the FPLC. 

1103. During the fighting, a UPDF commander called Mr NTAGANDA, using 

KASANGAKI’s Motorola,
3145

 to inform him that KASANGAKI and TCHALIGONZA 

had deserted along with their troops;
3146

  and to ask Mr NTAGANDA to join them as 

well.
3147

  

1104. When the FPLC retreated, Mr NTAGANDA met with LUBANGA, LONEMA, 

RAFIKI, KISEMBO and TIGER ONE in CENTRALE.
3148

 

1105. Since the UPDF was approaching fast, the meeting lasted some 20 minutes.
3149

 It was 

decided that KISEMBO, TIGER ONE and the remaining troops available would go to 

Mongbwalu, while Mr NTAGANDA would accompany LUBANGA to BULE.
3150

 It 

was the last time Mr NTAGANDA and KISEMBO were together until Mr 

NTAGANDA’s returned to Bunia in early June. 

1106. In BULE, Mr NTAGANDA was not in contact with KISEMBO and his forces.
3151

 One 

week later, Mr NTAGANDA learned via Radio Candip that KISEMBO had been 

chased from Mongbwalu by the UPDF.
3152

 

1107. During this period, the UPDF continued their attacks on any and all UPC-RP and FPLC 

targets including LUBANGA, who decided to go to Goma.
3153

 

1108. LUBANGA’s delegation, including Mr NTAGANDA travelled to Blukwa in extremis.
 

3154
 Weapons and ammunitions were received by plane from RCD Goma, which 

                                                           
3143

 D-0300:T-221,34:1-35:4;DRC-OTP-2067-1989,para.1. 
3144

 D-0300:T-221,35:5-13;DRC-OTP-2067-1989,para.1. 
3145

 D-0300:T-221,33:15-19. 
3146

 D-0300:T-221,32:20-23. 
3147

 D-0300:T-221,32:14-19;33:20-23. 
3148

 D-0300:T-221,37:24-38:8. 
3149

 D-0300:T-221,38:17-21. 
3150

 D-0300:T-211,38:14-16; 39:18-40:2. 
3151

 D-0300:T-221,40:21-41:3. 
3152

 D-0300:T-221,41:8-20. 
3153

 D-0300:T-221,43:17-22. 
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allowed Mr NTAGANDA and LUBANGA’s wives to leave.
3155

 LUBANGA, Mr 

NTAGANDA and the others flew to Goma the following day.
3156

 

1109. LUBANGA’s delegation remained in GOMA until June 2003.
3157

 Between March and 

June 2003, Mr NTAGANDA and the others were internally displaced persons, who had 

fled the war.
3158

 During this period, Mr NTAGANDA had no contact with members of 

the FPLC or UPC-RP in ITURI.
3159

 He does not know if LUBANGA was in contact 

with anyone from the FPLC or UPC-RP.
3160

 The only information Mr NTAGANDA 

obtained from ITURI was through public broadcasts.
3161

  

Section II – Mr Ntaganda neither exercised command, nor had any kind of control over 

the FPLC troops involved and did not take part in the Main Road operation in 

February 2003 

A. Mr Ntaganda was not present during the conduct of the operation 

1110. No evidence direct or circumstantial, establishes Mr NTAGANDA’s presence in any of 

the localities where the purported Second Attack unfolded. Mr NTAGANDA was also 

not involved in FPLC operational communications during this period. 

1111. The closest Mr NTAGANDA was to the relevant area was on 14 February, when he 

travelled by road from Bunia to Mongbwalu where he met with KISEMBO and 

onwards to Rwanda by air. FPLC operations on the Mongbwalu–Kilo–Nyangary–Bunia 

and on the Mongbwalu–Kilo–Nizi-Bambu-Bunia axis were not discussed during their 

encounter.
3162

 

1112. Upon his return from Rwanda on 17 February, Mr NTAGANDA left Bunia from 19 to 

20 February, and from again 21 February to 3 March.
3163

 The operation was finished by 

then. Notably, when cross-examining Mr NTAGANDA, the Prosecution neither asked 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3154

 D-0300:T-221,45:3-4. 
3155

 D-0300:T-221,43:8-16. 
3156

D-0300:T-221,45:5-7(“President Thomas aksed that an aeroplane be sent from Goma to get us. The 

aeroplane arrived an I boarded that plane with him and we flew to Goma”);45:10-13. 
3157

 D-0300:T-221,45:14-16. 
3158

 D-0300:T-211,45:17-22. 
3159

 D-0300:T-221,46:3-5. 
3160

 D-0300:T-221,45:23-46:2. 
3161

 D-0300:T-221,46:12-20. 
3162

 See Part V,Chap.III,Section I. 
3163

 See Part V,Chap.III,Section I;Chap.IV,Section I. 
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any question nor challenged his account regarding his travel to Libi, Fataki and the 

Mahagi region from 19 February to 3 March. 

 Mr Ntaganda did not communicate with FPLC members involved in the operation B.

to re-open the road 

I. Motorola 

1113. There is no evidence that Mr NTAGANDA heard or transmitted on the FPLC VHF 

radio network. No witness testified having heard Mr NTAGANDA on the network. The 

Prosecution alleges that only other officers were able to follow the operations via the 

VHF radio network.
3164

 

1114. The Prosecution reference to P-0901’s testimony at paragraph 473 is unfounded: P-

0901 could not hear VHF communications from [REDACTED]. Morevoer, P-0901 

[REDACTED]  when the operation to reopen the road took place, [REDACTED].
3165

 

1115. When traveling to Libi from 19-20 February and to the Mahagi region from 21 

February to 3 March, Mr NTAGANDA could not communicate with FPLC members 

involved in the operation to re-open the road via VHF radio. 

II. Short wave phonie communications 

1116. Messages in the “in” section of the NTAGANDA logbook demonstrate that when Mr 

NTAGANDA travelled with MUZORA on 21 February 2003, he did not bring his 

phonie. [REDACTED]  claimed that he did,
3166

 but if this were the case, there would 

have been no need [REDACTED].
3167

 

1117. [REDACTED]  Mr NTAGANDA communicated with SALONGO on a daily basis
3168

 

is unreliable,
3169

 as reflected by his erroneous descriptions of those conversations. 

Notably the Ntaganda-Logbook shows no message exchanged between Mr 

NTAGANDA and officers involved in the operation to re-open the road. 

                                                           
3164

 PCB,para.473. 
3165

 P-0901:T-29,11 :8-17(“[REDACTED].”) [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
3166

 PCB,para. [REDACTED]. 
3167

 See [REDACTED]. 
3168

 PCB,para.469. 
3169

 See Part IV,Chap.III,Section I(D). 
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1118. No message in the Logbook leading up to or during this entire period records 

information about the main road operation. As previously mentioned, information 

obtained by Mr NTAGANDA until 22 February 2003 concerning the area is very 

limited, and does not suggest that Mr NTAGANDA was aware of any details regarding 

the operation to reopen the main road, and certainly not suggest that he had daily 

contacts with the commanders on the field. 

III. Thuraya  

1119. There is no evidence that Mr NTAGANDA used his Thuraya to contact FPLC officers 

involved in the operation to open the main road. 

1120. [REDACTED], TCHALIGONZA did not have a Thuraya.
3170

 Moreover, 

[REDACTED], and not to the operation to reopen the main road. 

C. Mr Ntaganda did not issue any order in relation to the operation 

 

1121. There is no evidence of orders issued by Mr NTAGANDA to anyone involved in the 

operation to reopen the road. In this regard, the Prosecution misunderstands Mr 

NTAGANDA’s functions in the FPLC at the time. In his capacity as FPLC Chef-

d’État-major-général-adjoint and accordingly the main staff officer in the FPLC, Mr 

NTAGANDA was not in a position to issue orders. KISEMBO, Chef-d’État-major-

général, exercised direct command and control over the FPLC sector commanders and 

units, not Mr NTAGANDA. While Mr NTAGANDA indeed commanded certain FPLC 

operations when specifically empowered to do so, this was not the case between 

January and March 2003 when he was responsible for overseeing the operations in at 

least two areas and conducted several discrete missions. 

1122. No message in the NTAGANDA Logbook indicate that he issued any orders in relation 

to the operation. A contrario, for the Mongbwalu operation, Mr NTAGANDA was 

entrusted with the command of the operation and clearly issued the order to launch the 

operation on 19 November 2002.
3171

 

                                                           
3170

 [REDACTED];P-0901:T-28,20:8-12. 
3171

 See Part IV. 
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1123. P-0055 testified that “[he] cannot tell [the Chamber] what type of order [Mr 

NTAGANDA] gave because [REDACTED]” and he personally “was not present when 

he might have given any orders to soldiers in the field in Kobu.”
3172

 [REDACTED]  

“[REDACTED]. [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].”
3173

 [REDACTED]. 

[REDACTED].
3174

 

1124. The Prosecution’s submission based on P-0055’s evidence that “Mr NTAGANDA 

briefed the troops on the conduct of operations and “everything that had to do with 

operations was handled by Ntaganda”
3175

 are not probative of any order issued by Mr 

NTAGANDA in reaction to the operation to reopen the main road. P-0055’s 

observations must be addressed on the basis of the the evidence related to Mr 

NTAGANDA’s whereabouts at the time and on the basis of his own testimony 

concerning the whereabouts of troops at the time.
3176

 As for P-0055’s evidence about 

[REDACTED], it is unsupported by other reliable evidence as well as implausible. 

1125. P-0907’s evidence is unreliable and yet he testified that “[REDACTED].”
3177

 

1126. As for P-0901’s very general supposition that “[i]t must have been General Kisembo 

and his deputy Afande Bosco who decided that that particular road would be 

reopened”
3178

 it is not probative of any order issued by Mr NTAGANDA in relation to 

the operation to reopen the main road. Significantly, P-0901 testified that 

[REDACTED]: “[REDACTED]”.
3179

 [REDACTED], and the Prosecution did not put 

any question to him in this regard. 

Section III – Following his return from Rwanda until his departure to Goma, Mr 

Ntaganda’s neither knew nor acquired any information concerning crimes allegedly 

committed during this operation 

 

1127. There is no reliable direct or circumstantial evidence that Mr NTAGANDA learned of 

crimes purportedly committed during the Second Attack, particularly the alleged Kobu 

massacre.  

                                                           
3172

 P-0055:T-71,44 :4-8. 
3173

 [REDACTED]. 
3174

 [REDACTED]. 
3175

 PCB,para.454. 
3176

P-0055:(“ [REDACTED]”). 
3177

 P-0907:T-90,61:9-12. 
3178

 P-0901:T-29,10:18-20. 
3179

 P-0901:T-29,11:9-11. 
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1128. The only direct evidence the Prosecution relies upon stems from P-0055 and P-0016. P-

0055’s testimony that he learned about the massacre based on information provided 

[REDACTED]. P-0016’s uncross-examined and hearsay statement is vague and 

unsuitable as proof of knowledge of a massacre. 

1129.  Furthermore, several witnesses in a position similar to NTAGANDA testified that they 

did not know about the Kobu massacre allegations until significantly later. In fact, it is 

both sound and reasonable to infer based on the circumstances at the time that Mr 

NTAGANDA neither knew nor acquired information concerning crimes allegedly 

committed during the operation to reopen the main road, including the purported Kobu 

massacre.  

A. There is no direct evidence that Mr Ntaganda acquired information concerning 

crimes allegedly committed during the operation to reopen the road 

I. The evidence from P-0016 is unreliable 

1130. The Prosecution’s reliance on P-0016
3180

 is misplaced. P-0016, who left the FPLC in 

[REDACTED]  2002
3181

 and appears to have learned about allegations of a massacre 

from a former [REDACTED],
3182

 provides no basis for his claim that NTAGANDA 

knew about the massacre. He was not a FPLC member during the main road operation 

and the information he purportedly obtained about Mr NTAGANDA’s knowledge is 

entirely based on hearsay. 

1131. P-0016’s uncross-examined statement is also replete with information that is 

demonstrably erroneous, including: that Mr NTAGANDA took back Mongbwalu right 

after the Kobu massacre;
3183

 that the operation on Kobu and Bambu was planned in 

order to assist Mr NTAGANDA during the take over of Mongbwalu in February 

2003;
3184

 that SALUMU called a pacification meeting when a similar meeting was 

going on in Mongbwalu, at the initiative of Mr NTAGANDA;
3185

 that Mr 

NTAGANDA called SALUMU from Mongbwalu to Kobu with a Motorola, which is 

                                                           
3180

 PCB,fn.1377. 
3181

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.87. 
3182

P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.155(“[REDACTED] ”). 
3183

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.163. 
3184

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.153. 
3185

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.161. 
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demonstrably incorrect;
3186

 and that the victims in Kobu were shot.
3187

 An uncross-

examined statement of this nature cannot be relied upon as proof of a fact as 

incriminating and specific as whether NTAGANDA knew about a massacre 

II. P-0055’s evidence is unreliable 

1132. [REDACTED] 
3188

 [REDACTED] LUBANGA who had himself been informed by 

officials from “the armed wing of MONUC”.
3189

 [REDACTED] – [REDACTED] 
3190

 – 

as being [REDACTED].”
3191

 P-0055 ostensibly then conducted an investigation and 

obtained information about the massacre from [REDACTED]. P-0055 claimed that 

[REDACTED],
3192

 [REDACTED].
3193

 [REDACTED].
3194

  

1133. First, P-0317 testified that she learned about allegations of a massacre in Kobu only 

after she arrived in Bunia on 24 March 2003. She confirmed that “[t]he reports of the 

military observers were available to us.”
3195

 She was also “in contact with Congolese 

NGOs.”
3196

 It is on the basis of these two sources of information that she learned about 

the a massacre of Hema civilians in Bogoro on or about 24 February, which prompted 

her to travel to Bunia on 24 March 2003 to investigate further.
3197

 P-0317 testified that 

she learned about allegations of a massacre in Kobu only after she had arrived in Bunia 

on 24 March 2003.
3198

 P-0317 denied having any recollection – even after her arrival in 

Bunia – that any MONUC official knew about the Kobu massacre or other crimes: 

Q.[Et lorsque vous êtes arrivée à Bunia, est-ce que les observateurs militaires] 

or anyone else in MONUC tell you that they had information about an attack in 

Kobu or a massacre in Kobu? A.Well, I should point out that there were six 

military observers at the time in Bunia and they were afraid to leave town.  

They had some vague information regarding attacks on the villages but no 

                                                           
3186

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.163. 
3187

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.157. 
3188

 [REDACTED]. 
3189

 [REDACTED]. 
3190

 [REDACTED]. 
3191

 [REDACTED]. 
3192

 P-0055:T-74,60:9-15.
3193

 P-0055:T-71,52,22-23. 
3193

 P-0055:T-71,52,22-23. 
3194

 P-0055:T-71,52:7-9(“[REDACTED]”). 
3195

 P-0317:T-192,44:18. 
3196

 P-0317:T-192,44:19. 
3197

 P-0317:T-192,44:3-8. 
3198

 P-0317:T-192,44:20-23. 
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direct information. Q.that any information about a massacre in Kobu had been 

reported to them; is that right? A.I don't believe so.
3199

  

 

1134. Consequently, LUBANGA cannot have obtained information about an alleged 

massacre in Kobu from MONUC officials and [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]  either 

did not take place or in any event refers to a meeting which happened in a different 

context. It follows that P-0055’s evidence [REDACTED], is a straightforward lie. P-

0055 also lied about his subsequent [REDACTED], which moreover does not even 

correspond to the alleged Kobu massacre but rather to rumours circulating as to what 

happened at some point during the operation. 

1135. P-0055’s testimony [REDACTED]  was not a mistake. P-0055 gave precise testimony 

about what could only have been a memorable event: the one and only time, according 

to P-0055, that [REDACTED].
3200

 P-0055’s lie provided him with the necessary details 

to fabricate his story and make it look real, even though he could not provide obvious 

information such as the name of [REDACTED] who actually told him about the Kobu 

massacre.
3201

  A witness willing to lie and to fabricate such a narrative would be willing 

to lie on anything in order to incriminate.  

1136. Second, his evidence should be disregarded or the sole basis of the sequence of events 

he testified about. First, P-0055 acknowledged for the first time in cross-examination he 

had [REDACTED].
3202

 Consequently, it is impossible that P-0055 [REDACTED].
3203

 

[REDACTED]. 

1137.  P-0055’s story is a fabrication, with obvious motives to fabricate. He is a witness who 

[REDACTED] as a result of [REDACTED].
3204

 He did not show up on the day his 

testimony was scheduled and only accepted to testify later after [REDACTED]. 

[REDACTED], relying on false allegations [REDACTED] 
3205

 [REDACTED]. 

                                                           
3199

 P-0317:T-192-CONF-FRA,44:10-19. The complete question was not captured in the English transcript, see 

T-192-CON-ENF,45:18-25. 
3200

 [REDACTED]. 
3201

 P-0055:T-74,56:8-10,58:11-25,66:2-7. 
3202

 P-0055:T-74,71:25-72:4(“[REDACTED]? [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] [REDACTED].), [REDACTED] 

(“[REDACTED] [REDACTED]. [REDACTED][REDACTED] [REDACTED].”) 
3203

 P-0055:T-71,52:7-9(“[REDACTED]”). 
3204

 T-41,16:19-20. 
3205

 T-41,11:21-13:3;T-42;T-43,2:11-7:24. 
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1138. During the period from 17 February, [REDACTED]. Thereafter, P-0055 and Mr 

NTAGANDA [REDACTED].
3206

 [REDACTED] affirmed that [REDACTED]: “[they] 

didn’t say anything about Kobu, Bambu and Lipri. That was already over and done 

with.”
3207

 [REDACTED].
3208

  

1139. [REDACTED].
3209

 [REDACTED].
3210

  

B. There is no circumstantial evidence that Mr Ntaganda acquired information 

concerning crimes allegedly committed during the operation to reopen the road 

I. It is reasonable to conclude that Mr Ntaganda was not aware of the crimes allegedly 

committed during the Second Attack 

 

1140. Attempting to demonstrate that Mr NTAGANDA knew or acquired knowledge of the 

crimes allegedly committed during the Second Attack, the Prosecution relies on insider 

witnesses who testified that what happened in Kobu was widely known in Bunia and 

amongst FPLC soldiers and officers.
3211

 

1141. Notably, the evidence provided by these witnesses who confirmed having participated 

in the Second Attack demonstrates that they neither knew nor obtained information on 

the crimes allegedly committed during the Second Attack. In fact, it stems from the 

evidence of these witnesses that whatever they know originated either from rumours 

circulating at the time or from the KBL Audio recording they listened to when meeting 

with the Prosecution to provide a statement or at the time of their testimony. 

1142. P-0901, who supplemented his own information based on speaking with those who 

participated, described an operation,
3212

 but no massacre:  

The civilians who fled Mongbwalu took shelter in the villages of Kobu, Bambu 

and elsewhere. Those villages were also attacked and the same civilians fled, 

headed towards Buli and they took refuge on a hill. And they were surrounded. 

But the president gave the order not to attack them. So that is how it came to be 

                                                           
3206

 See Part V,Chap.IV,Section III. 
3207

 P-0055:T-74,83:20-25. 
3208

 [REDACTED]. 
3209

 [REDACTED]. 
3210

 [REDACTED]. 
3211

 PCB,para.475-477. 
3212

 P-0901:T-29,10:12-18:19. 
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that there was a withdrawal. And the civilians also left that hill. So there were 

no other operations conducted on that hill by the FPLC.
3213

 

1143. P-0901, far from confirming a massacre of civilians, says the opposite. Once the KBL 

audio was played, P-0901 reflected only what can be heard on the audio itself — names 

that about 40 individuals were taken prisoner.
3214

 Although P-0901 confirmed having 

obtained information from (i) commanders involved; as well as from (ii) other persons 

after the events,
3215

 he did not testify about any massacre. 

1144. P-0190, [REDACTED]  also did not testify about the Kobu massacre, even though he 

heard about attacks committed in Lipri and Kobu from soldiers.
3216

 

1145. P-0055’s story about learning from [REDACTED]  confirms that [REDACTED], was 

not informed about allegations of a massacre until this information was provided by an 

outside source.
3217

  

1146. The lack of contemporaneous knowledge [REDACTED]  contradicts the possibility 

that everyone in Bunia knew about the Kobu massacre allegations once Salumu’s 

forces returned to Bunia. On the contrary, the lack of such information is consistent 

with the likely desire of anyone involved to conceal any crimes in which they had been 

involved. 

II. There is no evidence that Mr Ntaganda obtained information from any other source 

1147. LUBANGA did not provide Mr NTAGANDA with information regarding crimes 

allegedly committed in Kobu.
3218

 Contrary to the Prosecution’s submissions,
3219

 

nothing in a 24 February 2003 video suggests that anyone other than Lendu fighters are 

the targets of fighting in that area.
3220

 : “Les combats sont arrêtés maintenant donc du 

côté de Kobu, LIPRI […] Parce que nous les informations qu’on a également c’est que 

bon, apparemment vos adversaires là-bas ont fui dans la forêt et... maintenant en fait, ils 

                                                           
3213

 P-0901:T-29,15:6-11. 
3214

 P-0901:T-29,29:23-39:17. 
3215

 P-0901:T-29,11:8-25,12:1-5,13:23 et ss. 
3216

 P-0190:T-97,22:3-12,23:3-8,24:3-5. 
3217

 See Part V,Chap.IV,Section III(B)(I).  
3218

 D-0300:T-223,16:18-17:4. 
3219

 PCB,para.483,fn.1397 referring to DRC-OTP-0127-0061,01:29:09-01:33:09 (Transcription DRC-OTP-

2082-1033,1075:1447-1077:1518). 
3220

 PCB,para.483,fn.1397 referring to DRC-OTP-0127-0061,01:29:09-01:33:09 (Transcription DRC-OTP-

2082-1033,1075:1447-1077:1518). 
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n’ont même plus ... ils ne sont plus en train de se défendre, ils ont fui. Mais ils seraient 

pourchassés tout ça...“ Furthermore, LUBANGA clarifies that he does not wish to see 

non-combattants fleeing: “Non, non, ça c’est … ça c’est très faux. Nous avons … on a 

... on a réussi à maîtriser ces gens-là. Ils ne sont pas partis d’un ... on les a récupéré [...] 

et on les a ... on leur a demandé de se réinstaller.“ In any event, no evidence suggests 

that LUBANGA shared this information with Mr NTAGANDA.  

1148. During the period from [REDACTED]  conversation until clashes with UPDF on 6 

March, Mr NTAGANDA and KISEMBO did not discuss the killing of civilians in 

Kobu by FPLC troops.
3221

  Moreover, from 6 March until June 2003 when Mr 

NTAGANDA returned to Bunia, he and KISEMBO did not have any contact.
3222

 From 

Mr NTAGANDA’s return to Bunia in June until December 2003, Mr NTAGANDA 

and KISEMBO also did not discuss the alleged killing of civilians in Kobu by FPLC 

troops in February or March 2003.
3223

 

1149. Mr NTAGANDA’s last contact with TCHALIGONZA before 5 March 2003 was when 

he reprimanded him in relation to the death of ZERO ONE in LIPRI.
3224

 After 5 March 

2003, their next contact occurred when he joined the FARDC in 2009 or 2010.
3225

 Up 

until then, they never discussed the alleged killing of civilians by members of the FPLC 

in Kobu in February or March 2003.
3226

 

1150. Mr NTAGANDA’s last contact with TIGER ONE before the 5 March planning 

meeting was from 6 to 8 February 2003 when the delegation from RCD-Goma visited 

Bunia.
3227

 After 6 March 2003, TIGER ONE joined JEROME,
3228

 before joining Mr 

                                                           
3221

 [REDACTED]. 
3222

 D-0300:T-221,46:3-8(“Q.And for your own part, during the period that you were in Goma, did you have 

contact with members of the FPLC or the UPC-RP in Ituri? A.No. Q.Did you still have your Thuraya telephone 

with you? A.Yes, but I kept it in a bag.  I didn't have a charging unit.  And also the cost of units was high, and I 

didn't have money at that time”). 
3223

 D-0300:T-223,17:13-19. 
3224

 D-0300:T-223,20:2-16. 
3225

 D-0300:T-223,20:17-20. 
3226

 D-0300:T-223,20:21-24. 
3227

 D-0300:T-223,21:3-21. 
3228

 D-0300:T-223,22:2-4. 
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NTAGANDA again in 2004/2005.
3229

 Mr NTAGANDA never received information 

from TIGER ONE concerning the civilians allegedly killed in Kobu by the FPLC.
3230

 

1151. SALUMU was also present at the 5 March meeting.
3231

 After this meeting, Mr 

NTAGANDA never talked to him.
3232

 He saw him once again in 2010 after joining the 

FARDC but did not speak to him.
3233

 Before the 5 March 2003 meeting, the last time 

Mr NTAGANDA spoke to SALUMU was in January, when he reprimanded 

TCHALIGONZA about the circumstances in which ZERO ONE had died.
3234

 Mr 

NTAGANDA did not obtain information from SALUMU regarding civilians allegedly 

killed in Kobu in February or March 2003.
3235

 

1152. Mr NTAGANDA’s testimony, and willingness to testify, on these matters is entitled to 

substantial weight. His denial that he was informed of any crimes in the short time 

between the end of the KBL operation and the 6 March defeat is credible.
3236

 Indeed, 

NTAGANDA was present in Bunia for only three days before the crushing defeat 

inflicted by UDPF forces that dispersed the FPLC. 

1153. It is highly significant in this regard that when Mr NTAGANDA surrendered in the 

custody of the ICC, he did not even know that over and above the charges laid aginst 

LUBANGA, there was a second arrest warrant against him dealing with KBL and 

Mongbwalu.
3237

 

Section IV – Mr Ntaganda first obtained information about crimes allegedly committed 

during the 2003 FPLC operation to reopen the road ‘Mongbwalu-Kilo-Kobu-Bambu-

Nizi-Bunia’ in 2004 

1154. No evidence was adduced showing that NTAGANDA learned about any alleged KBL 

crimes while he was in GOMA. He had no active military role while there, and had no 

                                                           
3229

 D-0300:T-223,20:25-21:2;22:5-10. 
3230

 D-0300:T-223,22:11-15. 
3231

 D-0300:T-221,28 :9-14. 
3232

 D-0300:T-223,17:20-24. 
3233

 D-0300:T-223,18:6-18. 
3234

 D-0300:T-223,18:19-22. 
3235

 D-0300:T-223,18:23-19:2. 
3236

 D-0300:T-243,33:13-34:1. 
3237

 [REDACTED]. 
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communication capabilities with FPLC or UPC-RP members, except for Thomas 

LUBANGA.
3238

  

1155. P-0317 testified that she did not inform anyone in the UPC-RP about any alleged KBL 

operation crimes.
3239

 

1156. The HRW Reports from July 2003
3240

 and April 2005
3241

 make no mention of crimes 

committed during the main road operation. When P-0315 interviewed Mr 

NTAGANDA on 17 November 2010, she asked no questions about any alleged crimes 

during the main road operation.
3242

  

1157. Mr NTAGANDA first heard allegations about KBL operation crimes in 2004, after the 

end of the temporal scope of the charges, from media reports of a massacre at Kobu and 

that there was a mass grave.
3243

 Mr NTAGANDA questioned DEBA, whom he knew to 

have been a member of SALUMU’s brigade at the time, about these allegations.
3244

 

DEBA asserted that the allegations were false, explaining that they had been attacked 

by the enemy in Kobu, and they had to fiercely fight back until the enemy fled.
3245

 

1158. During his testimony, Mr NTAGANDA explained that: 

If that truly occurred, then it is something quite shameful for me. It is also 

awful. When I saw the pictures saying that the FPLC had killed members of the 

civilian population, I personally did not think that would have been possible. 

The way in which the members of the population were killed shows me that 

this was the modus operandi of the Lendu combatants. In prison there were 

members of the Lendu population, I talked to Ndjabu Floribert myself and he 

said that what is on this photo is absolutely not true. (…) this is information 

that I received, that this photograph was not of Kobu and that I got from the 

president of the FNI by the name of Floribert Ndjabu. Because you were asking 

me what I feel about Kobu, Bambu, Lipri, this is most regrettable for me as a 

commander. I know that I fought to protect the civilian population without 

                                                           
3238

 See Part V,Chap.IV,Section III. 
3239

 P-0317:T-193,33:1-4(“Q.So none of the propositions or allegations that are contained in your reports take 

into account or are formulated with the benefit of the point of view of the party being blamed for these actions; 

is that fair to say? A.No, we weren't able to meet the UPC”). 
3240

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797. 
3241

 DRC-OTP-0074-0628. 
3242

 DRC-OTP-2062-0363;P-0315:T-108,9:1-9. 
3243

 D-0300:T-223,14:13-21;22:16-23:1. 
3244

 D-0300:T-223,14:22-15:24. 
3245

 D-0300:T-223,15:25-16:14. 
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discrimination, and if this truly occurred, then it would be extremely 

regrettable and that would be very much a dishonourable fact to me.
3246

 

CONCLUSION 

1159.  In light of his absence of knowledge of any of the crimes discussed above, Mr 

NTAGANDA is not criminally responsible for any crime alleged to have been 

committed as part of the Second Attack pursuant to Article 25. He is also not 

responsible under Article 28 as none of the alleged perpetrators were under his effective 

command and control, either de jure or de facto.
3247

 In any event, he had no capacity to 

investigate or punish any of the alleged crimes given the dispersion of forces on 6 

March and the non-return of SALUMU and others alleged perpetrators. 

PART VI – NO INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY IN RELATION TO 

THE PRESENCE OF SOLDIERS BELOW THE AGE OF 15 IN THE FPLC 

INTRODUCTION 

1160. Only four witnesses were presented in this case as alleged former child soldiers with 

UPC forces, a reduction from the 12 who appeared in the Lubanga case. The lies told 

by these witnesses provide a chilling indication of the likely unreliability of the indirect 

evidence in which this case is primarily based. The quality of these witnesses – the best 

direct evidence that could be presented after ten years of investigations – is strongly 

indicative that the secondary evidence is untrue or unreliable. 

1161. The video evidence before the Trial Chamber cannot sustain a finding of anyone being 

within the ranks of the FPLC who was under 15 years of age. None of the individuals 

pictured on those low-quality videos appears so manifestly under the age of 15 as to 

satisfy the margin of doubt applicable in a criminal trial given the uncertainties inherent 

to visual age assessment. Any individuals who might appear to be under 15 on the 

Rwampara video have not been shown to have trained with, let alone joined, the FPLC. 

On the contrary, the video itself is indicative that the youngest individuals have not 

started their training, and the Prosecution adduced no evidence that they did train, let 

alone graduate into the ranks of the FPLC. 

                                                           
3246

 D-0300:T-223,23:19-25:7. 
3247

 Part IV,Chap.VII.  
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1162. The documentary evidence shows a genuine effort to demobilise anyone under 18, 

either who had managed to enter the ranks of the FPLC, particularly while LUBANGA 

and NTAGANDA had been away from Bunia between March and June 2003, or who 

was present amongst local defence forces. The documents about demobilisation are 

merely one aspect of the UPC’s and FPLC’s efforts to bring these defence forces under 

control, some of which retained autonomy. 

1163. The indirect evidence heard by the Chamber of age should be accorded little to no 

weight. Its volume does not remedy its opacity and lack of verifiability. 

1164. Finally, Mr Ntaganda is not criminally responsible for any such conscription, 

enlistment or use of child soldiers as may have occurred. The FPLC adopted genuine 

policies to evaluate the age of recruits and to prevent those who were too young – 

which certainly included those under 15 – into their ranks. Any exceptions that have 

been established were so isolated that there can be no inference that Mr Ntaganda was 

aware of them, let alone intended the enlistment of such individuals.  

CHAPTER I - TESTIMONY OF ALLEGED CHILD SOLDIERS 

Section I - P-0758 was not a child soldier 

A. Introduction  

1165. P-0758 testified that she was abducted by UPC soldiers “mid school year” in 2002 in 

MUDZIPELA and taken to LINGO training camp,
3248 

where she was raped repeatedly, 

including by [REDACTED] and [REDACTED].
3249

 P-0758 claimed that she was born 

on [REDACTED] 
3250

 and, accordingly, was 13 at the time of these events. 

1166. This testimony is contradicted by information she gave during two separate interviews 

in [REDACTED]  about her birth-date
3251

 and the timing of events
3252

 making her 15 

years old at the time. This changed only after: (i) the First Victim Application had been 

rejected by the ICC on the basis of age;
3253

 (ii) [REDACTED], [REDACTED], had, on 

                                                           
3248

 P-0758:T-160,78:1-23;88:21. 
3249

 P-0758:T-161,7:22-24;34:8. 
3250

 P-0758:T-160,71:3. 
3251

 P-0758:T-162,33:25-34:1. 
3252

 P-0758:T-162,13:3-19:2;20:17-21:3;23:2-6. 
3253

 P-0758:T-162,21:16-23. 
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the very day of that rejection, [REDACTED]  giving a later date of birth;
3254

 and (iii) 

[REDACTED]  while filling out a second victim application form in [REDACTED].
3255

 

P-0758’s description of events, aside from being contradictory, corresponds to 2003, 

not 2002.  

1167. Her testimony is also substantially inconsistent with [REDACTED], the latter of whom 

has evidently influenced her testimony. Her testimony about rape is likewise unreliable 

given her overall credibility, and given her failure to visually identify either of her 

named attackers. 

B. P-0758, under the influence [REDACTED], changed her account of her date of 

abduction and birth date to qualify as a child soldier 

1168. P-0758’s first victim application form, from [REDACTED], indicates that she was born 

on [REDACTED],
3256

 and abducted in “August 2003.”
3257

 This yields an age of 15 

years, 4 months. P-0758 provided the same or similar information during an entirely 

separate interview with [REDACTED], to whom she is reported to have stated that she 

was “currently 18 years old but at the time of the events she was 15.”
3258

  

1169. On [REDACTED], P-0758’s first victim application was rejected by the ICC on the 

basis of age.
3259

  

1170. That very day, [REDACTED] [REDACTED]  in [REDACTED]. The date of this 

request is known because P-0761 testified that he made this request on the same day 

[REDACTED],
3260

 which bears the date [REDACTED].
3261

 

1171. [REDACTED] asserted under oath that this request had nothing to do with the rejection 

of the First Victim Application, claiming instead that: (i) [REDACTED]  told him that 

the [REDACTED]  was necessary to facilitate medical services for P-0758;
3262

 (ii) 

                                                           
3254

 [REDACTED]. 
3255

 [REDACTED]. 
3256

 P-0758:T-162,33:22-34:1. 
3257

 P-0758:T-162,20:17-21. 
3258

 P-0758:T-162,29:15. 
3259

 P-0758:T-162,21:13-23.  
3260

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED] [REDACTED]”). 
3261

 [REDACTED]; P-0761:DRC-OTP-2054-8283,para.8 (“[REDACTED].P-0761 also affirmed expressly that 

he made this request [REDACTED]:T-163,5:3-4. 
3262

 [REDACTED]. 
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[REDACTED]  never mentioned the existence of a P-0758’s victim application;
3263

 and 

(iii) that he never assisted P-0758 in preparing such an application.
3264

  

1172. [REDACTED] doubled-down on this denial, claiming that when he went with P-0758 

to [REDACTED]  it was only so that she could receive “assistance and treatment.”
3265

 

He claimed that he had never been present while P-0758 filled out any victim 

application form, and that he heard about her applications “for the first time here.”
3266

 

1173. These were lies. [REDACTED] was forced to admit, when shown [REDACTED]  on 

P-0758’s Second Victim Application Form, that [REDACTED]  she filled out that 

application in [REDACTED]  in [REDACTED].
3267

  

1174. [REDACTED] also knew, contrary to his testimony, about P-0758’s first application as 

is revealed by [REDACTED] why she had given purportedly inaccurate information on 

her first victim application.
3268

 [REDACTED] falsehoods not only show his lack of 

credibility, but is also indicative of a desite to hide his influence on P-0758. 

1175. P-0758’s narrative of events also corresponds with 2003, not 2002. First, Camp LINGO 

did not exist until 2003.
3269

 Second, P-0758’s description of having seen 

“[REDACTED]” to “[REDACTED]”
3270

 [REDACTED]  “[REDACTED]” 

[REDACTED]  who had been held “by the UPC [REDACTED].”
3271

 [REDACTED]  is 

not far from [REDACTED].
3272

 Third, [REDACTED] could not confirm that P-0758 

had been abducted in 2002, indicating that it “could be about 2002 or 2003.”
3273

 Fourth, 

P-0761, [REDACTED] before the rejection of P-0758’s First Victim Application, 

                                                           
3263

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED][REDACTED]”).   
3264

 [REDACTED]. 
3265

 [REDACTED]. 
3266

 [REDACTED]. 
3267

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”), [REDACTED]. 
3268

 DRC-OTP-2066-0154,p.0176 (“[REDACTED] ”). 
3269

 P-0758:T-161,7:22-24;16:6; [REDACTED] ;P-0055:T-71,78:4-5 (“[REDACTED] ” [REDACTED]); 

[REDACTED]; [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED]. 
3270

 P-0758:T-160,87:13-17. 
3271

 [REDACTED]. 
3272

 D-0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163, para. 80; DRC-OTP-0006-0459, para.2. 
3273

 [REDACTED]. 
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likewise indicated that the abduction had occurred in 2003.
3274

 P-0761, confronted with 

this discrepancy, called the interpreters “enemies.”
3275

 

1176. [REDACTED] malign influence also extends to P-0758’s testimony about her birth-

date. He sought out P-0758’s [REDACTED]  on the very day her victim application 

was rejected by the ICC. [REDACTED], furthermore, inconsistent concerning her place 

of birth – the first indicating “[REDACTED],”
3276

 the second “[REDACTED].”
3277

 

This raises doubts as to whether [REDACTED]  have been issued on the basis of any 

authentic archival records, or whether they merely reproduce the information that 

[REDACTED].
3278

 This possibility is reinforced by P-0761’s bizarre prevarication 

[REDACTED]  was actually born in [REDACTED] 
3279

 or [REDACTED].
3280

 

[REDACTED]  provided by the applicant alone,
3281

 and the Prosecution never itself 

obtained [REDACTED], nor otherwise confirmed that any original record exists.  

1177. [REDACTED] claim that he did not seek [REDACTED]  rejected victim application is 

even less credible if it turns out that [REDACTED] – whose name is redacted from the 

Defence and the Chamber
3282

 – that assisted P-0758 fill out her victim application 

forms.
3283

  

1178. P-0758 only changed her age at the time of the events after [REDACTED],
3284

 and 

there are abundant indications of his ongoing influence over her. [REDACTED],
3285

 a 

fact both highly material and that was never disclosed to the Defence.
3286

 Second, P-

0758 denied any recollection of [REDACTED] involvement in the Second Victim 

Application, even though they had travelled [REDACTED]  together for that purpose:
 

                                                           
3274

 [REDACTED]. 
3275

 [REDACTED]. 
3276

 DRC-OTP-2051-2066. 
3277

 DRC-OTP-2054-8289. 
3278

 P-0761:T-163,5:18-21 (“[REDACTED]”),32:15-33:15. 
3279

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
3280

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”), 56:17 (“[REDACTED]”), 57:2 (“[REDACTED]”), 57:11 
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3281
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3287
 “I don't know”, “No, I don't know,” “I wasn't thinking straight”, “I no longer 

remember whether he was there when we filled in this form”, “I don't remember all that 

anymore”, “I’ve forgotten all that”, or “I’ve forgotten everything.”
3288

 

1179. Further evidence of [REDACTED] tendency to manipulate and lie was on full display 

for the Chamber when he lied about [REDACTED];
3289

 about P-0758 being 

[REDACTED];
3290

 and about P-0758 [REDACTED] 
3291

 – possibly to fortify 

[REDACTED].
3292

 

C. The extent of the discrepancies in P-0758’s description of her abduction raises 

doubt about her veracity and reliability 

1180. [REDACTED] told the OTP in [REDACTED]  that P-0758 was abducted not from 

[REDACTED], but from [REDACTED], and that this was based on detailed 

information from [REDACTED].
3293

 P-0758 denied P-0806’s detailed description of 

the abduction from her house.
3294

 P-0758’s Third Victim Application Form gives yet 

another location of her abduction, [REDACTED].
3295

  

1181. P-0758 testified that if the UPC had known that [REDACTED]  was Lendu, she would 

have been killed,
3296

 but is also reported to have said in an interview from 

[REDACTED]  that her abductors [REDACTED].
3297

 This suggests that her abductors 

were Lendu militia or the APC. This possibility is reinforced by her description that her 

abductors were in uniform, and the only soldiers wearing uniforms in Bunia before the 

end of the 2001-2002 school year were APC or Ugandan forces. This possibility is 

further suggested by P-0758’s description of participating in a battle at [REDACTED] 

that corresponds to the description of an attack by Lendu combatants.
3298

 

                                                           
3287

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED] [REDACTED]”), [REDACTED]([REDACTED]: “[REDACTED] 

[REDACTED]. [REDACTED] [REDACTED] ”). 
3288

 [REDACTED]. 
3289

 [REDACTED] (“Q. [REDACTED]? [REDACTED]”). 
3290

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
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3294

 P-0758:T-162,29:5-7 (“[REDACTED]”). 
3295

 P-0758:T-162,30:4-31:7 (“[REDACTED]”). 
3296

 P-0758:T-162,4:17-19. 
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 P-0758:T-162,6:8-10 (“[REDACTED]”). 
3298
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[REDACTED], as well as the prospect of compensation in this case, are motives for 

such a false attribution.   

1182. P-0758 also mis-identified a person on a video as “Bosco,”
3299

 despite claiming to have 

seen Mr Ntaganda give a speech that she claims to remember well enough that she was 

able to describe details about other persons present.
3300

  

1183. School records also suggest that P-0758 may have lied dramatically about her age and 

schooling. DRC-OTP-2082-0187 shows a “[REDACTED]” completing her primary 

school studies in the [REDACTED] school year,
3301

 and DRC-OTP-2054-8488 shows a 

“[REDACTED]” completing – on schedule three school years later – her third year of 

secondary education in [REDACTED].
3302

 P-0758 denied completing primary school or 

attending secondary school, but both [REDACTED] and P-0758 testified that they did 

not know of anyone else named “[REDACTED]”.
3303

 These school records are also 

consistent with [REDACTED] first statement to the OTP – which she later retracted 

only after having talked to P-0758 about the issue
3304

 – that P-0758 had completed 

[REDACTED] before her abduction.
3305

  

D. P-0758’s uncorroborated testimony concerning rape is unreliable 

1184. P-0758 claimed that she was raped by six different perpetrators, or sets of perpetrators: 

(i) before arrival at LINGO, by an unidentified soldier at “[REDACTED]” 

[REDACTED];
3306

 (ii) an unidentified “high-ranking officer” at LINGO who was 

called [REDACTED]  who raped her in his hut;
3307

 (iii) by a “Rwandan” whose title 

was [REDACTED],
3308

 [REDACTED]; (iv) after completion of training,
3309

 by the 

[REDACTED], named [REDACTED],
3310

 with whom she lived and was a bodyguard 

for at least a month;
3311

 (v) “all the commanders” at [REDACTED];
3312

 and (vi) 
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[REDACTED]  “filthy people” at [REDACTED] that rendered her unconscious.
3313

 P-

0758 also testified that other girls were raped at “[REDACTED]”;
3314

 that a girl of nine 

named [REDACTED]  was raped and died at LINGO Camp;
3315

 and that all the other 

female recruits at LINGO were raped.
3316

 

1185. “‘Corroboration is neither a condition nor a guarantee of reliability’”,
3317

 but can “have 

a role to play when assessing a witness’s credibility and the reliability of his or her 

testimony.”
3318

 Corroboration is particularly important in the case of a witness, such as 

P-0758, where there may be “reservations” about a witness’s overall credibility based 

on other testimony.
3319

 The lack of corroboration is significant in light of other 

available witnesses from whom corroboration was not sought. [REDACTED], for 

example, was present at Camp LINGO [REDACTED] during the relevant period, yet 

the Prosecution asked no questions about P-0758’s account.
3320

  

1186. P-0758’s descriptions were noticeably devoid of detail.  She failed, with one 

exception,
3321

 to describe the acts with sufficient particularity to prove the elements of 

rape.  

1187. She also failed to identify, or misidentified, her alleged rapists. She described one of 

her rapists as being [REDACTED],
3322

 “a Rwandan, but he didn't look like a 

Rwandan,”
3323

 [REDACTED]; “[REDACTED]”;
3324

 [REDACTED].“
3325

 The 

description corresponds to the biography and position of [REDACTED]  during this 

time period,
3326

 who identified himself visually on video [REDACTED],
3327

 and who 

can be seen again at [REDACTED]. This video was shown to P-0758 twice during 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3312

 P-0758:T-161,53:17-54:18. 
3313

 P-0758:T-161,55:7-56:5. 
3314

 P-0758:T-160,86:23-25. 
3315

 P-0758:T-160,89:14-25. 
3316

 P-0758:T-161,6:15;20:13-18. 
3317

 Ngudjolo AJ,fn.302. 
3318

 Bemba et al AJ,para.1084. 
3319

 Ngudjolo AJ,para.168. 
3320

 [REDACTED]. 
3321

 P-0758:T-160,84:6-8. 
3322

 P-0758:T-161,8:1. 
3323

 P-0758:T-161,8:20. 
3324

 P-0758:T-161,8:3-8. 
3325

 P-0758:T-162,48:11-12 (“[REDACTED]”). 
3326

 [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED]”). 
3327

 [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED] ”), [REDACTED]. 
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witness preparation
3328

 and three times in court.
3329

 P-0758 – after a pause of 33 

seconds after the penultimate showing of the video, prompting the Presiding Judge’s 

intervention -- did not identify any alleged rapist.
3330

 On the contrary, the witness, 

apparently guessing, misidentified a person as being Mr Ntaganda.
3331

 

1188. The other alleged rapist named by P-0758 was [REDACTED]  the 

“[REDACTED].”
3332

 She served as his “bodyguard”
3333

 for “more than a month”
3334

 

accompanying him “everywhere” and living “in his house”.
3335

 Two videos other than 

that previously mentioned were shown to P-0758 during witness proofing.
3336

 The first 

video was shown twice, and the second three times. The witness had her attention 

drawn to specific individuals on the video and asked whether she recognised them.
3337

 

Despite the highly suggestive nature of the exercise,
3338

 P-0758 did not identify her 

rapist.
3339

 The lack of identification following this exercise should not be 

“disregard[ed],”
3340

 despite the Defence’s failure to obtain a positive identification of 

the person’s shown on the video. There was no video or photographic identification of 

[REDACTED] and it may be inferred that the Prosecution possesses such an image. 

The absence of identification, accordingly, is relevant to the reliability of her account, 

particularly when viewed in conjunction with her failure to identify [REDACTED].
3341

  

                                                           
3328

 P-0758:T-162,49:21-22. 
3329

 P-0758:T-162,49:14-50:20. 
3330

 P-0758:T-162,50:1-20. 
3331

 P-0758:T-162,50:20, [REDACTED]. 
3332

 P-0758:T-161,7:23-25,32:19-33:10 
3333

 P-0758:T-161,32:13-15. 
3334

 P-0758:T-161,76:6. 
3335

 P-0758:T-161,33:9-14,77:7-11. 
3336

 P-0758:T-161,71:13-72:15 ([REDACTED]); P-0758:T-161,72:16-21 ([REDACTED]).  
3337

 P-0758:T-161,71:2-5(“Q.Can you remember that when the clips were played to you, there were individuals 

who were pointed out to be the focus of your attention? Can you remember that? A.Yes”); 72:8-15(“Q.Minutes 

[REDACTED] were replayed and the witness was asked to focus on [REDACTED]”); 73:2-8 (“‘Minutes 

[REDACTED] were replayed and the witness was asked to focus on [REDACTED]. Asked whether she 

recognised anyone, the witness stated that she did, but she does not remember the name. Asked how she knows 

the person she recognised, the witness stated that she cannot remember who he is or where she knows him. The 

witness was informed that the excerpt would be replayed and that she could indicate which person she 

recognised’”).   
3338

 P-0933:T-87,46:7-16.  
3339

 P-0758:T-161,72:12 (“Q‘The witness did not recognize anyone.’ Madam Witness, is that what happened, as 

best you can recall, last week when you were shown this video? Yes”), 73:12-21 (“‘The witness stated that she 

recognized the two persons but was not sure […] she does not remember their names or from where she knows 

them.’ [….] Is that what you said when you were shown the video three times? A.Yes”). 
3340

 Contra PCB,para.727. 
3341

 [REDACTED] 
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1189. P-0758’s testimony that there were no women residing at LINGO camp who were not 

recruits,
3342

 contradicted immediately by her claim that women allegedly forced to 

become wives of soldiers lived in LINGO camp,
3343

 illustrates the extent to which she 

navigated through her testimony seeking to provide incriminating testimony rather than 

describing real events. 

E. Conclusion 

1190. P-0758 did have a “motive to lie.”
3344

 She is unemployed
3345

 and seeking compensation 

in this case. She exhibited a demeanour in court suggesting that she is “vulnerable to 

manipulation.”
3346

 Her testimony as a whole, and about her age, recruitment, training 

and rape, is unreliable. 

Section II - P-0883 was not a child soldier 

 Introduction  A.

1191. P-0883 testified that she was abducted by UPC troops on [REDACTED] at the age of 

12;
3347

 taken successively to Camp [REDACTED] [REDACTED]and [REDACTED] 

Camp;
3348

 trained;
3349

 fought in a battle in [REDACTED]in March 2003;
3350

 was 

injured and [REDACTED]for treatment;
3351

 and then returned to civilian life.
3352

 She 

claimed that others of a similar age were abducted with her at the same time,
3353

 and 

that she and others were raped repeatedly by commanders.
3354

  

                                                           
3342

 P-0758:T-161,21:1-2. 
3343

 P-0758:T-161,22:23-23:9. 
3344

 PCB,para.724. 
3345

 P-0758:T-160,71:17. 
3346

 Lubanga TJ, para.482. 
3347

 P-0883:T-167,95:17 (“[REDACTED]”). 
3348

 P-0883:T-168,14:24-15:21; T-169,17:16 (“[REDACTED]”). 
3349

 P-0883:T-170,20:11-21 (“PRESIDING JUDGE FREMR: […] [c]ould you estimate how long did your 

training as a recruit last? THE WITNESS: I no longer remember exactly. The day I entered until the day I left, if 

you look at the dates, the date on which I entered and the date on which I left, then you can find an estimate. 

PRESIDING JUDGE FREMR: Yes, but Madam Witness, for me it would be even sufficient to say one month, 

two months, half of the year. Just, really, I am not asking for the precise, precise dates, just a rough estimation. 

Are you able to provide me with that? THE WITNESS: Your Honour, I’m not able to count the time that I spent 

there”).  
3350

 P-0883:T-168,37:6-11. 
3351

 P-0883:T-168,34:23-36:4. 
3352

 P-0883:T-168,39:23-40:7;42:7-44:11. 
3353

 P-0883:T-168,4:17-5:4;7:5-6.  
3354

 P-0883:T-168,12:4-14:21;31:22-34:22;39:13-17. 
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1192. P-0883’s testimony is decisively undermined by: (i) previous statements identifying her 

abductors as the APC; (ii) strong indications that she procured false evidence; (iii) 

school records inconsistent with her description of her background; and (iv) her 

outright lies about her capacity to read, which was evidently designed to obstruct cross-

examination. She has previously requested substantial compensation from the Court
3355

 

that is suggestive of her motivation to lie.  

 The witness’s central claim – that she was abducted by UPC forces – is B.

contradicted by her own prior statement 

1193. P-0883’s first two victim application forms identify the APC, not the UPC, as her 

abductors: “j’étais capturé et acheminée au [REDACTED]avec APC (2 mois)”.
3356

 

They are also identified as those who raped her: “par jour et nuit 2 ou 3 miliciens 

couchaient avec moi (tous étaient de l’APC)”.
3357

 Only subsequent to these events, 

according to her first application, was she transferred from the APC to the UPC: 

“[REDACTED] ”.
3358

  

1194. P-0883 recanted these statements during her testimony, asserting that she was never 

abducted by the APC, and refusing to acknowledge having been at a place called 

[REDACTED].
3359

 Her explanation for this contradiction was that the person preparing 

the victim application forms “didn't read out what was written” and that “there will be a 

lot of contradictions, because I can’t read.”
3360

  

1195. This explanation is not credible. The APC is mentioned several times in two different 

victims application forms, prepared [REDACTED]apart, by two different sets of 

individuals. The same error would not likely have been made in two different 

application forms that are far from copies of one another.
3361

 The references are 

numerous, and appear as part of an integrated narrative about (1) being abducted by the 

“APC”; (2) being taken to [REDACTED] by the “APC”; (3) being integrated into the 

                                                           
3355

 DRC-OTP-2079-1430,p.1435(“me construire une maison”). 
3356

 DRC-OTP-2090-0085,p.0085(Victim Application Form,[REDACTED])(underline added). See also DRC-

OTP-2079-1430,p.1441(Victim Application Form,[REDACTED]). 
3357

 DRC-OTP-2079-1430,p.1440(Victim Application Form,[REDACTED])(underline added). 
3358

 DRC-OTP-2079-1430,p.1440(Victim Application Form,[REDACTED])(underline added). 
3359

 P-0883:T-169,14:2-5. 
3360

 P-0883:T-169,13:17-19. 
3361

 DRC-OTP-2079-1430,p.1434(spent one month with the APC ; present at [REDACTED] for one week); 

DRC-OTP-2090-0085,p.0085(spent one week with the APC; present at [REDACTED] for one month). 
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UPC after – and because – the “APC” was defeated by UPC forces. These references 

are not the product of mistake, and her denials are indicative of deception. 

 The witness denied that she could read, but then revealed a selective capacity to C.

read when she deemed it helpful to her testimony 

 

1196. P-0883 asserted repeatedly that she could not read when asked to explain contradictions 

with her previous statements.
3362

 She even claimed that her reading skills were so poor 

that she needed to have her birth certificate read to her.
3363

 However, when this same 

document was shown to her during cross-examination, she embarked on an unsolicited 

explanation that demonstrated that she was quite comfortable reading: “Well, when I 

see that, I can see the name of a child, its weight, the birth weight, the weight when the 

child left the hospital, 2 kilos and 950 grams, and then it says ‘Done 

in[REDACTED].’”
3364

  

1197. P-0883 later managed to read a complex school record, when she found it convenient – 

rather than inconvenient – for her credibility: “Look at the example here. Somebody is 

said to have passed with 57 per cent, whereas the first half of the year had not even 

begun.”
3365

 

 There are indications that the witness procured false documents, or documents D.

with information that she knew to be false  

 

1198. P-0883 testified that she was born on[REDACTED], and that she attended 

“[REDACTED]” in [REDACTED]from [REDACTED] until the day of her abduction 

on[REDACTED].
3366

 However, documents obtained from[REDACTED]: (a) do not 

reflect her name as she originally gave it to the OTP; (b) do not match the dates or level 

of schooling described by P-0883 described during her testimony; and (c) bear 

indications of tampering.  

                                                           
3362

 P-0883:T-169,13:17-18. 
3363

 P-0883:T-168,46:12. 
3364

 P-0883:T-169,67:16-18. 
3365

 P-0883:T-169,73:19-20.  
3366

 P-0883:T-167,91:6-8(“I was born in [REDACTED]93:24(“the date was [REDACTED]95:12(“I was in that 

class from[REDACTED]”).  
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1199. (a) The name that P-0883 gave on her two application forms and first two meetings 

with the Prosecution (which were [REDACTED]) is “[REDACTED].”
3367

 The 

Prosecution checked the “almost complete and very well conserved” [REDACTED] 

archives, and found no such name.
3368

 P-0883 then visited [REDACTED]and was 

shown some school records.
3369

 Only then did she identify herself to the Prosecution as 

“[REDACTED],”
3370

 a name that does appear amongst those records. Curiously, 

however, P-0883 was unable to give any of the names listed in the school records for 

the parents of “[REDACTED].”
3371

  

1200. (b) The birth-date for the person on the school record is “[REDACTED]”
3372

 – more 

than a year different from that given by P-0883. This person started school 

in[REDACTED], failed twice, attended school after the war, and graduated from 

primary school.
3373

 None of this corresponds, even remotely, with P-0883’s description 

of her educational progress.
3374

 P-0883, rather than providing any credible explanation 

or expressing contrition for her dishonesty, only complained that she was “rather 

surprised to be looking at these documents and to note that they have come all the way 

to the Court.”
3375

 

1201. (c) The birth-date on one of the two sets of otherwise identical school records obtained 

by the Prosecution has been visibly altered to read “[REDACTED]” instead of 

“[REDACTED].”
3376

 Someone, in between the date when the first set of documents 

was obtained and the second set, has altered the date of birth on the original.  

1202. Other documents related to P-0883 appear to have been tampered with or falsified. P-

0883 claimed under oath that [REDACTED]a “Certificat de naissance” (DRC-OTP-

2094-0656)[REDACTED]. However, the document bears a date of issuance 

                                                           
3367

 DRC-OTP-2079-1430,p.1431; DRC-OTP-2090-0085,p.0085; P-0883:T-169,30:21-31:6;31:21-33:6. 
3368

 DRC-OTP-2098-0572 (“[REDACTED]”). 
3369

 P-0883:T-169,52:21-23;T-168,54:10,54:16-17,54:23,55:10. 
3370

 P-0883:T-169,38:22-39:8;DRC-OTP-2082-0368, l.7952. 
3371

 P-0883:T-169,39:23-40:6(the names that P-0883 could not give during her telephone conversation with the 

OTP are “[REDACTED]” and “[REDACTED]”; she indicated that her father’s names were “[REDACTED]”, 

and that her mother was known as “[REDACTED]”). 
3372

 DRC-OTP-2082-0368, l.7952. 
3373

 DRC-OTP-2098-0572. 
3374

 P-0883:T-169,71:10-72:16; T-167,95:15; T-168,58:25. 
3375

 P-0883:T-168,60:9-11. 
3376

 DRC-OTP-2097-0540,p.0541. 
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[REDACTED]1990,
3377

 whereas the witness testified that[REDACTED].
3378

 D-0148, 

who had responsibility for issuing such documents, affirmed that she had only ever 

received two requests for duplicates of birth certificates; had never retro-dated a 

duplicate birth certificate; and that DRC-OTP-2094-0656 otherwise did not appear in 

the usual format.
3379

 D-0148 also declared that there is no register of births preceding 

the year 2000, thus making the post facto issuance of birth certificates prior to that date 

impossible.
3380

 P-0883 not only procured a false document, but constructed an elaborate 

lie in saying that she was told at the hospital that “there were a lot of documents since 

1990 and that it would take some time to look for this certificate.”
3381

 

1203. The second “attestation de naissance” also appears to have been falsified.
3382

 First, D-

0150 affirmed that he did not recognise his hand-writing on the document, even though 

it is his responsibility to complete such forms. Second, D-0150 affirmed that he did not 

recognise the signature on the document as being that of issuing officer, with which he 

is familiar. Third, the purported signature of issuing officer on the document is 

manifestly different than on two other documents.
3383

 Fourth, D-0150 did not find any 

“[REDACTED]” in the Birth Register.
3384

 Fifth, P-0883 was unable to explain why she 

told the Prosecution by telephone in July [REDACTED] that she had already obtained 

this document, whereas it is dated [REDACTED]August[REDACTED].
3385

 Sixth, D-

0150
3386

 and D-0163
3387

 affirmed that attestations de naissance can be issued based on 

information provided solely by the claimant. Discrepancies between information on the 

attestations and the birth certificate contradicts P-0883’s claim that the former was 

issued on the basis of the latter.
3388

 The Electoral Card provides no corroboration, as it 

was issued on the basis of information that P-0883 acknowledges she herself provided 

orally.
 3389

 

                                                           
3377

 DRC-OTP-2094-0656. 
3378

 P-0883:T-169,66:5-12. 
3379

 DRC-OTP-2097-0455, paras.16,18; DRC-D18-0001-6141, paras.17-19. 
3380

 DRC-OTP-2097-0455, para.18 (“[REDACTED]”); DRC-D18-0001-6141, paras.17-19. 
3381

 P-0883:T-169,65:18-19 (underline added). 
3382

 DRC-OTP-2094-0655. 
3383

 DRC-D18-0001-5891;DRC-D18-0001-5892;DRC-D18-0001-6146, paras.18-21. 
3384

 DRC-D18-0001-6146, paras.22. 
3385

 P-0883:T-169-FRA,56:1-20,T-169-ENG,50:16-51:6. 
3386

 DRC-D18-0001-6146, paras.12-16. 
3387

 DRC-D18-0001-6159, paras.10-16. 
3388

 P-0883:T-169,59:4-60:23. 
3389

 P-0883:T-169,29:12-18. 
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1204. The witness even gave an incorrect birth-date during witness preparation
3390

 and, when 

asked her date of birth during cross-examination, answered “I don't know.”
3391

 During 

re-direct, the witness said “I don't even remember the other ways in which I 

answered.”
3392

  

 Witness P-0883’s testimony concerning how she could identify FPLC soldiers was E.

unreliable or a fabrication 

 

1205. When pressed to explain how she could distinguish between APC and UPC soldiers the 

witness testified that “[o]n the sleeves the clothes of the UPC, they have written 

‘UPC.’”
3393

 No image of the many FPLC soldiers on videos and photographs in this 

case shows any such “UPC” insignia.
3394

 “APC”, however, did appear on the uniforms 

of that force.
3395

 The insignia “FPLC”, not “UPC”, did appear on those uniforms, but 

only from 2004 onwards – long after P-0883 claims she was abducted by UPC 

forces.
3396

  

F. Witness P-0883 did not correctly identify the name of the commander of Bule 

camp 

1206. P-0883, despite claiming to have been at Camp [REDACTED] for some time,
3397

 

incorrectly identified those responsible for training as being “[REDACTED],”
3398

 and 

that the “person in charge of [REDACTED] camp was Bosco Ntaganda,”
3399

 whereas 

the commander was[REDACTED].
3400

 

                                                           
3390

 P-0883:T-169,70:18-20. 
3391

 P-0883:T-169,70:22-24. 
3392

 P-0883:T-170,18:7-11. 
3393

 P-0883:T-169,12:1-10. See also T-168,4:9-14.  
3394

DRC-D18-0001-0504;DRC-D18-0001-0505;DRC-D18-0001-0506;DRC-OTP-0128-0020;DRC-OTP-0185-

0810;DRC-D18-0001-0463(“[REDACTED]”) at 03:59; 04:16; 07:26; 23:49; 32:33 and 52:18; DRC-D18-0001-

0431 at 01:50:39 and 01:52:52;DRC-OTP-2058-0251(“[REDACTED]”) at 46:46 . See also video DRC-OTP-

0127-0064 at 47:10-47:23 showing the “FPLC” insignia in 2004 when ranks were attributed in the course of a 

ceremony in[REDACTED]. 
3395

 D-0172: T-245,27:1-4(“Q.And did that uniform have any marks or letters or insignias on it? A. Yes. There 

was writing. Q.What did the writing say? A.It was written ‘APC’”). 
3396

 DRC-OTP-0127-0064 at 47:10-47:23 showing the “FPLC” insignia in 2004 when ranks were attributed in 

the course of a ceremony in [REDACTED]. 
3397

 P-0883:T-168,15:21(arriving in Bule Camp one day after being abducted); 37:7(leaving Bule to go fight in a 

battle in [REDACTED] that ended on [REDACTED]). 
3398

 P-0883:T-168,16:5. 
3399

 P-0883:T-168,18:16. 
3400

 [REDACTED] 
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G. Witness P-0883’s testimony about rape is unreliable 

1207. P-0883 gave inconsistent statements about the nature of her sexual and personal 

relations with various individuals. In both of her victim application forms, the witness 

indicated that she had a lengthy  relationship with someone named Commander 

[REDACTED];
3401

 during her testimony, however, P-0883 testified that 

“[REDACTED] didn't touch me” and that any such relationship would have been 

impossible because of her age.
3402

  

1208. P-0883 also gave inconsistent accounts of her relations with [REDACTED]. P-0883, 

during her direct examination, was asked “What other camps did you used to go with 

him? A. We left [REDACTED] for camp [REDACTED]. And then we separated 

during the fighting in [REDACTED].”
3403

 Then later, the witness stated that “at 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] were there. Commander [REDACTED] was with us 

before.”
3404

 Since P-0883 testified that she spent only one day at [REDACTED] before 

going to [REDACTED], it is unclear how [REDACTED] could have raped the witness, 

or when he was beaten and punished for this alleged crime.
3405

 

H. Conclusion 

1209. P-0883’s testimony is worthy of no regard, except as an indication of the lengths to 

which witnesses in this case will go to falsely incriminate Ntaganda.
3406

  

Section III - P-0888 

 Introduction A.

1210. P-0888 testified that, at the age of 14,
3407

 he was abducted early one morning 

[REDACTED] by UPC forces;
3408

 taken for training in MANDRO;
3409

 

                                                           
3401

 DRC-OTP-2079-1430, p.1434(“Commander [REDACTED] was my partner […]”); DRC-OTP-2079-1430, 

p.1440 (“C’est à cette occasion que j’ai eu le partenaire[REDACTED], l’un des commandant de l’UPC avec qui 

j’ai passé une année”). 
3402

 P-0883:T-170,14:18;16:23-25(“Was [REDACTED] your partner; yes or no? A. I was a child. I was only 12 

years old. [REDACTED]was already an adult. Do you think he was going to go out with a minor?”). 
3403

 P-0883:T-168,34:3-5. 
3404

 P-0883:T-170,6:20-21. 
3405

 P-0883:T-168,33:20-23(“They punished [REDACTED], he was beaten. But in spite of that he came back 

and did the same thing”).  
3406

 DRC-OTP-2079-1430, p.1435; P-0883:T-168,65:17-19(“to this day, I don't have a house”). 
3407

 P-0888:T-105,18:11(“[…] myself at the time I was 14, if I recall correctly”). 
3408

 P-0888:T-105,13:10-14. 
3409

 P-0888:T-105,16:17-18. 
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[REDACTED];
3410

 and fought successively in battles at SONGOLO,
3411

 

MONGBWALU
3412

 and BUNIA
3413

 before escaping from the UPC.
3414

 P-0888 said he 

witnessed various bloody horrors, including being ordered to kill civilian women, old 

people, children
3415

 and “babies who couldn't even walk”;
3416

 to destroy their 

houses;
3417

 the execution, on Mr NTAGANDA’s direct order, of a UPC recruit who 

tried to desert;
3418

 rapes and beatings of recruits;
3419

 and the [REDACTED] one of Mr 

NTAGANDA’s vehicles in MONGBWALU.
3420

 

1211. P-0888’s testimony was replete with lies and contradictions. Baptismal and school 

records show that he lied about his date of birth by a magnitude of four years; failed to 

identify almost anyone with whom he served in the UPC; contradicted himself as to 

whether close friends had been killed in fighting; offered a description of events in 

Mongbwalu that misstates basic events and circumstances; flatly contradicted the 

account of his movements given by[REDACTED], [REDACTED], who claimed they 

were together; and, frequently contradicted the account of events he previously gave to 

the OTP.  

 P-0888 lied about his age B.

1212. P-0888 testified that he was born [REDACTED] 1988
3421

 and that at the time of his 

alleged abduction he was 14.
3422

 The first and only documentary indication of the 

witness’s age is a a hand-written “Residential I.D.” card from 2013 purportedly written 

[REDACTED] on the basis of information provided orally by P-0888 himself.
3423

 The 

card has no space for a birth date, but hand-written on the card is 

                                                           
3410

 P-0888:T-105,62:7-9. 
3411

 P-0888:T-105,46:7-47:14. 
3412

 P-0888:T-105,74:1-75:11. 
3413

 P-0888:T-105,85:21. 
3414

 P-0888:T-105,88:23-89:4. 
3415

 P-0888:T-105,46:15-47:14;54:24-25;75:15-23;79:15-21;80:11-81:18. 
3416

 P-0888:T-105,54:25. 
3417

 P-0888:T-105,46:15-47:14;57:19-23;58:11-24;77:7-15;82:17-83:8. 
3418

 P-0888:T-105,41:17-42:5. 
3419

 P-0888:T-105,33:19-34:13;39:7-40:2. 
3420

 P-0888:T-105,76:10-25. 
3421

 P-0888:T-105,8:20-9:9. 
3422

 P-0888:T-105,18:11. 
3423

 DRC-OTP-2075-0644;P-0888:T-105,9:20-10:3(“I was the one who gave all the information to the person 

who issued this card”). 
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“[REDACTED]1988.”
3424

 P-0888 attributed the incorrect day to the “person who wrote 

it down.”
3425

  

1213. The baptismal records from [REDACTED] parish
3426

 list a “[REDACTED]” (which the 

witness confirmed is his baptismal name)
3427

 and correctly identifying his parents’ 

names.
3428

 The pages of the relevant record were photographed in colour and 

authenticated by D-0134, [REDACTED].
3429

 D-0134 also recognised the signature of 

the priest who recorded the entry for “[REDACTED]”.
3430

 The Prosecution’s objection 

to the reliability of this document on the basis that it should have been photocopied in 

full to see whether there was another entry for a person with a similar name
3431

 is 

speculative and without merit. 

1214. The entry indicates that this [REDACTED] was baptised on [REDACTED] 1998,
3432

 

and was born “[REDACTED] 84.”
3433

 P-0888 acknowledged that he was baptised in 

[REDACTED].
3434

 He testified, further, that he was baptised “in the [REDACTED] 

year of primary school,”
3435

 and [REDACTED] “[REDACTED],”
3436

 which he 

repeated.
3437

 A record for the school year [REDACTED] shows P-0888 failing or being 

“excluded” at the end of [REDACTED].
3438

 The school register for the school year 

[REDACTED] also shows [REDACTED] witness’s name.
3439

 These two 

[REDACTED] documents therefore show that P-0888’s [REDACTED] school were 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED]. P-0888, accordingly, was [REDACTED]
 
Primary 

                                                           
3424

 DRC-OTP-2075-0644. 
3425

 P-0888:T-105,10:8-9. 
3426

 DRC-D18-0001-1464. 
3427

 P-0888:T-106,69:8-12. 
3428

 P-0888:T-106,69:18-24. 
3429

 D-0134:DRC-D18-0001-5822. 
3430

 [REDACTED] 
3431

 PCB,para.733. 
3432

 DRC-D18-0001-1464,p.1467,ln.30554, [REDACTED] “[REDACTED] ”;P-0888:T-106,70:16-21. 
3433

 DRC-D18-0001-1464,p.1466, entry 30563. 
3434

 P-0888:T-106,70:10. 
3435

 P-0888:T-106,70:10-12. 
3436

 P-0888:T-109,26:13. 
3437

 P-0888:T-109,29:21-24(“At [REDACTED] I was studying in the same class the [REDACTED]. The first 

year I failed, and then I went back and I did another year in the same class”). 
3438

 DRC-OTP-0118-0043,p.0046. 
3439

 DRC-D01-0003-4868. 
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in [REDACTED] – meaning that the baptismal record accords with his testimony.
3440

 

[REDACTED].
3441

 

1215. None of the others being baptised with P-0888 were born anywhere near as late as 

1988: the latest date of birth amongst P-0888’s group as reflected in the records was 

January 1987, and the rest were born in 1986 (3), 1985 (2), 1984 (5), and 1983 (2).
3442

  

 P-0888 invented the circumstances of his abduction C.

1216. P-0888 claimed that he was abducted when he and his friends “went to fetch some 

water, and we were getting ready to go to school, because, you see, that day it was my 

turn to go and fetch water before school.”
3443

 This was after, but during the same year, 

that LOMPONDO was chased from Bunia.
3444

 P-0888 asserted that he was attending 

[REDACTED] at the time, and that his studies there were interrupted by his alleged 

abduction.
3445

 

1217. School records for [REDACTED] for the years [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] 

show no record of P-0888 having been registered or abandoned his studies.
3446

 Indeed, 

the school record for [REDACTED], which could only have been P-0888’s second 

attempt to pass [REDACTED], shows that he was amongst those who at the end of the 

year “sont exclus” – for “age + conduite”.
3447

 Furthermore, the first battle in which P-

0888 claims he fought was at SONGOLO, which the Prosecution asserts was “on or 

about 31 August 2002.”
3448

 Whether based on timeline or school record, P-0888’s 

testimony that he was abducted while going to “fetch water before school”
3449

 is false. 

                                                           
3440

 P-0888:T-106,70:10-12.  
3441

[REDACTED]. 
3442

 See DRC-D18-0001-1464,pp.1466-1469. 
3443

 P-0888:T-105,16:7-8. 
3444

 P-0888:T-105,14:23-15:11. 
3445

 P-0888:T-105,13:10. 
3446

 DRC-OTP-0118-0020; DRC-OTP-0118-0003. 
3447

[REDACTED]. 
3448

 PCB,para.162. 
3449

 P-0888:T-105,16:7-8. 
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 P-0888 was unable to describe the names of companions within the UPC, and D.

invented the names of those with whom he was allegedly abducted 

1218. P-0888 testified that he was [REDACTED] from prior to the fighting at SONGOLO,
3450

 

until the UPC was routed in Bunia. P-0888 was unable to recall the name of 

[REDACTED] with whom he served for these six months, with the exception of 

[REDACTED], “[REDACTED].”
3451

 He was also unable to recall the name of: any 

recruit at Mandro, with the exception discussed below; any UPC commanders other 

than those whose identities are notorious; any commander at SONGOLO; or the name 

of any alleged rapist at Mandro.
3452

 

1219. The one exception to this forgetfulness was his ability to remember the names of three 

friends with whom he was abducted: “[REDACTED].”
3453

 “[REDACTED]” was “a 

friend” of P-0888, but he could not recall his last name, the school he went to, or the 

names of any siblings.
3454

 P-0888 testified on direct that “[REDACTED]” had died at 

[REDACTED];
3455

 but when asked during cross-examination where [REDACTED] 

was living when he was abducted, P-0888 spontaneously offered: “At that 

time[REDACTED]. I don't know where he lives now.”
3456

  

1220.  “[REDACTED]” was also a “close friend,”
3457

 but not close enough that P-0888 could 

remember his family name, name of any siblings, the school that he attended,
3458

 or to 

consistently identify at which of two battles that occurred more than six months apart 

he was allegedly killed.
3459

 P-0888 was likewise unable to identify “[REDACTED]”’s 

family name, any other name, the names of any siblings, the school that he attended, or 

at which of two battles more than six months apart he was allegedly killed.
3460

 

                                                           
3450

 P-0888:T-105,62:6. 
3451

 P-0888:T-105,64:11,21. 
3452

 P-0888:T-105,38:2-5,39:12-17,60:2-5. 
3453

 P-0888:T-105,21:1-6. 
3454

 P-0888:T-106,37:15-38:10. 
3455

 P-0888:T-105,48:8-19. 
3456

 P-0888:T-106,37:17(underline added). 
3457

 P-0888:T-106,39:1-2. 
3458

 P-0888:T-106,39:3-13. 
3459

 P-0888:T-105,48:12-13(“He died during the operation in [REDACTED]”); T-106,39:24(“[REDACTED] 

and [REDACTED] died in [REDACTED]”). 
3460

 P-0888:T-106,40:11-41:8. 
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 P-0888 described events that he would have known did not occur if he had been E.

present at Mongbwalu, and concocted false and incriminating stories  

1221. P-0888 claimed that Mr NTAGANDA participated physically in the first unsuccessful 

attack on Mongbwalu,
3461

 and that KISEMBO participated physically in both attacks in 

November 2002.
3462

 P-0888 implied that he saw this with his own eyes,
3463

 yet the well-

substantiated evidence is that Mr NTAGANDA was nowhere near MONGBWALU 

during the first unsuccessful operation;
3464

 and that KISEMBO was not present until 

after the second attack was over.
3465

 

1222. P-0888 and [REDACTED] both asserted that FPLC forces collaborated during the 

attack with “other soldiers called effacer le tableau”
3466

 – an operation having nothing 

to do with Mongbwalu.
3467

 If P-0888 ([REDACTED]) had participated in that 

operation, they would not have made such an obvious mistake.
3468

 

1223. P-0888 also failed to: describe the road to Mongbwalu,
3469

 even asserting that he 

travelled all the way to Mongbwalu in a pick-up truck;
3470

 give any description of 

where he arrived or where he went in Mongbwalu;
3471

 describe any specific feature of 

Mongbwalu;
3472

 locate the headquarters of SALUMU;
3473

 accurately locate where 

Bosco NTAGANDA was based;
3474 

or identify any place known as “les 

Appartements”
3475

 despite claiming that [REDACTED]. 

1224. P-0888’s uncorroborated story about [REDACTED] attached to one of Mr 

NTAGANDA’s vehicles is a clichéd fabrication based on elements from the well-

                                                           
3461

 P-0888:T-105,74:4-18(“we went with Bosco and other soldiers [….] we failed. We returned to 

[REDACTED]”); T-107,14:12(“We were together”). 
3462

 P-0888:T-107,14:20-23;T-105,74:17-21;T-107,18:18-21.  
3463

 P-0888:T-105,81:25;74:1-21;76:1-2; T-107,14:24-15:2;16:24-17:6. 
3464

 P-0017:T-58,62:9-10; D-0017:T-253,38:25-40:10; P-0901:T-28,40:14-18. 
3465

 DRC-OTP-2058-0251,2:53-4:02. 
3466

 P-0888:T-105,75:17; T-107,18:3-12;[REDACTED]. 
3467

 P-0046:T-101,72:7-13; P-0315:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.126. 
3468

 [REDACTED]“[REDACTED].” ([REDACTED]). Cf. P-0315:DRC-OTP-2058-0990,para.126 

([REDACTED]). 
3469

 P-0888:T-107,11:19-12:18. 
3470

 P-0888:T-107,11:12-13(“[REDACTED]”).  
3471

 P-0888:T-107,13:6-9. 
3472

 P-0888:T-107,15:12-14. 
3473

 P-0888:T-107,15:12-14;19:6(“[REDACTED].”) 
3474

 P-0888:T-107,18:18-19:1; cf.D-0017:T-253,41:24-42:1; P-0002:DRC-OTP-2060-0002,para.59; D-0300:T-

217,46:13-47:24. 
3475

 P-0888:T-107,19:13(“[REDACTED]”). 
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known story of [REDACTED], who drove around Bunia with a [REDACTED]
3476

 

[REDACTED].  

 P-0888 narrative was substantially inconsistent F.

1225. P-0888 gave a fine-grained description during his testimony of having been taken to 

“[REDACTED]” [REDACTED]
3477

 in [REDACTED]
3478

 after being abducted; 

[REDACTED] “[REDACTED]” [REDACTED],
3479

 [REDACTED]
3480

 

[REDACTED];
3481

 and that he remained at [REDACTED]for two days, during which 

time they sang songs to raise morale,
3482

 before being transported to Mandro once 

[REDACTED] recruits had been assembled.
3483

 This description contradicts his prior 

statement to the Prosecution, in which he stated that at the moment of abduction he was 

“thrown into the back of a black pickup” and that “it took us two hours to get there”
3484

 

(i.e. to Mandro). A two-day stop at [REDACTED] was also thrown into his itinerary 

after leaving Mandro for Songolo,
3485

 without any such stop being mentioned in his 

prior statement to the Prosecution.
3486

 These  coincidental errors are instead the 

hallmark of a fabricated story – which was reinforced by the witness’s insistence that 

he had said all this during his interview with the Prosecution.
3487

 

1226. P-888 also misidentified RWAMPARA as Mandro,
3488

 which is an unlikely mistake 

given the substantial differences in topography and vegetation, as is visible on the 

videos themselves.  

 P-0888’s testimony is irreconcilable with that of [REDACTED] G.

1227. [REDACTED],
3489

 who introduced him to the OTP.
3490

 They also, according to 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED] for a time.
3491

 P-0888 at first denied that he had even 

                                                           
3476

 P-0888:T-107,20:12-18. 
3477

 [REDACTED] 
3478

 [REDACTED] 
3479

 [REDACTED] 
3480

[REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
3481

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3482

 P-0888:T-105,19:14-20. 
3483

 P-0888:T-105,16:16-18;T-106,49:5. 
3484

 P-0888:T-106,51:24-52:5. 
3485

 [REDACTED]. 
3486

 P-0888:T-107,21:20-22:12. 
3487

 P-0888:T-107,22:8-20(“If I remember correctly, I said that we had spent [REDACTED] at [REDACTED] 

before we went to [REDACTED]”). 
3488

 P-0888:T-107,22:22-23:22. 
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seen [REDACTED] after his interviews with the OTP, but then conceded that 

[REDACTED] had taken him to the hospital shortly afterwards.
3492

 Despite the 

familiarity implied by such assistance, and despite living as [REDACTED],
3493

 P-0888 

implausibly denied that he has had any contact with [REDACTED] ever since.
3494

  P-

0888’s only explanation was that he does not “have money to pay for transportation” to 

[REDACTED], who “was living at his end and I was at my own end.”
3495

 P-0888 even 

categorically denied at one point that he had ever discussed the events of 2002-2003 

with [REDACTED],
3496

 although elsewhere he says otherwise,
3497

 as does 

[REDACTED].
3498

  

1228. Despite these indications of concealment of collusion, [REDACTED] and P-0888 could 

not get their stories aligned in respect of fundamental elements of their overlapping 

chronology: 

 P-0888 testified that he participated in both operations in Mongbwalu,
3499

 

whereas [REDACTED] testified that [REDACTED] did not participate in any 

operation after SONGOLO, and that [REDACTED];
3500

 and 

 P-0888 testified that he never [REDACTED]“was not in touch with him at that 

time”,
3501

 whereas [REDACTED]said that[REDACTED].
3502

  

 P-0888’s motives and opportunity to lie H.

1229. P-0888, at the time of his testimony, [REDACTED].
3503

 [REDACTED]. P-0888’s 

absolute denials of discussions with [REDACTED] on any topic
3504

 is suggestive that 

[REDACTED].  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3489

 P-0888:T-106,4:21-22. 
3490

 P-0888:T-106,66:14-67:12;73:19-74:10. 
3491

 [REDACTED].  
3492

 P-0888:T-106,78:7-20. 
3493

 P-0888:T-105,9:20-24; [REDACTED]. 
3494

 P-0888:T-106,66:10-67:19;72:23-74:23;77:9-78:5;78:6-81:7;81:13-82:5; T-107,4:24-6:6;36:23-37:11. 
3495

 P-0888:T-106,75:23. 
3496

 P-0888:T-106,77:2-4.  
3497

 P-0888:T-107,6:7-7:24.   
3498

 [REDACTED]. 
3499

 P-0888:T-105,74:1-21. 
3500

[REDACTED].  
3501

 P-0888:T-106,76:1-4.  
3502

[REDACTED];P-0888:T-107,7:25-9:14. 
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I. Conclusion 

1230. P-0888 lied knowingly and repeatedly in collusion with [REDACTED] about his age 

and involvement with UPC forces.  

Section III - P-0898 and P-0911’s Mandro Lists 

 Introduction A.

1231. P-0898 claimed that he was trained by and served in UPC forces for most of the 2002-

2003 school year, only re-commencing his studies “at the end of the month of 

[REDACTED]”,
3505

 or in [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
3506

  

1232. School records show, however, that P-0898 not only passed the 2002-2003 school year, 

but received periodic marks during the first semester. P-0898 claimed that school 

officials had inserted marks for the first semester based on averaging marks from the 

second. This possibility was denied by D-0201, [REDACTED];
3507

 by [REDACTED] 

P-0551, who explained that such an absence would mean that the student would have 

“had to wait for the following school year in order to take up school again”.
3508

  

1233. Doubts about P-0898’s story are reinforced by his description of his movements within 

the UPC which are (i) internally contradictory; (ii) irreconcilable in major respects with 

the testimony of [REDACTED], P-0911; and (iii) inconsistent with facts that are well-

established by other evidence. The “Mandro List” [REDACTED] is a well-executed, 

but nevertheless an obvious forgery.  

1234. The doubts concerning the main elements of P-0898’s testimony also make his claim 

that he re-joined [REDACTED] forces for a short period [REDACTED] in retaking 

Bunia unreliable. Contemporaneous photographs purporting to show the witness with a 

rifle were not shown to P-0911 and P-0918 for identification. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3503

 P-0888:T-106,87:5. 
3504

 P-0888:T-106,87:20-24. 
3505

 P-0898:T-155,44:24-25. 
3506

 P-0898:T-155,43:21,45:8-9. 
3507

 [REDACTED] 
3508

 [REDACTED] 
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 Authentic school records raise reasonable doubt about P-0898’s veracity B.

1235. P-0898’s testimony is that he was continuously absent for at least [REDACTED]
3509

 (if 

not [REDACTED])
3510 

months out of a ten-month 2002-2003 school year,
3511

 while he 

was serving in, or being trained by, UPC forces. He also testified that [REDACTED] 

registered him for the 2002-2003 school year either at the end of [REDACTED] 2003, 

or in [REDACTED] 2003.
3512

 

1236. P-0898’s claim of a [REDACTED] continuous absence from school while associated 

with UPC forces is flatly contradicted by the existence of authenticated school records 

showing that he received grades in the first and second semester, and successfully 

completed, the 2002-2003 school year [REDACTED].
3513

 P-0898 did not contest the 

authenticity of these records, but said: “in the first semester I was not studying […] 

when I went back to school during the second semester, the marks that I had at the end 

of the semester were taken into consideration and they inserted them in the first 

semester boxes”
3514

 – “they took into consideration the marks from the first – from the 

second term and they put them on the first term so that that area of the report would not 

be empty.”
3515

  

1237. P-0898’s explanation is not credible. First, the record itself shows that for the twelve 

subjects for which grades are given, only one reflects a grade in the first semester that is 

the same, or even similar to, a grade in the second semester.
3516

 There is no discernible 

“averaging.” [REDACTED].
3517

 Third, D-0201
3518

 and P-0551,
3519

 [REDACTED], both 

                                                           
3509

 P-0898:T-155,44:4,44:24-25([REDACTED]“at the end of the month of [REDACTED]”). 
3510

 P-0898:T-153,43:5(“in the month of [REDACTED]”),44:23(“you stated you went back to school in 

[REDACTED]; is that right? A.Yes, indeed”);45:2(“I went back to school in the month of [REDACTED]”); T-

154,42:5-9(“right up until [REDACTED], when you decided to go back to school. That is your testimony, 

correct? A. Yes”);T-155,43:20-21 (“I began my studies again in the month of [REDACTED], I resumed my 

studies in the month of [REDACTED]”). 
3511

[REDACTED]. 
3512

 P-0898:T-153,43:6 (“re-register at school”); T-155,45:8-9(“It was after the UPC that [REDACTED] 

registered me at school”); [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3513

 [REDACTED] 
3514

 P-0898:T-153,44:4-8. 
3515

 P-0898:T-153,43:8-10; T-155,47:21(“the criteria was to see how the student or pupil studied during the 

second semester”). 
3516

 DRC-OTP-2082-0572. 
3517

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED].”) 
3518

 D-0201:T-246,72:10-12(“about eight days”).  
3519

 P-0551:T-197,38:15-18 (“30 days”). 
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testified that an extended period of absence would result in a student being removed 

from the school rolls and/or failing that school year.  

1238. The Prosecution asserts that P-0551’s testimony supports the possibility that the 

bulletin scolaire is a “falsification”; that school officials might overlook absences of 

those participating in militia of their ethnicity; or that long absences might be 

overlooked because school was so frequently interrupted by insecurity.
3520

  

1239. P-0551 did testify that there was – and still is – a problem with documents being forged 

using stolen school seals and stolen blank school forms, scanning tools, or even bribing 

school principals to issue documents.
3521

 P-0551 rejected, however, that it would be 

feasible even for a school principal to forge a school “bulletin” corroborated by a 

“palmarès” which, according to P-0551, is subject to supervision and verification by a 

variety of separate actors and committees.
3522

 Furthermore, [REDACTED];
3523

 

[REDACTED].
3524

 

1240. P-0551 also rejected the Prosecution’s suggestion that a student could be in school and 

at the same time a member of an armed group.
3525

 He allowed that a school principal 

might be inclined to give favourable treatment, but that this would be limited to 

registration for the subsequent year, but that this could not overcome the extent of 

absence described by P-0898: “[w]hen a child had deserted during a particular school 

year X, then the child could not come back to school to ask to be registered in the same 

year, no. He had to wait for the following school year in order to take up school 

again”.
3526

 

1241. D-0201 corroborated this testimony, asserting that in his experience [REDACTED], 

service in a military group would not constitute a justified absence.
3527

  

1242. This possibility also does not arise on the facts. P-0918, [REDACTED] did not inform 

the school about his purported association with UPC forces because she “didn’t want 

                                                           
3520

 PTB,para.701. 
3521

 P-0551:DRC-OTP-1054-0031,paras.43,44,46; DRC-OTP-2095-0376,para.47. 
3522

 P-0551:DRC-OTP-1054-0031,para.45. 
3523

 DRC-OTP-2082-0572; DRC-D18-0001-2434, [REDACTED] 
3524

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3525

 P-0551:DRC-OTP-2095-0376,para.39; T-197,39:4-12. 
3526

 P-0551:T-197,72:18-21. 
3527

 D-0201:T-246,73:22-74:1 (“[REDACTED].”) 
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that to become known.”
3528

[REDACTED], “[REDACTED]”
3529

 [REDACTED].
3530

 D-

0201
3531

 and P-0551
3532

 also confirmed that any such requests would have to come 

from the parents. 

1243. Schooling was interrupted in 2002-2003 school year by attacks, but not of such 

duration as to permit a student to miss between [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] 

months of the school year and still continue. The main attacks on [REDACTED] 

([REDACTED])
3533

 and after 5 March [REDACTED] 

([REDACTED]).
3534

[REDACTED].
3535

 P-0898’s purported absence from school falls 

squarely within this period of relative calm in[REDACTED]. D-0057 testified that all 

registered students in his [REDACTED]school attended class in the 2002-2003 school 

year or had valid reasons for non-attendance.
3536

 Furthermore, the 2002-2003 

[REDACTED] shows [REDACTED].
3537

 Extended absences in 2002-2003, 

accordingly, were noted by school authorities and resulted in abandonment of studies. 

1244. P-0201’s inability to [REDACTED]
3538

 is irrelevant
3539

 given the documentary 

evidence. Those records were not only authenticated, but all purported explanations for 

their existence compatible with P-0898’s claimed absence from school were rejected by 

D-0201 and P-0551.  

 P-0898’s testimony is internally contradictory, contradicted by other witnesses on C.

key elements, and incompatible with other evidence of events in which he claims to 

have participated 

 

1245.  P-0898’s testimony was internally inconsistent and materially contradicted to a degree 

that cannot be explained by faulty memory:  

                                                           
3528

 P-0918:T-158,23:10-17. 
3529

 P-0898:T-155,45:9. 
3530

 P-0898:T-155,90:11. 
3531

 [REDACTED] 
3532

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED].”) 
3533

 See [REDACTED] 
3534

 See [REDACTED] 
3535

 [REDACTED] 
3536

 [REDACTED] 
3537

 [REDACTED] 
3538

 [REDACTED] 
3539

 Contra PCB,para.705. 
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a. Testifying that it was “Bosco who led the attack” during Mongbwalu 1,
3540

 

and that he could “still see the image in [his] mind” of Bosco Ntaganda doing 

so,
3541

 even though Mr Ntaganda was nowhere near Mongbwalu at the 

time;
3542

  

b. Testifying that he participated in Mongbwalu 2, including being “personally” 

present in SAYO,
3543

 despite [REDACTED] testimony
3544

 that P-0898 “never 

put [his] foot in Mongbwalu” during Mongbwalu 2;
3545

  

c. Testifying that he had participated in Mongbwalu 1 and entered the town of 

Mongbwalu,
3546

 despite [REDACTED] that [REDACTED] and they had 

stayed “behind”;
3547

 

d. Repeatedly testifying that he remained with UPC forces until [REDACTED] 

2003,
3548

 but then shortening the time period to [REDACTED] 2003 after 

being shown the contradictory school records;
3549

  

e. Testifying that upon arrival at Mandro, recruits had to provide “name, the 

names of your parents, where you come from, your level of education, and 

your date of birth. That was the information required for the registration list 

which was held by the admin”;
3550

 but then, [REDACTED], saying that the 

registration occurred “when we completed our training,”
3551

 thus attempting to 

reconcile his statements
3552

 with date of the Mandro Lists; the witness 

                                                           
3540

 The witness not only described this as the first attack on Mongbwalu, but gave a description of events that is 

compatible only with Mongbwalu 1:P-0898:T-154,9:17 (“We entered into the town and we spent two days, and 

afterwards the Lendu drove us out.”) 
3541

 P-0898:T-154,10:12-16 (underline added). 
3542

 See Part IV. 
3543

 P-0898:T-154,26:10-13. 
3544

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”), 32:23(“[REDACTED].”); [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”);P-0911:T-

157,30:17.  
3545

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
3546

 P-0898:T-154,9:10-25,11:16-20. 
3547

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3548

 T-153,43:5;44:23;45:2; T-154,42:5-9;T-155,43:20-21. 
3549

 P-0898:See T-155,43:12-44:25. 
3550

 P-0898:T-153,59:1-5. 
3551

 P-0898:T-153,59:11-12. 
3552

 P-0898:T-155,10:11-16. 
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ultimately testified, implausibly, that there was registration at both the 

beginning and end of training;
3553

 

f. Describing that amongst his own group of recruits who trained briefly in 

[REDACTED] at [REDACTED], some were sent to Rwampara,
3554

 even 

though Rwampara training centre did not yet exist;
 3555

 and 

g. Providing a host of inaccurate information about Mandro, including: (i) seeing 

the airdrop of weapons
3556

 that occurred prior to his arrival;
3557

 (ii) failing to 

identify ABELANGA on a video,
3558

 despite having given extensive testimony 

about him;
3559

 and (iii) misidentifying the Mandro video as being the moment 

of distribution of uniforms,
3560

 whereas it was in fact the marshalling of troops 

to be sent to Mongbwalu.
3561

 

1246. The details that P-0898 did manage to provide are not a significant indication that he 

actually was with UPC forces given his acknowledgement that he [REDACTED]
3562

 

that included “[REDACTED].”
3563

 The same events upon which P-0898 testified are 

discussed in [REDACTED], in some cases in great detail.
3564

 The [REDACTED] is 

said to be based on interviews with some thirty individuals, including former FNI 

combatants, UPDF commander [REDACTED], Witness [REDACTED], and alleged 

victims at Kobu.
3565

  

1247. [REDACTED] did not question the authenticity of the 2002-2003 school report
3566

 and, 

in fact, was often unable or unwilling to say that P-0898 had been absent from school 

during the 2002-2003 school year. [REDACTED] testified that P-0898 joined the UPC 

                                                           
3553

 P-0898:T-155,20:3-8; [REDACTED] 
3554

 P-0898:T-155,7:16-8:4. 
3555

 P-0901:T-29,50:25-51:1;D-0300:T-220,25:1-22.  
3556

 P-0898:T-155,40:4-15;40:25-41:3. 
3557

 See Part IV,Chap.II,Section III. 
3558

 P-0898:T-155,24:8-25:9;[REDACTED]. 
3559

 P-0898:T-153,73:18;74:7;75:9. 
3560

 P-0898:T-155,29:1-30:7. 
3561

 D-0300:T-216,7:20-24.See Part III,Chap.I,Section II. 
3562

 P-0898:T-154,45:18-20. 
3563

 P-0898:T-154,54:4-11.  
3564

 See e.g. P-0898:T-154,56:13-25. 
3565

 P-0898:T-154,58:5-64:11. 
3566

 [REDACTED] 
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when he “was going to start the [REDACTED]”
3567

 and that this was when P-0898 had 

“just finished the [REDACTED][…] after the holidays he was supposed to start the 

[REDACTED]”.
3568

 After substantial questioning by the Prosecution steering 

[REDACTED] towards 2002, [REDACTED] again affirmed that this event had 

occurred prior to P-0898’s “[REDACTED]”: “He was due to enter the [REDACTED] 

and during those school holidays that had commenced in the month of June and they 

were due to continue until – that’s when he made the most of that opportunity to join 

the UPC.”
3569

 Ultimately, [REDACTED] professed a general lack of knowledge of the 

details as to when P-0898 was or was not in school:  

The school had started up again, but it hadn’t opened its doors on a regular 

basis, so people went to school from time to time and his studies were 

interrupted from that time. I think about, what, 18 months over that 

particular period. […] and that’s why he went to school and sometimes he 

didn't go to school because of the upheavals. I can’t remember the details. 

That’s all I can tell you.
3570

 

1248. P-0911 provides no meaningful corroboration of P-0898’s testimony; on the contrary, 

their testimony is contradictory. P-0918 testified that P-0898 returned from service with 

[REDACTED]
3571

 whereas P-0898 made no mention [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] 

testified in emotional language that she [REDACTED];
3572

 P-0898 affirmed 

sarcastically that he did [REDACTED].
3573

  

1249. Any corroboration, moreover, is outweighed by the indications of collusion between P-

0898, P-0911 and P-0918, [REDACTED]. [REDACTED],
3574

[REDACTED].
3575

 

[REDACTED],
3576

 [REDACTED], “[REDACTED]”
3577

 [REDACTED] 

“[REDACTED]” [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]”
3578

 [REDACTED].
3579

 

[REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
3580

 

                                                           
3567

 [REDACTED] 
3568

 [REDACTED] 
3569

 [REDACTED] 
3570

 [REDACTED]. 
3571

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3572

 [REDACTED] 
3573

 [REDACTED] 
3574

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] 
3575

 [REDACTED] 
3576

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”) 
3577

 [REDACTED] 
3578

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED].”)  
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1250. P-0911 denied that he had been [REDACTED] or that[REDACTED].
3581

 These denials 

suggest that [REDACTED]. 

1251. D-0207 knew [REDACTED] well enough to know that he had been[REDACTED]
3582

 

but never heard that he subsequently joined or fought with UPC forces.
3583

  

 The “Mandro Lists” are not authentic D.

1252. First, the date appearing on the three documents – 27 August 2002 – is not compatible 

with [REDACTED].
3584

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED], but not between.
3585

 The latter 

date is incompatible with the [REDACTED] of having served [REDACTED] 

“[REDACTED]” [REDACTED]
3586

 [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]”
3587

 – 

[REDACTED]. Accordingly, the [REDACTED] can correspond only [REDACTED] – 

which is two full months before the date on the “Mandro lists.”
3588

  

1253. Second, the circumstances of the hand-over of the documents to the Prosecution raise 

serious doubts about their provenance. He travelled [REDACTED] for the express 

purpose of meeting the Prosecution, yet only handed over the first two Mandro lists on 

the third day of interviews.
3589

 [REDACTED] also had difficulty explaining why he 

[REDACTED] only three lists, [REDACTED].
3590

 [REDACTED] that the three lists 

were the “only lists” [REDACTED]
3591

 but later affirmed that he [REDACTED]“other 

lists.”
3592

 When asked about the eleven-day interval between providing the first two and 

the third list, [REDACTED] offered a convoluted story about going “to [REDACTED] 

to get the third list”;
3593

 [REDACTED] and there I was able to get the documents.”
3594

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3579

 [REDACTED] 
3580

 [REDACTED] 
3581

 [REDACTED] 
3582

 D-0207:T-261,49:15-18. 
3583

 D-0207:T-261,28:8-24(“[REDACTED] .”) 
3584

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”; [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”),[REDACTED]. 
3585

 DRC-OTP-0051-0210,para.3; DRC-OTP-0051-0184,para.9. 
3586

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED].”); [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”), [REDACTED](“[REDACTED].”) 
3587

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3588

 DRC-OTP-2081-0003(“le 27/08/2002“);[REDACTED]. 
3589

 [REDACTED]; see [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]([REDACTED].) 
3590

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”) 
3591

 [REDACTED] 
3592

 [REDACTED] 
3593

 [REDACTED] 
3594

 [REDACTED] 
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[REDACTED] then purportedly obtained the third list “together with some photos”
3595

 

but was unable to obtain any other documents subsequently because, inexplicably, 

“[t]here is nothing left in [REDACTED].”
3596

 [REDACTED] also failed to provide any 

plausible explanation for [REDACTED] documents that he asserted would endanger 

his security, claiming that he had done so because he had been taught 

[REDACTED].
3597

 

1254. Third, two of the “Mandro Lists” bear the notation “FPLC” or “Force Patriotique pour 

la libération du Congo.” This would make the documents the first ever to bear the 

expression “FPLC.” Other official documents from this same time period – notably a 

series of documents issued on 11 September 2002 – refer instead to “L’armée de 

l’UPC-RP.”
3598

 The first appearance of “FPLC” is in a document of 26 September 

2002,
3599

 and the acronym was still unfamiliar enough on 21 October 2002 to require 

the clarification “notre branche armée, en sigle ‘FPLC.’”
3600

  

1255. Fourth, several witnesses – including of the Prosecution – disputed the accuracy of the 

biographical information on the “Mandro lists.” [REDACTED] recognised a name 

similar to his own on [REDACTED], but testified that he was born on 

[REDACTED],
3601

 not “[REDACTED]”; that his mother’s name was 

“[REDACTED]”
3602

 not “[REDACTED]”; and that the name of his father –

[REDACTED]
3603

 – [REDACTED].
3604

 [REDACTED] also testified that he started 

training [REDACTED].
3605

 [REDACTED] also denied that this information had been 

asked of him upon his arrival at Mandro.
3606

 D-0038 testified that he personally knew 

that [REDACTED],
3607

 [REDACTED],
3608

 [REDACTED]
3609

 [REDACTED]
3610

 never 

                                                           
3595

 [REDACTED] 
3596

 [REDACTED] 
3597

 P-0911:T-157,50:12-13. 
3598

 DRC-OTP-0037-0266; See DRC-OTP-0037-0268. 
3599

 DRC-OTP-0092-0436,p.0440. See D-0300:T-233,14:2-4,35:3-24. 
3600

 DRC-OTP-0029-0274. 
3601

 [REDACTED] 
3602

 [REDACTED] 
3603

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED].”)  
3604

[REDACTED].[REDACTED].[REDACTED]. 
3605

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”).  
3606

 [REDACTED] 
3607

 D-0038:T-249,67:12(“Singo Chavalire never did military service”). 
3608

 D-0038:T-249,68:7-9(“Do you think somebody who was trained in [REDACTED] needed to be trained 

in[REDACTED] ? He was already a soldier, a trained soldier. He didn't need that”). 
3609

 D-0038:T-249,69:10-12. 
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trained at [REDACTED]. This is corroborated by D-0172, who denied that he ever 

trained or was a trainer at Mandro, and testified that most of his biographical 

information is incorrect, including the name of the school that he attended,
3611

 the level 

of educational attainment,
3612

 his place of birth,
3613

 his year of birth,
3614

 and his 

mother’s name.
3615

 Furthermore, [REDACTED] of [REDACTED] has a name 

strikingly similar to [REDACTED] – “[REDACTED].” [REDACTED] denied that this 

was his own name, attempting to explain that [REDACTED] was in fact a twin 

brother,
3616

 [REDACTED].
3617

 Yet [REDACTED] became unrealistically evasive when 

asked questions about this twin.
3618

   

1256. The Mandro Lists do reflect some accurate biographical details of the persons named, 

including: [REDACTED] place of birth, his father’s name, and his education 

institution; and D-0172’s father’s name, possible origin, and an alternate date of birth 

for [REDACTED] that was published in a newspaper in 2003.
3619

 [REDACTED].
3620

 

The degree of detail found in the Mandro Lists, accordingly, is outweighed by the 

numerous and substantial inaccuracies that cannot be attributable to mere mistake. 

 P-0898’s testimony that he participated in combat in [REDACTED]is unreliable E.

1257.  P-0898 claimed that when the [REDACTED] and there was “a surprise attack” by 

[REDACTED], P-0898 and others were re-armed [REDACTED] and other UPC 

commanders to regain control of Bunia.
3621

 He claims that he is pictured 

[REDACTED].
3622

 

1258. The Prosecution failed, however, to show [REDACTED] purportedly of P-0898 to two 

witnesses in a position to corroborate his self-identification: P-0911 and P-0918. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3610

 DRC-OTP-2081-0003,ll.32,36; DRC-OTP-2081-0072,ll.16,19; 70:21. 
3611

 D-0172:T-245,37:11. 
3612

 D-0172:T-245,37:14. 
3613

 D-0172:T-245,15:15. 
3614

 D-0172:T-245,15:9. 
3615

 D-0172:T-245,37:9. 
3616

 [REDACTED] 
3617

 [REDACTED] 
3618

 [REDACTED] 
3619

 DRC-OTP-0134-0626,p.0638. 
3620

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3621

 P-0898:T-154,29:13-20;32:17-33:12. 
3622

 [REDACTED] 
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Further, D-0201 failed to identify P-0898 [REDACTED],
3623

 and D-0207 

[REDACTED].
3624

[REDACTED].
3625

 [REDACTED] commented that “[i]t seemed to 

me that they were Lendu combatants, judging by their size and the way they 

looked.”
3626

 

1259. [REDACTED]. [REDACTED],
3627

 [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]” 

[REDACTED],
3628

 [REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
3629

 

 Conclusion: P-0898 lied about being a child soldier F.

1260. P-0898 lied about being a child soldier. It cannot be excluded that he may have gone to 

Mandro for some short period before returning to school in September 2002, but the 

school records, internal contradictions, and indications that the Mandro Lists are 

forgeries [REDACTED] raise serious doubts about this veracity. 

Section IV - P-0010 

 Introduction A.

 

1261. P-0010 was an untruthful witness. She gave at least four different dates of birth, and 

concocted belated and false allegations [REDACTED]. She offered manifestly 

incorrect or no details about events at which she claimed to have been present. P-0010 

demonstrated time and again that she was a stubborn and biased witness, unconstrained 

by the truth.  

 P-0010’s testimony regarding the group by which she was initially recruited was B.

untruthful 

 

1262. P-0010 gave an interview to a MONUC Child Protection Advisor on [REDACTED] 

2003, nearly contemporaneous with the events she described
3630

 stating that she enlisted 

with the APC at the end of 1999. Numerous details are provided about this APC 

recruitment, including location (“[REDACTED]”); by whom (“[REDACTED]”); with 

                                                           
3623

 D-0201:T-246,75:9-76:3. 
3624

 [REDACTED] 
3625

 [REDACTED] 
3626

 [REDACTED](“it's as if those people were Lendus, if you go by their, their looks”). 
3627

 [REDACTED] 
3628

 [REDACTED] 
3629

 [REDACTED] 
3630

 DRC-OTP-0206-0120;P-0046:T-100,81:17-89:19. 
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whom (“[REDACTED]”); being trained at [REDACTED] for nine months 

(“[REDACTED]”), by [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”); and, a detailed account of 

the locations of her subsequent deployments (“[REDACTED]”, “[REDACTED]”) and 

the APC commanders at those locations (“[REDACTED]”, “[REDACTED]”).
3631

     

1263. These details are corroborated by extrinsic evidence that the APC: (1) had a military 

training camp with Ugandan trainers at Rwampara in 1999;
3632

 (2) was involved in the 

only known attack on Kparnganza;
3633

 and (3) included commanders Alex 

MUNYALIZI and DIDIER.
3634

 P-0010 also testified that a “Commander PEPE” was 

the commander of RWAMPARA,
 3635

 who was an APC, not UPC, commander.
3636

 

Further corroboration that P-0010 was recruited by the APC is provided by 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED] and [REDACTED].
3637

  

1264. P-0010 lied during her testimony that she “was never part of the APC”
3638

 and that the 

“only armed group that I know that I participated in was the UPC.”
3639

 Her interview as 

recorded by MONUC was “lies.”
3640

 P-0010 tried to give as few details as possible 

about the circumstances of her alleged abduction by the UPC, claiming repeatedly that 

she could not remember anything about who abducted her, how many they were, what 

they said,
3641

 or even the name of a single other UPC recruit or trainer with whom she 

allegedly trained at Rwampara.
3642

  

1265. P-0010 could not help contradicting herself, however. In her first VAF, she declared 

that she was allegedly abducted “[REDACTED],”
3643

 whereas during her testimony it 

was while fleeing to BENI from Bunia.
3644

 In her second VAF, whose accuracy is high 

given that it was prepared with OPCV’s assistance, she was (i) “ramenés à 

                                                           
3631

 DRC-OTP-0206-0120,p.0120-0121. 
3632

 P-0014:DRC-OTP-2054-0429,p.0490:15-20(“Rwampara centre. It was run by the UPDF from Uganda [….] 

That was around, 1999”);P-0016:DRC-OTP-0126-0422,para.207; P-0190:T-96,18:9-14. 
3633

 DRC-OTP-0037-0512 ; DRC-OTP-0037-0536; DRC-OTP-0214-0116,p.0120,p.0121 and 0123. 
3634

 [REDACTED];D-300:T-215,26:17-20. 
3635

 P-0010:T-46,32:4-8;35:8-23;38:13-14. 
3636

 P-0901:T-30,56:17-25; DRC-OTP-0033-0058,p.006; DRC-OTP-0066-0047. 
3637

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED](“She said that she was part of the APC”); [REDACTED]; 

[REDACTED];DRC-OTP-0221-0375,ll.152,217. 
3638

 P-0010:T-50,12:12. 
3639

 P-0010:T-49,71:24-25. 
3640

 P-0010:T-49,71:25. 
3641

 P-0010:T-46,30:1-10;40:17;41:19-20. 
3642

 P-0010:T-46,40:17(“I have already forgotten their names”),42:16-18. 
3643

 DRC-OTP-0206-0255,p.0264. 
3644

 P-0010:T-46,29:12-19. 
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[REDACTED], puis dans un centre de formation à Mandro” for 2 weeks immediately 

after being abducted; (ii) then taken to Rwampara for two weeks; (iii) then taken back 

to Mandro where she was given a weapon [REDACTED]; and (iv) fought in battles at 

MONGBWALU, TCHOMIA and MBAU.
3645

 Her testimony asserts a different 

sequence of events: (i) being taken first to Rwampara, where she received training for 

one month;
 3646

 (ii) then Mandro for further training;
3647

 (iii) then back to Rwampara 

where she received “weapons and military uniform”;
3648

 (iv) traveling to ARU 

[REDACTED];
3649

 (v) [REDACTED];
3650

 before (vi) participating in various battles.  

1266. P-0010’s recruitment into the APC and serving with that force for at least two years 

could not be forgotten. Her stubborn unwillingness to acknowledge this recruitment 

indicates an intent to mislead. 

 P-0010 lied about her age, date and place of birth C.

 

1267. P-0010 testified before this Trial Chamber under oath and without hesitation that she 

was born in [REDACTED] on [REDACTED] 1989.
3651

  

1268. This is at least the sixth different date of birth provided by the witness: (i) the MONUC 

interview indicates birth in the year [REDACTED];
3652

 (ii) the attestation de naissance 

from [REDACTED], dated [REDACTED] 2005, says “[REDACTED] 1988” at 

“[REDACTED]”;
3653

 (iii) a carte d’électeur
3654

 and extrait d’identité
3655

, which appears 

to be dated [REDACTED], give the date and place of birth as “[REDACTED] 1986” 

and “[REDACTED]”; and (iv) a VAF of [REDACTED] declares that P-0010 was born 

on [REDACTED]1989.
3656

 

                                                           
3645

 DRC-OTP-0206-0255,p.0281. 
3646

 P-0010:T-49,7:18-23. 
3647

 P-0010:T-46,41:11-18. 
3648

 P-0010:T-46,31:2-42:21. 
3649

 P-0010:T-47,20:21(“At that time I wasn't [REDACTED]”). 
3650

 P-0010:T-47,20:24; T-50,7:21-23.  
3651

 P-0010:T-46,28:16-18; T-50,27:23-28:1 
3652

 [REDACTED];DRC-OTP-0206-0120,p.0120,para.145.  
3653

 DRC-OTP-0132-0012. 
3654

 DRC-D01-0003-5482. 
3655

 DRC-OTP-0231-0275. 
3656

 DRC-OTP-2078-2252. 
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1269. P-0010 also gave inconsistent statements about her age at the time of events, stating in 

her first VAF that she had just turned 15 at the time of abduction,
3657

 but then testifying 

in this Trial Chamber that “I was aged 13.”
3658

   

1270. D-0211, who knew P-0010 well,
3659

 testified that P-0010 told her that she had been 

born in [REDACTED].
3660

 D-0251 [REDACTED] were, by appearance, roughly the 

same age
3661

 and that none appeared to be under 15 years old.
3662

 

1271. The witness never answered “I don’t know” or “I’m not sure” in relation to any of these 

questions before this Trial Chamber. The witness is undoubtedly aware that 

[REDACTED].
3663

 Her testimony about her age demonstrates an evident and alarming 

disregard for the truth. 

 P-0010’s testimony about[REDACTED]  is not credible D.

 

1272. P-0010’s testimony about [REDACTED] is untruthful, unreliable and contradictory. In 

her 2003 interview with MONUC, P-0010 declared [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]”; 

[REDACTED].
3664

 The story about being raped by “[REDACTED]” finds no echo in 

her future statements or testimony, which includes only the general allegation “that 

[REDACTED] would rape girls,” but without suggesting that he had raped her.
3665

 In 

her [REDACTED] interview with the Prosecution, P-0010 [REDACTED] denied that 

he had acted in any way improperly in this regard: “Commandant BOSCO avaient 

donnés des ordres précis de ne pas nous importuner.”
3666

  

1273. Further indications of fabrication are revealed by her inability to describe the events 

consistently. P-0010 testified on direct that she was raped “[REDACTED] […] before 

entering Mongbwalu.”
3667

 This contradicted her previous statement to the Prosecution 

that the rape occurred “after we had fought in Mongbwalu” when they had “finished the 

                                                           
3657

 DRC-OTP-0206-0255,p.0263(“J’avais à peine 15 ans d’âge”). 
3658

 P-0010:T-46,31:14. 
3659

 [REDACTED];DRC-OTP-0221-0375,l.152,217. 
3660

 [REDACTED] 
3661

 [REDACTED] 
3662

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
3663

 [REDACTED].  
3664

 DRC-OTP-0206-0120,p.0121. 
3665

 P-0010:T-47,36:12-13. 
3666

 P-0010:DRC-OTP-0126-0122,para.38. 
3667

 P-0010:T-47,32:2-3(underline added). 
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fighting and were going back to Bunia.”
3668

 P-0010 went back to this version during 

cross-examination, affirming that the version in her statement “is the truth.”
3669

 This 

latter version of events, aside from being inconsistent with her own testimony, 

[REDACTED].
3670

 [REDACTED].
3671

 

1274. P-0010’s [REDACTED] allegations of rape are similarly [REDACTED] unconvincing. 

The 2003 MONUC interview and [REDACTED] formal statement make no reference 

to rape by [REDACTED] or [REDACTED]. These omissions are not a consequence of 

her unwillingness to discuss such allegations as both refer to sexual violence, including 

the allegation against “[REDACTED]” and an unsuccessful attempted rape by 

[REDACTED].
3672

 Her description of rape by [REDACTED] is devoid of any 

meaningful detail.
3673

  

1275. P-0010’s story is also contradicted by [REDACTED], whom P-0010 testified had been 

raped [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] denied that Mr NTAGANDA ever had sexual 

relations with her or any other bodyguard.
3674

 The Prosecution theory that 

[REDACTED] covered up her own rape by [REDACTED] because of feelings of 

“financial indebtedness” and “obedience to his order”
3675

 is implausible speculation and 

unjustifiably demeans [REDACTED]. 

1276. [REDACTED], who was at that time [REDACTED]’s boyfriend,
3676

 also denied that 

[REDACTED] raped [REDACTED] and denied P-0010’s testimony
3677

 that he 

had[REDACTED].
3678

 [REDACTED] contradicted P-0010’s claim that 

[REDACTED].
3679

 [REDACTED] also testified that P-0010 did not complain of having 

been raped.
3680

  

                                                           
3668

 DRC-OTP-2079-2011,para.21. 
3669

 P-0010:T-50,41:24-42:5. 
3670

[REDACTED]; [REDACTED] 
3671

 See [REDACTED]; [REDACTED] 
3672

 DRC-OTP-0126-0122, para. 38;DRC-OTP-0206-0120,p.0121. 
3673

 P-0010:T-50,44:5-10. 
3674

 [REDACTED] 
3675

 [REDACTED] 
3676

 P-0010:T-47,33:1-4. 
3677

 P-0010:T-50,39:22-40:5;DRC-OTP-2079-2011,para.25. 
3678

 [REDACTED] 
3679

 [REDACTED] 
3680

 [REDACTED] 
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 P-0010 lied in identifying herself on the Rwampara Video E.

 

1277. P-0010 purported to recognise herself on the RWAMPARA video,
3681

 but at the same 

time acknowledged that she had no memory of the event,
3682

 and was unable to offer 

any salient details about when it occurred
3683

 or what happened.
3684

 She was also unable 

to identify NGWAPE,
3685

 RAFIKI,
3686

 TINANZABO,
3687

 KASANGAKI
3688

 or 

ZIMULENDA
3689

 on the video, and misidentified [REDACTED] as KIZA.
3690

 

[REDACTED],
3691

 [REDACTED]
3692

 and D-0300
3693

 all identified the person whom 

she identified as herself as being [REDACTED].  

 P-0010 lied about having been present at the November 2002 Mongbwalu Battle F.

 

1278. P-0010 incorrectly asserted that UPC forces going to fight in the November 2002 battle 

in Mongbwalu took “the Kobu road”;
3694

 that KISEMBO was present during the attack 

in which she participated, even though it is well-established that he arrived later;
3695

 

failed to spontaneously identify “Sayo” as a location where fighting occurred;
3696

 failed 

to describe either herself or Mr NTAGANDA as having participated in fighting at 

SAYO;
3697

 failed to spontaneously identify or recognise a location known as “les 

appartements”;
3698

 failed to identify Mr NTAGANDA’s residence in Mongbwalu,
3699

 

                                                           
3681

 P-0010:T-49,23:6-12.  
3682

 P-0010:T-49,18:13-15; 17:19-20.  
3683

 P-0010:T-49,7:4-6;7:14-17;7:24-8:3 (unable to recall how long after the end of her training she was present 

at Rwampara). 
3684

 P-0010:T-49,13:4-5;14:17-20;15:2-3;15:8-9(unable to recall Lubanga addressing troops, how long she had 

been there or what happened before his arrival, where she went afterwards and whether LUBANGA and Bosco 

NTAGANDA left together).  
3685

 P-0010:T-49,18:24-19:13; D-0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163,para.61(c). 
3686

 P-0010:T-49,19:22-20:5; [REDACTED] 
3687

 P-0010:T-49,20:6-16;D-0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163,para.61(e); [REDACTED];P-0005:T-189,8:25-9:12 in 

video DRC-OTP-0120-0294. 
3688

 P-0010:T-49,20:17-25; [REDACTED]. 
3689

 P-0010:T-49,36:1-12;D-0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163,para.60. 
3690

P-0010:T-49,35:17-18;DRC-D18-0001-0463 at 17:03; [REDACTED] 
3691

 [REDACTED] 
3692

 [REDACTED] 
3693

 [REDACTED] 
3694

 P-0010:T-47,10:2. 
3695

 P-0010:T-50,17:2-3. 
3696

 P-0010:T-47,10:19-16:5; T-50,19:2-13. 
3697

 P-0010:T-50,19:3-9. 
3698

 P-0010:T-47,19:8-9. 
3699

 P-0010:T-47,12:19-22. 
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until being guided to that answer;
3700

 failed to name any commander who instructed 

“kupiga na kuchaji”;
3701

 and incorrectly [REDACTED].
3702

  

1279. [REDACTED] testified that he first met P-0010 [REDACTED].
3703

 The Prosecution 

argues that [REDACTED] said otherwise until he was “guided by Defence Counsel” 

[REDACTED]. [REDACTED]’s statement negates this argument,
3704

 which is ironic in 

light of the number of times that P-0010 was led to details different than those she 

spontaneously recalled.  

 P-0010 was a combative, biased and uncooperative witness G.

1280. P-0010 was not a witness whose repeated self-contradictions and evasiveness can be 

attributed to mental or emotional fragility. Even when instructed by the Presiding Judge 

to answer a particular question, for example, P-0010 pronounced that “If there are any 

questions concerning me, he can put them to me, but with regard to the period after my 

leaving the army, I do not want him to put questions to me in this regard.”
3705

 When a 

portion of what she had told the Prosecution was read to her, P-0010 answered 

pugnaciously: “Those who took down that information, do they know my father?  Do 

they know my mother?  It is only my parents who know the date on which I was 

born.”
3706

 

1281. The Prosecution’s claim that [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]”
3707

 [REDACTED] 

“[REDACTED]”
3708

 [REDACTED].”
3709

 [REDACTED]
3710

 [REDACTED].
3711

 

[REDACTED]’s testimony was consistent and credible, including her forthright 

acknowledgement that she had lied about being associated with an armed group to enter 

[REDACTED]. 

 Conclusion H.

 

                                                           
3700

 P-0010:T-47,19:1-14. 
3701

 P-0010:T-47,15:3-5. 
3702

 [REDACTED] 
3703

 [REDACTED]. 
3704

 [REDACTED]. 
3705

 P-0010:T-48,57:22-58:4. 
3706

 P-0010:T-50,28:6-11. 
3707

 PCB,para.745. 
3708

 DRC-OTP-0221-0375,l.152. 
3709

 DRC-OTP-0221-0375,l.217. 
3710

 [REDACTED] 
3711

 [REDACTED] 
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1282. P-0010 lied repeatedly about her date of birth and age of recruitment. Not even the 

Prosecution stands behind her testimony that she was a child soldier.
3712

 She is a witness 

whose testimony is entirely unreliable and whose right to participate in these 

proceedings, [REDACTED], should be revoked. 

CHAPTER II – VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE OF CHILD SOLDIERS 

IN THE FPLC  

Section I - Introduction  

1283. The video and photographic evidence does not show any FPLC or UPC soldier who can 

be assessed with confidence, let alone beyond reasonable doubt, as being under 15 years 

of age. The volume of individuals who might be under 15 does not overcome the 

insufficiency: a 60% probability that a person committed each of five separate murders 

no more meets the standard of the standard of proof in a criminal trial than a 60% 

probability of a single murder. Proof beyond reasonable doubt has also not been 

established by corroboration: with the exception of P-0010’s unreliable evidence about 

the age of the person whom she erroneously identified as herself, and the age and 

identification of [REDACTED], the Prosecution adduced no evidence about the age of 

the subjects on the videos. 

1284. The Rwampara video shows that none of the youngest individuals at the assembly are 

holding the batons that are characteristic of being a trainee. D-0080 and Mr. 

NTAGANDA’s uncontradicted testimony is that the youngest were subsequently turned 

away. The visible difference in apparent age between the youngest recruits without 

batons and those who are seen graduating on the Rwampara video is strong direct 

evidence that individuals who were too young were, at some stage prior to graduation, 

rejected.  

1285. The eleven other videos cited by the Prosecution are supported by no submissions: no 

subjects alleged to be under 15 are specified; no attempt is made to identify when the 

same person appears in different images; no age-range is proffered; and no 

substantiation of age estimates is offered. While some of the individuals on these 

photographs may attract age estimates straddling the age of 15, not a single one can be 

given an age estimate by a court of law that excludes 15 or above as unreasonable.  

                                                           
3712

 PCB,para.742. 
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Section II - Age assessments based on video and photographic imagery alone are subject 

to a wide margin of error 

1286. Age is not an observable fact like the colour of a car. Assessment of age involves both 

opinion and estimation. Even when the full spectrum of “physical, developmental, 

psychological, environmental and cultural factors” are available to be evaluated such as 

during an interview, “age assessment is not an exact science and a considerable margin 

of uncertainty will always remain inherent in any procedure.”
3713

 Even age assessments 

based on medical testing is understood as involving a margin of error of at least two 

years.
3714

  

1287. This does not mean that estimation of age based on visual observation of the subject is 

impossible. The Lubanga Appeals Chamber held that a video image of a subject “can 

be relied upon to establish the element of age”, but also warned of the “limitations of 

determining age on the basis of physical appearance”.
3715

 The Trial Chamber had been 

“not unreasonable”, in making findings on the basis of images on a video where the 

subject was “‘clearly’ under the age of fifteen years.”
3716

 Judge Ušacka, in dissent, did 

not agree that the Trial Chamber had applied the “clearly” standard to the evidence,
3717

 

and the majority observed that the Trial Chamber’s reasoning “in that regard could have 

been more extensive, which […] would have facilitated appellate review.”
3718

 The 

Appeals Chamber did not specify what margin exactly is required by “clearly”, but 

cited a Canadian trial judge who opined that he could not confidently distinguish in his 

judicial capacity between a 15-year old and an 18-year old,
3719

 and an American 

decision that a court could reliably distinguish between a “prepubescent” and an adult – 

a margin of six to eight years.
3720

  

1288. Age assessment is not unique to the issue of child soldiers. Other contexts demonstrate 

how legal presumptions inter-act with doubt about precise age. UK courts have held, in 

respect of asylum seekers who benefit from an international right to the “benefit of the 

                                                           
3713

 Separated Children in Europe Programme,para.D.5.1(underline added). 
3714

 V. Feltz,p.3 V. De Sanctis, A.T. Soliman,p.6. 
3715

 Lubanga AJ,paras.221-222. 
3716

 Lubanga AJ,para.222. 
3717

 Ušacka dissent,para.44. 
3718

 Lubanga AJ,para.222. 
3719

Loring, para.15(“[c]onfidence is in no way enhanced if I am asked to distinguish between an eighteen year 

old and a fifteen, sixteen or seventeen year old”), cited in Lubanga AJ,para.221. 
3720

 Katz, para.21; Amboss(“on average puberty begins at the age of 11 in girls and 13 in boys”). 
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doubt,”
3721

 that “except in clear cases, the decision maker cannot determine age solely 

on the basis of the appearance of the applicant.”
3722

 The physical appearance required 

to overcome the benefit of the doubt is illustrated by photographs of individuals for 

whom the benefit of the doubt has operated to find that they are not older than 17:
3723

 

 

 

 

1289. Although the legal presumption works in the opposite direction from the presumption 

in a criminal prosecution relating to child soldiers, these photographs illustrate the 

extent to which intuitive age assessments must defer to the benefit of the doubt. All of 

the individuals pictured above may be perceived by a reasonable person as being over 

17; but assessments that would be made “in the street”
3724

 are very different from the 

                                                           
3721

 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, para.31(“the benefit of the doubt such that if there is a possibility 

that the individual is a child, [s/he] should be treated as such”). 
3722

 Merton,para.37(underline added). 
3723

 These images appear in larger format in Annex A, with details of the countries in which they were accepted 

as being under 18. 
3724

 P-0046:T-103,26:10. 
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assessment that is required in a courtroom consistent with the benefit of the doubt and 

inherent subjectivity of the exercise. 

1290. P-0046, who possesses a superior level of experience in such matters, refused to offer 

any age estimate at all on the basis of a photographic image, asserting that “it would 

depend on so many factors that I find the exercise useless”.
3725

 The Presiding Judge 

expressed apparent agreement: “I get the point”.
3726

 P-0887 likewise testified that she 

could not “estimate someone’s age from a photograph”.
3727

 P-0116 testified that even in 

the context of live observation – i.e. not just photos or videos – of another African 

subject, and without mentioning the impact of any legal presumptions or legal standards 

of certainty, he would apply a 3-4 year margin of error to a visual assessment: “I think I 

would be able to determine a child between 11 and 13 and another between 16 and 

18”.
3728

  

1291. Estimates of persons of African descent by non-Africans is particularly subject to error, 

even when live observation is involved, to say nothing of the age-estimates based on 

photographic or video images.
3729

 

1292. An even more stringent approach to age must be adopted by the Chamber than that 

articulated by P-0116 or the asylum caselaw described above because: (i) the age 

assessment that the Chamber is called upon to make is not based on an interview or live 

observation, but only a video or photograph; (ii) some of these videos are of very poor 

quality and show the individuals incompletely or indistinctly; (iii) the cross-cultural 

context increases the margin of error; and (iv) the applicable standard of certainty is 

“beyond reasonable doubt” not just the “benefit of the doubt” as in the asylum context. 

The least that should be required for a judicial determination that a person is under 15 is 

that the subject appear pre-pubescent, which would exclude an age estimate of 15 or 

above as unreasonable. 

                                                           
3725

 P-0046:T-103,24:8-9. 
3726

 P-0046:T-103,26:6-11. 
3727

 P-0887:T-94,95:24. 
3728

 P-0116:T-196,39:9-10. 
3729

 Merton,para.24(“The difficulties are compounded when the young person in question is of an ethnicity, 

culture, education and background that are foreign, and unfamiliar, to the decision maker”).   
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Section III - The Rwampara video (DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01 and DRC-D18-0001-

0463) 

 Introduction A.

1293. The Prosecution’s claim that the Rwampara video shows “numerous children who are 

clearly under the age of 15”
3730

 is wrong. The vast majority of individuals appear to be 

clearly over 15. A small minority may be estimated as appearing around 15 years of 

age. There are four who might reasonably be estimated as being under 15 years of age, 

but none so clearly that the Chamber can make a judicial determination of their age. 

Even if the Chamber decides otherwise, the Prosecution did not prove beyond a 

reasonable doubt that those four individuals were trained at Rwampara, let alone that 

they were ever accepted into the FPLC.  

 Visual assessment does not show that anyone on the Rwampara video is under 15  B.

1294. The assembly at Rwampara commences with individuals lined up in the formation of 

three sides of a rectangle.
3731

 Aside from the recruits in uniform who are graduating, 

everyone else is wearing civilian clothing, or wearing what appear to be unofficial 

uniforms. The left side of the rectangle (“Left Group”) from the point of view of the 

camera, can be seen at the beginning of the assembly standing at attention and holding 

batons on the shoulders in a disciplined fashion.
3732

 No one in the group on the right 

side of the rectangle from the point of view of the camera (“Right Group”) has 

batons,
3733

 and the group straight ahead (“Middle Group”) also appears to have no 

batons.
3734

  

1295. As the camera pans from the Right Group to the Left Group, everyone in the former can 

be seen clapping, and everyone in the latter banging their batons on the ground, in time 

to the singing.
3735

 The Middle Group is mostly clapping, although some towards the left 

appear to have batons.
3736

 The contrast between the Right Group and the Left Group, in 

                                                           
3730

 PCB,para.681. 
3731

 DRC-D18-0001-0463,00:32-00:35,02:50-03:22. 
3732

 DRC-D18-0001-0463,00:36-00:44. Images of this group to the left are seen again frequently in the videos: 

DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,07:08-07:13,07:25-07:30,11:10-11:30.  
3733

 Images of this group to the right are seen again frequently in the videos, including that none appear to be 

holding batons: DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,13:45-13:58,16:26-17:10,17:22-17:35. 
3734

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,2:50-3:22. 
3735

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,00:45-02:30. 
3736

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,00:45-02:30. 
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terms of posture and possession of batons, is clear at 09:56 to 10:12 and at 16:30 to 

17:35, with the middle group appearing at approximately 17:08-17:22.
3737

 All three 

groups are seen again at 30:20-30:27.
3738

 

1296. No one in the Left Group, with the batons, can receive an age estimate based on 

appearance that excludes 15 or higher at the upper end of the spectrum. From 4:15-

4:16
3739

 the camera pans across six of the youngest-looking members of the Left Group. 

The maximum reasonably possible ages of any of the five individuals does not fall 

below 15 for any of them; some of them might be as old as 19.
3740

 The boy to the left of 

the man with the red beret is the youngest-looking of the entire Left Group,
3741

 and he 

is the only person from the entire Left Group for whom the Prosecution asked D-0017 

to give an estimation of age.
3742

  D-0017’s reasonable response was that the “image on 

the screen is not clear, so it’s difficult for me to give you an estimate of this person’s 

age”.
3743

 A reasonable estimate of the person’s age based on appearance is that he is 

around 15 with a wide margin of error, which falls far short of what is required to make 

a judicial determination that he is under 15. 

1297. The vast majority of the individuals in the Right Group also appear to be 18 or over. 

There is a small minority who could be described as appearing around 15 years of age, 

with a wide margin of error.
3744

 At 16:17-16:25,
3745

 a man appears wearing a green shirt 

with a floral pattern. To the left of that man appears a line of six boys wearing 

successively beige, yellow, beige, camouflage, and 2 cream-coloured t-shirts. These 

boys are seen repeatedly in subsequently excerpts.
3746

 No reasonable age range would 

exclude 15 or over for any of these individuals. Any or all of them, based on 

appearance, could be 15, 16, 17, or even 18 years of age at the upper end of a 

reasonable age estimate.  

                                                           
3737

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,9:56-10:12,16:30-17:45. 
3738

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,30:20-30:27. 
3739

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,4:15-4:16. 
3740

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,4:15-4:16. 
3741

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,11:10-11:30(showing most of the left group, who are visibly substantially 

older). 
3742

 D-0017:T-253,80:8-24. 
3743

 D-0017:T-253,80:25-81:12. 
3744

 See e.g. DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,16:24(boys to the left of the man with the flower-print shirt could be 

assessed as being around 15 years of age, but not under 15 with any degree of confidence). 
3745

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,16:17-16:25. 
3746

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,18:40-19:00, 19:56-20:11, 21:30-21:45, 28:30-29:00. 
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1298. The same is true of the youngest-looking in the Middle Group. The camera pans across 

the Middle Group from 24:16 to 24:34, with the three individuals on the far left (24:33-

24:34) having the youngest appearance.
3747

 Their facial features are indiscernible and 

their height and physique do not permit an age-range estimate that excludes 15 or above 

with any confidence. 

1299. There are four individuals amongst the Right Group that appear the youngest: two 

individuals to the right of the man with the green shirt with a floral pattern, one of 

whom is wearing a green singlet;
3748

 a person with a bright green shirt at 16:54;
3749

 and 

a person with a cocked head at 17:01 who may be wearing a grey shirt.
3750

  

1300. Although these individuals look young, they are not pre-pubescent. A reasonable 

estimate of the person in the bright green shirt – which was in fact given by D-0017
3751

  

– is 13 years of age. It cannot be said with any confidence – let alone the standard of 

confidence required in a criminal trial – that it is unreasonable to state that the person 

might be 15.  He or she has oddly pronounced facial features and a body that does not 

appear to be pre-pubescent. The person may be a pygmy. Dr. Lawry’s report suggests 

that 7.4% of the population of Ituri is pygmy,
3752

 and Prosecution witnesses mentioned 

pygmies amongst recruits and FPLC soldiers.
3753

 P-0190 specifically remarked that the 

presence of pygmies would make it difficult to assess age based on height alone, and 

asserting that his knowledge of under-age children was based instead on where they 

were recruited from.
3754

 

1301. The person with the cocked head is too hard to see for a meaningful age-estimate to be 

given. The two boys to the right of the man with the floral shirt are not so young that it 

would be unreasonable to give them an age estimate that includes the age of 15. In 

short, none of these four individuals – who appear to be the youngest amongst the 

entire assembly – can be safely found to be under the age of 15.  

                                                           
3747

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,24:16-24:34. 
3748

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,16:26. These two also are visible at DRC-OTP-0120-0293-

Ex01,10:27-10:30,10:43-45,18:21-59. 
3749

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,16:54,24:08. 
3750

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,17:01,24:12. 
3751

 D-0017:T-253,73:20-74:02. 
3752

 DRC-OTP-2084-0523,p.0565. 
3753

 P-0017:T-59,44:7(as recruits at Kilo);P-0300:T-166,34:20, T-167,65:4-8. 
3754

 P-0190:T-97,15:22(there “was not a single pygmy” in the FPLC) but also T-96,88:21-22(“there are Pygmies 

in our country, I can’t tell by looking at people, just because somebody is short doesn’t meant they’re a child”). 
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 Even if anyone pictured on the video is under 15, it is unproven that they trained C.

with the FPLC, let alone were ever allowed to join the FPLC 

1302. The Rwampara video shows individuals at three different stages in relation to training: 

(i) individuals without any batons indicating that they may have not commenced their 

training; (ii) individuals with batons indicating that they are in the middle of training, 

but have not yet graduated;
3755

 and (iii) individuals wearing uniforms and holding a 

weapon or a baton who have completed the training. A person traverses the threshold 

from trainee to soldier only once the third stage is reached.
3756

   

1303. The Prosecution’s assertion that all of these individuals are “within the ranks” of the 

UPC is unsubstantiated, and contrary to what is plain from the video itself. The only 

individuals who have graduated to the ranks of the UPC are those in uniform.
3757

 Their 

status as graduates is further confirmed by their appearance later on the video at 

NDROMO.
3758

 Not a single one of them appears to be under 15; almost all look 

obviously 18 or over. Their physique is well-visible at 6:51-7:01, and at 31:19-

36:40.
3759

 The physical appearance of these graduates is, in itself, compelling evidence 

that the FPLC did apply an appropriate age threshold for becoming a soldier. 

1304. No adverse inference can be drawn from the fact that none of the morale-boosting 

speeches included an order for the youngest individuals to be removed.
3760

 The absence 

of specific reference to age in these speeches does not reduce the plausibility of 

NTAGANDA and D-0080’s testimony that [REDACTED]. The Prosecution’s other 

argument, that knowledge of songs indicates that everyone present had already begun 

their training,
3761

 is contradicted by Prosecution testimony that these songs were also 

popular amongst civilians.
3762

 

                                                           
3755

 P-0883:T-168,15:23-16:3;P-0016: [REDACTED],P-0005:T-189,41:14-25,57:9-58:4. 
3756

P-0055:T-71,79:24-82:3-16;P-0010:T-48,14:21-23;P-0963:T-78,52:12-16;P-0016:DRC-OTP-2054-

1447,57:10-13,57:22-25;D-0017:T-252,70:16-19. 
3757

 D-0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163,para.61(b),(j). 
3758

 DRC-D18-0001-6692,p.6702,11:235-239; DRC-D18-0001-0463,51:17-54:20;D-0300:T-220,38:23-39:4;D-

0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163,para.59;D-0017:T-255,46:10-15.  
3759

 DRC-OTP-0120-0293-Ex01,6:51-7:01,31:19-36:40. 
3760

 PCB,para.682. 
3761

 PCB,para.682. 
3762

 [REDACTED] 
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1305. D-0080 and NTAGANDA both affirmed that Mr NTAGANDA [REDACTED] were 

not of a suitable age for training.
3763 

[REDACTED] had already been informed that they 

would be returned to their villages, and that this was subsequently done.
3764

 Some had 

arrived as recently as the previous day and, accordingly, had not yet been sent home.
3765

 

He also indicated that it was standard procedure to reject recruits deemed not physically 

suitable for training, either at the initial screening, during their first few days of training 

or, unusually, even after they had received a baton.
3766

 This testimony was corroborated 

by Mr NTAGANDA,
3767

 and is also supported by the visible difference in age between 

the graduates in uniform and the youngest members of the Right Group. 

 Age is not corroborated for anyone on the video D.

1306. P-0010’s testimony concerning the age of anyone on the video is unreliable in light of 

her willingness to lie about her own age and other issues. Her testimony about 

[REDACTED] age
3768

 is contradicted by substantial evidence
3769

 and the image itself.  

1307. P-0046’s “Histoires Individuelles,” based on interviews at Rwampara some six weeks 

after the video, provide no corroboration. No one on the video can be assumed to be the 

same individuals who are interviewed at Rwampara at the end of March 2003, many of 

whom indicate that they were recruited long before February 2003. Even if such an 

assumption was possible, the comment of one of the few who indicated that he joined 

the UPC in February 2003 was that he did not receive “real training”: 

“[REDACTED]”.
3770

 This further confirms that those who were perceived as too young 

were not trained, and certainly were not integrated into the ranks of the FPLC. 

                                                           
3763

 [REDACTED] 
3764

 [REDACTED] 
3765

 D-0300:T-240,38:7(“Some of them arrived the day before”);D-0300:T-220,31:25-32:3.  
3766

[REDACTED]; D-0300:T-220,38:9-10; [REDACTED]. 
3767

[REDACTED] 
3768

 P-0010:T-48,11:18(“[REDACTED] was younger than me, but I don’t know exactly how old she was”). 
3769

P-0010:T-47,59:11,62:16, T-48,11:9,12:7; [REDACTED];D-0251:T-260,18:8-9,19:19-20:7,8:3,96:14-15;D-

0017:T-253,33:23-34:03,67:25
.
 

3770
 DRC-OTP-2082-1832,p.10. 
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Section IV - Other videos do not show anyone who can be judicially determined as 

under 15 

 Introduction A.

1308. The Prosecution cites, in a single footnote, excerpts from eleven videos to “show[] the 

obvious presence of children under the age of 15 within the ranks of the UPC”.
3771

 The 

Prosecution does not specify who is under 15, what characteristics substantiate this 

conclusion, or even a general age range that the Prosecution considers as within the 

margins of reasonableness. These cursory submissions should be summarily dismissed, 

along with consideration of the videos. 

1309. Most of the video excerpts are of poor quality; do not permit reasonable discernment of 

facial features; do not permit a proper evaluation of height, for whatever limited value 

that would have; and seldom give an extended opportunity of observation. These 

deficiencies widen the reasonable age range estimate. Although these estimates may 

straddle 15 for the youngest-looking subjects, none appear so young as to exclude 15 or 

above as unreasonable. Experienced witness P-0046 indicated that she was unable to 

provide an age estimate based on images of subjects.
3772

 Judge Ušacka’s opinion in 

Lubanga opinion demonstrates, even in dissent, that an assessment that no one on the 

videos is under 15 is not unreasonable, which is the necessary standard.
3773

 

B. DRC-OTP-0127-0058  

1310. The excerpt at 00:50 ([REDACTED]) plainly does not include anyone for whom a 

reasonable assessment of the upper end of the age-range does not include 15 or higher. 

The face of the subject can be seen, but not body-size or height, nor the sizes or height 

of anyone in proximity. The Prosecution has offered no submissions explaining why the 

contrary is true. 

1311. The image at 02:42 cannot sustain a narrow age-range estimate of the presumed 

subject, who is in the background, never fully visible, and without discernible facial 

features. The Prosecution makes no submissions as to whether the subject is the same 

as the person in the foreground at 00:50, who could reasonably be estimated as being 

                                                           
3771

 PCB,para.678,fn.2043. 
3772

 P-0046:T-103,24:14-26:11. 
3773

 Lubanga AJ, dissenting opinion,para.67(none of the videos “speaks for itself or shows individuals that are 

‘manifestly underage’”).  
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18. No estimate of age could exclude as unreasonable 15 or above at the upper end of 

the range.  

1312. No subject is identified by the Prosecution amongst the numerous individuals seen at 

28:42, which should lead to summary rejection of the Prosecution’s submission. No 

faces are visible and physique is difficult to evaluate. No age estimate is possible of 

anyone pictured that excludes 15 years of age or above. 

C. DRC-OTP-0127-0061  

1313. No one in excerpt 35:35-36:27 is specified by the Prosecution as under 15. The failure 

is unsurprising because there is no one in this excerpt for whom an age estimate can be 

given that does not include 15 years or above. The video is of poor quality and dark, 

making evaluation of facial features impossible or difficult.
3774

 The person at 35:26 

([REDACTED]) could be reasonably assessed as 18 years of age or above, and no one 

else on the videos is of an appearance that would exclude as unreasonable the 

possibility that they were 15 or above.  

1314. No precision is given amongst the various individuals at 1:52:56 to 1:54:38 

([REDACTED]) as to which person is alleged to be under 15. The individuals are 

seated, giving no perspective on height or body movement. No age assessment of the 

seated person wearing a beret at 01:53:02 could reasonably exclude at least 25 or above 

at the upper end of the range.  

1315. The subject standing by the door from 1:53:21 to 1:54:38 with the red beret is leaning. 

The close up at 1:54:27 does not reasonably permit to assess the age to be under 15 

with sufficient certainty. The individual could plausibly be 16, 17 or 18 years old.  

1316. Excerpt 1:52:56 to 1:54:38, which is relied on by the Prosecution, appears to show 

some of the same subjects as appear at 1:48:41 to 1:49:01, which is not. The absence of 

such cross-referencing subjects is a serious deficiency in the Prosecution’s submissions, 

and is particularly puzzling given that the Prosecution placed reliance on 1:48:41 to 

                                                           
3774

 Lubanga AJ, dissenting opinion,para.59 referring to EVD-OTP-00574;Lubanga Prosecution’s Notice, para.1. 
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1:49:01 in Lubanga, and Judge Ušacka commented that this “is, compared to all other 

excerpts, the strongest one”.
3775

  

1317. In the expectation that the Prosecution would rely on 1:48:41 to 1:49:01, the Defence 

adduced testimonial evidence concerning the apparent age of the subject from two 

witnesses: one estimate straddled the age of 15;
3776

 the other was inconclusive.
3777

 

Judge Ušacka did not find the image to be inconsistent with the proposition (which 

originated from the subject but was not relied on as evidence) that the person was 19 or 

20.
3778

  

1318. The subjects at 1:52:56 to 1:54:38 cannot be estimated with any confidence as being 

under 15. A Prosecution witness in this case could not do so, and nor could a judge in 

the Lubanga Appeal. These age estimates cannot be rejected as unreasonable.  

D. DRC-OTP-0080-0002 

1319. The excerpts (36:20-36:30 and 52:04-52:14) are of very poor quality, facial features are 

not discernible, and heights are difficult to assess in the absence of some objective 

reference point, and many subjects in uniforms have physiques that are more robust 

than those in the background, including with well-developed arms.
3779

 As stated by 

Judge Ušacka in Lubanga, “[w]hile there are some very tall persons compared to the 

surrounding individuals and to the person in question, it is unclear whether this is 

because they are older or because of other reasons”.
3780

 No finding can be made with 

any confidence that any of these individuals are under 15. 

E. DRC-OTP-0120-0294 

1320. The Prosecution does not specify who amongst the numerous individuals in any of 

these excerpts is under 15. No one visible at 02:02:43-02:02:46 even appears to be 

under 15. No facial features, especially of the person in the foreground can be 

                                                           
3775

 Lubanga AJ, dissenting opinion,para.53. 
3776

 P-0030:T-146,68:04-06,70:10-11(“between 14 and 15 years old”). 
3777

 P-0887:T-94,94:20-95:02(“I've said several times that it's difficult for me to assess somebody's age just by 

looking at a photograph. This is a very difficult task. The person has to be actually in front of me in real life for 

me to do that”). 
3778

 Lubanga AJ, dissenting opinion,para.55.  
3779

 P-0014:T-138,89:15-20; Lubanga AJ, dissenting opinion,para.59 referring to EVD-OTP-00410/EVD-OTP-

00676; [REDACTED]([REDACTED]). See also DRC-OTP-0080-0002,52:04. 
3780

 Lubanga AJ, dissenting opinion, para.66 referring to EVD-OTP-00410/00676(00:52:14);P-0758: 

[REDACTED] ([REDACTED]). 
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discerned. All of the individuals at 02:22:49-52 are sitting or crouching, making 

assessment of physical size impossible. The video is too dark to discern facial features. 

The one person standing appears to be over 18.  None of the individuals at 02:44:18-

02:44:25 appear to be under 15, and certainly no estimate of age could reasonably 

exclude 15 or above. The person at 02:47:14-20 is never fully visible. 

1321. No age estimate could exclude as unreasonable an age of at least 19 – a proposition
3781

 

that was not rejected as unreasonable by Judge Ušacka in Lubanga.
3782

 

F. DRC-OTP-1008-0008 

1322. No age estimate for anyone visible in uniform at 11:35-11:58 could exclude 15 or 

above as unreasonable. Even the close-up at 11:49 ([REDACTED]) does not exclude 

facial features consistent with a person 15 years of age or older. The person’s height 

can be misjudged, as is apparent from 11:45, where the perspective changes to show the 

person standing on lower ground. The Prosecution further does not address whether the 

subject sitting down at 12:58 is the same as at 11:49, which could alter assessment of 

age. Facial features cannot be discerned for anyone at 32:33 to 32:43. None of the 

subjects in these excerpts can be assessed to be clearly under the age of 15. Facial 

features are likewise obscured for many individuals at 34:59, and anyone for whom 

they are not obscured appears to be over 18. No indication is provided by the 

Prosecution whether these subjects are the same as those appearing in DRC-OTP-1001-

0010, which might affect age assessment.  

G. DRC-OTP-1001-0010  

1323. No one appearing in these excerpts appears to be under 15, and certainly cannot 

exclude a reasonable assessment that would include 15. The eyes are not visible at 

45:13 ([REDACTED]) and his size is impossible to assess. The subject could easily be 

16 or 17.  

1324. Excerpt 46:29 to 46:30 consists of two seconds where the face of the subject cannot be 

seen because it is turned and covered by a large hat. Even with this partial view, it 

                                                           
3781

 Lubanga AJ
,
 dissenting opinion,para.54. 

3782
 Lubanga AJ, dissenting opinion,para.55. 
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appears that the person is largely taller than the people around him. This subject is not 

pre-pubescent and no reasonable age assessment could exclude 15.  

H. DRC-OTP-0102-0009  

1325. The subject’s face is not visible and he is wearing a cap. No reasonable age assessment 

could exclude as old as 18 years of age, at the least. 

I.  DRC-OTP-2058-0251 

1326. No age assessment could exclude any of the three individuals at 13:49-13:52 being 18 

or over. 

1327. [REDACTED] ([REDACTED]) was assessed by P-0017 as showing someone “15 

years old or older”.
3783

 This image shows the same person as the person identified by  

P-0010 on the Rwampara video as “[REDACTED],”
3784

 who was described by 

numerous witnesses as being 16 and 20.
3785

 The deficiency of the Prosecution’s 

submissions in general are illustrated by its failure to identify the same subjects on 

different excerpts that may be relevant to the age assessments that this Trial Chamber 

can and should make. 

J. DRC-OTP-0103-0008 

1328. There is no indication that the individuals at [REDACTED] are affiliated with the 

FPLC, some other group, or are simply armed individuals. “[REDACTED]”.
3786

 

[REDACTED]. The two individuals in uniform do not, by appearance, seem to be 

under 15. [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]”.
3787

 

1329. Neither of the individuals at [REDACTED] is wearing a uniform, and neither can be 

presumed to be affiliated with the FPLC. Neither can be presumed to be of an ethnicity 

typically associated with UPC forces. The person on the right is clearly well over 18. 

The person on the left appears young, but not so young to exclude as unreasonable the 

                                                           
3783

 P-0017:T-62,52:11-53:6. 
3784

 [REDACTED] 
3785

 P-0010:T-47,59:11,62:16, T-48,11:9,12:7; [REDACTED]D-0251:T-260,18:9,19:19-

20:5,8:3,96:14-15; D-0017:T-253,33:23-34:03,67:25. 
3786

 [REDACTED] 
3787

 [REDACTED] 
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possibility that he is 15. [REDACTED],
3788

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].
3789

 

[REDACTED].
3790

  

K. DRC-OTP-0082-0016  

1330. The video is of such poor quality that no meaningful age assessment is possible. The 

video quality is fuzzy and seems to be filmed from a vehicle passing by when it is dark 

and rainy. Nothing can be said about any of the subjects in this excerpt.  

L. DRC-OTP-0164-0910  

1331. This video provides no indication of the armed group to which these individuals might 

be affiliated; no testimony was heard about the content of this video or its narration. 

Not all individuals who were armed in Bunia in May 2003, especially those without 

uniforms, can be presumed to have been members of the FPLC.
3791

  

CONCLUSION 

1332. Neither the Rwampara video nor any of the other videos shows anyone for whom an 

estimate of 15 years of age or above is unreasonable. This excludes a judicial 

determination to the contrary, consistent with the appropriate burden of proof and 

inherent uncertainties associated with age determination. Even if there is anyone on the 

Rwampara video for whom such an assessment is possible, it has not been proven that 

any of those individuals were enlisted into the FPLC.  

CHAPTER III – DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE OF INDIVIDUALS UNDER 15  

Section I - Introduction  

1333. The Prosecution claims that UPC and FPLC documents directing and ordering the 

demobilisation of children “prove” the presence of children under 15 amongst UPC 

forces, and “prove” Mr NTAGANDA’s knowledge of their presence.
3792

 

1334. The argument is unsustainable. First, the demobilisation documents address 

demobilisation of children under 18, not under 15.  

                                                           
3788

 [REDACTED] 
3789

 [REDACTED] 
3790

[REDACTED]. 
3791

 D-0013:DRC-D18-0001-6475,pp.6504-6505,16:10-17:10.  
3792

 PCB,para.625. 
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1335. Second, the repeated issuance of orders for demobilisation demonstrates an openness to 

acknowledge an intractable problem, in particular, amongst the village-level auto-

defence groups formed under the comités de paix. These groups continued to exist in 

some places. Their “fierce opposition”
3793

 to disarming, including those who were 15 to 

17 years of age, in light of the fears that were tragically justified in Bogoro
3794

 and 

Drodro.
3795

  

1336. Little or no weight should be placed on the 12 February 2003 document from a UPC 

education official announcing the creation of a DDRRR program for “des Enfants-

Soldats, âgés de 10 à 15/16 ans […] qui sera très bientôt réalisé.”
3796

 Nothing was 

heard from the author, directly or indirectly, about why he used this formulation or 

what it was based on. [REDACTED] even suggested that he may himself have been the 

source of this formulation,
3797

 in which case the document has no value independent of 

[REDACTED] testimony.  

Section II - The demobilization documents do not demonstrate the presence of children 

under the age of 15 within UPC forces 

 UPC presidential order of 21 October 2002  A.

1337. Less than a month after the first reference to the FPLC as a formal entity,
3798

 on 21 

October 2002, the “Presidence” of the UPC prohibited the “enrôlement des mineurs” in 

the FPLC. The decree acknowledges a practice to the contrary in unnamed “combat 

forces and in certain revolutionary armies”: 

Ces derniers jours, il se développe, contrairement à notre idéologie, 

une pratique d’enrôlement des mineurs des deux sexes au sein des 

forces combattantes et dans certaines armées de caractère 

révolutionnaire en vue d’accroître les effectifs de leurs soldats aux 

fronts.
3799

 

1338. The presidential decree purports to ban the practice within the armed group under the 

control of the UPC: “En ce qui concerne notre branche armée, en sigle ‘FPLC’, 

                                                           
3793

 DRC-D01-0003-5896. 
3794

 Katanga TJ,paras.1,841. 
3795

 DRC-OTP-0074-0422,p.0446(reporting the killing by Lendu militias of 408 civilians). 
3796

 DRC-OTP-0113-0070. 
3797

 [REDACTED] 
3798

 DRC-OTP-0092-0436(26 September 2002). 
3799

 DRC-OTP-0029-0274. 
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j’interdis formellement cette pratique qui va à l’encontre de nos anciennes activités 

avec l’ONG « [REDACTED] », dans le cadre de la démobilisation des enfants soldats.”  

1339. Regardless whether this statement is read as addressing a concern about a potential 

problem within the newly-formed FPLC, the practice and the prohibition alike relate to 

“mineurs”. [REDACTED]“[REDACTED].”
3800

 The document is not probative of 

children under 15 within the FPLC. 

B. FPLC Chief of Staff Order of 30 October 2002 

1340. Chief of Staff Floribert KISEMBO’s follow-up order of 30 October 2002 confirms that 

“mineur” was intended to cover anyone under 18. Addressed to “Cmds. U. (TOUS)”, 

the order requires that “vous devez désarmer endéans 2 (deux) semaines tous les 

enfants, c’est à dire moins de 18 ans.”
3801

 The practice to which the prohibition was 

responding was the enrolment of individuals under 18 years of age. Accordingly, these 

two documents are not indicative that the practice that needed to be prohibited was the 

enrolment of children under 15, as opposed to children between 15 and 17. 

1341. KISEMBO’s 30 October 2002 order also sheds light on where the practice was 

perceived as being prevalent, instructing that the disarmament must occur “même dans 

les FORCES D’AUTO-DEFENSE.”
3802

 D-0013 confirmed that the main reason for the 

21 October 2002 Presidential directive was that the “village self-defence committees 

[…] tended to enrol people of all ages” and that the rationale of his directive was to 

“point out to the chiefs of staff that children were not to be enlisted” in the FPLC.
3803

 

1342. The village-based “forces d’auto-défense”, controlled by the “comités de paix”, had 

been created starting at least as early as 1999.
3804

 They were “groups which arose 

spontaneously, self-defence groups in certain villages […] spontaneously created 

groups in villages to defend themselves against attacks”.
3805

 The fighting was 

                                                           
3800

[REDACTED]. 
3801

 DRC-D01-0003-5894. 
3802

 DRC-D01-0003-5894. 
3803

[REDACTED]. 
3804

P-0017:T-60,61:17-64:17;D-0038:T-249,13:3-14:8,39:20-50:18;P-0116:T-196,14:1-14;P-0792:T-150,40:5-

43:4; D-0013 [REDACTED]  
3805

 P-0116:T-196,14:10-14. See also P-0190:T-96,85:13-14. 
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vicious,
3806

 “really a wild war”
3807

 and “truly radical.”
3808

 Some villages had “eight to 

ten Kalachnikovs” purchased by traders in the village,
3809

 others had four purchased 

from “the Ugandans.”
3810

 These village-based groups were “not part of any armed 

group.”
3811

 The same phenomenon occurred in Lendu villages.
3812

 

1343. Some of these auto-defence groups may have been absorbed by the FPLC or UPC 

forces when they came into existence, but not all. As stated by P-0317, referring to June 

2003: “The Hema militia were those villages, in fact, that the UPC soldiers had armed 

for their protection, for their personal protection, for the protection of their village, for 

example, without being in the hierarchy of the UPC.”
3813

 P-0017 testified that “the 

majority joined, but not all” and that “I know that the UPC had difficulties with those 

people because they always wanted to work in their places of origin.”
3814

 P-0317 

confirmed that these Hema militias had other sources of arms as well.
3815

 P-0317 used 

the expression “Hema militia” as distinct from “UPC forces” in a 20 June 2003 

[REDACTED] to which she contributed.
3816

  

1344. The uneven control of the self-defence groups was confirmed by Mr Ntaganda: 

In the villages populated by Hema, the members of those forces joined the 

army, but I can't say that all of those groups ceased to exist. As regards us, 

wherever we were deployed there were no longer self-defence groups there, but 

where our forces were not present those self-defence groups protected 

themselves. So wherever we weren't they continued to protect themselves, 

defend themselves, but I can't really answer your question as to when they 

ceased to exist. At some point in time, those self-defence groups were no 

longer active. But each time they thought that combatants were going to attack 

them, they would rise to defend themselves again, but they were small groups 

and they were located where we were not present.
3817

 

                                                           
3806

 P-0105:T-134,59:21-25. 
3807

 D-0038:T-249,50:1-2. 
3808

 P-0017:T-60,64:14. 
3809

 P-0017:T-60,63:23-25. 
3810

 D-0038:T-249,42:2. 
3811

 P-0017:T-60,63:20-23. 
3812

Katanga TJ,paras.526-533;D-0300:T-225,33:14-18;T-225,36:2-22;P-0190:T-96,85:6-10;P-0105:T-135,11:1-

7;P-0127:T-139,81:8-23;P-0365:T-147,13:6-14. 
3813

 P-0317:T-193,41:16-18. 
3814

 P-0017:T-63,36:7-9. 
3815

 P-0317:T-193,41:23. 
3816

 DRC-OTP-0152-0286,p.0300. 
3817

 D-0300:T-225,34:21-25. 
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1345. The continued reality of the Comités de paix and auto-defence groups is also reflected 

in the documents below. 

C. G-5 Monthly Report, 6 November 2002 

1346. The FPLC staff officer responsible for, inter alia, civilian affairs reports that in many 

places the civilian population outside Bunia still felt “ménacée par les ennemis chaque 

jour,” to the extent of fearing working in their fields, conducting business, or traveling 

along main roads.
3818

 Travel along the roads from BUNIA to MABANGA, AMÉ, and 

LARGU, as well as other roads in the interior,
3819

 is described as dangerous, and he 

proposes “un système de convoit qui est devenu courant et cela avec les militaires.”
3820

 

Against this backdrop, the G-5 describes complaints from the “comités” about seizures 

of their weapons by the FPLC, and the FPLC’s failures to protect them: “Les Doléances 

Recues: […] Les armes qui la sécurisent (dans le Comité) qui a mis UPC […] 

Insuffisance de force dans tous ces milieux pour Bien se défendre contre les ennemis 

qui viennent massacrer, piller et detruir [sic].”
3821

  

1347. The report also refers to disputes at BLUKWA and BULE with the “comité” 

concerning who exercises command over certain soldiers there.
3822

 The G-5 resolved 

these disputes, but suggests their potentially explosive nature in saying that, at least at 

BULE, “c’était passé dans le calme”.
3823

 

D. UPC Decree for registration of arms, 10 December 2002 

1348. LUBANGA writes to KISEMBO expressing his concern about the “illicit” purchase of 

weapons in villages and their distribution amongst the civilian population, which he 

considers “contre la securite du camp adverse, mais aussi contre celle des siens et de 

soi-meme.”
3824

 At the same time, his letter reflects prudence about attempting to seize 

such weapons and being seen to deprive villages of their right to defend themselves.
3825

 

                                                           
3818

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,p.0137. 
3819

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,p.0139. 
3820

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,pp.0137,0141. 
3821

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,pp.0139-140. 
3822

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,pp.0139-140(“Sur place à Blikwa [sic] et Largu nous avons rglé [sic] le conflit entre 

comité et Collectivité qui considèrait les éléments de Blikwa comme étant les sien. Ce même travail est fait à 

Bule et c’était passé dans le calme”). 
3823

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,p.0140. 
3824

 DRC-OTP-0093-0121. 
3825

 DRC-OTP-0093-0121. 
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He therefore issues a less confrontational instruction in the less confrontational order, 

“avec le concours des notabilities et forces vives de la place,” to take a census of 

weapons. The letter reveals the reality of local forces, the reason they still exist, and the 

difficulty confronting the UPC and FPLC in trying to deprive them of weapons that 

they had independently obtained.  

E. UPC Decree dissolving the comités de paix, 10 January 2003 

1349. John TINANZABO, the UPC’s Secrétaire national à la pacification et de 

réconciliation, purports to abolish the comités de paix on 10 January 2003.
3826

 The 

reason for doing so reflects their evident recalcitrance in following the policies of the 

UPC-RP: 

Attendu que les Comités de paix anciennement institués dans les localités et 

villages ne cadrent pas avec la philosophie et le programme de Pacification de 

l’UPC-RP; Attendu que l’existence de ces Comités de paix parallèlement au 

Comite Vérité, Paix, et Réconciliation risqué de porter atteinte aux objectifs 

que s’est assignés l’UPC-RP […] Article 1er: Sont dissous tous les comité de 

paix dans leur ancienne formule sur toute l’étendue du territoire sous contrôle 

de l’UPC-RP.
3827

 

F. Presidential order for report, 27 January 2003  

1350. LUBANGA requests a report from KISEMBO on the implementation of his 21 October 

2002 instruction on 27 January 2003. After referring to his instruction of 21 October 

2002 specifically, LUBANGA “vous demande de me faire parvenir, dans un meilleur 

délai, le rapport détaillé sur cette question à laquelle j’attache toute l’importance.”
3828

 

G. National education secretary’s letter to G5 of FPLC, 12 February 2003 

1351. This letter, whose specific content is addressed below in more detail, provides further 

confirmation of the concern for demobilisation “au nom de l’UPC-RP et de son 

President.” The letter invites the G5 to appoint 13 officers to attend a workshop to be 

held by “SAVE CHILDREN” on 17 and 18 February 2003. 

                                                           
3826

 DRC-OTP-0092-0466. 
3827

 DRC-OTP-0092-0466. 
3828

 DRC-OTP-0029-0275. 
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H. Mr Ntaganda’s report of 16 February 2003 

1352. This document appears to be signed by “Peter Dztho,” “P.O.” (par ordre) of Mr 

NTAGANDA, as Chef-d’État-major-général-adjoint.
3829

 The addressee is the 

“AGS/UPC” – the “administrateur générale de sécurité.”
3830

 The document refers to 

the presidential directive of 21 October 2002 and the UPC President’s request for a 

report, as well to a meeting that “vous avez tenu avec l’EMG le 08 Février sur le souci 

du Président de l’UPC concernant le Désarmement des Enfants”. Mr NTAGANDA 

recalled the meeting as having occurred after a meeting in Bunia with a delegation from 

the RCD-Goma.
3831

 

1353. The letter indicates, as had the previous documents, that the auto-défense groups were 

not always fully cooperative with the FPLC: “Nos U. se butent à une farouche 

opposition de la part des Responsables des Forces d’Auto-Défense à démobiliser et 

désarmer les Enfants de leur Groupe.”
3832

  

I. Presidential decree, 1 June 2003  

1354. This decree immediately demobilises anyone under 18 from the FPLC.
3833

 The decree 

confers responsibility for execution on the National Secretary responsible, and on the 

Chief of Staff of the FPLC. 

1355. This decree was issued very shortly after LUBANGA’s (and Mr NTAGANDA’s) 

return to Bunia for the first time since the FPLC was routed by the UPDF on 6 March 

2003. D-0013 explained that the impetus for this decree was his visual observation at a 

rally in Bunia armed individuals who appeared to be under 18 years of age.
3834

 D-0013 

was not sure of the affiliation of these individuals, but suspected that they may have 

been individuals who had been armed by PUSIC or the UPDF.
3835

 MONUC also 

reported during this period that PUSIC was recruiting children.
3836

 LUBANGA deemed 

                                                           
3829

 DRC-D01-0003-5896;D-300:T-223,47:5-12. 
3830

 D-0300:T-239,26:11-12. 
3831

 D-0300:T-223,47:19-25. 
3832

 DRC-D01-0003-5896. 
3833

 DRC-OTP-0151-0299. 
3834

[REDACTED]. 
3835

 [REDACTED] 
3836

 DRC-OTP-0001-0033,p.0035. 
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it appropriate to issue this decree to ensure that such individuals were not integrated 

into the FPLC.  

1356. This decree was broadcast on the radio no later than 2 June 2003.
3837

  

J. Kisembo Order, 5 June 2003 

1357. KISEMBO promptly implemented the preceding decree by way of an order to all 

brigade commanders to “procéder à la démobilisation de tout élément dans nos rangs 

âgé de moins de 18 ans, suivant la procédure ordinaire”.
3838

  

K. Notes and compte rendu of 16 June 2003 meeting 

1358. The Prosecution contests the authenticity of the type-written compte rendu of a meeting 

of the General Staff dated 16 June 2003,
3839

 but does not question the authenticity or 

reliability of hand-written notes of the same meeting.
3840 

Any differences are immaterial 

to the issue of demobilisation: both documents reflect that any “enfants soldats” must 

be immediately “disarmed” or “demobilised.”
3841

 The reference in the hand-written 

notes to “disarming” child soldiers implies that FPLC forces are to disarm anyone they 

find carrying a weapon who is under 18, reinforced by the instruction in the type-

written compte rendu that “[o]ù vous les trouvez, ramenez-les aux ONG.”
3842

 

L. Conclusions concerning documentary evidence on demobilisation 

1359. The foregoing demobilisation documents are not probative of any “existing 

practice”
3843

 of enrolling children under the age of 15 in the UPC forces. They are 

indicative, rather, of the potential presence of individuals under 18 in the FPLC and of 

the actual presence of such individuals in the local self-defence groups.  

1360. The documents also demonstrate the UPC’s and FPLC’s willingness to forthrightly 

acknowledge and confront this issue. If all this was nothing but propaganda to “ease 

                                                           
3837

DRC-OTP-0001-0033,p.0035;DRC-OTP-0203-0319,p.0323(“tous les individus âgés de moins de 18 ans sont 

à dater de ce jour démobilisés du FPLC”). 
3838

 DRC-OTP-0014-0254. 
3839

 DRC-D01-0003-5900. 
3840

DRC-OTP-0091-0888;PCB,paras.103-104. The meeting is also referred to at DRC-OTP-2102-

0512,01:25:12-01:27:38(transcript DRC-OTP-2102-0512,ll.142-168). 
3841

 DRC-OTP-0091-0888. 
3842

 DRC-D01-0003-5900,p.5901. 
3843

 PCB,para.669. 
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pressure from local and international actors,”
3844

 then P-0046 and P-0116 would have 

been its intended audience, yet they never heard about it.
3845

  

1361. P-0046’s testimony that she observed no genuine UPC effort at demobilisation until 

2003
3846

 must be viewed in light of her testimony that it was appropriate to “freeze in 

place” the situation for children until demobilisation programs were set up;
3847

 that no 

such programs were available in March 2003;
3848

 that there were serious delays – which 

she criticised in her reports – in setting up the national DDR program;
3849

 that there 

were not enough CTO spots in Bunia at least through the end of September 2003;
3850

 

and her testimony that [REDACTED].
3851

 It is contradictory to, on the one hand, 

criticise the UPC for not demobilise fast enough while at the same time failing to make 

available the apparatus that P-0046 claimed was a prerequisite for such demobilisation. 

1362. P-0976’s opinion that these orders could not have been genuine because of what he saw 

in Bunia thereafter 
3852

 is based on the erroneous assumption that anyone seen with a 

weapon in BUNIA after March or May 2003 must have been a member of the UPC 

forces. PUSIC had split from the UPC and was actively recruiting children;
3853

 the 

comité de paix must have resumed or continued their activities in the absence of the 

UPC forces, who were soundly defeated on 6 March 2003 by the UPDF;
3854

 and there 

                                                           
3844

 PCB,paras.224,624,625,754. 
3845

 P-0116:T-196,15:7(“I have never seen this document, sir”);P-0046:T-102,33:7(“Q. [REDACTED], do you 

have any knowledge of this document? A.Not at all”). 
3846

 P-0046:T-103,76:17-23;P-0976:T-152,19:18-20:7; [REDACTED]. 
3847

 P-0046:T-102,26:11-15. 
3848

 P-0046:T-100,37:7-20;P-0031:DRC-OTP-2054-3939,3940:12-3941:13;DRC-OTP-2054-4308,p.4341:5-11. 
3849

 P-0046:T-101,48:17-50:2,T-102,27:2-23; DRC-OTP-0001-0033,p.0036(“We can not just afford to wait for 

the national programme to be operational”). 
3850

 P-0046:T-101,44:2-45:21. 
3851

 DRC-OTP-0001-0046,p.0048. 
3852

 P-0976: [REDACTED];T-152,89:1-17;T-153,3:9-24. 
3853

DRC-OTP-0001-0033,p.0035(“An information to be confirmed is the forced recruitment of 200 persons 

including children […] by PUSIC elements one month ago. PUSIC would have passed in all villages taking men 

and young boys by force”);DRC-OTP-0074-0422,p.0463(“As late as July 2003, there were allegations of 

PUSIC transferring more than 200 children from Tchomia to UPDF training camps in Rwebisengo and at 

Kibuku in Uganda”).  
3854

DRC-OTP-0107-0223,p.0238(report of the Ituri Pacification Commission, dated 14 April 2003, calling 

expressly for the cessation of recruitment of children by « forces d’auto-defense locals » : “Arrêt de toute forme 

de recrutement, volontaire ou forcé, d’enfants âgés de moins de 18 ans, au sein de forces et groupes armés, de 

milices et de forces d’auto-défense locales […]”);p.0262(“Arrêt du recrutement/re-recrutement des enfants âgés 

de moins de 18 ans – que ce soit volontaire ou forcé – dans les forces et groupes armés, dans les milices et dans 

les forces d’auto-défense locales”). 
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were reports of the UPDF distributing weapons in Bunia prior to their withdrawal.
3855

 

P-0976 also acknowledged that he may not have been informed of demobilisation 

efforts by UPC forces.
3856

  

1363. P-0365, incidentally, disagreed with P-0046’s and P-0976’s opinions, commenting that 

the demobilisation decrees “tall[y] with what he [LUBANGA] promised 

[REDACTED].  He had promised to disarm the children, and after that promise I saw 

children being sent to the CTOs [REDACTED].  So this is in line with what he had 

promised.”
3857

 P-0911 and P-0769 also both testified about demobilisation efforts long 

before 2003.
3858

 

1364. P-0046’s opinion about the insincerity of the FPLC demobilisation efforts should also 

be viewed in light of the biased attitude reflecting her knee-jerk denial that the 

commander whom she met at Rwampara “did not agree” to conservatory measures,
3859

 

[REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
3860

 P-0046 corrected her answer, but could not 

explain why she had given this testimony.
3861

 Later, P-0046 tried to minimise a 

purported UPC commander’s active support for demobilisation as being that he “did 

not object.”
3862

 In her [REDACTED] report, P-0046’s negative attitude towards the 

UPC is reflected when commenting on the UPCs 2 June Radio Candip communiqué 

calling for demobilisation, remaking that “[REDACTED].”
3863

 The decree does exist 

and is in evidence,
3864

 and P-0046 made this remark despite having had a French 

transcription and translation of the decree in her possession at the time.  

1365. In conclusion, the demobilisation documents do not demonstrate any “existing practice” 

of enrolling children under 15 in the UPC forces. The documents demonstrate a frank 

acknowledgement of a potential problem, and a practice that was prevalent amongst the 

                                                           
3855

[REDACTED];DRC-OTP-0074-0422,p.0434(“Following its commitment to the Luanda Agreement, UPDF 

withdrew from Ituri in May 2003. Since then, it has continued to give open support to PUSIC and FAPC, both 

spun off from UPC in order to weaken it”).  
3856

 P-0976:T-153,3:22(“It is possible that I was not fully informed”);T-152,100:8(“I can only talk about what I 

know”). 
3857

 P-0365:T-148,12:7-10. 
3858

 P-0911:T-157,39:24-41:14;P-0769:T-120,46:18-48:12. 
3859

 P-0046:T-102,39:23. 
3860

 DRC-OTP-2082-1832,p.1833. 
3861

 P-0046:T-102,40:1-10. 
3862

 P-0046:T-102,43:5-8. 
3863

 DRC-OTP-0203-0319. 
3864

 DRC-OTP-0151-0299. 
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self-defence forces for reasons that were, moreover, completely justified given the 

ongoing threat of massacres of civilians by Lendu forces. The imperfect execution of 

these decrees and orders, as is openly acknowledged in Mr NTAGANDA’s letter of 16 

February 2003,
3865

 is no indication that these decrees and orders were a “sham.” 

Interpreting these documents as an admission of criminal responsibility is not only 

factually wrong, it sends a dangerous message to leaders who actually try to take 

responsibility for problems, rather than washing their hands of them.  

Section III - The plan to set up a program for the benefit of child soldiers “âgés de 10 à 

15/16 ans”  

 

1366. This letter is an invitation to the G5 of the FPLC to designate officers to participate in a 

workshop on DDRRR to be held at Save the Children.
3866

 The letter is dated 12 

February; an initial workshop for all 13 officers is scheduled for 17 and 18 February; a 

second workshop for the officers who will be trainers at the CTO is scheduled for 24 to 

26 February; and start of the program itself is foreseen for the end of March 2003.
3867

 

1367. The lengthy introductory sentence of the letter reads:  

J’ai l’honneur et l’avantage de porter à votre connaissance que le Secrétariat 

National à l’Éducation Nationale (SN/EDN) au nom de l’UPC-RP et de son 

Président, a initié un programme de Démobilisation, Désarmement, 

Rééducation, Réinstallation et de Réinsertion (DDRRR) en faveur des Enfants-

Soldats, âgés de 10 à 15/16 ans, qui acceptant volontiers leur retour à la vie 

civile pour une réorientation conforme de leur avenir.”
3868

 

1368. The key question is whether the use of the phrase “âgés de 10 à 15/16 ans” is probative 

of the presence of children of that age within the UPC forces. It is not, or only to an 

extremely limited extent. 

1369. First, the author of the document, Marcel ADUBANGO BIRI, was not called as a 

witness. Very little to no information was adduced concerning who Mr ADUBANGO 

was, let alone whether he had contact with UPC armed forces between July 2002 and 

the date of the letter. No witness confirmed that they saw this document at the time. 

                                                           
3865

 DRC-D01-0003-5896 
3866

 DRC-OTP-0113-0070,p.0072. 
3867

 DRC-OTP-0113-0070,pp.0071-0072. 
3868

 DRC-OTP-0113-0070. 
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[REDACTED].
3869

 [REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
3870

 The Chamber has no 

information allowing it to know what ADUBANGO based his age range on. The 

Prosecution’s failure to adduce this information is striking in light of the decisive 

importance that this document assumed in the Lubanga case. According to the Appeals 

Chamber, there was only “one piece of documentary evidence” relied on in the 

Lubanga Trial Judgement, and this is it.
3871

 Yet no information was adduced in this 

case to assist the Trial Chamber in evaluating its basis. 

1370. Second, the age range appearing in this document may simply have been inserted at the 

suggestion of [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
3872

 When asked 

whether the age range in the letter corresponded to P-0031’s opinion about the age 

range of children amongst UPC forces, P-0031 answered: “That does correspond with 

it, because there were even children who were nine years old, and then he took ten 

years old, but there were children who were nine years old”.
3873

 [REDACTED] 

“[REDACTED]” [REDACTED]. [REDACTED] “[REDACTED].”
3874

 As the 

Prosecution has itself argued in respect of other documents: “The context in which this 

document was drafted is extremely unclear […] Only the author of the letter can clarify 

the context of its creation.”
3875

  

1371. Third, the author’s choice of upper age limit (“15/16”) raises doubts about the 

reliability and significance of the lower age limit. Following the Prosecution’s logic, 

the document implies that there were no 17 year olds amongst UPC forces. 

1372. Fourth, the letter nowhere indicates the author’s understanding that the recruits under 

15 years of age are to originate from the UPC forces. The letter’s purpose is to invite 

FPLC officers to be trained in DDRRR and to act as trainers at the eventual CTO.
3876

 

This does not imply that the eventual students at the CTO must be drawn from the UPC 

forces. Other potential sources include: (i) Lendu child soldiers for whom the UPC 

might be particularly interested in having available demobilisation programs; (ii) local 
                                                           
3869

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED] 
3870

 [REDACTED] 
3871

 Lubanga AJ, para. 188(underline added). 
3872

[REDACTED]. 
3873

 P-0031:T-174,44:23-25. 
3874

[REDACTED]. 
3875

 Defence request for the admission of evidence, ICC-01/04-02/06-2128-Conf,p.18.  
3876

 DRC-OTP-0113-0070(“atélier de formation et d’information […] séminaire de formation est programmé 

pour les seuls Officiers futurs formateurs du Centre transit”). 
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auto-defense forces; and (iii) PUSIC, which had split from the UPC around December 

2002.
3877

 The Prosecution’s claim that the letter calls for a selection of children “from 

within the UPC”
3878

 is a gloss that is not found in the text of the letter. 

1373. Finally, the most likely meaning of the letter is that the author, rather than making a 

statement of fact, is simply indicating that no potential candidate for the program is to 

be excluded on the basis of a lower age limit. The letter contains not the slightest 

suggestion that the author has identified under 15 within the ranks of the FPLC to be 

demobilised, and should not be so read. 

 The use of the words “mtoto”, “children”, “enfant” and “kadogo” are not A.

probative of children under 15 years of age amongst UPC forces 

1374. The Prosecution asserts that the words “enfant” or “child” is probative of under 15.
3879

 

The evidence shows the contrary. 

1375. P-0315’s Notes of an interview with Mr NTAGANDA.
3880

 P-0315’s note
3881

 of 

conversation with Mr NTAGANDA in 2010 is inaccurate. P-0315 misunderstood what 

Mr NTAGANDA said in respect of the ages amongst UPC forces.
3882

 Even assuming 

that the notes do accurately record Mr NTAGANDA referring to “children in the 

UPC,” he is also recorded as having referred to himself as having been a “child soldier” 

at age 16. Any reference to “children” must accordingly refer to the threshold between 

childhood and adulthood – i.e. 18 or 19 years of age. 

1376. FPLC logbook references to “mtoto”.
3883

 The Prosecution implies that the use of the 

term “mtoto” as used in the logbook implies a specific age
3884

 – albeit without 

indicating whether this age is 18, 15 or some other age entirely. The interpretation is 

unsustainable. If true, this would mean that all of the soldiers ambushed in 

NYANGARAY were under a certain age
3885

 – which is belied by the very next message 

                                                           
3877

[REDACTED];D-0300:T-218,60:5-7; [REDACTED] . 
3878

 PCB, para.673. 
3879

 PCB,para.674. 
3880

 PCB,para.677. 
3881

 DRC-OTP-2062-0363. 
3882

 D-0300:T-224,71:3-76:18. 
3883

DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5760(Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5790);DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0208, 0048, 

0093, 0095, 0167(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.4030, 3870, 3915, 3917, 3989).  
3884

 PCB,para.674. 
3885

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0048(First)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3870). 
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which refers to the same group as simply “les militaires.”
3886

 Hence, the Prosecution 

itself occasionally translates “mtoto” as “soldat” in the logbook.
3887

 Another potentially 

accurate translation is “youth.”
3888

 Video DRC-OTP-0102-0009 shows KISEMBO 

being invited to come speak to his “children,” which is an assembled crowd of all ages, 

including adults, civilian and military.
3889

 Another video shows LUBANGA giving a 

speech to a crowd of all ages whom he addresses as “Enfants de l’Ituri, bonjour à 

tous”.
3890

 The Governor of ITURI refers in a speech to the entire FPLC as “our 

children.”
3891

 P-0055 testified that the expression “children of Ituri” refers to people 

born in ITURI.
3892

 Mr NTAGANDA testified that commanders viewed those under 

their command, of whatever age, as “children” and would refer to them accordingly.
3893

 

P-0815 testified that he used the word “children” in respect of individuals of 18 or 20 

years old.
3894

 Lendu witnesses referred to combatants as “young people” without 

apparent regard to age;
3895

 and P-0857 referred to himself in the context of being a 

fighter that at the age of 17 he was “a little child” relative to the village elders who 

would decide whether they fight.
3896

 

1377. [REDACTED] testimony that the term “children” in one logbook entry means “children 

– and nothing else”
3897

 is unilluminating. [REDACTED] was never asked and never 

gave an age limit for this term, and was asked this question in relation to only a single 

excerpt of the logbook. The relevance of this answer to other entries is not established. 

Moreover, his testimony is contradicted by P-0016 who testified that “the rank and file 

soldiers, could be called children because that was our habit of speaking.”
3898

  

1378. Kadogo. The word “kadogo” does not appear in the logbook. P-0055 defined the term 

as someone who was “under 18 years of age; in other words, someone who is not yet an 

                                                           
3886

 DRC-OTP-0017-0033,p.0048(Second)(Transl.DRC-OTP-2102-3854,p.3870). 
3887

 DRC-D18-0001-5748,p.5760 (Transl.DRC-D18-0001-5778,p.5790). See PCB,fn.2023. 
3888

 DRC-OTP-0109-0136,p.0141. 
3889

 DRC-OTP-0102-0009 at 01:38:25-01:40:37. 
3890

 DRC-OTP-0124-0002 at 23:05-25:21(Transl.DRC-OTP-0176-0027,ll.261-281). See also DRC-OTP-0127-

0062 at 12:13-12:34 ;Transl.DRC-OTP-0177-0106,ll.260-265);DRC-OTP-0080-0002 at 00:41:30-00:42:12 

(Transl.DRC-OTP-0165-0012,ll.675-694). 
3891

 DRC-OTP-0080-0002. Transl.DRC-OTP-0165-0012,ll.178-202. 
3892

 P-0055:T-72,33:9-35:6. 
3893

 D-0300:T-218,37:9-18. 
3894

 P-0815:T-76,39:6-11. 
3895

 P-0790:T-54,8:3-4;P-0300:T-167,70:10. 
3896

 P-0857:T-193,91:22. 
3897

[REDACTED]. 
3898

 [REDACTED]  
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adult.”
3899

 P-0014 gave a slightly different threshold between adulthood and childhood, 

stating in reference to the word “kadogo” that “anybody who is aged 18 or under is a 

child.”
3900

 Kadogo could also have a vaguer connotation, such as “small” or 

“young.”
3901

 The term could also be used metaphorically, to refer to someone smaller 

than oneself.
3902

 Some witnesses used “kadogo” to refer simply to soldiers, as when P-

0030 described the soldiers trying to stop looting at the Bunia market in May 2003, 

who do not appear to be under 18, as “soldiers, UPC kadogos.”
3903

 The terminology 

appears not dissimilar from the expression “our boys” when used to refer to soldiers in 

English.
3904

 

1379. No contemporaneous references to children, enfant, kadogo or mtoto are suggestive of 

anyone under 15 being amongst UPC forces.  

B. Other contemporaneous documents 

1380. The Prosecution’s reliance
3905

 on a list of recruits at LINGO is misplaced, as the 

document contains no indication of age.
3906

  

1381. The FARDC “liste nominative des ELM (miliciens) de l’Ituri” from November 2005 

does not show, as the Prosecution claims, “the significant presence of children under 

the age of 15 who were still in the UPC.”
3907

 Quite to the contrary, out of 207 former 

UPC soldiers for whom dates or years of birth are indicated: two were born in 

[REDACTED],
3908

 none were born in 1991 or 1990, three were born in 

[REDACTED]
3909

 and eleven were born in [REDACTED].
3910

 The rest are older, or are 

indicated as being “moins de 18 ans” but with no indication of age or year of birth, 

meaning they could have been born as early as 1987. The document therefore shows 

                                                           
3899

 P-0055:T-71,68:21-22.  
3900

 P-0014:T-136,38:14. 
3901

 P-0014:T-136,38:9-14. See also D-0300:T-240,8:2-3(“A.Kadogo means something, well, something that is 

small or a person who is small").  
3902

 D-0300:T-240,7:18-23. 
3903

 P-0030:T-146,20:14. 
3904

 Eisenhower Speech(“We do not want to send our boys off into the Armed Services to serve in foreign 

lands.”)  
3905

 PCB,para.643,fn.1922. 
3906

 [REDACTED] 
3907

 PCB,para.634. 
3908

 DRC-OTP-0138-0027,#14 and #24. 
3909

 DRC-OTP-0138-0027,#17,#570 and #586. 
3910

 DRC-OTP-0138-0027,#55,#62,#68,#85,#99,#121,#481,#494,#506,#515 and #545. 
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only that two individuals out of 207 were under the age of 15 when they were with the 

UPC forces. Little or no weight can be placed on this document, however, since it was 

tendered from the bar table with no information whatsoever about how it was created or 

by whom.
3911

 This failure is puzzling since the document is signed by two named 

individuals as members of FARDC. Given the inherent difficulties associated with age 

assessment described above, and the absolute lack of information as to how this list was 

created, it must be given no weight. 

CHAPTER IV – TESTIMONIAL ESTIMATES OF AGE CANNOT RELIABLY 

SUSTAIN A FINDING OF ANY PERSON UNDER 15 WITHIN UPC FORCES  

Section I - Introduction  

 

1382. Testimony was heard from witnesses who claimed that they: (i) met subjects who told 

them that they had been members of the FPLC or its predecessor UPC forces when they 

were under 15, corroborated by visual appearance at the time that this hearsay 

information is communicated (e.g. P-0046,P-0116,P-0976,P-0031); or (ii) observed the 

subject amongst those forces (as bodyguards, being trained, etc.) whom they believed, 

based on appearance or behaviour, were under 15 (e.g. P-0963,P-0190,P-0768).  

1383. Both categories of evidence should be treated with great caution and, when not 

supported by corroboration in relation to the age of the subject, found insufficient to 

prove that the person was under 15 at the relevant time. 

1384. First, testimony from a witness about the age of a person who is not before the Court is 

subject to a wider margin of error than the Trial Chamber’s own direct observation. The 

Chamber has no opportunity to observe the subject, cannot know what standard of 

certainty the observer applied, and cannot know with specificity how the observer 

arrived at their estimate. The primary evidence heard in this case and in Lubanga 

confirms the need to treat this secondary evidence with greater, not less, concern for 

reliability. P-0046’s claim that no one had lied to her about age reveals her naiveté. P-

0769, to take but one amongst many examples, not only lied about his age to obtain 

assistance, but was encouraged to do so by one of P-0046’s [REDACTED].
3912

  

                                                           
3911

 Decision on admission of documentary evidence, ICC-01/04-02/06-1838,para.71. 
3912

 P-0769:T-122,42:9-21,43:8-14. 
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1385. Second, P-0046’s database lists 50 unnamed individuals who claim to have been under 

15 when they were associated with UPC forces or the FAPC. Amongst those 50, all but 

ten are said to have been 14 or 13 at the time of their association. A qualitative 

assessment shows that none of those 50 entries can be safely relied upon to reach a 

judicial finding that any of them were recruited, conscripted or used with the UPC. P-

0046 admitted that she did nothing to verify the ages of these 50 individuals;
3913

 that 

her “cross-checking” – when it did occur – consisted only of seeking other opinions 

about age;
3914

 that school or birth records or parents views were not checked;
3915

 that 

she did not test the credibility of subjects;
3916

 that information in her databases was 

often collected by others;
3917

 and that the standard for inclusion on her lists is broader 

than the legal definition applicable under the Rome Statute.
3918

  

1386. Third, P-0046’s refusal to disclose highly exculpatory and essential information in her 

possession – the names of the subjects who gave her the information that was the basis 

of her testimony – compels this Chamber not to rely on her testimony.
3919

 No fair trial 

can be based on information presented in this manner, which is inherently unreliable. 

The Chamber has no way of knowing whether the subjects in her database include 

those who testified unreliably in this case and in Lubanga. 

1387. Fourth, the testimony of other workers in the field of demobilisation does not reliably 

establish the presence of under-age children amongst UPC forces. P-0116 was not 

present in BUNIA at the relevant time. P-0976, who appears to be [REDACTED], 

provided no specific information on anyone whom he claims was re-recruited. 

[REDACTED]. [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED].
3920

 

1388. Fifth, witness testimony of age, based on visual assessments of age alone are not 

sufficiently reliable to be accorded any weight. The subjects were never identified. The 

criteria or methodology of visual assessment applied by these witnesses provides no 

meaningful guarantee of accuracy in respect of the specific age determination to be 
                                                           
3913

 P-0046:T-102,55:16-56:13. 
3914

 P-0046:T-100,24:8-18; T-102,92:2(“[t]hey would notice if something was apparently not true or incorrect”). 
3915

 P-0046:T-102,91:16-92:2(“I don't think that the protection agencies particularly did investigate”). 
3916

 P-0046:T-103,63:3-4(“I don't remember of having come across a child who told me he was associated and 

for whom I questioned what he said”). 
3917

 P-0046:T-102,57:2. 
3918

 P-0046:T-102,60:1-2.  
3919

 P-0046:T-100,87:15-17. 
3920

[REDACTED]. 
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made by the Chamber. Testimony was often adduced in highly suggestive 

circumstances, especially after multiple contacts in relation to the Lubanga case, further 

diminishing probative value and reliability. In almost no cases, furthermore, is 

sufficient information provided to know whether or not any of the information is 

corroborated.  

Section II - The indirect evidence of age must be treated with extreme caution 

 

1389. The evidence of individuals under the age of 15 in UPC forces addressed in this section 

is: (i) testimony of witnesses who received information from subjects that they had 

previously been in UPC forces; (ii) testimony of witnesses who purportedly saw 

individuals participating with UPC forces whom they estimated to have been under 15. 

The age-assessment in the first category involves primary reliance on hearsay 

information about association and age, supplemented by visual assessment, sometimes 

during an interview; the second involves direct observation of association, but only 

visual assessment of age usually without hearsay confirmation. 

1390. The inherent difficulties of age estimation have already been discussed in relation to the 

Chamber’s own visual evaluation. The margin of error must be set even wider when the 

Chamber is asked to rely on the visual evaluation of another. The Chamber should be 

particularly sceptical of those witnesses testimony who did not acknowledge an 

appropriate range of uncertainty.
3921 

For most witnesses, estimates of age were not 

elicited in relation to control images, so that the Chamber would have some idea as to 

how the witnesses were assessing age in practice, and their propensity for error. 

1391. Hearsay information from the subjects does not significantly enhance reliability given 

the particular circumstances of interviews by P-0046 and others. P-0769 testified that 

he lied about his age, with the encouragement of the NGO that was assisting him.
3922

 D-

0172 testified that some recruits with whom he was demobilised were as old as 25, 

falsely claiming that they were under 18.
3923

 P-0046’s own notes show, in one of the 

rare cases where her estimate was double-checked by a colleague, a person whom she 

                                                           
3921

 Cf. P-0116:T-196,39:10-11;D-0211:T-248,39:25-40:3. 
3922

 P-0769:T-122,42:9-43:14 (“‘we did reduce your age to 16,17’ […] as I really wanted to leave Bunia and 

return, then I signed”). 
3923

 D-0172:T-245,32:1-7; DRC-OTP-2103-0390(“UNICEF-led team finds 163 Congolese child soldiers in 

Uganda”). 
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had noted as being 15 was, in reality, 18.
3924

 P-0046 acknowledged that she took self-

reports of age at face-value, without making any effort to test these assertions.
3925

 The 

track record of witnesses before the ICC is abundant evidence of widespread efforts at 

deception in respect of allegations of child soldiers. 

1392. The hearsay evidence must also be given extremely low weight in light of its 

anonymous nature. Almost no one who is alleged to be under 15 was actually 

identified, and none of the individuals who spoke to P-0046 were identified. 

Anonymous hearsay, though not inadmissible, must be treated with the utmost caution 

even when not deliberately with-held,
3926

 as it was in this case.
3927

 

1393. The standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt should not be lowered as a 

compensation for the absence of direct evidence. On the contrary, direct evidence is 

available in abundance. Sixteen individuals claiming to have been under 15 when 

associated with UPC forces have testified at the ICC – 12 in Lubanga, and four in this 

case. 280 are registered as alleged victims. Many more should be available if it is true 

that a “significant minority” of the alleged 3,200 minors in UPC forces were under 

15.
3928

  

1394. There has been an unfortunate shift in this case, as compared to the Lubanga case, 

towards indirect evidence. The number of Prosecution  child soldier witnesses had been 

reduced from nine to four. The number of Victim child soldier  witnesses has dropped 

from three to zero. Estimates of age have often been elicited without even attempting to 

obtain the subject’s name or identity.
3929

 Objections have been raised when the Defence 

                                                           
3924

 DRC-OTP-0208-0284,p.0319-0320; P-0046:T-103,17:1-25. 
3925

 Merton,para.37 (“except in clear cases, the decision maker cannot determine age solely on the basis of the 

appearance of the applicant. In general, the decision maker must seek to elicit the general background of the 

applicant, including his family circumstances and history, his educational background, and his activities during 

the previous few years. Ethnic and cultural information may also be important. If there is reason to doubt the 

applicant’s statement as to his age, the decision maker will have to make an assessment of his credibility, and he 

will have to ask questions designed to test his credibility”). 
3926

 Ndindabahizi AJ,para.115; Bagasora TJ,para.890; Gotovina TJ, Vol. I,para.241; Haradinaj TJ,para.317. 
3927

 See Gbagbo Decision adjourning CoC, para. 29 
3928

 PCB,para.633;DRC-OTP-0074-0422,p.0461. 
3929

 See e.g. P-0768:T-36,50:19-51:5 (no attempt to adduce name of subjects); P-0907:T-89,25:7-13 (no attempt 

to adduce the names of children purportedly under 15); D-0172:T-245,82:3-22 (no questions asked by the 

Prosecution about the identity of friends of D-0172 who went to train at Mandro, “some” of whom were “about 

14”); P-0769:T-120,25:1-6,38:1-14,39:21-40:12. 
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did so.
3930

 The lesson that appears to have been learnt from Lubanga is that hearsay is 

better than direct testimony, and that quantity is preferable to quality. This is an 

unfortunate trend for this Court, and directly contrary to Judge Ušacka’s urging at the 

end of the Lubanga case that the Prosecution “adduce more direct and more convincing 

evidence and preserve the fairness of proceedings, which lies at the heart of criminal 

prosecutions and should not be sacrificed in favour of putting historical events on the 

record.”
3931

 

1395. The indirect evidence should be evaluated in light of the direct evidence that has been 

heard before this Court. Of the twelve alleged child soldiers who testified in Lubanga, 

zero were found reliable. Eight were so deliberately misleading that their victim status 

was revoked.
3932

 None of the five alleged child soldier witnesses heard in this case, 

[REDACTED],
3933

 is credible. This brings to 15 the number of lying or unreliable child 

soldier witnesses presented to this Court. These are the best – out of the alleged 

thousands – that can be presented to the Chamber after more than a decade of 

investigations. 

1396. The danger of a repetition of the rampant lying in the Lubanga case has not been 

diminished by making an example of those who lied, or those who encouraged them to 

lie. The Lubanga Trial Chamber did formally refer information for that purpose to the 

Prosecution, but no prosecutions of former Prosecution intermediaries or witnesses 

have been undertaken.
3934

 

1397. Meanwhile, the Rome Statute age threshold is, by now, extremely well-known in 

ITURI as a pre-condition for receiving compensation or vilifying the UPC in these 

criminal proceedings. This is exactly the type of influence noted by Dr YUILLE (P-

0933) as liable to contaminate investigations and even lead to widespread false 

allegations.
3935

 

                                                           
3930

 See e.g. D-0057:T-246,39:10-42:18 (repeated objections to obtaining details about the timing and 

circumstances of under-age individuals ostensibly demobilized by the UPC). 
3931

 Lubanga AJ, Ušacka dissent, para. 79. 
3932

 [REDACTED] 
3933

 [REDACTED] 
3934

 Lubanga TJ, para. 483. 
3935

 P-0933:T-87,34:18-35:8,37:17-24;T-88,18:21-19:16. 
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1398. All of these factors weigh in favour of treating this indirect, observational evidence 

with the utmost caution and scepticism. When this approach is adopted, it turns out that 

there is very little evidence of anyone within the ranks of the FPLC or UPC forces 

being under 15 years of age. Such evidence as there is does not meet the criminal 

threshold of proof. 

Section III - Testimony of age and association with an armed group based on reporting 

by the subjects, supplemented by visual observation: P-0046, P-0116, P-0976, P-0031 

 P-0046  A.

1399. P-0046 at first testified that the number of individuals whom she had identified as 

associated with UPC forces under the age of 15 during the relevant time period was 

approximately 167,
3936

 but then later recognised – based upon a passage of her Lubanga 

testimony showing figure different than that shown by the Prosecution – that the 

number was actually 71.
3937

  

1400. The latter figure corresponds roughly with P-0046’s database, DRC-OTP-0208-0284. 

This document consists of 172 entries, almost all of which relate to individuals 

purportedly associated with the UPC. However, those notes show that P-0046 over-

stated the number of subjects under 15.
3938

 Of the 172 interviews recorded on the 

document: [REDACTED].
3939

 [REDACTED].
3940

 

1401. This leaves fifty entries, not 71, with ages at date of recruitment as follows:  

Age on date of 

recruitment 

Number Note Entry # 

14 [REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

13 [REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

12 [REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

11 [REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

Total [REDACTED]  

 

                                                           
3936

 P-0046:T-100,45:10,46:3,46:8. 
3937

 The Prosecution showed P-0046 her testimony from 7 July 2009 (T-100,42:25-44:2), whereas she corrected 

these figures on 8 July 2009:P-0046:T-100,100:8-101:16(“[a]mong the 167 cases, 167 interviews I had with the 

children, 71 of the children were under 15 when recruited”). 
3938

 P-0046:T-101,99:9-10. 
3939

 [REDACTED] 
3940

 [REDACTED] 
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1402. These numbers are far from indicative of an overwhelming presence of under-age 

children in the UPC forces, especially when viewed in light of the following factors. 

1403. First, P-0046 and her colleagues were identifying “children associated with armed 

groups.”
3941

 P-0046 acknowledged that this was “much larger than the term sometimes 

used of child soldiers,”
3942

 and would include even individuals who were “cooks”
3943

 or 

who had “washed dishes.”
3944

 This is a particularly significant consideration in respect 

of the 11 and 12 year olds identified in DRC-OTP-0208-0284, for half of whom 

(#7a,7b,88,113 and 136) no description is provided of any military function.  

1404. Second, P-0046 explained that her “aim was not, you know to identify exactly how old 

were the children.”
3945

 Her aim was to establish “trends.”
3946

 Accordingly, she did little 

or nothing to verify the ages of many of individuals.
3947

 Her “cross-checking with other 

colleagues”
3948

 consisted of: (i) finding out from colleagues whether information in a 

chronology of events was “apparently not true or incorrect”;
3949

 and (ii) making a 

follow-up inquiry with the CTO to which they were referred when she “had questions 

about the age.”
3950

 [REDACTED] contradicted P-0046 in this regard, testifying that it 

was actually P-0046’s job to verify ages and affiliation of children.
3951

 This 

contradictory testimony suggests that neither engaged in any meaningful verification or 

correction at all. 

1405. The reality as far as the documents show is that not only did neither MONUC nor the 

NGO’s engage in any meaningful verification process, they did not even consult with 

one another. Amongst the 172 entries in her notes, only six contain a notation “mise à 

jour” after referral to a CTO.
3952

 The subjects, according to her, had “no reason [….] to 

lie”
3953

 and she did not believe that any amongst the 200 whom she or her colleagues 

                                                           
3941

 P-0046:T-100,15:10;19-24. 
3942

 P-0046:T-100,15:23. 
3943

 P-0046:T-101,104:11. 
3944

 P-0046:T-102,60:1. 
3945

 P-0046:T-102,58:6-7. 
3946

 P-0046:T-100,24:1;25:15; T-101,102:16. 
3947

 P-0046:T-102 55:16-56:13. 
3948

 P-0046:T-100,46:22. 
3949

 P-0046:T-102,92:2. 
3950

 P-0046:T-101,102:19-24. 
3951

 [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”). 
3952

 DRC-OTP-0208-0284,Entries #81,82,86,113,116.  
3953

 P-0046:T-101,104:1. 
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interviewed in 2003 had lied to her.
3954

 This is contrary to the testimony of 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED], both of whom acknowledged having been aware of 

having been told lies about age,
3955

 and testimony that many individuals under-stated 

their age at TCHAKWANZI.
3956

 P-0769 testified that one of P-0046’s NGO partners, 

[REDACTED], falsified his age on documents to provide him with assistance.
3957

 

1406. The “cross-checking” in respect of age, even when it did occur, consisted of nothing 

more that seeking a second opinion from the CTOs to which the person had been 

referred.
3958

 [REDACTED]’s testimony about [REDACTED] falsifying his age 

demonstrates that NGO’s were motivated to lie, as were the subjects themselves.
3959

 

The individuals making these corroborating estimates are anonymous to the 

Chamber.
3960

 No record of these second opinions is to be found in P-0046’s notes other 

than the “mise à jour” concerning six out of her 172 entries. P-0046 claimed that she 

followed up “in most cases” but only “where we were unclear or unsure”;
3961

 leaving 

open the possibility that no second-opinion was obtained in the vast majority of cases. 

P-0046 confirmed that neither she nor the CTOs “cross-checked” school or birth 

records, or even made inquiries with relatives about the age of the subjects.
3962

   

1407. The “cross-checking” of the chronologies given by children, to assess their overall 

credibility, was extremely limited. The entries in her database contain a host of 

implausible claims that, as best P-0046 could recall, did not flag any doubts about the 

credibility of her subjects.
3963

 The lack of “cross-checking” for credibility is reflected in 

her statements that her role was simply to “record[] their stories as they came out,”
3964

 

to just “record[] the – the child’s words”
3965

 and not to “grill” the subjects.
3966

 P-0046 

                                                           
3954

 P-0046:T-102,63:3-4. 
3955

 [REDACTED]  
3956

 D-0172:T-245,94:7-21;P-0116:T-195,5:15-20,56:1-3. 
3957

 P-0769:T-122,42:9-21. 
3958

 P-0046:T-102,55:19-20(“I don’t see what we could have done. And we de-briefed afterwards, we discussed 

cases”). 
3959

 P-0769:T-122,42:9-21,43:8-14. 
3960

 P-0046:T-100,24:8-18;T-102,92:2(“[t]hey would notice if something was apparently not true or incorrect”). 
3961

 P-0046:T-103:18:15-19:3. 
3962

 P-0046:T-102,55:8(“we did not go back to their village to request for their birth certificate, no”);91:16-

92:2(“I don't think that the protection agencies particularly did investigate”). 
3963

 P-0046:T-103,6:3-12:8;15:4-16:10(notes referring to a “Commander Awesome,” recruitment before the 

UPC existed, a 10-year old claiming to have walked 80 kilometres). 
3964

 P-0046:T-103,8:25. 
3965

 P-0046:T-103,16:7-8. 
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did not ask her subjects the obvious questions to test whether these claims were true,
3967

 

did not ask other sources about their claims to determine their accuracy,
3968

 and 

apparently made no effort to ask questions to test suggestibility.
3969

 In this context, it is 

unsurprising that she never doubted any of their claims.
3970

  

1408. Third, the manner in which P-0046’s notes are recorded raise doubts about their 

accuracy in respect of age. Birth-dates are never recorded, which is a curious omission 

given that the exact dates of interview is scrupulous recorded and in light of P-0046’s 

assertion that her subjects always provided an exact age
3971

 -- a claim contradicted by 

Prosecution and Defence witnesses alike
3972

 and as was even manifest during this 

trial.
3973

 P-0046 indicated that she “cleaned” her notes regularly.
3974

  

1409. Fourth, many entries are not the result of P-0046’s own observations. Entries 

#3,4,9,12,18,19,21,22,24,27,30,35,38,39 and 40 were interviewed by unidentified NGO 

workers.
3975 

These NGO-recorded entries include the very rare indications of 11 and 12 

year olds as having been associated with the UPC. Many entries in DRC-OTP-0208-

0284 were collected by the “ACPA,” whom P-0046 refused to identify and who did not 

testify before the Chamber.
3976

 P-0046 demonstrated limited knowledge of the 

information contained in these entries.
3977

 The document withholds other highly salient 

details, such as the names of responsible commanders.
3978

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
3966

 P-0046:T-102,56:8-10(“For the specific ones in Rwampara I'm afraid no -- I mean, no, I'm not afraid, but 

we did not -- I mean I did not think it would have been appropriate for the children to be grilled”). 
3967

 P-0046:T-102,93:23-25. 
3968

 P-0046:T-102,94:8-95:8. 
3969

 P-0933:T-88,6:3-14. 
3970

 P-0046:T-103,63:3-4(“I don't remember of having come across a child who told me he was associated and 

for whom I questioned what he said”). 
3971

 P-0046:T-102,57:15-16. 
3972

 P-0031:T‐175,18:20-19:16. 
3973

 See e.g. D-0172:T-245,19:11-16; P-0758:T-160,73:24(“I don't know why we didn't celebrate my 

birthday”); P-0018:T-111,51:6-9(“Most people don’t know their date of birth. Even a mother doesn’t 

necessarily know the date of birth of her child”); P-0113:T-119,55:8-11(“It's hard for me to give birth dates 

precisely, that's why I mentioned different dates”).  
3974

 P-0046:T-103,13:1. 
3975

 P-0046:T-102,53:16-54:16;59:5(“I’m not the one who interview the child [….] I don’t have a clue”). 
3976

 P-0046:T-100,87:15-17;T-103,17:5(“No, I’m not at liberty to say. I would just bring the attention of the 

Court to the restriction made by the UN during the previous trial”). See e.g. Entries #148,155,156. 
3977

 P-0046:T-102,60:1-2.  
3978

 A comparison of entry on DRC-OTP-0208-0284 with DRC-OTP-0223-0117 reveals that the redactions 

extend to place of birth, the location of imprisonment at a particular time, and the identity of a commander by 

whom she was allegedly raped. Redactions of this type appear repeatedly, but not consistently, throughout 

DRC-OTP-0208-0284. 
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1410. Fifth, P-0046 was oddly reluctant to acknowledge that the prospect of assistance might 

be a motivation for her subjects to lie,
3979

 asserting that she could discern “no reason 

[for them] to lie.”
3980

 P-0046 was wrong. Children formerly associated with armed 

groups did receive special benefits such as “reintegration kits”,
3981

 medical 

treatment,
3982

 payment of school fees,
3983

 agricultural supplies,
3984

 tools to take up a 

trade,
3985

 and vocational training.
3986

 D-0172 and D-0211 both confirmed that they told 

lies about having previously been associated, or about re-associating, with armed 

groups to receive assistance as former child soldiers.
3987

 P-0116 acknowledged that 

“there were some who wanted to benefit from favours for social reinsertion who said 

that they were younger than they were.”
3988

 The expectation of “favours” apparently 

continues to this day given the parade of witnesses who lied even while under oath in 

the Lubanga case, and specifically in respect of the 15 years-of-age threshold. P-0046’s 

failure to acknowledge this motivation, and her failure to recall even a single subject 

having been not believable, raises serious doubts about the reliability of her records.
3989

 

1411. Sixth, P-0046 inappropriately telegraphed her expectations to her impressionable 

interview subjects: 

As an introduction when we were meeting with children, we would explain that 

we needed information from them because we were first explaining that the 

association of children with armed groups or forces was something that was not 

allowed, it was contravening to children basic rights. So we were explaining 

them that the situation they were – that *their experience in these armed groups 

was something that we were trying to prevent, that it’s something that was not 

right, and that we were aiming at getting information from them so that we 

could set up appropriate protection mechanisms […] and that we were 

documenting their experience so that we could provide as much as possible 

appropriate responses to those who had been victims of such violations. We 

                                                           
3979

 P-0046:T-102,96:1-104:25. 
3980

 P-0046:T-101,104:1. 
3981

 P-0116:T-195,19:20-20:25. 
3982

 P-0116:T-195,20:21. 
3983

P-0116:T-195,20:12-13;D-0172:T-245,34:20-21;D-0057:T-246,31:18-21; [REDACTED]; P-0031:T‐
177,23:8-24:6. 
3984

 P-0976:T-152,83:3-25; [REDACTED]. 
3985

 P-0116:T-195,20:8-11; [REDACTED]. 
3986

P-0976:T-152,83:6-25;P-0116:T-196,6:25(“professional reinsertion programme in a centre – a woodworking 

centre with a priest”);35:5. 
3987

 D-0172:T-245,35:7-8(“we even lied, saying ‘If you don't return us to school, we’re going to go back to the 

army’);D-0211:T-247,17:24-25.  
3988

 P-0116:T-195,56:2-3. 
3989

 P-0046:T-102,64:10. 
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were introducing the conversation by explaining the children that they had 

been victims of a violation.
3990

 

1412. Dr YUILLE warned of the danger of contamination arising from this type of 

questioning, especially of young subjects.
3991

  

1413. Finally, P-0046’s testimony in respect of child soldiers, as well as DRC-OTP-0208-

0284 and other associated documents, should be accorded no weight because of the 

deliberate and systematic redaction of sources.
3992

 Assessing reliability is impossible 

without this information. Entry #146, for example, appears somewhat reliable on its 

face: with the name unredacted, as it exceptionally was,
3993

 the Chamber knows that the 

source has expressly disavowed its content and even challenged that she gave any such 

interview to the United Nations.
3994

 The Chamber has no way of knowing whether 

other entries are based on interviews with alleged child soldiers who have testified and 

been found unreliable before this Court.  

1414. The identity of the sources who claim to have been victims falls squarely within Article 

67(2). The fact that the Prosecution has not violated Article 67(2) because it received 

the information in this form [REDACTED] does not diminish the profound damage to 

the integrity of proceedings that would be caused by relying on information in this 

form. Furthermore, the practice that has been followed in this case should not be 

condoned for future investigations. The scrubbing of “confidential” information 

provided to the Prosecution is nothing less than an end-run around Article 54(3)(e) 

which led to two stays of proceedings in the Lubanga case.
3995

 [REDACTED].
3996

 

Allowing such a procedure would also send the worst signal to States about the 

minimum requirements of a fair trial, apparently permitting excusing the with-holding 

of exculpatory information as long as the with-holding is not done by the prosecutorial 

authority. Such a practice cannot be condoned, [REDACTED]. 

                                                           
3990

 P-0046:T-100,40:16-41:3. 
3991

 P-0933:T-87,44:10-45:13;T-88,8:2-14. 
3992

 P-0046:T-100,80:1-5;T-103,33:21 (“[n]o, in any way, I will not”);37:6-12. 
3993

 Entry #146 is redacted in DRC-OTP-0208-0284, but was disclosed separately as DRC-OTP-0223-0117 

without redaction.  
3994

 D-0211:T-247,44:13-48:3. 
3995

 Lubanga, Reasons for Oral Decision lifting the stay of proceedings,ICC-01/04-01/06-1644; Decision on the 

consequences of non-disclosure of exculpatory materials, ,ICC-01/04-01/06-1401.  
3996

 See e.g. DRC-OTP-0208-0284, pp.0330-0331, omitting the entry disclosed separately and in full as DRC-

OTP-0206-0120-R02. 
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B. P-0116 

1415. The Prosecution asserts that P-0116 “attested to the presence of children in the UPC” 

on the basis that he had “direct contact with such children for weeks and sometimes 

months.”
3997

  

1416. This claim is incorrect to the extent that it means to refer to anyone under 15.  

1417. P-0116 testified that after he left BUNIA in [REDACTED] 2002
3998

 he had some 

hearsay information and received reports (none of which were ever produced)
3999

 about 

events in BUNIA. Rather than affirming that he heard that under-15s were being 

recruited into UPC forces, P-0116 testified that – with one exception – he heard that the 

people joining the UPC forces were not under 15: “They didn't say they were 12, 13, or 

14 years old, but they were children of their age, they would say. So that means under 

the age of 18 because they were still participating in our program.”
4000

 P-0116 

emphasised more than once that his definition of “child” was “someone who was not 

yet past their 18
th

 birthday.”
4001

 

1418. [REDACTED] “[REDACTED].” P-0116 testified that this was the youngest person he 

met who had been demobilised from TCHAKWANZI in 2001, and was about 13 years 

old.
4002

 [REDACTED].” 
4003

[REDACTED].
4004

  

1419. D-0172 testified that his name is “Zawadi Bahati Richard”;
4005

 that at TCHAKWANZI 

he was known as “Bahati Richard”;
4006

 that after demobilisation from TCHAKWANZI 

[REDACTED]; [REDACTED],
4007

 which would have made him 13 years old at the 

time of his demobilisation. [REDACTED].
4008

 D-0172 told the person there, whose 

                                                           
3997

 PCB,para.691. 
3998

 P-0116:T-195,29:4-9;50:16-24 (“Q. During that period after you had[REDACTED], between 

[REDACTED]2002 and April 2003, when you went back for [REDACTED]in the context of[REDACTED], did 

you ever visit Bunia? A. During that period, no, sir, I did not”). 
3999

 See e.g. P-0116,T-195,34:8-35:23. 
4000

 P-0116:DRC-OTP-2054-4494,4550:15-17. 
4001

 P-0116:T-195,37:6; P-0116:DRC-OTP-2054-4494,4550:12-13. 
4002

 P-0116:T-195,37:10 (“The youngest I met had – was 13”). 
4003

 [REDACTED] 
4004

 [REDACTED] 
4005

 D-0172:T-245,14:20. 
4006

 D-0172:T-245,32:19 (“They didn't know my name of Bahati Richard Zawadi. They just called me Bahati 

Richard”). 
4007

 D-0172:T-245,15:9. 
4008

 [REDACTED] 
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name he could not recall, that “we were spending time at the village without studying. 

We said that – we even lied, saying ‘If you don't return us to school, we’re going to go 

back to the army.’ That was a way of pushing them to return us to school as quickly as 

possible.”
4009

 D-0172 denied that he ever rejoined any armed group.
4010

 

1420. The Prosecution asserts that D-0172 lied in denying that he had joined the UPC, relying 

on three documents that purportedly prove the contrary.
4011

 DRC-OTP-2104-0358, a 

DDR “fiche d’identification” records that D-0172 was demobilised from the UPC-RP 

on 2 March 2005, having been recruited on 27 December 2002. DRC-OTP-0160-

0190,p.0200, is a page from a notebook purportedly created at a demobilisation CTO in 

BUNIA, saying that D-0172 arrived there on 21 May 2004 from the APC. DRC-OTP-

2081-0072 is one of the three purported “Mandro Lists,” purportedly created at the end 

of August 2002, listing “Zawadi Richard.”  

1421. D-0172’s testimony, despite these documents, still raises doubt about P-0116’s 

testimony that a “Bahati Richard” joined the UPC some time in 2002 at the age of 13 or 

14. The three documents are not consistent with one another or with other documents. 

The biographical information for D-0172 on the “Mandro List” is mostly incorrect – 

including date of birth, place of birth, and school attended.
4012

 The recitation of other, 

correct information is a further indication that [REDACTED] to fabricate plausible, but 

false, lists of recruits at MANDRO. The DDR “fiche” records an entirely different date 

of birth than that appearing on the MANDRO List – 1 January 1987
4013

 – which is 

different again from the date of birth on the witness’s electoral card.
4014

 The “fiche” and 

the CTO document give different dates of demobilisation: the former, on 2 March 

2005,
4015

 the latter on 21 May 2004.
4016

 The “fiche” says that D-0172 was demobilised 

from the “UPC-RP”, whereas DRC-OTP-0160-0190 says that he was demobilised from 

the APC.
4017

 The “fiche” and “Mandro List” also give different dates of recruitment: the 

                                                           
4009

 [REDACTED] 
4010

 D-0172,T-245,35:25;41:12-13 (“I was demobilized in Uganda and I never returned to the army thereafter”). 
4011

 PCB,para.110. 
4012

 D-0172,T-245:36:9-37:19 (incorrectly recording date of birth as “09.7”. Year reads “86” or “88”).  
4013

 DRC-OTP-2104-0358. 
4014

 DRC-D18-0001-5353 (“01/02/1986”). 
4015

 DRC-OTP-2104-0358. 
4016

 DRC-OTP-0160-0190,p.0200,#165; DRC-OTP-0160-0002,p.0014,#112. 
4017

 DRC-OTP-0160-0190,p.0200,#165. 
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former on exactly 27 December 2002, the latter no later than 27 August 2002.
4018

 Little 

to no information was adduced by the Prosecution concerning the circumstances of 

creation of the CTO document or the fiche: [REDACTED]; the latter, which was 

ostensibly printed less than a month before D-0172’s testimony, offers no information 

about who recorded the information, or from whom or when. Particular doubt about the 

authenticity of this document arises from the witness’s testimony that the photograph 

corresponds to that taken of him by UNICEF when he demobilised from 

TCHAKWANZI in 2001.
4019

 It cannot be excluded that corrupt officials, motivated by 

greed, included individuals from previous demobilisations to inflate their numbers to 

receive increased funding. A circumstantial indication of this is the CTO document 

indicating that D-0172 was demobilised from the “APC” – which was true, except 

almost three years earlier than indicated on the document, during the TCHAKWANZI 

demobilisation. 

1422. If the Chamber accepts, contrary to these arguments, that D-0172 was recruited into the 

ranks of the UPC forces in 2002, the documents raise serious doubt about D-0172’s age 

at the time. UNICEF recorded D-0172’s year of birth upon demobilisation from 

TCHAKWANZI as 1986,
4020

 which would have made him 16 years old in 2002. D-

0172 confirmed that it was only in 2006 that his father informed him that he had been 

born two years later, in 1988.
4021

 Curiously, the MANDRO List reflects precisely the 

same confusion, with an “88” written over what appears to be “86” in the year of 

birth.
4022

 The witness’s own hesitation as to his exact date of birth
4023

 raises further 

doubts. The DDR “fiche,” if taken at face value, indicates that D-0172 was recruited at 

15 years of age minus four days – hardly a margin of error that could safely be relied 

upon to conclude that he was conscripted or recruited, let alone used, under the age of 

15. P-0116’s estimate of [REDACTED] age based on physical appearance (13 at some 

point in 2001) falls well within the margin of error of 15 years of age in 2002, 

especially in light of D-0038’s [REDACTED] comments that D-0172 was of small 

                                                           
4018

 DRC-OTP-2081-0003 (“le [REDACTED]”); [REDACTED](“[REDACTED] [REDACTED]”). 
4019

 D-0172:T-245,38:10-11. 
4020

 DRC-OTP-0134-0626,p.0638 (“né en 1986”). 
4021

 D-0172:T-245,65:25-65:1. 
4022

 DRC-OTP-2081-0072. 
4023

 D-0172:T-245,15:10-11 (“Q. Do you know the exact month or day in 1988 when you were born? A. Ive 

forgotten it”). 
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stature.
4024

 No reliable finding can be made that D-0172 was born in 1988 rather than 

1986, which is the difference in 2002 between being recruited into UPC forces at age 

14 or at age 16. 

1423. P-0116 offered negative generalisations
4025

 about Mr NTAGANDA and the UPC that 

are entitled to no weight and whose unsubstantiated repetition demonstrates his bias. P-

0116 shockingly tried to blame Mr NTAGANDA for the “massacres in the villages of 

BOGORO where his presence had been pointed out.”
4026

 When it was suggested that 

the massacre at BOGORO had been a slaughter of Hema civilians by Lendu 

combatants,
4027

 P-0116 acknowledged that “it’s possible” he was confused, that “we 

weren’t able to follow everything,” and that “you will understand that my memory is 

not so fresh as in order to give you the exact tenor of events.”
4028

 P-0116’s tendency to 

guess was also on display when, after testifying that Mr NTAGANDA had been the 

Chief of Staff of UPC forces,
4029

 upon being shown the 30 October 2002 

demobilisation order from KISEMBO as “Chef d’Etat Major”, P-0116 did not hesitate 

to assert that Mr NTAGANDA had been chief of staff “before this date, well before the 

– the date of October of this year that you are referring to here.”
4030

 P-0116’s biased 

approach influenced by information obtained subsequent to events was also reflected in 

his affirmation that the UPC had sent recruits to TCHAKWANZI, despite having stated 

in his first interview to OTP investigators, in line with overwhelming evidence, that 

those recruits had been sent by the authority of the day in Bunia, the RCD-K/ML.
4031

 

1424. P-0116’s testimony [REDACTED] “[REDACTED]” [REDACTED] any other child 

was recruited into the UPC forces is uninformed and unreliable. It is entitled to no 

weight. 

                                                           
4024

 D-0038:T-249,29:25-30:1 (“Well, if you take a look at Zawadi Richard, he is the same as he was at that 

time; he is still a smallish man and slender”);  
4025

 P-0116:T-195,23:18-36:24. 
4026

 P-0116:T-196,8:22-9:6. 
4027

 Katanga TJ,paras.1,841 (“the death toll of 60 constituting a minimum”).  
4028

 P-0116:T-196,8:23-9:24. 
4029

 P-0116:T-195,32:1-6. 
4030

 P-0116,T-196,13:20-21. 
4031

 P-0116,T-195,45:1-11 (“168 children under 18 who had been enrolled [sic] by the RCD-K/ML and 

transported by plane to Tchakwanzi’”); [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”); D-0172:T-245,28:2 (Q.can you tell 

us who it was who came and addressed you at that ceremony at the completion of your training? A. It was Mr 

Tibasima”);41:18(“we were given uniforms with the APC written on those uniforms”). 
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C. P-0976 

1425. P-0976 testified that [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED]. The children in 

the program were between 8-and-a-half and 18, which P-0976 knew based on what the 

children themselves and their families said;
4032

 what was recorded on their “data 

sheet”;
4033

 and his observation of their “stature.”
4034

  

1426. By September 2001, 80 of the 130 individuals in the program had already re-joined 

armed groups.
4035

 P-0976 acknowledged that UPC forces did not exist as of this date, 

and that the 80 had joined “Hema combatant forces organised according to regional or 

municipal grouping or whatever.”
4036

 P-0976 asserted that these individuals 

subsequently became “UPC soldiers” after the “UPC took over”
4037

 but acknowledged 

that he was “unable to tell you here if the local groups, by collectivity or by locality, 

remained back”
4038

 and that he was “not privy to this information.”
4039

 P-0976’s 

testimony is, accordingly, ambiguous as to whether he testified that anyone under 15 

joined the FPLC or UPC forces; how many; or where they joined; or who they were. P-

0976 failed to provide the name of a single person whom he could affirm was under 15 

at the time they joined the FPLC or UPC forces.
4040

 P-00976’s age assessments based 

on visual observation and bias are discussed below. 

D. P-0031 

1427. P-0031’s testimony and the documents that he provided to the Prosecution are 

unreliable for proof of the specific proposition that there were children under 15 

amongst UPC forces.
4041

 

1428. P-0031 received [REDACTED],
4042

 following a period of reported financial 

difficulty.
4043

 [REDACTED].
4044

 

                                                           
4032

 P-0976:T-152,19:14-17. 
4033

 P-0976:T-152,19:3-11; [REDACTED] 
4034

 P-0976:T-152,19:9. 
4035

 P-0976:T-152,84:2-16. 
4036

 P-0976:T-152,84:17-85:9; [REDACTED] 
4037

 P-0976:T-152,84:17-85:9; [REDACTED] 
4038

 P-0976:T-152,88:10-11. 
4039

 P-0976:T-152,99:1-2. 
4040

 P-0976:T-152,89:20-25. 
4041

 PCB,para.634,fn.1897; DRC-OTP-0140-0510. 
4042

 DRC-D18-0001-2473. 
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1429. P-0031’s willingness to make up facts he considered incriminating is demonstrated by 

his testimony that he participated in a visit [REDACTED].
4045

 P-0031 gives a vivid 

description of child soldiers as young as 9 or 10,
4046

 performing sentry duty or lined up 

in a parade;
4047

 [REDACTED];
4048

 [REDACTED],
4049

 [REDACTED].”
4050

 

1430. P-0031 made the mistake [REDACTED] – of affirming that [REDACTED]had been 

present during this visit.
4051

 [REDACTED], however, testified [REDACTED].
4052

 P-

0317’s mission database makes no reference to [REDACTED].
4053

 [REDACTED] did 

not testify that she ever met Mr NTAGANDA, [REDACTED]. Neither Mr 

NTAGANDA nor KISEMBO were anywhere near [REDACTED] at the time of 

[REDACTED] visit because [REDACTED].
4054

 P-0031’s testimony is more than just 

embellishment: it is a calculated attempt to mislead the Chamber by placing Mr 

NTAGANDA at an event that P-0031 knows perfectly well was not attended by Mr 

NTAGANDA. P-0031 concocted what he thought was a plausible story based on 

rumour and having seen videos [REDACTED].
4055

 

1431. P-0031 also lied in asserting that there was a UPC training “centre in 

[REDACTED]”
4056

 visited [REDACTED]
4057

 starting from the summer of 2003,
4058

 

and that there were discussions with “the commander in charge of the camps.”
4059

 P-

0046 testified, however, that there was no UPC training camp at [REDACTED] by the 

time she visited.
4060

   

                                                                                                                                                                                     
4043

 P-0031:T-177,31:20-24. 
4044

 [REDACTED] 
4045

 [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED]”); [REDACTED]. 
4046

 [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED]”). 
4047

 [REDACTED]  
4048

 [REDACTED] 
4049

[REDACTED]; [REDACTED]  [REDACTED] 
4050

 [REDACTED] 
4051

 P-0031:T-174,107:15 (Q. I’d like to have the names of people that you remember were present on that 

occasion? A. I can give you [REDACTED]. Q. Can you spell [REDACTED]. We know [REDACTED] well, 

but the other name, could you spell it for us please?”). 
4052

 [REDACTED] 
4053

 DRC-OTP-0195-2366. 
4054

 P-0031:T‐175,44:5-45:5. 
4055

 [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED]”). 
4056

 P-0031:T-174,107:8. 
4057

 [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED]”). 
4058

 [REDACTED]  (“[REDACTED]. [REDACTED].[REDACTED]”);[REDACTED]. 
4059

 [REDACTED]  
4060

 P-0046:T-100,71:14 (“We thought that we could find a training camp, a UPC training camp at that time, but 

there was nothing, there were no children there”). 
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1432. P-0031 denied that any Hema civilians were killed in MUDZIPELA on 6 and 7 August 

2002. He instead claimed that the only victims there were Lendu,
4061

 offered vastly 

inflated number of those killed at the sous-region, and mischaracterised the nature of 

the fighting.
4062

 This testimony suggests bias. 

1433. P-0031 has also been accused of serious dishonesty by others [REDACTED], and of 

having lied [REDACTED] about threats and break-ins in order to [REDACTED].
4063

 

This was before [REDACTED] from [REDACTED], during which time he had 

contacts with numerous [REDACTED].
4064

 

1434. P-0031’s testimony about the ages of demobilised children with whom he had contact 

cannot be relied upon given the lies and bias indicated above. [REDACTED].
4065

 

1435. The documents conveyed by P-0031 to the Prosecution after a delay of several 

months
4066

 are, likewise, entitled to no weight. First, P-0031 was not involved in the 

creation of the documents and therefore could not vouch directly for the manner in 

which they were created or their content.
4067

 Second, most of the documents do not 

specify the groups with which the individuals were associated.
4068

 Third, there are 

positive indications that the documents are not reliable. [REDACTED]
4069

 –

[REDACTED].
4070

 One person listed on P-0031’s documents as 14 years old in July 

2004
4071

 is listed on other documents as having been born in 1988.
4072

 Fourth, P-0031’s 

description of how information concerning three alleged under-age soldiers affiliated 

with the UPC
4073

 was verified – that this was done by MONUC
4074

  – is contradicted by 

P-0046’s description of MONUC’s role. Fifth, D-0038, [REDACTED], was unable to 

recognise any of the names listed on DRC-OTP-0160-0190 as having come from 

                                                           
4061

 P-0031:T-175,50:19 (“You are trying to falsify history here”). 
4062

 P-0031:T-175,51:10-54:12. 
4063

 P-0031:T-177,26:3-31:18. 
4064

 [REDACTED] 
4065

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4066

 P-0031:T-177,7:2-22. 
4067

 DRC-OTP-0162-0056,para.5 (P-0031 “was not in a position to specify the origin and nature of such 

documents”). 
4068

 See DRC-OTP-0140-0510,pp.0150-0516,0519; P-0031 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4069

 [REDACTED] 
4070

 [REDACTED] ([REDACTED]). 
4071

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]). 
4072

 [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]). 
4073

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4074

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED]  
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[REDACTED].
4075

 D-0172 also testified that some of the information was clearly 

wrong and that he had never been in the demobilisation program of the named 

organisation.
4076

 Importantly, however, D-0172’s information was apparently available 

within the NGO community, raising the possibility that his information was recycled 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED] to inflate the numbers of individuals enrolled in the 

programs. Sixth, P-0031’s testimony in support of one of the documents that he claimed 

was a list of individuals enlisted by UPC forces at MONGBWALU in August 2002 is 

unreliable. UPC forces were not in control of MONGBWALU in August 2002,
4077

 nor 

after March 2003.
4078

 The witness’s error as to date raises doubt as to these individuals 

were recruited by the FAPC rather than the UPC. Seventh, P-0031 curiously insisted 

throughout his testimony [REDACTED].
4079

 

1436. Doubts about P-0031’s reliability specifically in providing documents caused the 

Prosecution to suspend contacts with him for a period.
4080

 

1437.  This Trial Chamber should [REDACTED]
4081

 in [REDACTED] no weight to P-0031’s 

documents. [REDACTED] should be taken as representative of the reasonable doubt 

that must infect these and other documents relied on by the Prosecution. The inclusion 

of names, such as those from [REDACTED] and D-0172, is also suggestive of a 

systematic practice of fraud. 

1438. P-0031 had a systematic role in [REDACTED]. [REDACTED].
4082

 This is a witness 

who should be treated [REDACTED]
4083

 but as a liar who displayed open disrespect for 

the Court during his testimony.
4084

 The pervasive role of this person must be taken into 

consideration in assessing the secondary evidence relied on by the Prosecution’s in lieu 

of credible direct evidence. 

                                                           
4075

 D-0038:T-250,13:14-17:11. 
4076

 D-0172:T-245,40:8-43:11. 
4077

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED]. 
4078

 D-0300:T-221,42:22-43:7 (KAKWAVU officially deserted the UPC at the time of the fighting on 6 March 

2003); P-0901:T-32,21:5-11 (KAKWAVU deserted the day before the fight between the UPDF and the FPLC 

on 6 March 2003”).  
4079

 P-0031:DRC‐OTP‐2054‐4308,4381:8-4383:13. 
4080

 P-0031:T-174,84:24-85:5. 
4081

 [REDACTED] 
4082

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4083

 [REDACTED] 
4084

 P-0031:T-175,40:11-25. 
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Section IV - The testimony of visual observation of alleged child soldiers  

 

1439. P-0046. P-0046 did not estimate that anyone she saw with the FPLC was under 15 

based on visual assessment only. P-0046 purportedly saw individuals in September 

2002 whom she suspected of being associated with UPC forces as being “very young, 

which is in my mind probably like 13,14,15. Yeah, I had the feeling that they were very 

young, but again, I cannot tell you that I thought at that time that they were below 15 or 

– but, yes, when I say very young, it means that I did not think that they were 16,17. 

For sure not. No, it was – it was shocking.”
4085

 During a visit to LUBANGA’s 

residence at the end of May 2003, P-0046 testified she saw someone whom “we all 

thought was below 15.”
4086

  When questioned by the Presiding Judge, P-0046 changed 

this estimate to “Okay, he was below 18, that’s for sure. I don't remember exactly 

now.”
4087

 P-0046, when asked whether she could estimate on the basis of appearance as 

reflected on photographs was over or under the age of 15, answered that her answer 

would be a “guess.”
4088

 

1440. P-0317. P-0317, who was present in BUNIA in May and June 2003, also declined to 

assert that she observed anyone under 15 years of age: 

“Could you clarify more precisely the age range of these people that you saw 

who appeared to be below 18?" And then your answer was: "I would say 

between 14 and 17 years." And at the French transcript, page 96, line 16, we 

see that you used the expression (Interpretation) "I would say between 14 and 

16 years old." Do I understand that this age range that you gave in your 

testimony on Friday is an estimate? A. Yes, that's an estimate. Q. So these 

individuals whom you saw could have been a little bit younger or a little bit 

older; is that correct? A. Yes.
4089

 

1441. P-0976. P-0976 [REDACTED], [REDACTED] by two armed “kadogo” who were 

“about 10,11,12.”
4090

 [REDACTED], P-0976 testified that they must have “12, at most 

13 years old.”
4091

 In response to a question about the basis for this estimation, the 

witness said: “their physical appearance pointed to the fact that they were not more than 

                                                           
4085

 P-0046:T-100,58:13-19.  
4086

 P-0046:T-101,16:12,18:1. 
4087

 P-0046:T-101,17:22-23. 
4088

 P-0046:T-103,24:19 (“I would not want to speck – I mean, to guess”);24:25 (“I would rather not 

guess”);26:22 (“[s]ame answer”). 
4089

 P-0317:T-193,34:16-35:5. 
4090

 [REDACTED] 
4091

 P-0976:T-153,6:1. 
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14 years old or that maybe they were just about 14 years old, but I don't think they had 

turned 14 yet.”
4092

 [REDACTED]. The Chamber disallowed further questions on the 

witness’s estimate of maximum age, ruling that “even for the Chamber, frankly saying, 

the relevance of those estimation is really limited.”
4093

 

1442. The lack of reliability of P-0976’s estimate is illustrated by the control photograph that 

he was shown in court, which to him pictured a person “between 11 and 13 years 

old.”
4094

 The Defence suggests that no judicial determination could be made on the 

basis of the photograph that the person is below 15. 

1443. P-0976 also testified that he saw children “between 9 and 18” “wearing military garb, 

and they were carrying Kalashnikovs and other weapons.”
4095

 No information was 

provided about where or when this observation was made, or of whom. Such general 

and unspecific testimony is unreliable for the specific purpose of determining age. 

There are indications of P-0976’s partiality against Mr. NTAGANDA, including his 

defensive remark that he was “never a true member of the [REDACTED]” and his 

acknowledgement of [REDACTED],
4096

 whom HRW accuses of responsibility for a 

[REDACTED].
4097

 

1444. P-0907. P-0907’s estimation that there were children who were “10,12,17,16. They 

were all mixed up [….] You also had some who were 16 or 14”
4098

 at MANDRO and 

elsewhere was inconsistent and unreliable. His inconsistency was reflected in his 

affirmation “yes” in response to the question “whether there were children under the 

age of 15” participating in the KOMANDA attack, following by testimony referring to 

the participation of a single “child” whom he identified as being “15 or 16 years old” at 

the time.
4099

 When asked whether he could name any of the children under 15, he gave 

five names: [REDACTED],
4100

 [REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED] and 

[REDACTED].
4101

 P-0907 claimed that [REDACTED] he was able to estimate their 

                                                           
4092

 P-0976:T-153,6:21-23 (underline added). 
4093

 P-0976:T-153,7:17-18. 
4094

 P-0976:T-153,10:13, referring to DRC-D18-0001-0506. 
4095

 [REDACTED]  
4096

 P-0976:T-153,17:24-25. 
4097

 DRC-OTP-0074-0628,p.0675. 
4098

 P-0907:T-89,25:9-13. 
4099

 P-0907:T-89,51:19-20. 
4100

 P-0907:T-89,55:10-11. 
4101

 P-0907:T-89,52:19-25. 
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age based on “their size […] [t]he voice, the face and the behaviour.”
4102

 

“[REDACTED],” which appears to be a very uncommon name judging by how 

infrequently it appears on school and other records, is listed on a MONUC database as 

having been 16 years old in [REDACTED].
4103

 “[REDACTED],” also extremely 

uncommon, is listed on an FPLC document as having been born in 1984
4104

 – which 

would make this person 18 years of age in 2002. This casts serious doubt on the 

reliability of P-0907’s estimates not only of these two “children,” but also of all the 

other children with whom he was less familiar. P-0907 testified that both 

[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] are still alive and identified where they live, yet 

neither testified.
4105

  

1445. P-0190. P-0190 did not identify anyone by name whom he estimated to be under 15 

years of age. [REDACTED], whom he named, he affirmed that two were 15.
4106

 

[REDACTED], whom he said was “a victim” and was “14 years old” when supposedly 

“kidnapped” by Mr NTAGANDA.
4107

 P-0190 wavered later in his direct examination, 

stating that [REDACTED] “was 14, 15 years old. 14, he was 14.”
4108

 [REDACTED] 

testimony contradicted P-0190’s in significant respects concerning his alleged military 

career with UPC forces. P-0190’s visible attempt to tailor his testimony to the 15-year 

threshold for the benefit of [REDACTED] indicates that he is not a truthful witness, 

and was willing to lie about age.  

1446. A further evident lie was of a mass kidnapping carried out at a primary school in 

[REDACTED] with “a lot of noise and a lot of shouting and wailing,”
4109

 which was 

flatly contradicted by Witness D-0057.
4110

 P-0190’s testimony of kidnapping of “little 

girls who were fetching water,”
4111

 of obtaining “shoes for children […] of 12, 13, 14 

                                                           
4102

 P-0907:T-89,53:11. 
4103

 DRC-OTP-0138-0106, [REDACTED] 
4104

 DRC-OTP-0138-0027, [REDACTED] 
4105

 P-0907:T-89,53:1,56:1-3. The “[REDACTED]” identified by P-0907 is married and has three children, 

which does not correspond to the biography of the alleged child soldier called “[REDACTED]” 

who[REDACTED].  
4106

 P-0190:T-97,53:24-25 (“Both of them were 15 years old. They used to stay with me. And they were 15 

years old at the time, as I knew it”). 
4107

 P-0190:T-96,88:24;90:11-13. 
4108

 P-0190:T-97,41:11. 
4109

 P-0190:T-96,89:17-23;T-97,34:16-17;38:1-5. 
4110

 [REDACTED] 
4111

 P-0190:T-97,34:5. 
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years”
4112

 and of Mr NTAGANDA taking “small girls forcibly as his wives”
4113

 should 

be recognised for the uncorroborated sensationalist nonsense that it is. 

1447. None of the remainder of P-0190’s allegations of individuals under 15 amongst UPC 

forces can be accorded any weight in light of his evident willingness to lie about age. 

The lack of reliability is enhanced further by P-0190’s failure to name a single person 

other than [REDACTED] ([REDACTED]) whom he claimed to have been under-age. 

1448. P-0963. P-0963 could not remember the names of any of his friends [REDACTED] 

who went for training with him in Mandro, saying that “[t]hat was a long time ago,”
4114

 

but not so long ago to prevent him from remembering that the recruits were ostensibly 

“16,15,14,13.”
4115

 The witness was ambiguous as to whether this estimate of age was 

based on appearance or because of what the children said.
4116

 P-0963 could not 

remember the name of [REDACTED]’s bodyguard or anyone else within the UPC 

whom he assessed to be under 15.
4117

 

1449. P-0963 was one of the very few – if not the only – witness to assert that “kadogo” 

meant “less than 15”
4118

 instead of, at the youngest, under 18. The deviation is 

indicative of deliberate lying to incriminate and/or the ingrained influence 

[REDACTED] who told P-0963 that “he was looking for children, child soldiers”.
4119

 

[REDACTED] met P-0963 both before and after interviews with the OTP and 

discussed extensively the subjects on which the Prosecution was seeking testimony.
4120

 

This is precisely the type of contact condemned by Professor YUILLE as having the 

potential to contaminate.
4121

 The witness’s testimony is reliable evidence of only a 

scheme to tell lies in this case about the age of UPC soldiers. 

1450. P-0031. P-0031’s testimony that he saw children between 9 and 15 [REDACTED] in 

                                                           
4112

 P-0190:T-97,48:4-5. 
4113

 P-0190:T-97,48:15. 
4114

 P-0963:T-78,31:20. 
4115

 P-0963:T-78,31:12-13. 
4116

 P-0963:T-78,35:20-21. 
4117

 P-0963:T-80,35:19. 
4118

 P-0963:T-80,10:7-8,35:7-8. 
4119

 P-0963:T-82,58:3-4.[REDACTED]. 
4120

 P-0963:T-82,57:6-7;58:3-4;58:15-18;65:12-13;75:3-24. 
4121

 P-0933:T-88,19:10. 
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October 2002
4122

 should be rejected as unreliable because of his overall lack of 

reliability. He failed to identify any of the individuals by name or provide any 

description of them whatsoever. This testimony is an insufficient basis to know whether 

the individuals were part of the FPLC, and whether they were really under 15 years of 

age. 

1451. P-0887. P-0887, [REDACTED], testified that she saw a FPLC bodyguard 

[REDACTED] in MONGBWALU named, [REDACTED], who “might have been 12 

or 13 years old.”
4123

 P-0887 did not identify anyone else as being under 15, stating only 

that one other bodyguard was “14 or 15.”
4124

 P-0887 provided no indication of how she 

knew [REDACTED]’s age (i.e. whether it was based on physical appearance alone or 

whether he told her his age); did not further elaborate what she meant by the phrase 

“might have been”; and gave no physical description of [REDACTED]. Other 

documents mention a “[REDACTED]” as being affiliated with [REDACTED].
4125

 P-

0031 testified about a “[REDACTED]” living in Bunia;
4126

 despite this person’s 

apparent availability, there is no indication that he was ever interviewed by the 

prosecution, and he did not testify. P-0887’s unsubstantiated description is an 

insufficient basis on which to determine this person’s age. 

1452. P-0768. P-0768, as discussed elsewhere, was a biased and unreliable witness, which 

disqualifies reliance on his vague testimony about unidentified individuals whom he 

believed were under 15. His unreliability and bias is reflected in his assertion that the 

person in [REDACTED] was “under 15”
4127

, which he ascertained by “just looking at 

him.”
4128

   The picture of this person suggests otherwise, as was confirmed by 

Prosecution witnesses who assessed the age of that same person as “15 or above.”
4129

 

As explained elsewhere, [REDACTED] who was described by several witnesses as 

between 16 and 20.
4130

 This error in respect of a control subject raises doubts about the 

                                                           
4122

 [REDACTED] 
4123

 P-0887:T-93,37:9. 
4124

 P-0887:T-93,37:16. 
4125

 DRC-OTP-0138-0027,p.0039. 
4126

 [REDACTED] 
4127

 P-0768:T-34,47:18. 
4128

 P-0768:T-34,47:20. 
4129

 P-0017:T-62,52:22. 
4130

 [REDACTED] 
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reliability of any age estimates by P-0768.
4131

  

1453. P-0055. P-0055 broadly confirmed that he did not observe children whom he would 

assess as being under 15 with the FPLC. He testified that “kadogo” means under 18.
4132

 

He testified that he saw “kadogo” in the FPLC, but could not say that anyone he saw, 

including at Rwampara, was under 15.
4133

 His estimate of Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts’ 

age was only that “[s]ome may have been 14 or 15 years old”,
4134

 emphasising that this 

was an “approximation”
4135

 which is insufficient – even on its face – to conclude that 

any of them were under 15.  

1454. P-0055 gave an age estimate of under 15 for only one person within the ranks of the 

FPLC: [REDACTED]. P-0055 testified that this person was “about 12 or 13 years 

old”,
4136

 but was unable to recall his name or provide any other identifying 

information.
4137

 The Prosecution elicited no details from P-0055 as to the basis of his 

age-estimate of [REDACTED], and did not even ascertain where he had been trained. 

This information is insufficient to know whether P-0055’s age assessment is correct, 

and insufficient to exclude the reasonable possibility that [REDACTED] was at least 

15.  

1455. P-0290. P-0290 was ambiguous, uncertain and inconsistent in his age estimates. He 

testified that individuals under 18 were associated with the FPLC, but generally did not 

affirm that he saw anyone who was under 15. 

1456. [REDACTED], he testified that [REDACTED] as being “15 or so,”
4138

 and those 

[REDACTED] being “maybe 16 or 17 years old.”
4139

 [REDACTED] were “not yet 

18.”
4140

 He could not be more specific about their exact age
4141

 and did not know how 

                                                           
4131

 P-0768:T-34,55:18-56:2. 
4132

 P-0055 :T-71,68:21-22.  
4133

 P-0055:T-71,68:8-12 (“I was not in a position to know that because I had never asked anyone at all […]  I 

never asked the recruits"); T-71,70:6-8;76:22-77:1(“I am not in a position to tell you their ages. I didn't know 

whether they were 12 years old or not. All I know is that there were child soldiers there, kadogos"). 
4134

 P-0055:T-71,84:10-11. 
4135

 P-0055:T-71,84:9. 
4136

 P-0055:T-71,85:15. 
4137

 P-0055:T-71,86:22 (“Ive forgotten his name”). 
4138

 P-0290:T-65,41:3. 
4139

 P-0290:T-65,41:6. 
4140

 P-0290:T-65,42:7. 
4141

 P-0290:T-65,42:14-15. 
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old was the youngest one [REDACTED].
4142

 The Prosecution attempted to impeach 

this testimony with a prior inconsistent statement indicating that two [REDACTED] 

were under 15, which led the witness to remark that “whether it’s 16 or 17 years, what I 

said is that I cannot be specific as to their age”
4143

 and that “it was not easy to 

determine their ages.  You could look at someone's size and height, but it was not easy 

to determine their age. However, their appearance and their behaviour led me to the 

conclusion that they were too young, they were not mature.  A 15 year old child is not 

as mature as a 17 year old child.”
4144

 

1457. P-0290’s illustrates that the manner in which questions are asked can have a substantial 

impact on the nature of the age estimates given, and that witnesses’ impressions of age 

are extremely tentative. As D-0211 explained in respect of a similar discrepancy:  

I can say 14, 15, 16, 17. Now, somebody can be estimated to be 17, 18 or 19 

years old. It’s an estimate. Somebody might be 12 years old but estimated to be 

12 or 14 years old. Somebody can be 15 and estimated to be 16 or even 18 

years old. Somebody can be 17 years old and be estimated to have 18 […] or 

even up to 20 years old. So to my mind there is not too much of a 

discrepancy.
4145

 

1458. After a “really leading”
4146

 question by the Prosecution, P-0290 testified that there were 

guards at Mr NTAGANDA’s compound who “may have been 13 years old.”
4147

 P-0290 

tried to explain this age-estimate, asserting that “appearance isn’t determinative of age” 

and that he relied on behaviour.
4148

 P-0290 then conceded that he did not observe the 

behaviour of these guards and that he based his age assessment on “their 

physiognomy.”
4149

 The only possible conclusion is that P-0290’s age assessment is 

tentative and uncertain. At the entrance to Chief of General Staff’s residence P-0290, 

after expressing various qualifications about age, said only that they were “a maximum 

of 15 years old.”
4150

 P-0290 named none of these individuals. 

                                                           
4142

 P-0290:T-65,44:25-45:3. 
4143

 P-0290:T-65,59:23-60:21.  
4144

 P-0290:T-65,60:22-61:18. 
4145

 D-0211:T-248,39:25-40:3. 
4146

 P-0290:T-67,3:24 (“PRESIDING JUDGE FREMR: […] but this question is really leading”). 
4147

 P-0290:T-67,4:6. 
4148

 P-0290:T-67,7:14. 
4149

 P-0290:T-67,10:2. 
4150

 P-0290:T-67,12:5. 
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1459. P-0290 also testified repeatedly that height is not a sufficient indicator upon which to 

determine age,
4151

 and that the size of uniforms is neither a necessary nor sufficient 

indicator of being under 15.
4152

  

1460. P-0290 did not affirm, for the most part, that he had seen anyone under 15 with the 

FPLC. The few occasions when he did were elicited through leading questions, was 

ambiguous, and unsupported by any details. This testimony does not support the 

conclusion that anyone under 15 was associated with the FPLC. 

1461. P-0014. The accuracy of P-0014’s age estimates is called into doubt by his claim that 

there were child soldiers at the UPC’s Bunia HQ as young as [REDACTED].
4153

 His 

tendency to make fabulous claims is illustrated by his assertion that [REDACTED];
4154

 

and that recruits engaged in target practice inside classrooms.
4155

 

1462. P-0014 was present in Bunia from [REDACTED] July 2002 and left on [REDACTED] 

August 2002 only, never to return.
4156

 The basis for any of his observations was, 

accordingly, limited. Despite this limited opportunity, he gave the curiously specific 

estimate that 30% of UPC soldiers were 15 or under and that 20% were under 15.
4157

 

This testimony suggests that P-0014 was just guessing. P-0014 never gave the name of 

anyone within this 20%; the Prosecution did not even try to elicit this information.
4158

 

1463. P-0014’s purported recollection of having seen five of Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts who 

were “between 13 and 18 years”
4159

 is contradicted by numerous witnesses, Prosecution 

and Defence alike, who testified that Mr NTAGANDA did not have any bodyguards 

who were under 15.
4160

 P-0014’s ability to remember these specific individuals, or that 

they appeared between 13 and 18, is implausible.
4161

  

                                                           
4151

 P-0290:T-65,39:19-22. 
4152

 P-0290:T-65,43:2-3. 
4153

 [REDACTED]. 
4154

 [REDACTED]  
4155

 P-0014:T-138,24:3-31:8. 
4156

 [REDACTED] . 
4157

 [REDACTED]  
4158

 P-0014:T-136,36:10-14. 
4159

 P-0014:T-136,36:13-14. 
4160

 P-0190:T-99,14-17;P-0758:T-161,16:19-21;D-0300:T-243,29:12-18;T-243,27:1-3;D-0243:T-259,50:20-22; 

D-0251:T-260,23:6-8;D-0017:T-253,67:22-25. 
4161

 P-0014:T-136,34:20-24. 
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1464. P-0014’s casual approach to truth and accuracy was also illustrated by his claim to 

having seen soldiers within UPC forces in [REDACTED] – after KAKWAVU had split 

from the FPLC.
4162

 P-0014 would have known that this was untrue if his implausible 

claim that [REDACTED] of KAKWAVU’s soldiers [REDACTED].
4163

 

1465. P-0014’s indulgence of speculation was also illustrated by his false assertions that Mr 

NTAGANDA was the first sector commander in Mongbwalu;
4164

 that Mr 

NTAGANDA was not part of the military high command, contrary to the Prosecution 

position, unless specifically invited because he was not very smart
4165

; and, that there 

was training at the UPC HQ in Bunia while the city was under the APC’s control.
4166

  

1466. P-0014’s attention-seeking testimony is entitled to no weight, and his estimates of age 

can be given no credit. No meaningful information was provided to substantiate that 

any of the subjects he claimed he saw were actually under 15.  

1467. P-0769. P-0769’s testimony giving estimates of age at NDROMO and MANDRO is 

undermined by his claim that there were not only recruits, but instructors, who were as 

young as nine years old.
4167

 Aside from its facial implausibility, no testimonial, 

documentary or visual evidence comes close to corroborating this claim. The inference 

that should be drawn is that P-0769 was prone to intentional or unintentional under-

statement of age. 

1468. P-0769’s credibility about training is generally undermined by his claim of having been 

trained successively at [REDACTED] in [REDACTED] (2 days), Camp 

[REDACTED], and then marching to [REDACTED], where training continued.
4168

 P-

0769 asserted specifically that the RCD was in control of BUNIA when he joined UPC 

forces
4169

 but that the UPC was in control of camp [REDACTED], where he trained.
4170

 

                                                           
4162

 [REDACTED] D-0300:T-221,42:20-23. 
4163

 P-0014:DRC-OTP-2054-1086,1102:3-1103:5. 
4164

 P-0014:T-136,41:5-7;T-138,92:3-93:24. 
4165

 P-0014:T-138,77:1-79:6 ; D-0300:T-225,41:21-4. 
4166

 P-0014:DRC-OTP-2054-0429,0490:21-25;0493:22-24;DRC-OTP-2054-0961,1020:8-25;DRC-OTP-2054-

0429,0514:7-12;DRC-OTP-2054-0612,0629:1-4; T-138,11:3-14;42:16-43:24;44:13-23. 
4167

 P-0769:T-120,38:1-4;44:19 (“there were the little children who were our instructors there”). 
4168

 P-0769:T-120,22:22,27:19,28:10. 
4169

 P-0769:T-120,11:22-24. 
4170

 P-0769:T-120,29:10-11. 
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This is impossible since the RCD/APC forces were in control of [REDACTED] up until 

the day that LOMPONDO was chased from BUNIA.
4171

   

1469. The only age estimates that were reinforced by hearsay information from the subjects 

was in respect of two individuals whom P-0769 estimated to be “14, 13 years old,” 

whom he claimed said they had been in the fifth primary and first secondary when they 

joined UPC forces.
4172

 P-0769 did not “know their story” and the Prosecution 

abandoned a question about how long prior to joining UPC forces they had been in 

Fifth Primary.
4173

 P-0551 testified that a student could be as old as 15 in 6
th

 primary.
4174

 

P-0769 gave no names for these individuals, other than that one was called 

“[REDACTED]”,
4175

 a common name. No “[REDACTED]” referred to in evidence in 

this case was under 15.
4176

 

1470. Aside from this one name, P-0769 failed to identify a single person whom he asserted 

was under 15 while associated with UPC forces. This failure contrasted with his ability 

to recall the names of five of his friends with whom he joined the UPC forces and 

various commanders.
4177

  

1471. P-0769’s testimony is manifestly insufficient to find that any of the subjects about 

whom he testified were really under 15. 

1472. P-0030. P-0030 testified that the youngest bodyguards whom he saw at LUBANGA’s 

residence were 9 or 10 years old,
4178

 but also acknowledged his prior statement to the 

Prosecution – which he then seemed to accept – that his age estimate of the youngest 

was that they were “between 14 and 15.”
4179

 

1473. P-0030’s estimate of the ages of Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards was that “[s]ome of 

them were 12, 13, 14, 15 and some of them were 18 or even 25.”
4180

 Instead of asking 

                                                           
4171

 P-0014:DRC-OTP-2054-0816,0829:18-22. 
4172

 P-0769:T-121,6:21-7:7. 
4173

 P-0769:T-121,8:7. 
4174

 P-0551:T-197,33:8. 
4175

 P-0769:T-121,8:1. 
4176

 See DRC-OTP-0138-0106 and DRC-OTP-0138-0027. In DRC-OTP-0141-0009, no age or birth’s date are 

registered. 
4177

 P-0769:T-120,22:24-24:16. 
4178

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4179

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4180

 P-0030:T-144,34:12-14. 
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whether the witness was giving an age-range estimate of the youngest amongst Mr 

NTAGANDA’s bodyguards, the Prosecution assumed that the witness was testifying 

that there were bodyguards who were 12 to 14: “Q. Referring specifically to the guards 

with Bosco who you said were 12, 13 and 14 [.…].”
4181

 The Prosecution prefaces the 

next four questions with this formula, even though the witness never explained whether 

he meant to give an estimate of age that excluded the possibility that they were actually 

as old as 15. The degree to which these numbers are an estimate is also illustrated by 

[REDACTED] that amongst Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts “some were 13; some were 15; 

some were older.”
4182

 These estimates must be viewed in light of the witness’ own 

acknowledgement that “[i]t’s difficult to evaluate the age”
4183

 and the margin of error 

that he himself would build into these estimates, to say nothing of the margin of error 

that the Chamber should impute to such estimates. 

1474. The Prosecution adduced no testimony from P-0030 about the identity of anyone whom 

he evaluated as being under 15, even assuming that he ever gave such an estimate. His 

testimony, read with due regard to his own acknowledgement of the likelihood of error, 

does not even affirm that he saw anyone within the ranks of the FPLC who was less 

than 15. 

1475. P-0901. P-0901 offered inconsistent and variable estimates of age, none of which were 

specifically precise to be probative of his observation of anyone under 15 within UPC 

forces.
 4184

 The most assertive estimate he offered was that he did “not believe that he 

was 15”
4185

 which shoud be given no weight. 

1476. P-0016. P-0016 testified that he saw children at Mandro “who were 13, 14, 15, 16 17 

years old.”
4186

 After a confused exchange of question and answer with translation 

difficulties intervening, the witness appears to have asserted that 50 per cent of the 

approximately 100 trainees
4187

 that he saw at Mandro were under 15.
4188

 The witness 

does not identify – the exception of the two examples cited below – and of the 50 
                                                           
4181

 P-0030:T-144,34:23. 
4182

 [REDACTED]:[REDACTED] 
4183

 P-0030:T-144,34:11. 
4184

 P-0901:T-29, 55:20,56:4-5,57:5-6 
4185

 P-0901:T-29,54:18-55:8. See also T-29,54:14-15 (KISEMBO and Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts “might be 

aged 13, 14, or 15 years of age”). 
4186

 [REDACTED] 
4187

 [REDACTED].   
4188

 [REDACTED] 
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individuals whom he estimated were 13 and 14. The number is implausibly large and is, 

in any event, unreliable in the absence of further information. 

1477. The reliability of P-0016’s statistical descriptions is called into question by his 

inconsistent testimony about the ages and numbers of children he claimed to have seen 

in the Presidential Protection Unit. In his statement he testified that this unit consisted 

of 400 individuals, but during his testimony that there were 60.
4189

 He at first testified 

that amongst these 60 “not more than 20 of them were over 15”
4190

 but then later said 

that “the youngest could have been 14 but was still fairly husky,”
4191

 before settling on 

the position that “there were no more than four” who were “14-year-olds and the 13-

year-olds.”
4192

 The variability of these estimates, in addition to the absence of 

identification or description of any kind, are further factors suggesting that this 

testimony is not reliable for the purpose of establishing that anyone in that unit was 

under 15. 

1478. P-0016 did exceptionally identify two individuals by name whom he believed were 

under 15. The first, “[REDACTED]”, estimated as being 13, would “get cigarettes, 

anything I wanted or peanuts for me, from a little village behind Mandro […] this 

young one assisted us a bit. [….] There wasn't just one such child. There were 

others”.
4193

 P-0016 did not clarify whether this person was also engaged in training or 

whether he – and the “others” – were only performing tasks such as running errands for 

the trainees and soldiers. P-0016 also testified about a “[REDACTED]” who “was 

small. He must have been not even 15.”
4194

 P-0016 testified that he became a lieutenant 

in the FARDC,
4195

 yet this person was not called as a witness and no corroborating 

evidence was adduced about his age. P-0016’s description of this 13-year old 

“[REDACTED]” subsequently becoming a bodyguard successively for Mr 

NTAGANDA, KISEMBO and then the Presidency
4196

 is not consistent with any 

                                                           
4189

[REDACTED]. 
4190

 [REDACTED] 
4191

 [REDACTED] 
4192

 [REDACTED] 
4193

 P-0016 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4194

 P-0016 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4195

  [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
4196

 [REDACTED] : [REDACTED] 
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testimony about the names of Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards,
4197

 and is inconsistent 

with the testimony that Mr NTAGANDA’s youngest bodyguard was 16.
4198

 

1479. P-0016’s testimony was vague, implausible, uncorroborated, and inconsistent with the 

Mandro video and other elements on which the Chamber has other testimony.  

1480. P-0365. Who had contact with demobilised children from a variety of armed groups 

identified almost none from the UPC forces or FPLC as being under 15. This testimony 

is actually probative of the absence of individuals under 15 amongst UPC forces. The 

only two individuals whom she identified as possibly being under 15 involved two 

incidents when she was threatened, first in “March” 2003
4199

 not far from 

[REDACTED] and the second in September 2003 at an unspecified location. P-0365’s 

estimate of age for both individuals was particular tentative: “I would imagine that he 

was less than 15 years of age”;
4200

 “I would say under 15 years of age.”
4201

 

Furthermore, if the witness’s recollection is correct that the first incident occurred in 

“March” 2003, then the person in question could not have been FPLC, which had been 

routed from Bunia and was no longer controlling the road between Bunia and KOBU, 

as the Chamber saw on the video of P-0317’s visit to LIPRI. The description given by 

P-0365 would fit any of the individuals standing guard with Kalachnikovs while P-

0317 and her team conducted interviews.
4202

 P-0365 confirmed that the youngest 

person [REDACTED], a 13 year old, had been a member of the FNI.
4203

 In saying that 

[REDACTED]-- which even included people who had been girlfriends of soldiers
4204

 – 

encompassed “13, 14, 15, up to 16, 17,”
4205

 she never specified that any of the others 

who were 13 or 14 had come from the FPLC. 

1481. P-0918. P-0918, [REDACTED], testified that she saw children of “12, 13, 14, and 

some even of 16” grouped in front of [REDACTED] to be sent for training, but 

                                                           
4197

 P-0901:T-29,55:24-56:2;56:22-25; P-0017:T-58,33:21-24; P-0907:T-89,66:3-9; P-0898:T-154,23:2-

3;[REDACTED]; D-0017:T-253,43:11-12; D-0251:T-260,18:9-11.  
4198

 P-0758:T-161,16:19-21;[REDACTED];D-0251:T-260,23:6-8. 
4199

 P-0365:T-147,51:16. 
4200

 P-0365:T-147,50:2. 
4201

 P-0365:T-147,50:11. 
4202

 See e.g. DRC-OTP-1033-022113:41-14:04,14:10-14:47,23:51-24:20;24:54-25:09. 
4203

 P-0365:T-147,40:2-9. 
4204

 P-0365:T-147,39:5. 
4205

 P-0365:T-147,40:21-23. 
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hastened to add: “But this is an estimation on my part.”
4206

 The degree of variability or 

doubt is unknown, and no control photograph was shown to the witness to have a sense 

of how she estimates age. She named no one whom she thought might be under 15, and 

she has no basis to know whether these individuals were, or were not, subsequently 

taken for training; whether they were actually trained; or whether they ever joined the 

ranks of the FPLC. She never visited Mandro or any other training location, and did not 

testify that she later saw these same individuals in uniform. The testimony has no 

probative value. 

1482. P-0012. P-0012 referred frequently to children without offering any specific definition 

of what age range he meant.
4207 

In respect of [REDACTED], he testified that he was not 

in a position to estimate specific ages beyond distinguishing between “minors” and 

“adults”.
4208

 He gave no specific age estimate of a certain [REDACTED], and did not 

indicate whether he was PUSIC or UPC forces.
4209

   

 

1483. P-0012 testified to encountering a child on 12 May 2003 during the takeover of Bunia 

by KISEMBO’s forces whom he estimated to be 12, based on physical appearance 

alone.
4210

 The affiliation of the person, who was wearing civilian clothing, was never 

established.
4211

  [REDACTED].
4212

 [REDACTED].
 4213

 

 

1484. P-0041. “Child” or “children” was seldom defined during P-0041’s statement and 

testimony, admitted under Rule 68.
4214

 He underscored that age was difficult to assess, 

and that physical appearance “back home” could be misleading.
4215

 [REDACTED] was 

                                                           
4206

 P-0918:T-155,82:25-83:3. 
4207

 [REDACTED]  
4208

 [REDACTED]  
4209

 [REDACTED] . 
4210

 [REDACTED]  
4211

 [REDACTED]  P-0901:T-28,56 :14-15 (“I discussed with the commanders when they got there. And I can 

also say that the FPLC soldiers wore military uniforms […]); P-0769:T-120,62:3-8; D-0057:DRC-OTP-0150-

0354,para.129; P-0030:DRC-OTP-0151-0645,para.4-6;T-144,71:8-11. 
4212

 [REDACTED] 
4213

 [REDACTED] 
4214

 P-0041: [REDACTED]. 
4215

 [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]  
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“about 14 or 15 years old.”
4216

 His attainment of 4e littéraire (namely 4
th

 year of 

secondary school)
4217

 is strongly suggestive that he was at least 15, if not older.
4218

 

1485. Furthermore, when testifying that three quarters of the soldiers were minors and that the 

latter were between 9 and 17 years old, P-0041 gave to explanation in support of this 

estimation.
4219

 His testimony in this regard as well as concerning the age of 

LUBANGA, KISEMBO and Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts,
4220

 rests on the sole 

observations he allegedly made at the time, which in light of the explanations he gave 

above regarding the difficulty of assessing the age of a child, is largely insufficient to 

lead to the conclusion that there actually were child soldiers under the age of 15 within 

the rank of the FPLC. 

1486. P-0886. P-0892. P-0877. P-0113. P-0912. These five dual-status Lendu witnesses have 

ample motivation to exaggerate their estimates of age. They also, given their situation, 

seldom had a significant opportunity to assess the subjects whose age they were 

estimating.  

1487. P-0886 allegedly saw children in uniform within the ranks of the FPLC during and after 

the attack on SAYO.
4221

 However, he gave no specific regarding their age except for 

stating that they were “more or less of the same age as my children […]”.
4222

 His 

opportunity of observation was limited, as he “could not talk to them”
4223

 and “no one 

dared go close to them”.
4224

 P-0886’s was noticeably evasive.
4225

   

1488. P-0892’s and P-0912’s testimony that there were child soldiers within the ranks of the 

FPLC during the second attack on Mongbwalu lacks precision is vague and 

inconsistent. The former’s estimate that she saw FPLC soldiers who were 8 to 10 years 

                                                           
4216

 [REDACTED]  
4217

 [REDACTED] . 
4218

 P-0551:T-197,32:23-33:21. 
4219

 . 
4220

 [REDACTED] . 
4221

 P-0886:T-37,10:4-12;64:22-65:1. 
4222

 P-0886:T-40,45:4-8. 
4223

 P-0886:T-40,44:24-45:3. 
4224

 P-0886:T-38,7:5-8. 
4225

 P-0886:T-37,6:6-12 (“[…] so that is why please try just to give her the briefer responses and make 

responses just responding to the question put to you, okay?”). 
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of age
4226

 is unrealistic and contrary to the weight of evidence. P-0892 appeared 

confused regarding the armed groups involved in the fighting
4227

 and the date of the 

events.
4228

 The basis of her observations is unknown. [REDACTED].
4229

  No objective 

yardstick for the witness’s manner of assessing age was established that would permit 

the Chamber to understand who she arrived at age assessments or whether they are 

reasonable. 

1489. P-0877 testified that [REDACTED] who allegedly was 13 years old at the time had 

been recruited by the UPC in [REDACTED].
4230

 However, he gave no information in 

support of his knowledge of [REDACTED] age and when asked during his testimony to 

assess the age of other young persons in UPC forces he stated: “I am not able to give 

you their specific age”.
4231

 While explaining that he could give a list 50 children who 

allegedly were within the UPC in KILO, he did not.
4232

 P-0850 testified that the UPC 

soldiers in KILO were 14-18 years old,
4233

 but clarified that that was “an estimation 

based on stature, size, facial appearance. And if one said that they were 15 or 16 years 

old, that would only be an approximation because I cannot confirm those figures with 

specificity”.
4234

 P-0877’s testimony is also tarnished by the fact that he had been 

[REDACTED] between [REDACTED] and [REDACTED],
4235

 and as such 

[REDACTED].
4236

  

1490. P-0113’s assessed the youngest FPLC soldiers she saw as being 14 or 15 years old
4237

  

or about 14 years old
4238

 and confirmed that the kadogo she saw could have been 15 

years old.
 4239

  

                                                           
4226

 P-0892:T-85,20:1-2 (“No, I did not witness any other activities on their part. I only saw them go up guava 

trees and harvest some guavas and then leave. I didn’t see them do anything else”).  
4227

 P-0892:T-83,13:25-14:1 (“I really didn’t have enough information, but I heard that the UPC was fighting 

against Lompondo, but I do not know to which armed group Lompondo belonged”). 
4228

 P-0892:T-83,18:11-12 (“PRESIDING JUDGE FREMR: Madam Witness, you provided us with exact 

number that it was on 9 November that the UPC entered Mongbwalu. Do you also remember the year? THE 

WITNESS: (Interpretation) I believe that it was in 2003, 2002 or 2003. I really no longer remember the precise 

year”). 
4229

[REDACTED]. 
4230

 P-0877:T-109,48:7-49:3 
4231

 P-0877:T-109,49:9-15. 
4232

 P-0877:T-109,49:1-3. 
4233

 P-0850:T-112,84,1-2. 
4234

 P-0850:T-112,83:25-85:5. 
4235

 P-0877:DRC-OTP-2069-2086-R03,para.30; T-109,70:7-16.  
4236

 P-0877:T-109,70:23-71:2. 
4237

 P-0113:T-118,51:19;50:24-51:1,51:13-19;55:21-57:8. 
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1491. P-0790. P-0790’s estimate, when asked the age of Salumu’s bodyguards, coincided 

conspicuously with the threshold prescribed by Article 8(2)(e)(vii) of the ICC Statute: 

“they were younger than 15.”
4240

 This formulation suggests coaching which, combined 

with his overall lack of credibility, diminishes the already low probative value of his 

exclusively observational estimate of unidentified individuals. 

 CHAPTER V – HEARSAY TESTIMONY 

 

1492. A distinct category of hearsay, in the absence of direct evidence, was whether a 

particular individual joined the FPLC or UPC forces. Evidence of this nature is of 

limited value as the source is not available to be questioned.
4241

 Such evidence is of 

even lower value when the source is anonymous,
4242

 thus impairing even further the 

Chamber’s ability to assess the quality of the information received.
4243

 

Section I - P-0046’s hearsay of reporting of cases of “very young children” 

 

1493. The “various sources”
4244

 of reports received by P-0046 of “some” individuals under 15 

being recruited in September 2002 are unidentified.
4245

 No details are provided 

concerning who, how many, where, when, or by whom seen. The evidence is entitled to 

no weight.
4246

  

1494. P-0046 does not provide information as to whether the anonymous sources informed 

her specifically that the children were recruited by the UPC or if P-0046 deducted this 

information. Furthermore, P-0046 does not seem to make a distinction between any 

Hema militia and the UPC. In fact, she claims that the Hema militia represented the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
4238

 P-0113:T-118,57:7-8. 
4239

 P-0113:T-118,54:6-13. 
4240

 P-0790:T-53,56:21. 
4241

 Katanga TJ,para.90.  
4242

 Gbagbo Decision adjourning CoC, para. 28 (“Although there is no general rule against hearsay evidence 

before this Court, it goes without saying that hearsay statements in the Prosecutor's documentary evidence will 

usually have less probative value. Reliance upon such evidence should thus be avoided wherever possible. This 

is all the more so when the hearsay in question is anonymous, in the sense that insufficient information is 

available about who made the observation being reported or from whom the source (irrespective of whether the 

source is a witness interviewed by the Prosecutor or a documentary item of evidence) obtained the 

information”).  
4243

 Gbagbo Decision adjourning CoC, para. 29. 
4244

 P-0046:T-100,50:15, (“We had received a serious allegation by various sources of children, but not only 

children, but I think for what I was concerned about, of children, young children and adolescent”). 
4245

 P-0046:T-100,50:19-22. 
4246

 Gbagbo Decision adjourning CoC, para. 29. 
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UPC.
4247

 Whether this emanates from the anonymous sources is unknown. As discussed 

elsewhere, the Hema militia or self-defence groups were autonomous and not under the 

control of the UPC.  

Section II - D-0172’s hearing young people around 14 years old went to Mandro 

 

1495. The Prosecution inexplicably claims that D-0172 “confirmed” that former trainees from 

TCHAKWANZI went to Mandro “with him […] for separate military training between 

June and August 2002”.
4248

 D-0172 denied that he ever trained at Mandro, and denied 

that he  rejoined any military force after TCHAKWANZI.
4249

 

1496. D-0172 testified that friends of his from IGA BARRIÈRE who had trained at 

TCHAKWANZI who went for training in Mandro were “about 14.”
4250

 This testimony 

does not exclude that they were 15. Indeed, D-0172 later confirmed that he — aged 14 

in 2002 —[REDACTED].
4251

 [REDACTED] was also confirmed by [REDACTED].
4252

 

This implies that anyone else who had been at TCHAKWANZI must have been 

somewhat older than 14 in 2002. D-0172’s answer to the Prosecution compound 

question about re-recruitment of “children under the age of 15, 16 and 18 were re-

recruited by the UPC and FPLC”
4253

 is ambiguous as to which of the three thresholds 

was intended by the question.   

Section III - [REDACTED] 

 

1497. D-0172 testified that [REDACTED] was recruited by the FNI after having been at 

[REDACTED].
4254

 The Prosecution’s suggestion that this is impossible because of 

                                                           
4247

 P-0046:T-100-ENG,50:17-18, T-100-FRA,48:24-25 (“par ceux à l'époque on appelait la milice hema ou 

l'UPC, qui représentait donc l'UPC”). 
4248

 PCB, para.865, fn.2716 (underline added).  
4249

 D-0172:T-245,81:1 (“Well, I refused to go there, but the others went. I had already been disappointed by 

those people since the time in Uganda and I was no longer going to be part of that service”); 82:11 (“Yes, but I 

wasn’t there”); 82:23-83:1 (“Q.   All right.  Now, you've--you've already said, you've testified, you've said that 

you never joined the UPC, you've never joined any armed group; that's your testimony, isn't it? A. Yes”).  
4250

 D-0172:T-245,82:16-19. 
4251

 D-0172:T-245,110:3-4 (“those of us who were the youngest were at [REDACTED], two of us, but the others 

who were older were also there and elsewhere.”) 
4252

[REDACTED] 
4253

 D-0172:T-245,103:16-20. 
4254

 D-0172:T-245-FRA-CT2,106:19-25. 
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ethnicity
4255

 is contradicted by P-0046’s testimony that she had heard of such cases. In 

fact, P-0046 described a case of someone having switched from the FNI to the 

“opposite group”: 

And I remember also the case of one child who belonged to the FNI claim – 

claiming that he was from his mother’s side or father, whatever, and then he 

move – he join the opposite group stating that he was from the ethnicity of his 

father – almost, I don't recall but he used this.
4256

 

1498. This testimony also assists in explaining why [REDACTED]’s appears on a purported 

FPLC “Liste nominative” from [REDACTED].
4257

 In any event, this document has low 

probative value. It was tendered from the bar table; no witness was asked about its 

origins; and, despite Mr NTAGANDA’s signature purportedly appearing at the bottom, 

the Prosecution asked Mr NTAGANDA no questions about this document. The list also 

contains certain fanciful entries, raising doubts about its reliability.
4258

 The Chamber 

has no basis in evidence to know who drafted the list, on what basis, for what purpose. 

Importantly, the document does not indicate when [REDACTED] purportedly joined 

the FPLC, including whether he had switched from the FNI, as exemplified by P-

0046’s testimony.  

Section IV - D-0057’s testimony about demobilised person whom he heard had been 

with the UPC 

 

1499. D-0057 testified that [REDACTED] received around than demobilised UPC recruits 

[REDACTED]. P-0551 testified that students could be as old as 15 years of age in 6
th

 

Primary.
4259

 Even assuming that the level of schooling is probative of a younger age, D-

0057 explained that these individuals arrived [REDACTED] before the start of either 

the 2001-2002 or the 2002-2003 school year. Either way, but particularly taking the 

former, this means that any association with any armed group preceded the period of 

the charges in the DCC,
4260

 and probably relates to theTchakwanzi demobilisation. 

                                                           
4255

 PCB,para.110. 
4256

 P-0046:T-102,79:15-20. 
4257

 DRC-OTP-0141-0009,at 111(#53). 
4258

 D-0038:T-251,41:6-43:4.  
4259

 P-0551:T-197,33:4-11. 
4260

 D-0057:T-246,37:20-38:10 (“And what about the 10 students who returned from UPC, they also attended 

the school without any problem? They did the school year as normal. They completed their studies. And the 

sixth went on to the secondary and those who were in fifth year moved into the sixth class”).  
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1500. D-0057 also clarified that he had no information about whether these individuals had 

actually been enrolled or trained in UPC forces, or whether they had been rejected 

immediately.  

Section V – The myth of the Kadogo Unit  

 

1501. P-0907, P-0963 and P-0017 offered inconsistent accounts of the supposed “Kadogo 

Unit.”
4261

 P-0017 and P-0907 claimed that it existed from the beginning of 

KISEMBO’s time in Bunia,
4262

 whereas P-0963 explained that this group was formed 

in, and brought from, MAMEDI when KISEMBO returned to Bunia in May 2003.
4263

 

KISEMBO’s explanation, confirmed by Mr NTAGANDA in the course of his 

testimony, concerning this unit was that civilian children originally from Mongbwalu, 

mostly orphans, had tagged along with KISEMBO’s forces whose objective was to re-

take Bunia.
4264

 [REDACTED].
4265

 These children were never recruited or used by the 

FPLC, but it is possible that outside observers perceived this to be the case given the 

circumstances of their arrival in Bunia with KISEMBO. 

1502. Even assuming that this was a “unit” that participated in fighting, Mr NTAGANDA 

was nowhere near MAMEDI at the time, or Bunia when they arrived there. He had no 

knowledge that these individuals were being incorporated into KISEMBO’s forces.
4266

 

D-0013 testified that[REDACTED], [REDACTED], [REDACTED], saw some 

individuals whom they thought might be under 18 in Bunia whom they perceived might 

be affiliated with the FPLC, [REDACTED] a demobilisation decree.
4267

 This decree 

was read on the radio and is in evidence.  

Section VI - An age threshold was applied to join the ranks of UPC forces and the 

FPLC  

1503. The Prosecution asserts that recruitment indiscriminate of age was carried out because 

the UPC had an overwhelming need for manpower to carry out the criminal plan of 

driving out the non-Hema population of ITURI. The evidence shows that, on the 

                                                           
4261

 PCB,para.658. 
4262

 P-0017:T-60,31:21-24;P-0907:T-89,29:13-21.  
4263

 P-0963:T-80,31:12-16. 
4264

 D-0300:T-242,26:21-27:3. 
4265

 [REDACTED] D-0300:T-221,72 :10-15; T-242,27:17-23; T-242,28:16-22. 
4266

 D-0300:T-221,45:16-47:11. 
4267

 DRC-OTP-0151-0299. 
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contrary, there was as abundance of recruits arriving for training at Mandro and 

elsewhere because of the dire security situation in ITURI, and that the UPC training 

centres rejected people on the basis of age either prior to or shortly after the 

commencement of their training.  

1504. Insecurity in the villages of ITURI meant that there was no shortage of recruits seeking 

to be trained, including those who were too young. P-0116 described parents not 

wanting to receive back their children who were under 18 from TCHAKWANZI in 

2001 because of a fear – which P-0116 acknowledged was “well founded”
4268

 – of 

extermination by Lendu combatants.
4269

 D-0038 described the ethnic wars prior to 2002 

as having been “wild” and involving Lendu combatants killings “civilians, children, 

elderly persons and everyone they came across.”
4270

 D-0210 “wanted to join the army 

just as everybody else was doing.”
4271

 D-0017 went to train from Mongbwalu because 

people were being “killed in broad daylight” and that “we feared that the killings would 

actually come to our doorstep.”
4272

 D-0172 was also motivated to join the army in 2000 

because the Lendu were killing people here and there, and so [he]had to go to 

Tchakwanzi to do military service”.
4273

 D-0057 explained that “young people said they 

wanted to go. They said they wanted to join the army first and partly because of the 

massacres by the Lendu”.
4274

 P-0016 explained that there was no conscription of any 

children, and that many of those at Mandro were orphans.
4275

   

1505. The enthusiasm of those seeking training is also reflected in the apparent resistance of 

those who may have been under 18 to demobilise. P-0911,
4276

 P-0769,
4277

 and P-

0016
4278

 described an attempted demobilisation at Mandro that was resisted by the 

recruits. The event appears to have been in response to the October 2002 

demobilisation orders from LUBANGA and KISEMBO for anyone under 18 to be 

                                                           
4268

 P-0116:T-196,21:2-3 (“Yes, in my opinion, indeed they were certainly founded because there was violence 

at the time, intercommunal violence”). 
4269

 P-0116:DRC-OTP-2054-4494,p.4594:16-24; T-196,20:23-21:1. 
4270

 D-0038:T-249,49:16-17. 
4271

 D-0210:T-207,14:4. 
4272

 D-0017:T-252,46:20-23. 
4273

 D-0172:T-245,23:3-5. 
4274

 D-0057:T-246,13:8-10. 
4275

 DRC-OTP-0126-0422-R03,para.251; DRC-OTP-2054-1447,1461:21-25. 
4276

 P-0911:T-157,39:24-40:4 (“they refused to go”). 
4277

 P-0769:T-120,47:5-48:7. 
4278

 P-0016:DRC-OTP-2054-1625,p.1688:12-21. 
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demobilised.
4279

 Recruits who were 16 and 17 years old were told to leave Mandro, but 

many “fled into the bush” and returned to the army later.
4280

 This demonstrates the 

extent to which people under 18 were motivated to seek and continue military training 

to protect themselves, their families and their communities.  

1506. Second, P-0911, D-0210, D-0038, D-0017, P-0055, and D-0080, all described an age 

threshold being in place that was enforced either at the commencement of the training, 

or once training had begun and a person’s physical capacity became more apparent. P-

0911 testified that [REDACTED] instructions not to accept anyone under 18.
4281

        

D-0038 explained that his village organised recruits for training at Mandro and that 

they only recruited people “who confirmed that they were 18”
4282

 and that he was 

obliged to reject “many people” on the basis that they did not meet this threshold.
4283

 

Biographical information was also collected again, according to D-0038, upon arrival at 

Mandro and those who did not meet the necessary criteria were rejected.
4284

 D-0210 

and his friends, who went to Mandro independently, were turned away from Mandro 

and told “[w]e’re not training little children like you here, you have to go home.”
4285

 D-

0210 was about 14-and-a-half at the time, and saw no one who appeared younger than 

himself being trained.
4286

 D-0017 also witnessed people being turned away from 

Mandro because of their age.
4287

  

1507. This standard is visible from the Rwampara and Mandro videos. The vast majority of 

those in uniform are visibly 18 years of age or older, and none appear to be even close 

to under 15.
4288

 If recruitment was carried out without regard to age, as the Prosecution 

claims, there should be numerous subjects in uniform who are visibly under 18. The 

                                                           
4279

 DRC-OTP-0029-0274; DRC-D01-0003-5894; P-0769:T-120,47:5-6. 
4280

 P-0911:T-157,40:1 (“the order was given to drive them out, but they refused to go”); P-0769:T-120,48:5-7 

(“they were told, ‘Right, now we’re going to accompany you home to your families. Line up. We’re going’’ and 

they were taken out of the camp. But in the evening they returned”);P-0016:DRC-OTP-2054-1625,p.1688:17-

21. 
4281

 P-0911:T-157,19:18,19:20 (“[w]hen a young person arrives under 18, then you have to make that person 

return home”), [REDACTED](“[REDACTED]”). 
4282

 D-0038:T-249,62:1. 
4283

 D-0038:T-249,55:12-14 (“Did you, yourself, reject anyone on the basis that they were too young to receive 

the training at Mandro ? Yes, we rejected many people.”) 
4284

 D-0038:T-249,64:12-14. 
4285

 D-0210:T-206,47:1. 
4286

 D-0210:T-206,49:16. 
4287

 D-0017:T-252,55:17-18 (“Yes. I can recall a group of four young people who were rejected in front of me. I 

was there at the time.”) 
4288

 Mandro’s video: DRC-OTP-0082-0016; OTP’s version of Rwampara video: DRC-OTP-0120-0293; 

Defence’s version of Rwampara video version: DRC-D18-0001-0463. 
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Rwampara video shows, on the contrary, a conspicuous difference in age between those 

graduating and those presenting themselves for training.  

1508. P-0055, who was not involved in recruitment or training, was “never told” whether 

there was an age limit for recruits
4289

 and testified that he saw “kadogo” (under 18)
4290

 

amongst the recruits at Rwampara.
4291

 However, when P-0055 [REDACTED] of a 12-

year old being trained at a purported training camp at [REDACTED], he ordered that 

the child be brought to his office and, after seeing him, released him immediately 

without checking with anyone “because there was no problem with it. I did not report to 

anyone, and no one asked me about what I had done in that particular case”.
4292

 The 

implication is that it was FPLC policy – and that P-0055 knew that it was FPLC policy 

– not to allow training of such individuals. The unofficial nature of any training that 

was occurring at [REDACTED]
4293

 may explain why this person was taken in for 

training there.  

1509. D-0080, who was [REDACTED], testified that he had received instructions that he 

should not train anyone under 18. He verified age, in the absence of documentation, on 

the basis of physical appearance and capacity at the moment of inscription or during the 

first two to three days of training.
4294

 

1510. P-0046 claimed that very few children told her that they had been asked their age 

before commencing training,
4295

 but also could not recall anyone having told her that 

they were trained after having told their recruiter or commander that they were under 

15.
4296

 P-0046 explained that she had little information about either phenomenon 

because she did not ask this question of her subjects, and let them recount their stories 

using open questions only.
4297 

One of the stories told in response to these open 

questions was of a child who “had given a false age in order to be able to enter the 

                                                           
4289

 P-0055:T-71,68:6-7. 
4290

 P-0055:T-71,68:21-22. 
4291

 P-0055:T-71,70:6-8,76:25-77:1. 
4292

 P-0055:T-71,88:23-24. 
4293

 No witness testified that they saw this purported training camp. [REDACTED] 
4294

 D-0080:DRC-D18-0001-6163,p.6169,para.49 (“En raison de leur taille, certains parmi ceux qui se 

présentaient au centre étaient refusés dès leur arrivée. D’autres pouvaient être refusés au cours des deux ou trois 

premiers jours de leur formation si je m’apercevais qu’ils ne remplissaient pas les critères minimaux”)  
4295

 P-0046:T-102,66:14-18. 
4296

 P-0046:T-102,67:6-11. 
4297

 P-0046:T-102,66:14-67:18. 
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armed group […] he said that first he had been sent away and that he […] came back 

several times to have the opportunity to join and that at the end the commander in 

charge, I don't remember his name, gave up and gave him something to do.”
4298

 A 

different example recorded in P-0046’s notes is of a child identified by an NGO as 15 

years old on 27 March 2003 purportedly joining UPC forces in June 2003 “after two 

unsuccessful attempts.”
4299

  

1511. P-0116 testified that children did – and still do – over-state their age to join or remain in 

the armed forces. Even today “in the Congo we have cases in [REDACTED] where we 

have found children under 18 who have wanted to […] join the army and they have 

stated they were adults, we have found out they are not and we have sent them back to 

their families”.
4300

 P-0116 confirmed that “this was a problem that one would always 

encounter when working with children, especially when working with this category of 

children. One always encounters such problems. A child will say, Yes, I’m older, so 

that he would stay where he was found, for example”.
4301

 

1512. Mr NTAGANDA himself described the application of the age threshold in practice, 

explaining that: (i) asking the recruits their age was “obligatory”; 
4302

 (ii) the main way 

of confirming age in the absence of documents was whether they were physically 

apt
4303

 which, in practical terms, meant being capable of “transport[ing] his comrade” 

in battle, and being able to carry a weapon and a box of ammunition;
4304

 (iii) candidates 

who were too young sometimes did present themselves for training at Mandro, whether 

sent by the peace committees or arriving independently, but were always sent away;
4305

 

and (iv) Mr NTAGANDA specifically instructed ZIMULENDA, which was also 

confirmed by D-0080, that the minimum age of recruitment was 18.
4306

 Mr 

NTAGANDA did not deny that some individuals under 18 may have managed to 

satisfy these checks, and did not recall whether demobilisations of under 18 such as 

                                                           
4298

 P-0046:T-102,65:3-5. 
4299

 DRC-OTP-0152-0274,p.0274. 
4300

 P-0116:T-195,56:10-13. 
4301

 P-0116:DRC-OTP-2054-4494,p.4530:13-17. 
4302

 D-0300:T-239,13:12-17. 
4303

 D-0030:T-213,79:17-80:3. 
4304

D-0300:T-213,73:21; T-214,33:9-11 (“a person who would be able to carry a weapon and a box of 

ammunition or one of their comrades who is injured at the battlefront would be somebody who cannot be less 

than 18");  
4305

 D-0300:T-213,80:6-81:3. 
4306

 D-0300:T-220,30:12-13. 
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those described by P-0911 and P-0769 at Mandro had taken place.
4307

 He did recall that 

there was a demobilisation of young individuals who had joined KISEMBO before re-

taking Bunia in May 2003, when Mr NTAGANDA was not present.
4308

 

1513. In conclusion, numerous witnesses testified to the existence of screening for age at 

FPLC training camps. This screening, in the context of the absence of identification 

documents and recruits willing to lie about their age, could not absolutely exclude 

everyone who was under 18. Nevertheless, the least subjective evidence available to the 

Chamber – the videos of Rwampara and Mandro – provide strong evidence that the 

screening was in place and largely achieved its purpose. 

CHAPTER V – NTAGANDA IS NOT INDIVIDUALLY CRIMINALLY LIABLE  

Section I – Introduction 

1514. The evidence does not show that Mr NTAGANDA intended or contributed knowingly 

to the recruitment or conscription of individuals under 15, or failed to exercise proper 

control over his subordinates knowing that they were committing, or were about to 

commit, this crime. 

1515. The presence of children under 15 in UPC forces or the FPLC was not so widespread 

that Mr NTAGANDA must have been aware of conscription or recruitment of such 

individuals. Complaints or demobilisation orders about individuals under 18 cannot be 

equated with notice or knowledge of the presence of individuals under 15. No reliable 

evidence has been adduced that anyone in Mr NTAGANDA’s immediate proximity or 

whom he saw – such as his escorts, soldiers or trainees – were so “manifestly below” 

15
4309

 that he would have known that to be the case. On the contrary, the evidence 

concerning his own escorts, the soldiers on videos where Mr NTAGANDA can be seen, 

and the lack of proof that there was anyone under 15 in the ranks of the FPLC – let 

alone a substantial number – raises reasonable doubt as to whether he had any such 

knowledge, let alone intent. 

Section II – Applicable law 

 

                                                           
4307

 D-0300:T-239,16:2-7. 
4308

 D-0300:T-239,15:18-25,16:5-7,30:16-24. 
4309

 Confirmation Decision,para.133. 
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1516. Mr NTAGANDA is charged with (i) committing (Art. 25(3)(a)) the crimes of 

conscripting, recruiting or using child soldiers under 15 years of age; (ii) contributing to 

the commission of these crimes by a group, with the aim of (Art. 25(3)(d)(i)), or in the 

knowledge that (Art. 25(3)(d)(ii)), the assistance would further the commission of the 

crimes (Art. 25(3)(d)); and (iii) failing to exercise proper control over subordinates 

committing these crimes (Art. 28(a)).   

1517. Article 30 prescribes that a person shall be criminally responsible only if the material 

elements are committed “with intent and knowledge.” Intent arises where the person 

“means to engage in the conduct” or bring about a consequence, or at least knows that 

the prohibited consequence will “occur in the ordinary course of events.”
4310

 The latter 

requires, according to the Appeals Chamber, foreseeability equivalent to “virtual 

certainty.”
4311

 The outcome must be  “the almost inevitable outcome of [the accused’s] 

acts or omissions.”
4312

 A person who detonates a bomb intending to kill only one 

specific person is guilty of the murder of everyone killed on the airplane because the 

deaths of all is a virtual certainty. This is known as “dolus directus in the second 

degree.”
4313

 

1518. Commission of a crime “jointly” – i.e. as part of a group or organisation – requires no 

lower standard of intent. The “reciprocal imputation” of liability for acts of the group to 

each other is justified when “common plan”
4314

 that involves “a critical element of 

criminality.”
4315

 The common plan “ties the co-perpetrators together and […] justifies” 

criminal liability.
4316

 Liability cannot be imputed to others unless the commonly held 

plan includes this shared criminal intent, and cannot be imputed if the crime is different 

from the intended crime. Hence, a shared intent to commit persecution but not murder 

permits imputation of acts of persecution only, but not murder. Mere foreseeability that 

murders might be committed is insufficient. 

                                                           
4310

 ICC Statute,art.30(2). 
4311

 Lubanga AJ,paras.6,447. 
4312

 Bemba CD,para.359. 
4313

 Bemba CD,para. 359. 
4314

 Lubanga AJ,para.445; Bemba et al. AJ,para. 136; ICC Statute,art.30(1)(d)(refers to “common purpose” 

rather than common plan). 
4315

 Bemba at al. AJ,paras.133-134. 
4316

Bemba AJ,para.132; Lubanga AJ,para. 445. 
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1519. The latter proposition is a corollary of Article 30, which requires nothing less than 

dolus directus, in the first or second degree. As stated by the Bemba Pre-Trial Chamber, 

“dolus eventualis as the third form of dolus, recklessness or any lower form of 

culpability […] are not captured by article 30 of the Statute.”
4317

 The law of the ICC 

diverges in this respect from that of the ICTY, where “JCE III” extends liability on a 

dolus eventualis (“advertent recklessness”) standard.
4318

 Hence, individuals at the ICTY 

were not infrequently convicted found to share a common intent with others to commit 

forcible transfer, but then also convicted for murders, rapes or other crimes whose 

perpetration could be foreseen as a by-product of the forcible transfer operation.
4319

  

1520. Liability on this basis is not permissible under Article 30 of the ICC Statute. The 

perpetrator, even when acting as part of a group, must always possess dolus directus. 

Consequences that are merely foreseeable are not enough for liability; the consequences 

must, in fact, be intended. Liability for conscription, enlistment and use of child 

soldiers must be intended, not merely foreseeable, for liability to arise on the basis of an 

alleged common plan. The Prosecution has pleaded no less, asserting in the DCC that 

all the crimes with which Mr NTAGANDA is charged were intended as part of the 

“Common Plan.”
4320

 

1521. The Elements of Crimes purports to lower the standard prescribed by Article 25(3)(a) 

and Article 30 from “knowledge” that the subjects were under 15, to “should have 

known”. The Elements, whose remit is only to “assist” interpretation of the Statute, 

may not “clearly deviate[]”
4321

 from a standard prescribed by the Statute.
4322

 

Knowledge that the person is under 15 is the minimum requirement for commission of 

the crime.  

1522. Article 25(3)(d) also requires, at the least, knowledge that assistance is being provided 

to others who intend to conscript, enlist or use subjects whom they know are under 15.  

                                                           
4317

 Bemba CD,para.360. 
4318

 Stakic AJ,para.103(“the concept of dolus eventualis (or ‘advertent recklessness’) is clearly ‘required for the 

third form of joint criminal enterprise’”).  
4319

 See e.g.Stanisic & Zupljanin TJ,paras. 521; Prlic AJ, para. 3001-3010(JCE III imposed for murders, sexual 

abuse and other crimes); Mladić TJ,fn.13437(“the first form of the JCE requires intent in the sense of dolus 

directus and that recklessness or dolus eventualis does not suffice”). 
4320

 DCC,para. 1. 
4321

 Triffterer, p.527. 
4322

 Cf.Lubanga TJ, para. 1015. 
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1523. Liability cannot arise under Article 28 unless the subordinate commits the crime based 

on the “knowledge” standard. Hence, the commander’s liability on the “should have 

known” standard can arise only if the subordinate knew that the subject recruited, 

enlisted or used was under 15. Where the commander should have known that this 

crime was being, or was about to be, committed failure to prevent or punish such 

recruitment, enlistment or use may give rise to liability under Article 28.  

Section III – The evidence does not establish Mr Ntaganda’s mens rea or his substantial 

contribution  

 

 The Prosecution’s reliance
4323

 on conduct prior to the existence of the crime is A.

misplaced and factually unfounded 

 

1524. First, the evidence does not establish that children under 15 were part of Chui Mobile 

Force, or that Mr NTAGANDA had knowledge of any in the Chui Mobile Force who 

was under 15. Similarly, the Prosecution has failed to show that Mr NTAGANDA had 

any awareness that anyone there was under 15. The evidence shows that very few, if 

anyone, at TCHAKWANZI was under 15. Of the 59 children listed in the 2003 

newspaper article as having been demobilised from TCHAKWANZI, only five are 

indicated as having been under 15 at the start of the training in 2000.
4324

 Only two are 

so young that it could be inferred that their appearance alone would indicate that they 

were under 15.
4325

 Mr NTAGANDA was almost never at TCHAKWANZI and, in any 

event, has not been shown to have had any role in the selection of recruits, or any 

command relationship in respect of those recruits whatsoever. The evidence does not 

show that Mr NTAGANDA had any awareness of anyone under 15 being enlisted or 

conscripted for TCHAKWANZI. 

1525. Second, recruiting, conscripting or using of children under 15 in an armed group was 

not a crime until 1 July 2002. States were obliged under Article 77 of API prior to this 

date to “take all feasible measures” to prevent children under the age of 15 from taking 

a direct part in hostilities.
4326

 The view of the United States at the ICC Preparatory 

                                                           
4323

 PCB,para.1015. 
4324

 DRC-OTP-0134-0626,p.0638;D-0038:T-249,33:8(training starts in 2000). 
4325

 Born in 1992 and 1989. 
4326

 Art.77 API, 1977(“The Parties to the conflict shall take all feasible measures in order that children who have 

not attained the age of fifteen years do not take a direct part in hostilities”).  
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Committee meetings was that this obligation “had not been criminalised under 

customary international law.”
4327

 Imputing criminal intent to Mr NTAGANDA based 

on conduct that was not criminal at the time infringes nullem crimen sine lege.  

1526. Third, the training at Mandro commenced prior to the existence of the criminal 

prohibition. Evidence of anyone under 15 at Mandro must be assessed with care to 

ensure that a conviction is not based, directly or indirectly, on evidence of conduct that 

was not criminal at the time. The timing of the entry into force of this prohibition is 

also relevant to assessing the timeliness of demobilisation orders in respect of children 

under 18, such as that issued on 21 October 2002.  

B. None of Mr Ntaganda’s bodyguards were under 15 

1527. The testimony of those with the best opportunity to observe Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts 

was that they were 16 or up. D-0251, [REDACTED], testified that the youngest 

[REDACTED] was 16.
4328

 D-0243 recalled that they were “adults”, and when asked 

whether it was possible that any were under 15, he answered “No, there weren’t any, to 

tell you the truth. I did not see any children among the bodyguards.”
4329

 D-0017 

testified that amongst Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards whom he knew, “there was no 

one who was below 16 or 17.”
4330

 P-0290 testified that [REDACTED] were “15 or so” 

and that those who remained [REDACTED] were “maybe 16 or 17.”
4331

 Mr 

NTAGANDA himself testified that all of his escorts were over 18 and he named many 

of them for the Chamber.
4332

 

1528. Some Prosecution witnesses gave age estimates that were inconclusive. P-0055 said of 

Mr NTAGANDA’s escorts only that “[s]ome may have been 14 or 15 years old.”
4333

 P-

0901 thought that the youngest was “approximately 14 or 15.”
4334

 

1529. The few witnesses who gave estimates of Mr NTAGANDA’s bodyguards’ age falling 

below 15 were either manifestly not credible, or were observational witnesses with an 

                                                           
4327

 Triffterer,3
rd

 ed., p. 521. 
4328

 D-0251:T-260,23:10-12(““[W]ith regard to the people in Bosco Ntaganda's compound, there was nobody, 

nobody under the age of 15. The youngest was probably -- the youngest would have been 16”). 
4329

 D-0243:T-259,51:2-3. 
4330

 D-0017:T-253,67:25. 
4331

 P-0290:T-65,41:3-6. 
4332

 D-0300:T-214,55:3. 
4333

 P-0055:T-71,84:10-11. 
4334

 P-0901:T-29,55:18-56:10. 
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inferior opportunity of observation. P-0010, upon whom the Prosecution still places 

heavy reliance,
4335

 lied about her own age. She was willing to lie about the ages of 

others as demonstrated by her testimony about [REDACTED] age, which was 

contradicted by several other witnesses.
4336

 Her claim that Mr NTAGANDA had a 

nine-year old escort
4337

 was uncorroborated, contradicted by several other witnesses, 

and a stark reminder of the willingness of witnesses to tell lies in this case.  

1530. The individuals in Bosco NTAGANDA’s vicinity on the videos, whom he either had 

some opportunity to observe or some of whom might be identified as escorts, do not 

appear to be under 15 years of age. The vast majority appear to be adults who might be 

inferred to be his bodyguards.On any of the videos they can be reasonably estimated – 

let along estimated beyond a reasonable doubt – as being under 15. Some of the 

individuals visible on the Rwampara video were identified as Mr NTAGANDA’s 

escorts; none of them appear to be visibly under 15.  

C. Mr Ntaganda  did not forcibly recruit children at a [REDACTED] primary 

school
4338

 

1531. P-0190’s direct testimony
4339

 about children being forcibly taken by Mr NTAGANDA 

amidst great clamour from a primary school in [REDACTED] – to which there should 

have been many witnesses – went uncorroborated. D-0057, who was in a position to 

know, denied that any such event ever took place.
4340

 P-0014’s vague hearsay of Mr 

NTAGANDA being “‘a specialist in abduction,’”
4341

 and of unidentified children 

telling him about alleged abductions at unspecified times and locations,
4342

 appears to 

be nothing but a corny attempt by someone who wants to make themselves a useful 

witness for the Prosecution.  

                                                           
4335

 PCB, para. 824. 
4336

[REDACTED];P-0010:T-48,11:18; P-0010:T-47,59:11,62:16, T-48,11:9,12:7; [REDACTED] D-0251:T-

260,18:8-9,19:19-20:7,8:3,96:14-15; D-0017:T-253,33:23-34:03,67:25.  
4337

 P-0010:T-47,6:23-24. 
4338

 PCB,paras.819,1016. 
4339

 P-0190:T-97,31:6-17. 
4340

 D-0057:T-246,11:17-12:1. 
4341

 P-0014:T-136,44:25-45:1. 
4342

 P-0014:T-136,43:10-12. 
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D. Purported meetings with Mr Ntaganda and demobilisation orders reflect no 

knowledge of children under 15 amongst the ranks of the FPLC  

1532. No reliance can be placed on [REDACTED]’s [REDACTED] about a meeting between 

Mr NTAGANDA and P-0046,
4343

 of which the latter had no apparent recollection, and 

of which there is no record. P-0315’s notes, which are unreliable, in any event, do not 

reflect that Mr NTAGANDA acknowledged the presence of children under 15 amongst 

the ranks of the FPLC.
4344

 The MONUC report of 2 October 2002 – which does not 

actually specify that the “commander Bosco” in question was Mr NTAGANDA -- 

likewise does not suggest that the “underage children” are under 15, instead of the 

standard definition of under 18. Indeed, the memo is ambiguous as to whether this topic 

was raised with the “commander Bosco” or someone else.
4345

  

1533. The demobilisation orders,
4346

 which refer expressly or implicitly to the 18-year 

threshold, were neither a shame nor indicative of any consciousness of guilt. They were 

genuine attempts to confront a complex problem without, incidentally, any proper 

DDDRR program having been put in place by the NGOs or the national government. 

E. Mr Ntaganda  did not give speeches encouraging recruitment of anyone under 

18, let alone under 15 

1534. It was not criminal, let alone wrong, to give speeches encouraging young people to take 

up arms, especially given the dire threat facing the non-Lendu population of Ituri. Even 

the use of the word “children” is not an indication of attempt to recruit individuals 

under 15: numerous witnesses testified that the word kadogo or “child” referred to 

anyone up to 18 years of age
4347

 and, depending on the context, could refer even to 

adults.
4348

 

1535. The testimony concerning the content of Mr NTAGANDA’s speech in MABANGA 

comes from P-0010, who is a thoroughly untruthful witness. Mr NTAGANDA’s own 

account of the event is credible and not undermined by P-0010’s testimony. 

                                                           
4343

  [REDACTED]. 
4344

  [REDACTED]. 
4345

 DRC-OTP-2067-1914,p.1916,para.10. 
4346

 PCB,paras.625,1017. 
4347

 P-0901:T-31,42:15. 
4348

 P-0901:T-31,42:18-20. 
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F. No reliance should be placed on unadmitted information 

1536. The Prosecution has sought to rely on a particularly scurrilous and unfounded 

allegation by P-0046 that NTAGANDA executed six children.
4349

 The Trial Chamber 

excluded the document
4350

 on which this claim was based, no reliance should be placed 

on it. 

G. The age of individuals being trained, and graduating from training, is not 

indicative of Mr Ntaganda’s knowledge of the presence of any child soldiers 

amongst the ranks of the FPLC 

1537. The Mandro and Rwampara videos do not demonstrate that Mr NTAGANDA saw 

anyone who appeared to be under 15 during his visits to these centres. No one holding a 

baton appears to be under 15, and no one wearing a uniform in any of these videos 

appears to be under 18. The huge majority, with only a few exceptions, are clearly well 

over 15. 

1538. Mr NTAGANDA and D-0080 both describe the youngest individuals on the Rwampara 

video as having just arrived, and that [REDACTED]. Mr NTAGANDA can be heard 

commenting on the video that they “‘have come recently.’”
4351

 The mere presence of 

these individuals at the assembly does not demonstrate any intent by Mr NTAGANDA 

to recruit children under 15; the measures that he [REDACTED] took to ensure that the 

youngest amongst the crowd shows that he had no such intent. 

H. Any child soldiers as may have managed to enter the ranks of the FPLC is not 

indicative of any intent to recruit child soldiers 

1539. Some individuals under 15 may have managed to enter the ranks of the FPLC in one 

capacity or another. Testimony was heard about many young individuals, especially 

orphans, hanging around military camps
4352

 hoping to be trained or looking for 

protection or work.
4353

 Some of these individuals may have been kept out of the ranks 

                                                           
4349

 PCB,para.1016,fn.3143. 
4350

 P-0894:T-104,30:4(“the Chamber sustains the Defence objection and document DRC-OTP-0152-0256 is 

not admitted into evidence”). 
4351

 DRC-D18-0001-6681; D-0300:T-220,36:18, 
4352

 P-0046:T-102,26:4-7(“Q.And there were many children who were orphans and had no families to return to; 

is that correct? A. There was a significant proportion of children who had lost one or two of their parents, this is 

correct”); P-0031:T-174,25:15-17(A.Yes. His answer was he going to deal with it, but his children are orphans, 

and that’s why the UPC was training them and the enlistment was voluntary”). 
4353

P-0116:DRC-OTP-2054-4494,p.4594:16-24;T-196,20:23-21:1;D-0210:T-207,14:4;D-0017:T-252,46:20-

23;D-0172:T-245,23:3-5;D-0057:T-246,13:8-10.  
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of the FPLC, but nevertheless used as assistants or helpers.
4354

 Others may have been 

allowed to train or accepted as escorts possibly with benevolent motivations, as 

illustrated by [REDACTED]
4355

 or [REDACTED],
4356

 who took [REDACTED] whom 

they thought they would assist. Some may have succeeded in giving false ages in order 

to be allowed to train. Others still – especially after March 2003 when the FPLC was 

routed – may have had the appearance of being affiliated with the FPLC, but were not. 

Not every individual carrying a weapon in ITURI can be presumed to be a member of 

the FPLC.  

1540. The few cases of escorts or other individuals within the ranks of the FPLC who may 

have been under 15 does not change the overall picture. The evidence has not borne out 

the claim that the FPLC was “an army of children.”
4357

 The overwhelming majority of 

FPLC soldiers, as the available videos show, were visibly well above 15. Any who may 

have been younger are not so obviously younger than 15, and certainly not so 

numerous, as to constitute an adequate basis for inferring that Mr NTAGANDA 

intended to recruit children under 15.  

CHAPTER VII - COUNT 6 AND 9: RAPE AND SEXUAL ENSLAVEMENT OF 

CHILD SOLDIERS 

Section I - The scope of the charges and elements of proof 

 

1541. The UDCC does not contain any description of which alleged rapes or acts of sexual 

enslavement are purportedly charged under Counts 6 and 9. This violates Regulation 

52(b) of the RoC. No conviction can be entered under these counts as there are no 

“facts and circumstances” on the basis of which the Trial Chamber may enter a 

conviction under Article 74(2). 

1542. The Confirmation Decision, however, refers to four events on the basis of which it 

confirmed the counts: (i) rape of P-0758 and other child soldiers at Camp Lingo; (ii) 

rape by Abelanga of a girl under 15 at Mandro between November 2002 until May 

2003; (iii) rapes of young girls at Mandro Camp between mid-August and mid-

September; and (iv) rape of a girl aged 13 by Kisembo “until he was killed in 

                                                           
4354

 P-0887:T-93,49:3;P-0046:T-101,68:21-22:3;T-102,60:1-2. 
4355

 [REDACTED]; [REDACTED]. 
4356

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797,p.0851. 
4357

 DRC-OTP-0074-0797,p.0851. 
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Mongbwalu”.
4358

 Even assuming that these allegations form part of the charges – which 

they do not, having been omitted from the UDCC – these are the only facts and 

circumstances on which a conviction could conceivably be entered.  

1543. The victims as defined in Count 6 and 9 are defined as “child soldiers,” thus excluding 

anyone older than that, and requiring proof beyond reasonable doubt of the requisite 

age. 

1544. The pronouncement in Lubanga concerning inability of children to consent concerned 

entry to military service,
4359

 not sexual relations.
4360

 No customary or treaty norm 

defines an international age threshold for consent to sexual relations. 

Section II - The evidence does not establish that any of the charged events occurred; if 

any did occur, there was no nexus to the armed conflict 

 

 P-0758 A.

1545. P-0758’s testimony about rape, as already discussed,
4361

 is unreliable. P-0758 lied 

extensively about her age and circumstances of abduction. Her allegations of rape or 

even the general conditions at Lingo were not corroborated – including by 

[REDACTED], [REDACTED] – and she failed to visually identify her named or 

described assailants. These and other deficiencies in her testimony, as previously 

discussed,
4362

 raise doubt about the reliability. 

1546. The alleged rapes were also not sufficiently related to the armed conflict to constitute a 

war crime.
4363

 The Appeals Chamber has held that “a rigorous application of the nexus 

requirement” is necessary to prevent any potential “undue expansion” of war crimes 

law, and identified the following factors as relevant:   

the fact that the perpetrator is a combatant; the fact that the victim is a non-

combatant; the fact that the victim is a member of the opposing party; the fact 

that the act may be said to serve the ultimate goal of a military campaign; and 

                                                           
4358

 Confirmation Decision,para.82. 
4359

 Lubanga AJ, para.303. 
4360

 PCB,para.764. 
4361

 Part VI,Chap.I,Section I(D). 
4362

 Part VI,Chap.I,Section I(C). 
4363

 Elements of Crimes,p.3(“the conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed 

conflict.”) 
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the fact that the crime is committed as part of or in the context of the 

perpetrator's official duties.
4364

 

1547. P-0758 was not a non-combatant; not a member of the opposing party; and not raped in 

circumstances that served any goal of the military campaign. The rapes occurred in 

camp, and not during operations.
4365

 The circumstances are typical of the type of sexual 

abuse widespread in armed forces around the world,
4366

 but that is not properly a matter 

of international war crimes jurisdiction as currently defined. If anything, her testimony 

that rape was committed “after battles rather than before” because of the belief that 

“anyone who had sex before fighting would be killed on the battlefield”
4367

 diminishes 

the nexus even further. 

1548. Finally, P-0758 was not a child soldier
4368

 and, accordingly, does not fall within the 

scope Counts 6 and 9 as the Prosecution chose to plead those counts. 

1549. P-0758’s testimony concerning alleged rapes at Lingo of other persons,
4369

 as 

previously discussed, is vague and unreliable.  

B. Rape by Abelanga at Mandro, or rapes at Mandro more generally  

1550. The Prosecution has offered no specific submissions
4370

 on these events. P-0888’s 

testimony, aside from being unreliable for reasons previously discussed,
4371

 is 

unspecific about the age of anyone whom he “heard” was raped.
4372

 

1551. P-0017 offered hearsay testimony that [REDACTED] (“[REDACTED]”) told him that 

ABELANGA had sexually abused two of his escorts,
4373

 whom P-0017 visually 

assessed as being “12 or 13 years old” based on visual assessment of physique and the 

fact that “they played” only.
4374

 P-0017 offered no further details, and no other 

                                                           
4364

 Appeal on jurisdiction,para.68. 
4365

 Part VI,Chap.I,Section I(D). 
4366

DoD Releases Annual Report on Sexual Assault in Military, online: U.S. Department of Defense  

<https://www.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/1508127/dod-releases-annual-report-on-sexual-assault-in 

military/> (referring to 5,277 reports of sexual abuse by service members in 2017). 
4367

 PCB,para.768, P-0758:T-161,68:12-69:2. 
4368

 See Part VI,Chap.I,Section I,(A). 
4369

 P-0758:T-161,6:13-22,20:13-23. 
4370

 PCB,paras.763-790. 
4371

 Part VI,Chap.I,Section III. 
4372

 P-0888:T-105,39:7-11;PCB,para.777. 
4373

 P-0017:T-58,51:18-23.  
4374

 P-0017:T-58,51:25-52:1. 
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evidence was heard to corroborate that ABELANGA had raped these alleged victims or 

their ages. The evidence is insufficient to make a determination that this event occurred.  

C. Rape by Kisembo of a 13 year-old 

1552. P-0887 and P-0907 refer to an alleged rape of one of KISEMBO’s bodyguards named 

[REDACTED] in [REDACTED] that occurred after FPLC forces had been defeated 

and dispersed after the defeat inflicted by the UPDF on 6 March 2003.
4375

 P-0907 

testified that he learned this information from KISEMBO when he announced, in front 

of a large crowd, that “hence forth, whoever slept with [REDACTED] was going to be 

punished and he will shoot that person”.
4376

 KISEMBO also purportedly said: “‘You 

see, this child is still young, no more than 12 years old. From now on, no one should 

touch her because she is not even a teenage girl’”.
4377

 P-0887 could not give a precise 

age estimate, but said she was “still very young”.
4378

 

1553. The hearsay testimony and visual observation of “[REDACTED]” is an insufficient 

basis for a judicial finding that this “[REDACTED]” was under 15. P-0887 would not 

give any age estimate for [REDACTED], and did not confirm that she was under 15.  

1554. Neither P-0887 nor P-0907 suggested that KISEMBO had raped “[REDACTED].”
4379

 

P-0887 did not say that she had been raped at all.
4380

 KISEMBO’s motives and extent 

of his knowledge of any misconduct by his subordinates is also unclear from the 

pronouncement as described, as well as uncertainty about whether P-0887 or P-0907 

would have been aware of any other punishments that KISEMBO might have 

prescribed. The evidence is inadequate to determine whether “[REDACTED]” was 

raped, whether any rapist was not punished, and her age. P-0907 testified, notably, that 

[REDACTED] was still alive [REDACTED].
4381

  

                                                           
4375

 P-0907:T-89,55:8-57:10;P-0887:T-93,39:23-41:14. 
4376

 P-0907:T-89,63:21-25. 
4377

 P-0907:T-89,57:5-7. 
4378

 P-0887:T-93,40:2-3. 
4379

 P-0887:T-93,40:6-16. 
4380

 P-0887:T-93,40:16(“I’m not in a position to know that”). 
4381

 This “[REDACTED]” is not [REDACTED], who is not “married and has three children”, as described by P-

0907. P-0907:T-89,56:1-3. 
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D. Uncharged Events 

1555. The Prosecution relies [REDACTED] showing “the pervasive sexual violence that 

existed, at the highest level”.
4382

 Any attempt to indirectly rely on such profoundly 

incriminating uncharged allegations should be firmly and expressly 

repudiated,
4383

[REDACTED]. 

1556.  P-0046’s and P-0365’s sweeping testimony
4384

 is based entirely on anonymous hearsay 

that was not corroborated by any reliable testimonial evidence. The interpretation of the 

song, and its discussion about consensual relationships,
4385

 is speculative and wrong. 

Witnesses D-0251, D-0017 and D-0211 offered a very different picture of the attitude 

towards women in the FPLC.
 4386

  

1557. P-0883’s allegations do not fall within the scope of any of the charges and do not reveal 

any nexus to the armed conflict. In any event, none of her testimony is worthy of belief 

in light of her sustained lying and fabrication of evidence discussed previously.
4387

  

Section III - Mr NTAGANDA is not criminally responsible for any alleged rapes of 

child soldiers 
 

1558. The Prosecution submissions, for the most part, do not address Mr NTAGANDA’s 

mental state in relation to the charged events, as opposed to non-charged events.
4388

 The 

Elements of crimes states that the “material elements” – which are circumscribed by 

Article 74 – be “committed with intent and knowledge.”
4389

 Evidence of other events 

may, of course, provide circumstantial evidence of the relevant mental state, which 

                                                           
4382

 PCB, para.778. 
4383

 Part VI,Chap.I,Section IV. 
4384

 PCB,paras.771,781-783. 
4385

 PCB,para.770. 
4386

 D-0251:T-260,33:25-34:4(“Q.During your association with UPC, to the best of your knowledge, were you 

aware of any rapes committed by UPC soldiers other than the bodyguards of Bosco Ntaganda? A.In the UPC we 

lived in love and agreement. The authorities were very strict. I never heard anyone speak of such stories”); D-

0251:T-260,40:8-18(“We were very well treated. He helped us a lot. When someone was ill or when one of our 

families had problems, he helped us a lot. He was a very good commander. Q.To the best of your recollections, 

was Bosco Ntaganda close to his--both male and female escorts? A.Bosco Ntaganda was a very good 

commander, he was a brave man, he knew how to talk to his soldiers and escorts and he really led us very well.  

And it's very unfortunate that he left because we could no longer see him”); D-0017:T-252,69:4-5(“During that 

training I never heard anyone speak of rape and I didn’t hear of any rumours involving rape”); D-0211:T-

248,34:24-35:(“she said that she enrolled voluntarily and […] was very satisfied with the military service”). 
4387

 Part VI,Chap.I,Section II. 
4388

 PCB,paras.1020-1021. 
4389

 Elements,p.1,para.2. 
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must nevertheless always be in relation to the charged actus reus. Furthermore, the 

knowledge and intent must exist in relation to each of the necessary elements which, in 

the case of Counts 6 and 9, includes that the victim was under 15. 

1559. The evidence does not sustain any inference that Mr NTAGANDA intended under 

Article 25(3)(a), or willingly assisted others who intended under Article 25(3)(d), to 

rape anyone, let alone anyone under 15 years of age. No evidence has been heard that 

Mr NTAGANDA had knowledge or intention of the alleged rapes of the foregoing 

victims. The Prosecution’s assumption that pregnancy implies rape, and that “guduria” 

meant “sexual enslavement,”
4390

 is unsubstantiated and contrary to D-0251’s 

testimony.
4391

 P-0768’s testimony about Mr NTAGANDA’s failure to punish 

MUSEVENI
4392

 comes from a thoroughly biased witness,
4393

 whose testimony on this 

point was also uncorroborated and implausible.  

1560. The evidence shows, on the contrary, that the UPC/FPLC repeatedly taught soldiers 

that rape was not permitted and that there would be serious punishment doing so.
4394

 P-

0055’s story about a soldier named “[REDACTED]” who murdered a PMF (for which 

he was subsequently arrested) whom he suspected was going to complain about having 

been raped illustrates that soldiers feared such allegations.
4395

 Mr NTAGANDA was 

alert to the need,
4396

 and did, punish any serious infractions including rape.
4397

   

                                                           
4390

 PCB, paras.1018-1019. 
4391

 D-0251:T-260,33:25-34:4(“Q.During your association with UPC, to the best of your knowledge, were you 

aware of any rapes committed by UPC soldiers other than the bodyguards of Bosco Ntaganda? A.In the UPC we 

lived in love and agreement. The authorities were very strict. I never heard anyone speak of such stories”);D-

0251:T-260,38:8-9(“Since we were happy to be married, he gave us the opportunity to be in a relation and go 

ahead with our future”).  
4392

 P-0768:T-34,55:23-56:13. 
4393

 Part IV,Chap.III,Section I(A). 
4394

P-0365:T-148,17:6-22 citing DRC-OTP-0164-0710,p.0723:375-386(“Chief Kahwa: Any soldier who will 

rape a women or take girls and rape them will be killed by a bullet, is that not the case? Soldiers:Yes”); P-

0017:T-60,81:4-12. 
4395

 P-0055:T-71,95:25-96:14. 
4396

 D-0300:T-238,78:10-25(“If it was a situation of rape, I would have sent a clear message.[…] the person 

responsible for that offence be arrested and put in prison”). 
4397

D-0300:T-211,49:17-24,T-213,7:20-25,T-213,9:19-23;T-237,10:14-24;T-239,46:23-47:1;T-214,9:13-21;T-

233,42:6-17(“[…] This was the responsibility of each commander to ensure that all his troops were disciplined 

from the lowest ranking upwards”);P-0017:T-59,43:20-44:8(“[…] a UPC soldier had been punished for 

rape”);P-0055:T-71,95:25-96:14;P-0815:T-76,41:16-19(“And those who raped were arrested”);D-0300:T-

228,74:16-75:12(“And I took measures very swiftly […] I asked that Moyi be struck”);T-214,10:6-12(“Mave 

came and said that Sopick had tried to rape her. I arrested Sopick and flogged him in front of all my troops, in 

front of all my bodyguards”);T-214,9:18-20(“[…] a young man attempted to rape a woman. This young man’s 

name was Brandon. That young man was arrested”); D-0017:T-254,32:4-33:5,T-255,53:14-21. 
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CONCLUSION 

1561. In light of the above, the Defence submits that Mr NTAGANDA should be 

acquitted on all counts. 
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